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Foreword

Forest hydrology as a field has evolved greatly since the first paired watershed study

was published by Bates (1921) in the Journal of Forestry. Bates described his work
as the “first serious effort to obtain, under experimental conditions, a quantitative

expression of forest influences on snow modeling, streamflow (and thus, by impli-

cation, evaporation) and erosion.” Since then, many paired watershed studies have

been published – with an explosion of such work in the late 1950s and through the

1960s during the First International Hydrological Decade. Despite the appearance

of several textbooks in the past decades, the last major benchmarking effort was

Sopper and Lull’s (1967) edited conference proceedings from the International

Symposium on Forest Hydrology, held at Penn State University, USA, in 1965.

This was the first and last major synthesis and integration effort for the field in over

four decades. Since Sopper and Lull, much has changed in forest hydrology: new

instruments, some new theory, new disciplinary additions to forest linkages; most

notably biogeochemistry.

Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis of Past Research and Future
Directions is a long anticipated, important addition to the field of forest hydrology.

It is, by far, the most comprehensive assemblage of the field to date and written by

many of the top researchers in their field. The book reveals for the first time since

Sopper and Lull, the current state of the art and where the field is headed – with its

many new techniques developed since then (isotopes, fluorescence spectroscopy,

remote sensing, numerical models, digital elevation models, etc.) and added issues

(fire, insect outbreaks, biogeochemistry, etc.). Levia, Carlyle-Moses, and Tanaka

have done a spectacular job of assembling a strong array of authors and chapters.

As an associate professor of ecohydrology, Del Levia has a background in water

transfers through the forest canopy and biogeochemical transformations in forest

systems in American forested watersheds with extensive international experience

as well. Darryl Carlyle-Moses is an associate professor of geography with experi-

ence in Canadian and Mexican forest systems, focused mostly on water transfers

through the forest canopy. Tadashi Tanaka is professor of hydrology at University

of Tsukuba in Japan with a long and distinguished career in forest hydrology, from
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groundwater studies to tracer studies and water flux measurements in headwater

catchments. The geographical teaming of editors is an important element to the

work, where the addition of the Japanese perspective (to the more dominant

European and North American and Australian perspectives) with many chapters

penned by Japanese forest hydrologists adding greatly to the breadth of approaches

and examples. Attention to editorial detail is clear; from careful assembly of all the

key component areas to an awareness of the benchmark papers in the field and need

to include them (even when they fall outside the non-English speaking literature).

Distillation of a large and varied disparate discipline like forest hydrology and

biogeochemistry is challenging. The book’s organization effectively parses out the

many aspects of the field in six useful parts. The first part outlines the historical

roots of forest hydrology and biogeochemistry, with special reference to the

Hubbard Brook watershed – arguably “Mecca” for the field and the foundation

we all now follow in watershed-based coupled hydrobiogeochemical studies. The

authors of that chapter are emblematic of the authorship of much of the book,

pairing one of the founding fathers of field with one of the most promising young

professors in the field. Sampling and novel approaches follow this background

setup, with definitive chapters covering the latest in terms of spatial and temporal

monitoring. Forest hydrology and biogeochemistry by ecoregion is a part that

follows. The ecoregion component is a clever move in the assembly of the material

for the book, providing a view into real-world landscapes and how uniqueness of

place drives coupled hydrobiogeochemical processes. The editors have gathered

authors from Canada, USA, Australia, China, Japan, and over a dozen countries in

Europe to produce this range of ecoregion breadth. The three last parts of the book

are “hydrologic and biogeochemical fluxes from the canopy to the phreatic sur-

face,” “the effects of time, stressors and humans,” and finally, “knowledge gaps and

research opportunities.” Many of the hottest topics in relation to fire, insects,

climate change, landuse change are addressed in a thoughtful and stimulating way.

Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis of Past Research and Future
Directions is a celebration of a field. Like Bates’ work, it is a serious effort to

synthesize quantitative expressions of forest influences on water quantity (and now

also water quality). The research pioneers who contributed to Sopper and Lull’s

major synthesis would be mesmerized by what now is possible and what is defined

in this volume in terms of new research directions and opportunities. Reading it will

give graduate students and researchers alike, a sense of direction and optimism

for this field for many years to come.

Richardson Chair in Watershed Science Jeffrey J. McDonnell

and Distinguished Professor of Hydrology

College of Forestry, Oregon State University,

Corvallis, OR, USA
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Preface

A tremendous amount of work has been conducted in forest hydrology and

biogeochemistry since the 1980s, yet there has been no cogent, critical, and

compelling synthesis of this work on the whole, although a number of seminal

journal review articles have been published on specific aspects of forest hydrology

and biogeochemistry, ranging from precipitation partitioning to catchment hydrol-

ogy and elemental cycling to isotope biogeochemistry (e.g., Bosch and Hewlett

1982; Parker 1983; Buttle 1994; Levia and Frost 2003; Muzylo et al. 2009).

The forest hydrology and biogeochemistry volumes published to date have served

a different (albeit equally valid) purpose to the current volume, serving as either

a reference tool for a particular study site or as a textbook. Over the past 30 years,

the Ecological Studies Series has published a number of such volumes, including

Forest Hydrology and Ecology at Coweeta (1988), Biogeochemistry of a Subalpine
Ecosystem (1992), and Functioning and Management of European Beech Ecosys-
tems (2009). Lee (1980) is one of the last comprehensive forest hydrology texts.

Recent published works have focused on climate change and stressors. These books

reflect the growing body of research in forest hydrology and biogeochemistry.

However, none of these texts were specifically aimed at synthesizing and evaluating

research in the field to date. As such, Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry:
Synthesis of Past Research and Future Directions is especially timely, relevant,

and arguably necessary as periodic review and self-reflection of a discipline are

integral to its progression. Thus, the aim of this international rigorously peer-

reviewed volume is to critically synthesize research in forest hydrology and bio-

geochemistry to date, to identify areas where knowledge is weak or nonexistent,

and to chart future research directions. Such a task is critical to the advancement of

our discipline and a valuable community building activity. This volume is intended

to be a one-stop comprehensive reference tool for researchers looking for the “latest

and greatest” in forest hydrology and biogeochemistry. The book also is meant to

serve as a graduate level text.
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Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis of Past Research and Future
Directions is divided into four primary parts following an introductory chapter

(constituting Part I) that traces the historical roots of forest hydrology and biogeo-

chemistry. The introductory chapter employs the Hubbard Brook Experimental

Forest as a model to elucidate the merits of watershed scale hydrological and

biogeochemical research. The four primary parts of the book are: sampling and

methodologies utilized in forest hydrology and biogeochemistry research, forest

hydrology and biogeochemistry by ecoregion, hydrological and biogeochemical

processes of forests, and the effects of time, stressors, and people on forest

hydrology and biogeochemistry. It is important to note that each part examines

forest hydrology and biogeochemistry from different perspectives and scales.

While overlap among chapters has been kept to a minimum, some overlap is

inevitable. One also could argue that some overlap is beneficial given the nature

of the book and the fact that most researchers will likely read select chapters of

relevance to their research rather than the book in its entirety. The part on sampling

and novel approaches is intended to provide researchers and students with a broad

cross-section of methodological approaches used by some forest hydrologists and

biogeochemists and to foster their wider use by the larger community. As such,

these chapters may be used as a primer for one wishing to learn how to utilize

various methods to answer questions of importance to forest hydrologists and

biogeochemists. The next part adopts a holistic focus on the forest hydrology and

biogeochemistry by ecoregion. Specific forest types covered include lowland tropi-

cal, montane cloud, temperate, boreal, and urban. These chapters are intended to

provide researchers with a concise synthesis of past research in a given forest type

and provide future research directions, emphasizing a particular forest type as a

whole (i.e., from an ecosystem perspective) rather than hydrological and biogeo-

chemical processes. The following part emphasizes processes regardless of ecoregion

and forest type. These chapters begin at the interface of the atmosphere–biosphere

with atmospheric deposition and follow the transport of water and elements to the

subsurface via routing along roots to surface water–groundwater interactions. Thus,

these chapters focus on the hydrology and biogeochemistry of the critical zone. The

next part of the book examines the effects of time, people, and stressors on forest

hydrology and biogeochemistry, capturing some of the newest thinking on the effects

of external stressors, such as ice storms and climate change, on the functional ecology

of forests. The final chapter (constituting Part VI) summarizes some of the major

findings of the book and is intended to galvanize future research on topics that merit

further work by identifying possible research questions and methodologies to move

the disciplines of forest hydrology and biogeochemistry forward.

The editors wish to thank all authors for their tremendous work ethic in associa-

tion with this book. It is clear that chapter authors rose to the occasion and prepared

well thought syntheses that will help chart future research directions. The editors

also would like to express their gratitude to all of the authors who served as

peer reviewers. We were duly impressed with the thorough and thoughtful nature

of reviewer comments that undoubtedly improved the quality of the book. The

editors also acknowledge the review efforts of those scientists whom were external
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to the book itself who provided excellent suggestions for chapter improvement;

listed alphabetically, we acknowledge W. Michael Aust, Doug Burns, Sheila

Christopher-Gokkaya, Helja-Sisko Helimsaari, April James, Koichiro Kuraji,

Daniel Leathers, Myron Mitchell, Aleksandra Muzylo, and Wolfgang Wanek.

David Legates is recognized for editorial advice during the project. We also

acknowledge Jeff McDonnell for writing the Foreword of the book and the efforts

of the Series Editor, E.-D. Schulze. The editors also wish to recognize Dr. Andrea

Schlitzberger of Springer’s Ecological Studies Series and Project Manager Elumalai

Balamurugan for their hard and efficient work on this book. The editors wish to give

special thanks and recognition to Springer Geosciences Editor, Robert Doe, and his

assistant, Nina Bennink, for their professionalism, timely responses, clear feedback,

and generous support as this book evolved through various stages of succession

(with a few disturbances along the way) to its climactic completion in the course of

22 months.

It is the sincere hope, belief, and expectation of the editors that this volume will

serve as an invaluable resource to many in the forest hydrology and biogeochem-

istry communities for years to come. We are confident that this volume, composed

of the thoughts of some of the very best and talented researchers worldwide, will be

a highly cited and impactful book that will catalyze fruitful research that propels our

knowledge of forest hydrology and biogeochemistry forward.

Newark, Delaware Delphis F. Levia

Kamloops, British Columbia Darryl E. Carlyle-Moses

Tsukuba, Japan Tadashi Tanaka

March 2011
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Chapter 1

Historical Roots of Forest Hydrology

and Biogeochemistry

Kevin J. McGuire and Gene E. Likens

1.1 Introduction

The scientific disciplines of forest hydrology and forest biogeochemistry have

contributed greatly to our understanding of the natural world even though they

are relatively young disciplines. In this chapter, the historical origins, develop-

ments, and major advancements of these disciplines will be presented. The Hubbard

Brook Ecosystem Study (HBES) will serve as a case study to illustrate the devel-

opment, integration, and new research directions of these disciplines. Finally, this

chapter on the historical roots and evolution of forest hydrology and biogeochem-

istry sets the stage for the remaining chapters of this volume by providing a

conceptual framework in which most hydrological and biogeochemical work is

conducted. Excellent reviews on forest hydrology and biogeochemistry are given

by Sopper and Lull (1967), Bormann and Likens (1979), Lee (1980), Waring and

Schesinger (1985), Likens and Bormann (1995), Schlesinger (1997), Ice and Stednick

(2004a), de la Cretaz and Barten (2007), NRC (2008), and DeWalle (2011).

1.2 The Early Foundations of the Influence

of Forests on Water

1.2.1 Pre-Twentieth Century

Kittredge (1948), Zon (1912), and Colman (1953) provide the earliest historical

perspectives of “forest influences,” which Kittredge describes as “including all effects

resulting from the presence of forest or brush upon climate, soil water, runoff, stream

flow, floods, erosion, and soil productivity.” However, the earliest accounts of inter-

actions between forests and water were probably those of Vitruvius (ca. 27–17 BCE)

when he recognized that forests played an important role in evaporation. He postu-

lated that in mountainous regions, the loss of water due to evaporation was limited

because forests reduced the sun’s rays from reaching the surface (Biswas 1970).

About 100 years later, Pliny the Elder in Natural History (77–79 CE) observed,

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
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“it frequently happens that in spots where forests have been felled, springs of water

make their appearance, the supply of which was previously expended in the nutri-

ment of the trees. . .Very often too, after removing the wood which has covered an

elevated spot and so served to attract and consume the rains, devastating torrents are

formed by the concentration of the waters” (Bostock and Riley 1855).

As Andréassian (2004) notes, Pliny’s observations highlight the major concerns

of forest cover on water and climate (namely streams and precipitation). These and

other observations of forest influences led Medieval and Renaissance governments

to establish protection forests (Kittredge 1948). In France, King Philippe Auguste

issued a decree in 1219 “of the Waters and Forests” that recognized the close

relation between water and forests in forest management (Andréassian 2004).

During the mid-nineteenth century in France and Switzerland, debates on the

effects of forest clearing emerged partly from recent torrent and avalanche activity

that had occurred in the Alps, which formed the beginning of the scientific study on

the influence of forests on water (Kittredge 1948). Andréassian (2004) describes

several French watershed studies that occurred during this period (Belgrand 1854;

Jeandel et al. 1862; Matthieu 1878), which are among the earliest studies to report

on measurements of forest influences on hydrology and climate.

Despite the experiences in Europe, national recognition in the USA concerning

the role of forests in protecting watersheds did not occur until the late nineteenth

century, which essentially ushered in a wave of research on forests and water.

During the mid to late nineteenth century, there was much speculation on the role

that forests played in climate. The accepted wisdom was that deforestation had

caused significant macroscale climate changes, especially higher temperatures and

lower precipitation; however, much of that was dismissed when climatic data

became available showing that only at the microsite did forests have effects on

climate variation (Thompson 1980).

Interests in forest influences in the USA began when conservationists such as

George P. Marsh became alarmed by the rate of forest clearing and suggested, after

reviewing European findings and observations in the Alps, that forest removal had

devastating effects on streamflow (Marsh 1864). The publishing of Marsh’s Man
and Nature followed by several reports on forest influences (e.g., Watson 1865;

Hough 1878), eventually led to the 1891 Forest Preservation Act and 1897 Organic

Act. These important pieces of legislation both described forest reserves, but the

latter also provided a blueprint for their management and for the “purpose of

securing favorable conditions of water flows.” As Kittredge (1948) noted, the

period from 1877 to 1912 might be called the “period of propaganda,” when

numerous writings and debates occurred concerning issues of forest influences on

climate and floods. The importance of forests on flood control was generally

accepted by foresters, but it had been challenged by prominent engineers such as

Chittenden (1909) of the US Army Corps of Engineers and the Chief of theWeather

Bureau, W.L. Moore (1910). With little scientific evidence to resolve the contro-

versy, Raphael Zon, the Chief of Silvics with the USDA Forest Service, proposed

the creation of the first experiment stations on the national forests and established

the first forest and streamflow experiment at Wagon Wheel Gap, Colorado in 1909.
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This study and others (e.g., in New Hampshire, see Federer 1969) helped ensure the

passage of the Weeks Act in 1911 that provided “for the protection of watersheds of

navigable streams” and the purchase of 9.3 million ha of land for national forests in

eastern United States. The following year, Zon (1912) issued a seminal report to

Congress on “Forests and water in the light of scientific investigation,” which

summarized evidence for the influence of forests on floods. This report would

become the authoritative reference on the topic for the next several decades.

1.2.2 Early Twentieth Century: Watershed Studies

Disasters in the Alps during the early to mid-nineteenth century when forests were

being cleared for pasture land prompted the Swiss to develop the first true water-

shed study in 1900, in the Emme Valley Emmenthal region (Engler 1919). The

study was designed to evaluate the effects of forests on streamflow through com-

parison of the hydrological response to precipitation of two 0.6 km2 watersheds, the

Sperbelgraben (97% forested) and the Rappengraben (69% pasture and 31% forest)

(Colman 1953). However, results from the Emmenthal study were largely qualita-

tive and conclusions were suspect since the watersheds were not first compared

under similar forest cover conditions (Bates and Henry 1928), i.e., the experimental

design was faulty (Penman 1959; Whitehead and Robinson 1993).

In 1909, the USDA Forest Service began to plan a purposeful experiment on the

Rio Grande National Forest, near Wagon Wheel Gap, Colorado with two contigu-

ous watersheds that were similar in topography and forest cover. Observations were

made on meteorological characteristics and streamflow under these similar condi-

tions. Then, forest cover was removed from one of the watersheds and measure-

ments continued as before, until the effects of the forest removal had been

determined (Bates and Henry 1928). Wagon Wheel Gap was the first true paired-

watershed study, which allowed for direct comparison of the timing and amount

of streamflow and amount of erosion before and after removal of the forest. The

experiment showed that forest removal increased annual water yield compared to the

reference watershed, but the increase in water yield lessened over time as vegetation

reestablished with essentially no effect after 7 years. This study would set the stage

for the development of the paired-watershed approach (Wilm 1944; Hewlett and

Pienaar 1973) all across the USA (Fig. 1.1). Although experimental watersheds

have been criticized for their lack of representativeness, expense, and difficultly

in interpreting results (Hewlett et al. 1969; Ward 1971; Whitehead and Robinson

1993), they have been instrumental to an understanding of forest hydrology.

In 1936, the Omnibus Flood Control Act gave the USDA Forest Service

responsibility for flood-control surveys of forested watersheds to determine

measures required for retarding runoff and preventing soil erosion and sedimen-

tation (Hornbeck and Kochenderfer 2004). Increased flooding (e.g., Mississippi

River in 1927) and concerns over the role of forest harvesting in the next two

decades, spawned new USDA Forest Service watershed research at the San Dimas
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Experimental Forest in southern California and the Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory

in western North Carolina. Although watershed studies were developed throughout

the world, most were located in the USA and included some of the most noteworthy

early contributions to forest hydrology (McCulloch and Robinson 1993).

1.2.3 Recognition of a New Discipline: Forest Hydrology

In his book on “forest influences,” Kittredge (1948) may be one of the first to use the

term “forest hydrology” to describe a new discipline focused on water-related

phenomena that are influenced by forest cover. New curricula at universities were

developing to provide professional foresters with hydrologic training to deal

with watershed management problems (Wilm 1957). In the decades following,

there was a proliferation of forest hydrology research and the establishment

of numerous experimental watersheds. Many of these experimental watersheds
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Fig. 1.1 An example of the paired-watershed approach to determine the effect of forest removal on

evapotranspiration and water yield (adapted from Hewlett 1982). One watershed is manipulated

(treatment, no shading) after an initial calibration period of where meteorological and hydrological

variables observed to establish a relationship between the two watersheds. Using regression analysis

or another statistical approach, differences between the treatment and reference can be established
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are now well known (e.g., Fernow, Hubbard Brook, H.J. Andrews); however, of the

150 experimental watersheds that existed by the 1960s in the USA (Anderson et al.

1976), many have since been discontinued. The discipline of forest hydrology was

well established by 1965 when the International Symposium on Forest Hydrology
was held at the Pennsylvania State University (Sopper and Lull 1967). This

symposium captured the discipline in reports of findings from studies on the

influences of forest cover on water yield, peakflows, and sediment from all over

the world. Proceedings from this symposium are one of the most important collec-

tions of papers in forest hydrology (Courtney 1981), and at the time, sparked renewed

interest in forest hydrology, launching more process-oriented research on how water

cycles within forests. Water quality, however, was not given much consideration at

the symposium, with the exception of matters related to sediment (McCulloch and

Robinson 1993).

1.2.4 The Influence of Forests on Floods and Water Yield:
A Summary of Paired-Watershed Results

Initially, experimental watersheds and the paired-watershed approach were primarily

used to evaluate the effects of forest management practices on the timing and

magnitude of streamflow and sediment load. Many of these studies were used to

develop best management practices that are still in use today (e.g., Kochenderfer

1970). The subject of forest management and its influence on flooding has been

a recurring scientific, social, and political theme since the mid-nineteenth century

(e.g., Eisenbies et al. 2007). Experiments beginning with Wagon Wheel Gap showed

that with 100% forest removal, impacts on flooding appear to be minor if soil

disturbance is minimized. Generally, complete forest removal increases peakflow

and stormflow volume, although results are highly variable and depend on

the severity of soil disturbance, storm size, antecedent moisture condition, and

precipitation type (Bates and Henry 1928; Hewlett and Hibbert 1961; Lull and

Reinhart 1967; Harr and McCorison 1979; Troendle and King 1985). Given that

many scientific and legal arguments regarding forests and flooding continue today

(e.g., Mortimer and Visser 2004; Alila et al. 2009), we have much to learn from

historical studies and could benefit from objectively re-evaluating historical datasets

(DeWalle 2003; Ice and Stednick 2004b).

Following initial concerns of flooding and forest cover change, interest began

to develop in manipulating forest cover to augment water yields from forested

watersheds (Ponce 1983). Thus, the paired-watershed experiments were used to

address a different set of questions such as: could streamflow be increased

during dry periods? Or could snowpacks be managed to increase streamflow during

the summer months? Changes in forest composition, structure, or density that

reduce evapotranspiration rates generally increase water yield from watersheds.

Paired-watershed studies showed that annual water yield can increase between

15 and 500 mm with forest removal, although these changes are often short lived
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(a few years) and depend on climate, soil characteristics, and percentage and type of

vegetation removal (Hibbert 1967; Patric and Reinhart 1971; Bosch and Hewlett

1982; Douglass 1983; Hornbeck et al. 1993; Stednick 1996; Brown et al. 2005). The

greatest streamflow increases occurred in watersheds with the highest annual

precipitation (Bosch and Hewlett 1982), particularly when precipitation was high-

est during the growing season. Augmenting water yields generally requires that

forests cover a significant portion of the watershed, mean annual precipitation

exceeds 400 mm, soil depth is greater than about 1 m, and when managed, forest

cover is reduced by more than 20% (Chang 2006). At some sites where regrowth

species composition differed from that which was present prior to harvesting (e.g.,

hardwoods to conifer, mature species replaced by early successional species,

or forest conversion to grassland), streamflow did not return to pretreatment levels

and adjusted to differences in interception (e.g., Swank and Miner 1968) or

transpiration losses (e.g., Hornbeck et al. 1997) of the newly established vegetation.

In snow-dominated regions, forest cover alterations can also increase water yield

and affect the timing of snowmelt runoff. In a series of experiments at the Fraser

Experimental Forest in Colorado (Wilm and Dunford 1948; Hoover and Leaf 1967;

Troendle and King 1985), researchers demonstrated that depending on the amount

and pattern of forest cutting, water yield could be increased from the net effect of

reduced canopy interception loss and losses due to increased evaporation/sublimation

(DeWalle and Rango 2008). Changes in the timing and magnitude of peak stream-

flow will depend on the cutting patterns (slope aspect, size) and the synchronization

of melt from cut and uncut areas in a watershed (Troendle 1983).

1.2.5 Process Research in Forest Hydrology

The International Symposium on Forest Hydrology in 1965 was the first forum where

researchers from experimental watersheds from all over the world came together,

exchanged viewpoints, and presented significant results on forest-soil-water relation-

ships and forest watershed behavior. Another objective of this symposium was

“to determine the status of research in forest hydrology in order to provide a bench

mark which might serve as a point of departure for anticipated research during the

[International] Hydrologic[al] Decade” (IAHS 1966). Discussion by prominent

hydrologists (e.g., Penman) at the International Symposium urged for a more pro-

cessed-based understanding of hydrological results from watershed experiments

(Sopper and Lull 1967). The International Hydrological Decade (IHD) helped expand

the scope of research to emphasize the study of hydrologic processes (e.g., stream-

flow generation processes and evaporation/interception research). In addition, many

new “representative” and “experimental” basins were instrumented and monitored as

part of the IHD or selected from well-established, existing research watersheds

(Toebes and Ouryvaev 1970).

One major outcome of this period was the explosion of research on streamflow

generation and hillslope processes as evidenced by the content of the seminal book on
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hillslope hydrology by Kirkby (1978). During this period, John Hewlett and

colleagues conceptualized the streamflow generation paradigm of forested water-

sheds that we still work with today – the variable source area concept (Hewlett 1961;

Hewlett and Hibbert 1967; Hewlett and Nutter 1970). Building on the earlier work

of Hoover and Hursh (1943) at the Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory, Hewlett sug-

gested that in forested watersheds where infiltration was seldom limiting, interflow

delivering water to the base of slopes and the expansion and contraction of the near-

stream aquifer created variable sources of streamflow each with different time delays

in their contribution. While Hewlett often receives credit for this conceptual model,

it was conceived more or less simultaneously in France (Cappus 1960) and Japan

(Tsukamoto 1961) and further elaborated on by Dunne and Black (1970a, b) and by

Freeze (1972), Hewlett and Troendle (1975), Beven and Kirkby (1979) in the

development of simulation models. Other important work related to streamflow

generation during the IHD described various pathways by which hillslopes can

contribute runoff to streams such as translatory flow (Hewlett and Hibbert 1967),

subsurface stormflow (Whipkey 1965), partial-area contributing flow (Ragan 1968),

saturated-excess overland flow (Dunne and Black 1970b), and saturated throughflow

(Weyman 1973).

At the time of the International Symposium, forest hydrology research on

interception and evaporation was already well underway. Penman (1963, 1948)

had developed his combined energy balance-aerodynamic equation for estimating

evaporation, and during the symposium, he made some suggestions on improve-

ments for forest canopies such as obtaining measurements of surface roughness,

radiation, and stomatal conductance (Penman 1967). Helvey and Patric (1965)

summarized mean throughfall and stemflow equations for the eastern hardwood

forest. The equations were surprisingly uniform for throughfall over a wide range of

canopy conditions, while stemflow was much more variable. The work of Penman

(with Monteith’s 1965 modifications) and Helvey and Patric eventually led to

models of canopy interception loss (Rutter et al. 1971; Calder 1977; Gash 1979)

that form the basis of models used today. By the mid-1970s, there was also general

interest in various aspects of water relations in plants and the biophysics of plant

physiology and of plant interactions with the environment as noted by seminal

works such as Lange et al. (1976), Nobel (1974), and Lee (1978).

1.3 The Emergence of a New Discipline:

Forest Biogeochemistry

1.3.1 Origins and Development of Biogeochemistry

Most accounts of the origins of biogeochemistry go back to Vernadsky (1926)

where he recognized that all living things had origins from the Earth and that

the “biosphere” influences geological processes and vice-versa (Gorham 1991).
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Vernadsky also acknowledged the interrelations between the biosphere, lithosphere,

hydrosphere, atmosphere, andhumanity (i.e., n€oosphere) (Vernadsky1945).However,
Hutchinson (e.g., 1943, 1944, 1950) is often credited with outlining the broad scope

and principles of biogeochemistry and for introducing thewritings ofVernadsky to the

English speaking world. Biogeochemistry is a system science that focuses on

the cycling (internal to the system) and fluxes (movement to or from a system, i.e.,

across system boundaries) of elements that mutually interact between the biology and

chemistry of the Earth. Scientists of this discipline are quite diverse coming from

oceanography, limnology, biology, geology, meteorology, and ecology.

1.3.2 From Forest Nutrition and Management
to Ecosystem Science

Forest biogeochemistry, a subdiscipline of biogeochemistry or forest science,

also has roots in plant nutrition, ecosystem science, and forest management. The

definition of forest biogeochemistry, as the name implies, is the study of the

pools and fluxes of nutrients into, within, and from forested ecosystems. Early

work in this area sought to understand nutrient cycling as part of effective

management strategies for silvicultural systems (Tripler et al. 2006; Van

Miegroet and Johnson 2009). The landmark in forest nutrient cycling is Eber-

mayer’s (1876) Complete Treatise of Litter and its Importance for the Chemical
Stability of Forest Management (Tamm 1995), where the detrimental effects of

litter removal practices on forest productivity were made clear. This work

influenced the next generation of nutrient cycling studies in forests such as

Mitchell and Chander (1939), Rennie (1955), and Ovington (1959) where com-

parisons of tree nutrient demands with soil availability began to suggest nutrient

limitations and raise concerns about sustainability associated with harvest. How-

ever, it was not until the publishing of Odum’s second edition of Fundamentals
in Ecology (1959) that used the ecosystem as the central focus and also empha-

sized nutrient cycling throughout the text, that forest biogeochemistry began to

include more theoretical considerations in addition to the more practical needs of

forest management.

The now well-known conceptual box and arrow diagrams of nutrient cycles

that connect various aspects of the ecosystem also developed around this time

(e.g., Lindeman 1942; Bormann and Likens 1967) (Fig. 1.2). Long-term monitoring

of ecosystem processes began with the HBES (see below) and programs such as the

International Biological Program (IBP) in the 1960s. The German contribution to

the IBP at Solling (ca. 1968) and Hubbard Brook (ca. 1963) are among the longest

running records of nutrient and water budgets globally (Bormann and Likens 1967;

Likens et al. 1967; Ellenberg 1971; Ulrich et al. 1980; Manderscheid et al.

1995; Likens 2004).
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1.3.3 A New Paradigm in Biogeochemistry:
The Small Watershed Approach

Biogeochemical studies of forest ecosystems must consider boundaries in space and

time since ecosystem properties can vary from one plot to another or from month to

month. One of the challenges in the study of ecosystems is that of scale and

extrapolating information collected by small samples to something representative

at a larger scale, for example, a forest stand. In the case of forest biogeochemistry,

inputs and outputs of energy and matter are often difficult to estimate at typical field

scales (e.g., forest plots or stands). F. Herbert Bormann, a plant ecologist, knew this

well. As someone that had been inspired by Odum’s book to think about nutrient

cycling and after visiting the USDA Forest Service’s Coweeta Hydrologic Labora-

tory and Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest (HBEF) with his classes in the 1950s,

he began to think about watersheds as providing topographical and physiological

boundaries of ecosystems (Bormann 1996). These Forest Service experimental

forests as described above were established to address the effects of forests on

components of the hydrologic cycle and erosion. However, in 1960, Bormann

would propose in a letter to Robert S. Pierce, Project Leader of the USDA Forest

Fig. 1.2 Conceptual model of biogeochemical flux and cycling in a terrestrial ecosystem (redrawn

from Bormann and Likens 1967). Inputs to and outputs from the ecosystem occur through

meteorologic, geologic, and biotic pathways (Bormann and Likens 1967). Major sites of accumu-

lation and exchange pathways within the ecosystem are shown. Nutrients cycle within the

boundaries of the ecosystem among living and dead organic matter and primary and secondary

minerals. Fluxes across the boundaries of the ecosystem link individual ecosystems with the rest of

the biosphere (adapted from Bormann and Likens 1967 and redrawn from Likens 1992)
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Service’s HBEF, to use the small watersheds at HBEF as intact ecosystems to study

element cycling and ecosystem function (Bormann 1996). At the same time, Likens

had become enamored with the potential of the ecosystem approach largely through

Odum’s second edition text (Odum 1959). So, when he joined the faculty of

Dartmouth College in 1961, where Bormann was located, they quite naturally

began to talk about the potential of a watershed-ecosystem project at HBEF.

They combined forces with Pierce and Noye M. Johnson, a young geologist at

Dartmouth, to begin the study of the ecology and biogeochemistry of watershed-

ecosystems within the HBEF – defining the small watershed approach of ecosystem

science into what they called the HBES (Bormann and Likens 1967). Prior to the

HBES, little consideration was given to water quality in watershed studies, except

in terms of erosion and sedimentation (e.g., see Sopper and Lull 1967).

The hydrologically gauged watersheds at HBEF allowed for direct measurement

of linkages among the atmospheric, biotic, hydrologic, and geologic components

of the ecosystem. Thus, all chemical inputs and outputs could be quantified and

used to calculate nutrient budgets (mass balances) and investigate ecosystem loss

or accumulation as well as the vital connection with the rest of the biosphere

(Bormann and Likens 1967; Likens et al. 1967, 1970; Lindenmayer and Likens

2010) (Fig. 1.2). When combined with watershed-scale experimental manipulations

and long-term data, questions concerning ecosystem function could be addressed

quantitatively at the watershed or landscape scale (e.g., Bormann and Likens 1979;

Likens 1985, 2004). The small watershed-ecosystem approach provides a means

to formulate testable hypotheses about system behavior at the ecosystem scale

and perform manipulations to isolate and test-specific processes (Likens 1983,

1985; Carpenter et al. 1995; Hornung and Reynolds 1995). “Watershed manipula-

tion is now a standard part of the biogeochemist’s repertoire” (Lewis 2002).

As more complex questions concerning forest management and forest ecosystem

processes emerged, the small watershed approach became the archetype experi-

mental design for forming a scientific basis to inform policy making (Hornbeck and

Swank 1992).

1.4 Case Study: The Hubbard Brook Ecosystem Study

as a Lens into the Development of Forest Hydrology

and Biogeochemistry

Given the importance of the small watershed approach, it seems appropriate to use

the HBES, where the approach was pioneered, as a case study illustrating the

history and development of forest hydrology and biogeochemistry. As was dis-

cussed earlier, the HBEF was established to address concerns of forest management

effects on hydrology (floods, low flows, water yield) and erosion/sedimentation, but

this would change when Bormann and Likens would serendipitously become

involved in research at the site.
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The establishment of the HBEF arose from flood control surveys associated with

the 1936 Omnibus Act. For forestlands in New England, the responsibility for

conducting flood control surveys fell to the Northeastern Forest Experiment Station

of the USDA Forest Service. The Forest Service was frustrated by the lack of

guidance on these surveys and expressed the need for “experimental data on the

relation of character of vegetative cover to run-off” (Hornbeck 2001). Eventually,

with a Congressional appropriation in 1954 to establish watershed management

studies in the mountains of New England, the Hubbard Brook Valley was selected

as the best suited site for research in the White Mountains and the Experimental

Forest was established in 1955 (Hornbeck 2001). Well-known names in forest

hydrology were associated with the establishment and early construction of

HBEF such as Howard W. Lull, George R. Trimble Jr., Richard S. Sartz,

C. Anthony Federer, and Robert S. Pierce. Shortly after the establishment of the

HBEF, basic hydrologic characteristics of the northern hardwood forest and the

HBEF were assessed such as precipitation (Leonard and Reinhart 1963), snow

accumulation/melt (Sartz and Trimble 1956; Federer 1965), soil frost and infiltra-

tion (Trimble et al. 1958), canopy interception (Leonard 1961), and streamflow

(Hart 1966).

The HBES began in June 1963 when Bormann and Likens had a proposal funded

by the National Science Foundation to study “Hydrologic-mineral cycle interaction

in a small forested watershed.” From the start, collaboration (e.g., with Johnson and

Pierce) was seen as an important aspect of success in the HBES. Within two

decades, numerous senior investigators, postdoctoral associates and graduate

students, and some half-dozen governmental agencies and private foundations

supported or participated in the research of the HBES. This level of support,

a prolific publication record, the longest running dataset of watershed biogeochem-

istry (see www.hubbardbrook.org), and a strong international reputation positioned

the HBES for National Science Foundation funding in the Long-Term Ecological

Research program, which began in 1988 and continues today (Lindenmayer and

Likens 2010).

1.4.1 Watershed-Ecosystem Nutrient Budgets

The earliest work to come from the HBES was the study of nutrient budgets for six

of the small, south-facing watershed-ecosystems at HBEF (Likens et al. 1967;

Bormann and Likens 1967). Although prior to the HBES, there was considerable

literature on the chemistry of streams and nutrient cycling on components of

ecosystems, this study was the first to estimate nutrient budgets for an entire

ecosystem and demonstrate the advantages of the small watershed approach

(Fig. 1.2). Likens et al. (1967) found an overall net loss of cations (Ca2+, Mg2+,

Na+, K+) (i.e., stream water outputs > precipitation inputs) suggesting a contribu-

tion of these elements from biogeochemical reactions within the ecosystem, notably

chemical weathering. This study suggested that the small-watershed approach
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could be used to estimate difficult-to-measure processes, e.g., weathering and

evapotranspiration, for an entire watershed through quantitative mass balance

analysis (Bormann and Likens 1967). Likewise, the long-term data suggested net

retention of some nutrients (NH4
+, PO4

3�, H+) or patterns that change over time in

others (K+, NO3
�, SO4

2�, Cl�) reflecting the complex interactions between atmo-

spheric inputs, biotic activity, and climate variations (Likens and Bormann 1995;

Likens 2004).

1.4.2 Effects of Vegetation on Nutrient Cycling

During the winter of 1965–1966, Bormann, Likens, and colleagues conducted a

manipulation experiment on one of the six watersheds at the HBEF (Bormann et al.

1968). The experiment was designed to “test the homeostatic capacity of the

ecosystem to adjust to cutting of the vegetation and herbicide treatment” (Likens

et al. 1970). In other words, the objective was to maintain the watershed vegetation-

free for several years (i.e., 3) to examine the influence of vegetation on water and

nutrient flux and cycling. The experiment produced drastic changes in hydrology,

nutrient flux, and sedimentation. The primary effect of the experiment was a sharp

reduction in transpiration, which translated to increases in streamflow during the

critical low flow months of June through September (Hornbeck et al. 1970)

(Fig. 1.3). There was also some advance in the timing of snowmelt and observed

increases in high flow values (quickflow volumes and instantaneous peaks) during

the growing season; however, fall and winter high flows were not significantly

affected by the forest clearing (Hornbeck et al. 1970; Hornbeck 1973). These

changes in hydrology, mainly during low flows in the summer months, also affected

the nutrient flux and cycling.

Nitrogen, which is normally conserved in undisturbed ecosystems (Likens

et al. 1969), was rapidly released as nitrate in the cutover watershed (Fig. 1.3).

Decomposition and especially nitrification were greatly accelerated with the pro-

duction of nitrate and hydrogen ion. The increased production of nitrate and the

absence of nutrient uptake by vegetation facilitated the loss of nitrate and other

nutrients such as Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, and K+ (Bormann et al. 1968; Likens et al. 1969,

1970) (Fig. 1.3). Only sulfate concentrations decreased in stream water of the

deforested watershed (Fig. 1.3d). Likens et al. (1969) suggested that dilution from

increased streamflow and decreased oxidation of sulfur compounds due to nitrate

toxicity of sulfur-oxidizing bacteria might explain the pattern. But Nodvin et al.

(1986) showed that increased acidity associated with nitrification could have

increased the sulfate adsorption capacity of the soil, thereby reducing stream

water concentrations.

At the time of this experiment, the changes in hydrology were expected;

however, the changes in microbial activity and nutrient output were not as intuitive.

Specifically, the losses of cations were 3–20 times greater than from the comparable

undisturbed watershed. Although the experiment was not designed to simulate a
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commercial clearcut, the results suggested that the ecosystem had limited capacity

to retain nutrients when vegetation is removed, which could have important impli-

cations for forest management (Likens et al. 1978). In calcium deficient soils, for

example, forest harvest and leaching losses could deplete soil nutrient capital

(Federer et al. 1989).
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Fig. 1.3 Hydrological (a) and biogeochemical (b–d) response from the manipulation experiment

of the Hubbard Brook Ecosystem Study (Likens et al. 1970; Hornbeck et al. 1970). Vegetation was

removed from Watershed 2 (the “treated watershed”) in December 1965 and January 1966 and

treated with herbicide during the summers of 1966, 1967, and 1968. (a) Changes from expected

streamflow, based on the monthly regression between reference Watershed 3 and treated Water-

shed 2 prior to treatment, are most significant during the growing season for approximately 5–6

years. (b–d) Major biogeochemical changes (e.g., calcium, nitrate, and sulfate) in the treated

watershed, when compared to the reference Watershed 6, also increase for a period of approxi-

mately 5–8 years. Chemical concentrations are volume-weighted, mean monthly values
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The deforestation experiment at HBEF was followed by commercial harvesting

experiments and comparisons to commercial clearcuts in the region (Likens et al.

1978; Hornbeck et al. 1986). These studies showed that the increased concentra-

tions of nutrients in stream water ranged from a few to about 50% of the initial

deforestation experiment (Likens et al. 1978). In addition, these studies showed that

ecosystem recovery can occur rapidly (Hornbeck et al. 1986). Nutrient fluxes return

to predisturbance levels in only a few years even though transpiration may be

affected for longer periods (Martin et al. 2000). The time required for ecosystem

recovery (hydrologically and biogeochemically) following forest harvest will

depend on a number of factors such as type of harvest, severity of disturbance

(e.g., size of the cut area, soil and stream channel disturbance), physiography of the

site (aspect, slope, etc.), type of vegetation, climate and so forth (Likens et al. 1978;

Likens 1985; Martin and Hornbeck 1989; Hornbeck et al. 1997). It was suggested

that a site should not be cut more often than 75 years for the forest to be sustainable

(Likens et al. 1978). Bormann and Likens (1979) proposed an overall biomass

accumulation model for how forested ecosystems develop, and then reorganize and

recover from disturbance.

1.4.3 Acid Rain: Transforming Disturbance into Opportunity

The first precipitation sample collected at Hubbard Brook in July of 1963 had a pH

of 3.4. It was clear from the beginning of the HBES that the precipitation was acid,

but it took several years to discover the cause and nature of its occurrence (Likens

et al. 1972; Cogbill and Likens 1974; Likens and Bormann 1974; Likens 1989,

2004, 2010). Acid precipitation had been documented in Europe (e.g., Barret and

Brodin 1955), but the first published account of acid precipitation in North America

was made at the HBEF (Likens et al. 1972). The small watershed approach and the

resulting long-term records on inputs and outputs of chemical constituents of the

HBES provided the necessary data to address concerns of acid deposition effects on

forested and associated aquatic ecosystems.

These long-term datasets from HBEF were able to show that changes in SO2

emissions from source areas upwind of HBEF, as a result of federal legislation,

were strongly correlated with sulfate concentrations in precipitation and stream

water (Likens et al. 2001, 2002). The deposition of NO3
� was also correlated with

increasing NOx emissions, which could become the dominant acid in precipitation

in the future without further controls on emissions (Likens and Lambert 1998).

Perhaps, the most surprising result of acid deposition research of HBES was that of

soil base cation depletion (Likens et al. 1996). Calcium and other plant nutrients

had been depleted in soils due to acid precipitation inputs and as a result of base

cation losses, the forest ecosystem is much more sensitive to continuing acid

deposition inputs than previously estimated (Likens et al. 1996; Likens 2004).

With increased leaching of base cations in low base saturated soils, the mobilization

and leaching of inorganic aluminum can occur, which is toxic to terrestrial and
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aquatic biota (Cronan and Schofield 1990; Palmer and Driscoll 2002). As much as

one half of the pool of exchangeable calcium in the soil at the HBEF has been

depleted during the past 50 years by acid deposition (Likens et al. 1996, 1998).

To examine the effects of depletion of soil calcium, a new whole-watershed

experiment is now underway as part of the HBES in which calcium silicate was

added in 1999 to replace the calcium leached from acid deposition (e.g., Peters et al.

2004; Groffman et al. 2006).

The long-term records at the HBEF have made invaluable contributions to the

knowledge base for developing policy, federal legislation, and management related

to air pollution (Driscoll et al. 2001; Likens 2004, 2010). The complexity of

ecosystem response to changes in atmospheric deposition is one example of how,

by combining the talents of diverse disciplines, novel scientific approaches (e.g.,

the small watershed approach, experiment manipulation, modeling, or natural

disturbance), and long-term study, critical problems associated with environmental

change may be better understood.

1.4.4 Models as Learning and Predictive Tools

TheHBEShas resulted in one of themost extensive and longest continuous databases

on the hydrology, biology, geology, and chemistry of natural ecosystems. Although

the strengths of the HBES stem from field-based experiments, ecosystem-scale

manipulation, and long-term study, models have been a major part of the research

providing additional insight into hydrologic, ecosystem, and biogeochemical trends

and processes.

One of the earliest hydrologic simulation models for forested watersheds

was the BROOK model that was developed specifically for eastern US watersheds

and HBEF (Federer and Lash 1978). The BROOK model (the latest version is

BROOK90, Federer 2002) is a parameter-rich, one-dimensional model of soil

water movement among multiple soil layers that includes relationships for infiltra-

tion processes, energy-based evapotranspiration and snowmelt, and streamflow

generation by different flowpaths (e.g., variable source areas) (Federer et al.

2003). It has been used to examine differences in transpiration among hardwood

species using data from HBEF and Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory (Federer and

Lash 1978) and to simulate streamflow for cutting experiments when stream-

flow was not observed (e.g., Hornbeck et al. 1986). Federer and Lash (1978)

demonstrated that shifts of 2-week increases or decreases in the timing of senes-

cence or leaf out could cause differences in simulated annual streamflow by

�10–60 mm. When daily transpiration was varied by 20% in the BROOK model

as to reflect realistic differences in stomatal conductance among species, dif-

ferences in simulated streamflow ranged from 15 to 120 mm annually. Today,

the results of Federer and Lash can be placed in the context of climate change

where observed increases in growing season length have been documented

(Huntington et al. 2009).
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Ecosystem models have been part of the HBES since the early 1970s. The

JABOWAmodel (Botkin et al. 1972a, b), a forest growth simulator, was the forerun-

ner of many models used today and underpinned the conceptual model development

of Bormann and Likens (1979). Another model that has been used extensively in

the HBES and at other sites (e.g., Harvard Forest) is the PnET (Photosynthetic/

EvapoTranspiration) model (Aber and Federer 1992). The PnET model is essentially

a series of simple, lumped-parameter nested models (PnET-II, PnET-Day, PnET-CN)

that simulate carbon, water, and nitrogen dynamics for temperate forest ecosystems

(Aber et al. 1997). The modules include nutrient allocation, water balance, soil

respiration, and canopy photosynthesis that produce a monthly time-step carbon and

watermodel, which is driven by nitrogen availability and cyclingwithin an ecosystem.

The PnET-CN model was used to investigate long-term stream water nitrate trends

from the reference watershed at HBEF (Aber et al. 2002). Long-term nitrate concen-

trations in stream water have declined since the mid-1960s, which were unexpected

and counter to prevailing theories given a maturing forest and constant atmospheric N

deposition (Goodale et al. 2003; Judd et al. 2011). Simulations from PnET-CN

suggest that early in the record (1965–1990), temporal variations in stream nitrate

concentration at HBEF were largely driven by climatic variation and a series of small

disturbances (Aber et al. 2002). They concluded that nitrate losses from the reference

watershed were elevated in the 1960s due to a combination of recovery from extreme

drought and a significant defoliation event.

Other models that have been important to the HBES include CHESS (Santore

and Driscoll 1995) and ALCHEMI (Schecher and Driscoll 1995). These models

calculate geochemical equilibria in soils and estimate soil solution chemical con-

centrations. However, PnET-BGC, is an integrated biogeochemical model incor-

porating the components of PnET-CN and of major element cycles (i.e., Ca2+,

Mg2+, Na+, K+, Si, S, P, Al3+, Cl�, and F�) in forest and interconnected aquatic

ecosystems. The PnET-BGC model simulates the interaction of the processes in

soil, vegetation, water, and atmosphere to determine the chemical characteristics

of stream water and soil water before emerging as runoff (Gbondo-Tugbawa

et al. 2001). This model has been used to assess the long-term effects of air

pollution on the Hubbard Brook ecosystem (e.g., Driscoll et al. 2001; Gbondo-

Tugbawa et al. 2002).

1.5 Closing Thoughts

This chapter began by introducing the early foundations of forest influences on

water and ended by providing examples from the HBES where long-term records,

whole-watershed manipulation, field experiments, modeling, and scores of investi-

gators are unraveling the ecological, biogeochemical, and hydrological workings of

a forested ecosystem. The HBES is not unique and has served as a model for

watershed-based ecosystem studies around the world. Many comprehensive eco-

system studies and individual research efforts worldwide are contributing to the
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science of forest hydrology, ecosystem science, and biogeochemistry. Forested

landscapes are changing with increased fragmentation, the spread of invasive

species and disease, urban/suburban development, forest management for biomass

energy, climate and global change, and shifting ownership patterns (NRC 2008).

These complex problems will require the development of new approaches for

studying complicated ecosystems, but also learning from lessons of past research.

Some perspectives from the HBES include:

l Be opportunistic and learn from surprises.
l Focus on linkages, feedbacks, and coupling between ecosystem processes and

the interactions of air, land, and water.
l Maintain critical, high-quality, long-term data for understanding patterns and

trends in complex ecosystems.
l Develop multidisciplinary, highly collaborative teams, including social sciences,

to tackle complex environmental problems.

Forest hydrology and biogeochemistry have evolved and continue to grow as

new challenges arise. The remainder of this book aims to synthesize past research

and forge future research directions by forest type, process, and stressor. Research

topics that are likely to remain high priority in forest hydrology and biogeochem-

istry are issues related to climate and global change, managing forests for biomass

energy feedstocks, and interactions among convergent biogeochemical cycles and

between social and biophysical systems. There is also a need for more integration

and interpretation of results over large scales (regional to global) and in landscapes

where forest land-use/land cover is part of the larger system.
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Chapter 2

Sampling Strategies in Forest Hydrology

and Biogeochemistry

Roger C. Bales, Martha H. Conklin, Branko Kerkez, Steven Glaser,

Jan W. Hopmans, Carolyn T. Hunsaker, Matt Meadows,

and Peter C. Hartsough

2.1 Introduction

Many aspects of forest hydrology have been based on accurate but not necessarily

spatially representative measurements, reflecting the measurement capabilities

that were traditionally available. Two developments are bringing about funda-

mental changes in sampling strategies in forest hydrology and biogeochemistry:

(a) technical advances in measurement capability, as is evident in embedded sensor

networks and remotely sensed measurements and (b) parallel advances in cyber-

infrastructure and numerical modeling that can help turn these new data into

knowledge. Although these developments will potentially impact much of hydrol-

ogy, they bring up particular opportunities in forest hydrology (Bales et al. 2006).

New sensor technology for most biogeochemical components has lagged that for

water and energy, advances in measuring forest–atmosphere exchange of carbon by

eddy correlation being an exception.

The availability of accurate, low-cost, low-power sensors for temperature,

snowpack, soil moisture, and other components of water and energy balances offers

the potential to significantly increase the accuracy of catchment-scale hydrologic

measurements by strategically sampling these fluxes and states across heteroge-

neous landscapes. This is especially important in seasonally snow-covered moun-

tain catchments, where elevation, aspect, and vegetation exert a primary influence

on temperature, precipitation state (snow vs. rain), snow accumulation, and energy

balance. Topographic patterns are also important, influencing phenomena such as

wind patterns and thus cold-air drainage and daytime heating.

Satellites can now routinely provide time series, gridded values across a catch-

ment for snowcover, albedo and snow grain size at a 500-m resolution, but do not

give snowpack water content (Rice et al. 2010). It is also well established that

operational snow measurements do not provide the representative measurements of

snow water equivalent (SWE) needed to blend with satellite data to produce spatial

estimates of SWE (Molotch and Bales 2006). However, strategic sampling of snow

depth can provide the necessary ground measurements for those interpolations

(Rice and Bales 2010). Direct measurements from space of other components of

the mountain water balance at similar resolution are not currently in planning;

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
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though satellites can provide vegetation information that helps constrain models of

hydrologic fluxes and reservoirs. Whole-catchment vegetation characteristics at

submeter resolution are being developed using LIDAR (light detection and ranging)

(Andersen et al. 2005).

Improvements in cyberinfrastructure enable efficient handling and processing of

the larger data streams that result from measurement approaches using dozens to

hundreds of sensors, and more computationally intensive simulations. Catchment-

scale hydrologic models have also improved, and can take advantage of both spatial

data and statistical distributions of data as opposed to a single point value for a

time step. That is, models can explicitly account for elevation differences by using

either gridded elements or relatively small landscape units; and landscape units can

be defined for hillslopes with different aspects, e.g., north vs. south facing, and

different vegetation (Tague and Band 2004) (Fig. 2.1). Elevation differences are

especially important where winter temperatures are near freezing and some catch-

ments are rain dominated, with other nearby catchments being snow dominated.

The aim of this chapter is to describe how some of these technical advances

are being used in the design of measurement systems in seasonally snow-covered,

forested catchments, and specifically, how those advances have been applied to

sample hydrologic variables in one catchment. The primary emphasis is on water-

balance measurements using strategically placed instrument clusters for the mountain

water cycle, reviewing results from one instrument cluster that was deployed in the

Southern Sierra Nevada of California in 2007. This site represents a synthesis of our

knowledge of sampling design. It should be stressed that at this point these systems are

experimental, and that design of an instrument cluster is in itself research.

2.2 Science Questions that Build on Recent Advances

in Measurement

Several recent reports highlight the need for new water information to enable better

decision-making for water resources management, and for the myriad other decisions

that are influenced by water (NRC 2008; Dozier et al. 2009). Explosive population

Elevation / temperature
gradients across catchments

Snow
Dominated

Rain
Dominated

South facing
North
facing

Open Area

Drip
Edge

Canopy

Transition Zone

Aspect / radiation differences
at a given elevation

Canopy / radiation gradients at
a given elevation / aspect

Fig. 2.1 Modeling context for measurements of multiscale heterogeneity in controlling processes,

e.g., snow accumulation and melt; which would be lost in a broad regional empirical approach to

modeling. Panels from left to right indicate successively smaller scales. Courtesy: Kyonqho Son
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growth and changing climate are combining to create supply-demand mismatches

that threaten water supplies across the mountain west. As water becomes a more

valuable commodity, more accurate information than is currently available will be

needed to support better estimates of natural water reservoirs (e.g., snowpack,

groundwater); we will need more complete understanding of water, sediment, and

contaminant fluxes (e.g., evapotranspiration [ET], groundwater recharge, erosion,

ion fluxes), improved hydrologic modeling (e.g., streamflow forecasting, water

quality predictions), and better-informed decision making. The foundation of this

new information is an improved program of representative measurements.

Effects on the water cycle are perhaps the most significant impacts of future

changes in climate, and the deep uncertainty characterizing climate change require

that future water measurements support decision-making under uncertainty (Dozier

et al. 2009). For example, an important societal question associated with the mixed

rain and snow system that characterizes western mountains is: how do we sustain

flood control and ecosystem services when changes in the timing and magnitude of

runoff are likely to render existing infrastructure and practices inadequate?

Partitioning rain or snow between ET and runoff is perhaps the most challenging

measurement problem in hydrology, especially in mountains, where incoming solar

radiation and turbulent mixing cause fine‐scale heterogeneity (Dozier et al. 2009).

Estimating ET throughout a watershed requires blending multiple sensors: direct

measurement with flux towers, along with distributed measurements of sap flow

and soil moisture, and models driven by remotely sensed data on soil moisture,

surface temperature, and vegetation characteristics.

Four main science questions are driving the measurement program in the

Southern Sierra Critical Zone Observatory (CZO): (a) what are the water-balance

patterns across rain-dominated vs. snow-dominated forest landscapes, (b) how do

snow and soil-moisture patterns control geochemical weathering and transport,

(c) what are the primary feedbacks between hydrologic and biogeochemical cycles

and landscape evolution, and how are they apparent across the rain-snow transition

(d) what are the controlling mechanisms for vegetation, water and nutrient-cycle

feedbacks? This chapter places more emphasis on the water-cycle measurements,

where advances in measurement technology have been rapid over the past decade.

2.3 Sampling Design Using Embedded Sensors

A prototype water-balance instrument cluster was deployed in the Southern Sierra

CZO, which is co-located with the Kings River Experimental Watersheds (KREW),

a watershed-level, integrated ecosystem project for long-term research on nested

headwater streams in the Southern Sierra Nevada (Fig. 2.2) (Hunsaker et al. 2011).

KREW is operated by the Pacific Southwest Research Station of the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture, which is part of the research and development branch of the

Forest Service, under a long-term (50-year) partnership with the Forest Service’s

Pacific Southwest Region.
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One component of the CZO involved developing and deploying a prototype

instrument cluster to make comprehensive water-balance measurements across the

rain-snow transition, in support of hydrologic and related research by multiple

investigators. At the center of the cluster is an eddy-covariance system (flux

tower) for measuring water and carbon exchange with the atmosphere. Besides

providing measurements of evaporative and turbulent fluxes, the eddy covariance

tower serves as the measurement and communications hub of the instrument cluster.

Micrometeorological measurements and an embedded sensor network capture the

spatial variability of snow depth, soil moisture, air temperature, soil temperature,

relative humidity, and solar radiation around the tower.

The instrument cluster was designed to measure snow depth, snow density,

soil volumetric water content (VWC), matric potential, and ET. The design of the

Fig. 2.2 Instrument cluster and location map
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instrumentclusterwasbasedonplacingcontinuouslyrecordingsnow-depth,VWC,and

temperature sensors to sample end members across the main variables in the

catchments. That is, the system was designed to capture landscape variability through

stratified rather than random or gridded sampling. Based on the multiple field surveys

at different locations and times of year in the Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada, it

has been determined that fivemain variables affecting snow distribution are elevation,

aspect, slope, canopy cover, and solar radiation (Molotch and Bales 2005; Rice

and Bales 2010). Solar radiation is an integrating variable, but was not used in the

design as it is redundant with the other variables. It was decided not to sample across

different slopes because of shifts in sensor location and possible damage to sensors

due to snow creep on steep slopes. Because spatial surveys of soil moisture were

not available to guide sensor placement, VWC measurements were co-located with

snow sensors. Although it is recognized that soil properties may also be a major

determinant of soil-moisture patterns, in snowmelt-dominated catchments it is

expected that soil wetting and drying patterns will follow the spatial patterns in

snowmelt. It is also recognized that while snowmelt and soil moisture flow in three-

dimensional patterns rather than just vertically, co-locating soil moisture sensors with

snow sensors provided uniform placement for data analysis andmodeling.

Snow density values were available from a co-located snow-depth sensors and

snow pillows that measure SWE. Eddy correlation was the main method used to

measure ET, supplemented with sap-flow sensors. Groundwater levels were

measured at regular intervals along a transect across the main stream channel.

The catchment is southwest facing and has elevations of 1,700–2,100 m, with a

mean elevation of 1,917 m (Fig. 2.3). The two meteorological stations, located at

elevations of 1,750 and 1,984 m, were put in place by Forest Service scientists prior

to deployment of the rest of the instrument cluster, and were located in small

clearings. Only the upper meteorological station had a snow pillow. Stream gauging

and geochemical sampling using automatic samplers (ISCO) was also in place

prior to deployment of the instrument cluster, as were in-stream turbidity and

temperature sensors.

Snow-depth and soil-moisture sensors were placed in the vicinity of the two

meteorological stations and the flux tower. This was done in part to take advantage

of communication links available at these sites. Sensors were then placed under the

canopy, at the canopy drip edge and in the open on an east or west trending transect.

All sites were located on north/northwest and south/southwest facing slopes. This

sampling design was replicated at both elevations, with instruments placed around

two to three trees at both north- and south-facing sites; at the higher elevation,

a third pair of trees lying on flat ground was instrumented. The five subcluster sites

had slopes ranging from 7 to 18�.
Ultrasonic snow sensors (Judd Communications) were mounted on a steel arm

extending about 75 cm from a vertical steel pipe that was anchored to a U-channel

driven into the ground. Sensors were mounted approximately 3 m above the ground,

with extensions available if needed. Pits were excavated and sensors for soil

temperature and VWC (Decagon Echo-TM) placed horizontally in the pit walls at

depths of 10, 30, 60, and 90 cm. and the cables were routed to avoid preferential
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flow to sensors. Pits were backfilled and hand compacted to maintain the same

horizons and density insofar as possible. Depths were measured from the ground

surface, including organic layers, for the examples reported in this chapter. Later

deployments measured depths from the top of the mineral soil. In total, 52 snow

sensors, 214 EC-TM VWC sensors, and 113 MPS-1 matric potential sensors were

deployed. At three locations, it was not possible to reach a depth of 90 cm owing

to boulders or lack of soil depth. The EC-TM probes use capacitance to measure the

dielectric permittivity of the surrounding medium, which is much more sensitive

to the volume of water in the total volume of soil than to the other constituents of

the soil. In this method, the sensor probes form a capacitor, with an electromagnetic

field produced between the positive and negative plates. The charging of the

capacitor is directly related to the dielectric, which depends on VWC (http://

www.decagon.com).

A 60-node wireless-sensor network was deployed in 2008 with an additional set

of sensors to transmit real-time data collected by the individual sensors to a base

station at the eddy flux tower. Deployments of wireless-sensor networks for the

purposes of environmental monitoring have been addressed previously (Mainwar-

ing et al. 2002; Hart and Martinez 2006), though the deployment described here

addresses performance in remote conditions. Dust Networks (2009) developed the

underlying ultra low-powered network technology, the core of which relies heavily

on network optimization and a randomized channel hopping protocol. These

advances allow the network to self-assemble into a redundant mesh, ensuring

multiple data paths between any node and the central data aggregation point.

Limited acquisition and processing capabilities at each node required the construc-

tion of a separate data-manager board to interface with the external sensors.

Each wireless node has a 2-year battery life, made possible by an extremely low

Elevation, m

Fig. 2.3 Distribution of elevation and aspect, based on 30-m pixels, for Providence catchments

(P300)
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duty cycle. For additional reliability, and increased link distance, the stock whip

antennas on the network hardware were replaced with 8 dBi omni-directional

antennas. Twenty-three nodes were located at snow and soil VWC sensors, while

the remaining nodes were used to transfer, or “hop,” data, and extend transmission

distances.

The hub of the wireless network is composed of a mobile Internet connection,

and an embedded computer that actuates sensors inside the network and formats

incoming readings. Communication between this computer and the wireless-

sensor-network base station is conducted through an Extensible Markup Language

(XML) interface over a hard-line Ethernet connection. The XML interface adds

an extra layer of reliability by removing the need for low-level programming

languages to control network behavior.

Extensive deployments of wireless-sensor networks have been successfully

conducted for industrial and indoor monitoring purposes (Howitt et al. 2006; Jang

et al. 2008). However, extreme outdoor environmental conditions, such as fluctua-

tions in humidity, temperature, and weather patterns, can have strong effects on

overall radio communications (Oestges et al. 2009; Rice and Bales 2010). As such,

it becomes important to conduct an analysis of network behavior in outdoor settings

to optimize parameters relevant to network performance. Two relevant measures of

network performance are known as the received signal strength (RSSI), and the

packet delivery ratio (PDR). The RSSI is the physical power present in a received

radio signal (usually given in dB or dBm), and is used as an indicator of the quality

of radio transmission between two nodes. Increasing the distance between two

nodes in the network has an adverse effect on RSSI, as radio signals have to travel

further and are thus more susceptible to environmental interference. Critically low

RSSI values can cause links within the network to fail, leading to possible isolation

of nodes. The PDR is defined as the number of successfully transmitted packets over

the total number of transmitted packets, where a packet is the unit of data transmitted

within a network. PDR is also a measure of link performance, where values below

100% correspond to the need to retransmit data, thus requiring network hardware to

use more energy. As such, desirable RSSI and PDR characteristics are a direct

function of proper spacing between network nodes.

It is important to note that our entire instrument cluster is powered by batteries

charged by solar panels. Despite canopy closures in the 50–85% range, we have in

most cases been able to deploy solar in small clearings and avoid the need to place

panels in trees.

2.4 Performance of Sensor Networks

Both snow and soil-moisture sensors were reliable and provided consistent results

over the first 2 years of deployment. Minor offsets in the snow-depth measurements

from shifts in the mounting hardware were easily corrected at the end of each snow

season. Laboratory and field calibration of soil-moisture sensors showed accuracy
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to �0.02 fractional VWC. Data from three of the 105 Echo-TM sensors had

significant noise, which was attributed to electrical issues associated with splicing

cables; however, the VWC signal was still recovered from these sensors by addi-

tional data cleaning. Typical data show wet soil while the ground is snow covered,

followed by drying in the 1–2 months following depletion of the snow (Fig. 2.4).

Sites in the open, i.e., not under the canopy, had on average 25–50 cm deeper

snow than those at the drip edge or under tree canopies (Fig. 2.5), though differences

in soil moisture were less clear. Sensors at the higher elevation also recorded more

snow and later melt out than those at the lower elevation. Soil moisture also showed

slightly later drying at the upper location, reflecting longer snowcover.

Across the full instrument cluster, snow-depth values showed consistent

decreases during March and April for points with both shallow and deeper snow

(Fig. 2.6). Soil-moisture values were slightly less variable than snow depth, and
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showed little change until after the snowpack was depleted. VWC values then

decreased from April through September.

Figure 2.7 shows what is known as a waterfall plot, displaying network RSSI

values against PDR values collected over a 4-week period. For RSSI values of

above �78 dBm, PDR remains near 100%, implying that all network data is being

transmitted successfully. For RSSI values below this threshold, PDR drops off

significantly, requiring numerous retransmissions of the same data. Since lower

RSSI values correspond to greater path distance, optimal network performance

corresponds to this threshold value, where both PDR and path distance are max-

imized. Further analysis of RSSI vs. average link distance measures shows this

threshold value to correspond to an average path distance of 100 m. Because

of the variability of the forest environment, a decision was made to space nodes

50 m apart for further reliability and in anticipation of extreme storm events.
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Node-to-node spacing appears to be the best indicator of link performance, while

terrain, vegetation, and environmental parameters give little indication as to why

some links performed more reliably than others. Until WSN technology adapts to

the extreme conditions of outdoor monitoring applications, future WSN deploy-

ments will require an iterative deployment process. To achieve optimal network

performance (maximizing path distances and battery longevity), site-specific test

deployments should be conducted to generate network data which can be used to

create analytical tools such as the above waterfall plot. Network behavior indicates
that 100% of all transmitted packets reach their destination without the need for

retransmission as long as RSSI remains above �73 dBm (which corresponds to

node-to-node link distance of 100 m and below).

Soil water dynamics can be monitored by either soil water content or soil water

matric potential measurements. Soil water content varies between zero and the

soil’s porosity (at soil saturation). Accurate soil water content measurements

provide a measure of soil water storage capacity. Many soil moisture measurement

techniques have been developed (Robinson et al. 2008) ranging from small-scale

local measurements on the order of centimeters to those that may apply to scales of

kilometers (remote sensing). The accurate soil water content range as monitored

with Echo-TM sensors is independent of water content, and is about 2% VWC

across the complete water content range for the sandy loam soils in the CZO.

In contrast, the range of interest for soil water potential varies from zero (at soil

saturation) to potential values of �1,500 kPa (corresponding to �15 bar) or lower.

Soil water matric potential measurements are typically more sensitive to change as

small changes in soil water content can cause large changes in soil water matric

potential, especially under dry conditions. The typical measurement range for most

available sensors though is much smaller. Whereas tensiometers are accurate in the

relatively wet range (0–60 kPa), the measurement range for electrical-resistance

blocks is typically limited to about 200 kPa. Alternatively, soil water potential can

be inferred from the dielectric measurement of a porous block, such as the recently

available MPS-1 sensor (Decagon Devices, Pullman, WA), however, also its

measurement range is limited to about 400 kPa, and measurement accuracy varies

greatly depending on calibration method. For driest conditions, heat-dissipation

sensors should be considered. However, at this point they have not been

incorporated into our instrument cluster. In general, accurate soil water matric

potential measurements are difficult and output values are more an indication of

soil water status than the exact measure of soil water matric potential.

Performance of the sensors and radios chosen for this instrument cluster

was acceptable, and it is planned to use the same equipment in future deployments.

The stratified sampling design that was used did show differences in snowcover,

though less so for soil moisture, between the three main variables: elevation, aspect,

and location relative to tree canopy. Further evaluation of the adequacy of the

design, i.e., number and actual placement of sensors, to capture the variability

across this particular basin is pending synoptic surveys and data from the other

sensors in the instrument cluster that were deployed in 2009, and modeling to assess

the spatial coverage.
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2.5 Geochemical Sampling

Geochemical sampling of stream water and watershed reservoirs contributing to

streamflow in the Southern Sierra CZO indicates the controls on streamflow genera-

tion, and how those controls vary with elevation and snow-rain proportion. Stream

samples were collected biweekly at the stream gauge locations, thus defining three

subcatchments within the larger catchment (Fig. 2.2). Samples were either grabbed

by hand or collected by automated samplers that were triggered when flow exceeded

a certain value, providing samples several hours apart during storm events. Soil

water samples were collected from soil lysimeters (http://www.prenart.dk). Samples

were analyzed for major cations and anions by ion chromatography. Three end-

members contribute to streamflow. Near-surface runoff contributed more than 50%

of stream flow in most catchments, though baseflow was important in two that

because of topography had more soil storage of water (Liu et al. 2011). Rainstorm

runoff on average contributed around 5% of streamflow. These results were devel-

oped using diagnostic tools of mixing models to identify conservative tracers and

endmember mixing analysis to separate sources of streamflow.

2.6 Satellite Snowcover

Satellite snowcover data were retrieved from NASA’s moderate resolution imaging

spectroradiometer (MODIS) using a spectral mixing model, in which a set of

endmembers (snow, soil, vegetation) in different proportions in each pixel is used

to “unmix” a scene on a pixel-by-pixel basis (Dozier and Painter 2004). The

algorithm uses the spectral information from MODIS to estimate subpixel snow

properties: fractional snow-covered area (SCA), grain size, and albedo (Painter

et al. 2009). No correction was made for trees, so the SCA values represent

projected snow cover, i.e., snow that the satellite sees. The SCA threshold was

set at 0.15, to prevent identification of spurious snow cover, i.e., values below 0.15

were reported as zero.

Basin snowcover for the same time period as shown above for the sensor network

peaked during a storm in late February 2009, and declined to near zero by mid April

(Fig. 2.8). As is apparent from the figure, part or all of 20 MODIS pixels fall

within the basin. The highest snowcover values were in the higher elevations.

On-site inspection showed the basin to be nearly completely snow covered on

February 24. However, because of heavy forest cover, the satellite values are

lower. The complete time series of cloud-free scenes shows that basin-average

detectable SCA peaked at just under a fraction of 0.4 (Fig. 2.9). At that time, all

27 snow sensors had at least 60 cm of snow. It can also be seen from the figure that

when satellite SCA became zero, the average snow depth from the 27 depth sensors

was also near zero. However, snowwas not completely absent from the pingers until

about 1 month later, at the end of May. At this point, empirical corrections can be
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made for satellite viewable gap fraction, the result of which is also shown in Fig. 2.9.

Based on the field inspections, a correction of 0.5 was assumed for the day of peak

snowcover, declining linearly to zero when the snow was melted out at all of the

depth sensors. In this case, a detailed, gridded survey (Rice and Bales 2010) was not

carried out, but a qualitative assessment was made of the SCA at maximum accu-

mulation. More-involved corrections that make use of detailed vegetation informa-

tion will be available in the future, pending completion of vegetation and snow

mapping by LIDAR for calibration.

Fig. 2.8 Fractional snow-covered area (SCA) from MODIS for 3 days in 2009. SCA values are

binned into four classes for ease of viewing
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2.7 Extensions of Sampling Design

We have recently expanded our original instrument-cluster design, which initially

included a single flux tower, to a transect of four towers along an elevation gradient

that crosses the rain-snow transition. The transect crosses from a lower-elevation

oak-forest ecosystem, where trees cease ET owing to late-summer moisture limita-

tions, through the highly productive conifer forests with almost no shutdown during

the year, to a higher-elevation forest ecosystem with subfreezing winter tempera-

tures and cold-limited ET. Integration of sap-flow and flux-tower data is also part of

the scaling strategy for water balance in the CZO catchments. The ability to

substitute the lower-cost and lower-energy-use soil-moisture sensors for sap flow

is also being investigated with ongoing measurements. However, good correlations

between sap flow and soil moisture offer the potential to use the lower-cost, lower-

power-demanding soil measurements as an index of ET (Bales et al. 2011). Further

relating these to the direct eddy-correlation measurements will provide information

for scaling soil moisture to regional ET. Flux towers are important components of

water-balance measurements, made more valuable when they are part of a network

as opposed to being stand alone. It is also expected that embedding them in an

instrument cluster with an array of distributed, synergistic measurements such as

described here for the CZO will overcome some of the constraints of interpreting

eddy correlation data in complex terrain (Brown-Mitic et al. 2007).

It is also important to consider the role of airborne LIDAR data in determining

forest and watershed characteristics for scaling and modeling of water and bio-

geochemical cycles. At the Southern Sierra CZO, understanding the interactions

between snow distribution and vegetation, topography, and other meteorological

factors has been limited by the lack of spatially distributed and high-definition data.

LIDAR measurements of snow depth provide information at spatial scales that are

unmatched by any other existing technology, and fill a large data gap for spatial

snow depth information. A spatially distributed and high-definition LIDAR dataset

from snow on/snow off flights will be combined with the time series of meteoro-

logical and snow variables obtained at the instrument clusters to further evaluate the

sensor-network sampling strategy. Summer LIDAR data (snow off) characterize

spatial patterns of open vs. forest cover and canopy structure that are used in

coupled ecohydrologic modeling and scaling of ET and carbon flux.

Geochemical sampling using automatic sensors is generally limited to locations

with line power and frequent operator attention. At the Southern Sierra CZO, the

emphasis is on use of automatic samplers for collecting stream and soil water,

e.g., examining the spatial and temporal patterns of nitrogen concentrations to

identify “hot spots” and “hot moments,” i.e., links between hydrologic and biogeo-

chemical cycles.

Groundwater-surface water interactions in a stream/meadow complex at the

southern Sierra CZO were investigated using a combination of heat and geochemi-

cal tracers (Lucas et al. 2008). A distributed temperature system (DTS) with 2-m

spatial resolution and 2-min temporal resolution was deployed in the stream,
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enabling the capture of diurnal swings in surface water-temperatures over the

course of 5 days. Point temperature sensors (Hobo Tidbits) were deployed to assess

the vertical temperature profile and stratification within a number of the stream

pools. Water samples were collected to determine the activity of radon-222 (3.8 day

half-life) as a proxy for groundwater discharge. Temperature and pressure head data

were collected from monitoring wells and piezometers. The high spatial and

temporal resolution of the DTS enabled locating specific thermal anomalies in the

longitudinal stream temperature profile, indicative of groundwater discharge.

However, the variable and shallow depth of the stream meant that diel temperature

cycles interfered with the groundwater signal. Still the DTS can be a powerful tool

for sampling stream, snowpack and air temperature variations (Tyler et al. 2009).

The question of whether precipitation in forested, mountain watersheds falls

as snow or rain merits further attention. Current practice relies on calibrated air-

temperature relationships to determine precipitation phase, though such relation-

ships are site specific, and highly variable. Measurements in the mountains of

Idaho show a strong relationship between dew-point temperature and precipitation

phase (Marks and Winstral 2007). Catchment-level measurements of humidity and

temperature, supplemented by snow and precipitation along elevation transects can

establish this rain-snow partitioning. Because dew point is a property of the air

mass, it is less likely to be influenced by site or local conditions, and will be a more

stable predictor of precipitation phase than temperature alone. Thus, a combination

of regional temperature and humidity profiles, available from twice-daily soundings

at a few locations, and local on-the-ground measurements along elevation transects

will support estimating rain-snow partitioning of precipitation.
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Chapter 3

Bird’s-Eye View of Forest Hydrology: Novel

Approaches Using Remote Sensing Techniques

Gabor Z. Sass and Irena F. Creed

The science of hydrology is on the threshold of major
advances, driven by new hydrologic measurements, new
methods for analyzing hydrologic data, and new approaches
to modeling hydrologic systems . . . scientific progress will
mostly be achieved through the collision of theory and data

. . . Kirchner (2006)

3.1 Introduction

Without question, better scientific understanding of hydrological processes in

forested environments will be a product of the synergistic play of theory and

data. Remote sensing (RS) from satellite and airborne platforms, along with many

other sources of hydrological data such as wireless sensor arrays and ground-based

radar networks, is playing and will continue to play a vital role in better under-

standing the hydrosphere by providing the next generation of datasets to the

hydrological community. RS systems are planetary macroscopes that allow the

study of ecosystems from a completely new vantage point, facilitating a holistic

perspective like viewing the Earth does for astronauts.

RS allows us to (1) view large geographic areas instantaneously; (2) spatially

integrate over heterogeneous surfaces at a range of resolutions; (3) be totally

unobtrusive; and (4) be cost effective compared to ground-based approaches.

While there are challenges relating RS data recorded in radiance or backscatter to

variables of interest, and RS systems have poor temporal resolution compared to

ground-based measurement devices, RS and spatial analytical techniques such as

digital terrain analysis and distributed hydrological modeling embedded in Geo-

graphical Information Systems (GIS) have allowed hydrologists to better under-

stand the movement of water across a landscape.

This is a synthesis of state-of-the-art research on how RS has informed the study

of hydrology, with an explicit focus on forested landscapes. Although there have

been other excellent reviews published on RS and other geocomputing approaches

for hydrological research, none have focused specifically on forest hydrology

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_3, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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(with the notable exception of Stewart and Finch 1993). In our quest for the Holy

Grail of hydrology, we evaluate the ability of RS to provide accurate estimates of

various components of the hydrological cycle in forests around the globe. We focus

primarily on temperate and boreal forest regions, as it is in these areas that most

forestry RS research has been conducted.

The synthesis is framed around the concept of the water budget and how RS

techniques can be used to estimate components of the water budget of catchments

across a range of scales, from small headwater catchments to larger high-order

basins and from hourly to decadal time intervals. Since there are currently no

sensors or networks of sensors that can successfully estimate the water budget

remotely across this range of spatial and temporal scales, data fusion and data

assimilation techniques that exploit synergies of RS and GIS will also be explored.

We also illustrate how these novel approaches can be used in forest operations, and

outline research needs that will lead to the operational use of RS and related GIS

techniques for scientific advancement of forest hydrology.

3.2 A Primer for Forest Hydrologists

RS is the observation of a phenomenon from a distance, using devices that detect

electromagnetic (EM) radiation. The use of RS as a tool to understand hydrological

phenomena started in the 1970s, but there have been onlyminor increases in the number

of published forest hydrology journal articles that use or refer toRS techniques (Fig. 3.1).
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We hope that this synthesis will give new momentum to the consideration of RS as a

worthwhile tool for the study of hydrological phenomena on forested landscapes. Before

exploring the potential applications of RS to hydrology, it is important to present some

basic RS terminology (Box 3.1) and general observations about the different RS systems

applicable for forest hydrological investigations.

There has been a substantial increase in the number of airborne and satellite

sensors that cover a large portion of the EM spectrum since 1972 when the first

Landsat satellite was launched into orbit (Fig. 3.2). None of these sensors have been

designed exclusively for hydrological applications; therefore, their relevance to

hydrology in general and forest hydrology in particular needs to be carefully

considered and evaluated. Figure 3.2 summarizes the major sensors that we believe

have some potential in informing the field of forest hydrology, with detailed

Box 3.1 Terms and Terminology

Electromagnetic spectrum (EM): Remote sensors measure EM radiation that

has been either reflected or emitted from the Earth’s surface.

Optical sensors measure shorter wavelengths: visible (0.3–0.7 mm), near-

infrared (0.7–1.4 mm), short-wave (1.4–3 mm), and long-wave or thermal

infrared (3–15 mm).1

Microwave sensors measure longer wavelengths, ranging from 1 to 10 cm.

l Frequency is the inverse of wavelength and is the conventional unit for

microwave sensors (e.g., C-band is between 4 and 8 GHz, while L-Band is

between 1 and 2 GHz).2

l Polarization is the orientation of the EM radiation wave to the Earth

surface (planar ¼ horizontal; perpendicular ¼ vertical). EM radiation

waves can be transmitted or received in either horizontal or vertical orien-

tations leading to four common polarizations (HH, VV, HV, and VH).
l Passive sensors record microwaves emitted by the surface (also referred to

as radiometers).
l Active sensors transmit radiation and record the reflected or “backscat-

tered” radiation (also referred to as scatterometers).
l Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) uses the flight path of the sensor platform

to simulate an aperture much larger than the platform itself, allowing for

high resolution radar imagery. Echo waves received at different positions

along the flight path are distinguished to produce a series of observations

that can be combined as if they had all been made simultaneously.
l Interferometric SAR (InSAR or IfSAR) uses the difference in phase

(period) between transmitted microwave radiation and received backscat-

ter response to estimate distance (elevation). Since phase is influenced by

other factors, InSAR techniques use two or more SAR images of the same

area and from the same position to reduce noise and ambiguity.

(continued)
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characteristics of their wavelengths, spatial resolution, and years of operation.

Building on Fig. 3.2, Table 3.1 summarizes the potential of these different parts

of the EM spectrum for hydrological applications. Together, these data provide a

valuable resource for forest hydrologists wishing to explore the possibilities of

using RS techniques.

Optical sensors cannot penetrate vegetation or clouds. For this reason, optical

sensors are ideal for monitoring open water areas (lakes and wetlands). Many of the

earliest sensors (apart from some of the meteorological satellites) were optical

sensors. This means, for example, that in the case of NASA’s Landsat program

there is a 40-year record of sub-100 m spatial resolution imagery of open water

extent, a very good metric of water storage on the landscape. Optical sensors are

also used to estimate snow cover and surface temperature, a useful proxy for the

delineation of groundwater discharge areas and the determination of evapotranspi-

ration (ET). In tropical regions, cloud-top reflectance and temperature are used to

infer precipitation rates although only at coarse temporal resolutions.

In contrast, microwave sensors have the ability to penetrate vegetation and can

collect data independently of cloud cover and solar illumination. This is important

because of the difficulty of acquiring cloud-free imagery during optimal time periods

(i.e., when there is a lot of hydrological activity!) using optical sensors. There are two

types of microwave sensors: active sensors, which send and receive their own

energy, and passive sensors, which detect the microwaves emitted by the Earth’s

surface. The microwave portion of the EM spectrum is divided into bands where the

useful bands for hydrology are K, X, C, and L, ranked in increasing wavelengths.

In general, K- and X-bands are useful for detecting surface temperature, snow

density, and rainfall rates, whereas C- and L-bands are sensitive to soil moisture.

Although the potential for using microwave sensors for forest hydrology

is promising, the technology is relatively new compared to optical sensors

Box 3.1 (continued)

Altimeter: Remote sensors that measure time between the transmission and

receipt of radiation pulses. They include as follows:

l Optical altimeters – e.g., Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR).
l Microwave altimeter – e.g., Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM).

Data fusion: The combination or integration of RS with other spatial data for

analysis and/or visualization.

Data assimilation: The combination or integration of RS into a spatial model

for parameterization, and/or validation.

1Designated by CIE (Commission internationale de l’éclairage [International Commission

on Illumination]).
2Designated by IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers).
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(e.g., ERS, the first widely available and fine spatial resolution microwave sensor,

was sent to orbit in 1991) and further research is needed to demonstrate their full

potential. On the wish list of many hydrologists have been multipolarization and

multifrequency sensors since they, much like multispectral optical data, would

provide measurements sensitive to different biophysical properties of the surface

including vegetation. Multipolarized sensors such as recently launched ALOS-

PALSAR and RADARSAT-2 show promise in improved detection of water in

forested landscapes (van der Sanden 2004).

While most optical and microwave systems measure reflectance or backscatter,

interferometric radar (InSAR) and altimeters (e.g., Light Detection and Ranging

[LiDAR]) measure distances. For example, a space shuttle-based InSAR system

(SRTM) was used to derive 90 m spatial resolution digital elevation models

(DEMs) for the entire world (van Zyl 2001), which sometimes provides the only

source of hydrological data for developing nations. On the other hand, airborne

LiDAR systems have been used to derive submeter spatial resolution and centime-

ter vertical accuracy DEMs, albeit only for smaller regions. Together, InSAR

Fig. 3.2 Remote sensors useful for the study of forest hydrology. For each remote sensor, the

portions of the electromagnetic spectrum detected (black bars) and the period of operation (line,

with arrow indicating currently operational) are shown for (a) optical and (b) microwave sensors.

The total number of satellites launched (open circle) and satellites operating in a given year (bar)
are shown in (c)
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systems and altimeters are critical in providing information on surface topography

used in understanding water flow and wet area organization, as well as water level

dynamics.

A critical component in determining the use of RS imagery is matching the sensor

to the “problem,”with explicit consideration of spatial and temporal scales. In practice,

the selection of sensors is driven by theoretical considerations related to the

way radiation interacts with the surface and the atmosphere, scale (resolution and

extent) as much as data availability. Many hydrological investigations require long-

term datasets; however, only a handful of sensors have a wealth of archival material

(e.g., Landsat, ERS, and RADARSAT). Imagery from these sensors has been the

mainstay formany long-termhydrological investigations.While it is important to look

at the past, current and future monitoring of hydrological trends requires the consider-

ation of some of the exciting new sensors available to the hydrological community.

In the following sections, we detail how sensors such as those listed in Fig. 3.2 have

been used to detect various components of the water balance in forested landscapes.

3.3 Water Budget

This synthesis highlights the current status and future challenges of applying RS to

the study of forest hydrology. We follow a drop of water traveling through a

watershed from input, storage, and finally output and assess how RS and associated

GIS techniques can be used to track water fluxes and reservoirs. Comprehensive

reviews that have been completed for general hydrology and each component of the

water budget are listed in Table 3.2. We have used these reviews to evaluate errors

in RS-based estimates so that the reader can judge if the errors are in a range that

is useful to answer hydrological questions (Table 3.3). While the knowledge

presented can be applied to any land cover type, we point out special considerations

of using RS technologies and techniques on forested lands.

3.3.1 Water Input

RS can be used to detect rainfall rates, but only at very coarse spatial and temporal

scales. Early uses of RS include visible (VIS) and infrared (IR) imagery to estimate

precipitation indirectly by inferring rainfall intensity from cloud-top temperatures

and reflectance (Petty and Krajewski 1996). This method is most accurate for

tropical regions where the cloud-tops of convective cells are much more represen-

tative of surface precipitation rates than in more temperate regions (Tang et al.

2009). More recently, microwave sensors have been used to estimate rainfall

intensity given their ability to penetrate clouds and directly interact with rain

particles (Tang et al. 2009). Unfortunately, the drawback of these sensors (e.g.,

Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer-EOS) is that they capture images at
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coarse spatial (4–40 km) and temporal (twice a day) resolutions, and therefore they

are only useful for studies of larger watersheds and longer time periods.

In order to improve spatial and temporal resolution, microwave imagery has been

combined with VIS/IR products (Hong et al. 2007). There is a new NASA mission

with a mandate to achieve the estimation of precipitation on a global scale, which will

usemultipleVIS, IR, andmicrowave sensors from the same platform for simultaneous

Table 3.3 Relative error of RS-derived water budget components (based on reviews cited in this

chapter)

Units Relative error (%)

Water inputs

Precipitation (satellite) mm/day 60–100

Ground-based radar mm/day 5–50

Water storage

Interception mm 5–15

Snowpack (area) km2 1–5 (deciduous)

10–20 (evergreen)

Snowpack (SWE) mm 30–50

Open water areas km2 1

Saturated areas km2 1–10

Soil moisture m3/m3 15–30 (low biomass)

Groundwater, recharge vs. discharge areas km2 30–60

Water outputs

Evapotranspiration mm/day 15–30

Discharge mm/s >50

Table 3.2 Published reviews relevant to remote sensing of forest hydrology

General hydrology Stewart and Finch (1993),a Hall (1996), Kasischke et al.

(1997), and Tang et al. (2009)

Water inputs Petty (1995) and Petty and Krajewski (1996)

Water storage

Interception Roth et al. (2007)

Snowpack Rango (1996)

Open water, inundated,

saturated, unsaturated areas

Jackson et al. (1996), Ritchie (1996), Jackson (2002), Moran

et al. (2004), Wagner et al. (2007), Vereecken et al.

(2008), Verstraeten et al. (2008), and Gao (2009)

Groundwater, recharge vs.

discharge areas

Meijerink (1996, 2000), Becker (2006), Entekhabi and

Moghaddam (2007), Jha et al. (2007), Ramillien et al.

(2008), and Robinson et al. (2008)

Water outputs

Evapotranspiration Kustas and Norman (1996), Glenn et al. (2007), Kalma et al.

(2008), Verstraeten et al. (2008), and Li et al. (2009b)

Discharge Schultz (1996) and Smith (1997)

Hydrological modeling Kite and Pietroniro (1996) and Singh and Woolhiser (2002)
a Review specifically focused on remote sensing of forest hydrology
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imaging (Flaming 2005). However, even this systemwill, at best, only offer an hourly

snapshot of precipitation rates. Ground-based radar networks, operated by weather-

forecasting agencies, have substantially improved our ability to qualitatively map the

spatial structure of precipitation events (rainfall and snowfall intensity). Besides the

difficulties in accurately estimating the rainfall rate, the coverage of ground-based

radar networks in forested regions is poor. A combination of ground-based radar and

rain- and snow-gauge networks with satellite-based products are likely needed to

compile continuous yet spatially distributed measurements of precipitation.

3.3.2 Water Storage

3.3.2.1 Interception

Interception of precipitation by forest canopies can be estimated quite accurately

using RS approaches. RS helps characterize the physical characteristics of the

canopy, but this information must be fed into a hydrological model that estimates

actual interception based on both canopy characteristics and antecedent conditions.

A simple vegetation index using a combination of red and near-infrared (NIR)

bands may be used to estimate canopy interception given the high correlation

between vegetation indices and leaf area index (LAI). Typically, the normalized

difference vegetation index (NDVI) is used to estimate canopy interception, mod-

ified by the inclusion of a middle IR band (Nemani et al. 1993; Hwang et al. 2009).

The drawback is that NDVI becomes saturated in dense vegetation conditions when

LAI becomes very high. If narrow band hyperspectral data are available, they may

improve the estimates derived from NDVI because of greater penetration through

the canopy (Bulcock and Jewitt 2010).

However, forests with similar LAI may have different structures, and as a result,

different interception rates. Laser altimetry or LiDAR can provide a wealth of data

on canopy structure including gaps, depth, bulk density, surface area, and height,

thus improving estimates of interception (Roth et al. 2007). Besides the ability to

estimate canopy interception, optical and LiDAR data collected to characterize

vegetation canopies may also help describe other hydrological processes such as

snow accumulation, snow melt, and transpiration from inside the stoma of plants.

The importance of including LAI derived from RS in distributed hydro-ecological

models cannot be understated and is one of the success stories in the application of

RS in forest hydrology (Tague and Band 2004; Hwang et al. 2009).

3.3.2.2 Snowpack

RS of snow cover extent was one of the first hydrological applications that achieved

great success. Currently, there are operational systems for snow cover mapping

for the entire globe at 0.5–1 km spatial resolution and daily to 8-day composites
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(Tang et al. 2009). These systems utilize VIS and NIR sensors from NOAA-

AVHRR and MODIS sensors to detect snow cover. Although snow cover extent

does not readily convert into snow water equivalent (SWE), which is more impor-

tant from a water budget perspective, it does provide important information about

the surface radiative balance since there is such a big difference between snow-

covered and snow-free land areas in terms of net energy due to high reflectance of

snow.

Cloud cover is the major limitation of using VIS and NIR bands. It not only

prevents sensing the earth, but can also easily confuse the automated systems into

classifying cloud-covered areas as snow-covered. The solution to seeing through

clouds is to use passive microwave imagery, which is useful for mapping snow cover

extent as well as SWE due to its ability to penetrate the snow pack. Unfortunately,

current passive microwave configurations provide very coarse imagery at 25 km or

poorer resolution and are only useful in flat areas with homogenous land cover such

as the Prairies in North America (Tang et al. 2009).

In forested areas, the forest canopy attenuates the microwave signal and as a

result the snowpack can be underestimated by as much as 50% (Rango 1996). One

way to address this is to use correction factors such as the Normalized Difference

Snow Index or NDVI (Klein et al. 1998; Lundberg et al. 2004). However, even

modified retrieval methods need local calibration as there can be significant differ-

ences between geographic regions due to snow grain size, depth, and subpixel

variability with respect to open water areas (Lemmetyinen et al. 2009).

Currently, there are no plans to launch fine spatial resolution passive microwave

sensors. Therefore, RS of SWE in heterogeneous environments will remain prob-

lematic and require local calibration. The assimilation of either VIS/NIR or passive

microwave imagery with snow melt models promises to be a worthwhile pursuit

(Klein et al. 1998; Andreadis et al. 2008; Molotch 2009).

3.3.2.3 Surface and Near-Surface Water

Both optical and microwave RS techniques have been used to monitor areal and

volumetric measures of surface and near-surface water. Surface water is water

stored in lakes and wetlands as inundated land. It may be open to the sky or covered

by vegetation. Near-surface water is water held in the soil as pore water (saturated if

the pores are full and unsaturated if some pores have air in them). In order to

estimate the volume of stored water, it is important to know the depth of water as

well as the area of the particular store. In terms of areal estimation of surface water

stores, optical RS of open water using short-wave IR sensors, such as Band 5 from

Landsat, is one of the most accurate RS techniques, due to the strong absorption of

radiation in those wavelengths (Lunetta and Balogh 1999). Unfortunately, short-

wave radiation does not penetrate vegetation. One way to get around this limitation

is using vegetation vigor to infer the hydrological status of the ground conditions

underneath the canopy (Whitcomb et al. 2009). In deciduous forests, leaf-off

imagery in combination with summer leaf-on imagery has been useful in detecting
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wetlands (Lunetta and Balogh 1999). In general, optical imagery is only useful in

mapping open water when there is no vegetation and no clouds present.

Active microwave systems or imaging radars have distinct advantages over

optical systems in monitoring the areal distribution of surface water, including (1)

penetration of vegetation canopies and sensing both canopy and surface character-

istics; (2) penetration of clouds; (3) more frequent data collection due to the active

nature of the sensor, which operates during both day and night; and (4) imagery

collection from different, programmable angles leading to different modes and very

fine spatial resolution (finer than 10 m) over wide swaths (often 50–100 km)

(Whitcomb et al. 2009). In general, higher frequency, shorter wavelength radars

(e.g., C-band) are more sensitive to hydrological conditions under flooded short

vegetation such as fens and bogs, and lower frequency, longer wavelength radars

(e.g., L-band) are more sensitive to hydrological conditions under flooded, taller

vegetation such as forests and swamps (Kasischke et al. 1997).

Due to the rich archived C-band datasets from ERS and RADARSAT sensors,

more publications have used C-band rather than L-band to map soil water and

inundated areas in forested environments. The main findings of this research may

be summarized as follows: (1) microwaves in C-band are sensitive to soil saturation

only in forests with sparse canopies (Sass and Creed 2008; Whitcomb et al. 2009);

(2) if the forest floor is flooded, the double-bounce effect produces a strong signal

that can be detected even under closed canopies (Townsend 2001); (3) polarization

is important, since radiation with horizontal transmit and horizontal receive polari-

zation mode (HH) can penetrate vegetation canopies better than can radiation with

vertical transmit and vertical receive polarization mode (VV) (Lang and Kasischke

2008); and (4) time-series analysis of multiple images (e.g., principal component

analysis and probability mapping) covering a wide range of hydrological conditions

can reveal hydrological patterns of surface water at the landscape scale (Verhoest

et al. 1998; Sass and Creed 2008; Clark et al. 2009).

While C-band imagery can detect flooding in forests and saturation under certain

circumstances, its performance is inconsistent and inferior to that of L-band.

L-band has a longer wavelength (23 cm as compared to 5.6 cm for C-band),

allowing it to penetrate much further into the vegetation canopy and detect surface

water in forested landscapes (Whitcomb et al. 2009). The next generation of sensors

in both C- and L-band (RADARSAT-2 and ALOS-PALSAR) promise a much

improved ability to estimate volumetric soil moisture given the multipolarized

channels (van der Sanden 2004; Rosenqvist et al. 2007); however, their utility is

currently being investigated (e.g., Verhoest et al. 2008).

Besides the necessary advances in sensor technology needed to improve the

measurement of vadose zone soil moisture, there are other useful techniques that

can be used to estimate the volume of water stored at the surface. One of these

techniques uses laser altimeters (i.e., LiDAR systems) to provide bathymetric

information for clear water bodies up to 70 m deep (Gao 2009). For smaller,

ephemeral water features, LiDAR-derived DEMs of surface topography can be

processed using (1) probabilistic approaches to delineate features (e.g., depres-

sions) and the corresponding volumes when water is likely to pond (Creed et al.

2003; Lindsay et al. 2004), and (2) GIS approaches to compute depth to water table
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(Murphy et al. 2007). Topographic information may be married with LiDAR

intensity information in order to give accurate maps of inundation under forest

canopies (Lang and McCarty 2009). The main limitation of airborne LiDAR

approaches in mapping surface water is the expense of single, let alone repeat,

coverage of large geographic areas. Satellite-based LiDAR systems should alleviate

this limitation. Finally, a dynamic approach for estimating surface water volume

changes is using interferometric SAR (InSAR) with C- or L-band images to capture

a region from two viewing angles and compute surface heights from their combined

analysis. Although only applicable for bigger hydrological systems such as large

river systems in the Amazon, InSAR is being used to detect water level changes

underneath the forest canopy (Alsdorf et al. 2000, 2001; Lu and Kwoun 2008).

In general, the mapping of areal distribution of surface water in forested environ-

ments is much further advanced than the mapping of volumetric measurements of

near-surface water. Apart from sensor development, the cutting edge of the field is

focusing on data fusion, where data from radar, optical, and topographic sources are

combined using statistical approaches to downscale coarse spatial resolution

imagery of surface saturation and inundation to much finer spatial resolution (Kaheil

and Creed 2009), or to extract patterns not observable from single sources of informa-

tion (Bwangoy et al. 2010). Further integration of data is required where water storage

in watersheds can be estimated by assembling information from different sensors

detailed here. This could include integrating information on inundated areas from

optical sensors, inundated and saturated areas under forest canopies from microwave

sensors, water depth from altimeters, and water level changes from InSAR sensors.

3.3.2.4 Groundwater

RS monitoring of groundwater resources is still in its infancy, mostly due to the

inability of EM radiation used by current satellite-based sensors to penetrate the

ground (Jha et al. 2007). As a result, RS studies to date have used surface informa-

tion such as topographic, vegetative, geologic, surface temperature, and drainage

pattern characteristics of a landscape to give clues to the presence or absence

of groundwater recharge or discharge and infer groundwater storages or fluxes

(Meijerink 1996; Entekhabi andMoghaddam 2007). At its simplest, images capturing

these landscape features can be color coded, and an image interpreter can classify

areas as belonging to a certain groundwater class; however, this method is highly

dependent on expert knowledge (Meijerink 1996, 2000). More rigorous approaches

take NIR and thermal imagery of carefully chosen winter or summer images to map

groundwater discharge or recharge zones (Bobba et al. 1992; Batelaan et al. 1993).

Similarly, soil moisture and vegetation vigor have been used to infer shallow

groundwater tables (Jackson 2002).

Cross-fertilization of technologies is occurring with the introduction of airborne

geophysical methods that offer RS of subsurface properties (Robinson et al. 2008).

These geophysical methods use radio waves to excite the Earth’s subsurface

inductively and measure the resulting magnetic field (Robinson et al. 2008).
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The resulting resistivity maps can be used to infer groundwater table position and

general lithologic information; however, mapping can be done only in flat terrain

and at approximately 100 m spatial resolution. Perhaps the most exciting recent

development has been the use of microgravity sensors to infer total water storage

(Ramillien et al. 2008). Unfortunately, these measurements have been made at the

continental scale and are not applicable to headwater catchments. Like most other

components of the water balance, groundwater storage and flux estimation are best

made with the synergistic use of RS and other geospatial data in groundwater

models (Batelaan and De Smedt 2007), which can model not only the flow of

water but also associated nutrients and pollutants (Jha et al. 2007).

3.3.3 Water Output

3.3.3.1 Evapotranspiration

RS offers the only way to derive the spatial distribution of ET across forested

catchments, albeit still at fairly coarse spatial and temporal resolutions. Although

there are no current sensors that measure ET directly (Liu et al. 2003; Min and Lin

2006), satellite-derived vegetation indices, surface temperature, and surface albedo

provide inputs into models that can estimate ET. The simplest approach is empirical

and makes use of surface temperature and vegetation indices (e.g., NDVI) (Moran

et al. 1994). Although this approach is simple with minimal inputs, it does require

site-specific calibration. The expanding network of flux towers that estimate ET

over a small footprint can be used in combination with this simple approach to

accurately map ET over large scales (Yang et al. 2006).

More sophisticated approaches solve for the different components of the surface

energy balance, where ET is often calculated as the residual (Bastiaanssen et al. 1998;

Wu et al. 2006; Glenn et al. 2007; Mu et al. 2007). These require much more ground-

based and satellite-based input data. In general, surface reflectance or albedo derived

from visible imagery and surface temperature derived from thermal imagery are used

to calculate the short-wave and long-wave portion of net radiation, respectively,

and vegetation indices are used to infer stomatal conductance. Important consider-

ation in forested environments must be given to the sunlit and shaded components of

canopies, as well as the distribution of leaves (i.e., clumping) (Liu et al. 2003). Direct

evaporation from wet leaf surfaces can also be a very important component of ET

and requires special consideration in models (Guerschmann et al. 2009).

Operational mapping of ET at medium spatial resolution (i.e., 1 km) and

medium temporal resolution (i.e., 1 day) is currently feasible, and many agencies

around the world have started to publish such maps (e.g., Liu et al. 2003). However,

there is a lot of heterogeneity being masked at these sampling intervals, and the

current state of the science aims to improve these maps of ET. One approach is to

use fine resolution maps of forest cover (5–10 m range) and interpolate ET

measurements associated with each dominant cover type (Goodrich et al. 2000;
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Mackay et al. 2002). A more sophisticated statistical approach uses fine resolution

imagery with support vector machines to downscale coarse resolution ET maps

(Kaheil et al. 2008). This is promising because in frequently cloud-covered regions

only passive microwave imagery (at 40 km spatial resolution) can realistically be

used to estimate surface temperature and therefore ET (Min and Lin 2006).

Improving downscaling techniques is a key research need.

3.3.3.2 Discharge

The use of RS to estimate river discharge is limited to higher order catchments

where rivers are wide enough to be detected by sensors (Alsdorf and Lettenmaier

2003). Discharge may be estimated by generating empirical curves relating water

surface area to discharge or by using laser or radar altimeters to measure stage

variation (Smith 1997). Airborne and space-based altimeters can detect centimeter

changes in water levels that can be associated with discharge. Both of these

techniques are limited by repeat cycles, spatial resolution in the case of the radar

systems, and the fact that water level changes still need to be converted to

discharge, which requires ground measurements that can be very difficult to obtain.

So far RS of discharge has been most successfully applied in tropical forests where

many rivers do not have confined beds and RS imagery is the only way to estimate

the flow rates, even if in a crude way (Alsdorf and Lettenmaier 2003). The use of RS

snapshots of inundation or stage for larger rivers can be used as input into hydro-

logical models (Vorosmarty et al. 1996). RS also provides important input (such as

land cover/land use, LAI, and surface topography) into hydrological models that

simulate river discharge (Tague and Band 2004).

3.3.4 An Integrated Approach

As Kirchner (2006) stated, observations will provide direct insights into processes

that are crucial to the advancement of forest hydrology. While RS offers the

potential for observing hydrological pools and fluxes over a broad range of spatial

and temporal scales, this potential has yet to be realized. Current limits of measur-

able resolutions reveal a trade-off between high temporal resolution but low spatial

resolution (e.g., passive microwave) and high spatial resolution but low temporal

resolution (e.g., commercial optical sensor such as IKONOS) (Fig. 3.3). Until

sensors are developed that can monitor hydrological processes at the necessary

time and space scales, data fusion, and data assimilation within statistical and

distributed models will provide the way forward.

Distributed hydrological modeling is probably the key area where synergies

between RS and GIS can advance the science the most. Distributed hydrological

models are critical because they simulate processes at a range of scales from pedons

to large drainage basins and they have the ability to forecast (Tague and Band

2004), a very important feature given the uncertainty related to climate change.
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Distributed hydrological models, however, have some key shortcomings (Beven

2000), which in part may be answered by the synergistic use of RS and models.

Models are plagued by equifinality, the problem of multiple parameter sets that can

give the same modeling result, thereby reducing faith in a model’s ability to

represent real processes. RS imagery may be used as a way to reduce equifinality

by providing hydrological information on state variables that can be used to

eliminate some of the competing parameter sets (Puech and Gineste 2003).

This may be true even if the absolute values of hydrological variables (such as

soil moisture) are wrong, but the patterns provide detailed structural information.

Another major limitation of hydrological models is the way they deal with water

storage, especially in forested wetlands that are not easily identifiable. The power

of RS can be harnessed here by mapping the surface or subsurface water reservoirs

and including them as spatial objects in the model structure (Creed et al. 2002).

Finally, hydrological models need spatially distributed information on initial

conditions as well as periodic updates (or checks) of state variables. With the

caveats described above, RS imagery may be useful estimates of state variables,

including ET, soil moisture, and SWE.

3.4 From Science to Practice

Science-based forest management has been called for by many decision makers;

however, implementing science in planning and operational decisions is fraught

with difficulty due in part to the wide range of inferences that can be drawn from

Fig. 3.3 Spatial and temporal resolution of remotely sensed data with a shaded polygon defining

limits of currently measurable resolutions. The arrow depicts the additional resolutions needed for

many forest hydrology applications
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scientific findings (Szaro and Peterson 2004). If Kirchner’s (2006) call for improved

observation to inform theory is true for advancing the hydrological sciences, it

applies equally to forest management where better observation will lead to better

decisions, provided these data are properly integrated into hydrological process

understanding. RS is not a panacea in the provision of data, but it definitely offers

spatially explicit datasets, covering large geographies that may inform forest

management for tactical and operational planning related to forest hydrology. As

an example, we illustrate the use of RS in planning the placement of hydrologically

relevant buffer zones.

The primary role of buffer zones around water bodies is to mitigate the adverse

effects of land use activities on water, sediment, nutrient, and contaminant fluxes

from impacted areas to receiving surface waters. While buffer zones are often

required by regulatory agencies to minimize effects on aquatic resources in many

jurisdictions, current guidelines for buffer zone width selection have often been

established based on best guess, adoption from other forest regions, or political

acceptability rather than scientific merit. A fixed buffer width (“one size fits all”) is

commonly used, but the effectiveness of this approach has been questioned in

cases where water bypasses the buffer zone as concentrated flow or as subsurface

flow (Buttle 2002). Due to the well-documented strengths of RS in mapping

surface hydrological features, RS-derived maps can be used to assess the organi-

zation of surface flowpaths prior to the design and placement of buffer strips.

These maps may be derived using either static or dynamic approaches, both reliant

on RS imagery.

The static approach uses DEMs to map hydrological features. Traditionally,

resource agencies derived DEMs and corresponding hydrographic maps using

photogrammetry. The inability to see below the canopy meant that many small

hydrological features (headwater streams and small wetlands) were inaccurately

mapped or missed altogether (Murphy et al. 2007). The recent introduction of

LiDAR DEMs in forestry contexts has meant unprecedented realism in the charac-

terization of surficial hydrology compared to the same algorithms applied on

existing coarser resolution, photogrammetrically derived datasets. Benefits include

better representation of watershed boundaries, location of lower order streams, and

more accurate identification of local depressions that form potentially wet areas

(Lindsay et al. 2004; Murphy et al. 2007; Remmel et al. 2008). However, in regions

with deeper and more complex soils, surface topography may not be the dominant

driver of hydrological dynamics. In such cases, static approaches using DEMs may

be inappropriate for the prediction of wet areas (Devito et al. 2005). In addition,

static approaches do not consider climatic variability, which greatly influences the

mapping of hydrological features.

In contrast to static approaches, dynamic approaches use multiple RS imagery to

factor in climatic variability on surface hydrological dynamics. As a result, more

hydrologically realistic buffers may be designed based on the mapped patterns. For

example, Creed et al. (2008) illustrated the use of the return period of saturated and

inundated areas derived from a time series of RADARSAT imagery in a boreal

landscape to suggest alternatives to fixed-width buffer strip placement. Using this
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probabilistic approach, the amount of area to be retained in buffers is based on the

risk tolerance of the forest manager or policy maker. Buffer boundaries may then be

prescribed based on the return period of observing a certain proportion of the

catchment wetting up, which is in turn related to the magnitude of nutrient and

sediment transfer (Fig. 3.4). This exercise is akin to designing bridges and roads to

withstand floods of a certain magnitude. However, it is difficult to determine how

these return periods are changing in response to climate change and what values

society place on maintaining a certain level of water quality.

The incorporation of static or dynamic RS-based hydrological approaches in

tactical or operational forestry planning is slowly gaining momentum. While

forestry companies have started to use wet area maps in the placement of roads

and culverts in an operational sense, the incorporation of RS-derived hydrological

information is not routine (Murphy et al. 2008). Unfamiliarity with the strengths

and weaknesses of RS technology, high costs of data acquisition, especially for fine

resolution datasets such as LiDAR DEMs, and lack of in-house expertise are

important obstacles in using RS for tactical and operational forest management

planning. This highlights the need for more effective communication of scientific

findings to decision makers in policy and management, training of planners and

operators in the use of RS techniques, and cooperation between the private sector

and government to make RS datasets available at reasonable prices.

Fig. 3.4 Adaptive-width buffer design. Buffer design is based on hydrological dynamics that

consider the return period of a given proportion of a catchment being saturated. If design is based

on a 1-year return period, buffers protect a smaller proportion of wet areas, leading to a potentially

higher risk of forest operations adversely affecting the hydrological system. If based on a higher

return period, larger areas are protected by the buffers, reducing the risk of possible impacts of

forest operations on the hydrological system (figure modified from Creed et al. 2008)
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3.5 Toward an Operational Bird’s-Eye View

There is an urgent need to improve the accuracy and reliability of RS in order to

measure fluxes and storages in the hydrological cycle at a range of scales. This will

be achieved through innovations in technology, data management, and analytical

techniques. More widespread adoption will also result through education and

greater sharing of resources. The following recommendations have been echoed

by many of the recent review papers in the field of forest hydrology.

3.5.1 Technical Innovation

We need sensors that are designed with the specific purpose of sensing hydrological

phenomena. While some of the recently launched and proposed sensors speak to

this need (e.g., RADARSAT-2 and SMAP), so far the hydrological community has

had to work with products that are not optimized for hydrological purposes. The

development of optimal sensors will greatly benefit from the collaboration of

ecosystem scientists with design engineers. Key breakthroughs are required in

microwave, microgravity, and airborne geophysical sensors. Microwave sensors,

especially radar imagers, with multiple polarizations and frequencies are needed in

order to better penetrate vegetation canopies to detect soil moisture and to detect

SWE. Finer spatial resolution microgravity sensors along the lines of the GRACE

sensor, which measures total water content, and airborne geophysical systems,

which measure electrical resistivity, will tremendously increase our ability to better

characterize the subsurface, still the blackest of the black-boxes for hydrologists.

Although airborne geophysical systems are much more expensive (for achieving

global coverage) than satellite systems, the slowly changing nature of groundwater

systems might make it reasonable to fly such missions.

The synergistic use of satellite RS and airborne geophysical systems would

enable powerful imaging of subsurface water systems, since one is strong spatially

and the other is strong vertically (Vereecken et al. 2008). Real-time monitoring of

the entire hydrological cycle will most likely only occur if the disparate technolo-

gies detailed in this chapter are fully integrated into a system, where the strengths of

RS, geophysical sensors, distributed wireless sensors on the ground, ground-based

radars, and hydrological models are fully exploited and complemented with each

other in a GIS setting and broadcast on the internet (e.g., Li et al. 2009a).

3.5.2 Data Archives and Access

There are terabytes of data being processed every day by many sensors; however,

much of them are being discarded because there is no mandate or resources to

archive all imagery. We need a coordinated public and private effort to archive
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imagery acquired by million-dollar sensors. In some instances, imagery has been

stored but is locked up in vaults, sometimes in analog format. The opening of the

USGS Landsat archives is a boon to scientists, especially ones looking at long-term

hydrological trends. Governments around the world need to be encouraged

to release their archived RS databases at minimal or no cost (at least to researchers).

These programs should be integrated with other long-term monitoring of forest

hydrological systems (e.g., monitoring of lake area). It is important that the

data made available are in common data formats that can seamlessly interface

within GIS.

3.5.3 Data Analytical Techniques

Cross-fertilization of statistical techniques from other fields (such as support vector

machines, neural networks, and random forests) has opened up large opportunities

for research in applying these methods to hydrological applications. They have

already led to breakthroughs in data downscaling (Kaheil et al. 2008). The integra-

tion of RS in hydrological models will continue to be a critical research area for

years to come. At the minimum, RS products will provide important inputs for

parameterization or corroboration such as maps of LAI, land use/land cover, or

surface topography. Somewhat more sophisticated is the use of time-series RS

imagery as an input, in fashion similar to precipitation. Another novel approach

is the identification and input of remotely sensed spatial objects such as wetlands

that can inform water redistribution in models. The integration of hydrological

models in networks with multiple sensors both on the ground (i.e., wireless sensors,

Doppler-radar, and eddy-covariance flux towers) and in the sky can advance the

science the most (Chen and Coops 2009). Further integration with spatial decision

support systems within GIS will be especially important for managers and other

decision makers such as planners.

3.5.4 Interdisciplinary Training

The adoption of RS/GIS techniques by forest hydrologists has been slow. We need

transparent and thorough knowledge transfer from product developers and RS

scientists to forest hydrologists. Uncertainty, error, and caveats of the latest imaging

products need to be well documented; otherwise their use will not be universal. The

users of RS imagery will need to learn how to manage and process the raw data, turn

it into information, and then transform it into knowledge. The best way for this

learning to occur is through the use of Web 2.0 technologies where information

flows both ways and “end-users” become “engaged-users” of RS techniques.
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3.6 Conclusions

RS of hydrological fluxes and reservoirs at scales relevant to most forest

hydrologists is not yet a reality. RS techniques are best suited to observing hydro-

logical storages that cover large areas and change slowly. There are currently

operational systems at the global scale that provide daily or weekly updates

on the distribution of snow cover, soil moisture, and ET. However, RS of the

water budget in headwater catchments on an hourly basis, the main focus for

many forest hydrologists, remains problematic. This is related partly to the fact

that RS platforms do not continuously observe the same area and therefore do not

have the ability to measure continuously key fluxes such as discharge or precipita-

tion. Also, many sensors collect information at spatial scales too coarse for observ-

ing hydrological fluxes and storages in low-order catchments. Data fusion and data

assimilation of RS imagery within GIS provide ways to improve our ability to

monitor low-order catchments. However, the long-term solution is the development

of sensors that are being explicitly designed for hydrological applications. This will

only occur if hydrologists become more vocal lobbyists in the political arena.
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Chapter 4

Digital Terrain Analysis Approaches

for Tracking Hydrological

and Biogeochemical Pathways

and Processes in Forested Landscapes

Irena F. Creed and Gabor Z. Sass

We would argue that any mapping or characterization of
landscape heterogeneity and process complexity must be
driven by a desire to generalize and extrapolate observations
from one place to another, or across multiple scales, and
must not be allowed to perpetuate the notion of characteri-
zation or mapping for its own sake.

(McDonnell et al. 2007)

4.1 Introduction

Digital terrain analysis (DTA) comprises a set of tools that use digital elevation

models (DEMs) to model earth surface processes at a range of scales. DEM and its

derivatives are part of a larger set of digital terrain models (DTMs) used in various

fields to model the flow of energy and materials across surfaces. The ubiquity of

DTMs in the hydrologist’s toolkit has led to the widespread use of terrain attributes

such as slope and upslope contributing area to characterize the way water and

associated nutrients move across landscapes. Algorithms to compute terrain attributes

are now programmed into all commercial Geographic Information System (GIS)

software (e.g., ArcGIS, Idrisi) and with a push of the button users can map patterns

of potential surface hydrological flows. While the derived layers always look

visually stimulating, field hydrologists have often raised the question: are DTMs

oftenmerely interesting spatial patterns with not much relevance to predicting actual

hydrological behavior? This synthesis critically answers this question by discussing

the relevance of DTA for practicing forest hydrologists in the twenty-first century.

Topographic information has been exploited to better understand the hydrological

functions of catchments since early theories on catchment rainfall-runoff were

proposed (Horton 1945; Hewlett and Hibbert 1967). However, prior to desktop

computing, catchment scale attributes, such as a catchment’s area, length, perimeter

and relief ratio (maximum relief divided by longest flow path length), were used

to investigate hydrological behavior, because only these attributes could be easily

derived from contour maps (Schumm 1956). Although these metrics helped explain

differences inwater and sediment yields between basins (Garcia-Martinó et al. 1996),

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_4, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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they did little to predict the flow of water within basins. With the advent of the digital

age in the 1980s, terrain analysis entered a new era and is now one of the cornerstones

of the new computer-enabled toolkit for hydrologists. In many hydrological investi-

gations, it is the first (and sometimes only) step to understanding thewaywatermoves

through the landscape since it requires the least data input. New DEM sources, such

as laser altimetry, are making it possible to map surface water flow and surface water

storage at very fine spatial resolutions and even under dense canopies.

Before pushing any buttons in a terrain analysis system, the hydrologist must

consider the physical basis for using topography as the main driver of hydrological

flows. Topography controls water flow by directing water from high elevations

to low elevations due to the force of gravity and by forcing water to converge or

diverge due to the shape of the surface. However, other factors such as climate,

geology, soils, and vegetation will also impart some control on the flow of water.

In general, in humid landscapes with shallow soils where the bedrock is imperme-

able and mimics the surface topography, topography has a strong control on water

flow. In these catchments, runoff is first produced in topographically low areas around

streams, wetlands and lakes, where the dominant runoff generating mechanism is

saturation excess overland flow (Fig. 4.1a). The runoff generating saturated areas vary

in size as a function of water input, which results in hydrological behavior that is

formally described as variable source area (VSA) dynamics (Hewlett and Hibbert

1967). VSA theory has received considerable experimental support (Dunne et al.

1975) and still lies at the heart of most hydrological models (e.g., Beven and Kirkby

1979; Tague and Band 2004). While providing a good explanation of hydrological

behavior in many instances, the list of “exceptions to the rule” has started to increase

and many have advocated for a post-VSA hydrological theory (McDonnell et al.

2007). For example, in both subarctic and humid catchments, detailed trenching and

tracer work has revealed that flow along the soil–bedrock interface can introduce

drainage patterns not well predicted by surface topography (Spence and Woo 2003;

Tromp-van Meerveld and McDonnell 2006) (Fig. 4.1b). Interestingly, DTA of bed-

rock topography has been shown to be useful in explaining the spatial pattern of

subsurface flow (Freer et al. 2002). In fact, this type of bedrock driven runoff was also

envisaged as part of VSA behavior (Hewlett and Nutter 1970). On the other end of the

wetness spectrum, research in subhumid environmentswith deep surficial deposits has

identified runoff to be governed by subsurface high conductivity materials and

evapotranspiration by pond side vegetation (Devito et al. 2005) (Fig. 4.1c).

Given these geographic differences in runoff generating mechanisms, users of

DTA must carefully decide the physical basis of using DTMs to explain hydrolo-

gical behavior. Clearly, in geographies where VSA hydrology is dominant, DTA

will have a strong conceptual basis. However, hydrologists working in non-VSA

dominated terrain might still ask whether analysis of surface topography has some

role to play in understanding hydrological behavior. The answer to this question is

dependent on spatial and temporal scales. For example, at longer timescales

(capturing the full climatic spectrum) and at broader spatial extents (watershed-

scale), topography may still be important in predicting the steady-state location of

water bodies such as streams and wet areas. Therefore, conceptualization of
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hydrological processes must also consider the scale of analysis when considering

the appropriateness of DTA for hydrological investigations.

This chapter is a synthesis of recent advances in DTA techniques and their

application to track hydrological and biogeochemical pathways and processes

through forested catchments. The discussion is structured to follow the logical

evolution of the most relevant and widely used terrain attributes and terrain features

that form the basis of analysis in the study of stream initiation, water storage

(location and time), and water release (discharge), as well as land-to-atmosphere

and land-to-aquatic biogeochemical linkages within different forested landscapes.

Fig. 4.1 Conceptual model

of runoff generating

mechanisms in three different

terrains: (a) terrain where

water-table mirrors surface

topography and runoff may be

described by variable source

area (VSA) concepts;

(b) terrain where runoff

mechanisms are governed by

macropore flow and/or spill

and fill subsurface flow along

bedrock–soil interface (may

be described as a particular

case of VSA concept); and

(c) terrain where subsurface

differences in substrate

control runoff
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Prior to addressing how DTMs have been used in advancing hydrological research,

we provide an introduction to the sources of digital elevation data and the basic

DTA processing steps required to extract useful hydrological information.

4.2 Digital Terrain Analysis for Forest Hydrologists

4.2.1 Digital Elevation Models

Since DEMs are the ultimate source of all DTMs, their acquisition is the foundation

of DTA. DEMs may be derived using three different remote sensing approaches:

stereo photogrammetry, radar interferometry, and laser altimetry. Traditionally,

stereo pairs of aerial photographs were used to derive DEMs at spatial resolutions

of 15–100 m. Canada, USA, and other countries have freely available DEMs,

generated using photogrammetry, covering much of their landmass (e.g., http://

www.geobase.ca/). The vertical error of these DEMs is in the range of 1–5 m

(Natural Resources Canada 2007), with much larger errors over vegetation since the

wavelengths used to take the photographs cannot penetrate the vegetation canopy.

However, remote areas and poorer jurisdictions have little to no coverage due to the

costs associated with flying photogrammetry missions.

Radar interferometric techniques using satellite platforms have been able to

provide global coverage of DEMs at 25–100 m spatial resolution, although there

is still considerable error in vegetated and mountainous regions (vertical error of

10–20 m) (Bourgine and Baghdadi 2005). Radar interferometry uses two or more

radar images to compute the differences in the phase of the waves returning to the

satellite. The shuttle radar topography mission (SRTM) provided the first global

dataset at sub 100 m resolution for use in DEM development (Farr et al. 2007).

Of the three DEM sources, it is laser altimetry, also known as light detection and

ranging (LiDAR) sensors, that has revolutionized the collection of elevation data.

LiDAR sensors collect submeter spatial resolution datasets at much higher vertical

accuracy (15–30 cm) even in dense vegetation (Reutebuch et al. 2003). The only

limitation to LiDAR-derived DEMs is that they are very expensive to acquire from

airborne platforms. Future satellite-based LiDAR sensors are needed to allow for

imaging of the entire globe at fine spatial resolutions. From the raw elevation points,

threemain tessellations can be chosen: square grid, triangulated irregular network, and

contour-based network (Moore et al. 1991). Of these, the square grid is by far the most

common type and this chapter focuses solely on DTMs of this type of tessellation.

4.2.2 Modeling Hydrological Flowpaths

Hydrological flowpaths are modeled using DEMs based on the assumption that

water flows along surface or shallow subsurface pathways parallel to the surface.

Prior to modeling, the digital surface must be hydrologically conditioned. The first
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step of hydrologically conditioning is to “burn” water bodies (streams and lakes)

into the DEM to ensure higher order streams and lakes coincide with the digital

hydrography derived from aerial photographs whose locations are well accepted

by the hydrological community (Hutchinson 1989). It is noteworthy that first- and

second-order streams are often not represented in the digital hydrography and are

therefore not represented in the DEM. The next step is to ensure that water can

“flow” unimpeded from each grid cell to the outlet. In every DEM, there are

depressions that terminate the flow of water, usually due to data error, interpolation,

and limited horizontal and vertical resolution (Martz and Garbrecht 1998). For this

reason, depressions need to be removed and drainage must be enforced across all

ambiguous areas including topographic flats and depressions (Martz and Garbrecht

1998). Depressions may be filled by raising the elevation of all depression grid cells

or breached by lowering grid cell elevations along a breach channel (Planchon and

Darboux 2001). The difference between methods may be substantial; therefore,

selective use of either approach is suggested to reduce the overall impact on the

DEM modification (Lindsay and Creed 2005). Not all depressions are artifacts and

their identification is critical especially in the delineation of biogeochemical source

areas to streams. Lindsay and Creed (2006) introduced an innovative probabilistic

method of identifying true depressions on the digital landscape.

Once the DEM has been hydrologically conditioned, flow direction can be

determined, which is critical for tasks such as delineation of catchment boundaries,

stream networks, upslope contributing area, and anything else where flow direction

needs to be modeled. Hydrological flow routing is based on the question: which way

does a drop of water flow over a surface (Table 4.1)? Given the gridded discretization,

there are only eight potential cells water may flow to. The easiest option is directing

the flow along the steepest neighboring cells (referred to as the D8 approach)

(O’Callaghan and Mark 1984), creating very distinct but often unrealistic linear

flow patterns on hillslopes. Paik (2008) improved the realism of flow direction of

D8 by allowing for variable neighborhood searches used to determine slopes (GD8).

However, more realistic flow dispersal can only be achieved with multiple flow

direction algorithms that override the limitation of D8 and GD8 by apportioning

flow to more than one downhill cell either by (1) random weighting (Rho8) (Fairfield

and Leymarie 1991), (2) weighting by slope gradient and slope length (FD8) (Quinn

et al. 1991), (3) fitting a triangular facet (Tarboton 1997), or (4) by a combination of

facet fitting and assigning weights by slope (MDinfinity) (Seibert and McGlynn

2007). Perhaps a more accurate approach of multiple flow direction routing, but

also more complex and case-specific, is based on flow lines [Digital Elevation Model

Networks (DEMON)] (Costa-Cabral and Burges 1994). Recent research in flow

routing has advocated the use of “smart routers,” where flow on hillslopes is routed

using dispersive algorithms and flow focusing routing below channels heads (Lindsay

2003). Investigators comparing these common flow routing algorithms found most

algorithms to be efficient in finding channels; however, choice of algorithm

strongly affected flow path distributions on hillslopes (e.g., Wolock and McCabe

1995; Desmet and Govers 1996). In summary, differences in flow routing algo-

rithms are least important for finding channels and predicting drainage divides and

most important for predicting hillslope distribution of soil moisture.
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Table 4.1 Evolution of hydrological flow routing algorithms

Name Summary Details References

D8 Directs flow from each cell to one of

the eight nearest neighbors based

on slope gradient

Computationally simple, but does

not allow for multiple flow

directions; bias toward eight

cardinal and diagonal

directions produces artificial

straight lines

O’Callaghan

and Mark

(1984)

GD8 Directs flow from cells to one of the

eight nearest neighbors based on

local slope gradient and corrects

using higher-order neighborhood

searches (up to global search)

Removes accumulated

directional error associated

with single flowpath

algorithms, but does not allow

for multiple flow directions

Paik (2008)

Rho8 Random numbers weighted by slope

(i.e., flowpaths with steepest

gradients have greatest

probability) used to direct flow

from cells

Removes bias toward eight

neighboring directions;

degree of randomness breaks

up parallel straight flowpaths

that D8 tends to produce on

flat surfaces, resulting in more

realistic-looking networks,

but a different network can be

produced with each iteration

Fairfield and

Leymarie

(1991)

FD8 Directs flow to downslope cells

weighted by slope gradient, slope

length, and directional weights

May produce artificial flow

dispersion because flow goes

to all downslope grid cells.

Multiple flowpaths produce

artificial flow dispersion and

path crossing on convergent

slopes

Quinn et al.

(1991)

DEMON Directs flow from cells using local

aspect angle vector calculated

from two-dimensional flow strips

defined by convergence/

divergence

Produces more realistic flows, but

may produce inconsistent

results and is computationally

complex and may produce

inconsistent flowpaths.

Computationally complex;

two-dimensional planes fit to

some elevation combinations

leading to inconsistent flow

directions

Costa-Cabral

and

Burges

(1994)

ADRA Directs flow according to slope

gradient and prediction of cell’s

position relative to channel head

Simulates divergence on slopes

and convergence in channels

Lindsay

(2003)

D1 Directs flow from cells following

path of steepest descent

calculated in planar triangular

facets between centroids of

neighboring cells (infinite angles)

Produces more realistic flows, but

may produce unrealistic

results in flat areas

Tarboton

(1997)

MD1 Directs multiple flows from cells

following path of steepest

descent calculated in planar

triangular facets between

neighboring cell centers (infinite

angles) and weighted by slope

gradient

Removes dispersion on planar or

concave slopes; allows

multiple directions on convex

slopes

Seibert and

McGlynn

(2007)
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4.2.3 Hydrologically Relevant Terrain Attributes
and Terrain Features

At the heart of all DTAs is a set of terrain attributes and terrain features that are used

to model hydrological pathways and associated processes. Terrain attributes, on the

one hand, are derived from DEMs either by computing surface derivatives or

various physical characteristics of flow lines including length, contributing area,

and elevation differences. Terrain features, on the other hand, are landform features

that share unique physical characteristics defined by various terrain attributes.

Terrain attributes can be thought of as continuous grids, whereas terrain features

are discontinuous (or discrete) objects.

Although there is a long list of terrain attributes that can be computed from

DEMs (e.g., Moore et al. 1991; Wilson and Gallant 2000), only a handful are useful

in hydrological or biogeochemical modeling. One of the most important of these

attributes is slope, because it is used to approximate the hydraulic gradient, the

variable that determines the rate at which water can move through a point (Fig. 4.2).

Areas with low slope have a low propensity to transmit water laterally and there-

fore favor the accumulation of water and the formation of saturated and inundated

zones. Upslope contributing area is as important to consider as slope because it

provides an approximation of the potential runoff volume that may pass through a

point. Valley-bottoms have much larger upslope contributing areas than ridges and

are the reason why most saturated or inundated areas are located at the bottom of

hillslopes. Combining the concept of hydraulic gradient with potential runoff

volume is essential in determining the potential for water accumulation because

areas of low slope on higher plateaus or flat ridgelines will not be classified as

saturated due to much smaller upslope contributing areas. While slope and upslope

contributing area are the two most important terrain attributes for hydrologically or

biogeochemically relevant terrain analyses, measures of profile and plan curvature

Fig. 4.2 Hydrologically important terrain attributes used in the modeling of water, nutrient, and

sediment redistribution along a hillslope
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as well as elevational differences between grid cell of interest and local or global

elevation minima and maxima are also important for classifying terrain features.

Curvature gives an indication of flow divergence or convergence, whereas elevation

differences give an indication of hydraulic pressure.

Another way to model spatial variability in the relative importance of hydro-

logical and biogeochemical processes is by classifying catchments into different

terrain features, where each unique object class is assumed to behave in a similar

fashion with respect to the process being modeled. Such object-oriented analysis

overcomes the limitations of looking at individual terrain attributes and instead

factors in additional spatial, textural, and contextual information from multiple

terrain attributes. Perhaps, the simplest way of classifying landscapes is by differ-

entiating between hillslopes and riparian areas, which has been found to be useful

in explaining hillslope coupling to streams (McGlynn and Seibert 2003). More

elaborate landscape classification approaches are based on the concept of the

catena (Conacher and Dalrymple 1977). These approaches identify terrain features

from the top of hillslopes to the bottom, including crest, shoulder, backslope,

footslope, toeslope and valley-bottoms, each corresponding to zones of different

hydrological, pedological, and biogeochemical processes (Fig. 4.3). From a longi-

tudinal perspective, it is common (and important from a forest management

perspective) to differentiate between colluvial and fluvial channel segments,

especially in mountainous regions of western North America (Montgomery and

Buffington 1997).

The challenge of landscape classification is to find the combinations of terrain

attributes that can differentiate between the required terrain features (e.g., riparian

zone vs. hillslopes). This is not a trivial process. The most fruitful approaches have

involved the application of fuzzy boundaries given the inexact definition of the

transition zones (MacMillan et al. 2000). The terrain attributes and heuristic

Fig. 4.3 Hydrologically important terrain features used in the modeling of water, nutrient

(dissolved and gaseous), and sediment redistribution along a hillslope
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classification rules have to be determined for each landscape and often need expert

guidance. An alternative classification system fits a mathematical function to the

cumulative distribution function of a modified upslope contributing area index

(Roberts et al. 1997). It uses derivatives of this function to find breakpoints that

are used to create four categories: the combination of ridge tops and upper slopes,

midslopes, lower slopes, and in-filled valley/alluvial deposits (Summerell et al.

2005). This approach has successfully delineated major landforms across six catch-

ments with different geologies in Australia but needs to be evaluated on other

forested landscapes.

Successful applications of terrain attributes or terrain features in the analysis of

hydrological or biogeochemical processes are predicated on the careful consider-

ation of process conceptualization in the selection of proper DTA tools.

4.2.4 Scale Issues

Another important consideration when selecting the most appropriate DTA tools

for the process being modeled is scale. One of the central features of DTA is that

it is scale dependent (Band and Moore 1995). Although there are different

components of scale, such as extent, support and spacing (Bl€oschl and Sivapalan

1995), the main concern for DTA has been the effect of support or spatial resolution

on hydrological modeling. Numerous studies have investigated the effects of

DEM spatial resolution on the derivation of terrain attributes and hydrological

objects such as stream networks (McMaster 2002; Deng et al. 2007; Sorensen and

Seibert 2007). These studies have found that most terrain attributes and features are

very sensitive to the spatial resolution at which they are derived (Zhang and

Montgomery 1994), and therefore, the hydrological features modeled must be

properly matched to the spatial resolution of the DTM.

Beven (1997) suggests that to avoid significant error, terrain attributes should be

derived at spatial resolutions well below the average slope lengths of a landscape.

However, the reverse is also true where the spatial resolution is too fine to model the

hydrological process properly. For instance, due to submeter spatial resolution,

laser altimetry derived DEMs may contain too much detail to have hydrological

usefulness. This fine spatial resolution may negatively affect the derivation of

terrain attributes or require too much computational power because of the large

DEM size (Creed et al. 2003). While the optimal grid size needs to be determined

for each hydrological process (Zhang and Montgomery 1994), a general rule of

thumb is that hillslope-scale features should be modeled with DEM resolutions

of 1–5 m, whereas catchment-scale features can be modeled at 5–10 m resolution

(e.g., Thompson and Moore 1996).

In the following sections, the potential of some traditional but mostly novel

approaches to identify hydrological (Sect. 4.3) and biogeochemical (Sect. 4.4)

pathways and associated processes in forested landscapes described in Table 4.2

are illustrated.
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Table 4.2 Digital terrain indices used to infer different hydrological and biogeochemical patterns

and processes in forested landscapes

Hydrological index Calculation Description References

Drainage network

Stream initiation As > C; where As is specific

contributing area, and C
represents a critical

threshold to define the

stream channel

Delineates stream network

by assuming upslope

area controls

channelized flow

O’Callaghan

and Mark

(1984)

Stream initiation As tan ba > C; where As is

specific contributing area,

tan b is local slope, a is

modifier representing

geological differences, and

C represents a critical

threshold to define the

stream channel

Delineates stream network

by assuming upslope

area is modified by local

slope controls

channelized flow

Montgomery

and

Dietrich

(1992)

Wet areas

Local slope index tan b < C; where tan b is

computed using finite

differences in four cardinal

directions, and C represents

a critical threshold to define

a wet area

Describes wet areas by

assuming water

accumulation in flat

areas is due to local

topography

Creed et al.

(2003)

Topographic

wetness index

(TWI)

ln(As /tan b) > C; where As is

specific contributing area,

tan b is local slope, and

C represents a critical

threshold to define a wet

area (tan b may be replaced

by tan ad to consider

downslope gradient)

Describes wet areas by

assuming water

accumulation in float

areas is due to upslope

and local topography

Beven and

Kirkby

(1979)

Downslope

distance or

downslope

gradient index

Ld > C; where Ld is the
downslope distance index

defined as the horizontal

distance to the point with an

elevation d meters below

the elevation of the starting

cell following the steepest-

direction flowpath, and C
represents a critical

threshold to define a wet

area. A modification of this

index is tan ad ¼ d/Ld,
where tan ad is the
downslope gradient index.

The d is catchment

dependent and needs to be

defined for each new locale

Describes wet areas by

assuming water

accumulation in flat

areas is due to upslope,

local and downslope

topography

Hjerdt et al.

(2004)

Hydrogeomorphic

terrain feature

detection and

classification

Terrain features delineated

from an edge-enhanced

downslope gradient index

(ln(tan ad)) map

Describes wet areas by

hydro-geomorphic

features using object-

based classification

Richardson

et al.

(2009)

(continued)
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Table 4.2 (continued)

Hydrological index Calculation Description References

Depth-to-water

table index

Depth-to-water table is

computed in an iterative

fashion: (1) cumulate slope

values along each flowpath,

(2) select least cumulative

slope path from source cell

to surface water cell, (3)

assign cumulated slope

value of surface water cell

to source cell, (4) take

difference of local slope and

cumulated slope, and (5)

threshold the depth-to-water

table index

Describes wet areas by

factoring in both the

distance from a surface

water source and the

slope of the land surface

between the cell of

interest and the surface

water source cell

Murphy

et al.

(2007)

Probability of

depression

index

pdep < C; where pdep is
probability of a cell

belonging to a topographic

flat or depression and C
represents critical

thresholds to define a wet

area. The probability layer

is computed Monte Carlo

style: (1) add random error

term to DEM, (2) extract

flats and depressions, and

(3) average across all binary

realizations

Describes wet areas by

assuming all flats and

depressions identified by

algorithm are areas of

water accumulation

Creed et al.

(2008)

Hydrological flushing potential

Variable source

area (VSA)

Recursive accumulation of

catchment area with

normalized TWI

(TWIn) < max catchment

TWIn at stream

Describes hydrologically

responsive part of

catchments

Creed and

Beall

(2009)

Effective VSA

(effVSA)
Upper quartile of frequency

distribution of TWIn within

VSA

Describes hydrological

flushing areas, where

water table rises to soil

surface

Creed and

Beall

(2009)

Rate of change in

flow gradient of

VSA

Second derivative of a

polynomial equation

derived from the frequency

distribution of TWIn within

effVSA

Describes potential rate of

expansion or contraction

of hydrological flushing

areas

Creed and

Beall

(2009)

Hydrologic filtering potential

Riparian area Ratio of riparian area to

upslope contributing area

Describes riparian buffering

capacity of catchments

McGlynn

and

Seibert

(2003)

Riparian curvature Profile curvature of cells

surrounding stream or lake

Describes riparian buffering

capacity (via surface vs.

subsurface flowpaths) of

catchments

Devito et al.

(2000)

(continued)
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Table 4.2 (continued)

Hydrological index Calculation Description References

Hydrological connectivity of wet areas to drainage network

Wet areas

connected to

surface

drainage

network or

shoreline

Connectivity is defined by the

% wet area within upslope

contributing area connected

to surface waters

Describes hydrological

connectivity of wet

areas to surface water

Devito et al.

(2000)

and Sass

et al.

(2008)

Network index Connectivity is defined by an

analysis of TWI along

flowpaths; wet areas

contribute to stream

discharge only when TWI

indicates continuous

wetness through the length

of a flowpath to the point

where the path becomes a

stream

Describes hydrological

connectivity within

drainage network

Lane et al.

(2004)

Hydrological residence time

Median

subcatchment

area

Median of the subcatchment

areas of all stream cells

upstream the catchment

outlet

Describes catchment-scale

differences in drainage

structure and residence

time

McGlynn

et al.

(2003)

L/G index L/G; where L is flowpath

distance and G is flowpath

gradient

Describes catchment-scale

mean water residence

time

McGuire

et al.

(2005)

Compound indices for geographies where topography is not the only dominant control on

water flow

Combined

soil-TWI

ln(As/T tan b); where T is

lateral transmissivity at

saturation of surface soils in

the catchment

Modifies TWI by including

soil transmissivity as a

function of runoff

generation (requires

knowledge of pattern of

hydraulic conductivity

and soil depth)

Beven

(1986)

Combined climate-

soil-TWI

Modifies the size of each cell in

the TWI calculation as a

function of mean annual

water balance relative to

catchment average

Modifies TWI to capture

the effect of climatic

forcing

G€untner
et al.

(2004)

Hydrogeological

index

Index is computed as a function

of three factors (Strahler

stream order, relative

elevation of lake to

surrounding landscape, and

position of lake within local

to regional groundwater

flow system), which are

combined into an empirical

model with weighting of

factors calibrated with an

independent measure of

hydrogeological setting

Describes potential

groundwater-lake

interactions as recharge

vs. discharge areas

Devito et al.

(2000)
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4.3 Tracking Hydrological Pathways Using Digital

Terrain Analysis

4.3.1 Where Do Streams Begin?

Streams begin in the generally uncharted headwaters either within cryptic rivulets

and/or wetlands (Creed et al. 2003; Bishop et al. 2008). These hidden source

areas of water are not captured on traditional topographic maps; therefore, novel

approaches have been sought for their mapping. DTA, especially based on LiDAR-

derived DEMs, has significantly improved our ability to map headwater streams in

forested environments (Remmel et al. 2008). The difficulty in determining the exact

position of stream heads from topographic data alone is that there are additional

climatic and geological factors that play a role in stream initiation. Stream networks

may be mapped in one of the two ways: (1) analyzing surface morphology and

looking for specific patterns such as “v” shapes (Peucker and Douglas 1975), or

(2) calculating upslope contributing areas and delineating stream cells based on

critical thresholds (O’Callaghan and Mark 1984). Practitioners favor the flow-based

method because the morphology-based approaches do not result in a continuous

network, something that is critical for topological analysis (Lindsay 2006). The

simplest flow-based method classifies stream cells based on specific contributing

area alone (O’Callaghan and Mark 1984). The pioneering work of Montgomery and

Dietrich (1992) determined that the product of specific catchment area and the

square of the local slope can be used to predict the initiation of channelized flow,

although with considerable uncertainty (Table 4.2). However, channel initiation

thresholds need to be validated in each new locale.

Although the choice for stream initiation thresholds is variable between catch-

ments, the choice of flow routing algorithm is not as critical for stream network

delineation because upslope contributing areas derived by different flow algorithms

start identifying very similar stream networks in valley bottoms. In fact, single flow

algorithms are usually preferred because they identify areas of convergence well,

although theymay still tend to generate parallel channels in valley bottoms (McGlynn

and Seibert 2003). Once the stream network has been extracted, it may serve as the

foundation for segmenting the catchment into hillslopes based on stream reaches,

defining riparian areas, or extracting physical characteristics of the stream network

such as stream order and drainage density. A critical component in many forested

landscapes is the presence of wetlands and lakes; however, the incorporation of these

open water features is not yet a commonplace feature of most DTA software.

4.3.2 Where is Water Stored?

Water in catchments is held in both surface and subsurface storages. Although

subsurface storage of water can be substantially greater than surface storage,

surface water storage is particularly important in terms of hydrological response
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(rapid water delivery to stream or lake) as well as biogeochemical behavior

(e.g., export of nutrients). DTA is particularly well suited to estimate the location

and amount of surface water storage. Surface water is stored in depressions or flat

areas that inhibit the downhill movement of water. These wet areas may be

ephemeral (e.g., small depressions collecting water) or permanent (e.g., bottomland

swamps). Wet areas not only store water and therefore retard runoff (if the depres-

sion is not at capacity) or enhance runoff (if at capacity), but they may also form

critical spots for biogeochemical activity (Agnew et al. 2006).

In many landscapes, topography influences the development of saturated and

inundated areas through its effect on the hydraulic gradient. The last three decades

have seen many different DTA techniques developed in order to automate the

derivation of wet areas (Fig. 4.4). Slope has been a very effective terrain attri-

bute to delineate wet areas (Creed et al. 2003). The shortcoming of using slope

Fig. 4.4 Comparison of digital terrain analysis (DTA) techniques for wet area mapping. Base

map is a 5 m LiDAR-derived DEM of catchment (c50) in the Turkey Lakes Watershed in Ontario,

Canada. Wet areas were defined by (a) ground surveys using a differential global position system

to collect geographic coordinates of the boundaries of wet areas; (b) local slope, b, � critical

threshold of 2.7� (Creed et al. 2003); (c) topographic wetness index, ln(As/tan b), � critical

threshold of 6.9 (Beven and Kirkby 1979); (d) downslope gradient index, tan a ¼ d/Ld, with
d ¼ 2 m and a � critical threshold of 1.7� (Hjerdt et al. 2004); (e) TWI modified by use of

downslope gradient instead of local gradient, ln(As/tan a), � critical threshold of 2.9 (Hjerdt et al.

2004); (f) objects classified using downslope gradient index and L/G (Richardson et al. 2009);

(g) depth-to-water index, where index � critical threshold of 1 m (Murphy et al. 2007); and

(h) probability of depression index, where index � critical threshold of 0.3 (Creed et al. 2008).

Critical thresholds selected to optimize area to ground-surveyed wet areas. For each map, k is

kappa coefficient showing level of agreement in terms of location and area between DTA-derived

map and ground-surveyed map, where 0 is agreement due entirely to chance and 1 is 100%

agreement
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alone to map wet areas is that there may be low slope areas close to ridgelines

(e.g., plateaus) with no water storage observed. The solution to this problem was

introduced by the seminal work of Beven and Kirkby (1979), who integrated

the concept of runoff volume (using upslope contributing area as a proxy) with

hydraulic gradient into a compound index. This topographic wetness index (TWI)

has been successfully used around the world to delineate wet areas (Quinn et al.

1995; G€untner et al. 2004), albeit only in humid conditions when surface

topography is a reasonable replica of the water table (Western et al. 2001).

One of the limitations of the TWI is that it only takes into account the upslope

properties of the hillslope. To incorporate the influence of downslope effects on

drainage, Hjerdt et al. (2004) introduced the downslope index, which considers

the horizontal distance water would have to travel along a flowpath to drop a given

vertical distance (Fig. 4.2). This index is very versatile and has been used in three

main ways in identifying wet areas: (1) as a downslope hydraulic gradient; (2) as

a new TWI to replace TWI and (3) as a replacement of the local slope term in a

modified TWI (G€untner et al. 2004; Hjerdt et al. 2004; Inamder and Mitchell 2006;

Sorensen et al. 2006). In terms of approximating the water table gradient, the

downslope index greatly improves approximations based on local slope, because

local slope is highly sensitive to DEM resolution.

The past decade has seen a number of novel approaches introduced in mapping

wet areas that go beyond the traditional approach of identifying a threshold in a

terrain attribute (Table 4.2; Fig. 4.1). A recent study used object-based classification

to define hydrologically meaningful terrain features using the spatial distribution of

downslope gradient as an input (Richardson et al. 2009). The depth-to-water index

uses least cost analysis based on a cumulative slope layer from the point of interest to

a source cell (stream, lake, or depression) (Murphy et al. 2007). It has been validated

in humid catchments on the east coast of Canada and used in forest operations

planning (Murphy et al. 2007). Lindsay et al. (2004) identified wet areas based on a

probabilistic scheme using Monte Carlo simulation, where a random error term,

based on the vertical accuracy of the DEM, was added to the DEM and depressions

flagged after each of 1,000 iterations. A layer depicting probability of belonging to a

depression was calculated by averaging the individual depression maps, and grid

cells above a certain depression probability threshold were identified as a true

depression with the potential to saturate or inundate. This method has been very

accurate in identifying even cryptic wetlands below dense canopies in forests across

eastern Canada (Creed et al. 2003).

It needs to be noted that the source of the input data is critical for each of

these techniques. Although there has been some success in DTA modeling of wet

areas below canopies using generally available DEMs from provincial or state

government agencies (Creed et al. 2008), the best success comes if the DEM is

derived from a source that penetrates the canopy (Creed and Beall 2009). Currently,

only laser altimetry-based DEMs provide information from below the canopy,

emphasizing the need to provide global coverage using this technology.
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4.3.3 How Are Water Source Areas Connected
to Surface Waters?

Hydrological response to rainfall at the outlet of catchments is highly dependent

on the ability of water source areas to connect to surface waters such as streams

and lakes. The basic premise is that saturated areas are prone to the generation of

lateral flow leading to quick runoff at the catchment outlet only if they are

connected to the stream network of the catchment. Although substantial founda-

tional work on hydrological connectivity has been done, the incorporation of the

concept of connectivity into a coherent hydrological framework is only now being

undertaken (Bracken and Croke 2007).

A simple measure of connectivity that has been applied in a broad range of

forested landscapes is the percent cover of all wet areas that are contiguous and

connected to the stream network (e.g., Devito et al. 2000; Creed et al. 2003; Creed

and Beall 2009). Another measure of connectivity is based on TWI values along

a flowpath; if all upslope cell values are above a given TWI threshold, then all

upslope cells are assumed to contribute to stream flow. Using this approach, a large

proportion of saturated sources areas were found to be disconnected from

the streams, which otherwise would have been assumed to be connected and

contribute to stream flow (Lane et al. 2004).

Jencso et al. (2009) strengthened the case for the need to consider both topo-

graphy and topology (the spatial relationship between terrain attributes) as first-

order controls on stream flow response in steep and humid catchments. They found

that upslope contributing area explained 91% of the variability in the longevity of the

water table connection among hillslope, riparian zone, and stream sequences. The

analysis of hydrological connectivity has greatly benefited from ideas infused by

geostatistics (Western et al. 2001) and percolation theory (Lehmann et al. 2007).

Although much ground-breaking work has been done in exploring hydrological

connectivity with DTA, fully integrating this concept into the analysis of catchment

hydrology has been slow. As a result, there is great potential for new discoveries and

understanding, especially related to the nonlinear behavior of stream flow response.

4.3.4 How Long is Water Stored?

Knowing the length of time a water droplet resides in a catchment is important

because the longer a water droplet is in contact with the substrate of a catch-

ment, the greater chance it has to undergo and facilitate biogeochemical reactions

(Burns et al. 2003). The residence time of all of the droplets is a fundamental

catchment descriptor called the mean residence time (MRT), which can reveal

important information on storage, flowpaths, and sources of water (McGuire and

McDonnell 2006). MRT can be modeled using a residence time model with stable

isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen as inputs (McGuire et al. 2005). However, given
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the usefulness of this catchment-wide descriptor, recent studies have focused on

investigating the relationship between MRT and catchment characteristics, in order

to facilitate automated computation for ungauged catchments.

Contrary to the expectation that catchment size would explain variation in MRT

among catchments, MRT was instead correlated to catchment terrain attributes such

as median subcatchment area (McGlynn et al. 2003) as well as median flowpath

distance and flowpath gradient to the stream network in humid catchments

(McGuire et al. 2005). MRT was negatively related to flowpath gradient (shorter

MRT with steeper flowpath gradient) and positively related to median flowpath

length and median subcatchment areas (longer MRT with longer flowpath length),

reflecting the expected relation between hydraulic gradients and water flow. It is

interesting to note that although hillslope-scale runoff production in these humid

catchments is influenced by subsurface macropore and bedrock flowpaths, surface

topographic properties explain the majority of the variation in MRT, which is

strongly influenced by the substrate. Perhaps, this provides evidence for the fact

that topography is a reflection of climatic forcing on geological substrates. The ratio

of flowpath length to flowpath gradient was a weaker predictor in Scottish catch-

ments but still able to explain 44% of the variation in MRT (Tetzlaff et al. 2009).

4.3.5 How Does Topography Influence Flow Response
at the Catchment Outlet?

DTA’s strength has been at explaining inter-catchment variability in discharge. In

general, DTA provides metrics on capturing spatial differences in storage of water

and the efficiency of water transfer through a catchment (Table 4.2). Although more

traditional attributes such as catchment area, slope, and drainage density are still

useful today, especially in studies where only coarser resolution DEMs are avail-

able (Garcia-Martinó et al. 1996), newer techniques in combination with newer

DEM sources provide the next generation of tools.

For example, the importance of delineating cryptic wetlands under a forest canopy

in order to understand stream response was highlighted by Lindsay et al. (2004),

who were able to predict both runoff timing and runoff magnitude using wetland

metrics from a LiDAR-derived DEM. The performance of the different wetland

metrics (e.g., total area of bottomland wetlands, depression volume of wetlands)

depended on hydroclimatic conditions. During dry and mesic conditions, wetland

metrics explained a higher proportion of the variation of runoff timing, whereas during
wet conditions, wetland metrics explained a higher proportion of variation of runoff

magnitude (Lindsay et al. 2004). Along similar lines, Laudon et al. (2007) were able

to explain a significant proportion of the variation in event and pre-event partition-

ing using median subcatchment area, which is another measure of stream network

organization. Interestingly, median subcatchment area was useful to predict the pre-

event/event ratio at peak flood and on the hydrograph’s falling limb, but on the rising

limb percent wetland area was the significant factor (Laudon et al. 2007). There is also
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evidence that the effectiveness of terrain attributes to explain hydrological response

depends not only on hydroclimatic conditions but also on catchment size. Sanford

et al. (2007) reported on the existence of a catchment area threshold for low flow

conditions, where low flow hydrograph metrics were successfully predicted by the

proportion of near stream riparian area within catchments less than 600 ha in size.

These examples point to the ability of DTA to capture hydrological source areas,

storages, and connectivity with the ability to predict flow response related to

catchment size and hydroclimatic conditions.

4.3.6 Digital Terrain Analysis Beyond Topography

Clearly, topography is not a first-order control in every catchment. Consequently,

the future of DTA lies in its ability to fuse data and approaches that incorporate

other dominant controls on hydrological processes including climate, geology,

and soils (Table 4.2). For example, G€untner et al. (2004) proposed factoring in

climate patterns in the TWI. Studying catchment-scale differences in hydrological

and biogeochemical response, Devito et al. (2000) proposed a hydrogeologic index

that incorporated the concepts of stream ordering, relative relief, and recharge vs.

discharge nature of lakes, all estimated by proxies derived from topography.

In another study, Baker et al. (2003) developed a DTA technique that approximated

the regional hydraulic gradient and integrated this information with hydraulic

conductivity estimated from surficial geologic maps. Beven (1986) introduced

soil transmissivity in the calculation of TWI to account for changes in soil hydraulic

conductivity within catchments. In landscapes where depressions on the bedrock

surface control fill-and-spill flow (Spence andWoo 2003; Tromp-van Meerveld and

McDonnell 2006), it is not so much the DTA techniques that need to be modified

but that a DEM is needed of the bedrock surface (Freer et al. 2002; Lehmann et al.

2007). Unfortunately, wide-scale application of these integrative approaches is

hindered by the lack of bedrock DEMs as well as other spatially distributed

information on climate, geology, and soils.

4.4 Tracking Biogeochemical Pathways Using

Digital Terrain Analysis

Hydrology influences biogeochemical cycling through its control on the conditions of

chemical reactions (e.g., temperature, moisture, dissolved oxygen) and by facilitat-

ing the transport of key reactants. Because water and reactants are not uniformly

distributed across landscapes, the rate of biogeochemical activity is also very hetero-

geneous. Disproportionately high reaction rates are observed in hot spots that occur,

where hydrological flowpaths converge with substrates or other flowpaths containing
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complementary or missing reactants creating the ideal environmental conditions for

biogeochemical processing. Similarly, high reaction rates are observed during hot

moments that occur when episodic hydrological flowpaths activate processes and/or

mobilize accumulated reactants (McClain et al. 2003). In general, biogeochemical

hot spots and hot moments often occur at hydrological transition zones (between

terrestrial and aquatic interfaces) along ephemeral and permanent streams, wetlands

and lakes (Yarrow and Marin 2007). Below we explore how DTA can be used to

identify hydrological controls on the formation of biogeochemical pools and then

explore how and where the transfer of water and nutrients creates biogeochemical

hot spots and hot moments with respect to land–atmosphere and land–water linkages

in forested landscapes.

4.4.1 Soil Biogeochemical Pools

The pioneering work of Geoffrey Milne identified topography as the master

variable with which to determine soil properties along a hillslope. Milne (1935)

used the concept of the catena (Latin for chain) as the fundamental soil-topography

land unit that repeats sequentially across the landscape, therefore allowing the

systematic mapping of soils across landscapes (Milne 1935).

Catenas form due to the interplay of static and dynamic factors resulting in soils

of different properties. Static factors are controlled by terrain attributes such as

slope, aspect, and elevation that influence the moisture, temperature, and solar

radiation at a site. Dynamic factors are controlled by the relative position of the

site within the catena, which influences the transport of particulate and dissolved

materials downslope (Young 1972, 1976). Soils formed in a single material (geology)

differ because of hydrological processes that result in differential drainage, leaching,

translocation, and redeposition of soluble materials (Hall and Olson 1991). Therefore,

in general we can expect drier, nutrient-poor conditions at the top and moister,

nutrient-rich conditions at the bottom of a slope (Fig. 4.3). The essence of DTA is

to take advantage of this predictable heterogeneity of physical and chemical proper-

ties of soils, including the precursors (reactants) and products of the transformation

of biologically important nutrients, and use it to model biogeochemical activity over

entire catchments.

Previous studies that report topographic controls on distribution of soil nutrient

pools span over 50 years and cover forested landscapes ranging from gentle to

steep relief in forests across major biomes (cf., Creed et al. 2008). The degree of

heterogeneity that exists within soils places limits on the ability to predict the

distribution of soil nutrient pools. We compared DTA approaches to general

purpose soil surveys, where <10% of the heterogeneity in nutrients can be

explained (Webster 1977), hence predictions >10% would be an improvement.

Creed et al. (2002) found that slope, aspect, and elevation explained 38% of the

variation in carbon and nitrogen in the forest floor but none of the variation within

the soil profile. Soil sampling schemes based on random or equal spacing such as
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those used by Creed et al. (2002) capture the most common topographic features on

a landscape but underestimate the rare features. Rare features, although occupying a

small proportion of the landscape, may be hot spots with disproportionately higher

rates of biogeochemical cycling than other areas.

To detect these small but potentially important features, Webster et al. (2011)

combined expert knowledge and a probabilistic classification approach to design a

topographic template sensu Conacher and Dalrymple (1977) (Fig. 4.3) for the same

sugar maple forest studied by Creed et al. (2002). While the carbon in canopy

foliage was homogeneous, there was significant heterogeneity in soil carbon pools

among the terrain objects, reflecting the importance of topographic templates for

detecting, sampling, and mapping carbon pools on the landscape.

It is likely that topographic templates would be applicable to most low-order

catchments with minor adjustments, however, estimating topographic controls on

the distribution of soil nutrients at larger scales requires nested sampling (and

modeling) strategies that incorporate the multiple scales of factors that influence

soil development. For example, dominant topographic factors at the hillslope or

catchment scale are those that affect dynamic factors of soil development. These

include drainage conditions, transport and deposition of suspended materials and/or

leaching, translocation and redeposition of soluble materials (modeled by wetness

index, planar and profile curvature). However, at a regional scale, the dominant

topographic factors are those that affect the static factors of soil development.

These are topographic factors, modeled by slope, aspect, and elevation that influ-

ence external inputs such as solar radiation, temperature, moisture, and nutrient

loadings. Scalable methods that consider heterogeneity and uncertainty in carbon

pools will become increasingly important as national and international policies

for reporting changes in carbon pools that accompany changes in land cover and

land-use are implemented.

4.4.2 Land–Atmosphere Biogeochemical Linkages

Forest soils are significant terrestrial reservoirs of carbon and nitrogen and have a

crucial role in the global budgets of the main greenhouse gases (GHGs): carbon

dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O). As countries implement

strategies to reduceGHGemissions, detailed information to informpolicymaking and

guide mitigation measures is required on the fluxes of all GHGs from forested areas

as well as the accompanying tools that can be used to predict GHG fluxes across

landscapes and under different climates (Watson et al. 2000).Many forests are found

in complex landscapes with intricate assemblages of substrates and environmental

controls of GHG fluxes. Predominant among the controllers of GHG fluxes are

those related to hydrology (e.g., the spatial and temporal distribution of soil pro-

perties, soil environment, and movement of the substrates for GHG production).

We need to develop methods for accurate accounting of GHG fluxes in forests with

complex terrain.
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The use of DTA to understand land–atmosphere interactions in forests

has revealed that topography is an important control on soil CO2 efflux in both

relatively arid and humid forests. In softwood forests, such as lodgepole pine in

semiarid subalpine ecosystems, upslope contributing area (a proxy for lateral redistri-

bution of water) was positively correlated with seasonal soil CO2 efflux, where the

highest soil CO2 efflux rates were observed in areas with persistently high soil

moisture in riparian lowlands (Riveros-Iregui and McGlynn 2009). In hardwood
forests, such as sugar maple in humid ecosystems, Webster et al. (2008a) used

topographic features to estimate soil CO2 efflux (Fig. 4.3). The study revealed that

transiently wet areas adjacent to wetlands (i.e., footslopes and toeslopes) yield signifi-

cantly larger CO2 efflux than the adjacent upland orwetland portions of the catchment.

The follow-up study by Webster et al. (2008b) explored sensitivity of catchment-

aggregated soil CO2 efflux to different spatial partitioning schemes and found a

minimum of three features (upland, critical transition zone, and wetland) was needed

for accurate catchment-averaged estimates, especially under climate scenarios that

became warmer and drier. Even in forests with heterogeneous cover, where species

composition and site history impart important controls on soil processes, spatial

variation of soil CO2 efflux was attributed to topographically induced hydrological

patterns on soil properties, root production, and soil CO2 efflux (Martin et al. 2009).

These results underscore the importance of considering the relationships between

topography and land–atmosphere GHG exchanges. We clearly need much more

work especially in understanding efflux of trace gases, such as CH4 and N2O, which

have much higher global warming potential than CO2. Furthermore, static DTAs

will need to be combined with dynamic approaches such as remote sensing and

distributed simulation modeling to capture the roaming nature of hot spots and hot

moments across the landscape.

4.4.3 Land–Water Biogeochemical Linkages

Forest soils are also sources of nutrients to surface waters, with important

downstream water quality implications for different biota including human uses.

DTA can be used to track the movement of nutrients from terrestrial source areas

to streams and lakes in both fluvial and lacustrine forested landscapes. Given the

interrelated nature of water and nutrient movement, most of the approaches to

tracking water pathways noted earlier (Sect. 4.3) are also applicable to tracking

nutrients (Table 4.2).

InVSA-controlled landscapes (Fig. 4.1a), as the groundwater table rises toward the
surface after a drier period and intersects surface soils that have accumulated nutrients

in the intervening dry period, nutrients are mobilized and flushed to receiving

waters resulting in the export of carbon (Hornberger et al. 1994); nitrogen (Creed

et al. 1996), or phosphorus (Evans et al. 2000). Topography influences the hydro-

logical flushing of nutrients in various ways. It affects (a) the generation of nutrient

supply (e.g., nutrient-poor areas develop if soil conditions are too dry or too wet);
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(b) potential expansion vs. contraction rates of the VSAs (e.g., catchments with a

greater potential for lateral expansion of source areas will have longer flushing

times and higher rates of nutrients export, while catchments with less potential for

lateral expansion of source areas will have shorter flushing times and lower rates of

nutrient export); and (c) the transport of flushable nutrients to surface waters, which

is a function of both the size and spatial organization of the VSA (e.g., catchments

with larger, hydrologically connected VSAs will have larger nutrient export,

whereas catchments with smaller or hydrologically disconnected VSAs will have

lower nutrient export or more leaching to groundwater).

To date, most studies have assumed that the simple metric of proportion of near-

saturated and saturated area within a catchment provides a good assessment of the

magnitude of its VSA. This simple approach has been very successful in predicting

the export of nutrients, including dissolved organic carbon (Creed et al. 2003;

Richardson et al. 2009), dissolved organic nitrogen (Creed and Beall 2009), and

total dissolved phosphorus (Creed unpublished data) to streams, explaining up to

90% of the variation in nutrient export. A true test of the strength of this empirical

modeling approach is that using DTA on generally available data provided from

government agencies across a large geographic area covering diverse climates,

forest types, and forest soils explained almost 70% of the variation in DOC export

(Creed et al. 2008). Not only is wetland cover highly correlated with nutrient

exports to streams, but it is also highly correlated with the nutrient status of lakes

(D’Arcy and Carignan 1997; Gergel et al. 1999; O’Connor et al. 2009; Winn et al.

2009). A key finding of many of these studies is that the source of the DEM used to

delineate wetlands is very important and consideration of both open canopy and

closed canopy wetlands is critical in estimating nutrient export from forested

catchments (Creed et al. 2003).

The proportion of wetlands within a catchment has been an effective way to

characterize the size of the VSA in relatively humid catchments with shallow soils,

where topography is a good approximation for the water table. However, even in

VSA-type landscapes (Fig. 4.1a), it is worth investigating whether all of the wet-

lands are contributing to runoff and whether the potential dynamics (expansion and

contraction) of wetlands may be captured by DTA techniques. These were the

objectives of Creed and Beall (2009), who used DTA techniques to derive indices

of hydrological flushing potential and tested them against stream nutrient export.

Creed and Beall (2009) found that catchments with small nitrate-N export (but

considerable DON export) were characterized by catchments with small contiguous

source areas connected to the stream (effective VSA [effVSA]) that had a small

potential for expansion as the catchment wets up and/or a large proportion of

wetlands. In contrast, catchments with large nitrate-N export were characterized

by large source areas, with greater potential for expansion as the catchment wets

up and/or few-to-no wetlands (Table 4.2). These indices explained 85% of the

variance in nitrate-N export from topographically varying catchments in a sugar

maple forest, which improved the traditional “wetland proportion” index by 18%

(Creed and Beall 2009). These results demonstrate that hydrological connectivity is

important to assess even in humid catchments. They also show that DTA techniques
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may capture the dynamic concept of hydrological flushing by estimating the

potential for expansion of the VSA (Fig. 4.5).

Future work needs to focus on the effectiveness of these topographic indicators

in scaling nutrient export from first- to higher-order catchments within a specific

forest type and across forested regions with different forest types, forest disturbance

histories, and environmental conditions. As VSAs expand and contract with chang-

ing climatic conditions, it is also important to consider the changes in magnitude

and ratio of C:N:P as it may have consequences for the productivity of downstream

aquatic ecosystems.

In non-VSA-dominated landscapes (Fig. 4.1c), DTA techniques using surface

topography will not suffice in predicting hydrological or biogeochemical pathways.

In subhumid catchments, where the characteristics of the deep substrate regulate

water and nutrient transfer from land to aquatic systems, terrain indices that capture

the spatial pattern of subsurface pathways are needed. A great example of this is

a hydrogeological index (Table 4.2) developed using DTA techniques in order to

predict total phosphorus (TP) concentration for lakes on the Boreal Plain in Alberta

(Devito et al. 2000). The hydrogeology index captured the degree of interaction

of lakes with regional, intermediate, and/or local groundwater flow systems by

characterizing (a) lake order; (b) elevation of the lake relative to the surrounding

landscape; and (c) position of the lake within the local to regional groundwater flow

system. Lake order was determined using the ordering method of Mark and Good-

child (1982). The relative elevation of a lake was defined as the ratio of the change

in elevation from the lake’s surface to the regional low to the change in elevation

from the relational low to the regional high. The position of the lake within the

potential groundwater flow system was based on a steady-state groundwater model,

which predicted whether a lake was in a groundwater recharge or discharge system.

The index of hydrogeology was confirmed using an independent chemical measure

of groundwater influence (combined concentrations of calcium and magnesium).

Devito et al. (2000) combined the hydrogeology index with a hydrological connec-

tivity index (proportion of wetlands connected to the lake) to predict the potential

Fig. 4.5 Conceptual model of water and nutrient source areas in VSA-dominated landscapes

(adapted from Creed and Beall 2009)
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for TP loading to the lakes. They were able to predict almost 60% of the variation in

changes in TP in lakes from a dry to a wet year, reflecting surface and subsurface

hydrological controls on TP. In a similar setting, Sass et al. (2008) explained over

70% of the steady-state concentration of chlorophyll a in 40 lakes using an index of
hydrogeological setting, a proxy for dominant runoff mechanisms (size and organi-

zation of wetlands), and lake-to-lake connectivity (presence or absence of contri-

buting lakes).

These studies underscore the value of spatially extensive datasets for developing

and testing our understanding of hydrological controls on biogeochemical export

to surface waters on forested landscapes and also illustrate that DTA is important in

a broad range of hydrogeological contexts (VSA as well as non-VSA dominated)

and forest regions. It is noteworthy that comparable amounts of variation in lake

nutrient concentrations were explained in both VSA and non-VSA geographies.

However, given the different approaches taken, there is a clear need to repeat these

studies with standard methods and data to allow for direct intercomparison.

4.5 From Science to Practice

Forest managers aim to minimize adverse impacts of forest operations on water,

sediment and nutrient loading to surfaces waters. Although well intended, the

management practices used to minimize effects are often borrowed from other

jurisdictions, and while based on the best available science may not be wholly

applicable to the management locale. Practitioners must recognize the importance

of understanding the processes responsible for the movement of water and nutrients

across landscapes to predict the effects of forest management strategies on the

hydrological and biogeochemical response of surface waters. Echoing the quotation

at the beginning of the chapter, we do not need mapping for its own sake but

we need process-informed characterization of landscapes to lead to useful general-

izations that can be applied in practical contexts.

This chapter has demonstrated that DTA can be used to predict origin, age,

pathway, and fate of water and nutrients within a forest. Although our theoretical

treatment of DTA techniques has focused on hydrological and biogeochemical

studies, there is an increasing body of literature detailing the use of DTA in water-

related geomorphic and ecological applications. For example, the susceptibility of

landscapes to landslides has been modeled using DTA based on the observation that

landslides are partly triggered when soil pore water pressures reach a critical point

(Montgomery et al. 2000; Dhakal and Sidle 2004). Depending on the landscape,

different terrain attributes have been found to be useful in prediction of areas, where

pore water pressures reach critical levels (Montgomery et al. 2000; Gritzner et al.

2001; Borga et al. 2002). An interesting ecological application of the topographic

index is the prediction of critical brook trout spawning sites along the margins of

forest lakes which in some landscapes occur in topographically convergent zones,

where there is discharging groundwater (Borwick et al. 2005).
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The transfer of scientific knowledge to practice has been facilitated by different

governmental and nongovernmental organizations such as the Sustainable Forest

Management Network in Canada. There are now numerous examples of how forest

managers have been incorporating the scientific results in best management prac-

tices. Forest managers and operators are using DTA to map hydrologically sensitive

areas (areas where the water table intersects with the forest floor, such as wetlands

and low-order streams), in order to assist in the placement of roads (especially

considering water crossings), culverts, as well as cut blocks (Murphy et al. 2007).

There is substantial improvement in mapping accuracy when LiDAR-derived

DEMs are used to delineate these hydrologically sensitive areas, many of which

are often hidden beneath the canopy or are not represented by coarse resolution

DEM pixels in traditional aerial photo-derived DEMs (cf., Remmel et al. 2008).

In more mountainous terrain, roads are critical conduits of water and the sediments

it carries so that the planning of roads is especially important to reduce these

impacts (Megahan and King 2001). Roads and cut-blocks also lead to increased

susceptibility to landslides (especially for small and moderate size precipitation

events), so that forest management in these mountainous regions also considers

landslide susceptibility in their planning (Dhakal and Sidle 2003).

DTA-based characterization together with an enhanced understanding of hydrologi-

cal processes will assist the conservation of hydrologically sensitive areas andminimize

adverse impacts throughmore effective harvest design and location of roads and riparian

buffers. DTA can be a powerful tool for forest managers, especially when combined

with remote sensing and distributed simulation modeling, which can be used to predict

both the spatial heterogeneity and the temporal variability in hydrological features

and land–atmosphere and land–water exchanges of water, nutrients, and pollutants.

4.6 Towards an Operational Digital Terrain

Analysis Approach

DTAis poised to becomean integral tool inmanyearth science andecological fields. It has

evolved to the point where it has a strong theoretical basis that captures both hydrological

and biogeochemical processes and patterns. To develop an operational approach to DTA

for forest hydrologists, the following four recommendations should be implemented.

4.6.1 Improved Characterization of Surface and Subsurface

The next generation of DEMs must achieve <15 cm vertical and <5 m horizontal

accuracy across all forest cover types. Ideally, this will be achieved with satellite-

based LiDAR systems to provide complete global coverage from taiga to tropical

forests. A much greater achievement will be the characterization of bedrock

topography, also at a global scale. Geotechnical techniques offer some hope in
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mapping subsurface features but the type of precision and accuracy needed is

currently still out of reach. These achievements would lead to an integrated terrain

analysis framework, where water would be able to be routed along surface and/or

subsurface pathways. Until we attain the required integrated flow-path characteri-

zation, there is a need for continued ground-based surveys of soils and surficial

geology so that in combination with geotechnical methods we will be able to predict

bedrock topography in unsurveyed areas. Unfortunately, it is all too tempting in

the light of budget constraints to chop ground-surveys in the mistaken belief that

DEMs of the surface can model everything.

4.6.2 Classification of Process-Based Terrain Attributes
and Features

DEMs and the terrain attributes and terrain features derived from them contain a

wealth of information and opportunities, many of which have already between

translated from science to practice. However, an operational DTA would benefit

enormously from a classification of terrain attributes and terrain features based

on process-understanding. This could lead to a common DTA toolkit that would

help practitioners match the right tool to the right process at the right place. This

toolkit could be customized for each hydrological region, so as to reflect climatic,

geological, and soil conditions. A common toolkit would also enable direct com-

parisons between different hydrological regions. The foundation of such classifica-

tion would have to be based on ground surveys, providing yet another strong reason

for their retention.

4.6.3 Global Benchmark Datasets

We have yet to test the true potential of DTA, as the research community has so

far used ad hoc, piecemeal approaches. We need a coordinated comprehensive

benchmarking of different procedures and products. Global benchmark datasets

consisting of DEMs as well as ground-truthing data would allow the authors of new

and improved metrics to weigh in against existing ones using the same datasets.

Such comparisons would also aid the classification of the metrics based on hydro-

logical regions.

4.6.4 Integration with Other Digital Data, Tools and Techniques

The future of DTA lies in its integration with field data, remote sensing, and

distributed hydrological modeling. These integrated systems could use the static

maps of DTA as a basis for dynamic modeling of processes and patterns that are
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calibrated by local, ground-based monitoring networks. These catchment-scale

analysis systems should be freeware with transparent codes such as the Terrain

Analysis System and its successor Whitebox (Lindsay 2005).

4.7 Conclusions

DTA is becoming a ubiquitous tool in the hydrologist’s toolbox and can be used

to predict hydrological and biogeochemical processes and patterns in different

hydrological landscapes. Given the general availability of DEMs and how readily

DTMs can be derived, there is a strong temptation to uncritically apply topographic

analysis as a first (and sometimes only) step in understanding the hydrological and

biogeochemical dynamics of an area. The literature is now replete with examples,

especially at headwater catchment scales, where runoff is controlled by nonlinear

mechanisms, such as bedrock-controlled subsurface flow and macropore flow.

In such regions, DTA will be of limited use, especially in understanding rainfall-

runoff mechanisms. However, set in a proper physical context, DTA can be an

indispensable tool in modeling flowpaths, surface storages, nutrient source areas,

and characterizing landforms. The future of DTA lies in the use of LiDAR-derived

DEMs at an optimum spatial resolution and the integration of terrain analysis with

remote sensing and hydrological distributed modeling to breathe life into the static

patterns created by DTMs. The fusion of modern digital tools with forest managers’

innate understanding of their landbase will provide a powerful new approach

for implementing sustainable forest management.
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Chapter 5

A Synthesis of Forest Evaporation Fluxes –

from Days to Years – as Measured

with Eddy Covariance

Dennis D. Baldocchi and Youngryel Ryu

5.1 Introduction and History

The annual water budget of a forested landscape is the sum of precipitation minus

the sum of evaporation, runoff, storage, and leakage. The evaporation term, which

is the subject of this chapter, comprises the sum of plant transpiration and evapora-

tion from the soil/litter system and rainfall/dew intercepted by the foliage.

The literature on “forest evaporation” is vast; at the time of this writing, it

contains over 1,100 references, according to a query of the Web of Science. Most

of the long-term measurements (years to decades) on forest evaporation are based

on forest catchment studies, which evaluate evaporation as a residual of the water

balance (Swank and Douglass 1974; Bosch and Hewlett 1982; Komatsu et al. 2007)

or by measuring changes in soil water balance and rain interception (Calder 1998).

These budget approaches have merit in evaluating forest evaporation because they

are relatively inexpensive and they can evaluate water budgets over long time

periods, across large geographic areas, and in complex terrain. On the other hand,

evaporation sums derived from hydrological water balances are limited in their

ability to extract information on biophysical controls of forest evaporation on

hourly and daily timescales. Water balance methods are also unable to provide

information on the partitioning of evaporation according to transpiration and soil

and re-evaporation of intercepted rainfall and dew.

Another segment of this literature uses micrometeorological techniques to pro-

duce direct measurements of forest evaporation. Rapid growth in the application of

micrometeorological methods over forests occurred over the past 30 years because

of its ability to measure fluxes of water vapor directly, in situ, at the stand scale and

with minimal interference. But the majority of these studies and the many fine

reviews and syntheses on the topic of “forest evaporation” using “micrometeor-

ological methods” are confined to short campaigns during the heart of the growing

season (Jarvis et al. 1976; Jarvis and McNaughton 1986; Black and Kelliher 1989;

Kelliher et al. 1993; Komatsu et al. 2007; Tanaka et al. 2008). To our knowledge

only the review by Tanaka et al. (2008) focuses on long-term evaporation measure-

ments and it concentrates on evaporation from tropical forests.
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The earliest measurements of water vapor exchange between forests and the

atmosphere relied on the flux-gradient method (an indirect technique that evaluates

flux densities of H2O as the product of a turbulent diffusivity (K) and the vertical

gradient of H2O concentration, dq/dz), rather than the eddy covariance technique,

due to a lacking of fast responding anemometers and H2O sensors (Denmead 1969;

Droppo and Hamilton 1973; Stewart and Thom 1973; Black 1979). Application of

flux-gradient theory over tall vegetation was found to be problematic at the onset

(Raupach 1979). Over tall forests, vertical gradients of H2O are small and difficult

to resolve because turbulent mixing is vigorous at the canopy–atmosphere interface

(Black and McNaughton 1971; Stewart and Thom 1973; Hicks et al. 1975).

Secondly, use of Monin–Obukhov similarity theory to calculate eddy exchange

coefficients (K) is invalid above forests (Raupach 1979). This occurs because

turbulent transport is enhanced in the roughness sublayer over the forest –

large shear at the canopy–atmosphere interface causes nonlocal transport to occur

(Raupach et al. 1996). By the mid-1970s, additional studies on evaporation over

forests would need to wait for technical developments that would permit use of the

eddy covariance technique.

The earliest eddy covariance measurements of water vapor exchange over

forests occurred between the mid-1970s and early 1980s (Hicks et al. 1975; Spittle-

house and Black 1979; Shuttleworth et al. 1984; Verma et al. 1986). This advance

was made possible with a wave of technological improvements that included three-

dimensional sonic anemometers, fast-responding ultraviolet hygrometers (krypton

and Lyman-alpha) (Buck 1976), infrared spectrometers (Hyson and Hicks 1975;

Raupach 1978), and personal computers. The execution of the ABRACOS project

in Brazil (Shuttleworth et al. 1984) and the BOREAS project in Canada (Sellers

et al. 1995) heralded a new era of routine and long-term measurements of evapora-

tion from forests by eddy covariance. And today eddy covariance measurements of

evaporation continue worldwide through various regional networks associated with

the FLUXNET project (Baldocchi et al. 2001; Baldocchi 2008).

5.2 Forest Evaporation by the Eddy Covariance Method

The eddy covariance technique measures evaporation by assessing the covariance

between fluctuations in vertical velocity (w) and the specific water vapor content

(q ¼ rv=rawhere ra is dry air density and rv is H2O density):

E ¼ ra � w0q0: (5.1)

In (5.1), the overbars denote time-averaging (e.g., 30–60 min) and primes

represent fluctuations from the mean (e.g., q0 ¼ q� q). A positively signed covari-

ance represents net H2O transfer into the atmosphere and a negative value denotes

the reverse.
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Many issues remain about the applicability and accuracy of eddy covariance

measurements over forests. Of most concern are the many circumstances where

investigators fail to close the surface energy balance (Twine et al. 2000; Wilson

et al. 2002), which is used as an independent data quality check. Lack of energy

balance closure, on the other hand, should not always indict the quality or the

accuracy of the evaporation measurements. Mitigating factors include: (1) nonrep-

resentative measurements of the net radiation balance across the flux footprint; (2)

biases in net radiation measurements via improper mounting of the sensor close to a

tower; and (3) insufficient sampling of soil heat flux and canopy heat storage across

the flux footprint (Meyers and Hollinger 2004; Lindroth et al. 2010). In fact, there is

growing body of evidence showing good agreement between long-term evaporation

measurements by eddy covariance with independent hydrologically based methods.

Three studies report that annual sums of evaporation, based on eddy covariance,

agree within 6% of independent assessments of forest evaporation; these have been

produced by water budgets from catchments (Wilson et al. 2001; Scott 2010), deep

groundwater piezometers (Barr et al. 2000), and changes in soil moisture profiles

(Baldocchi et al. 2004; Yaseef et al. 2010). Furthermore, daily and annual integra-

tions of eddy covariance water fluxes do not suffer from the night-time systematic

biases that plague CO2 flux measurements (Moncrieff et al. 1996).

5.3 Evaporation from Forests, Magnitudes, and Variations

Over the past decade, several hundred research teams commenced measuring fluxes

of water, carbon dioxide, and energy continuously with the eddy covariance

method. So, today, many forest evaporation datasets exist, with measurements

accumulated over years to decades. Ironically, a small fraction of these research

teams have found the time or inclination to publish their long-term evaporation

measurements, compared to the several hundred papers that have been published on

ecosystem CO2 exchange (Baldocchi 2008). Nevertheless, there exists a substantial

and growing body of literature on long-term forest evaporation, which we have

compiled, that merits scrutiny. For this chapter we compiled and evaluated 185 site-

years of forest evaporation measurements, derived with the eddy covariance

method. These studies are associated with over 40 forests and include data from

tropical evergreen broadleaved, temperate evergreen conifer, deciduous broad-

leaved forests, savanna woodlands, and shrublands. Below, we draw upon this

compiled database and address the following questions relating to forest evapora-

tion: what is the range of annual evaporation from the World’s forests and wood-

lands? Is there a ranking among annual evaporation rates for different forest types,

canopy structure, and climates? And how is the amount of annual evaporation

constrained or related to annual precipitation and available energy?

Figure 5.1 summarizes the evaporation database, of 185 site-years, by presenting the

probability density distribution of annual evaporation. Themean annual evaporation rate

of forests from across the globe (and its standard deviation) is 503 � 338 mm year�1.
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The probability distribution is positively skewed towards high sums, as annual evapora-

tion from tropical forests can exceed 2,000mmyear�1 (Loescher et al. 2005; Fisher et al.

2009). For perspective, these statistical values fall within the range of estimates on land

evaporation that are being produced by a new generation of global evaporation models

that are being generated using a combination of climate, eddy flux, and remote sensing

information; 550 mm year�1 (Jung et al. 2010); 539 mm year�1 (Zhang et al. 2010);

655 mm year�1 (Fisher et al. 2008).

The seasonal pattern of daily evaporation is very distinct for different forest

types, distributed across the globe (Fig. 5.2). Tropical forests experience little

seasonality in maximum evaporation, which approaches 5 mm day�1 (Fig. 5.2a).

Most temporal variation occurs on a day-by-day basis and is modulated by cloud

cover and daily changes in solar radiation (Vourlitis et al. 2001; Araujo et al. 2002;

da Rocha et al. 2004; Loescher et al. 2005; Giambelluca et al. 2009). Deciduous

broadleaved forest, in temperate and boreal climates, experience much seasonal

variation in daily evaporation (Black et al. 1996; Moore et al. 1996; Lee et al. 1999;

Wilson and Baldocchi 2000; Blanken et al. 2001; Oliphant et al. 2004; Barr et al.

2007). During the winter leafless period, daily evaporation fluxes are below

1 mm day�1 (Fig. 5.2b). By summer, peak evaporation rates are not dissimilar

from those observed over tropical forests. Daily evaporation from savanna wood-

lands experiences much seasonality (Baldocchi et al. 2004; David et al. 2007;

Paço et al. 2009). Highest evaporation rates (~4 mm day�1) occur during the spring,
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Fig. 5.1 Probability distribution of annual evaporation from forested sites. The probability

density function (pdf) is derived from 185 site-years of eddy covariance flux measurements. The

mean is 503 � 338 mm year�1 and the median is 408 mm year�1
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after winter rains have replenished the soil profile. Lack of rain during the summer

depletes the soil moisture reservoir, causing stomata to close, transpiration to be

restricted, and soil evaporation to be nil (Fig. 5.2c). Evaporation from temperate

evergreen, conifer forests occurs year-round and their daily magnitude follows the

seasonal course of the sun (Anthoni et al. 2002; Humphreys et al. 2003; Kosugi

et al. 2005; Grunwald and Bernhoffer 2007). The maximum rates of daily evapora-

tion from an evergreen, conifer, Douglas fir forest in British Columbia tend to be

much smaller (less than 3 mm day�1) than that from a temperate evergreen Cypress

forest in Japan (Fig. 5.2d). In contrast, daily evaporation from evergreen boreal

conifer forests is highly seasonal and is nil during the winter freezing and snow

period (Amiro et al. 2006) (not shown).

Very few longer term evaporation records – a decade and longer – have been

collected and reported in the literature based on either the eddy covariance (Grun-

wald and Bernhoffer 2007; Granier et al. 2008) or flux-gradient (Jaeger and Kessler

1997) methods. In general, no trends in evaporation have been detected or attributed

to climate, forest function, and structure or successional stage in these few studies.
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2000); (c) a savanna woodland in California (Baldocchi et al. 2004); and (d) a temperate conifer

rain forest in British Columbia (Humphreys et al. 2003) and a cypress forest in Japan (open dot)
(Kosugi et al. 2005)
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The lack of a long-term trend in evaporation contrasts with trends associated with

CO2 exchange and forest age (Urbanski et al. 2007; Stoy et al. 2008); net carbon

exchange of a closed canopy is a strong function of stand age. This small sampling

of the very long evaporation literature also contrasts with findings reported in a 30-

year catchment study in the United Kingdom (Marc and Robinson 2007). Younger

forests evaporate more than grasslands, while the opposite is true for older forests

(Marc and Robinson 2007). On the other hand, Jung et al. (2010) found no trend in

terrestrial evaporation at the global scale between 1998 and 2008; they used a

machine learning algorithm based on the flux tower network and remote sensing.

5.4 Forest Evaporation and Hydrology

Forests cannot evaporate more water than is available from precipitation. But the

questions we ask here include: What fraction of annual precipitation is lost by

annual evaporation? Is the evaporation to precipitation ratio conservative? Or does

it vary with climate and forest type? Figure 5.3 shows there is a strong linear

relationship between precipitation and annual evaporation from forests distributed

across the globe. On average, forest evaporation increases 46 mm for every 100 mm

increase in rainfall. Furthermore, variations in annual precipitation explain over

75% of the variance in annual evaporation, a remarkably high r2 value in our

opinion. Surprisingly, few workers have examined or reported a correlation
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between direct measurements of forest evaporation and precipitation at annual

timescales, to our knowledge. Albeit indirect correlations are inferred from the

Budyko function (Budyko 1974; Donohue et al. 2007). And recently, Alton et al.

(2009) evaluated the Marconi version of the FLUXNET database and reported that

an ensemble of ecosystems evaporates about 58% of monthly precipitation.

We do not claim that the slope between annual precipitation and forest evapora-

tion (0.46) holds within specific climate spaces, just across the global climate space.

For example, in semiarid regions forests tend to evaporate all precipitation (Anthoni

et al. 1999; Scott 2010; Yaseef et al. 2010), so the local evaporation–precipitation

ratio is near one. In Mediterranean climates, evaporation from evergreen and

deciduous oak woodlands is capped below 500 mm year�1, despite interannual

variations in rainfall that can range between 600 and 1,200 mm (Joffre and Rambal

1993; Baldocchi et al. 2010).

To investigate the residual sources of variance shown in Fig. 5.3, we plotted

annual evaporation (ET) as a function of annual precipitation and net radiation

(Fig. 5.4). This surface plot indicates that adding net radiation increases the coeffi-

cient of determination (r2) only slightly, to 0.82. In general, the highest sums of

annual evaporation occur where both precipitation and net radiation are high

(tropical forests), and the lowest evaporation occurs where annual sums of precipi-

tation and net radiation are low (e.g., boreal forests).

On longer timescales, eco-hydrological factors conspire with one another to

limit actual evaporation rates in semiarid regions from meeting extremely high

potential evaporation levels (>1,200 mm year�1) that are conducive of this region

(Rambal 1984; Baldocchi and Xu 2007; Yaseef et al. 2010). In effect, limitations in

precipitation and soil moisture limit stand recruitment by modulating sapling and
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seedling mortality. An equilibrium between water use and availability is eventually

met to form a canopy with a relatively low tree density and low leaf area index

(Eamus and Prior 2001; Baldocchi and Xu 2007; Joffre et al. 2007) (Fig. 5.5).

Another ecological question pertaining to forest evaporation relates to the

functional role of broadleaved vs. needleleaved and deciduous vs. evergreen trees

on evaporation of forests growing in similar climates. This question was addressed

by Komatsu et al (2007) for a number of forest catchments across Japan. They

found that evaporation from broadleaved forests was approximately the same for

young conifer stands and it was higher than evaporation from old conifer stands.

Swank and Douglass (1974), on other hand, found stream flow was reduced by 20%

by converting a deciduous forest to conifer forest due to more interception losses by

pine. In Mediterranean climates, annual evaporation from deciduous oaks is signif-

icantly greater than evaporation from evergreen oaks, by 110 mm year�1, after

difference in leaf area index and local climate is considered (Baldocchi et al. 2010).

5.5 Biophysical Controls on Evaporation

The Penman–Monteith equation provides a theoretical framework for quantifying

forest evaporation, in terms of latent heat exchange (Monteith and Unsworth 1990),

and for diagnosing how evaporation rates will respond to changes in weather and

plant variables. For improved diagnostic reasons, the Penman–Monteith equation
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has been redefined as the additive combination of equilibrium (Eeq) and imposed

(Eimp) evaporation (Jarvis and McNaughton 1986):

E ¼ O � Eeq þ ð1� OÞEimp: (5.2)

Equilibrium evaporation is a function of available energy and computed as:

Eeq ¼ s

sþ g
ðRnet � G� SÞ

l
: (5.3)

Imposed evaporation is a function of atmospheric demand and physiological

supply and is expressed as:

Eimp ¼ GsD

P
: (5.4)

In (5.2) through (5.4), O denotes the coupling factor and ranges between zero

and one, s is the slope of the saturation vapor pressure–temperature relationship, Rn

is the net radiation balance, S is canopy heat storage, G is soil heat storage, D is

vapor pressure deficit, g is the psychrometric constant, r is air density, Cp is specific

heat of air, l is the latent heat of evaporation, and Gh and Gs are the canopy-scale

conductances for boundary layer and surface.

Forests are aerodynamically rough and tend to be better coupled with their

environment, hence they tend to have low omega values (Jarvis and McNaughton

1986; Verma et al. 1986). Despite the theoretical association between forest

evaporation with imposed evaporation, a large number of investigators have inter-

preted their forest evaporation rates as a multiplicative fraction of equilibrium

evaporation, a:

E ¼ a
s

sþ g
ðRnet � G� SÞ: (5.5)

For short vegetation with adequate soil moisture and extensive fetch, a is about

1.26. But a number of studies show that a deviates from 1.26 for dry (Baldocchi

et al. 1997; Komatsu 2005; Baldocchi and Xu 2007) and wet forest canopies

(Shuttleworth and Calder 1979). Table 5.1 reproduces a survey of a values for a

range of forest types. In general, a values for forests range between 1.09 and 0.53

and rank according to the following: broadleaved deciduous > tropical broad-

leaved evergreen > temperate conifer > boreal conifer > boreal deciduous coni-

fer. Empirical evidence adds that a increases with decreasing canopy height and

increasing leaf area index (Kelliher et al. 1993; Komatsu et al. 2007) and it

decreases with progressively drying soils (Kelliher et al. 1993; Baldocchi et al.

2004; Chen et al. 2008). Using a theoretical model, we determined that this ranking

depends on leaf area index, photosynthetic capacity, and soil moisture (Baldocchi

and Meyers 1998); highest a values are produced by forests with high leaf area
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indices, ample soil water, and high photosynthetic capacity. Conversely, lowest a
values are associated with sparse forest canopies with low photosynthetic capacity,

low leaf area index, low hydraulic conductivity, and/or soil moisture deficits.

The role of biodiversity on forest evaporation remains unclear. On one hand,

Currie and Paquin (1987) reported that tree species richness was positively corre-

lated with an inferred estimate of annual evaporation. It was proposed that forest

productivity scales positively with biodiversity, so it was expected that evaporation

would scale with increased productivity. On the other hand, one of us (Baldocchi

2005) reported that the alpha coefficient in (5.5) decreased with increasing number

of the dominant tree species in deciduous broadleaved forests. In the latter study, it

was hypothesized that greater biodiversity increases the diversity of xylem archi-

tecture (e.g., ring vs. diffuse porous) and xylem conductivity. Hence, more diverse

forests would have a mixture of trees with higher and lower xylem conductivities

(Cochard et al. 1996), causing the area integrated hydraulic conductivity of a

diverse forest to be less than a less diverse forest. The idea remains contentious

and merits further scrutiny as it was derived from a relatively small cross-section of

the FLUXNET database.

5.6 Understory Evaporation

Not all water is lost by tree transpiration. Some water is lost by re-evaporation of

intercepted rainfall, a second fraction is lost by soil evaporation, and the remainder

is transpired by understory vegetation. But until the advent of eddy covariance

systems, it was difficult to measure understory evaporation directly, albeit lysi-

meters and chambers provide useful information on soil evaporation (Black and

Kelliher 1989; Yaseef et al. 2010). The tall nature of forests enables investigators to

deploy eddy covariance systems in the understory (Baldocchi and Meyers 1991) to

measure soil evaporation directly. In general, the fraction of evaporation under

forests is significant. It ranges between 10 and 50% of total evaporation and the

evaporation ratio tends to increase with decreasing leaf area index as the net

radiation flux density at the soil increases (Table 5.2).

Table 5.1 The ratio between actual and equilibrium evaporation for a number of forest categories,

otherwise denoted as the Priestley–Taylor coefficient, a (Komatsu 2005)

Forest type Mean Std dev.

Boreal broadleaved, deciduous 1.09 –

Temperate broadleaved deciduous 0.851 0.147

Tropical broadleaved, evergreen 0.824 0.115

Temperate broadleaved evergreen 0.764 0.181

Temperate conifer 0.652 0.249

Boreal conifer, evergreen 0.55 0.102

Boreal conifer, deciduous 0.53 0.084
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By being nonintrusive, eddy covariance measurements of soil evaporation have

produced an alternative interpretation on the controls of soil evaporation. The

timescale for turbulent exchange inside a deep forest is on the order of 2–5 min.

This periodic re-flushing of the canopy air space inhibits soil evaporation rates from

attaining equilibrium with the net radiation budget, and instead forces soil evapo-

ration to be more closely coupled to their vapor pressure deficit (Baldocchi and

Meyers 1991; Baldocchi et al. 2000). A consequence of this finding is the potential

to restrict or inhibit soil evaporation by using soil chambers.

5.7 Final Comments and Future Directions

Forests play pivotal, and at times contrarian, roles on the water balance of catchments

(Salati and Vose 1984) and the climate system (Bonan 2008; Jackson et al. 2008).

If one is managing watersheds to maximize water yield, forested catchments tend to

provide less runoff than cleared catchments (Bosch and Hewlett 1982; Marc and

Robinson 2007). This finding has important implications on the hydrological cost

of sequestering carbon by afforestation and reforestation. In semiarid regions, repla-

cing herbaceous vegetation with forests will increase evaporation because forests

are aerodynamically rougher and radiatively darker than herbaceous vegetation

(Kelliher et al. 1993; Baldocchi et al. 2004). On the other hand, if one is trying to

sustain large-scale precipitation in tropical and temperate humid regions, the presence

of forests can generate a positive feedback on the hydrological cycle and promote

runoff (Salati and Vose 1984; Bonan 2008; Jackson et al. 2008); trees are effective

conduits for transferring soil moisture into the atmosphere, which in turn condenses,

forms clouds and rain. Conversely, large-scale tropical deforestation has the potential

to break this hydrological cycle because C4 pastures (that typically replace tropical

Table 5.2 Survey on the fraction of understory evaporation based on eddy covariance

measurements made in the forest understory and overstory

Location ETunderstory/ET

(%)

LAI References

Deciduous forest, Tennessee 10 6 Wilson et al. (2000)

Boreal pine forest, Saskatchewan 20–40 �2 Baldocchi et al. (1997)

Oak savanna, California <20 0.7 Baldocchi et al. (2004)

Temperate pine, Metolius, OR <20 1.5 Baldocchi et al. (2000)

Boreal deciduous, broadleaved, Prince Albert,

Sask

25 5.6 Blanken et al. (2001)

Semiarid pine, Israel 36 1.5 Yaseef et al. (2010)

Semiarid, woodland, Arizona 30–40 Scott et al. (2003)

Larch, Siberia 51 2.0 Iida et al. (2009)

Larch, Siberia 50 Kelliher et al. (1997)

Boreal pine forest, Sweden 10–15 Constantin et al. (1999)

Larch, Siberia 35 3.7 Ohta et al. (2001)
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forests) evaporate less water due to their lower stomatal and surface conductances

(Dickinson and Henderson-Sellers 1988; Vourlitis et al. 2002; Sakai et al. 2004).

We are now at the dawn of a new era with the potential to produce decade long,

and longer, data records of direct evaporation rates for a wide range of forests in a

changing world. The application of eddy covariance, however, is still restricted to

rather ideal and flat terrain. Hence, there is still value to continue studying forest

evaporation with gauged watersheds in complex terrain. Research questions that

need continued attention include the roles of annual precipitation and biodiversity

on forest evaporation and how to upscale tower fluxes across complex landscapes to

regional and global scales using remote sensing.
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Chapter 6

Spectral Methods to Advance Understanding

of Dissolved Organic Carbon Dynamics

in Forested Catchments

Rose M. Cory, Elizabeth W. Boyer, and Diane M. McKnight

6.1 Introduction

Literally the stuff of life, carbon is ubiquitous in forested catchments and sustains

growth of terrestrial and aquatic life. Carbon cycling describes the complex recir-

culatory processes whereby carbon is transformed from inorganic to organic forms

then back again. These processes are strongly influenced by the pervasive feed-

backs between hydrology and biogeochemistry, operating at a multiple temporal

and spatial scales in catchments. For example, the distribution of vegetation (i.e.,

organic carbon produced by photosynthesis) and its productivity (which often is

limited by nitrogen availability) are related to climatic gradients associated with the

distribution of precipitation (i.e., hydrology). In turn, vegetation affects both pre-

cipitation and temperature through evapotranspiration and the accumulation of

detrital organic matter in the litter layer and soils influences soil moisture. Further,

changes in the species, density, and pattern of vegetation in a catchment can

have profound impacts on the amount, timing, and quality of water levels and

streamflow. Forested catchments play many important roles in the carbon cycle. For

example, they store carbon (e.g., for widely varying lengths of time as a function

of hydrology and biogeochemistry), they transform carbon (e.g., with sites for

terrestrial and aquatic CO2 removal through photosynthesis), and they transport

carbon (e.g., moving organic carbon along surface and ground water flowpaths

and stream networks).

Water quality is strongly influenced by the biogeochemical cycles of carbon.

Carbon is abundant in the waters issuing from forested catchments and is trans-

ported in several forms: (1) dissolved inorganic carbon, such as dissolved carbon

dioxide, bicarbonate and carbonate ions; (2) particulate organic carbon, composed

of matter such as leaf litter, woody debris, and soil organics; and (3) dissolved

organic carbon (DOC), which arises from such processes as decomposition of plant

and soil material, and from in-stream primary production. In this chapter, we focus

specifically on advances in understanding DOC concentration and composition in

surface waters of forested catchments. DOC is a primary measure of the total

dissolved organic matter (DOM) present in natural waters (Thurman 1985). Spatial

and temporal variation in climatic variables, vegetation, soils, and bedrock will
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result in variability in both DOC source areas and in hydrological pathways

(Boyer et al. 1997; Mulholland and Hill 1997; McGlynn and McDonnell 2003;

Saraceno et al. 2009).

The DOC has long been recognized to be a critical water quality characteristic in

forested catchments and is highly relevant to diverse environmental problems (Findlay

and Sinsabaugh 2003; Leenheer and Croue 2003). DOC is a major component of the

carbon cycle and energy balance in forested catchments (Fisher and Likens 1973;

Mulholland 1997). Labile fractions of the DOC pool fuel the food web in aquatic

ecosystems (Carpenter et al. 2005). Its key role in metabolism in streams has been

demonstrated in environments ranging from the Arctic (Naiman et al. 1987) and

temperate forests (Roberts et al. 2007) to southern blackwaters (Meyer and Edwards

1990). The humic fraction of DOC pool can act as an electron shuttle, contributing to

energy transfer via hyporheic exchange in streams, for example, Miller et al. (2006).

Chromophoric DOC, which includes the humic fractions, acts as a sunscreen for

aquatic ecosystems, absorbing visible and ultraviolet radiation. DOC thus mediates

photochemical processes, degrading in the presence of sunlight to form various

degradation products (Scott et al. 2003; Porcal et al. 2004; Cory et al. 2007; Yoshioka

et al. 2007). DOC is associatedwith the formation of harmful disinfection by-products

during standard drinking water treatment of downstream waters (Fuiji et al. 1998;

Bergamaschi et al. 1999). Via complexing reactions and by enhancing solubility,

humic and other fractions of the DOC pool are significant in the mobilization and

transport of trace metals and contaminants (McKnight et al. 1992; Haitzer et al. 2002).

Further soluble organic acids comprising DOC can be important in the analytical

cation–anion balance, contributing to stream acidity in many forested freshwater

environments (Oliver et al. 1983).

The importance of organic carbon on water quality is widely recognized, but

challenges remain in quantifying fluxes of DOC in surface waters, and under-

standing its composition and reactivity. In natural waters, the chemical character

of DOM depends on its sources, which include degrading plant and soil material

delivered from the watershed and breakdown products of bacterial and algal matter

in the water column (Thurman 1985; McKnight et al. 2003). The quantity and

quality of DOC in streams is dynamic, exhibiting short-term fluctuation due to

diurnal influence from photodegradation (Cory et al. 2007; Spencer et al. 2007) or

from storm event driven inputs of DOC (Boyer et al. 2000; Carstea et al. 2009;

Fellman et al. 2009b). Changing biogeochemical processes in the watershed over

seasonal timescales are also reflected in DOC quality (Fellman et al. 2009b). Long-

term patterns of change in response to shifts in climate, land use, or other perturba-

tions in the watershed are also evident as changing quantity or quality of DOC

(Monteith et al. 2007; Wilson and Xenopoulos 2009). Because DOC quantity and

quality reflect a dynamic interplay between organic matter sources and biogeo-

chemical processes (Jaffe et al. 2008), changes to water resources from climate,

land use, and urbanization are expected to be evident in the shifts of the concen-

tration and chemical signatures of DOC.

Classifying DOM to resolve its actual components remains a contemporary

research challenge. Although somewhat laborious (Leenheer and Croue 2003),
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chemical fractionation methods have been incorporated into monitoring studies

in watersheds. Recent studies using fractionation methods have enhanced their

effectiveness by concomitant use of spectral methods to characterize the DOC

(Hood et al. 2003; Cory et al. 2007; Miller et al. 2009). For example, Hood et al.

(2003) studied coupled hydrological and biogeochemical processes in a subalpine

watershed containing a sequence of lakes (Fig. 6.1). Peak DOC concentrations at all

sites occurred in May and June on the early rising limb of the hydrograph. Using

DOC fractionation methods, they showed that the percentage of the DOC in stream

water accounted for by fulvic acid (a component of DOC linked in this case to

allochthonous or terrestrial sources of organic matter) increased on the rising limb

of the hydrograph and decreased after the snowmelt pulse. A simple fluorescence

index (FI) developed as an indicator for DOC source in freshwaters was consistent

with these data, indicating an increasing contribution of DOM from terrestrial

sources during snowmelt when hydrological connectivity between the streams

and the landscape was heightened, and indicated an increasing contribution

of DOM from phytoplankton growth in the lakes during the summer when hydro-

logical connectivity between the streams and the landscape was minimal. Similarly,

Cory et al. (2007) used a combination of DOM fractionation and chemical charac-

terization approaches, including spectral analyses, to demonstrate the interplay

between hydrologic transport and biogeochemical alteration on the ultimate fate

of DOM in arctic surface waters. The application of recent advances in spectral

methods to understand carbon cycling has great potential, keeping in mind that

fractionation or other ancillary measurements of DOC character may be warranted

to confirm data interpretation.

In this chapter, we review the use of simple spectral methods to quantify DOC

composition in forested catchments. We discuss use of absorbance spectroscopy,

which has been widely used as a surrogate for DOC concentration and as an

indicator of changing DOC composition in waters of forested catchments (e.g.,

Aiken and Cotsaris 1995; Weishaar et al. 2003). We also discuss use of fluorescence

spectroscopy, where spectral analyses of three-dimensional excitation–emission

matrices (EEMs) are used to characterize sources of DOC (McKnight et al.

2001). In less than a decade, the FI method first presented by McKnight et al.

(2001) has become widely used and refined, as evidenced by the fact that it has

already been cited 291 times in the peer-reviewed literature, accessed via Google

Scholar, October 25, 2010. Subsequently, others have developed and applied

parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) to further classify the EEMs into components

of varying DOC character, which has also become widely used to quantify the

character of DOC in freshwater systems (Stedmon et al. 2003; Cory and McKnight

2005; Stedmon and Bro 2008). Due to the relative simplicity of applying absor-

bance and fluorescence analytical techniques, and to recent rapid advances in their

application to freshwater ecosystems in the context of understanding organic matter

dynamics, simple spectral methods are now very widely used to determine, as a

first approximation, the origins, sources, and magnitude of DOC in fresh waters

(Aiken and Cotsaris 1995; McKnight et al. 2001; Leenheer and Croue 2003;

Baker and Spencer 2004; Cory and McKnight 2005; Ågren et al. 2008).
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Fig. 6.1 Relationships between hydrology, DOC concentration, and DOM character in the Green

Lakes Valley, Colorado Front Range, United States. Modified from Hood et al. (2003). Stream

water samples were collected from forested upland catchments at two sites above the tree line

(GL4 and ALB) and two sites below the tree line (SLP and CC). Associated with the rising limb of

the streamflow hydrograph (a), peak DOC concentrations at all sites occurred early in the season in

May and June (b). A simple fluorescence index (FI) indicated shifting sources of organic matter

throughout the year (c). These results suggested that DOC was derived primarily from allochtho-

nous precursor material (from terrestrial vegetation and soils) during snowmelt at peak runoff, and

was derived primarily from autochthonous precursor material (from algal and microbial biomass

within the lakes) during the summer
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6.2 Toward Classifying Organic Matter with Simple Methods

6.2.1 DOC Concentration Reflects a Heterogeneous DOM Pool

The DOM is operationally defined as all the naturally occurring organic molecules

in water that pass through an average filter with a pore size less than 0.7 mm.

(Though the standard classification of dissolved constituents in natural waters is

often 0.45 mm, analysis of organic matter typically requires use of a binder-free

glass-fiber filter, of which 0.7 mm is the smallest nominal pore size available.)

The analytical challenges associated with the characterization of DOM, a complex

and polydisperse mixture of compounds ranging in molecular sizes, weights, and

reactivities, have long been documented. New insights from ultra-high resolution

mass spectrometry approaches (e.g., Kim et al. 2006; Sleighter and Hatcher 2007)

confirm that a given DOM sample contains thousands of compounds, which

deepens on our understanding of the complexity of the DOM pool. The conceptual

pie diagram (Fig. 6.2) illustrates the chemical heterogeneity of DOC of a typical

riverine freshwater (modified from McKnight et al. 2003). The pie diagram also

illustrates the importance of organic acid fractions in the DOC pool, which reflects

the extent to which ionized carboxylic acid functional groups enhances the solubil-

ity of organic molecules. The specific chemical classes (or wedges) can be sepa-

rated based on DOM fractionation techniques (Thurman and Malcolm 1981; Aiken

et al. 1992). The different wedges may be derived from different precursor sources

of organic material in soils, litter, plankton, suspended organic matter, or sediment

(McKnight et al. 2003). The different precursor pools are also subject to different

biogeochemical transformation processes (e.g., microbial uptake), which increase

the difficulty of establishing a link between a particular precursor pool and a

specific chemical class DOM (McKnight et al. 2003). Thus, the complexity of the

DOM pie suggests that searching for a meaningful tracer for DOC or DOM as a

“whole” may not be fruitful.

bases

humic
acid

neutrals

low molecular
weight acids

high molecular
weight acids

transphilic acid

fulvic acid

Fig. 6.2 Distribution of DOC

in a typical river. Each of

the humic fractions (fulvic,

humic, and transphilic acids)

are heterogeneous mixtures

of compounds that have

similar chemical properties

in terms of acidic

functionality, hydrophobic

character, and molecular

weight. Modified from

McKnight et al. (2003)
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Quantification of the thousands of unknown (unidentified) compounds present

in low abundance (e.g., at “background” level compared to conventional analysis of

analytes in solution) exceeds current analytical capabilities. Because the organic

compounds that comprise the DOM pool are 50% carbon by mass, DOM concen-

tration is measured as DOC by methods that use catalysis, heat, chemical oxidation,

ultraviolet radiation, or a combination thereof to quantitatively oxidize the organic

carbon to CO2 (Aiken et al. 2002). DOC concentration is typically measured by

either wet oxidation or high temperature combustion methods. Each method can

be challenging and calls for great care in analysis (Kaplan 1992). For example,

measurements with persulfate oxidation methods can be affected by interferences

with chloride (Aiken 1992), while measurements with high-temperature combustion

methods can be affected by incomplete combustion (Kaplan 1992). Because DOM

contains such a wide-ranging mixture of compounds varying in molecular sizes,

weights, and reactivities, problems can arise in the analysis of DOC due to differ-

ences in oxidation efficiency among the compounds in the mixture, which can

depend on the sample matrix–thus highlighting the need for careful DOC analyses

(Aiken et al. 2002). In addition, because DOC analysis detects the sum total of many

compounds, each present at low abundance, avoiding sample contamination and

obtaining reliable blank water are additional difficulties of the measurement.

6.2.2 DOM Characterization by Absorbance and Fluorescence
Spectroscopy

Optical properties of the light absorbing or chromophoric fraction of DOM can

provide information on the amount, source, and quality of chemically distinctmoieties

within the DOMpool. The chromophoric fraction of theDOMgenerally overlapswith

the fulvic and humic acid fractions (see Fig. 6.2), but can include nonhumic and

potentially more labile fractions, such as transphilic acids and other nonhumic frac-

tions. Recent research has demonstrated that combining rapid benchtop or in situ

measurement of ultraviolet–visible (UV–Vis) or fluorescence spectra with multi-

variate statistical techniques hold enormous potential to transform our understanding

of biogeochemical dynamics in aquatic system (McKnight et al. 2001; Cory and

McKnight 2005; Hood et al. 2005; Miller et al. 2006; Fellman et al. 2009a). The

UV–Vis absorption spectrum of DOM decreases with increasing wavelength in

an approximately exponential fashion across the ultraviolet and visible portions of

the spectrum, where the absorbance as a function of wavelength depends on both

the quantity and the quality of the light absorbing, or chromophoric, fraction of the

DOM pool. The absorbance spectrum of DOM can be modeled using the following

exponential equation, as described in (Stedmon and Markager 2001):

al ¼ al0e
sðl0�lÞ; (6.1)
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where al is the Naperian absorption coefficient of a certain wavelength (Hu et al.

2002), al0 is the absorption coefficient at a reference wavelength (commonly

400 nm), and S is the spectral slope coefficient that describes the shape of the

absorbance curve (Stedmon and Markager 2001). Spectral slope is independent of

DOM concentration and is a measure of the average source, quality, and diagenesis

of DOM. Lower S values have been observed for terrestrially derived DOM sources

and higher values have been observed in systems with greater autochthonous inputs

(Stedmon and Markager 2001). In addition, photobleaching of DOM has consis-

tently been reported to result in an increase in spectral slope (Vahatalo and Wetzel

2004; Helms et al. 2008). However, S values depend strongly on the wavelength

range and method used for its calculation. To minimize the potential artifacts

associated with the spectral slope calculation due to lack of a standard approach

for its calculation, a new approach to characterize the spectral slope properties of

the DOM absorbance spectrum was recently developed (Helms et al. 2008). Helms

et al. (2008) proposed the spectral slope ratio (SR), which is a dimensionless ratio of

the slope of the shorter wavelength region (275–295 nm) divided by the slope of the

longer wavelength region (350–400 nm). One advantage of the slope ratio is that it

avoids use of spectral data near the detection limit of the instrument (e.g., at long

wavelength). Another advantage is that it focuses on the absorbance ranges that

have been shown to shift most dramatically as a function of DOM source, quality,

and diagenesis (Helms et al. 2008). The slope ratio has been strongly, inversely

correlated to the average molecular weight of the DOM (Helms et al. 2008) and as

such may be a good proxy for relative differences in molecular weight of the DOM

among samples or along a flowpath.

Many other spectral values or absorption ratios have been evaluated and employed

as proxies for average DOM characteristics. Probably, the most widely employed

approach among freshwater studies is the specific UV absorbance (SUVA; Weishaar

et al. 2003). SUVA values are defined as the decadic UV absorbance coefficient at

254 nm in inverse meters (m�1) divided by the DOC concentration measured in

mg C L�1. SUVA values for aquatic fulvic acids at neutral pH range from 1 to

6 L mg C�1 m�1, whereas SUVA for filtered whole waters are generally lower.

SUVA is strongly, positively correlated with the aromatic carbon content of fulvic

fraction of DOM acids as measured by 13C-NMR (Weishaar et al. 2003) and many

studies have verified that SUVA is an excellent proxy for the aromatic content of DOM

(e.g., Cory et al. 2007). SUVA values have been shown to depend on sample pH, and

high nitrate and dissolved iron species can interfere with the SUVA measurement and

interpretation (Weishaar et al. 2003). For example, the concentration range of ferric

iron typical of surface waters, 0–0.5 mg L�1, adds only 0–0.04 cm�1 to the absorbance

at 254 nm (Weishaar et al. 2003) and thus does not interfere with characterization of

DOM with the SUVA measurement. However, in iron-rich waters, the absorbance of

ferric and ferrous iron at 254 nm is high enough to interfere with the SUVA measure-

ment (Weishaar et al. 2003). Thus, it is important to compare measured SUVA values

to reference humic and fulvic acid samples, as well as to other water samples reported

in the literature, especially if it is suspected that interfering species may cause SUVA

values of the sample to fall out of the expected range (Weishaar et al. 2003).
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A subset of the DOM pool fluoresces in a manner dependent on its concentration

and chemical composition, and because characterization of DOM by fluorescence

spectroscopy offers some distinct advantages over UV–Vis absorbance spectros-

copy, this approach is increasingly employed in field and laboratory studies of

DOM and was recently a focus of a Chapman Meeting (Organic Matter Fluores-

cence, University of Birmingham, Birmingham, UK 2008). A major consideration

is that fluorescence is more sensitive compared to absorption spectroscopy

(~10–1,000�; Lakowicz 1999).

Furthermore, it is well established that analysis of the fluorescent fraction of

DOM provides insight into three types of carbon within the DOM pool, e.g., carbon

associated with terrigenous or microbial source material, as well as carbon asso-

ciated with free or combined fluorescent amino acids, specifically tryptophan,

tyrosine, and phenylalanine (Coble et al. 1990). Fluorescence EEMs spectroscopy,

which measures DOM fluorescence as topographic surfaces of emitted light as a

function of excitation wavelength, is the most widely used approach to study the

fluorescent fraction of DOM because it captures how excitation and emission

spectra of fluorescing moieties within the DOM pool vary with the composition

of DOM (Fig. 6.3; Coble et al. 1990; Coble 1996; Stedmon et al. 2003; Cory and

McKnight 2005). The FI is essentially a qualitative measure of the relative

Fig. 6.3 A typical EEM of dissolved organic matter (DOM) showing the three characteristic peak

regions related to amino acid/protein-like moieties, as well as peaks associated with humic

material derived from microbial and/or terrestrial precursor organic matter. The color bar shows
the intensity of emission in Raman Units (RU)
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proportion of the terrigenous and microbial source of the fluorophores primarily

associated with humic DOM fractions and is less resolved than a full EEM.

Fluorescence characterization of DOM is relatively rapid, inexpensive, and requires

no sample preparation beyond filtration (Cory et al. 2010), although it is critical to

properly correct the EEMs for instrument characteristics and to consider inner filter

effects as discussed later on in this chapter. These attributes, in addition to the weak

dependence of DOM fluorescence on typical fluctuations in natural stream water

chemistry (e.g., pH, ionic strength, temperature; Mobed et al. 1996) make fluores-

cence characterization of DOM well suited to real-time monitoring (Spencer et al.

2007; Carstea et al. 2009).

In addition, understanding of the underlying variability captured in an EEM has

been significantly advanced through parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC), a statis-

tical modeling approach that separates a dataset of EEMs into mathematically and

chemically independent components (each representing a single fluorophore or a

group of strongly covarying fluorophores; Fig. 6.4) multiplied by their excitation

and emission spectra (representing either pure or combined spectra). PARAFAC

analysis of an EEM dataset results in a reduction of complex, three-dimensional

data into several two-dimensional spectra representing chemically independent

components that describe the total EEM (Stedmon et al. 2003), and ultimately

allows for the identification of patterns in dataset that would otherwise not be

Fig. 6.4 Top: DOM fluorescence spectra are commonly evaluated as excitation–emission matri-

ces (EEMs, top) that show topographic surfaces of emission (em) spectra collected over a range of

excitation (ex) wavelengths where the color is proportional to the intensity of fluorescence (RU).

With PARAFAC, EEMs are separated into underlying fluorescent constituents, e.g., groups of

similarly fluorescing moieties associated with humic or amino acid groups. Once the fluorescent

groups are identified, the relative concentration of each fluorescing group can be quantified in

every sample (Stedmon and Bro 2008)
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obtained by visual inspection of peak positions. For a review and tutorial of the

EEM/PARAFAC approach as applied to DOM, see Stedmon and Bro (2008).

Cory and McKnight (2005) developed a PARAFAC model from a “global”

dataset of freshwater samples that identified 13 components representing similarly

fluorescing groups, some of which were associated with humic substances which

exhibited consistent variation across environmental redox gradients. Given that

multiple lines of evidence have suggested a link between fluorescing moieties

associated with the humic fraction of DOM and redox reactive moieties in the

humic fraction of DOM as measured by electron spin resonance spectroscopy (Scott

et al. 1998; Klapper et al. 2002; Fulton et al. 2004; Cory and McKnight 2005;

Fimmen et al. 2007), Miller et al. (2006) developed a “redox index” based on a ratio

of red-shifted, potentially more reduced fluorescing components to the total humic

components obtained from the EEM/PARAFAC approach developed by Cory and

McKnight (2005). Miller et al. (2006) then used a conservative tracer approach

combined with PARAFAC analysis of DOM fluorescence spectra in an alpine

stream/wetland ecosystem to evaluate the energy transfer associated with advection

of reduced humics from the anoxic hyporehic zone into oxic surface waters of the

stream through hyporheic exchange, which was found to be comparable to the rate

of nitrification of ammonium also being advected from the hyporheic zone. Miller

et al. (2009) also found that the redox index decreased upon exposure of microbial

DOM to sunlight in the alpine lake studied by Hood et al. (2003), whereas similar

changes did not occur in adjacent stream system which did not contain lakes. Thus,

identification of redox-active fluorescing constituents in DOM may pave the way

for researchers to sensitively observe redox processes involving DOM in the

environment (Miller et al. 2009).

Recent studies have demonstrated that the three different types of fluorescing

DOM (e.g., terrestrial, microbial, and amino) respond in contrasting ways to

biogeochemical processes, namely photolysis or biodegradation (Cory et al.

2007). Thus, the EEM/PARAFAC approach is increasingly used to understand

how different fractions of DOM change with hydrologic regime, season, or land

cover in the watershed (Erlandsson et al. 2008; Fellman et al. 2009a; Williams

et al. 2010). For example, fluorescence from amino acid moieties hypothesized to

be associated with protein residues in DOM has been positively correlated with

biodegradable dissolved organic carbon (BDOC) concentrations (but not with bulk

DOC concentrations), and are increasingly used as a strong proxy for the biode-

gradable DOM pool (Balcarczyk et al. 2009; Fellman et al. 2009b; Hood et al.

2009). In contrast, fluorescent moieties associated with the humic fraction of DOM

have been found to correlate with bulk DOC concentrations. Consistently, recent

studies have shown that these different groups of fluorescing moieties have dissimi-

lar lability profiles in streams, exhibiting variable uptake rates and temporal dynam-

ics (Fellman et al. 2009c). Together, these studies demonstrate how different

fractions of the DOM pool cycle in natural waters. Given that the different fluores-

cent fractions of DOM have variable relationships to bulk DOC concentration,

normalization of fluorescence intensities to bulk DOC concentrations may confound

interpretation of EEM/PARAFAC results.
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6.2.3 Absorbance and Fluorescence as Proxies
for DOM Character

Many recent studies have demonstrated that the data derived from UV–Vis and

fluorescence measurements correlate very well with DOM properties measured with

more intensive methods (McKnight et al. 2001; Cory et al. 2007; Helms et al. 2008;

Spencer et al. 2008). For example, DOC-SUVA at 254 nm is an established proxy for

DOM aromaticity and spectral slope is proxy for DOMmolecular weight (Weishaar

et al. 2003; Helms et al. 2008), which in turn have generally been inversely

correlated with DOM bioavailability (Kujawinski et al. 2004; Kim et al. 2006).

Relationships between signals in an EEM and DOM composition have been

inferred from strong correlations, consistent across different aquatic and marine

systems, that relate features observed in EEMs to average or bulk characteristics of

the carbon in the DOM sample, such as aromatic carbon content, relative contribu-

tion from terrestrial or microbial precursor material (McKnight et al. 2001; Cory

and McKnight 2005; Cory et al. 2007), free or combined amino acids (Yamashita

and Tanoue 2003), or C/N ratio and isotopic signature of the organic nitrogen

within the DOM sample (Cory et al. 2007). These relationships lend weight to the

hypothesis that, despite the fact that all water samples show the same three classes

of organic matter represented by three characteristic peak regions in an EEM, there

is underlying variability in the specific EEM features related to molecular level

variability in DOM composition.

6.2.4 Challenges to DOM Characterization
by Fluorescence Spectroscopy

Typically an analytical chemist has the objective to quantify an unknown amount of

a known (molecularly identified) analyte of interest, and its measurement is then

based on the response of an unknown amount of the analyte in solution in compari-

son to a calibration curve generated with known amounts of the analyte. This

approach, although susceptible to interference from sample matrix effects, particu-

larly for complex environmental samples, allows for any response from the instru-

ment used to be effectively “canceled out” via comparison to the calibration curve.

Similarly, absorbance spectra of DOM are measured relative to a reference (e.g.,

deionized water), and thus absorbance spectra do not depend on the instrument

employed. However, in contrast, for DOM fluorescence, we are not measuring

identified compounds, but instead are looking at the relative abundance of groups of

compounds that behave similarly based on their absolute (not relative) fluorescent

properties, e.g., shapes of excitation and emission spectra. In addition, fluorescence

spectra are not measured against a blank, e.g., water does not fluoresce. Thus,

fluorescence spectra of DOM are strongly dependent on the instrument employed
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for the analysis (Cory et al. 2010). The wavelength dependencies of spectrofluo-

rometer instrument components are large, and so the characteristics of a fluorometer

are superimposed on sample spectra. Thus, for accurate intensity or peak position

comparison, sample spectra are commonly corrected for variation in lamp profile as

a function of wavelength, lamp decay over time, as well as performance in the

gratings or emission detector as a function of wavelength.

Because the chemical character of DOM depends on the dynamic interplay

between DOM sources and biochemical reactions (e.g., Jaffe et al. 2008), the

fluorescence signature of DOM is increasingly used as a proxy measurement to

assess shifts in DOM composition occurring in response to changes in the water-

shed (Huang and Chen 2009). To implement this approach most effectively, and

potentially for monitoring of in situ variation in DOM quality over long time

periods, it is necessary to obtain fluorescence spectra of DOM that are independent

of instrument, analyst, or laboratory or instrument performance over time (Coble

et al. 1993; Holbrook et al. 2006; Cory et al. 2010). Although details of fluorescence

correction procedures as applied to DOM EEMs have been described in Cory et al.

(2010), given the widespread application of the FI developed by McKnight et al.

(2001) to assess DOM source, it is worth noting here that correction procedures

have a significant impact on the absolute value and range of the FI, as described in

detail in Cory et al. (2010). An effect of correction on the FI emission spectra was a

red shift in the peak position compared with the uncorrected spectra presented in the

McKnight et al. (2001) study. In the McKnight et al. (2001) study, the FI was

calculated as the ratio of intensities at 450 to 500 nm, corresponding to the slope

of the observed (uncorrected) emission peak, at an excitation wavelength of

370 nm. Therefore, to evaluate the same slope as the McKnight et al. (2001)

study, the FI obtained from corrected spectra from each fluorometer was shifted

to the ratio of intensities at 470 to 520 nm (Cory et al. 2010). Therefore, as

recommended in the Cory et al. (2010) study, the FI values obtained from corrected

emission spectra should be evaluated as the ratio of emission intensities at 470 to

520 nm. It is also critical to consistently correct for the inner filter effect and for

analysis based on EEMs to avoid making measurements in samples with a maxi-

mum absorbance greater than 0.3 (Miller et al. 2010).

6.3 Future Needs in Fluorescence Biogeochemistry

6.3.1 Role of Dissolved and Particulate Organic Carbon

Although only 1% of the DOM pool is thought to be fluorescent, characterization of

DOM via its fluorescent fingerprint is an approach that is widely applied to

understand DOM biogeochemistry in natural waters. Variation in fluorescence

from humic-like and protein-like groups, the two general types of fluorescing

DOM, can provide information on DOM source and its roles in biogeochemical
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processes. For example, amino acid-like fluorescence attributed to DOM has been

positively correlated with increased biological activity and the BDOC content of

DOM (Hudson et al. 2008; Fellman et al. 2009c), and is therefore increasingly

accepted as a proxy for the fraction of DOM bioavailable to microorganisms.

However, protein fluorescence has also been observed from the particulate

organic matter (POM) pool (Baker et al. 2007). In some systems, the POM pool

can be dominated by bacterial cells (Cotner et al. 2004) which are well known to

exhibit intrinsic (endogenous) fluorescence from tryptophan, tyrosine, and phenyl-

alanine residues associated with proteins. It follows that sources of protein fluores-

cence observed in natural waters may include proteinaceous matter associated with

colloids or intact bacterial cells in addition to DOM. The extent to which POM is

separated from DOM during filtration likely influences the potential contribution of

particulate protein-like fluorescence from a water sample.

It is possible that the conventional approach to separate DOM fromPOMhas led to

increased influence of POM in the fluorescence signature attributed to DOM.

Although the operational distinction of DOM and POM is based on a 0.2–0.45 mm
pore size cut-off, in practice this separation is commonly carried out with carbon-free

glass fiber filters (GF/F) that have a nominal pore-size cut-off of 0.7 mm. GF/F filters

are widely preferred to separate DOM from POM because they are easy to clean and

do not add any contamination to the sample. However, some colloids (0.001–1 mm)

and particles such as small bacteria and viruses pass through GF/F filters (Hedges

2002). Given that the amount of carbon in the DOM pool is typically tenfold greater

than the carbon concentration in the POM pool in most natural waters (Meybeck

1982), the fact that GF/F filtration allows somePOM to pass through the filter has been

considered a minor source of error in studies focusing on the quantity and quality of

the bulk-carbon content in each pool. From an ecological perspective, this method of

separation is also effective in distinguishing the carbon pool that can be taken up by

filter feeding aquatic organisms compared to the fraction taken up by microbes.

Although POMmay contribute only a small fraction of the carbon concentration

relative to DOM in a GF/F filtered sample, the influence of POM on the measured

fluorescence signal depends on the amount and nature of the fluorescent material in

the DOM and POM pools, which are poorly understood. Indirect evidence sug-

gesting that particulate matter may contribute to protein-like fluorescence typically

attributed to DOM has resulted from comparison of water samples after filtration

through filters with increasingly smaller pore sizes ranging from 1.2 to 0.2 mm.

Significant loss of protein-like fluorescence intensity from a water sample has been

observed upon removal of particulate matter larger than 1.2 and 0.45 mm (Baker

et al. 2007). In contrast, no significant change in humic fluorescence is observed

upon filtration (Baker et al. 2007). Similar results are shown here for comparison of

0.7 mm (GF/F) and 0.2 mm filtered water (Fig. 6.5). Quantitative analysis of the

differences between the filtered fractions of Lake Superior water demonstrated that

humic fluorescence did not vary between the filtered fractions, but protein fluores-

cence was significantly greater in the 0.7 mm filtered water compared to the 0.2 mm
filtered fraction. The latter results support previous reports in the literature that

some protein fluorescence may not be associated with operationally defined DOM.
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Despite evidence for a contribution from fluorescent POM, most studies interpret

the fluorescence signature of GF/F filtered water as due entirely to DOM, which

could lead to misinterpretations of important biogeochemical processes involving

DOM. Because there is so much information to be gained from the fluorescence

signature of natural waters, it is important to know what types of organic matter

actually contribute to the observed fluorescence signals, and future work should be

directed in this area.

6.3.2 How Much Carbon Is Fluorescent?

EEMs have high potential to capture DOM dynamics in situ. We already know that

we can detect large changes in the fluorescent fraction of DOM as a function of time

and space in the environment, and we are increasingly able to relate those changes

to the likely controlling biogeochemical processes, which are providing informa-

tion on how compartments of the DOC pool may be cycling in the environment.

The limitation is that we currently cannot relate EEM signals to DOC concentra-

tions, e.g., we do not know what fraction of the DOM pool we “see” in the EEM

signals. Since fluorescing entities within the DOM pool must necessarily be part of

Fig. 6.5 Effect of filtration

on amino acid/protein-like

and humic fluorescence in

EEMs of DOM. (a) 0.7 mm
filtered water sample. (b)

0.2 mm filtered fraction of the

same water sample.

Intensities in (a) and (b) are

plotted on difference scales,

based on the maximum

fluorescence intensity in each

EEM. Humic peaks in (a) and

(b) show similar intensities,

while fluorescence from the

amino acid/protein-like

groups is higher in (a)

compared to (b)
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the aromatic carbon pool, an upper limit on fluorescing carbon may be ~12–30% of

the carbon, since we know from 13C-NMR and FT-ICR MS that this is the range of

aromatic carbon for DOM (e.g., McKnight et al. 1997; Hockaday et al. 2009). It is

very unlikely that all aromatic moieties contribute to the observed fluorescence, so

we are probably looking at only a small fraction of the 12–30% of the aromatic

carbon pool. A common assumption is that 1% of the DOC pool is fluorescent.

Although this is a small fraction of the DOC pool, the working hypothesis is that

fluorescent moieties behave similarly to (biogeo) chemically similar nonfluorescing

moieties, such that the fluorescing moieties are a proxy for the wider nonfluorescent

carbon pool for a given type/source of carbon.

Most studies to date show that some fluorescence signals, meaning some fluores-

cing moieties, are strongly, positively correlated to DOC concentrations (Stedmon

et al. 2003; Stedmon and Markager 2005; Huang and Chen. 2009). Typically fluor-

escence signals associated with terrestrial-humic moieties most strongly correlate

with bulk DOC concentrations, while in contrast fluorescence signals from amino

acids do not. Studies have also demonstrated that although fluorescence from

terrestrial components is generally correlated with DOC concentrations, the slope

of this relationship varies between and among systems (with space and time), which

suggests that there are differences in the amount of fluorescence per carbon among

systems. A goal is to use this variability in order to understand the relationships

between EEM signals and carbon composition and concentration. We can only push

the EEM capability further, to get more out of these measurements, by conducting

concurrent analyses on DOM composition and developing relationships between

these analyses.
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Chapter 7

The Roles of Stable Isotopes in Forest

Hydrology and Biogeochemistry

Todd E. Dawson and Kevin A. Simonin

7.1 Introduction

Forests cover approximately one third of the terrestrial land surfaces (Hansen et al.

2000) and are arguably the most important biome type on Earth for acquiring,

transforming, and recycling major and limiting biogeochemical resources such

as water, carbon, and many mineral elements such as nitrogen or phosphorous;

well-documented drivers of global biogeochemical cycles. Studying the processes

that govern the manner and magnitude of biogeochemical cycling through forest

systems with their enormous stature, age, complexity, diversity, and spatiotem-

poral heterogeneity and that are rarely ever in steady-state possess real and mind-

boggling challenges for forest scientists. These challenges may cause some to

abandon efforts to understand the complex nature of forests biogeochemical sys-

tems altogether. However, in recent years, the application of stable isotope meth-

ods, at both natural abundance levels and through targeted experiments using

enriched isotopes have revolutionized our capacity to explore a wide range of

biogeochemical processes in forests. In this regard, stable isotopes are now

known to provide new and important insights from tracing the origin and move-

ments of key elements and substances through the Earth–plant–atmosphere contin-

uum (Gat 1996; Dawson et al. 1998, 2002; Fry 2006; Sharp 2007), to indicating the
presence and the magnitude of key Earth system processes (Holton et al. 2006;

Bowling et al. 2008), to integrating various biogeochemical processes in both space

and time (Bowen et al. 2009; Craine et al. 2009; West et al. 2010b), to also

recording biological responses to the Earth’s changing environmental conditions

(McCarroll and Loader 2004; Augusti et al. 2006; Dawson and Siegwolf 2007;

Sternberg 2009).

In this chapter, we review recent advances in the areas of forest ecohydrology

and biogeochemical research in forested systems that have made use of isotope

methods. Given limited space, we cannot provide a comprehensive review or

treatment of these issues and methods, so instead we focus our attention on

examples of water and carbon cycling research in forests and how isotope methods

have helped advance our understanding of these cycles. In the discussions that

follow we also advocate an approach that has only recently been embraced by these
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communities of scientists; to employ whenever possible more than one isotope

as well as accompanying and complimentary data. With modern advance in both

isotope methods and the theory that underlies isotope variation in nature as well as

in other areas or methods development and modeling, we can now and should use

multiple isotopes because we know that they provide better constraints on the

processes that lead to the patterns we observe in forested ecosystems and catch-

ments (see chapters in Kendall and McDonnell 1998). Moreover, we feel that it is

far more powerful and insightful when complimentary, nonisotope methods, are

used because they can extend, independently validate, and very much deepen or

understanding of both pattern and process and drivers that impact both. Advances in

quantifying water movement through streams, in the subsurface and through the

vegetation as well as real-time quantification of water vapor exchange via eddy-flux

or Bowen-ratio methods between vegetated surfaces and the atmosphere have

matured and when used in combination with H and O stable isotope analyses

are providing new insights into the water cycling as discussed below. In addition,

the application of geographically based and often remotely sensed information, the

quantification of elemental fluxes, the probing of molecular-level variation and

the development and use of process-based models are all powerful ways to extend

what isotope information may not or cannot. As such, we see some of the most

fruitful future advances in the areas of forest hydrology and biogeochemical

research being intimately linked with the application of multiple isotopes, and

these types of complimentary methods as well. As climate and land-use continue

to change, sometimes unabated, this may be the only way to not only track and

quantify these changes but also then discover the reasons for the changes.

7.2 Why Isotopes?

The analysis of the stable isotope composition of the light elements began in the

disciplines of chemistry and geochemistry (Faure 1986; Hoefs 1997; Criss 1999;

Sharp 2007) and later in biogeochemistry (Boutton and Tamasaki 1996; Clark and

Fritz 1997; Griffiths 1998; Kendall and McDonnell 1998; Flanagan et al. 2005)

and ecology (Rundel et al. 1989; Ehleringer et al. 1993; Unkovich et al. 2001;

Dawson et al. 2002; Fry 2007; Dawson and Siegwolf 2007; Lajtha and Michener

1994; West et al. 2010a, b). The information garnered from isotope analyses has

revolutionized our ability to understand both pattern and process in terrestrial,

aquatic, marine, and atmospheric systems. Since about the 1980s, a wide range of

investigations in the broad areas of hydrology and biogeochemistry have addressed

many types of questions using stable isotope information. This information has in

turn helped develop and expand cutting-edge methodology that included the use of

continuous-flow isotope analyses pioneered by John Hayes (Hayes et al. 1990;

Hayes 2004). The range of investigations that has emerged since these early

evaluations have significantly impacted the fields of hydrology and biogeochem-

istry across a wide range of temporal and spatial scales.
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Using stable isotope data requires a grasp of some fundamental principles of

isotope behavior and the underlying basis of observed variation in the isotope

composition of different “ecological” materials. The fundamentals of how stable

isotopes behave in all types of reactions are well understood owing to the pioneering

work in the 1930s by physical scientists such as Alfred Nier, Harold Urey, Malcolm

Dole, Samuel Epstein, and Harmon Craig to mention some of the leaders (see Sharp

2007 for a brief history of how stable isotope science developed). Of particular

relevance to hydrologists and biogeochemists is how the ratios of the lighter isotopes

of H, C, N, O, and S as well as Sr vary and are measured using mass spectrometers

and modern laser-based spectroscopic techniques. These stable isotopes show

some of the greatest variation on Earth, constitute the bulk of all living matter,

and are arguably the most effective tool for revealing changes in the Earth’s

biogeochemical cycles. Our goal therefore for this chapter is to demonstrate

how stable isotope of the water (H, D and 16O, 18O) and carbon (12C, 13C) inform

our understanding of the hydrological and carbon cycles that drive and sustain

the Earth’s forests.

7.3 Stable Isotope Notation

Nearly all of the elements used by forest ecohydrologists and biogeochemists

are composed of at least two different stable isotopes (Table 7.1), one at a high

relative abundance, and most often the lighter isotope, and the other(s) at a very low

relative abundance(s). The ratio of the rare-to-common (or heavy-to-light) stable

isotope in any material contains valuable information about both processes and

sources. In addition, because of the very small absolute abundances of each isotope

in any material, by convention the stable isotope composition is expressed as the

difference in isotope abundances in a sample relative to an international standard.

Relative abundances are then used to discuss particular issues of interest, and this

is done more easily than with absolute isotope abundance or ratios, which only

vary in the third decimal place. This has led to the use of the widely accepted (d)
notation (see McKinney et al. 1950), where the isotope ratio of your unknown

sample (SA) is expressed relative to an internationally accepted standard (STD;

Table 7.1) as,

dXXE ¼ ðRSA=RSTD � 1Þ � 1; 000; (7.1)

where E is the element of interest (H, C, N, O, S), “XX” is the atomic mass of

the heaviest isotope in the ratio, R is the absolute ratio of the element of interest

(e.g., 18O/16O in H2O), and the subscripts SA and STD are as noted above. Because

the isotope abundances are very small, the d value is multiplied by 1,000 to

allow the expression of small differences in units that are convenient to use, parts

per thousand (ppt), or the commonly used “per mil” notation represented by the

symbol, ‰. By definition, the accepted standard (STD) has a d value of 0‰.
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This permits us to easily see that any substance with a positive d value has a ratio of
the heavy-to-light isotope that is higher than the standard. In contrast, a negative d
value has the opposite meaning. Substances with positive d values are commonly

said to be “heavier” or “enriched” relative to the standard, although this convention

can often lead to confusion or errors if not expressed carefully (e.g., heavier or

Table 7.1 Abundance, ratios, and reference standards for selected stable isotopes

Element Isotope Abundance Ratio measured Reference standard

Hydrogen 1H 99.984 2H/1H (D/H) VSMOWa

2H (D)b 0.0156

Carbon 12C 98.982 13C/12C PDBc

13C 1.108

Nitrogen 14N 99.630 15N/14N N2-atm.d

15N 0.366

Oxygen 16O 99.763 18O/16O VSMOW, PDBe

17O 0.0375 18O/17Of VSMOW
18O 0.1995

Sulfur 32S 95.02 34S/32S CDTg

33S 0.756
34S 4.210
36S 0.014

Strontium 84Sr 0.560 87Sr/86Sr NBS-987h

86Sr 9.860
87Sr 7.020
88Sr 82.56

aThe original standard SMOW, or standard mean ocean water is no longer available, so the

International Atomic Energy Agency or IAEA (http://www.iaea.org/) makes (mixes) an equivalent

water sample in Vienna of a similar isotope value now known as VSMOW
bCorrect notation for the heavy isotope of hydrogen is 2H though another convention used is “D”

standing for the hydrogen isotope with mass 2 called “deuterium”
cThe original carbon isotope standard, the fossil belemnite from the PeeDee geological formation

is no longer available and instead the IAEA “builds” an equivalent carbon standard in Vienna of a

similar isotope value (VPDB) though for carbon isotope analyses it is still referred to as PDB
dThe IAEA standard is N2 gas in the atmosphere; because N2 comprises ~78% of the Earth’s

atmosphere, and there is no known additional source of N2 of significance to dilute this atmo-

spheric source it is assumed that N2-atm is not changing enough to warrant developing a different

standard
e In the case where investigators desire to know the ™13C of a carbonate the standard VPDB is

used instead of VSMOW
fThe 17-O composition of air or water is also referenced to VSMOW
gSulfur isotope values are expressed relative to the FeS in a meteoritic troilite from Meteor Crater

in Arizona (USA) known as the Cañon Diablo Troilite or CDT
hAwidely used standard for strontium isotope analyses is the National Bureau of Standards #987 (now

called the National Institute of Standards and Technology, NIST; http://www.nist.gov/), a carbonate

power. 87Sr/86Sr and 86Sr/88Sr ratios are determined with a thermal-ionization mass spectrometer

(TIMS) and unlike the other light isotopes the ratio measured is not expressed as the rare-to-abundant

ratio (or heavy-to-light ratio) but as the ratio of the two isotopes that are most easily measured,
87Sr/86Sr. Commonly, 87Sr/86Sr values are normalized with the 86Sr/88Sr (the light-to-heavy ratio of

0.1194) present in seawater because of fractionations that can occur during thermal ionization
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lighter relative to what?). Sharp (2007) provides some discussion of this issue and

the various errors commonly made when using delta notation or when expressing

isotope language.

The reason for the different abundances between the heavier and lighter isotopes

is that heavier atoms have a lower vibration frequency than lighter ones. Therefore,

heavier atoms or molecules react more slowly than their lighter counterparts,

largely because the bond strengths to the heavier isotopes in any substance is

greater and more energy is required to break the bonds than if they contained

lighter isotopes. This is because the potential energy (EH) for the heavier isotope

is lower than for the lighter isotope (EL). The result is a lower rate of turnover when

a substance carrying the heavier isotope is involved. This eventually leads to

uneven isotope distributions between the reactant and the product that is called

fractionation. Isotope fractionation can occur during a chemical reaction or during

simple diffusion of a substance along a concentration gradient. The result is that the

abundance of the heavy isotopes in the substrate is greater than the abundance

of the heavy isotopes in the product that is defined by a fractionation factor, a,
for that reaction as,

aA�B ¼ RA=RB; (7.2)

where RA and RB are the isotope ratio of the two substances involved in the reaction

like a substrate (A) and the product (B) it forms. For most isotope fractionating

processes, we can distinguish between those that occur in one direction (with

no back reactions), termed “kinetic” fractionation from those that are reversible,

termed “equilibrium” fractionation (e.g., diffusion or dissociation of CO2 in water).

For biological systems, kinetic fractionation is almost always associated with

enzyme-mediated processes (e.g., photosynthesis or biosynthesis), and this is gen-

erally referred to as isotope discrimination. Kinetic or equilibrium characteristics of

different isotopes involved in physicochemical or biologically mediated (enzymatic

discrimination) reactions is what leads to the changes in the isotope abundances we

measure. And while in absolute terms such changes are only on the order of a

few percent, in relative, or “delta” terms, some of these changes are very specific

and quite large and can therefore be used to track process, determine source, and

therefore record change. Below we use these facts in examples and case studies to

show just how informative they can be for forest hydrological and biogeochemical

investigations.

7.4 The Water Cycle

As noted, forests and woodlands occupy a significant fraction of terrestrial surfaces

and represent a pivotal component of most major terrestrial headwaters. The stable

isotopes in water (H, D, 16O and 18O) can and have been used to characterize the

water pools and flux pathways through these wooded landscapes and have allowed
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scientists to track water entering forests as precipitation to where it is eventually

returned to the atmosphere from soils, streams, and groundwater aquifers via

evaporation or transpiration by plants. Stable H and O isotopes also allow hydrol-

ogists to trace surface waters into runoff or groundwater recharge components

(Fig. 7.1a). The distribution of D and 18O water isotopes varies in predictable
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Fig. 7.1 (a) As water moves through forested ecosystems, the distribution of D and 18-O water

isotopes vary in predictable ways through the process of equilibrium and kinetic fractionation

events (gray boxes) and the mixing of isotopically distinct water reservoirs (white boxes)
through advection and redistribution by plant roots. (b) The covariation of dD and d18O in global

precipitation (GlobalMeteoricWater Line) as described by the linear model dD ¼ 8 � d18O þ 10.

After a rain event, the dD and d18O of surface and soil waters will increase, and the d-excess will
decrease, as the lighter water isotopes are preferentially converted from liquid to vapor. (c) The

mixing of residual soil water (filled circles) and precipitation (open stars) is dependent upon soil

physical properties and rain intensity. In the example shown here, the isotope composition of

soil water with depth after a rain event is represented by the open circles. The potential range of soil
water isotopes after the second rain event is bound by the dotted lines
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ways as water is subdivided into these flux pathways through the process of

equilibrium and kinetic fractionation events (e.g., see gray boxes in Fig. 7.1a),

the mixing of precipitation events in the unsaturated zone, and from the selective

utilization and redistribution of water by plants (Gat and Tzur 1967; Dawson et al.

1998; Gat and Airey 2006). In the following sections, we review the processes

driving variation in the distribution of H and O isotopes in forest waters. We discuss

how the use of stable water isotopes, when combined with other measures of forest

hydrology (e.g., soil water content, rain intensity) and meteorology (e.g., air

temperature, relative humidity) have been used to better understand environmental

and biological controls over forest hydrology and water balance; specifically, those

studies which used both dD and d18O, that is, a dual isotope approach.

7.4.1 Precipitation

The isotope composition of precipitation entering forest landscapes can vary greatly

throughout a given year or between years. The greatest environmental driver for

variation in the stable water isotope composition of precipitation is condensation

temperature (Dansgaard 1964). This is because the equilibrium fractionation factor

describing the redistribution of stable water isotopes between the liquid and vapor

phase, denoted as al–v, is extremely temperature sensitive. As such, the dD and d18O
of precipitation varies predictably with changes in air temperature, specifically air

temperature at the cloud base as reflected in al–v (Dansgaard 1964; Rozanski et al.

1992, 1993; Criss 1999). The general trend is that precipitation in cold regions tends

to be isotopically depleted in D and 18O relative to precipitation in warmer regions.

Additionally, as ocean derived water vapor moves inland and condenses to fall

as rain the remaining atmospheric water vapor becomes progressively depleted in

D and 18O. The distillation of an air mass through progressive rain events follows

a predictable pattern commonly referred to as Rayleigh distillation. For further

details on Rayleigh distillation in the hydrological context, see Kendall and

Caldwell (1998).

Despite the fact that al–v is extremely temperature sensitive, the ratio of al–v D
to al–v

18O is relatively constant at 8.1 � 0.2 (Criss 1999). This ratio is reflected

in precipitation globally as first recognized by Craig (1961) and was expressed

graphically as the covariation between dD and d18O in precipitation that has not

experienced evaporation. The dD vs. d18O plot of precipitation is then best

described as a linear function with a slope of ~8 and an average offset of 10‰;

dD ¼ 8 � d18O þ 10 (Fig. 7.1b). It is important to note that ocean water, the

source for ~90% of the atmospheric water vapor globally (Chahine 1992), does not

fall on the global meteoric water line (GMWL). This is because ocean evaporate

(vapor) is rarely ever in equilibrium with the liquid phase. Evaporation from

the ocean surface into a well-mixed troposphere, by definition, occurs at less

than saturating conditions and this results in an additional nonequilibrium isotope
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effect (i.e., a diffusive or kinetic fractionation effect) between vapor and liquid

as water vapor is transported away from the liquid–vapor interface (near the ocean

surface). This kinetic fractionation effect increases as relative humidity in the

air above the ocean surface decreases as described by Craig and Gordon (1965)

and later by Gat (1996). The average relative humidity above the ocean sur-

face is ~81% and as water evaporates into this unsaturated air the outcome is the

10‰ offset in dD (enrichment) commonly referred to as d-excess (Fig. 7.1a).

The d-excess of any given meteoric water reservoir is defined as, d-excess ¼
dD � 8 � d18O. An increase in the d-excess of atmospheric water vapor and/or

precipitation suggests a greater influence of nonequilibrium effects that occur in air

at lower relative humidity’s that in turn change (lower) diffusion resistance for

the lighter isotopologue of water, H2
16O, to move into the atmosphere. Using

d-excess to characterize the stable isotope composition of precipitation, forest

waters (e.g., subsurface water, plant xylem water) can provide insight into a number

of forest hydrologic processes and will be discussed in more detail in the following

sections.

As rainfall reaches forest canopies we must recognize that the stable H and

O isotope composition of this precipitation that enters the forest may also be

modified by canopy interception and reevaporation (Gat and Airey 2006; Wenjie

et al. 2006). Commonly, rain water that comes into contact with the forest canopy

and moves through tree crowns to the forest floor, called throughfall precipitation,

can be isotopically enriched in D and 18O and posses a lower d-excess value relative
to precipitation collected above the forest canopy or in the open. When rain

is intercepted by forest canopies, the film of water that is held on leaf surfaces is

subject to reevaporation. During the process of evaporation, the lighter water

isotopes (H and 16O) are preferentially lost to the vapor phase resulting in an

increase in the concentration of heavy water isotopes (D and 18O) in the liquid

phase (discussed in greater detail in Sect. 7.4.2). Subsequent rain events that

interact and mix with this enriched D and 18O water pool result in throughfall

that is potentially distinct in its dD and d18O from rain. The difference between

the isotopic composition of rain and throughfall is ultimately dependent upon the

amount of water held in the forest canopy (its capacity), rain intensity, the duration

of time between rain events, and the windspeed and relative humidity during the

rain-free period that all impact mixing dynamics, and the magnitude of fraction-

ation. For example, in a seasonal tropical rain-forest (~1,600 mm of rain per year)

dominated by broadleaved evergreen angiosperm species (Pomentia tomentosa and
Terminalia myriocarpa) Wenjie et al. (2006) found throughfall to be relatively

enriched in D (e.g., up to 4‰ greater in dD) and 18-O (e.g., up to 0.7‰ greater in

d18O) compared to precipitation collected above the forest. In contrast, within a

temperate mixed conifer forest that receives ~2,100 mm rain annually over a 4- to

6-month period and dominated by an evergreen gymnosperm species (Pseudotsuga
menziesii) little difference was observed in the stable water isotope composition

of throughfall compared with the rain meaning that the linear models describing

covariation between dD and d18O of throughfall and rain were relatively indistin-

guishable (Simonin and Dawson, unpublished data).
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7.4.2 Soil Hydrology: Evaporation and Infiltration

In between precipitation events, surface evaporation from soil will decrease the

water content of the unsaturated zone resulting in a progressive enrichment of

D and 18O in the residual soil water until steady-state evaporation is achieved

(Allison et al. 1983; Dawson et al. 1998). The effect of surface evaporation on

the dD and d18O of residual soil water generally decreases with depth along a

mixing gradient defined by the diffusion kinetics of the heavier isotopologues of

water away from the liquid–vapor interface against the transport of water from

deeper soil horizons by capillary action (Zimmermann et al. 1967; Allison et al.

1983; Barnes and Allison 1983; Gat 1996; Kendall and Caldwell 1998). The result

of these two opposing fluxes is an exponential decrease in dD and d18O with depth.

If, however, the mixing gradient of heavier water is solely defined by the process of

diffusion, then a near-linear model best describes the decrease in dD and d18O with

depth (Barnes and Turner 1998).

Covariation between dD and d18O of residual soil water caused by surface

evaporation can be described by a well-known “soil evaporation line” (Fig. 7.1c).

Similar to the linear model describing covariation between dD and d18O in atmo-

spheric water vapor and precipitation (i.e., the GMWL; Fig. 7.1a), the linear model

describing the soil evaporation line is directly related to the ratio of al–v D to al–v
18O. However, the slope of any soil evaporation line is always less than the slope

of the linear model describing the isotope composition of atmospheric water vapor

and precipitation (i.e., <8; Fig. 7.1b, c). The lower slope of evaporation lines is

the result of kinetic isotope effects (aK) associated with the transport of lighter

isotopologues of water away from the liquid–vapor interface (e.g., H2
16O >

HD16O > H2
18O). This transport or kinetic isotope effect, aK, increases as the

relative humidity above the liquid–vapor interface decreases. The linear slope, S,
describing the covariation of dD and d18O along an evaporation line is described as:

S ¼ ½al�v þ aK þ hðda � dwÞ�al�v þ aK þ hðda � dwÞ�18�O; where da and dw are the

stable isotope composition of atmospheric water vapor and soil water, and h is the

atmospheric relative humidity the water is evaporating into (Kendall and Caldwell

1998). The end result of surface evaporation is an overall decrease in the d-excess
of residual soil water and an increase in the d-excess of water in the soil evaporate

(vapor leaving the soil surface), relative to the d-excess of precipitation (Fig. 7.1b).
Therefore, decreases in soil water content due to evaporation are expected to

increase the difference between the d-excess of precipitation and residual soil

water (Fig. 7.1c). If a decrease in soil water content occurs in the absence of

changes in d-excess, then the loss of water from the unsaturated zone is due to a

forest hydrologic process that does not result in fractionation and/or the mixing of

isotopically distinct water pools in the unsaturated zone. One such process is root

water uptake (Fig. 7.1a), a nonfractionating process that will be discussed in

Sect. 7.4.3.

Natural variation in dD, d18O, and d-excess, of soil water, groundwater, and
precipitation (e.g., Fig. 7.1c) when combined with evaluations of soil water content
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and/or water potential, can be used in unsaturated flow models to calculate the mean

residence time (MRT) of water in the unsaturated zone, and the transport processes

directly contributing to groundwater recharge (Mathieu and Bariac 1996; Dewalle

et al. 1997; Asano et al. 2002; Gazis and Feng 2004; Kabeya et al. 2007; Lee et al.

2007; Brooks et al. 2010). This is because water held in the unsaturated zone is

often a mixture of many precipitation events, each with their own unique stable

water isotope composition (see discussion above and Fig. 7.1b). How a particular

rain event mixes with residual soil water is strongly influenced by the physical

properties of the unsaturated zone and of course by the precipitation events them-

selves (intensity, duration, temperature). For example, on any given site, a new

precipitation event may act to physically push all residual water down a hydraulic

gradient (i.e., commonly referred to as piston flow). And even though there is

water displacement, water is adhesive and so some mixing of waters with different

isotopes compositions with depth can occur (Zimmermann et al. 1967). At the

opposite extreme, one might expect that a very large fraction of precipitation could

pass through upper soil layers via macropores and large fractures resulting in

minimal contact with bulk soil water held in the soil pore spaces (i.e., commonly

referred to as preferential flow; e.g., Mathieu and Bariac 1996). These complexities

result in variation in the stable water isotope composition of the unsaturated zone

and groundwater that is a function of: (1) the dD and d18O of precipitation, (2) the

fractionation that occurs when water is lost through the process of evaporation, and

(3) the mixing ratio of precipitation and residual water as determined by soil

physical properties and rain intensity (Henderson-Sellers et al. 2006). Plant root

water update and releases may also complicate this picture as in the case of

hydraulic lift seen in trees (Dawson 1993; Caldwell et al. 1998).

To date the majority of water transport studies in the unsaturated zone have

focused on the use of a single stable isotope (H or O but not both). However, recent

research suggests that d-excess is a better tracer of water transport in the unsatu-

rated zone than either dD or d18O because natural variation in the d-excess of forest
waters is often many times greater than either dD or d18O alone (Lee et al. 2007).

This is because soil water and precipitation may be identical when assessed on an

individual isotope basis (i.e., dD or d18O) yet, possess drastically different d-excess
(Fig. 7.1c). How can this happen? Because, the d-excess reflects isotopic changes

associated with kinetic fractionation events and thus acts as an indicator of evapo-

ration. As such, we recommend a dual-isotope approach relying on d-excess values
for understanding water transport in the unsaturated zone. For example, Lee et al.

(2007) predicted the MRT of water in the unsaturated zone of volcanic derived by

monitoring variation in the dD, d18O and d-excess of precipitation and soil water at
three depths over the course of a year. Model results showed that the use of d-excess
values provide the best estimate of the MRT of water in the unsaturated zone.

Additionally, when applying natural variation in the distribution of stable water

isotopes to transport processes in the unsaturated zone it is important to consider the

field methods used to sample soil water. This is because soil water resides in

a variety of pore sizes, which directly influences water mobility and thus our ability

to extract a particular water reservoir for stable isotope analysis. For example, soil
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water obtained using tension lysimeters will only remove the verymobile water fraction

that resides in soil macropores or fractures with relatively high hydraulic conductivity

(Burns et al. 2001). In contrast, soil water extracted using cryogenic vacuum distillation

represent a mixture of more immobile and mobile water pools (Ehleringer et al. 2000).

Therefore, the use of both lysimeter and vacuum distillation methods to sample subsur-

face water is likely to provide a more detailed picture of the spectrum of bound and

unbound pools of water within and outside (below) the unsaturated zone. This may

facilitate better quantification of the transport processes contributing to groundwater

recharge and to transient water pools that trees may use.

7.4.3 Water Use by Trees

The major factors controlling tree water use can be subdivided into physical factors

associated with soil and subsurface water transport and availability, biophysical

factors associated with variation in plant hydraulic traits, and meteorological

factors (Lambers et al. 1998). Stable isotopes are a useful tool for understanding

the relative contribution of these different abiotic and biotic controls on tree water

use (Dawson and Ehleringer 1998). For example, measurements of the d-excess
determined from a plant xylem water sample and subsurface water samples form

different depths can be used with isotope mass balance models to trace where trees

and understory plants are obtaining water (Phillips and Gregg 2003; Ogle et al.

2004; Romero-Saltos et al. 2005). This is because transpiration decreases soil

water content without changing the stable isotope composition of bulk soil water

(Wershaw et al. 1970; White et al. 1985). Since evaporation of subsurface water

results in the progressive decrease in d-excess with depth (see Sect. 7.4.2), the dif-

ference between the d-excess of trees and mean annual precipitation (i.e., d-excess
of Local Meteoric Water Line – d-excess of plants) is expected to decrease with

increasing rooting depth. Put another way, within a particular environment the

difference in d-excess between precipitation and tree xylem water is expected to

change in predictable ways with variation in plant water use strategy.

It is important to note that not all water taken up by plant roots is directly

transported to leaves. A fraction of subsurface water extracted by roots can be

redistributed within the unsaturated zone through a process commonly referred to

as “hydraulic lift or redistribution” (Dawson 1993; Burgess et al. 1998; Caldwell

et al. 1998). The redistribution of subsurface water has important implications

for rhizosphere water content and thus total forest evaporation and transpiration

(Dawson 1993; Caldwell et al. 1998; Lee et al. 2005a; Brooks et al. 2006). It may

also impact nutrient cycling locally (Caldwell et al. 1998). This is because hydrau-

lic redistribution can replace a large fraction of the water removed by trees each day

(Emmerman and Dawson 1996; Lee et al. 2005a). Since root water uptake does not

result in water isotope fractionation, hydraulic redistribution has the potential to

mix isotopically distinct subsurface water pools on a daily time step. This isotope

mixing effect has been used to evaluate lateral and vertical redistribution of water
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in the unsaturated zone and the contribution of this redistributed water to both

understory plant water use (e.g., Dawson 1993; Brooks et al. 2006) and stand

transpiration (Dawson 1996).

7.4.4 Forest Water Balance

As described in the previous sections, characterizing the distribution of stable water

isotopes between water reservoirs in a forest can provide insight into many aspects

of forest hydrology. Here, we discuss how natural variability in the D and
18O isotope composition of water in soils, trees, and the atmosphere can be used

to estimate the relative contribution of tree transpiration and soil evaporation to

forest stand water balance (Walker and Brunel 1990; Moreira et al. 1997; Wang and

Yakir 2000; Yepez et al. 2003; Williams et al. 2004). In general, the hydrogen and

oxygen isotope composition of water vapor in forests is the product of three major

sources: (1) water vapor from the troposphere, (2) surface evaporation from soils,

and (3) plant transpiration. In order for natural variation in stable water isotopes to

be an effective tool for partitioning the relative contribution of soil evaporation (E)
and transpiration (T) to total forest water use (ET), soil evaporate and tree transpi-

ration must be isotopically distinct. Additionally, partitioning is made easier if the

isotope composition of the “background vapor” (i.e., water vapor from the tropo-

sphere) is relatively constant or alternatively well defined by high frequency

measurements. If these conditions are met, then changes in the isotope composition

of atmospheric water vapor, throughout the day as ambient humidity changes,

is considered to be due to the addition of two distinct sources of water vapor, soil

evaporate, and plant transpiration. The mixture of these vapor sources can be

partitioned using what is commonly referred to as “Keeling plots” (Keeling 1961;

Yakir and Sternberg 2000; Dawson et al. 2002). Keeling plots, first developed for

carbon isotopes in CO2 (see Sect. 7.5), identify dET based on mass balance mixing

relationships where the isotopic values of air, collected at different heights above

the ground are plotted against the inverse of the concentration of water vapor.

The y-intercept of Keeling plots reflects the isotope composition of the ET flux

(Dawson et al. 2002; Yepez et al. 2003). The validity of the Keeling plot relies on

the assumption that: (1) the isotope composition of the background atmosphere that

E and T are mixing into is relatively constant and (2) no water is lost from the

atmosphere due to condensation.

To interpret dET derived from Keeling plots, we will calculate the fractional

contribution of transpiration (FT) to the evapotranspiration flux as (Yakir and

Sternberg 2000):

FT ¼ dET � dE
dT � dE

� 100; (7.3)

where dE is the isotopic composition of evaporated soil water and dT is the isotopic
composition of transpired water. The isotope composition of these sources could be
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expressed as dD, d18O or even as d-excess. The spatial resolution of dET derived

form Keeling plots depends on the height from which the samples are taken and the

surface roughness of the forest canopy (Yepez et al. 2003). Collection from

different heights may allow for separate isotopic analysis of particular vegetation

layers (i.e., understory and overstory canopies). In ecosystems with a distinct

overstory and understory component and poor mixing conditions, Keeling plots

near the ground surface will provide an integrated measure of soil evaporation and

understory evapotranspiration. Keeling plots from higher profiles will integrate the

isotopic flux from all ecosystem sources. Therefore, the fractional contribution

of transpiration can also be calculated for understory fluxes.

The dE and dT values used in the isotope mixing model described above are

derived from the isotope composition of the ambient atmosphere (da), tree xylem

water (dx), soil surface water (ds), and basic meteorological measurements (e.g.,

soil temperature, air temperature, and relative humidity). The Craig and Gordon

(1965) model describes the isotope fractionation events that occur during evapora-

tion and can be used to predict dE if air temperature, soil temperature, ds and relative
humidity (h) are known, as described by Wang and Yakir (2000):

dE ¼ a� � ds � h� da � eeq � ð1� hÞ � ek
ð1� hÞ þ ð1þ hÞ � ek=1; 000

; (7.4)

where a* is the liquid–vapor equilibrium fractionation factor and can be expressed

in “delta units” as eeq. Similarly ek is the kinetic fractionation factor an h is the

humidity of the ambient air normalized to soil temperature. When leaf water

enrichment is at steady state, the dx is equal to the isotope composition of xylem

water, and thus the average dD and d18O of water uptake by roots. Thus, during

steady-state evaporation, dx is generally enriched in dD and d18O relative to ds.
However, it is important to note that steady-state transpiration often times only

occurs during a narrow window of time on a diurnal cycle; often at mid-day when

h is relatively stable (Harwood et al. 1998). Further previous research has shown

that the isotope composition of the “background air” that surface evaporation and

tree transpiration are mixing into can be extremely variable depending on meteoro-

logical conditions (Lee et al. 2005a, b). As such, the Keeling plot technique is

limited to meteorologically favorable conditions.

7.4.5 Water Provenance and Hydrograph Separation

One final application for stable isotopes in forested watersheds is their use in

quantifying the provenance of the water in the runoff and within the groundwater

in a particular watershed, where the hydrograph is also being measured. When

precipitation falls into the watershed and impacts runoff and aquifer recharge dynam-

ics, we expect the waters in the various pools to possess different dD and d18O.
This occurs because of differences in pool sizes, mixing dynamics, and the
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relative importance of processes such as evaporation that can all impact the dD and

d18O of the runoff, the groundwater, the soil water, and the plant available water. In

well-constrained watersheds, the isotope composition of water in the underlying

aquifer can deviate quite significantly from the annual precipitation dD and d18O
indicating not only that mixing has occurred but also can be used to determine

residence times as well (Fetter 1994). When the stream flow, precipitation amounts,

groundwater discharge, evaporation, and all of the respective isotope changes in the

waters associated with these process are known, one can determine the dominate

provenance (winter snowmelt, summer showers, fall rainfall) that contribute to the

runoff and recharge in the system (Kendall et al. 2001). In addition, following storm

events and changes in the stream hydrograph (discharge at some set point), one can

use the dD or d18O of the groundwater and the precipitation (storm event) to

separate base flow from storm flow. This is best achieved when the hydrograph is

composed of only two components (storm runoff in the stream and groundwater

flow). If there are additional components to discharge such as deep groundwater

flow, shallow groundwater, or porous soil flow, in addition to storm flow, then other

chemical tracers can be used (e.g., natural SiO2 or artificially applied SF6, Bromide;

Fig. 7.2). Using end-member mixing analyses that make use of the isotope values,

the chemical tracers and the hydrograph one can provide estimates of the relative

contributions of say storm flow, base flow from groundwater, and percolation

flow through soils to total flow from the watershed (Clark and Fritz 1997; Burns

et al. 2001).

7.5 The Carbon Cycle

The vast majority of carbon that cycles through the Earth’s ecosystems begins with

CO2 fixation by autotrophic organisms and for the vast majority of forest tree

species this means plants that possess what is called the C3 photosynthetic pathway.

During C3 photosynthesis, there are two processes that cause isotopic variation in

the carbon molecules fixed. The first process is differential diffusion of 13CO2 and
12CO2 through the stomatal pores and the second comes about when the carbox-

ylating enzyme, Rubisco (ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase-oxygenase), discrimi-

nates against the “heavier” carbon isotope within the isotopologue of carbon

dioxide, 13CO2 and this results in the products of photosynthesis being relatively

depleted in their carbon isotope ratio, d13C. The degree of 13C depletion in the

carbon products produced by trees ultimately depends on the ratio of availability of
12CO2 and 13CO2 at the site, where CO2 is assimilated relative to the external

atmosphere (ca); the so-called ci/ca or cc/ca ratio (referred to as either ci or cc for the
leaf internal or chloroplast carbon dioxide concentrations, respectively; Farquhar

et al. 1989; Flexas et al. 2007). As the ci/ca or cc/ca ratio declines Rubisco ends up

discriminating less and less against 13CO2 and the subsequent carbon isotope ratio

increases. For example, at a ci/ca of 0.9 theory shows that the d
13C of photosynthetic

products should be �31.6‰ compared to a ci/ca of 0.7, where the calculated d13C
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would be much heavier or �24.6‰. The factors that cause variation in either ci/ca
or cc/ca are therefore of two general types – those that impact the supply of CO2

(mostly commonly through the stomatal pores and therefore by the stomatal

apertures that ultimately affect the rate of conductance, gc) and the demand for

CO2 by Rubisco. The relative importance of CO2 supply vs. the demand for this

C-substrate in determining the ci/ca is in turn determined by a suite of environ-

mental (light, evaporative conditions at the leaf surface, soil water availability,

plant available nitrogen in soils, etc.) and physiological (degree of plant water

stress, allocation of nitrogen to enzymes vs. other functions, leaf energy balance,

etc.) factors (Dawson et al. 2002). We do not have space in this chapter to explore

the manner and importance of all of these factors. For our purposes here, it is most

important to keep in mind that these factors ultimately determine the 13C isotope

composition of organic compounds in leaf litter, woody debris, or various other

carbon-based compounds that in turn serve as the substrates for the oxidation of

carbon via respiration. In fact, it is the respired d13CO2 from forested ecosystems

Fig. 7.2 Three-way analysis of a rain storm’s impact on the discharge dynamics of the total

stream water hydrograph (dashed line) and its relative contributions to discharge in the ground

water, soil water, and storm flow (runoff) (a), the oxygen stable isotope ratio (d18O) of stream
water samples (triangles) taken at various times (days) after the storm event (b), and the bivariate

plot of the SiO2 vs. d
18O in storm water (open circles), soil water (gray circles), and ground water

(filled circles) samples collected at the same site over the 12-day event (c). The triangles in plot

(c) show the SiO2 and d
18O values for storm water collected on a particular day (the day is number

shown next to the symbol) that are the same data shown in plot (b). The initial d18O for the storm

water and groundwater are shown with arrows in plot (b) (adapted from Clark and Fritz 1997)
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that can be used to track and quantify a wide range of carbon cycling questions

at the stand or ecosystem scale (Pataki et al. 2003). Therefore, for the remainder

of this chapter we focus on research that has used measurements of the d13CO2 of

respiration and the concentration of the CO2 in this efflux to inform forest C-cycling

research. We also briefly highlight the use of 14C methods and how they can provide

additional information that 13C may or may not (also see Trumbore 2006 for review

on the uses of the 14C method in ecosystem science).

7.5.1 Ecosystem Respiration

The measurement of the C-isotope composition of air sampled from plant parts

such as roots, leaves, or entire crowns and from soils provides valuable informa-

tion about forest carbon cycling. In particular and as noted above, the C-isotope

composition of respired CO2 from these sources (an others) provides insights into

the controls, the flows and the sources of C in forest ecosystems. Moreover,

tracking the isotope composition and sources of respiratory CO2 fluxes provides

an opportunity to understand the processes of C-isotope fractionation and the

“routing” of carbon in forested ecosystems. A valuable method that is aimed at

drawing many of these elements together and that extracts the C-isotope composi-

tion of different CO2 sources (e.g., respired CO2 from plant, soil, autotrophic,

heterotrophic sources) from the bulk or background air in a quantitative manner

was first developed by Charles D. (Dave) (Keeling 1958, 1961) and is now known

as the “Keeling plot.”

The establishment of the Keeling plot method that employs the simultaneous

measurements of carbon dioxide concentration and the d13C of CO2 samples

collected has proven to be a robust approach for quantifying the source(s) of

respired CO2 from a range of ecosystems, including forests. Samples are generally

collected at night from multiple heights across a gradient of CO2 concentrations

(Cair) that are very often observed when samples from the surface of the soil upward

through the canopy into the background atmosphere (ambient air) or from soil-

surface chambers over time. The data obtained from these plant and soil respiration

samples are plotted with the d13C of each CO2 sample as our dependent variable on

the vertical-axis against the inverse of the carbon dioxide concentration (e.g.,

1/[CO2]) on the horizontal axis (Fig. 7.3a) as the independent variable described

by the equation

d13CsampleCsample ¼ d13CairCair þ d13CRCR; (7.5)

where C is the concentration (mole fraction) of CO2 in dry air, the subscripts

“sample,” “air” and “R” represent the total CO2 in each sample, the background

CO2 in ambient air from that particular ecosystem, and the respired sources of CO2

from the ecosystem of interest, respectively. Of course, the d13C of the “sample,”

“air” and “R” represent the carbon isotope ratio (13C/12C) of each relative to the
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standard as described above. If CR as Csample � Cair is substituted into the equation

above, then

d13Csample ¼ ½Cairðd13Cair � d13CRÞ=Csample� þ d13CR: (7.6)

A Model II linear regression is fit to the data and at the intersection of regression

line with the y-axis the average d13C of ecosystem respiration, d13CR (the source of

the CO2) is obtained. The method is based on the principle that at the y-intercept
there is a hypothetically infinite source of CO2 largely from biological activity (e.g.,

plant, bacterial, and fungal respiration) while at the opposite end of the regression

line (upper right) is the ambient atmosphere. Recent efforts that have employed the

Keeling plot method have used it to investigate interannual variation in the primary

source of ecosystem respiration (Flanagan et al. 1996; Bowling et al. 2001, 2002)

Fig. 7.3 (a) The “Keeling Pot” for ecosystem respiration (CR), where the inverse of the carbon

dioxide (CO2) concentration (x-axis) is plotted against the stable carbon isotope composition

(™13C) of a set of samples through which a linear regression (dashed line) is fit. The y-axis
intercept of the regression line represents the average ™13C of ecosystem CR, or ™13CR.

(b) Example of how Fessenden and Ehleringer (2002) used the Keeling Plot method in a Pacific

Northwestern conifer forest to investigate the impacts of a drier than normal El Niño year in 1998

compared with a wet La Niña year in 1999 on the Keeling Plot intercept, or ™13CR (in 1998

™13CR ¼ �22.8‰ and in 1999™13CR ¼ �28.5‰). (c) The™13CR obtained for a range of field

sites (North and South America) in relation to mean annual precipitation (MAP) (from Pataki et al.

2003; reproduced with permission of the American Geophysical Union). Error bars are standard
errors for all of the observation obtained at that site. In general, as MAP declined ™13CR

increased. At a coniferous forest site from the Northwestern United States, when MAP exceeded

2,400 mm year�1 (vertical dotted line at right), ™13CR increases again
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and how significant changes in the magnitude of either soil water deficit (from

precipitation changes; Fessenden and Ehleringer 2003; Scartazza 2004; Lai et al.

2005) or forest tree response to atmospheric demand (Bowling et al. 2002) may

impact the d13C of this CO2 source. For example, Fessenden and Ehleringer (2002)

showed that in a coniferous forest during wet El Niño vs. drier La Niña conditions

the intercept of the Keeling plot changed by nearly 6‰ (Fig. 7.3b). The interpre-

tation for such a shift in this case was that under drier La Nina conditions, the forest

trees that were believed to be the primary source of ecosystem respiration down-

regulated their water use via stomatal closure that in turn changed (lowered) carbon

isotope discrimination and therefore the relative amounts of 13C and 12C they

assimilate. If trees discriminated less against 13C, this would increase the d13C of

the carbon they fixed; it is this carbon, by inference, that was the primary source

of respiration (i.e., it determined the Keeling plot intercept). Keeling plots have also

been used to follow how ecosystem respiration changes under varying conditions

within a single season or across a wide range of ecosystem types that are exposed

to large variations in site precipitation inputs (Fig. 7.2c; Buchmann et al. 1997;

Harwood et al. 1999; Pataki et al. 2003).

7.5.2 Respiration Partitioning

Most recently, investigators using the Keeling plot method have begun to ask the

question, what are the sources of respiration that contribute to a single plot

intercept? Posing this question has in turn led investigators to conduct detailed

partitioning studies aimed at deconvoluting the potentially complex set of respira-

tion sources and then separating their relative contributions. This requires being

able to identify the diversity of biological sources of respired CO2 such as roots,

leaves, tree boles, soils, etc. and further divide these into their respective auto-

trophic or heterotrophic origins (Fig. 7.4; Tu and Dawson 2005). It also seems

possible that biogenic sources could be separated from possible geochemical

sources of carbon dioxide (Tu and Dawson in review). A recent review by Bowling

et al. (2008) highlights the power and promise of using the Keeling plot approach as

well as other carbon isotope measurements in terrestrial ecosystem such as forest

for deepening our understanding of what underlies the patterns as well as the

processes governing ecosystem-scale carbon cycling. Additionally, recent litera-

ture that use carbon isotope data, including Keeling plots, reveals that when this

information is linked with other forest metrics (e.g., stand age, basal area, species

composition or other stand properties), site characteristics (e.g., slope exposure, soil

moisture, evaporative demand for water from the vegetation by the atmosphere) as

well as other knowledge about tree physiology (e.g., photosynthetic production and

limitation, water use) and the ecology of the forested stand (e.g., disturbance regime

and history, levels of competition within and among species, species or functional

type diversity), new insights into the forest C-cycle and the physical and biological

controls that impact it are beginning to emerge.
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7.5.3 Radio Carbon

While the focus of this chapter is on “stable” isotopes, it is worth pointing out

that the use of 14C radiocarbon methods have also been a very powerful approach

in forest carbon cycling research and particularly for aging soil organic matter

(Horwath et al. 1994; Trumbore 2006) as well as roots (Gaudinski et al. 2001,

2009), for partitioning the gaseous fluxes out of forest soils (Hanson et al. 2000;

Trumbore et al. 2006) or entire stands into their autotrophic and heterotrophic

components (Hahn et al. 2006; Shuur and Trumbore 2006; Subke et al. 2006;

Carbone et al. 2007) or from different species (Carbone and Trumbore 2007) and

for tracking changes in the sources of soil respiration following catastrophic dis-

turbances such as fire (Czimczik et al. 2006). It is likely that future research aimed

at identifying and partitioning different sources of ecosystem respiration will very

much benefit from using both 13C and 14C methods in combination not unlike using

D and 18O together for hydrological research highlighted above.

Fig. 7.4 Example of a deconvolution (partitioning) attempt where the various d13C values from

different ecosystem compartments that are respiring are measured separately (the values at left side
of the figure and at the end of each dashed line are each individual respired d13CO2 value obtained

from that tissue type, compartment or pool) that make a possible contribution to the single d13CR
(Keeling Plot intercept ¼ �26.500) value. Data were obtained from a central California Coastal

Redwood Forest site (adapted from Tu and Dawson 2005; tree drawing by Robert Van Pelt from

“Forest Giants of the Pacific Coast,” University of Washington Press, reproduced with permission)
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7.6 Future Directions

As advocated at the beginning of this chapter, we feel that the real advances will

come about in future of stable isotope investigations in forest hydrology and biogeo-

chemistry when multiple isotopes and numerous and complimentary methods are

applied. What has yet to be truly achieved with isotope methods is a comprehensive

investigation of the coupling of the water and carbon cycles in a forested system.

It is likely that now such study has yet to be done because of the expense and the

relative limitations of obtaining data at the right spatial and temporal scales.

And even though a variety of stable isotopes techniques have become more com-

monly used by forest hydrologists and biogeochemists, the availability of fully

automated analytical systems that can enhance the frequency of sampling has only

recently been achieved. For example, the development of a new generation of field-

deployable, optically based stable isotope analyzers (called tunable-diode, cavity

ring-down and quantum cascade lasers) is now permitting the analysis of fine-scale

changes in the isotope composition of meteoric waters (vapor and liquid; Welp et al.

2006) and atmospheric CO2 at high-frequencies (e.g., Bowling et al. 2003; Kerstel

2004; Kerstel and Gianfrani 2008; Berman et al. 2009). These new instruments are

smaller, less expensive than modern mass spectrometers, can be powered using

portable battery banks, generators or solar arrays and thus can be deployed in the

field. They are also providing real-time data with very high precision and therefore

have the potential to revolutionize our ability to characterize carbon and water

pools and fluxes using isotopes in ways that have never been achievable. Many

challenges still remain in designing robust sampling schemes and rapid methods of

data analysis using these new techniques. Moreover, stable isotope analyses for a

wide range of sample types such as plant and soil extracts are currently posing

a challenge because organic substances in the water extracts are creating an optical

interference and therefore produce erroneous results (e.g., see Brand et al. 2009;

West et al. 2010a, b showing discrepancies between the isotope data generated by

laser and mass spectrometer). Despite the current challenges and limitations, the

use of these new optically based instruments will soon be overcome and inform forest

process studies in new ways and generate a new set of questions we never knew

to ask. Finally, new instruments and the data they can generate should have the

capacity to extend stand- andwatershed-level investigationsmore rigorously to entire

regions so as to provide new perspectives on manner and magnitude of carbon and

water balance exchange under a diversity of biome- and land-use types such as those

proposed by theNational Ecological ObservatoryNetwork, orNEON (see Ehleringer

and Dawson 2007; Bowen et al. 2009; West et al. 2010a, b).
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Chapter 8

The Use of Geochemical Mixing Models

to Derive Runoff Sources and Hydrologic

Flow Paths

Shreeram Inamdar

8.1 Introduction

Mixing models have long been used in catchment studies to partition streamflow

runoff into individual source components and characterize hydrologic flow paths

(Pinder and Jones 1969; Sklash and Farvolden 1979; Bazemore et al. 1994; Buttle

1994). These models assume that catchment runoff is a mixture of unique runoff

sources whose contributions can be determined using tracers that behave conserva-

tively. The key benefit of using these models is that they describe the integrated

catchment response as opposed to point-specific information provided by, for exam-

ple, groundwater wells. These models are especially valuable for understanding

watershed behavior when used in conjunction with hydrometric data (Bonell 1998;

Buttle 2005). The use ofmixingmodels in catchment hydrology has evolved over time

with a focus on different types of runoff components, changes in computational

methods, and a greater recognition of the limitations and benefits of these models.

The use of mixing models started in earnest in the 1970s when they were imple-

mented to determine the “new” (event) and “old” (pre-event) components of runoff

(Sklash and Farvolden 1979). The new and old water components can be referred to as

time-source (Sklash et al. 1976) components since they characterize the temporal

origins of runoff. Identification of these runoff components was achieved through the

use of stable isotopes of water like oxygen-18 (18O) and deuterium (2H or D) and thus

these models were also referred to as isotope hydrograph separations (IHSs) (Buttle

1994, 2005). Subsequently, storm runoff was partitioned into sources such as “surface

runoff” and/or “groundwater” using solutes like silica (Si) and chloride (Cl�) (Gener-
eux and Hooper 1998). These mixing models can be referred to as geochemical

hydrograph separations (GHSs) since they utilized geochemical tracers. The intent of

these models was not necessarily to characterize the temporal origins of runoff (event

vs. pre-event waters), but rather to determine the geographic sources of water in the

catchment (Genereux and Hooper 1998). The assumption was that runoff waters

flowing through various watershed compartments (or geographic sources) acquired

unique chemical signatures (solute concentrations) representative of the geochemistry

of those compartments and that these distinct chemical signatures could be used to

determine the runoff contributions from the sources. While GHSs have also been
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indirectly assumed to infer the flowpaths taken by runoff waters, our current under-

standing is thatGHSsmay provide only an idea of the last geographic source that runoff

waters have been in contact with and not necessarily the complete flowpath taken by

water since its origin (Hooper 2001; Katsuyama et al. 2009).

An important observation from these early studies of IHS and GHS was that

catchment runoff, especially, in humid, temperate, watersheds was predominantly

composed of pre-event or groundwater and surface runoff or event water constituted

only a small fraction (Buttle 1994). This was a revolutionary finding in hydrology at

that time because it refuted the predominant perceptual model of Horton (1933) that

infiltration-excess overland flow was the dominant source of runoff during storms.

Subsequent studies in the late 1980s and early 1990s suggested that surface runoff and

groundwater alone could not explain the runoff chemistry and a third component “soil

water” was needed to reconcile the runoff observations (Dewalle et al. 1988; Kennedy

et al. 1986; Bazemore et al. 1994). More recently, the interest in geographic sources of

runoff has become even more explicit, with the identification of watershed sources

such as riparian groundwater, wetland and hillslope waters, O-horizon water and

throughfall (Brown et al. 1999; Burns et al. 2001; Hooper 2001; McHale et al. 2002;

McGlynn andMcDonnell 2003; James and Roulet 2006; Inamdar andMitchell 2007).

Early applications of mixing models solved mass balance equations for a mini-

mum number of tracers (often just one or two stable isotopes or solutes) required to

identify the likely runoff components (Sklash and Farvolden 1979; Dewalle et al.

1988; Bazemore et al. 1994). In the 1990s however, Christopherson and Hooper

(1992) and Hooper et al. (1990) introducedmultivariate statistical analyses that used

a suite of tracers (e.g., cations, anions, and silica) for mixing models. This method-

ology was referred to as end-member mixing analysis (EMMA) since the key

geographic sources of runoff were labeled as “end-members.”

Since the introduction of EMMA, the interest in using geochemical mixingmodels

as an investigative tool to identify runoff sources has increased dramatically. While

some of these studies have confirmed our conceptual models of watershed hydrologic

behavior, others have raised new questions and even challenged the existing para-

digms of watershed response (e.g., Robson et al. 1992; Hooper 2001). The use of

EMMA andmixing models, however, is based on assumptions which more often than

not are violated under typical watershed conditions. The “failure” of mixing models

due to violation of these assumptions, can nevertheless, provide as much (or more)

insight into catchment processes as a “successful” application (Hooper 2001, 2003).

The following discussion highlights the key lessons learned from GHS and EMMA

applications, provides guidance for future applications, and explores the new oppor-

tunities that lie ahead. This article does not address IHSs, since excellent reviews by

Buttle (1994, 2005) and Genereux and Hooper (1998) have already covered this topic

in detail. Specific topics that will be covered in this article are:

l The theory, assumptions and procedures for geochemical mixing models and/or

EMMA.
l Applications of geochemical mixing models in watershed studies and the impor-

tant insights that have been derived from these applications.
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l Pitfalls associated with geochemical mixingmodels and ways we can avoid them.
l Future challenges and opportunities for geochemical mixing models.

8.2 Equations, Assumptions, and Procedures for Geochemical

Mixing Models and EMMA

Geochemical mixing models rely on the solution of simple mass balance equations

for water and the chosen tracers and can be given by:

Qt ¼
Xn

i¼1

Qi;

QtCt
j ¼

Xn

i¼1

QiCi
j where j ¼ 1; . . . ; ðn� 1Þ; (8.1)

where Qt is the catchment outflow or streamflow, Qi is the contribution from the

end-member or runoff component i, and Ci
j is the concentration of tracer j for end-

member i. In the absence of hydrometric data, the solution of these equations for n
end-members requires a minimum of n � 1 tracers. The key assumptions for

geochemical mixing models are:

1. The tracers behave conservatively, i.e., the tracer concentrations do not change

due to biogeochemical processes over the time-scale considered by the mixing

model.

2. The mixing process is linear.

3. The chemical composition of end-members (tracer concentrations) does not

change over the time-scale considered by the mixing model (time invariance).

4. The chemical composition of end-members (tracer concentrations) does not

change with space (space invariance).

In the simplest form, the contributions of end-members can be computed by

directly solving the mass balance equations for the selected tracers or solutes given

the observed concentrations for both the stream outflow and the potential end-

members (e.g., Sklash and Farvolden 1979; Dewalle et al. 1988; Bazemore et al.

1994). This simple approach, however, does not constitute EMMA, as has been

incorrectly assumed by a few studies in literature. EMMA, as described by Chris-

topherson and Hooper (1992) and Hooper et al. (1990), involves the use of a large

number of tracers (more than the minimum required to identify potential end-

members and solve the mass balance equations) within a principal component

analysis (PCA) framework. The PCA is used to reduce the dimensionality of the

data set with the selected principal components (e.g., first two components for a

three end-member model) being used to solve the mass balance equations. The use

of additional tracers increases the information content of the data set and thus the
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reliability and confidence in the mixing model. Christopherson and Hooper (1992)

andHooper et al. (1990) further suggested that the number and identity of the potential

end-members could be determined by plotting the end-members in the PCA mixing

space defined by stream chemistry and determining which end-members bounded

the stream chemistry. More recently, Hooper (2003) suggested that the number

(or rank) of the end-members can also be independently determined from stream

chemistry data alone (i.e., without knowledge of end-member chemistry). In addition,

Hooper (2003) also presented specific tests to evaluate if the tracers behaved conser-

vatively and if the mixing proportions varied along the drainage path. These two

approaches (Christopherson and Hooper 1992; Hooper 2003) are not mutually

exclusive and ideally should be combined. These methods are characterized through

four key steps in the description below. For a complete description of the theory

and mathematical treatment of EMMA, the readers are referred to Christopherson and

Hooper (1992) and Hooper (2003).

8.2.1 Evaluation and Selection of Tracers

Tracers that behave conservatively are vital for a successful application of EMMA.

Hooper (2003) suggested that assumptions of linearity of mixing and conservative

behavior of tracers can be evaluated using bivariate scatter plots and residuals

derived from the selected model. Bivariate scatter plots should be developed for

all potential combination of available solutes (e.g., see Fig. 8.1). While Hooper

(2003) suggested that a collinear structure in the bivariate plots could be used to

infer conservative behavior, it does not necessarily confirm or prove conservative

behavior of the solutes (Hooper, personal communication). A more objective

method to evaluate the linearity of solute mixing, however, is still lacking.
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Fig. 8.1 Bivariate solute plots to investigate linear mixing and conservative behavior of potential

tracers. The plot on the left (Si-Na+) indicates a strong linear mixing trend whereas the one on

the right (Si-K+) indicates a weak trend. This analysis suggests that Si and Na+ can be retained

as potential tracers whereas K+ should be discarded. Data from a 12 ha forested catchment in

Maryland, USA (Inamdar, unpublished data)
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8.2.2 Determination of the Number of End-Members
from Stream Chemistry Data Alone

Following the selection of tracers, the stream or runoff concentrations should be

normalized by subtracting the mean for each solute and by dividing by its standard

deviation. This standardization prevents any particular solute with greater variation

from exerting more influence on the model (Burns et al. 2001). These data are then

used to develop a correlation matrix followed by PCA to determine eigenvectors and

eigenvalues. The standardized stream data can then be projected into PCA space (or

U-space) by multiplying it with the eigenvectors. At this stage, the numbers of

eigenvectors (or the potential end-members) that need to be retained can be deter-

mined from stream data alone following the procedures of Hooper (2003). The

standardized stream data are multiplied with incremental addition of eigenvectors

and the residuals computed for each additional set. The minimum number of eigen-

vectors required to yield a random structure in the residuals and to satisfy the “rule

of 1” (Hooper 2003; James and Roulet 2006) indicates the rank (potential end-

members ¼ rank of eigenvectors þ 1) of the data set.

8.2.3 Identification of Potential End-Members
for Stream Chemistry

If two eigenvectors are adequate (indicating three potential end-members) from the

assessment in Sect. 8.2.2; the stream chemistry can be plotted in two-dimensional

mixing space by using the first two principal components (e.g., PC1 and PC2 in

Fig. 8.2) of the model. To project the potential end-members in this mixing

subspace, the tracer concentrations for all potential end-members should be normal-

ized to the stream water by using the mean and standard deviation of the stream

solutes. The standardized end-member values can then be projected into the stream

U-space by multiplying with the two principal components or eigenvectors. Subse-

quently, the selection of the three key end-members is made based on their ability to

enclose the stream concentrations in U-space. Following the selection of the end-

members, the chosen EMMA model is used to back-calculate the standardized

stream water values. The standardized values are de-standardized by multiplying by

the standard deviation of each solute and adding the corresponding mean concen-

tration to yield the predicted value of solute concentration.

8.2.4 Validity of the EMMA Model

Following model development, residuals (difference between predicted and observed

tracer concentrations) should be plotted against the observed sample (e.g., Fig. 2
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in Hooper 2003). A random pattern of the residuals indicates a conservative mixing

subspace while a structure in the residuals can be attributed to a nonconservative

behavior or poor selection of end-members (Hooper 2003). In addition, the validity of

the EMMA model can also be evaluated by determining the difference between the

predicted and observed streamwater solute concentrations.Mathematical indices such

as root mean square error (RMSE), relative bias (BIAS), and standard correlation

coefficient (R) can be used to quantify the difference in predicted and observed

concentrations (Hooper 2003; Inamdar and Mitchell 2007; Jung et al. 2009). In

addition to these comparisons, it is highly recommended that EMMA predictions be

evaluated using independently-measured hydrometric data and solutes that have not

been used in model development. The value and importance of such additional

comparisons cannot be emphasized enough and are highlighted in the discussions

below.
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Fig. 8.2 A principal component analysis (PCA) mixing diagram illustrating the evolution of

stream chemistry during a storm event. PC1 and PC2 are the first two principal components. Data

are for an intense summer rainfall event (July 27, 2008) at the outlet of a 12-ha forested catchment

in Maryland, USA (Inamdar, unpublished data). Potential end-members include: rainfall (R),

throughfall (TF), litter leachate (LT), unsaturated soil water (U), wetland soil water (WSW),

shallow ground water (SGW), GW seep (seep), riparian ground water (RGW), deep ground water

(DGW), and hyporheic zone water (HY). The stream chemistry displayed a clockwise hysteresis

loop with stream concentrations moving from seep toward TF and returning back to seep

groundwater. If three end-members were to be chosen, they could include seep, TF, and WSW.

End-member concentrations were determined using the mean of sample concentrations collected

before and after the storm event. Error bars are computed from 1 standard deviation of the tracer

concentrations. Selected tracers for this EMMA were: sodium, magnesium, calcium, silica,

dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and UV absorption coefficient at 254 nm (a254)
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8.3 Lessons from Applications of Geochemical

Mixing Models in Watershed Studies

The introduction of geochemical mixing models and EMMA in watershed studies

has no doubt furthered catchment science and our understanding of catchment-scale

hydrologic and biogeochemical processes. It is highly unlikely that such insights

into watershed behavior could have been gained through the use of hydrometric

data alone. A selection of EMMA applications from around the world and spanning

the last 15 years is summarized in Table 8.1 highlighting the tracers used and the

runoff end-members identified. While three end-members have been found to be

adequate for explaining catchment stormflow in most applications, some recent

studies have proposed a larger number of end-members (e.g., Morel et al. 2009).

8.3.1 Runoff End-Members and the Importance
of Riparian Water

Although a variety of end-members have been identified by GHS and EMMA

(Table 8.1), one common theme that emerges from these studies is the importance

of the riparian zone or the alluvial aquifer in affecting stormflow chemistry. In most

of the investigations, the riparian aquifer has been found to exert a substantial

control on storm runoff (Durand and Torres 1996; Burns et al. 2001; Hangen et al.

2001; Hooper 2001; McGlynn and McDonnell 2003; Soulsby et al. 2003; Sub-

agyono et al. 2005; Inamdar and Mitchell 2007). Hooper (2001) found that runoff

contributions from different parts of the riparian zone influenced stream chemistry

during storm events but chemical contributions from the hillslope which constituted

the largest fraction of catchment area were absent. This finding led Hooper (2001)

to question the generally accepted paradigm that stream water represented an

integrated chemical signature of all parts of the catchment.

In comparison to riparian groundwater, the expression of hillslope runoff or

other upland water sources (e.g., bedrock outcrop runoff in Burns et al. 2001) in

streamflow has been found to be generally small with the exception of large storm

events. During large events or events following wet antecedent moisture conditions,

upland contributions have been observed to increase dramatically (Burns et al.

2001; McGlynn and McDonnell 2003). Some researchers have hypothesized that

there may be volumetric moisture “thresholds” associated with upland and riparian

aquifers which, when exceeded, may result in a sudden shift in relative contribu-

tions from these water sources (Burns et al. 2001; McGlynn and McDonnell 2003).

Such studies highlight the need to determine the volumetric riparian storage vis-à-

vis upland or hillslope fluxes so as to better quantify the threshold storage beyond

which upland runoff contributions are observed in catchment stormflow.

While other studies have also concurred about the importance of riparian zone for

runoff generation, they also suggest that the riparian aquifer is not a single, well-mixed
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reservoir, but rather, is composed of multiple, stratified layers with waters of varying

ages and/or residence times (Subagyono et al. 2005; Katsuyama et al. 2009). Observa-

tions from these studies suggest that it is only the shallow or “newer” portion

of riparian water that is preferentially displaced into the stream during storm events.

In contrast, the deeper riparian waters are discharged slowly during baseflow. Thus,

only a small portion of the riparian or alluvial aquifer may be “mobilized” or

“activated” during storm events (Katsuyama et al. 2009). Elevated hydraulic gradients

associated with rapid, shallow hillslope interflows and high transmissivity of near-

surface riparian soils are some of the possiblemechanisms that may be responsible for

displacing near-surface riparian waters into the stream (Hangen et al. 2001;

Wenninger et al. 2004; Subagyono et al. 2005; Inamdar and Mitchell 2007).

8.3.2 Temporal Pattern of End-Member Contributions
and the Influence of Event Size and Antecedent
Moisture Conditions

EMMA has provided valuable insights into the temporal patterns of the end-

member contributions during and between storm events (Burns et al. 2001; McHale

et al. 2002; McGlynn and McDonnell 2003; Inamdar and Mitchell 2007; Verseveld

et al. 2008; Morel et al. 2009). For example, in many studies riparian water

contributions have been observed to peak at or after discharge and continue through

hydrograph recession (Durand and Torres 1996; Inamdar and Mitchell 2007; Morel

et al. 2009). Temporal patterns of contributions from other end-members have also

been characterized (Burns et al. 2001; Verseveld et al. 2008). This temporal

information along with other hydrometric data (e.g., groundwater elevations, soil

matric potential) has been especially valuable for developing conceptual models

that describe how various parts of the catchment contribute to runoff generation

during and between storm events (Hangen et al. 2001; Wenninger et al. 2004;

Subagyono et al. 2005; Inamdar and Mitchell 2007; Verseveld et al. 2008).

The application of mixing models for multiple storm events and across contrast-

ing antecedent moisture conditions has also been insightful (Burns et al. 2001;

Bernal et al. 2006; Inamdar and Mitchell 2007; Hooper and Rudolph 2009; Morel

et al. 2009). These studies imply that not only do the relative amounts of end-

member contributions vary with event size and antecedent moisture conditions, but

the controlling end-members could also change with events (Katsuyama et al. 2001;

Verseveld et al. 2008). However, there is no universal consensus on whether

particular events (large or small) favor enhanced contributions from any specific

catchment source or end-member. While some studies have reported increased

runoff from the riparian zone during large storm events (Inamdar and Mitchell

2007) others have found that large events triggered greater contributions from

hillslope or upland sources (Burns et al. 2001; McGlynn and McDonnell 2003).

Thus, the amounts of contributions from various end-members appear to be influ-

enced by site-specific catchment conditions.
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EMMA mixing diagrams (e.g., Fig. 8.2) have been observed to vary for storm

events following wet or dry antecedent moisture conditions. Events following wet

antecedent moisture conditions have yielded “clean” or “well-defined” mixing

diagrams (Rice and Hornberger 1998; Inamdar and Mitchell 2007) whereas those

following the dry antecedent moisture conditions have yielded “poor” mixing

patterns (Bernal et al. 2006). This would suggest that the runoff was “well-

mixed” and the watershed compartments “primed” to contribute to runoff for wet

event conditions, as opposed to events following dry conditions. It is possible that

dry catchment conditions or hydrophobic soil conditions encourage poor runoff

mixing and a greater opportunity for preferential, “bypass,” or “fingered” flow

mechanisms (Burch et al. 1989; Dekker and Ritsema 1994). It is also likely that

dry conditions may promote nonconservative solute behavior (Borken and Matzner

2008) and thus violate one of the key assumptions for these models.

8.3.3 End-Member Contributions with Catchment Scale

Understanding whether the choice of end-members varies with catchment scale or

whether the relative contributions of end-members change with catchment scale is a

topic of considerable interest. Surprisingly, however, very few studies have

explored this aspect in detail (Soulsby et al. 2003; James and Roulet 2006; Inamdar

and Mitchell 2007). The extensive work at Panola Mountain research watershed in

Georgia (USA) revealed that end-members identified for runoff at one scale may

not necessarily influence runoff at another scale (Burns et al. 2001; Hooper 2001).

The bedrock outcrop which occupied one-third of the 10 ha catchment and was an

important runoff contributor (Burns et al. 2001) was not seen to influence runoff at

the larger 41 ha catchment scale (Hooper 2001). In peatland catchments of Scotland

(Soulsby et al. 2003), groundwater contributions were reported to increase with

increasing catchment size from 100 to 23,300 ha because of the relative importance

of freely draining soils and an increase in the size of alluvial aquifers. In a western

New York catchment, the runoff contribution from the riparian zone was highest at

the largest 696 ha catchment scale (Inamdar and Mitchell 2007) and was attributed

to the larger alluvial/riparian aquifer at this scale.

8.4 Critical Considerations While Using

Geochemical Mixing Models

While geochemical mixing models have provided valuable insights into catchment

processes, their results need to be interpreted with caution because in most EMMA

applications the model assumptions are likely to be violated. Some of the chal-

lenges we face in model implementation and how these pitfalls can be avoided are

described below.
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8.4.1 Choice of Solutes as Tracers

The choice of tracers for implementing EMMA is one of the foremost challenges.

EMMA assumes that the tracers behave conservatively and that the mixing is a

linear process (Hooper 2001, 2003). Among the many solutes that have been used

(see Table 8.1) for EMMA, NO3
� and SO4

2� are the redox-sensitive species

(Bernal et al. 2006; Verseveld et al. 2008; Katsuyama et al. 2009). While these

solutes may display conservative behavior for short-duration events (maybe a few

hours), it is highly unlikely that this behavior will extend to long duration events

(e.g., note change in SO4
2� for a long duration rain event, Inamdar et al. 2009) or

for baseflow conditions. Elsewhere, Hooper (2001) and Lovett et al. (2005) have

shown that Cl� may not always behave conservatively and this has led to some

researchers excluding Cl� from their EMMA models (Jung et al. 2009). Similarly,

while the use of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) has been fairly popular for its

ability to characterize near-surface sources of runoff (Brown et al. 1999; Inamdar

and Mitchell 2007; Verseveld et al. 2008; Morel et al 2009), it is also a highly

reactive solute (Aitkenhead-Peterson et al. 2003). Furthermore, solutes suitable as

tracers at one site may not necessarily be appropriate for other watershed locations.

Thus, it is highly recommended that site-specific evaluations of tracers be per-

formed for every EMMA application (e.g., through the use of bivariate plots or

residuals, Fig. 8.1). In addition, tracers that display the largest separation in con-

centrations among potential end-members should be preferred since they will likely

provide the best test of the selected model. Solutes that yield small differences in

concentrations among end-members cannot provide a reliable assessment of the

model. Finally, if multiple solutes are available, it is preferable that model predic-

tions be verified using tracers that have not been used in model development.

8.4.2 Spatial and Temporal Variability in Tracer Concentrations

Numerous studies have indicated that solute concentrations vary spatially across

catchments (Katsuyama et al. 2001; Kendall et al. 2001; Rademacher et al. 2005;

James and Roulet 2006). This observation directly contradicts the assumption of

spatial invariance in EMMA. Variation in geologic strata or bedrock and the

differences in contact or residence times of runoff waters may contribute to these

spatial differences (James and Roulet 2006). Spatial variation in groundwater solute

concentrations is likely the norm rather than the exception for most natural eco-

systems (Rademacher et al. 2005). Large variability in SiO2 and Cl� tracers in

groundwater was reported even for a small (490 m2) artificial grassland catchment

in China (Kendall et al. 2001). Spatial variation in solute concentrations is also

likely an important reason why mixing proportions of tracers change with catch-

ment scale (Hooper 2003; James and Roulet 2006; Jung et al. 2009). This shift in

mixing proportions has important implications for how we use tracers in EMMA to
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assess the relative contributions of end-members with catchment scale. A change in

mixing proportions of the solutes is likely to invalidate their use for comparison of

end-member contributions across scale and thus should be verified beforehand

(following procedures of Hooper 2003; James and Roulet 2006).

Changes in end-member concentrations have also been observed to occur tem-

porally, both over the short- (Durand and Torress 1996; Rice and Hornberger 1998;

Inamdar and Mitchell 2007; Verseveld et al. 2008) as well as the long-term (Hooper

2001) and thus violating the time-invariance assumption for EMMA. A multi-year

investigation by Hooper (2001, 2003) revealed that SO4
2� and Ca2+ concentrations

in the A-horizon end-member decreased by 50% from 1988 to 1991. This decrease

was also followed by a simultaneous change in stream chemistry values indicating

the importance of temporal variability in end-member concentrations for watershed

runoff. Such observations especially highlight the value of long-term watershed

studies and also that EMMA interpretations for a site may have to be revised

periodically over time.

Solute concentrations also vary seasonally (Rice andHornberger 1998;Rademacher

et al. 2005) and this may have important implications if the storm-event

end-member contributions are being compared across seasons (e.g., Bernal et al.

2006; Inamdar and Mitchell 2007). One of the ways that investigators have

addressed this problem is by using end-member solute concentrations in the imme-

diate temporal vicinity of the storm event (samples collected prior to or after the

storm event) (Rice and Hornberger 1998; Burns et al. 2001; Inamdar and Mitchell

2007) and not using the annual or seasonally averaged concentrations. Others have

found that end-member contributions may also vary within the time-scale of storm

events (Katsuyama et al. 2009). Such rapid changes in end-member concentrations

may have serious consequences for EMMA results if they are not accounted for

appropriately.

8.4.3 Selection of Potential End-Members

For EMMA, end-members controlling stream chemistry are typically identified by

plotting all potential sources in the EMMA space and by identifying the end-

members that enclose the stream chemistry completely (Christopherson and Hooper

1992; Burns et al. 2001; Hooper 2001; McHale et al. 2002; Inamdar and Mitchell

2007). In another approach, researchers have made an a priori selection of end-

members using a perceptual model of the catchment and then verified the choice

through EMMA (Durand and Torres 1996; Morel et al. 2009). In yet another

approach, Hooper (2003) proposed that the number of end-members (or rank)

could also be identified using stream chemistry data alone. Ideally, all of these

approaches should be used in concert to identify the end-members. The methods

of Hooper (2003) could be implemented initially to determine the rank of end-

members followed by the identity of the end-members from EMMA space and any

available perceptual models of the catchment. Greater attention should also be paid
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to the directional shift and hysteresis of runoff chemistry in EMMA space. The

directional shift and hysteresis of runoff waters can provide important information

on the relative influence of end-members on stream chemistry. Lastly, it needs to be

emphasized that precise end-member proportions or contributions may not neces-

sarily be that important or even reliable, but the overall trends (relative contribu-

tions and the temporal sequencing of end-members) may be more helpful in

furthering our understanding of catchment response (Hooper and Rudolph 2009,

unpublished manuscript).

For characterizing runoff end-members, all potential sources should preferably

be sampled across the full range of hydrologic conditions in the watershed. The work

of Katsuyama et al. (2001) highlighted how new end-members (e.g., transient

groundwater) were “activated” as the catchment progressively wetted-up during a

sequence of three storm events. Watershed monitoring needs to be relatively inten-

sive, and EMMA application sufficiently flexible to accommodate such dynamic

changes. The sampling protocol (sampling device and collection procedure) for

potential end-members should be described explicitly. Water chemistry can vary

significantly with sampling device; for example, soil waters from zero- and tension-

lysimeters can differ considerably (Weiherm€uller et al. 2007). In addition, it is best if
potential end-members are measured individually and independently and not

derived from stream chemistry (Hooper and Rudolph 2009, unpublished manu-

script). Scanlon et al. (2001) found that groundwater discharge can be progressively

underestimated if the prestorm baseflow is assumed to be groundwater. Other studies

have shown that the chemistry of groundwaters can be considerably different from

stream baseflow (Inamdar and Mitchell 2007). This suggests that stream baseflow

itself is often a mixture of a unique set of end-members (e.g., deep groundwater from

fractured bedrock which is not frequently sampled in many watershed studies).

Another challenge is the use of inconsistent terminology that has been used to

characterize potential end-members. This is especially highlighted in Table 8.1

where end-members are described using terms such as deep, shallow, and/or

perched groundwaters; organic horizon and forest floor; shallow subsurface and

soil water. How do we distinguish between perched, shallow or deep groundwaters;

or, shallow subsurface and soil waters? This can be especially confusing when

comparisons of EMMA are made across study sites. Clearly, a more precise

approach to defining watershed runoff sources is needed which could facilitate

EMMA comparisons across sites.

8.4.4 Uncertainty in EMMA Predictions

Uncertainty in EMMA predictions stem from the spatial and temporal variability of

tracers, laboratory analytical uncertainty for the solutes, and uncertainty associated

with model assumptions or hypotheses (Joerin et al. 2002). Uncertainty evaluations

for geochemical mixing models have primarily been performed using two separate

approaches: the first-order Taylor series expansion method (Genereux 1998;
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Brown et al. 1999; Burns et al. 2001) and the Monte-Carlo approach (Bazemore

et al. 1994; Durand and Torress 1996; Rice and Hornberger 1998; Joerin et al.

2002). Except for Joerin et al. (2002) who also addressed model uncertainty (e.g.,

uncertainty in model assumptions), all other applications have been limited to

addressing statistical uncertainty (uncertainty in tracers due to spatial and temporal

variation and laboratory analytical errors). While the procedures have differed, all

of these analyses clearly show that there can be significant uncertainty in model

predictions. The choice of end-members may not necessarily be negated by this

uncertainty, but the calculated end-member contributions could differ considerably

(Rice and Hornberger 1998). Rice and Hornberger (1998) implemented seven

mixing-model combinations for a three-component model using five tracers and

found that while hydrograph separations could be performed for most storm events,

the results were not always meaningful. Error analysis using Monte Carlo simula-

tions indicated that none of the tracer pairs were immune to serious error in

hydrograph separations (Rice and Hornberger 1998). These results underscore the

need for some type of uncertainty analyses to be included in all EMMA applica-

tions. The Monte-Carlo approach is best suited for uncertainty analyses where the

tracer concentrations are used in the mass balance equations (as opposed to the use

of EMMA-derived principal components) since the process can be conveniently

automated or programmed for multiple simulations. The first-order Taylor series

expansion approach is more amenable for the use with PCA.

8.4.5 Verification of EMMA Predictions Using
Hydrometric Data

Studies that have provided the most insights into watershed response have been the

ones in which mixing model results have been used in conjunction with indepen-

dent hydrometric data (Elsenbeer et al. 1994; Burns et al. 2001; Hangen et al. 2001;

Wenninger et al. 2004; Subagyono et al. 2005; Inamdar and Mitchell 2007;

Verseveld et al. 2008; Katsuyama et al. 2009). Burns et al. (2001) used three

different hydrometric measurements – rainfall intensity, hillslope trench outflow,

and riparian groundwater elevations – to evaluate the contributions from the three

selected end-members. While these data had certain limitations, they still corrobo-

rated the choice and the relative contributions of the end-members. Similarly,

Inamdar and Mitchell (2007) found that the rise and peak in riparian groundwater

elevations during storm events matched the temporal expression of riparian water in

streamflow and thus validated its choice and contribution as an end-member. Other

types of data that have been used include matric potential and soil moisture from

various soil depths (Verseveld et al. 2008). Simultaneous use of hydrometric data

and EMMA has allowed us to not only verify mixing models, but also develop

mechanistic models describing the flowpaths taken by runoff in the catchment

(Hangen et al. 2001; Wenninger et al. 2004; Subagyono et al. 2005; Inamdar and
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Mitchell 2007; Verseveld et al. 2008). Thus, it is imperative that geochemical

mixing models be used in combination with additional hydrometric data.

8.5 Future Challenges and Opportunities

While mixing models have been used for many years now in catchment hydrology,

the use of innovative tools like EMMA is still in its infancy. EMMA is not routinely

implemented in many catchment studies and there is much to learn about how

runoff sources vary across different watershed and climate conditions. Further-

more, with the improvement in sampling technology and the advent of high-

frequency, in situ, water-quality sensors (e.g., Saraceno et al. 2009) the types of

data that could be available for EMMA are likely to increase dramatically.

One of the most obvious opportunities for geochemical mixing models

that have surprisingly not been utilized as often is its use in evaluation and

development of numerical watershed models. The work of Hooper (2001) clearly

demonstrated how parameters for the MAGIC model could be constrained using

EMMA. Knowledge of geographic sources of runoff could also be extremely

valuable for testing spatially-distributed models. Furthermore, one would assume

that information such as the relative contributions of riparian and hillslope units to

runoff and the changes in these contributions with event size would be extremely

valuable for developing watershed models. However, again, very few studies

have used such information for model development. Clearly, much work still

needs to be done.

The large increase in upland and hillslope contributions during large events or

antecedent moisture conditions suggests a threshold-driven, nonlinear hydrologic

response (McDonnell 2003). However, we know very little about the mechanisms

or controls responsible for this type of behavior. Especially interesting would be to

investigate if there are any threshold-driven, nonlinear relationships between the

physical size and geometry of the riparian and hillslope reservoirs (or other

watershed compartments) and the relative fluxes from these units.

The relative sizes of watershed units are likely to change with watershed scale and

this may have implications for end-member contributions (Brown et al. 1999; Soulsby

et al. 2003). Landscape analysis (e.g., McGlynn and Seibert 2003) is a tool that could

be used in conjunction with EMMA to investigate the change in size and geometry

of the watershed compartments and the impacts this may have on end-member

contributions. Hydrologic connectivity (Jencso et al. 2009) of landscape units could

also significantly influence the runoff contributions from various watershed units.

Insights into such relationships would be extremely valuable in quantifying watershed

response with catchment scale. Such evaluations could also be performed

through intercomparison of catchments with similar or dissimilar hydrologic and

biogeochemical characteristics.

Buttle (2005) has already highlighted the questions and challenges associated

with in-stream processes for IHSs. We believe many of these challenges may be
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even more pertinent for GHSs. DOC is one of the important tracers that has been

used in GHS and EMMA and which can be influenced by instream processes

(Aitkenhead-Peterson et al. 2003). The key issue would be to investigate if the

changes in DOC concentrations due to instream processes are significant at the

time-scale of events and/or the travel-time in the drainage network. The amount and

chemistry of runoff water (storage) in the drainage network (stream) is also often

neglected in EMMA models and we need to investigate if this storage has a

significant impact, especially, at the larger catchment scales.

As noted above, the use of hydrometric data with EMMA has been extremely

beneficial. Other innovative tools such as mean residence time (MRT) analysis

can associate the age of water with the spatial sources of runoff. The value of

this tool has been highlighted in the recent work by Katsuyama et al. (2009)

who showed that not all riparian water is of the same age. MRT procedures

can help relate the geographic source components to the time source components

in a more precise manner than the isotope-based classification of simply new

and old water components. Similar to MRT, advances in analytical technology

have opened up potentially new tracers such as spectrofluorometric indices

(Hood et al. 2006; McKnight et al. 2001) that can be used to characterize the

quality of DOC (e.g., specific ultraviolet absorbance or SUVA). Such tracers can

be used in conjunction with DOC concentrations to provide additional insights

into the sources of runoff (e.g., Katsuyama and Ohte 2002; Verseveld et al. 2008).

In contrast to the observations from humid, temperate locations, the work

of Elsenbeer et al. (1994) in a tropical rain forest environment provided new

insights into the significance of overland flow for runoff generation (Bonell

1998). Such studies underscore the need for conducting research in diverse climate

and geologic settings and especially in arid and/or tropical climates where a

different set of hydrologic processes may be dominant. The need for conducting

research in arid or tropical climates is especially pressing considering the large-

scale changes in landuse occurring in these geographic regions (e.g., the clear-

cutting or burning of Amazonian rainforests for agriculture). The recent application

of EMMA by Jung et al. (2009) in an arid setting to understand postfire runoff

dynamics underscores the value of EMMA to address such changes. Similarly,

future climate change scenarios suggest that storm events are likely to become more

intense with longer and drier intervening periods (Knapp et al. 2008; USGCRP

2000). As noted earlier, storm events following dry conditions yielded “poor”

mixing diagrams (Rice and Hornberger 1998) and were indicative of nonuniform

runoff mixing and resulted in considerable uncertainty in mixing model predictions.

Despite the increased uncertainty associated with complex and extreme storm

events, understanding runoff sources for these events will be critical to provide

meaningful management options to mitigate the impact of climate and land

use change.
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Chapter 9

Hydrology and Biogeochemistry of Terra

Firme Lowland Tropical Forests

Alex V. Krusche, Maria Victoria R. Ballester, and Nei Kavaguichi Leite

9.1 Tropical Climatology

Tropical climates are characterized by high temperatures that do not fall below

18�C in the coolest month, according to the K€oppen-Geiger climate classification

system (Peel et al. 2007). This temperature regime strongly influences hydrology

both at the global and local (10–102 km2) scales. Globally, irradiance from the sun

affects the circulation of air masses and contributes to the formation of the Hadley

cells and the associated convergence of trade winds from the intertropical conver-

gence zone (ITCZ) (McGregor and Nieuwolt 1998). The uplift of hot and humid air

at the ITCZ results in intense precipitation that, together with high temperatures,

characterizes tropical regions. For example, in humid tropical Western Nigeria with

convective thunderstorm-type precipitation, rain intensities vary approximately

between 13 and 240 mm h�1, whereas in temperate Washington, DC, with predom-

inantly frontal precipitation, intensities typically vary from 0.8 to 51 mm h�1

(Jackson 1989).

Regionally, the warming of wet surfaces and evapotranspiration in the tropics

produce convective rains that are highly variable both in space and time. In the

Amazon, basin wide estimates of evapotranspiration range from 30 to 80% of total

precipitation (Marengo and Nobre 2001 and citations therein). As a result of the

combination of these processes with other abiotic (e.g., bedrock and soil types,

relief) and biotic (e.g., canopy structure, plant species diversity) drivers, tropical

forests constitute perhaps the biome with highest biogeochemical heterogeneity on

Earth (sensu Townsend et al. 2008). Within the K€oppen-Geiger classification sys-

tem, tropical climate is subdivided into rainforest, monsoon and savanna, based on

differences in the annual distribution of monthly averaged precipitation depth.

Altitude also affects the characteristics of tropical forests, giving rise, in many

cases, to montane cloud forests (Hamilton et al. 1995). Each one of these tropical

forest types and subdivisions could be the subject of several books and are beyond

the scope of this chapter, which deals mostly with examples from Amazonian terra

firme lowland tropical forests. For a comprehensive introduction to tropical climate

see, for example, McGregor and Nieuwolt (1998).

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
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The amount, frequency, duration and intensity of rainfall at any scale depends

greatly on various physical forces acting on the Earth, including gravity, atmo-

spheric pressure, net radiation, atmospheric and oceanic circulation patterns as well

as Coriolis, friction and centripetal forces. However, a recent hypothesis proposes

that large areas of contiguous forests could control the amount of precipitation in

terrestrial ecosystems by acting as “pumps” of moisture (Makarieva and Gorshkov

2007; Sheil andMurdiyarso 2009). Data from the Amazon are used by the authors to

corroborate such hypothesis, but several other studies demonstrate strong seasonal

and inter annual variations that relate to regional and global climatic conditions

(Figueroa and Nobre 1990; Marengo 1992; Marengo and Nobre 2001). Although

likely to play some role on large-scale atmospheric water flows, the relative impor-

tance of forests compared to physical forcing is still to be demonstrated.

According to Marengo and Nobre (2001) seasonality of precipitation in the

Amazon is mainly controlled by solar activity affecting large-scale upper air

circulation and, at least indirectly, ocean surface conditions. Together with these

large-scale processes, local and regional mechanisms affect rainfall patterns con-

tributing to the observed high variability in precipitation, with different degrees of

importance depending on which part of the Amazon they act upon. These mechan-

isms include diurnal convection (Garreaud and Wallace 1997) in central Amazonia,

deep-convection related to the ITCZ (Marengo and Nobre 2001) in the north,

formation of squall lines from the mouth of the Amazon river (Cohen et al. 1995)

and entrance of frontal systems from the south (Marengo and Nobre 2001).

Figure 9.1 shows the annual distribution of precipitation over the Amazon low-

lands. Despite displaying different seasonal patterns, the variation in rainfall patterns

over the course of a year is the product of interactions of even more heterogeneous

processes occurring at smaller scales. For example, the annual distribution of precip-

itation in the Ji-Paraná river basin, in southwest Amazon (Fig. 9.2), which covers an

area of 75,000 km2, clearly illustrates how variable the distribution of rain is,

especially during the rainy season (December–March), when temperatures are

higher and convective rains are more common (Victoria 2004). Even at smaller

scales within this basin, data from a single rain gauge in a first-order catchment

(Rancho Grande, Rondonia, Table 9.1) demonstrate that precipitation during the

rainiest months is not evenly distributed as could be deduced from the analysis of

monthly averaged data for the entire basin (Bonilla 2005; Germer et al. 2006, 2007).

Hence, spatio-temporal heterogeneous rainfall distribution over tropical rainforests

is a major driver of hydrology and biogeochemistry in these systems.

9.2 Hydrology of Terra Firme Lowland Tropical Forests

9.2.1 Precipitation Partitioning

The quantity and quality of water within tropical forests is dependent on the

partitioning of rain by the canopy as well as the flowpaths taken by water reaching

the forest floor. Interception of rain by the canopy, although a rather complex
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Value

High : 391.01

Low : 142.602

Value Value Value

High : 367.98 High : 515.299 High : 323.551

Low : 155.128 Low : 137.246 Low : 48.5194

May
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High : 139.24

Low : 41.8132

Value

High : 210.884

Low : 17.1337
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Low : 50.8455
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Value Value
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High : 499.55 High : 465.368

Low : 0

Low : 62.3491 Low : 129.558

July

November December
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High : 152.661

Low : 1.74425
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Value

High : 56.2498

Low : 0.00193805

Fig. 9.2 Interpolated maps of monthly average precipitation (mm) in the Ji-Paraná river basin,

Rondonia, Brazil (from Victoria 2004, reproduced with permission)

Table 9.1 Volume, duration and intensity of rain during several events at Rancho Grande site,

Rondonia, Brazila

Date Total precipitation (mm) Duration (min) Intensity (mm h�1)

01/24/2004 22.4 230 5.8

01/27/2004 13.2 20 40

01/31/2004 7.9 30 15.8

02/04/2004 16.8 130 7.7

02/15/2004 9.1 30 18.3

02/17/2004 35.3 285 7.4

02/19/2004 79.5 230 20.7

02/25/2004 47.0 50 56.4

02/27/2004 8.6 35 14.8
aData source: Bonilla (2005)
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process (interception models, for example, can require information on up to 39

variables, Muzylo et al. 2009), can be simply described as the difference between

gross rainfall and the sum of throughfall and stemflow. Table 9.2 shows a compari-

son of studies in which all these variables were measured or estimated in tropical

forests of the Amazon.

Of gross precipitation, most rain enters the forest as throughfall, with values

ranging from 77 to 91% (average ¼ 83 � 5%). Stemflow accounts for 1.7%

(�2.2%) and interception, calculated as the difference between gross rainfall and

Table 9.2 Bulk precipitation and its partition into throughfall, stemflow and canopy interception

in several lowland tropical forests

Study site Gross

precipitation

(mm)

Throughfall

(%)

Stemflow

(%)

Interception

(%)

Source

Riparian Forest,

Rondonia

2069.5 84.0 5.0 11.0 Leite, personal

communication

Caxiuanã National

Forest, Para

1153.4 76.8 1.7 21.5 Oliveira et al. (2008)

Cuieiras Reserve,

Amazonas

3064.2 82.9 0.6 16.5 Cuartas et al. (2007)

Rancho Grande,

Rondônia

2286.0 89.9 7.8 2.4 Germer et al. (2006)

ZF2 Reserve,

Amazonas

2913.0 80.8 a 19.2 Ferreira et al. (2005)

Anavilhanas,

Amazonas

2083.0 78.5 a 21.0 Filoso et al. (1999)

ZF2 Reserve,

Amazonas

3100.0 92.0 2.0 6.0 Cornu et al. (1998)

Rio Doce

Biological

Reserve, Para

1649.9 86.2 0.8 12.9 Ubarana (1996)

Jaru Biological

Reserve,

Rondonia

3563.8 87.0 1.4 11.6 Ubarana (1996)

La Cuenca, Peru 2987.0 83.1 a 16.9 Elsenbeer et al. (1994)

Ducke Reserve,

Amazonas

2721.0 91.1 1.8 7.1 Lloyd and Marques

(1988)

Bacia Modelo,

ZF2, Amazonas

1705.0 78.4 0.3 21.2 Leopoldo et al. (1987)

Ducke Reserve,

Amazonas

2076.0 80.7 0.3 19.0 Leopoldo et al. (1987)

Bacia Modelo,

ZF2, Amazonas

2570.4 80.2 a 19.8 Franken et al. (1992)

Ducke Reserve,

Amazonas

1388.7 76.8 0.3 22.9 Franken et al. (1992)

Middle Caqueta,

Colombia

3400.0 85.0 1.0 14.0 Tobón Marin

et al. (2000)
aNot estimated
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throughfall plus stemflow represents, on average, 15.6% (�6.5). It is worth noting that

the largest variations occur in the estimates of stemflow and interception. Although

part of this variation could be attributed to methodological bias involved in measuring

stemflow (Levia and Frost 2003), it is also reflected in the heterogeneous nature of

tropical forest composition. In general, the distribution of throughfall is directly related

to the amount of and characteristics of the precipitation input, and, to some degree,

forest structure. Stemflow has been found to follow a power relation with precipitation

depth (Lloyd and Marques 1988; Tobón Marin et al. 2000; Oliveira et al. 2008).

Of the canopy partitioning of rainfall studies available from the Amazon,

Germer et al. (2006) reported that the largest stemflow contribution to the forest

floor was 7.8% of gross precipitation and the smallest interception loss was 2.4% of

gross precipitation. Their results can be explained by the more open canopy of the

study site (compared to the typical “terra firme” forests at ZF2 and Reserva Ducke)

combined with a high density of babaçu palms (Orbignya phalerata). The mor-

phology of these palms favor funneling of incident rain into the stems and drip

points, creating localized and unevenly distributed inputs of water to the forest

floor. Germer et al. (2006) conclude that, given the widespread occurrence of

babaçu palms in Amazonian forests, their role on rainfall distribution should be

given greater consideration in hydrologic studies in the region.

Overall, for the whole Amazon, observational data show that annually about half of

gross precipitation (5.8mmday�1) flows out of the basin as river runoff (2.9mmday�1),

but a much higher fraction than that measured as interception (potential evaporation) at

catchment scale studies returns to the atmosphere as evapotranspiration (4.3mmday�1).

At the same time, a substantial amount of water (1.4 mm day�1) moves horizontally

within the basin as integrated moisture convergence (Marengo 2006).

9.2.2 Transpiration

Annual transpiration from an Amazonian tropical forest was reported to be

1,030 mm (Shuttleworth 1988). Because soil water deficits are generally unpro-

blematic in the Amazon, a weak relationship was observed between soil moisture

deficit and transpiration (Shuttleworth 1988). Daily transpiration rates of tropical

trees in the Amazon were similar to that of conifers and deciduous trees in

temperate zones at approximately 3.6 mm day�1 (Roberts 2000). Similar to their

temperate counterparts, tropical trees in the Amazon exhibited strong physiological

control over the transpiration stream (Roberts 2000). Depicting the daily stomatal

conductance curve (mm s�1) from Shuttleworth (1988) at Reserva Ducke in

Manaus, Roberts (2000) showed that stomatal conductance at 06:00 local time

was approximately 8 mm s�1, increasing to a daily maximum of around 12 mm s�1

between 1100 and 1200 local time, and then dropping to 2 mm s�1 at 18:00. These

stomatal conductance values differed from those in Thetford Forest in the United

Kingdom that began around 11 mm s�1 at 06:00 local time and then continually

decreased to around 4 mm s�1 at 18:00 local time (Roberts 2000).
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It is also worth noting that the middle and upper portions of tropical rainforest

canopies account for a disproportionately large share of the total transpiration

despite a lower proportion of the total leaf area (Roberts 2000). This is likely

attributable to increased light levels in the upper canopy that leads to higher rates

of stomatal conductance and the more favorable anatomy of upper canopy leaves

to conduct photosynthesis compared to shaded lower leaves (Horn 1971).

Specifically, leaves at the top of the canopy will have higher densities of chlor-

oplasts and thicker layers of palisade mesophyll than shaded leaves lower in

the canopy.

9.2.3 Lateral Flow and Return Flow

The rain that finally reaches the forest floor will flow along several pathways

depending on the characteristics of precipitation, forest structure, the terrain, and

the soils present. Elsenbeer (2001) proposed a general conceptual framework for

the study of hillslope hydrology in the tropics based on changes of soil hydraulic

conductivity with depth (or, anisotropy), which seems to fit most of the studies

described in the literature (Elsenbeer 2001 and references therein; Bruijnzeel 2004;

Tomasella et al. 2009). In general, since hydraulic conductivity decreases slowly

with depth in oxisols common within the central Amazon, the results of Nortcliff

and Thornes (1989) served as the basis for the generalization that in tropical soils

overland flow is insignificant (Elsenbeer 2001). More recent hillslope studies have

demonstrated that lateral flow and return flow are also common in the tropics and

should be more carefully evaluated (Elsenbeer and Lack 1996; Moraes et al. 2006;

Tomasella et al. 2009; Chaves et al. 2009).

Due to shallow soils and a plinthite layer that impedes both vertical and lateral

flow, some terra firme lowland tropical forests have relatively high soil water

content levels, especially during the wet season. In a terra firme lowland tropical

rainforest first-order 0.33 ha catchment with a slope of 0.09, saturated hydraulic

conductivity (Ksat) was observed to change with soil depth (Moraes et al. 2006).

Specifically, median Ksat values were approximately 500 mm h�1 at a depth of

0.05–0.15 m, decreasing to 30 mm h�1 at a depth of 0.2–0.3 m, decreasing further to

approximately 8 mm h�1 at a depth of 0.4–0.5 m, and then reaching a median

minimum of 1 mm h�1 at a depth of 0.8–0.9 m (Moraes et al. 2006). The very low

Ksat values at the plinthite layer would impede vertical and lateral flow and trigger

saturated overland flow during discrete rain events and the wet season. In point of

fact, Moraes et al. (2006) noted that saturated overland flow occurred with regular-

ity at their experimental research site during the wet season, whereas subsurface

shallow flow was relatively minor. Overland flow occurred approximately 60% of

days during the wet season with streamflow representing 3.2% of the throughfall

input on average (Moraes et al. 2006). They observed that all of the overland flow

initiated in saturated areas of the catchment.
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9.3 Biogeochemistry of Terra Firme Lowland Tropical Forests

9.3.1 Carbon

Tropical forests contain the largest stock of carbon in terrestrial biomes (340 of a total

of 652 Pg C) and are estimated to have a net primary production (NPP) of 20.2 Pg C

year�1 (Saugier et al. 2001; Sabine et al. 2004). However, at least for the Amazon

basin, there is still much controversy on the real role of tropical forests in the global

carbon cycle. Estimates of net ecosystem exchange (NEE) for the entireAmazon basin

vary from �3 to 0.75 Pg C year�1 (Ometto et al. 2005). Despite this uncertainty,

considering the fact that on a global scale the difference between fluxes of C in

terrestrial NPP and respiration and fires are only on the order of 2.5 Pg C year�1

(Sabine et al. 2004), any exact value within this range has potential global influence.

For instance, the largest forested biome on Earth, tropical savannas and grasslands,

with almost twice the area (27.6 vs. 17.5 � 106 km2) have an NPP of almost half of

that of tropical forests (13.7 Pg C year�1) and a total stock of only 79 Pg C (Saugier

et al. 2001; Sabine et al. 2004).

Tropical forests estimated from satellite images look as a continuum of ever-

green trees. However, the Amazon landscape is instead dissected by a dense

network of small streams (Mayorga et al. 2005a) that forms the largest river in

the world. As integral parts of the basin, streams and rivers are usually supersatured

in CO2 in relation to the atmosphere, releasing large amounts of C into the

atmospheric reservoir after degassing (Richey et al. 2002). The exact sources of

carbon and mechanisms that control these concentrations and fluxes are still poorly

understood (Richey et al. 2002; Mayorga et al. 2005b). One known mechanism is

the transfer of CO2-rich soil and groundwater to streams at the smaller orders

(Johnson et al. 2006). However, since degassing at these scales occurs within a

few meters of the river channel, for larger rivers other CO2 sources are also likely to

play important roles.

In order to obtain more insights into the biogeochemistry of carbon in these

tropical forests, several catchment scale studies have been conducted recently, with

distinct levels of detailed measurements, ranging from only rain and runoff to

throughfall, stemflow, soil water, soil respiration, and evasive fluxes. The more

detailed of these studies (Neu 2009) illustrated the fluxes along flowpaths of the

major forms of C inside the forest (Table 9.3). Precipitation contained twice as

much carbon in its dissolved organic form (DOC) than in its inorganic form (DIC)

(82 vs. 38.8 kg C ha�1 year�1). While DOC increased in throughfall solution

(142.6 kg C ha�1 year�1), DIC decreased substantially (18.1 kg C ha�1 year�1),

and the subsequent flowpaths transported significantly lower amounts of carbon

within the forest. Stemflow accounted for 1.5 and 0.1 kg C ha�1 year�1, overland

flow for 4.5 and 0.5 kg C ha�1 year�1 and stream export for 1.6 and 0.9 kg C

ha�1 year�1 in the forms of DIC and DOC, respectively. The stream also exported

0.01 kg C ha�1 year�1 in particulate forms, 48.3 kg C ha�1 year�1 as evasive fluxes

of CO2 and 7.93 kg C ha�1 year�1 as CH4. Soil respiration was the most striking
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pathway of carbon transferred in this forest with an outflux in the form of CO2 of

6,548 kg C ha�1 year�1, although sequestering CH4 at a rate of 4.37 kg C

ha�1 year�1. The sum of input-fluxes of the different carbon forms cannot account

for these respiration rates, implying that, at least at this study site, forests absorb

large quantities of atmospheric CO2. In fact, although not estimated at this site, in a

similar forest of around the same latitude in the state of Rondonia, Grace et al.

(1995) found a net carbon gain in the forest of approximately 1 ton C ha�1 year�1.

The study by Neu (2009) is perhaps the most detailed for the Amazon, but the

study site was located within an area of transition between typical tropical rain-

forests and the more sparse and open canopy forests of the Brazilian Cerrado. This

forest is characterized by a strong hydrological seasonality, with at least 3 months

of the year with little or no rain (22 mm accumulated precipitation from May to

August during the experiment). In another strongly seasonally affected forest,

Markewitz et al. (2004) found an input of 123 kg C ha�1 year�1 by gross precipita-

tion and an ecosystem export via stream water amounting to 4 kg C ha�1 year�1,

whereas Gouveia Neto (2006) computed corresponding annual fluxes of DOC of

162.3 kg C ha�1 year�1 entering the forest ecosystem and an export of 4.4 kg C

ha�1 year�1. However, in the central part of the basin, where monthly precipitation

is greater than 100 mm for most of the year (except for 1 or 2 months), contrasting

results were obtained by Waterloo et al. (2006), which exhibited a net export of

DOC in a black water stream catchment exceeding the DOC input by bulk deposi-

tion. One possible explanation for this discrepancy is the fact that Waterloo et al.

(2006) regarded only DOC fluxes with bulk precipitation as C input, while most

other studies account for the enrichment in organic carbon as rain passes through

the canopy entering the ground as throughfall (Table 9.4). Unfortunately, we know

of no other studies similar to that of Neu (2009), in which all forms and pathways of

carbon within the forest are considered.

Despite the efforts to understand the biogeochemistry of carbon in tropical

forests using biometric assessments (Houghton et al. 2001; Baker et al. 2004;

Malhi et al. 2004), eddy covariance estimates of NEE (Grace et al. 1995; Malhi

et al. 1998; Araujo et al. 2002; Saleska et al. 2003), input–output studies (Neu 2009)

and the analysis of flowpaths (Markewitz et al. 2004; Gouveia Neto 2006), more

comprehensive long-term studies in which all these components are measured

Table 9.3 Fluxes of dissolved organic and inorganic carbon, CO2, and CH4 (kg C ha�1 year�1) in

a forest in southeastern Amazona

Pathway Dissolved organic carbon Dissolved inorganic carbon CO2 CH4

Precipitation 82.3 38.8

Throughfall 142.6 18.1

Stemflow 1.5 0.1

Overland flow 4.5 0.5

Stream runoff 1.6 0.9

Stream degassing 4.8 0.7

Soil respiration 6,548 �4.4
aData source: Neu (2009)
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simultaneously should be coordinated at key experimental sites (for instance, where

previous information and infrastructure already exists, such as the ZF2 site near

Manaus, Amazonas).

9.3.2 Nitrogen

The cycle of nitrogen in tropical forests is considered to be less conservative than in

temperate forests, that is, exporting proportionally more N to adjacent systems

(Vitousek and Sanford 1986). Davidson et al. (2004) showed that much more

biomass is produced per unit N at the Hubbard Brook forest than at the Paragominas

forest in the state of Pará, Brazil, and that the opposite is held true for P. Other

results provide evidence for high rates of NO2 and NO emissions from soils

(Verchot et al. 1999; Davidson et al. 2001; Melillo et al. 2001), the predominance

of nitrate over ammonium in KCl-extractable soils (Neill et al. 1995; Verchot et al.

1999; Luizão et al. 2004) and higher dissolved inorganic to organic nitrogen ratios

in soil solutions (Neill et al. 2001, 2006; Markewitz et al. 2004; Tomasella et al.

2009). However, whole catchment budgets and flowpath analysis of nitrogen

cycling are strikingly scarce for tropical forests and if they exist, they do not take

all of the required forms and fluxes of nutrients into account.

Lesack and Melack (1996) found modest net gains of N, based on the measure-

ments of N fluxes in soil solution without considering gaseous fluxes from soils,

whereas Bonilla (2005) showed high export rates based on the same type of data.

The most detailed analysis of N cycling in the Amazon was conducted in the

Paragominas forest where Markewitz et al. (2004) found inputs of 4 kg N

ha�1 year�1 with bulk precipitation, increasing to 9.5 kg N ha�1 year�1 in through-

fall solution and 12 kg N ha�1 year�1 in soil solution. These high concentrations of

N in soil solution are consistent with the estimates of gaseous fluxes in the order

of 2.9 kg N ha�1 year�1 (Verchot 1999), which after the addition of a stream export

Table 9.4 Fluxes of carbon in precipitation and throughfall in several sites in the Amazon

Location Precipitation C flux

(kg ha�1 year�1)

Throughfall C flux

(kg ha�1 year�1)

References

North

Amazon

123.4 149 Markewitz et al. (2004)

Northeast

Amazon

133.9 83.1 Tobón Marin et al. (2004)

Central

Amazon

27.5 190 Filoso et al. (1999)

Central

Amazon

48 159 Williams et al. (1997)

Southwest

Amazon

162.3 332.9 Gouveia Neto (2006)

Southeast

Amazon

82.3 142.6 Neu (2009)
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of 0.9 kg N ha�1 year�1 indicates net gains of N at this site. Germer et al. (2009)

also found a clear sink of N at a catchment study in Rondonia, however, only

regarding input–outputs of inorganic N.

9.3.3 Phosphorus

Although considered to be the main limiting factor to plant growth in tropical

forests (Vitousek 1984), phosphorus dynamics in Amazonian forests have received

little attention thus far. Concentrations of soluble available P are always very low in

soil solutions (Lesack and Melack 1996; Markewitz et al. 2004; Neill et al. 2006)

and in streams draining forests (Lesack and Melack 1996; Markewitz et al. 2004;

Neill et al. 2006; Tomasella et al. 2009). Without gaseous forms, atmospheric

P input is also low and believed to originate in part from long distance transport

of dust from western Africa (Koren et al. 2006) or from apatite containing bedrock

weathering.

Two recent studies, based on budgets of annual inputs and outputs of P, showed a

tendency of P accumulation (Lesack and Melack 1996; Markewitz et al. 2004). For

the sake of comparison with N fluxes, at the Paragominas forests Markewitz et al.

(2004) found inputs of P with bulk precipitation of 0.03 kg P ha�1 year�1 and a

stream export of less than 0.01 kg P ha�1 year�1, while for N a net gain of 0.5% of

the inputs was observed. Other budgets within central Amazon have shown similar

results (Brinkmann 1983, 1985).

9.3.4 The Role of Adventitious and Apogeotropic Roots
on Internal Nutrient Cycling

Floristic diversity is at its greatest in tropical forests. Aboveground root systems,

including adventitious and apogeotropic roots, have been found on certain lowland

tropical forest tree species (Sanford 1987; De Simone et al. 2002). Apogeotropic

roots have a detectable effect on the cycling of calcium in tropical forests (Sanford

1987). Because these aboveground root systems acquire extra nutrients beyond

those acquired by subterranean roots, both adventitious and apogeotropic roots are

believed to be ecological adaptations by tropical forest trees to combat inherently

nutrient-poor tropical soils (Sanford 1987). Sanford (1987) hypothesized that stem-

flow leachates spawn the growth of apogeotropic roots. Adventitious roots also

have been documented to have a significant influence in an Australian montane

tropical forest by altering stemflow nutrient inputs to the forest soil (Herwitz 1991).

Further work on apogeotropism in the lowland rainforest would yield further

insights into the physiological ecology and biogeochemistry of these diverse

forests.
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9.4 Suggestions for Future Work

Although a vast literature on tropical forests exists, it is striking how limited the

information is on the biogeochemistry of Amazonian lowland rainforests. There is

only one experimental site where all compartments and fluxes of nutrients have

been measured to enable precise forest budgets (Markewitz et al. 2004). Even this

single study cannot be used for generalization purposes since it is representative of

a region with strong seasonality in which dry periods favor the development of deep

root structures in the forests. Nowhere in the central lowland of Amazonia, where a

dry season is lacking, have multi-year studies of C, N and P forms and fluxes (sensu
Hubbard Brook forest) been conducted. Although generalizations about the func-

tioning of tropical forests can be made based on climate and soil similarities, biotic

feedbacks on physical drivers can impart site-specific dynamics that can only be

understood by field measurements. Following the advice of Townsend et al. (2008),

it is possible to employ recent developments in remote sensing, in combination

with a coordinated and detailed field campaign, to better understand and model the

biogeochemical heterogeneity of tropical forests at multiple spatial scales. As such,

we issue a call for action to develop, plan, coordinate, and implement a field and

remote sensing campaign that will yield an increased understanding of the hydrol-

ogy and biogeochemistry of lowland tropical forests.
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Chapter 10

Hydrology and Biogeochemistry

of Mangrove Forests

Daniel M. Alongi and Richard Brinkman

10.1 Introduction

Situated at the interface between land and sea, the structure and function of

mangrove forests, perhaps more than any other forest type, are closely linked to

hydrology. For a part of every day, tidal waters flood and ebb through these coastal

forests of low latitudes, and in most locations are influenced by waves and other

circulatory processes. The pantropical distribution of mangroves is delimited by

the major ocean currents and the 20�C winter isotherm of seawater. Mangroves

are limited globally by temperature but rainfall, tides, waves, and river flow are of

fundamental importance at the regional and local scale.

Most mangrove forests represent a continuum of morphological types based

on broader geophysical settings such as those dominated by rivers, tides, reef

carbonates, and drowned river valleys (Woodroffe 1992). Variations in waves,

tides, river flow, and rainfall affect water circulation by generating advective and

diffusive processes that operate both longitudinally and laterally within estuaries

to mix and trap coastal water (Wolanski 1992). The turbulence induced by temporal

and spatial gradients in hydrodynamic processes influences the rate of erosion and

deposition of soil on which mangroves colonize and grow.

Mangroves are typically distributed from mean sea-level to highest spring tide

with a sequential change in tree species parallel to shore being one of their most

conspicuous features. Forest zonation has been overemphasized in mangrove

ecology. But gradients in salinity, soil type and chemistry, and nutrient content as

regulated by duration of tidal inundation, as well as physiological tolerances,

predation, competition, and combinations of these factors (Alongi 2009), are all

important in regulating the structure and function of mangroves. Indeed, patterns of

nitrogen and phosphorus limitation of mangrove primary production mirror the

salinity gradients and gradients of nutrient availability across the intertidal seascape

(Feller et al. 2002; McKee et al. 2002), highlighting the complexity of man-

grove ecology in relation to nutrient biogeochemistry and environmental gradients

(Feller et al. 2010).

Disturbances also play a key role in regulating mangroves; hurricanes, mon-

soons, and tsunami occur throughout low latitudes and their effects often mask
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natural change. Mangroves exhibit considerable resilience to disturbance – an

adaptive mechanism to life in a physically demanding environment – undergoing

perpetual change in forest and ecosystem development in synchrony with the

geomorphological development of shorelines. The end result of these natural and

human-induced disturbances and adaptive responses are forest mosaics of arrested

or interrupted successional sequences (Berger et al. 2006).

Mangroves are a valuable economic and ecological resource, being important

breeding sites for a wide variety of wildlife; a renewable resource of timber; and

accumulation sites for sediment, contaminants, carbon, and nutrients. They also

offer some protection against coastal erosion, strong waves, high tides, and tsunami.

In this chapter, we review and critically assess the role of hydrology in regulating

biogeochemical processes in mangroves and the impact that these tidal forests

in turn have on coastal hydrology.

10.2 Waterway Circulation and Material Fluxes

Snaking through and bisecting mangrove forests are a wide array of shallow and

deep tidal channels. These can range from fairly straight and narrow waterways

to complex networks of interconnected channels, creeks, and estuaries. These water-

ways – another conspicuous feature of mangroves – are conduits by which water,

sediments, and nutrients move into and out of the forests by tides, and to a much lesser

extent, by waves (Mazda et al. 2007). Tides and waves constitute an auxiliary energy

subsidy. Tides do the work of exporting waste products and importing nutrients,

oxygenatedwater, food, and sediments tomangroves and their foodwebs. This allows

tidal forests to store and pass on fixed carbon and benefit organisms adapted to make

use of the energy subsidy; animals that do not have to expend their own energy to

export wastes and import essential materials can shunt more energy to growth and

reproduction (Alongi 2009).

There are biogeochemical consequences of water movements in simple vs.

complex waterways. To oversimplify: long, fairly straight waterways can facili-

tate dispersal and export of dissolved and particulate matter, whereas convoluted

waterways can weaken dispersion of water to the extent that the upper reaches of

intricate channels can trap material. Nevertheless, in most mangrove waterways,

tidal circulation is characterized by a pronounced asymmetry between ebb and

flood tides with the ebb tide being shorter, but with stronger current velocity, than

the flood tide. This asymmetry results in self-scouring of the bottom of most

channels such that channel beds are usually rocky, gravelly, or sandy, with little

or no accumulation of fine sediment.

Ecosystem geometry, especially the ratio of forest area to waterway area, and

the slope of the forest floor, ultimately determines the velocity of tidal circulation.

This areal ratio in most mangroves appears to be in the range of 2–10 (a dimension-

less number) with a very small forest slope within the range of 1–4 � 10�3

(Wolanski 1992). An increase in the ratio of forest to waterway area thus increases
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the tidal prism. Current direction in relation to the forest imparts additional tidal

asymmetry; rising tidal waters flow into the forest perpendicular to the banks but

ebbing tidal waters are oriented at usually 30–60� to the bank, lengthening the

pathway of water at falling tide and thus reducing the chance that materials such as

mangrove detritus can escape the forest.

Tidal hydrology is also longitudinally complex. Along the length of a waterway,

water velocity decreases from the mouth to the headwaters, and at the headwaters of

mangrove creeks and channels where currents are very weak, mixing rates are also

very small (Ridd et al. 1990). Cross-channel gradients of longitudinal velocity also

exist, due partially to the shear dispersion processes that are magnified by the

presence of the forest. Mangrove waterways also exhibit longitudinal salinity

gradients which act in concert with gradients of current speed to control the

intensity of mixing and trapping of water and materials within the estuary. Trapping

occurs when some of the water flowing in and out of an estuary is temporarily

retained in the forest by drag forces to be returned later to the main channel. In the

dry season with little, if any, freshwater inflow to cause buoyancy-driven circula-

tion, salinity increases landward, driven by evaporation of water and the buildup of

salt excluded by trees. Thus, trapping in the headwaters is enhanced. In the wet

season, buoyancy effects trap freshwater in the forest at high tide, and at low tide

the freshwater is manifest as a low salinity lens or boundary layer hugging the river

banks.

Longitudinal gradients of velocity and salinity interact to produce secondary

circulation patterns superimposed on the primary tidal circulation. This leads to

trapping of floating mangrove detritus in density-driven convergence fronts during

a rising tide (Stieglitz and Ridd 2001). On flooding tides, velocity near the river

banks is slower than in the center of the estuary due to friction, resulting in water of

greater density mid-channel. In the center of the estuary, this more dense water

sinks to cause a two-cell circulation pattern with a convergence front approximately

midstream. This convergence swiftly breaks down with the onset of ebb tides.

There are clear biogeochemical and biological implications in the existence of these

cells (Ridd et al. 1998; Stieglitz and Ridd 2001):

l A net upstream movement of floating debris occurs.
l Propagules and other materials are unlikely to enter the forests when the

secondary cells are present.
l Propagules and detritus accumulate in large traps upstream from the conver-

gence and upstream from the mangrove fringe.
l Trapping of propagules is not conducive to successful seed dispersal of

mangroves.

Trapping of water and waterborne material in mangrove estuaries is also

enhanced by tides, onshore winds, and shoreward waves (Kitheka 1996).

All of these hydrological processes translate into residence times that are long,

especially in the dry season, and this has direct biogeochemical consequences.

For instance, nutrients or contaminants introduced into the head of a mangrove

waterway may be retained longer than if they were introduced further downstream.
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One often-recurring longitudinal pattern is a link between pH, oxygen, and dissolved

organic matter (DOM). Moving upstream, it is common to observe a decline in both

pH and oxygen concentrations but an increase in DOM (Boto and Bunt 1981). This

pattern can be explained as the lowering of pH and oxygen levels as a result of

oxidation of polyphenolic compounds. An alternative explanation is that pelagic

respiration increases upstream when water becomes stagnant or experiences long

residence time, enabling microbes to concentrate and bloom; respiration lowers

oxygen levels and produces carbonic acid which lowers pH.

The low opacity of mangrove waters as a result of fine suspended loads and

polyphenolics results in a high ratio of bacterioplankton to phytoplankton produc-

tion (Alongi 2009). This ratio is a reflection of either comparatively low rates of

phytoplankton production due to severe light limitation or the efficiency with which

mangrove bacterioplankton convert organic matter into biomass, or both. The high

ratio also suggests intense recycling within the microbial web or that organic matter

from other sources such as mangrove detritus and benthic algae are fueling bacterial

growth. Metadata analysis (Alongi 2009), however, shows that most mangrove

waters are net autotrophic, with more carbon being fixed than lost via respiration.

The mean ratio of primary to community respiration (P/R) in mangrove waters

is 1.8 with a standard deviation of 0.3, substantially higher than the P/R of 0.8–1.0

that has been measured in other estuaries (Alongi 1998; Gattuso et al. 1998).

The metabolic state of mangrove waters is known to change seasonally in some

estuaries. For example, in the Mandovi and Zuari estuaries of southwestern India

(Ram et al. 2003) waters are net autotrophic in the pre- and post-monsoon months

when quiescent conditions maximize water clarity. During the monsoon, waters are

very turbid because of sediment resuspension; also, peak loads of land-derived

organic matter, low water levels, and salinity lead to a metabolic shift toward net

heterotrophy.

The greatest biogeochemical consequence of these complex hydrodynamic

processes is the rapid exchange of solids, dissolved materials, and gases among

mangroves, adjacent coastal waters, and the atmosphere. The amount of material

potentially available for exchange depends on several factors: net forest primary

production, tidal range, ratio of mangrove to watershed area, lateral trapping, high

salinity plugs, total mangrove area, frequency of storms, amount of rainfall, volume

of water exchange, and the extent of biological activity (Wolanski 2007). Each

mangrove ecosystem is unique; some mangroves export particulate and dissolved

materials and some do not, but all systems exchange a variety of gases with the

atmosphere and coastal ocean.

Like other forests, there is a vertical hydrological flux in mangroves via precipi-

tation and throughfall (Twilley and Chen 1998; Wanek et al. 2007). Few studies

have examined the significance of vertical flux in terms of water and nutrient

budgets, and the results to date are equivocal. A water budget for the mangroves

in Rookery Bay, Florida (Twilley and Chen 1998) found that throughfall and

stemflow equated to 91% of annual rainfall, with nearly 77% lost as runoff to

the bay. The ecological impact was most discernible as dilution of soil salinity

in the high intertidal zone. Similar results were obtained in Belizean mangroves
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(Wanek et al. 2007) where throughfall represented 84% of precipitation; ammonium

and phosphorus were retained in the canopy, whereas nitrate, dissolved organic

carbon (DOC), and dissolved organic nitrogen (DON) increased from throughfall.

However, at the ecosystem level, vertical fluxes are likely minor compared with

horizontal flows. Nitrogen budgets for the mangrove ecosystems of Sawi Bay,

Thailand and Hinchinbrook Island, Australia, demonstrate that N-derived from

precipitation is in fact small (Alongi et al. 1992, 2002).

Most data on material exchange are estimates of the export of particulate organic

carbon (POC), mainly as litter, from mangrove estuaries. Only very recently has

the exchange of gases been measured. Estimates of POC export from mangrove

estuaries range widely from 5.3 to 27.7 mol C m�2 year�1, but mangroves account

for 10–11% of the total input of terrestrial carbon to the ocean and 12–15% of the

total carbon accumulation in sediments along the continental margins (Jennerjahn

and Ittekot 2002; Dittmar et al. 2006). On average, the current estimate of global

POC export from mangroves is�29 Tg year�1 (Bouillon et al. 2007; Alongi 2009).

The smallest exports tend to come from microtidal ecosystems while the largest

outwelling occurs from mesotidal and macrotidal estuaries, highlighting the impor-

tance of tides and the fact that ebb tides are stronger than flood tides. In some

mangrove ecosystems, especially in basin forests and in microtidal systems, more

carbon is exported in dissolved than in particulate form. Chemically, exported

DOC has a strong mangrove stable isotope signature, whereas imported DOC is

mainly of marine origin. On average, the current estimate of global DOC export

from mangroves is �14 Tg year�1 (Bouillon et al. 2007; Alongi 2009).

In contrast, there are no universal patterns of dissolved nitrogen and phosphorus

exchange between mangroves and adjacent coastal waters. The lack of a consistent

patternmay be due to the fact that rates of autotrophic assimilation andmicrobial uptake

vary greatly among ecosystems. Simply, an ecosystem will tend to export nutrients if

there are more nutrients than needed for utilization, and conversely, nutrients such as

nitrogen will be imported if not available. In many estuaries, some nutrient species are

imported, whereas others are exported.

Despite the fact that globally at least 40 Tg year�1 of mangrove carbon is

exported to the coastal ocean, the influence of this exported carbon on coastal

food chains and nutrient cycles is usually restricted to a few kilometers offshore.

Several factors account for these spatial limitations:

l Local geomorphology and hydrodynamics of mangrove estuaries mitigate

against extensive outwelling of labile material.
l Coastal boundary layers off tropical coasts or the presence of a high salinity plug

in the dry season effectively trap litter and suspended particles inshore.
l Most material exported from mangroves is either highly refractory particulate

matter or DOC; this material is usually further degraded in the water-column.

As demonstrated by the classic work of Wolanski and his colleagues (Wolanski

and Ridd 1986; Wolanski et al. 1990; Mazda et al. 2007), a barotropic coastal

boundary layer forms off mangrove estuaries if the coast is straight due to shallow

water effects and trapping in mangrove forests, resulting in long-term retention of
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water close inshore in calm weather. Waters are continuously exchanged and

mixed between the estuary and the adjacent coastal boundary layer, but mixing is

restricted between coastal and offshore waters. Mixing, however, does occur and

the coastal boundary layer breaks down along rugged coasts and at headlands.

What estuarine water does leave the coastal zone does so when tidal jets of coastal

water peel off headlands and other salient topography and locally enrich and

mix with offshore waters (Wolanski 2007).

Recent studies of CO2 exchange from mangrove waterways suggest that pelagic

respiration and subsequent emission of CO2 to the atmosphere represents another

significant pathway of carbon flux from mangrove forests (Ghosh et al. 1987;

Richey et al. 2002; Borges et al. 2003; Ralison et al. 2008). Mangrove waters are

oversaturated in CO2 as a direct result of pelagic mineralization and CO2 respired

by forest soils that is dissolved in the interstitial water and transported laterally by

tidal pumping to adjacent waterways. Emission rates vary greatly depending

on tidal stage, temperature, and precipitation. Koné and Borges (2008) estimate

that CO2 emissions from mangrove waters correspond to�7% of the total emission

from oceanic waters in subtropical and tropical latitudes. This value is small but

nevertheless reflects a disproportionate contribution of dissolved inorganic carbon

(DIC) by mangroves to the coastal ocean.

10.3 Facilitation of Water and Material Flows in Relation

to Forest Structures Across the Intertidal Zone

Trees, roots, animal burrows and mounds, timber and other vegetation decaying

on the forest floor exert drag on the movement of water within a forest. For tidal

flows, drag force can be simplified to a balance between the slope of the water

surface and the flow resistance due to the vegetation. This flow resistance can be

approximated by a drag coefficient which varies in mangrove forests from 0.4 to 10

(Mazda et al. 2005). The drag coefficient decreases with increasing values of the

Reynolds number. Biologically, this means that in densely vegetated forests, prop

roots, and pneumatophores play an important role in slowing and altering water

flow, and enhancing trapping of material within the forest. Currents within the

forest are not negligible and secondary circulation patterns are usually present due

to the density of the vegetation and overflow of water into the forest at high tide.

The magnitude of tidal trapping depends on the drag force due to the vegetation,

so the magnitude of dispersion depends ultimately on vegetation density.

Biogenic structures within the forest floor also affect water circulation in man-

grove forests, playing a crucial role in soil biogeochemistry by enhancing flushing

times and replenishing oxygenated interstitial water (Ridd 1996; Susilo and Ridd

2005). Tidal waters flow through burrows in the same direction as the surface

current. The total quantity of water flowing through burrows in a 1 km2 area of

forest can range from 1,000 to 10,000 m3, representing 0.3–3% of the total water

volume moving through a forest. There is also passive irrigation through burrows.
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Parts of burrows that are no more than 20 cm apart can reduce the diffusion

distances belowground of salt expelled from tree roots. Well-flushed burrows are

thus an efficient mechanism by which salt and anoxic metabolites can be trans-

ported from the roots, ameliorating salt stresses, and exposure to toxic metabolites

such as sulfides. The irrigation of biogenic structures also helps poise soil meta-

bolism to a suboxic redox state, fostering oxidation of sulfides, and other anoxic

solutes.

Nitrogen metabolism is also greatly influenced by water flow through biogenic

structures, cracks, and fissures within the forest floor. Such processes may favor

anaerobic ammonium oxidation (anammox), the anaerobic conversion of nitrite

(NO2
�) to N2. Although NO2

� accumulates from both nitrification and nitrate +

nitrite reduction, the latter process regulates nitrite availability in suboxic soil

layers. Denitrification also provides a substrate for the anammox process, although

it appears that N2 loss via denitrification is of proportionally less significance in

mangroves than in other aquatic ecosystems (Alongi 2009). Subsequently, rates of

nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions from mangrove soils are low, N2O being an inter-

mediate product of nitrification and denitrification. Indeed, in Indian mangroves,

emission rates of N2O are greater from creek waters than from mangrove soils

(Barnes et al. 2007; Upstill-Goddard et al. 2007). In short, the unique patterns of

water flow through forests and their structures facilitate retention of nitrogen and

other nutrients crucial for mangrove growth.

Being located at the land–sea margin, mangroves often have significant ground-

water flow. This flow can be an important pathway for removal of subsurface salt

and solutes (Ovalle et al. 1990; Sam and Ridd 1998) and is probably interlinked

with water flow through crab burrows, cracks, and fissures in the soil. There are

three components of mangrove groundwater flow:

l A near-steady flow seawards due to the pressure gradient induced by the height

differential between forest and sea.
l A reversing tidal flow with a dampened amplitude and delayed phase toward

the forest.
l A residual flow landwards due to the dampened tidal flow. This residual flow

reduces the outflow of water from the forest to the sea.

Groundwater-derived nutrients can have a variable impact on nutrient dynamics

in mangrove waterways, often linked to seasonal rainfall (Kitheka et al. 1999).

In Mida Creek in Kenya, the groundwater flow of silicate through the mangroves

was greater in the wet season, although the opposite was true for dissolved nitrogen.

Nutrient concentrations were greater in the groundwater than in the creek and

except for NO2
� + NO3

�, greater in the wet season than in the dry months. Ground-

water seepage contributed from 8 to 140% of the net dissolved N flux, but <5%

of the net silicate flux.

In most other mangroves, a variety of factors determine the relative contribution

of groundwater to surface water flow. In river-dominated forests on islands in the

Federated States of Micronesia, the average groundwater contribution is 5% but the

contribution approaches 20% in forests closer to land (Drexler and DeCarlo 2002).
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This pattern is of selective advantage in that greater groundwater flow in more

landward forests helps to alleviate salt stress, soil desiccation and anoxia, promoting

growth in areas that may be otherwise unsuitable for mangroves.

10.4 Sediment Dynamics and Burial of Carbon and Nitrogen

The attenuation of water flow within mangrove forests facilitates deposition of

fine particles. The transport of suspended sediments in mangroves is controlled by

several interlinked processes (Wolanski 1995):

l Tidal pumping.
l Baroclinic circulation.
l Trapping of small particles in the turbidity maximum zone.
l Flocculation.
l Physicochemical reactions that destroy cohesive sediment flocs.
l Microbial production of mucus.

In fringing mangroves or in those inhabiting rocky shores, such processes are

insignificant. But in most mangroves these processes have a profound impact on

sediment transport and deposition, and ultimately, on biogeochemical processes

such as rates of element accumulation, burial, and storage.

Most sediment is transported into a forest during the wet season when riverine

sediment inflow is at its height. Up estuary, mud banks form as a result of baroclinic

circulation and by tidal pumping and trapping especially in the turbidity maximum,

a zone formed within an estuary where the residual inward bottom flow meets the

outward river flow. This zone is usually located at the most landward point reached

by the saline inflow. The biogeochemical implications of these processes is that

flocculation of silt and clay particles begins, with flocs colonized by a rich consor-

tium of bacteria, protists, algae, and fungi, and glued together by their extracellular

mucus and threads. These attached microbes, in helping to cement flocs, serve as

foci for decomposition and respiratory processes in mangrove waters (Ayukai and

Wolanski 1996). Within the forest, the settling of flocs occurs when the tides turn

from rising to falling and water velocity is minimal. Settling is enhanced by the

sticking of mucus and by pelletization of invertebrate excreta.

Mangroves do not just passively import fine particles. By a variety of mechan-

isms, they actively capture silt, clay, and organic particles. The presence of trees has

a profound impact on sedimentation. Large trees with complex root systems (e.g.,

Rhizophora) facilitate particle settling to a greater degree than small trees or those

with minimal above-ground root structures (e.g., Ceriops). In Coral Creek in

northeastern Australia, 80% of particles brought in at spring flood tides are retained

within the forest (Furukawa et al. 1997). So despite the fact that turbulent wakes

created by tree trunks and roots maintain particles in suspension, high vegetation

density inhibits water motion, creating conditions unfavorable for resuspension

of particles.
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The biogeochemical consequence of facilitated accumulation of fine sediment

particles within mangroves is net sediment accretion and burial of carbon and other

elements. Sedimentation rates measured by radiotracers and by short-term measure-

ments of changes in topographic height relative to mean sea-level show a pattern of

net accumulation in many, but not all, forests. Mass sediment accumulation rates

range from <1 mm year�1 to >3–5 cm year�1, with highest rates within forests

lining high discharge rivers and rivers severely impacted by human activities.

Lowest sedimentation rates occur in mangroves fringing open bays and estuaries,

especially in the dry tropics. Net deposition cannot continue indefinitely because

deposition slows as the forest floor grows over time and is inundated less frequently

by tides.

Rates of soil carbon and nitrogen cycling closely depend on rates of sediment

accumulation as well as on temperature, rates of bioturbation, quality of deposited

organic matter, and the degree of tidal wetting. No one factor regulates soil

decomposition rates but clearly, wet, warm, bioturbated soils with high-quality

organic matter will have higher rates of diagenesis than other soils. On average only

a small proportion (1–5%) of organic carbon and nitrogen is buried in mangrove

soils as nearly all labile organic matter is eventually mineralized.

Aerobic respiration and anaerobic sulfate reduction are the main decomposition

pathways in mangrove soil. As oxygen penetrates and is depleted within the upper

few mm of soil, anaerobic metabolism, especially sulfate reduction, dominates

belowground. Iron reduction may be important, but more empirical measurements

are needed to assess its relative importance in mangroves. Methanogenesis accounts

for only a small fraction (1–10%) of total soil carbon mineralization, but rates are

often highly variable. Methane production occurs in and on parts of trees so its

significance to total carbon flux is likely underestimated. However, what is puzzling

and what in future may turn out to be an important pathway is the lack of agreement

between the sum of carbon mineralized by these individual metabolic processes

and measurements of DIC and CO2 emissions across the soil–water/air interface.

In aquatic environments, such measurements across the soil surface are thought to

represent the sum of carbon mineralization within soils, assuming steady-state

conditions. The lack of such agreement in mangroves suggests nonsteady state

conditions, which is probable given the number of complex ecological and bio-

geochemical processes in mangrove soils and the complex hydrology of the forest

floor. As we will see later, nonsteady state conditions may have important con-

sequences for carbon balance in mangrove ecosystems, altering our perception of

net ecosystem production (NEP) (see Sect. 10.5).

Unlike terrestrial forests, a significant fraction of litter on the forest floor is swept

away by tides. Before organic carbon is incorporated into the soil to be decom-

posed by microbes, nearly 50% of litterfall remaining on the forest floor is initially

processed by crabs and other benthic invertebrates. What litter escapes crab pro-

cessing is usually decomposed further by microbes and meiofauna, and litter

shredded, but uneaten, is returned to the soil to also eventually be consumed by

microflora. Detritus not processed by crabs and other macroconsumers decomposes

into three stages: (1) leaching of soluble compounds; (2) saprophytic decay; and
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(3) fragmentation (Robertson et al. 1992; Kristensen et al. 2008). Leaching involves

the loss of up to 20–40% of the organic carbon in the litter when submerged for

10–14 days. The bulk of the leachate is labile, mostly sugars, tannins, and other

phenolic compounds, and up to 90% of this dissolved material is readily degraded

aerobically and incorporated into microbial biomass. The second phase of decom-

position occurs when aerobic and anaerobic prokaryotes, and oomycotes, colonize

the remaining particulate litter. Unlike terrestrial plant litter, ascomycetes appear

to play only a minor role as decomposers of mangrove debris. In fact, it is the

oomycotus protoctists, especially Halophytophthora vesiculara, that efficiently

capture cellulosic compounds via pervasion and digestion. Mangrove litter thus

becomes relatively enriched in lignin which decomposes only very slowly. Micro-

bial enrichment over years of decomposition results in a chemical signature reflect-

ing the compositional changes in the colonized microflora. On average there is a

decrease in the C:N and C:P ratios of decomposing litter over time. There are some

common features of litter decomposition, some of which point to hydrology as an

important factor:

l Absolute decay parameters are site- and species-specific.
l Litter decays faster when more frequently immersed and when litter retains its

moisture.
l Litter with low tannin content and high initial nitrogen content decomposes

faster than litter with higher tannin content, such as Rhizophora and Bruguiera
leaves.

l Litter decomposition of the same species occurs at similar rates in the subtropics

and tropics, but decays more slowly in the dry tropics where litter is subject to

intense aridity and high salinity.

10.5 The Role of Hydrodynamic Processes in Net Ecosystem

Production

The balance between photosynthetic gains by autotrophs and losses by all organ-

isms is reflected in the exchange of carbon between the ecosystem, atmosphere, and

the adjacent coastal ocean. This balance is called NEP. As forests are especially

important habitats for storage of carbon, reducing the impact of anthropogenic

increases in atmospheric CO2, NEP has become a crucial diagnostic feature for

assessing whether or not human impacts have altered ecosystem balance.

At the ecosystem level, determining the carbon balance of mangroves involves

summing the carbon inputs from carbon fixation minus losses via respiration and

the shedding of litter. Other inputs and outputs need to be accounted for: ground-

water, burial within the forest floor, tidal exchanges, river inputs, and respiratory

losses by fauna and any other flora. A simple mass balance equation is the basis for

these flux calculations:

Ci ¼ Fi þ SRi; (10.1)
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where Ci is the concentration of element i in mass per unit volume per unit time;

Fi is the flux of element i in mass per unit area or volume per unit time and Ri is the

rates of physical, chemical or biological processes affecting element i in mass

per unit volume or area per unit time. This equation simply represents the difference

between what carbon comes in and what carbon goes out. When input exceeds

output, NEP is greater than zero and the ecosystem is accumulating carbon. If it

roughly equals zero, the ecosystem is at steady-state. If negative, the ecosystem is

unsustainable, losing more carbon than it is gaining.

A metadata analysis of six mangrove forest ecosystems (Alongi 2009) world-

wide highlights two primary features: (1) mangrove ecosystems are net auto-

trophic with an average P/R ratio of 1.6 and (2) gross primary production and

NEP average 383 and 139 mol C m�2 year�1, respectively. A few other important

generalizations:

l Mangroves export organic carbon equivalent to 2–25% of mangrove net primary

production.
l Canopy respiration equates to 58% of gross primary production, but may be

higher as the data account only for leaf respiration, not root and stem respiration.
l Tree production dominates carbon input, but inputs from humans and from rivers

and oceans can be substantial in some locations.
l Soil and pelagic respiration losses are minor compared to canopy respiration, but

may be larger if “unaccounted for” DIC (see below) is found to be laterally

transported from soils.
l Carbon burial equates to only 1–4% of total carbon input into the forest.
l NEP is positive in all six ecosystems, but true NEP is probably lower because

CO2 emissions from the waterways were not measured.

The relationship between tidal range and NEP (Fig. 10.1) suggests that tides

play a crucial role in regulating ecosystem production, supporting the tidal subsidy

hypothesis proposed by Odum (1968), Odum et al. (1995), and Nixon (1988).

In such ecosystems, maximum power is achieved when biological “pulses” are

in synchrony with external forces such as tides (Odum et al. 1995). Nixon (1988)

moreover suggested that greater fisheries yields, stronger currents, and more

vigorous vertical mixing in marine ecosystems compared with lakes, reflects the

additional mechanical energy from tides. The positive relationship between man-

grove NEP and tidal range may thus be explained by physical forces linked to tides,

assisting in maximizing transport of wastes and toxic metabolites, assisting in

oxygenating soils that would otherwise be waterlogged, and maintaining an inter-

mediate level of disturbance in breaking down any biophysical and chemical

gradients.

A contrary hypothesis is equally compelling. A great deal of DIC produced in

mangrove soils as a result of microbial decomposition of organic matter may be

unaccounted for, perhaps lost via lateral transport or via groundwater flow. These

pathways have not typically been measured in mangroves. For example, the large

tides in Darwin Harbour, Australia, may laterally transport great amounts of respired

carbon derived from the interstitial water. So what appears to be greater NEP than
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in mangroves with smaller tides (Fig. 10.1) may in fact be a greater proportion of

respired carbon lost from the ecosystem as DIC. If true, this means that mangroves

are contributing even greater amounts of DIC to the tropical coastal ocean.

The overarching influence of tides on mangrove biogeochemistry can be

unambiguously discerned from the mass balance of nitrogen from the mangrove

ecosystem on Hinchinbrook Island in northeastern Australia (Alongi et al. 1992;

Alongi 2009). The nitrogen budget for this tidally dominated system shows that

tidal exchange dominates the flux of nitrogen entering and leaving the ecosystem.

Indeed, tidal export as a percentage of total output is greater in this ecosystem than

in salt marshes. Physical control by tides therefore dominates the flux of nitrogen

possibly to a greater extent than in other aquatic ecosystems, and such may be the

case for DIC in mangroves.

10.6 A Global Carbon Model

The biogeochemical importance of mangrove forests have been placed within a

global context with the two most recent budgets (Bouillon et al. 2007; Alongi 2009)

instructive in pinpointing patterns of flow important to global carbon cycling and

where further research should be focused.
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Fig. 10.1 The relationship between tidal range and net ecosystem production in various mangrove

estuaries. DH Darwin Harbour, Australia; HC Hinchinbrook Channel, Australia; MB Missionary

Bay, Australia; MMFR Matang Mangrove Forest Reserve, peninsular Malaysia; SB Sawi Bay,

Thailand; RB Rookery Bay, Florida (from Alongi 2009)
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Figure 10.2 summarizes the major pathways of carbon flow through the world’s

mangroves (160,000 km2) showing that the largest flux is between the trees and

the atmosphere as a little more than half of gross primary production is respired

by trees. Litterfall (20%), wood production (20%), and fine root production (50%)

account for nearly all forest net primary production. Summing canopy respira-

tion, soil respiration, and water-column respiration, total ecosystem respiration

equates to 500 Tg C year�1 or nearly 70% of forest GPP. Carbon burial averages

29 Tg C year�1 or about 10% of forest NPP; export of POC and DOC equates

to 43 Tg C year�1 which is about 10–15% of forest NPP. Subtracting carbon losses

from inputs leaves a NEP estimate of 160 Tg C year�1. This figure is problematical

because some unknown portion of this carbon is likely to actually represent lateral

loss of DIC from soils. Bouillon et al. (2007) estimated that 112 Tg C year�1 is

“unaccounted for” mangrove production and similarly suggested that this value

may represent possible DIC exported laterally from the world’s mangroves.

The idea that a large amount of DIC is transported laterally and lost from

the system is supported by a few facts: (1) soil microbes are highly productive to a

soil depth of at least 1 m; (2) lateral drainage has been frequently observed,

but unquantified, in a number of mangrove systems, and (3) the sum of individual

carbonmeasurements is usually greater than the rate of total Cmetabolismmeasured

at the soil surface. In macrotidal estuaries, mangroves sit atop highly sloped

Fig. 10.2 Model of the major carbon fluxes through the world’s mangrove forests. Units ¼ Tg C

year�1. The budget assumes a global area of 160,000 km2 (from Alongi 2009). The global area was

incorrectly printed in Alongi (2009) as 160,000 ha
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escarpments from which a large quantity of interstitial water can alternatively drain

and replenish soils via tides (Woodroffe 2003). Obviously, other processes not

measured may constrain the amount of carbon that is “unaccounted for” including

faunal production and respiration, viral repellents, protective metabolites, or more

subtle mechanisms such as symbiotic or mutualistic relationships that may require

fixed carbon.

If the large production of fine roots (174 Tg C year�1) is correct, rapid turnover

of fine roots would equate closely to the value of the excess carbon (160 Tg C

year�1). Strong investment in root production makes sense for mangroves from

an evolutionary perspective given that, unlike terrestrial forests, mangrove eco-

systems lose large amounts of carbon and nutrients via tides and lateral drainage.

The principal pathway to recycle nutrients in a tropical terrestrial forest is via the

rapid recycling of litter within a relatively thin layer of soil humus, whereas

the main pathway in mangrove forests is via close coupling between soil microbes

and roots to deep soil horizons, which serves to lessen the force of tidal drainage,

at least to a level that is less than at the surface of the forest floor. Furthermore,

many mangrove forests accumulate dead roots in peat which may serve as a

reservoir to retain material within the system.

Compared with tropical humid evergreen forests, mangroves invest more energy

in roots than in foliage (Table 10.1). Given that mangroves are subjected to intense

water circulation, this seems a wise investment. The low rates of heterotrophic

respiration in mangrove forests at first seems puzzling considering their life in

waterlogged soils, but if “unaccounted for” carbon is considered as soil respiration,

the rates of heterotrophic respiration and the ratio of Re/GPP are equivalent between

forest types (0.90 for mangroves, 0.88 for humid terrestrial forests). Mangrove

NPP is a greater proportion of GPP than in their terrestrial counterparts (Table 10.1),

Table 10.1 Comparison of major carbon fluxes (g C m�2 year�1) through mangrove forests and

tropical humid evergreen forests

Process Mangrove forests Humid forests

GPP 4,596 3,551

NPP (%GPP) 1,930 (42%) 852 (24%)

fNPP (%total NPP) 425 (22%) 316 (37%)

wNPP 419 (22%) 212 (25%)

rNPP 1,086 (56%) 324 (38%)

NEP 1,018 403

Re 3,125 3,061

Ra 2,644 2,323

Rh 481 877

Re/GPP 0.68 0.88

0.90a

From Alongi (2009)

GPP gross primary production; NPP net primary production; fNPP foliage net primary produc-

tion; wNPP wood net primary production; rNPP root net primary production; NEP net ecosystem

production; Re total ecosystem respiration; Ra canopy respiration; Rh heterotrophic respiration
aAssumes NEP as DIC export
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but given the high level of variability within each dataset, it seems likely that

tropical mangrove and humid evergreen forests allocate carbon similarly. Com-

pared with terrestrial forests, however, the life of mangroves at the interface

between land and sea comes at considerable energetic expense (Feller et al. 2010).

10.7 Future Research Directions

The biogeochemistry of mangrove forests in relation to coastal hydrology is still

in its infancy. Nevertheless, the most urgent research needs can be prioritized on

the basis of clarifying the role of mangroves in global change:

l More eddy covariance studies are required to better understand the vertical flow

of carbon dioxide and other gases from the soil surface to the top of the canopy,

as current data underscores the size and importance of fluxes between forest and

atmosphere.
l Studies of the flow of groundwater nutrients is urgently required to understand

the magnitude of this pathway in whole-ecosystem scale budgets. Factors

regulating the scale of this pathway are unknown and need to be done

in collaboration between biogeochemists and hydrologists.
l Nutrient limitation in relation to hydrology and physicochemistry across the

intertidal zone needs to be better understood. At present, we know that most

mangroves are either N- or P-limited or both, but we do not know why.
l The role of animal burrows and other structures within the forest floor in coastal

hydrology and their biogeochemical consequences need to be better quantified.

Present information acknowledges the importance of the forest floor in soil

biogeochemical processes, but information is still limited, especially for

nitrogen and phosphorus cycling.
l Factors affecting mass accumulation (and erosion) rates of mangrove soils are

virtually unknown. Despite the fact that there is a fair amount of radiochemical

data, regulatory factors affecting the vertical profiles of radionuclides have not

been explored.
l Long-term studies to examine decadal changes in mangroves in relation to

shoreline development are urgently needed. Few studies have ever attempted

to examine the cycle of mangrove succession and shoreline development over

sufficient timescales to fully delineate the process.
l Studies continue to be published on the dynamics of litter decomposition, but

few are extant on root decomposition and fine root production. Root growth and

production estimates are needed to close the budget on carbon allocation by

trees.
l Models are needed to quantify the upper limits of sustainable use of mangrove

resources, especially wood.
l The mystery of the “unaccounted for” carbon in the global carbon models needs

to be solved.
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Chapter 11

Hydrology and Biogeochemistry

of Tropical Montane Cloud Forests

Thomas W. Giambelluca and Gerhard Gerold

11.1 Introduction

Tropical montane cloud forests (TMCFs) are differentiated from other forest types

by their frequent immersion in fog. This characteristic implies that TMCFs are

unique in their hydrological functioning, as they receive a substantial amount of

water input via direct deposition of cloud droplets. Because it is generally asso-

ciated with reduced solar radiation and increased humidity, frequent fog occurrence

can lower evapotranspiration (ET). Many TMCFs also have certain characteristic

structural and floristic features, which have further hydrological effects. Cloud

water is often chemically different from rain water (Heath 2001; Liang et al.

2009); hence, fog deposition can alter inputs of nutrients and other chemicals into

the ecosystem. The hydrological, biological, and chemical characteristics of cloud

forests give rise to differences in biogeochemical processes as well.

Cloud forests are valued as reservoirs of biological diversity, are noted for high

levels of endemism, and are recognized as critical refugia for many endangered

species (Bubb et al. 2004). Meyer (2010) notes that TMCFs are the most diverse

plant communities found in French Polynesia, harboring 60% to more than 70% of

the archipelago’s endemic vascular plant species. Owiunji and Pumptre (2010)

concluded that conservation of six cloud forest sites in the Albertine Rift of central

Africa would result in protection of 94% of endemic mammals and 95% of endemic

birds found in the region. Despite recognition of the biotic richness and importance

of these forests, they are among the most threatened terrestrial ecosystems (Scatena

et al. 2010). TMCFs are suffering rapid decline in many areas due to clearing

for agriculture, alien species invasion, and climate change.

Montane cloud forests are known to occur at higher latitudes (Bruijnzeel et al.

2010); however, most are located within the tropics (Mulligan 2010). The United

Nations Environment Programme defines cloud forests as “a type of evergreen

mountain forest in tropical areas, where local conditions cause cloud and mist

to be frequently in contact with the forest vegetation.” (UNEP Tropical Montane

Cloud Forests; http://www.unep-wcmc.org/forest/cloudforest/cloudforests.cfm#,

accessed 24 May 2010). The elevation at which ground-level clouds are found

varies throughout the tropics. Jarvis and Mulligan (2010) examined the locations

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
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and characteristics of 477 cloud forest sites in 62 countries. Of those sites, 83% are

located in the northern hemisphere tropics and 85% are found in the 400–2,800 m

elevation range, with a mean elevation of 1,687 m. On average, cloud forests are

4.2�C cooler and receive 185 mm more rainfall annually than tropical montane

forests in general (Jarvis and Mulligan 2010).

Several different types of TMCFs have been identified (Scatena et al. 2010).

Moving up in elevation from lower montane rainforest (LMRF), the transition to

lower montane cloud forest (LMCF) is noted by an increase in moss cover on tree

stems. This zone generally has trees in the 15–35 m height range and gives way to

upper montane cloud forest (UMCF), with lower-statured trees of 2–20 m and

greater moss abundance (Scatena et al. 2010). At higher elevations, stunted trees are

found with ferns dominating in the understory (Kappelle 1995). This zone is often

referred to as elfin cloud forest (ECF) or subalpine cloud forest (SACF).

11.2 TMCF Hydrology

As noted, TMCFs have a unique hydrological regime. In general, the effects of

fog presence tend to increase the wetness of these forests by increasing water input

and reducing evaporative loss. The effects of fog certainly vary among and within

individual cloud forests. However, observations of hydrological processes in

TMCFs are relatively sparse, and efforts to model these processes are in the early

stages of development. In this section, some of the methods and findings of field

observations and modeling of cloud forest hydrology are summarized. Comprehen-

sive summaries of TMCF hydrology have previously been published by Bruijnzeel

and Proctor (1995) and Bruijnzeel (2001, 2005).

11.2.1 Cloud Water Interception

Climate and forest structure control partitioning of water in the canopy (Crockford

and Richardson 2000). Water input in TMCFs are determined by the amount,

intermittency, and duration of rain events, the frequency and duration of fog events,

and wind velocity. Vegetation roughness, aboveground biomass distribution, and

connectivity affect the capture and redistribution of rain and fog. Net radiation,

temperature, humidity, and wind speed influence evaporation from the wet canopy.

Several approaches have been adopted to estimate the amount of water added

to cloud forest ecosystems via direct interception of cloud droplets, including basin-

scale water balance, passive fog gauge measurements, wet-canopy water balance

(WCWB), stable isotope analysis, and eddy covariance measurements. One of the

earliest investigations of the hydrological effect of fog in montane forests was done

using the basin-scale water balance approach. Working astride the Continental

Divide in Costa Rica, Zadroga (1981) showed that streamflow in the foggier
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Atlantic watersheds was approximately equal to rainfall, while that of the Pacific

watersheds was much lower (34% of rainfall). Zadroga’s (1981) conclusion, that

unmeasured input of water from fog interception was responsible for the high

runoff coefficient in the Atlantic basin, was later supported by Calvo (1986).

11.2.2 Passive Fog Gauges

Until recently, much of the field work on cloud water interception has been carried

out using passive fog gauges or “fog catchers” (Bruijnzeel and Proctor 1995).

Numerous TMCF sites have been equipped with fog gauges of several different

designs. These devices were designed to capture fog droplets when mounted at or

above the canopy level. Fog gauges can provide a reliable indication of when fog

has occurred and can be used to assess relative degrees of fog exposure for different

sites. Although authors have often equated such measurements with cloud water

interception by vegetation, this is problematic. For many designs, interpreting

measurements is made difficult by the inability to distinguish rainfall from fog.

Combining fog and wind-driven rainfall (WDR) under the term horizontal precipi-

tation has been suggested. In addition, the catch efficiency of some gauges is also

affected by wind direction (Giambelluca et al. 2010b). Even when these effects are

mathematically removed, fog gauges generally do not accurately represent CWI

of the natural vegetation (Bruijnzeel 2005). Nonetheless, the value of passive fog

gauge measurements as a means of determining spatial patterns in local fog

climatology is sufficient that work continues on the appropriateness of different

gauge designs. Giambelluca et al. (2010b) found that measurements made with a

planar screen gauge were not well correlated with cloud water flux. Comparing the

performance of the wire harp, tunnel-type, and cylindrical screen gauges, Frumau

et al. (2010) concluded that the Juvik-type gauge was superior to the other designs

because its collection efficiency remained near 100% independent of wind speed

and direction.

11.2.3 Wet-Canopy Water Balance

In more recent years, much of the cloud forest hydrology research has been based

on the WCWB approach, which involves measuring or estimating all the inputs and

outputs of water to and from the vegetation canopy (Fig. 11.1). A simple mass

balance equation describes the partitioning of water in the canopy:

RFþ CWI ¼ TFþ SFþ Ei þ DS (11.1)

where RF is gross rainfall, usually measured above the canopy or in a nearby

clearing, CWI is cloud water interception, TF is throughfall, the water falling freely
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through the canopy, splashing off the canopy surfaces, or dripping from leaves,

branches, and stems, SF is stemflow, water running down the stems of trees, Ei is

interception evaporation, and DS is the change in canopy water storage. All terms

are in depth units (e.g., mm). With measurements of RF, TF, and SF, and estimates

of Ei based on meteorological measurements, CWI can be determined from (11.1)

as a residual. In many studies, an alternative approach is used, in which the amount

of TF and SF derived from RF is estimated, and the excess of measured over

estimated TF plus SF is attributed to CWI. Although this quantity can be used as an

approximation of CWI, it does not account for fog deposition evaporated from the

canopy. A better term for estimates derived in this fashion is fog drip (FD).

In relation to RF, TF and SF in tropical montane forests vary considerably. Field

observations of TF and SF in different types of TMCF complied by Bruijnzeel et al.

(2010, Appendix 74.2) based on the work of Gerold et al. (2008), Vis (1986),

Fleischbein et al. (2006), Oesker et al. (2010), H€ager and Dohrenbusch (2010),

H€olscher et al. (2004), Holder (2004), Dietz et al. (2006), Kumaran (2008), Cavelier

et al. (1997), Edwards (1982), Gomez-Peralta et al. (2008), and Lundgren and

Lundgren (1979). In LMRF, little affected by fog, TF ranged from 62 to 85%

(mean of 14 sites: 71 � 7%) and SF from 0.1 to 2.2% (mean of seven sites:

1.0 � 0.8%). Exposure to fog generally produced higher amounts of TF and SF in

relation to RF in LMCF: TF had a range of 54–106% (mean of 23 sites: 81 � 11%)

and SF ranged from 0.2 to 8.8% (mean of ten sites: 2.5 � 2.6%). With greater fog

exposure in UMCF, TF was 64–179% of RF (mean of 17 sites: 101 � 27%) and for

SF the range was 0.1–30.5% (mean of ten sites: 10 � 11%). At SACF-ECF sites, the

percentages were 75–126% (mean of eight sites: 106 � 21%, excluding 1 outlier)

for TF and 2.8–18% (mean of six sites: 7.2 � 5.8%) for SF.

Bruijnzeel et al. (2010, Fig. 74.12a and Appendix 74.3) also compiled field-based

Ei estimates. Those results show that Ei generally decreases with elevation: LMRF,

Fig. 11.1 Wet-canopy water flows. All water transfers shown are part of the wet-canopy water

balance (after DeLay (2005), reproduced with permission)
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665 mm yr�1 (32% of RF, n ¼ 1); LMCF, 571 � 201 mm yr�1 (24 � 6% of

RF, n ¼ 9); UMCF, 385 � 181 mm yr�1 (6.2 � 1.7% of RF, n ¼ 3); and SACF-

ECF, 193 � 107 mm yr�1 (9.5 � 5.0% of RF, n ¼ 1).

Using the mean values of each canopy water partitioning component based

on Bruijnzeel et al. (2010), summarized above, it is possible to derive estimates

of the CWI fraction for each forest type as:

CWI

RF
¼ TF

RF
þ SF

RF
þ Ei

RF
� 1 (11.2)

Doing so suggests mean CWI fractions of 4.0, 7.5, 17, and 23% of RF for LMRF,

LMCF, UMCF, and SACF-ECF, respectively. However, these averages belie the

wide range in CWI estimates obtained in various settings. As Bruijnzeel et al. (2010)

note, the CWI estimates available so far are not sufficient in number to establish

regional patterns. As expected, though, CWI tends to be higher at wetter, windier

sites (Bruijnzeel et al. 2010). Two examples illustrate the diversity in observed CWI

values. Holwerda et al. (2010b) used the WCWB approach to estimate CWI in

mature and secondary LMCF at ~2,100 m elevation in Veracruz, Mexico. They

found that CWI contributed only about 0.15 mm day�1 (1.7% of RF) and 0.10 mm

day�1 (1.1% of RF), respectively, at the two sites. In contrast, Takahashi et al. (2010)

also utilized the WCWB to estimate CWI for two LMCF sites in Hawai‘i, an intact

native forest site (1,201 m elevation) and a site invaded by the alien tree Psidium
cattleianum (1,029 m elevation), finding values of 3.3 mm day�1 (37% of RF) and

2.0 mm day�1 (20% of RF), respectively. Obviously, differences in climate among

sites, especially in fog frequency, liquid water content (LWC), andwind speed play a

large role in the wide range of observed CWI amounts.

11.2.4 Eddy Covariance Approach

Over continuous, homogeneous vegetation, interception of fog being transported

by wind moving parallel to the canopy surface can be conceptualized as a turbulent

transfer process. The terminal velocity of fog droplets is low, and hence, turbulent

eddies are the principal means by which fog is transported downward into the

canopy, where it way be deposited by impaction on the leaves, branches, and stems

of trees and shrubs or on epiphytes, or by reaching a sheltered area where droplets

will have time to settle by gravity. Were the movement of all droplets to be strictly

parallel to the canopy surface, fog deposition would occur only at exposed forest

edges, isolated trees, or along topographic ridges. The continuous turbulence-

driven downward transport of fog-rich air is required to maintain cloud water

interception over continuous canopy surfaces. With this in mind, attempts have

been made to utilize the eddy covariance technique to observe the downward flux of

fog droplets over vegetation, as a direct measurement of cloud water interception

(Eugster et al. 2006; Schmid et al. 2010). The eddy covariance technique, which is

widely used to measure fluxes of energy and trace gases over terrestrial ecosystems,
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derives vertical fluxes as a function of the covariance of vertical wind velocity and

the concentration (or magnitude) of the appropriate scalar quantity (Baldocchi et al.

1988); in this case, the LWC of the air.

11.2.5 Field Estimates of CWI

Table 11.1 summarizes CWI estimates derived from field observations of WCWB

or from direct measurements using eddy covariance at a range of TMCF sites.

Among the studies compiled in Table 11.1, CWI averages 2.1 � 2.1 mm day�1 and

ranges from 0.1 mm day�1 (four sites) to 9.7 mm day�1. Expressed as a percentage

of RF, the average is 57 � 104% and the range is 1–465%. Subdividing the sites

into groups according to exposure – leeward, windward, and ridge (Table 11.1) –

provides some explanation of this extreme range. TMCFs are generally found

within orographic clouds. While these clouds can form on leeward slopes under

some circumstances or can persist as they are advected from windward to leeward

exposures, they are much more frequent and often driven by stronger winds on

windward slopes. The site grouping in Table 11.1 bears this out, with mean CWI of

0.3 � 0.2 mm day�1 (19 � 8% of RF) for sites with leeward exposures and

1.6 � 1.4 mm day�1 (16 � 15% of RF) for windward sites. In particular, CWI

of the ridge-top sites and isolated trees (4.0 � 2.6 mm day�1; 154 � 163% of RF)

are clearly extreme. The ridge sites generally experience high wind speeds, and

vegetation is fully exposed to the fog-laden air. Exposure of the entire vegetation

profile to wind is a characteristic of ridge-top vegetation, isolated trees, and forest

edges. These zones are known to be hotspots for CWI. Notable are the Lāna‘ihale

sites (Table 11.1) near the summit of Lāna‘i Island, Hawai‘i, where alien Araucaria
trees were planted decades ago along exposed windward ridgelines to enhance fog

and wind-driven rain capture (Juvik et al. 2010). While these highly exposed sites

can have spectacular rates of CWI, these estimates obviously cannot be extra-

polated onto the adjoining hillslopes. Excluding the ridge sites and isolated trees,

among the sites listed in Table 11.1, CWI averages 1.3 � 1.4 mm day�1

(17 � 14% of RF).

11.2.6 Stable Isotope Approach

Stable isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen in water can be used as a tracer to

distinguish fog from rain. Fog droplets are isotopically enriched, having higher

concentrations of heavy isotopes (2H and 18O) in comparison with rain water

(Scholl et al. 2010). This has led several researchers to assess fog input to

ecosystems by comparing the isotopic concentrations in water sampled within

terrestrial ecosystems (e.g., soil water, stream water, groundwater, and/or plant

tissue water) with the relative isotopic compositions of local fog and rain (Ingraham
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and Mark 2000; Scholl et al. 2007, 2010). On Maui Island, Hawai‘i, Scholl et al.

(2002) found isotopic enrichment of waters in mountain streams and springs to

be high relative to volume-weighted rainfall from different elevations along the

mountain slope. They inferred that fog input was contributing a substantial amount

of water to the local hydrological cycle. Scholl et al. (2007) later estimated fog

input at two Maui cloud forest sites, a wet windward site and a relatively dry

leeward site. Using an isotopic mixing model, they estimated 37 and 46% of the

total precipitation was derived from cloud water at the windward and leeward sites,

respectively. At these same sites, CWI was estimated to be 34 and 16.5% of

total water input based on the WCWB approach (Giambelluca et al. 2010a).

The poor agreement may be due to errors in the WCWB estimates and/or the

indistinct isotopic signatures often found for mountain sites frequently immersed

in orographic clouds producing rainfall, including Hawai‘i (Scholl et al. 2007).

11.2.7 Modeling CWI

Fieldmeasurement of CWI is difficult, expensive, and error prone. The results of any

such measurement are valid only at the location of the observations and only for the

climate and vegetation conditions during the measurements. It is sometimes desir-

able to predict the effects of future land cover changes, but this cannot be done using

field measurements in the existing vegetation. Also, because of its dependence on

climate and vegetation factors, CWI is likely to be highly spatially variable. Hence,

the applicability of point measurements is limited. To ascertain the effects of fog

input on hydrological and ecological processes, the spatial patterns of CWI must be

determined across TMCF landscapes. This clearly points to the need for process-

based modeling of CWI. Several researchers have attempted to develop models of

cloud water deposition. Lovett (1984) developed a one-dimensional CWI model

driven by inputs of wind velocity, LWC of the air, drop size spectrum, and vegeta-

tion parameters. Walmsley et al. (1996) and Klemm et al. (2005) have used physi-

cally based models with parameterizations of vegetation and, in some cases,

topography, and driven by field measurements of wind velocity and LWC or fog

interception by a passive fog gauge to derive point estimates or spatial patterns of

CWI. Mesoscale meteorological model estimates of cloud water advection can be

used to develop spatially dependent input fields for simulating the pattern of CWI.

A notable advance in CWI modeling was initiated when the FIESTA (Fog

Interception and Enhanced Streamflow in Tropical Areas) project set out to

determine the effects of cloud forest conversion to pasture on hydrological pro-

cesses in the Tiláran Range of northern Costa Rica (http://www.falw.vu/~fiesta/,

accessed 11 June 2011). Clearing of TMCF for pasture in Central America was

suspected of causing the observed decline in the discharge of some mountain

streams in the region. To address project objectives, a spatially distributed model-

ing approach was adopted. Much of the model development made use of standard

hydrological methods. But, a specialized fog input component had to be developed
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(Mulligan and Burke 2005). Models were developed for three different spatial

scales, 3–10 ha, 10K ha, and �6 Mha. Because of the importance of local-scale

wind effects in the high relief areas under investigation, the FIESTA modelers

incorporated an algorithm to estimate the spatial distribution of WDR and fog. This

feature takes into account topographically induced variations in local wind velocity

and direction and the interaction of rainfall- and fog-laden winds with landscape

facets of different slope and aspect, and vegetation patches of varying character-

istics. These capabilities allow the model to more accurately represent the patterns

of rainfall and fog deposition in complex landscapes (Mulligan and Burke 2005).

The FIESTA model is now available as a web-based, pan-tropical application

for use as a tool in hydrological research or support of policy exercises (http://

www.policysupport.org/cgi-bin/aguaandes/start.cgi?, accessed 11 June 2010).

Fog input estimated by the FIESTAmodel is low in comparison with many field-

based estimates. For most TMCF areas, CWI was estimated to be less than

0.4 mm day�1 on a mean annual basis, with highly exposed sites reaching

1.1 mm day�1 (Mulligan and Burke 2005). Recall that field-based estimates

average 1.3 mm day�1 for sites other than exposed ridges and isolated trees and

reach as high as 7.9 mm day�1 for highly exposed sites (Table 11.1). It is not clear

whether inaccuracies in the model or errors in field observations are responsible for

this discrepancy. However, it calls attention to the fact that rainfall is likely to be

consistently underestimated leading to overestimates of CWI in field studies. First,

rainfall under-catch due to turbulence induced by the rain gauge can be significant.

This effect can be accounted for if wind velocity measurements and estimates of the

drop size spectrum are available. The second effect is that of WDR. Redistribution

of rainfall under high wind speeds can be very significant in sloping terrain (Sharon

1980; cf. Blocken et al. 2005) or for stands with irregular crown heights (Herwitz

and Slye 1992). Again, this effect can be corrected (e.g., Giambelluca et al. 2010b),

but is often ignored. Because wind causes rain to fall diagonally, windward slopes,

where most CWI fieldwork has been conducted, actually receive substantially

higher amounts of rainfall than indicated by a rain gauge with a horizontal orifice.

This consistent bias in the observed rainfall, if not removed in the analysis,

produces an overestimate of CWI when estimating with the WCWB approach

(11.1). From a hydrologist’s perspective, this may be a fine point, as it may not

matter whether it is called fog or WDR, it counts as water input over and above the

observed rainfall. However, this would be the case with or without the presence of

fog. Hence, it is important to make this distinction when assessing the unique

hydrological characteristics of cloud forests.

11.2.8 Role of Epiphytes in Hydrology of TMCFs

TMCFs are often most recognizable by the abundance of epiphytes, which, in some

cloud forests, cover a large portion of stems and branches of trees (Fig. 11.2). High

epiphyte biomass is correlated with stand age (K€ohler et al. 2007, 2010) and more
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constant fog immersion (Hietz 2010), and favors long-lived trees with high stem

surface area (Hofstede et al. 1993). Many studies of the hydrologic role of epiphytes

in TMCFs have focused on the “sponge effect” of stem- and branch-covering mats

of nonvascular epiphytes (mostly mosses, liverworts, and lichens), which are able

to retain large amounts of water (Pocs 1980; Veneklaas et al. 1990). The water

storage capacity of mossy epiphytes is typically two to five times their dry weight

(Mulligan et al. 2010). Epiphytes water storage capacity is extremely high at some

studied sites, up to 5.0 mm in LMCF in Monteverde, Costa Rica (Tobón et al.

2010), 7.2 mm of water at stand level in Columbian UMCF (Veneklaas et al. 1990),

and around 8.0 mm at another Costa Rican LMCF site (Clark 1994, reported by

Mulligan et al. 2010). Stand-level epiphyte water storage capacity in other cloud

forests is generally lower than these values, but still significant in relation to storage

capacities of other canopy elements. Mudd (2004) estimated stand level epiphyte

water storage capacity to be 1.48 mm in native LMCF in Hawai‘i. In a montane

rainforest in Costa Rica, H€olscher et al. (2004) found that epiphytes had a maxi-

mum water storage capacity of 0.81 mm, a substantial level in comparison with

estimated leaf water storage capacity (1.08 mm). Maximum ET rates by epiphytes

were estimated to be 0.36 mm d�1 (Mudd 2004) and 0.23 mm d�1 (H€olscher et al.
2004), representing, respectively, 25 and 28% of epiphyte water storage capacity.

Nonvascular epiphytes are thought to readily capture incident rainfall, fog, and

throughfall, in contrast to leaves and bare branches and stems, from which a

substantial amount of water from impacting drops is lost by splash (Veneklaas

et al. 1990). Water stored by epiphytes tends to drain slowly (Veneklaas et al.

1990) and, as Mudd (2004) showed in Hawai‘i, most of the epiphyte biomass is

found on the lowest portion of the stems where stored water evaporates more

slowly. As a result, epiphyte water content tends to remain high, reducing avail-

able epiphytes water storage capacity, thereby minimizing the hydrological effects

of epiphytes (H€olscher et al. 2004). Mulligan et al. (2010) found that epiphytes in

LMCF at their Tambito, Columbia field site intercepted fog only very slowly

Fig. 11.2 Elfin cloud forest

at Alakahi, Hawai‘i, showing

the characteristic low stature,

compact crowns, and

abundance of nonvascular

epiphytes (photo by John

DeLay, Delay (2005),

reproduced with permission)
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(less than 1% of rainfall), perhaps because of the sheltered location of the epiphyte

biomass. Tobón et al. (2010) found higher fog absorption rates by epiphytes in

Monteverde LMCF, averaging 49–63 ml h�1 per kg dry biomass (dry weight)

during fog events.

Clearing (K€ohler et al. 2007) and alien tree invasion (Mudd 2004) of TMCF have

been shown to have lasting impacts on epiphytic biomass, and hence, on the

hydrological effects of epiphytes. Epiphytic biomass was only 5 and 15% of that

found in nearby old-growth forest for 10-to-15- and c. 40-year-old, secondary

successional stands in Costa Rica, respectively (K€ohler et al. 2007). In Hawaiian

LMCF, a site invaded by the alien tree P. cattleianum had epiphytic biomass of

0.89 t ha�1 (of which only 5% was found colonizing the stems of invasive trees)

compared with 2.57 t ha�1 in undisturbed forest (Mudd 2004). As a result, the

epiphyte water storage capacity of the invaded site was reduced by 60%. For the

same pair of sites, Takahashi et al. (2010) found that Ei was reduced by about 25%

at the invaded site, due in part to the reduced canopy water storage capacity.

11.2.9 Evapotranspiration in TMCF

Frequent fog reduces incoming solar radiation and lowers vapor pressure deficit

(Letts and Mulligan 2005), resulting in relatively low evaporative demand in TMCF

(Bruijnzeel and Veneklaas 1998; McJannet et al. 2010). For example, potential ET

was 61% lower in UMCF than in LMF along an elevational transect in the eastern

Andes of Bolivia (Schawe et al. 2010). Canopy surfaces, including leaves, are wet

during a higher percentage of the time in cloud forests, because of the additional

source of water from CWI. Frequent wetting increases the amount of water lost to

the atmosphere as wet-canopy evaporation, but may reduce transpiration. Katata

et al. (2010) found that for their dry cloud forest study area, fog-wetted leaves led to

increased stomatal conductance. But, transpiration was not increased because of

compensating reduction in atmospheric demand.

The thin film of water on a wet leaf surface can effectively block gas exchange

through the stomata. Wetting the undersides of leaves (abaxial surfaces), which

occurs more commonly from fog deposition than from rainfall, is especially

important in this regard, because for most TMCF species stomata are concentrated

on the abaxial side. Letts and Mulligan (2005), for example, showed that wetted

leaves have restricted CO2 exchange when abaxial leaf surfaces are wetted by fog.

This process affects both photosynthesis and transpiration.

High water input and poor soil drainage in some TMCF also lead to reduced

transpiration (Santiago et al. 2000; Schawe et al. 2010). Santiago et al. (2000) found

that poorly drained sites in LMCF in Hawai‘i had significantly reduced transpiration

related to lower leaf area.

Despite reduced transpiration, total ET of TMCF can be quite high, due to high

interception evaporation rates. McJannet et al. (2010) reported mean annual ET of

1,518 mm at their Upper Barron site in Queensland, Australia.
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11.2.10 Climate Change Effects

Bruijnzeel (2005) cited evidence that TMCF and the ecosystem services they

provide, such as enhanced water inputs to streams and groundwater, may be nega-

tively impacted by climate change. Lawton et al. (2001) presented evidence that

regional climate effects of lowland deforestation in Central America were causing

an upward shift in the lifting condensation level (LCL, the height of the orographic

cloud base), resulting in a reduction in fog immersion frequency in Costa Rican

TMCF. Simulations of doubled atmospheric CO2 suggest that global warming may

produce an upward shift in the LCL in Costa Rica (Still et al. 1999), and perhaps

other areas of the tropics, with consequent impacts on TMCF. In many parts of

the tropics, the upper limit of the orographic cloud and the upper boundary of TMCF,

are defined by the trade-wind inversion (TWI), which caps upward motion in the

atmosphere throughout much of the tropics. Cao et al. (2007) have shown evidence

of a possible downward shift in the TWI over Hawai‘i as a result of recent warming.

Increases in the height of the LCL and/or decreases in the TWI level would reduce

fog input to existing cloud forests and could also result in higher ET. These changes

would cause severe reductions in moisture conditions with devastating ecological

impacts, including extinction of species (Williams et al. 2003).

11.3 TMCF Biogeochemistry

As noted previously (see Sect. 11.1), hydrological processes in TMCFs are affected

by direct interception of cloud water and reduced ET, which alters inputs of

nutrients, the soil water budget, soil nutrient leachates, and nutrient cycling.

For the first substantive review on TMCF biogeochemistry, see Bruijnzeel et al.

(1995).

Major nutrient input fluxes are throughfall with fog interception, litterfall, the

biological fixation of nitrogen, and the turnover of organic matter. Very few studies

exist on output fluxes in TMCF with litter and soil leachates and surface runoff

(Wilcke et al. 2008b). In this section, the main patterns of nutrient fluxes are

summarized with revised field observations and some methods for assessing nutri-

ent limitation. For soil nutrients and global inventory of soil chemistry, see Roman

et al. (2010).

11.3.1 Litter Nutrients, Decomposition, and Mineralization

Total leaf litter varies between 2.3 and 5.7 t ha�1 year�1 (Bruijnzeel et al. 1995).

Values for LMCF range between 2.3 and 8.4 (total fine litterfall 3.6–11) t ha�1 year�1
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and for UMCF between 3.4 and 6.5 (total fine litterfall 4.3–7.4) t ha�1 year�1

(Hafkenscheid 2000). The fraction of leaf litterfall in total fine litterfall (fine branches,

fruits & seeds & others) shows values from 60 to 90%.We focus on leaf litter because

of its higher importance for internal nutrient cycling and the comparison with leaf

element concentrations.

The mean concentrations of major nutrients (N, P, Ca, K, Mg) in Bolivia lie

within the normal global distribution range, but in Ecuador N and P values are

higher and K reaches the upper value given by Hafkenscheid (2000) (Schawe 2005;

Wilcke et al. 2002). Compared with leaf element contents, retranslocation in leaves

seems negligible in LMCF, but in UMCF and SACF retranslocation processes

increase (Columbia: 39% N, 45% P). Data from Colombia, Bolivia, and Costa

Rica allow only a rough examination of altitudinal effects with a clear decrease

of N, P, and K in Colombia, of N in Costa Rica, and significant decrease of all

macroelements in Bolivia with increasing altitude (Veneklaas 1991; Nadkarni and

Matelson 1992a, b; Schawe 2005).

These findings underline the assumption that uptake of macroelements is

affected by soil conditions (acidification, water-logging) and that nutrient cycling

slows down with increasing altitude. A further indicator is the decomposition and

mineralization rate of surface litter (Oi). We calculate the quotient of mass and

nutrient in the Oi-horizon to the annual flux of mass and nutrient by litterfall (kOi),

which is similar to the inverse of the kL value in literature (Smith et al. 1998), to

obtain the mean residence time in the Oi-horizon. In Ecuador, mass kOi increases

from 0.94 to 1.5 years within less than 200 m of increasing altitude, which is at the

upper limit for LMCF. In Bolivia, the results are in the lower part of worldwide

range of values with a significant increase from 0.47 to 1.35 years (Table 11.2).

For all nutrients in the Oi, residence time increases as it does from LMCF to UMCF

and SACF in Bolivia (factor 2.5–3.5) with the largest decrease of mineralization rate

from LMCF to UMCF! Decomposition of fine woody debris in Oi takes 2.5 times as

long on average as leaf litter with less than 25% portion on total litterfall so that

annual nutrient release is low. Wilcke et al. (2002) report a contribution of woody

debris of 1.5% to the total plant-available nutrients in the forest soil. The minerali-

zation rate of K is highest and of N lowest in relation to other nutrients. Because of

general high C/N relationship, the N mineralization rate approaches to the total

litter mass mineralization rate. The highest differences in mineralization rate

between LMCF and SACF are found for N, P and S (0.7 years).

There was a similar significant decrease with altitude for the main organic-bound

nutrients (N, P, K) which we found in the Oi-horizon and in litterfall. For Ca and K,

a decrease from LMCF to UMCF exists and is followed by an increase to SACF,

which correlates with an increase in base saturation (O- and Ah-horizon) and

pH-increase (O-horizon).

Decreasing decomposition with increasing elevation is observed for both litter

decomposition and soil organic matter turnover (Bruijnzeel et al. 1993; Kitayama

et al. 2000; Leuschner et al. 2007). In forests with lower tree height and basal area

litter decomposition, nitrogen mineralization rates tend to be lower (Hafkenscheid

2000). Benner et al. (2010, Fig. 7.2) summarize results for net nitrogen
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mineralization and net nitrification along elevational transects in different TMCFs

and show that rates of nitrogen release decreases with increasing elevation. Fur-

thermore, extractable ammonium concentrations are higher than extractable nitrate

in TMCF soils.

An intensive field study in the Luquillo Experimental Forest in Puerto Rico

along an elevation gradient (350 to 1,050 m a.s.l.) provided estimates of gross and

net N mineralization and nitrification rates (Silver et al. 2010). They conclude that

mineral nitrogen supply does not result in strong nitrogen limitation of NPP.

However, a global meta-analysis of nitrogen additions and litter decomposition

(Knorr et al. 2005) shows that adding nitrogen to low-nitrogen litter does not

accelerate its decomposition, especially if the lignin content is high. In addition,

fertilization experiments must be interpreted carefully, in light of the positive

response to nitrogen addition in the short term (e.g., incubation experiments) and

the decrease in the decomposition rate in the long term (2 years) (Janssens et al.

2010). This may explain why Soethe et al. (2006) measured no 15N-fertilization

effect after 60 days of application in UMCF in Ecuador. Laboratory and field

incubations (under the litter layer) show a clear decline for both nitrogen minerali-

zation and nitrification rate (Marrs et al. 1988). There was no significant effect

of phosphorus at any altitude. At the highest altitude (UMCF 2,600 m), net

immobilization of mineral nitrogen occurs.

For the outer tropics, nitrogen addition reduces decomposition rates in species

with more recalcitrant litter (Janssens et al. 2010)! The role of microbial decay and

shifts in microbial community with change in abiotic conditions with elevation on

mineralization rates for TMCF is poorly understood. The shift to more recalcitrant

SOC reduces carbon availability for mineralization in the organic soil layer,

followed by further reductions in saprotrophic biomass and increase of net nitrogen

mineralization (Janssens et al. 2010).

Studies on phosphorus release are extremely rare. Soil phosphorus fractionation

along an elevation gradient at Mount Kinabalu (Kitayama et al. 2000) gives

evidence on the importance of primary mineral P pool and altitude. P-use efficiency

increases with altitude on ultrabasic bedrock, but not on sedimentary bedrock.

The proposed reason is that the P-pool on sedimentary rock was much higher,

and therefore the pool of actively cycling P was also higher.

Soil aeration or waterlogging was proposed as a limiting factor. This is in line

with extremely low soil oxygen levels (<3%) for longer periods of time in very

wet ECF in Puerto Rico (Silver et al. 1999). Accordingly, high soil methane levels

were found (up to 24%), indicating strongly reducing soil conditions. This is also in

agreement with the large increase in soil water saturation in UMCF and SACF and

placic soil horizons in SACF in Bolivia (Gerold et al. 2008). Comparing wet and

dry sites on Hawai‘i, Schuur and Matson (2001) concluded that anaerobic soils

were the primary cause of decreased decomposition at high annual precipitation

sites, followed by litter quality. Slower litter decomposition/nitrogen mineralization

can be more limited under wetter site conditions and also reduce nutrient uptake by

inhibiting root growth (Santiago et al. 2000).
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Analyzing the rooting pattern at three altitudes in Ecuador (1,900, 2,400,

3,000 m a.s.l.) and performing 15N fertilization experiments for nutrient uptake,

Soethe et al. (2006) assume that with increasing altitude waterlogged conditions

and less favorable soil chemical properties reduced root growth.

Wilcke et al. (2008c) performed a principal components analysis for soil

properties and tree growth (independent variable). The main positive factor load-

ings for the organic layer were S and N, P, and the main cations (Ca, Mg, K) and

the negative factor loading was given by C:N ratio. But nutrient concentrations

only explained a small part of the total variance in tree properties. In Bolivia, the

correlation between changing a-diversity with elevation for the studied plant

families (Bach 2004) and complex soil factors of podzolization indicates the

importance of precipitation excess with elevation, nutrient leaching, hydromorphic

and stagnant soil conditions (Gerold et al. 2008).

11.3.2 Altitudinal Change of Soil Nutrient Ratios
and Toxic Soil Elements

As mentioned above, it is more likely that nitrogen limitation than phosphorus

limitation occurs in UMCF and SCAF, and that the decomposition rates of organic

matter decrease with increasing altitude. The C:N, C:P and C:S ratios of the O-layer

can be evaluated as an indication of the degree of soil organic matter (SOM)

degradation (Fig. 11.3). Wilcke et al. (2008c) showed a significant increase of

these ratios with altitude. For Bolivia, the same significant trend exists for C:N and

C:S up to SACF, but for C:P it seems that relationship ends in the UMCF belt.

In contrast to the decrease of leaf P concentration with increasing altitude (but no

data from Bolivia), the P content in the O-layer does not decrease with altitude in

Bolivia. No critical ratio values for nutrient uptake limitation are known from the

literature, but under consideration of the increasing kOi-values for N, P, and S

(Table 11.2), we assume that mainly organic-bound macronutrients have a limited

availability with increasing altitude. This is substantiated by the fact that we found

a decrease in throughfall deposition in relation to incident rainfall for total miner-

alized nitrogen (NO3–N) and sulfur (SO4–S) and for PO4–P in the SACF. Soethe

et al. (2008b) found a significant decrease in tree area growth rates with increase of

C:N (r2 ¼ 0.53) and C:P (r2 ¼ 0.55) ratios.

High levels of free aluminum and polyphenols are reported in TMCF soils

(Roman et al. 2010), and high soil water concentration of polyphenols may influence

forest productivity in UMCF (Hafkenscheid 2000). But very few research results

exist, and the existing data are contradictory. For example, Northup et al. (1995)

found that phenolic compounds produced by the roots in stunted pine forests reduce

leaching of scarce nitrogen. No increase in polyphenols and a decrease in VSC lignin

concentrations in the O-horizons was reported for a transect in Ecuador (Wilcke

et al. 2008c). They conclude that there are no indications for an influence of lignin or

polyphenols on the decreasing organicmatter turnover rates with increasing altitude.
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Fig. 11.3 Relationship between altitude and mean C:N, C:P, C:S ratios in the O-layer. Error bars
indicate standard deviation (n ¼ 3). Data after Wilcke (2008a, Ecuador) and own data (Bolivia)
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Little is known about soil biological processes to avoid element toxicity with

nutrient absorption by roots.

11.3.3 Litterfall and Nutrient Deposition

The total litter input decreases from LMCF to UMCF and SACF (Table 11.3).

The annual litterfall in Bolivia and Ecuador in the LMCF is at the upper end of the

range for different TMCF (Hafkenscheid 2000). In Ecuador, it did not vary much

through the study (Wilcke et al. 2008b). The difference between LMCF and the

other two vegetation belts was significant in Bolivia (p < 0.05). The leaf litter

fraction was 69–71% in all three belts, but seasonal variation differed. Leaf and

wood litter reached maximum quantities at the end of the dry season (September/

October, Schawe 2005). The vegetation belt with the highest abundance of

epiphytes produced the highest epiphyte litter rates (0.26 t ha�1 year�1, Table 11.3),

which is lower than reported for Costa Rica (Monteverde 0.5 t ha�1 year�1, Bruijn-

zeel et al. 1995). For LMCF, high litter input in Bolivia and Ecuador results in

relatively high element deposition rates. Because of decreasing litter nutrient

concentrations from LMCF to UMCF and SACF (Sect. 11.3.1) with highest

decrease for N, K, Mg and S, nutrient input was 3–4 times higher in LMCF than

in UMCF and SACF (Table 11.3). Furthermore, large differences between LMCF

and SACF (70–90%) exist for N, P, Ca, Mg, K, S, and differences between LMCF

and UMCF are much higher in Bolivia than worldwide levels (Hafkenscheid 2000).

11.3.4 Nutrient Enrichment by Throughfall: Canopy Interaction

Nutrient deposition with incident rainfall, cloud or fog precipitation in TMCF

depends on regional characteristics, the distance to marine or industrial sources

and the origin of air masses. Long-term monitoring of matter deposition by rain

and fog in South Ecuador (eastern escarpment of the Andes) with geostatistical

modeling of backward-trajectories demonstrates the high influence of pollution

sources (Rollenbeck 2010). Elevated values of SO4 and NO3 are traced back to

biomass burning and industrial emissions. Na, K, SO4, and Cl are transported by

marine aerosols from the pacific (high during dry season) and Ca, Mg, and PO4

are influenced by air masses from African deserts. Only 35% of the samples

(2002–2007) exhibited low ionic concentrations with air masses from continental

nonpolluted areas! Comparison of annual deposition for Na, K, andMgwith incident

rainfall confirms the significant differences between maritime and more conti-

nental research sites. High seawater contribution of ions in rainfall was reported

for LMCF in Panama by Cavelier et al. (1997). For fire periods in Amazonia, Boy

et al. (2008a) found a significant increase in element concentrations of rainfall

for H, Nt, NO3–N, DON, TOC, and Mn with higher dry deposition of biomass
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burning-related elements. But nearly twice the quantity of rainfall for “no fire”

periods does not result in any significant differences in incident rainfall deposition

for these elements between “fire” and “no fire” periods.

The mean rainfall solute concentration varies greatly. Zimmermann et al. (2007)

assembled literature data for TMCF in Ecuador, Colombia, Venezuela, Costa Rica,

Panama, and Jamaica. For the main macronutrients, the following ranges were

given (in mmol l�1): NH4 2.8–61.7, NO3 3.6–11.0, PO4 0.1–0.6, SO4 4.1–38.6, Cl

0.9–32.2, Na 5.7–78.7, K 2.3–12.2, Ca 4.5–19.8, Mg 0.7–21.1 (see Table 2,

Zimmermann et al. 2007).

The chemical quality of throughfall and stemflow is controlled by inter site-

specific conditions (topography, canopy structure, and plant species) and rainfall

characteristics (rainfall intensity, dry deposition, amount of fog, and cloud strip-

ping). In Table 11.1, the means of cloud water interception or FD by the canopy

are þ16% (windward sites) and +154% (ridge/isolated trees). In South Ecuador,

nearly all throughfall nutrient concentrations exhibit significantly high spatial

heterogeneity when ridges and gorges were compared. Combined with different

canopy parameters throughfall deposition (Ca, Mg, K) is also approximately two

times higher in gorges than on ridges (p < 0.001) (Oesker et al. 2008). For the

LMCF in South Ecuador (1,950 m a.s.l., 2,200 mm rainfall), the coefficient of

variation for nutrient element concentrations (spatial pattern, 22 TF collectors)

varies between 28% (Na) and 292% (NO3). Oesker et al. (2010) found strong

correlations between element concentrations in throughfall and tree species diver-

sity. Leaf leaching experiments for seven tree species in the TMCF in South

Ecuador showed a threefold higher leaching between the lowest and highest

quantities of leached potassium.

In addition, weekly nutrient deposition of incident rainfall was highly variable

during the measurement periods (Veneklaas 1990; Kellner 2006), and the element

concentrations in incident rainfall and throughfall exhibited high standard devia-

tions (Veneklaas 1990; Kellner 2006). In general, nutrient fluxes in throughfall

showed the same seasonal pattern as those in incident rainfall, and the net fluxes

(throughfall minus incident rainfall quantities) of most elements were proportional

to rainfall volumes (Veneklaas 1990). In Ecuador element concentrations in rainfall

were not correlated with rainfall volume (Boy et al. 2008a, b).

Most evaluated annual fluxes of nutrients in throughfall from 22 sites are in the

worldwide range reported by Hafkenscheid (2000). However, in SACF of Bolivia

N, Mg, and K inputs are much lower and P-input in LMCF in Bolivia and Ecuador,

much higher than the worldwide data range.

A common method for characterizing site-specific canopy influence on through-

fall matter input with the integral of all influencing factors is the comparison of

incident rainfall and throughfall (Table 11.4). In general, element concentration in

throughfall is greater than in rainfall as a result of leaching from the leaves (TOC,

Al, Ca, Mg, K), particulate dry deposition (Cl, NH4–N), and gaseous dry deposition

(NO3–N, total N, S). However, Veneklaas (1990), Cavelier et al. (1997) and Gerold

(2008) reported negative values for the difference in the annual flux in throughfall

and rainfall for total N (Panama, Colombia, Bolivia), NO3–N (Bolivia), S (Panama,
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Bolivia), and PO4–P (Colombia, Bolivia – only SACF) (Table 11.4, enrichment

factor<1). This suggests that these nutrients are being absorbed by the canopy with

foliar uptake and in some cases with uptake and storage by epiphytic biomass

(Sect. 11.3.5). Also in a moss-covered montane cloud forest in Costa Rica, Clark

et al. (1998) found that the canopy retained H (92%), NO3 (80%), and NH4 (61%).

From LMCF to UMCF and SACF enrichment factors of main macronutrients

decrease to nearly 1 in Bolivia. Despite higher rainfall with altitude Ca, Mg, K,

S, Na, and Cl, nutrient deposition with incident rainfall decreases and throughfall

deposition of Ca, Mg, K, N, NO3–N, and P decreases from LMCF to UMCF

(Bolivia, Gerold 2008). We assume that higher nutrient retention in the canopy

indicates a higher requirement for these nutrients by forest trees and organisms. Net

absorption by the canopy was measured for NO3–N (UMCF with �5.3 kg ha�1,

SACF with �4.4 kg ha�1) and SO4–S on an annual basis in Bolivia (Gerold 2008).

The main canopy nitrogen uptake form is nitrate, whereas ammonium and organic

nitrogen showed positive net fluxes (Kellner 2006). Studies on sulfur fluxes are rare,

and S-deposition in Bolivia TMCF is high, which seems contradictory to depletion

via the canopy pathway (Gerold 2008). Enrichment with throughfall at much lower

sulfur fluxes is reported by Veneklaas (1990) and Asbury et al. (1994) for Colombia

and Puerto Rico. Throughfall in UMCFs and SACFs is often much reduced in

nitrate and, in some cases, sulfur and phosphate compared to concentrations in

incident rainfall and cloud water. Species diversity and stand structure, as well as

epiphyte biomass affect nutrient absorption and release.

11.3.5 Cloud Water Interception and Role of Epiphytes

Cloud and fog water input into UMCFs and SACFs is of great importance for the

hydrological budget and reaches high values, for example, it averaged 4.4 mm d�1

at windward sites in Puerto Rico (see Table 11.1). Depending on origin of air

masses, frequency and height of condensation levels, wind velocity at canopy

boundary layer, duration of cloud and fog cover, and the throughflow rate of

cloud and fog droplets, the quantity and chemical composition of cloud or fog

water varies in a wide range. When fog forms, air pollutants are trapped and gases

and particles become incorporated in the droplets (Liu et al. 2010). Because of drop

size, residence time and less dilution by rainfall, studies on fog- and rainwater

chemistry show higher ionic concentrations in fog and cloud deposition than in

rainwater (Hafkenscheid 2000; Chang et al. 2010; Rollenbeck et al. 2010). Liu et al.

(2010) found increased pH and alkaline ions (mainly K and Mg) in FDs compared

to incident fog with an increase of pH from 6.78 to 7.30 (Table 42.1 in Liu et al.

2010). The same processes and influencing factors as for chemical throughfall

composition can be related to nutrient enrichment in FDs with wash-off of dry

depositions on leaves and leaching of alkaline ions from leaves. The pH increase in

cloud- and fog-water induced throughfall and very low H-deposition rates

(Fig. 11.4) indicate buffering of acidity by exchange of H with other cations in

the canopy (Rao et al. 1995). Where NH4 inputs are high, enhanced fluxes of Ca and
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Mg in throughfall due to leaching occurs (Liu et al. 2010). Boy et al. (2008a, b)

found that biomass burning in the Amazon with elevated H deposition resulted in

elevated base metal loss from the canopy in South Ecuador.

Due to higher nutrient concentrations in fog or cloud water, the ratios of fog/cloud

water to total rainwater are high and exceeded the throughfall enrichment ratios

mainly for NH4, Na, Cl, NO3, and SO4. Data evaluation from Taiwan (Beiderwieden

et al. 2007), SW-China (Liu et al. 2010), Costa Rica (Clark et al. 1998), and Puerto

Rico (Asbury et al. 1994) shows enrichment ratios of volume weighted mean ion

concentrations for CW/R or F/R with 3–18 (NH4), 2–53 (Na), 3–15 (Cl), 4–15 (NO3),

4–14 (SO4). Beiderwieden et al. (2007) argued that fog water represents lower

layers of the atmosphere and are therefore more influenced by continental emissions.

Concentrations ofH,NH4, NO3, and SO4 aremuch higher and enriched in fog or cloud

water compared to other ions (Asbury et al. 1994; Clark et al. 1998; Beiderwieden

Fig. 11.4 Annual deposition rates in TMCF sites from cloud and fog and rainfall (kg ha�1 year�1)

and relative contributions by cloud or fog deposition on total rainfall and cloud/fog deposition (%).

Data after Asbury et al. (1994) and Chang et al. (2010)
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et al. 2007; Liu et al. 2010). As a result of high ion enrichment in fog or cloud water

by marine, industrial or biomass burning sources, fog deposition can contribute

significantly to total atmospheric nutrient inputs at TMCF sites (Fig. 11.4).

As at other sites (see Sect. 11.3.4), inorganic nitrogen was absorbed by the

canopy with net depletion (throughfall–rainfall) (Chang et al. 2010).

We assume that important elements for nutrient cycling are enriched by cloud

or fog deposition in TMCF ecosystems, with highest contribution of roughly 50%

for NO3 related to the sum of rainfall and fog/cloud deposition. The consequences

for nutrient cycling are not well understood. Studies focusing on nutrient input

via fog water deposition are rare because experimental quantification of fog depo-

sition fluxes is still a challenge (see Sect. 11.2 and Beiderwieden et al. 2007),

and a combined study of fog/cloud deposition with nutrient fluxes into the soil and

nutrient uptake by plants at the same site has not yet been conducted.

Canopy organic matter, composed of epiphyte community and their associated

dead organic matter, exist as a complex subsystem in the TMCFs. Quantification

for water and nutrient storage is very rare, and researchers have used direct

(harvesting all canopy organic matter, Lin Chen et al. 2010) and indirect methods

(dry weight-to-substrate surface area ratio with allometric models, Nadkarni et al.

2004). Lin Chen et al. (2010) found that the diameter of the host trees at breast

height (DBH) was the best parameter in the estimation of epiphytic biomass. Within

the Monteverde UMCF, the fraction of total canopy biomass (33.1 t ha�1) to total

aboveground biomass was 6.8% (Nadkarni et al. 2004). But if we compare canopy

organic matter to labile nonwoody biomass (7.6 t ha�1), the ratio is very different

with 4.3:1! Dead organic matter (crown humus, intercepted litterfall) comprised

over 60% of the total epiphytic material, whereas in the drier subtropical UMCF

in south-western China canopy organic matter was dominated by bryophytes with

74% (2.3 t ha�1 canopy organic matter).

Epiphytic mass varies in a wide range in the canopies of TMCFs. In old growth

TMCFs, epiphyte mat weight can reach more than 10 t ha�1 with highest values

reported from Costa Rica (33 t ha�1) and Colombia (44 t ha�1) (Table 11.5).

Epiphytes intercept nutrients from aerosols, litterfall, rainfall, throughfall, and animal

droppings. The high contents of nitrogen in Bryophytes and epiphyte leaves may

indicate that some epiphyte species can fix nitrogen or harbor nitrogen fixing sym-

bionts, but fluxes are not known (Table 11.5). Dead organic matter, bryophytes, and

epiphyte leaves have similar nitrogen and sometimes higher potassium concentrations

than tree leaves in LMCFs and UMCFs (Nadkarni et al. 2004). For P, Ca and Mg

concentrations in epiphytes and bryophytes are roughly 50%of tree leaf concentration.

Nadkarni’s results (1984, 2004) from the Monteverde Cloud Forest Reserve in

Costa Rica showed the importance of nutrient capital from canopy organic matter

with a portion of 3.7% (K) up to 10.5% (N) of the total aboveground biomass stock.

Compared with 438.7 kg ha�1 nitrogen, the preliminary estimate of 0.7 kg ha�1 N

immobilized inmicrobial tissue in the canopy seems negligible (Bruijnzeel et al. 1995).

Epiphyte litterfall exhibits a high spatial heterogeneity, and field measurements

are extremely rare. With a specially designed sampling system, Nadkarni et al.

(1992) found that the nutrient quantity in epiphytic litterfall was about 1–8% of
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corresponding foliar litterfall. With litterfall traps in Bolivia, a fraction of 1%

(LMCF, SACF) to 5% (UMCF) was found for epiphyte litter input per year

(Table 11.3). If we roughly calculate the annual nutrient input by canopy organic

matter from the Monteverde Cloud Forest using 5% for epiphyte litter input, we get

hypothetical values of 21.9 kg ha�1 for N, 1 kg ha�1 for P and 7.6 kg ha�1 for K;

these values correspond to 38, 31 and 52% of nutrient input with annual litterfall in

UMCF. With analysis of d15N signals for different canopy organic matter com-

pounds in the UMCF at Monteverde, Hietz et al. (2002) found that dead organic

matter (canopy soil) is mainly derived from epiphytes. Consequently, atmospheric

(dry matter deposition, N2-fixation by epiphytes and influence of epiphylls on

leaves) and throughfall characteristics together with complex tree architecture

(Nadkarni et al. 2004) control biogeochemical nutrient storage and fluxes of the

Table 11.5 Nutrient compositions (mg g�1) for canopy organic matter

Components N P Ca K Mg Authors

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

(mg g�1)

DOM 16.0 4.0 0.7 0.1 6.0 2.0 3.0 0.2 1.0 1.0 Nadkarni et al.

(2004)

BRY 14.0 2.0 0.8 0.1 5.0 1.0 7.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

EPST 7.0 1.0 0.6 0.2 9.0 3.0 7.0 8.0 2.0 2.0

EPLV 14.0 10.0 0.9 1.0 13.0 4.0 16.0 8.0 4.0 4.0

EPRO 9.0 2.0 0.6 0.1 7.0 2.0 7.0 1.0 2.0 2.0

EREP 13.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 5.0 1.0 6.0 0.0 1.0 1.0

FER 12.0 3.0 0.9 0.4 10.0 2.0 17.0 7.0 4.0 4.0

Lichens 12.3 0.2 1.0 0.0 3.2 0.1 3.6 0.0 0.8 0.0 Lin Chen et al.

(2010)

Litterfall 11.9 0.2 0.6 0.0 8.7 0.1 1.4 0.0 1.1 0.0

Ferns 11.7 0.1 1.2 0.1 5.1 0.2 10.4 0.4 2.4 0.1

Bryophytes 17.1 0.3 0.8 0.0 4.1 0.0 3.9 0.0 1.1 0.0

Canopy humus 19.5 0.1 0.9 0.0 3.8 0.0 2.2 0.0 0.9 0.0

L. pachyphylloides

Bole 4.8 0.1 0.3 0.0 9.8 0.1 1.2 0.0 0.3 0.0

Branches 9.1 0.0 1.3 0.0 16.9 0.2 3.8 0.0 1.2 0.0

Leaves 16.5 0.1 1.2 0.0 5.0 0.0 4.1 0.1 1.0 0.0

Epiphyte mass in TMCFs (16 sites, kg ha�1), mean and standard deviation (SD)a

Altitude (m a.s.l.) Epiphyte mat weight

LMCF – mean 1,675 106,665

LMCF – SD 387 7,502

UMCF – mean 2,225 8,347

UMCF – SD 813 11,548

SACF – mean 1,669 13,038

SACF – SD 1,178 17,350

DOM dead organic matter, BRY bryophytes and lichens, EPST epiphyte stems, EPLV epiphyte

leaves, EPRO epiphyte roots, EPREP epiphyte reproductive parts(flowers, fruits), FER ferns
aData evaluation after: Edwards and Grubb (1977), Pocs (1980), Tanner (1980, 1985), Veneklaas

et al. (1990), Hofstede et al. (1993), Weaver (1972), Nadkarni et al. (1984, 2004), K€ohler et al.
(2007), Hsu et al. (2002), Lin Chen et al. (2010)
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canopy organic matter. The conclusion formulated by Bruijnzeel et al. (1995) is

thus still valid, i.e., that fog and cloud water and also epiphytes play an important

role in the nutrient cycling of TMCFs and much remains to be discovered.

11.3.6 Element Export with Soil Leachate and Stream Water
and Catchment Budget

Frequent increases in rainfall from LMCF to UMCF/SACF and the additional

input of cloud- or fog water with a decrease of real ET with altitude result in a

high positive water budget for the entire year with a high potential for nutrient

leaching in the unsaturated soil compartment and generation of runoff. Bruijnzeel

(2004) evaluated post-1993 water budget studies in TMCFs, where the water

output with runoff (based on the yearly water balance) ranges between 815 mm

(Venezuela) and 4,015 mm (Puerto Rico). Detailed ecophysiological measurements

on stand structure, stand transpiration, and the energy balance parameters were

performed by K€uppers et al. (2008) in the LMCF (1,975 m a.s.l.) in South Ecuador.

With this microclimatic approach, they found a real annual ET of 561 mm, which

consumed only 22–25% of the annual precipitation. In Bolivia, annual potential

ET decreases by 60–70% from LMCF to UMCF/SACF (400–460 mm), with the

result of a high water surplus when the high yearly rainfall of 3,970 mm (UMCF) up

to 5,150 mm (SACF) is taken into consideration (Gerold et al. 2008).

Nutrient enrichment via the canopy rainfall pathway (see throughfall 11.3.4) and

the additional nutrient input by cloud or fog water, relative high nutrient stocks

in the organic layer, less deeply weathered soils, and high leaching potential

with leachate might lead us to believe that nutrient concentrations in runoff are

not low. Bruijnzeel (1998) has reviewed inputs and outputs of nutrients via water

pathways in rainforests and discussed the limitations of methods to evaluate

nutrient losses via leaching at plot and catchment scale (Proctor 2005). There are

only very few studies within intact TMCFs, which combine research on input and

output water pathways with nutrient budgets. In the scope of the long-term inter-

disciplinary research project in South Ecuador (Beck et al. 2008), measurements

over several years for three microcatchments in the LMCF (1,900–2,100 m a.s.l.)

enable a comparison of the main nutrient fluxes (Wilcke et al. 2008a). For Jamaica,

Hafkenscheid (2000) depicted annual fluxes of nutrients in litter percolate and

drainage water (Table 7.9 in Hafkenscheid 2000) and estimated the different annual

nutrient fluxes for the Mull- and Mor forest (see Hafkenscheid 2000, Tables 7.10

and 7.11).

Water chemistry analysis by B€ucker et al. (2010) showed very low content of

soluble elements with electrical conductivity of 5–15 mS cm�1 for baseflow condi-

tions for the cloud forest subcatchments without actual anthropogenic influence.

The main ions in decreasing order were NO3 > SO4 > Na > K > Ca and Mg.

The mean concentrations of K, Ca, and Mg are in the same range as reported by
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Wilcke et al. (2008a) for the microcatchments (10 ha), but the nitrate concentration

double. Proctor (2005) pointed out the problems caused by organically bound

nutrients (e.g., N) in the measurement of nutrient losses from forests at the catch-

ment scale, because soils in the riparian zone or even the organic matter in the

stream (e.g., litterfall) can have a dominant influence on stream water composition.

For the microcatchments in Ecuador, the main nutrient status and fluxes from

incident rainfall to stream water were analyzed. The slightly acidic rainfall (mean

pH 5.3) is buffered by complex canopy interactions, so that throughfall pH was

6.1–6.7. With zero-tension lysimeters, the soil solution was collected below the

organic layer (litter leachate) and at 0.15 m and 0.30 m depth in the mineral soil

(Wilcke et al. 2001). The median of the pH of litter leachate was 4.8–6.8, which

indicates an input of additional acidic components of dissolved organic matter from

the organic layer. Also, it must be considered that measurements with throughfall

collectors does not depict acid fog and cloud input. With increasing acidity of

the organic layer, nutrient concentrations decreased in litter leachate, reflecting

different exchangeable nutrients status and decreasing biological turnover. Litter

leachate had the highest concentrations of macronutrients of all ecosystem fluxes.

Under consideration of the most acidic transect of the microcatchments (MC2/1

Wilcke et al. 2001), which are similar to the site characteristics in Jamaica (Haf-

kenscheid 2000), the concentrations of all nutrients (N, P, K, Ca, Mg) strongly

decreased from the O-layer to the mineral horizon (0.15 and 0.30 m depth).

A further decrease from the mineral soil solution (0.30 cm depth) to the runoff

only occurred for N and P, whereas cations had higher concentrations in stream

water output. The element concentrations observed in runoff were much lower than

those found in litter leachates. As pointed out by Bruijnzeel (2004), nutrient losses

via drainage (streamflow) primarily reflect the fertility of the substrate and the

amount of runoff.

We conclude that the major proportion of the nutrients were retained in the

organic layer, and that root distribution as well as distribution of nutrient stocks

show that main nutrient uptake occurs in the O-layer (Soethe et al. 2008a). Wilcke

et al. (2001) found that concentrations of Ca and Mg in litter leachate and through-

fall correlated significantly with those in the soil in Ecuador, but not with runoff

concentrations. Storm-flow events showed increasing N and P concentrations in

stream water (no dilution), which was related to high fraction of subsurface flow

with higher export of DOC and DON. Boy et al. (2008a, b) summarize that the

concentrations of most elements increased in the order rainfall <throughfall <litter

leachate. A large decrease of concentration and deposition in throughfall was

measured for UMCF and SACF in Bolivia.

Based on the findings by Wilcke et al. (2008b) and Hafkenscheid (2000), the

main input and output fluxes and the external element budget for the MC2 catch-

ment and Mull-UMCF was calculated (Table 11.6). The catchment budget was

calculated as the difference between measured rainfall and calculated dry deposi-

tion and output with runoff, respectively, between rainfall and cloud water minus

drainage in Jamaica. The stemflow contribution was <5% of the throughflow

deposition rates and is therefore neglected. In addition, gaseous N losses were not
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considered. External budget (net ecosystem gain or loss) in Jamaica was negative

for N and Mg. Hafkenscheid (2000) calculated the net uptake (via nutrient immo-

bilization in stems) of Ca, Mg, K, and N, which represents only 1.7% (Mg) until 8%

(N) of litter percolate (readily available nutrients)!

Close correlation was found between annual total deposition and nutrient export

with runoff (r > 0.6). Net budgets among hydrological years varied to a great

degree (1998–2003, Fig. 13.3 in Wilcke et al. 2008b). Base metals varied most,

and for 2 years Ca and Mg were depleted. In years with high atmospheric base metal

input, increased metal accumulation was observed in the vegetation and organic

layer compartment. The minimum and maximum values of the external budget for

Ca and Mg indicate high influence of interannual variation in deposition rates

(Table 11.6). It is remarkable that those years with net-negative budgets (1998/

1999, 2002/2003) for Ca and Mg were influenced by higher dryness in Amazonia

with higher biomass burning (El Nino year 1998) and the air masses that passed the

erupted volcanoes El Reventador (November 2002) (Rollenbeck et al. 2006).

With biomass burning, significantly elevated H, N, and Mn depositions occurred

in South Ecuador. Elevated H input during the burning season in Amazonia resulted

in elevated base metal loss from the canopy and organic horizon and in deteriora-

tion of the already low base metal supply of the vegetation (Boy et al. 2008a, b).

Boy et al. (2008a, b) conclude that related increase of acid deposition impoverishes

base-metal-scarce ecosystems.

For internal nutrient cycling, high nutrient inputs via throughfall and litterfall

exist. The sum of throughfall and litterfall in Ecuador are similar to LMCF in

Table 11.6 Catchment budget of main nutrient elements in LMCF in South Ecuador with ranges

of annual deposition rates in incident rainfall, throughfall, dry deposition, litterfall, and surface

flow export based on volume-weighted mean concentrations and mass-weighted mean concentra-

tion and annual water fluxes (microcatchment MC2 1998–2003, Wilcke et al. 2008b), and annual

nutrient fluxes in the Mull-UMCF in Jamaica, estimated by Hafkenscheid (2000)

Water/litter flux N P K Ca Mg

Ecuador kg ha�1 year�1

Incident rainfall 9.3–9.8 0.21–1.4 3.6–16 2.4–16 0.86–6.7

Dry deposition 6.7–19 0.15–2.7 3.0–12 1.7–12 0.6–5.2

Throughfall 16–17 0.96–2.0 65–157 5.6–24 3.6–9.0

Litterfall 173–225 10–14 65–112 103–126 31–43

Runoff 3.0–4.9 0.02–1.6 2.2–6.1 3.7–12.0 4.2–6.0

Jamaica kg ha�1 a�1

Rainfall þ cloud water 5.9a 0.14a 8.5 9.6 2.2

Throughfall þ stemflow 5.4a 0.18a 44.0 13.2 5.9

Litterfall 52.9 2.9 11.4b 50.2 13.2

Loss via drainage 8.0 0.24 9.1 7.7 8.6

Jamaica: external budget

(rainfall þ cloud water – drainage)

�1.1a 0.06a �0.6 1.9 �6.4

Ecuador: external budget

(rainfall þ dry deposition – runoff)

13–23.9 0.34–2.5 4.4–21.9 0.4–16 �2.7–5.9

aMineral forms only
bSeriously underestimated
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Bolivia for N, Ca, and Mg, but lower for P and much higher for K (Table 7 in

Gerold 2008). The main contribution to nutrient input in TMCFs is provided by

cycling of litter. Transect studies in Bolivia (Gerold 2008) showed that litter input is

about 70% higher in LMCF than in UMCF and SACF, mainly due to three to four

times higher litterfall rates. The depletion of nitrogen and sulfur in throughfall in

UMCF and SACF, which is influenced by the high epiphytic biomass (“nutrient

capacitor”, Sect. 11.3.5) and high decrease in litter nutrient input (only 25–30%

compared to LMCF) indicates a decreasing availability of these nutrients with

altitude (Gerold 2008).

It appears that nutrient fluxes in TMCF ecosystems (throughfall, litterfall, litter

leachate, soil solution) possess a high variation linked with altitudinal changes,

intersite variation in the same altitudinal belt (topography and soil, e.g., LMCF

in South Ecuador, SACF in Puerto Rico) and external factors such as source and

element composition of air masses, which determine rainfall-, cloud-, and fog

deposition.

11.4 Future Research Directions

Much work remains to be done to better understand the hydrological functioning of

TMCFs, particularly the spatial distributions of water inputs, both CWI and WDR.

Process-based modeling (e.g., Mulligan and Burke 2005) offers the best solution in

this regard. Field measurements can never be numerous enough to represent the

complex spatial patterns in CWI and WDR. But, high-quality observations are

badly needed to help validate and refine models. Future field-based research should

focus on addressing the challenges of accurately measuring rainfall in the presence

of high winds and in areas of high topographic relief (Bruijnzeel et al. 2010).

In addition, water use in TMCF has not received sufficient attention. Only a small

proportion of field studies have quantified wet canopy evaporation and very few

have given estimates of transpiration (Bruijnzeel et al. 2010, Appendix 74.3).

The hydrological effects of conversion of TMCFs to other land covers is another

major concern, and studies done thus far have not yielded generalizable results.

Additional work is needed to understand how and under what conditions stream

discharge is affected by conversion of TMCFs (Bruijnzeel et al. 2010). With global

warming and corresponding changes in cloud frequency, height, and LWC, much

more needs to be known about the resulting effects on TMCF hydrology.

A review of the literature shows that the net annual nutrient flux with throughfall

decreases from LMCF to UMCF and SACF. The net absorption by the canopy was

measured for NO3–N and SO4–S in Bolivia, NO3–N and NH4–N in Costa Rica,

NO3–N in Jamaica. Studies on the function of sulfur in ecosystem fluxes are rare.

Fog and cloud water are mainly enriched by H, NH4, Na, Cl, NO3, and SO4; this

reflects maritime impacts and the influence of industrial or biomass burning

sources. Fog or clouds contribute up to 50% of the NO3–N to the sum of rainfall
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and fog/cloud deposition. Fog and cloud water as well as epiphytes play an

important role in nutrient cycling in TMCFs and must be more intensively studied.

Climate change with increasingly drier years in Amazonia and widespread

deforestation, logging, and human settlements can cause substantial changes in

atmospheric deposition, with higher inputs by H, NH4, NO3, SO4 for the humid

eastern escarpment of the tropical Andes (Mahowald et al. 2005; Rollenbeck 2010).

As a consequence, complex ecological interactions (see Sect. 11.3.6) can result in

elevated nutrient loss (depletion of base metals) and decreasing decomposition

rates, which may be in conflict with the predicted shift of timber line in tropical

mountains, and may increase stress for nutrient supply in the future. Future research

should investigate the influence of climate change on TMCF.

Several knowledge gaps exist on biogeochemical processes in TMCFs, so

that coupling of hydrologic modeling with matter modeling is still a great chal-

lenge. We recommend future research to enable coupling hydrologic and biogeo-

chemical modeling in TMCF. Open questions are (1) how is nutrient enrichment by

throughfall related to forest structure; (2) can fog and cloud water interception

(water flux) with averaged nutrient concentration be used for the calculation of

nutrient input by throughfall; (3) can submodules of C-modeling be used for better

analysis and simulation of litter decomposition and nutrient release; (4) how can
15N-fertilization experiments be used for nutrient uptake modeling; and (5) are

conceptual storage models adequate to simulate soil nutrient leachate and water

nutrient output?
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Chapter 12

Hydrology and Biogeochemistry of Temperate

Forests

Nobuhito Ohte and Naoko Tokuchi

12.1 Introduction

Temperate forests are distributed extensively in middle latitude regions, where the

mean annual temperature range is 3–18�C and themean annual precipitation range is

500–3,300 mm (for cooler region 500–2,000 mm; warmer season 500–3,300 mm).

The total area and biomass of the world’s temperate forests are slightly less than

those of tropical and boreal forests; their net productivity is second to that of tropical

wet and moist forests, and is greater than that of boreal forests (Table 12.1).

Whittaker’s biome classification scheme is the commonly accepted method for

defining biomes; it subdivides temperate forests into three major forest types

(Whittaker 1975). The first type is the temperate rain forest, which occurs in regions

with the greatest precipitation and consists of evergreen coniferous or evergreen

broadleaf trees. Its distribution is limited compared with the distributions of other

types of temperate forests. Most temperate rain forests occur in the oceanic-moist

climates of western North America, southwestern South America (southern Chile

and adjacent Argentina), northwestern Europe (southern Norway to northern

Spain), southeastern Australia (Tasmania and Victoria), New Zealand (South

Island’s west coast), eastern Taiwan’s Pacific coast, and southwestern Japan. The

rainy season varies by region; it is represented by the monsoon system in summer in

the Asian rain forest, and occurs in winter along the west coast of North America.

Species diversity of the temperate rain forest is relatively low.

The second type of temperate forest, the temperate deciduous forest, is the domi-

nant temperate forest type. It occurs mostly in continental regions that are moderately

humid, with sufficient summer rain and markedly cool or cold winters. Temperate

deciduous forest is found in the eastern and western United States, Canada, central

Mexico, South America, Europe, China, Japan, North Korea, South Korea, and parts

of Russia. The third type of temperate forest is the temperate evergreen forest. This

forest type comprises a great variety of plant life, depending on the climate. In the dry

summer Mediterranean climate of the southern west coast of the US and southern

Australia, the evergreen forest is dominated by small-leaved evergreen trees. In the

continental climate of the western US, there are large-scale evergreen coniferous

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_12, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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forests. In southernChina and Japan, where the climate is dominated by the EastAsian

summer monsoon, there are broadleaf evergreen forests.

Temperate forests are dominated by a large variety of community structures,

relatively high biodiversity, and complex nutrient cycles consisting of numerous

biogeochemical reactions (e.g., Odum 1963; Likens et al. 1977; Matzner 2004).

It is common in temperate regions for forests to be the dominant landscape feature

in the mountainous headwaters of river catchments, often including river sources.

Therefore, studies of forest hydrology have investigated “catchment” hydrology,

targeting landscapes of hillslopes and valleys (Kirkby 1978).

Seasonal variations in air temperature are greater in the temperate ecoregion than in

tropical regions, and evapotranspiration has clear seasonality in temperate regions.

There are also seasonal patterns of precipitation, such as a summer or winter rainy

season, and the amplitudes of the seasonal variations in amount and type of precipita-

tion are larger in temperate forests than in boreal forests. The combination of seasonal

patterns of precipitation and evapotranspiration contributes to complex variations in

catchment hydrological conditions, including soil wetness, groundwater level, and

discharge. Even with equal amounts of annual precipitation, the dryness and hydro-

logical conditions of forested catchments can vary by region among summer rainy

climates (humid subtropical climate in the southeastern US, east coast of Eurasia,

southeastern Africa, and the east coast of Australia), winter rainy climates (Mediter-

ranean climate in southern Europe and the southwest coast of North American), and

climates with less seasonality in precipitation (maritime temperate climate in Europe,

except the Mediterranean and Scandinavian regions, and the northwest coast of North

American). Consequently, the wetness or dryness of a forested catchment influenced

by climatic characteristics affects the biogeochemical dynamics of the ecosystem.

Apart from its effects on plant physiological activities, hydrological seasonal variation

adds seasonality to the biogeochemical dynamics driven by soil microbes.

Since the 1930s, many studies have examined forest hydrology, mainly in temper-

ate regions. Enormous amounts of data and knowledge regarding hydrological

and biogeochemical processes have been archived. Kirkby (1978) reviewed

and summarized the scientific essence of hillslope hydrology studies until the 1970s.

A milestone study of forest ecosystem biogeochemistry conducted in the Hubbard

Table 12.1 Comparison of primary production and biomass estimates for temperate, tropical, and

boreal forestsa

Forest Area (1012 m2) Mean plant

biomass

(kg Cm�2)

Carbon in

vegetation

(1015 g)

Mean net primary

production

(g Cm�2 year�1)

Net primary

production

(1015 g year�1)

Tropical wet and

moist forest

10.4 15 156.0 800 8.3

Tropical dry

forest

7.7 6.5 49.7 620 4.8

Temperate

forest

9.2 8 73.3 650 6.0

Boreal forest 15.0 9.5 143.0 430 6.4
aFrom Houghton and Skole (1990) and Schlesinger (1997)
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Brook Experimental Forest in New Hampshire, United States, identified the biogeo-

chemical cycles operating in forested catchments and developed methodologies for

examining the mechanisms governing these cycles (Likens et al. 1977; Bormann and

Likens 1979). These works have influenced many forest ecosystem ecologists.

In this chapter, we review the cutting-edge work in forest hydrology and biogeo-

chemistry undertaken in the last three decades.We also attempt to identify important

advances in temperate forest ecosystem studies that are likely to be addressed in the

coming decade, including the influence of climatic variation on the biogeochemical

dynamics of temperate ecosystems under various seasonal precipitation regimes.

Gas exchange between forests and the atmosphere is not considered in this

chapter. Interested readers are referred to Chap. 5 and the comprehensive synthesis

of Valentini (2003). Details of the physical aspects of hillslope hydrological

processes are described in Chap. 23.

12.2 Hydrology and Biogeochemistry of Temperate Forests

12.2.1 Hydrological Characteristics

As for forests in other climate regions, the most critical climatic factor characteriz-

ing temperate regions is temperature. Under given air temperatures, certain levels

of evapotranspiration are caused by the amount of radiative energy, controlling the

water budgets of forested catchments.

Figure 12.1 shows the relationship between annual precipitation and discharge for

various forested catchments in temperate and tropical forests (Tables 12.2 and 12.3,

respectively). Annual precipitation ranges from990 to 3,673mm for temperate forests

and from 1,851 to 5,795 mm for tropical forests. The slope of the regression line for

each forest is approximately 1. This indicates that there is smaller variability in annual

loss than in annual precipitation, and that this relationship is fairly constant within

regions with variable precipitation, in both temperate and tropical forests. Namely,

annual runoff rate mainly depends on the precipitation amount of each forest catch-

ment. Furthermore, annual evapotranspiration rates assumed from loss (precipitation –

evapotranspiration) in temperate forests (average, 710.8 mm) are lower than those in

tropical forests (average, 1,502.2 mm).

For the boreal or taiga forests, catchment studies have been conducted mainly in

Scandinavia and Eastern Canada (e.g., Grip and Bishop 1991; Buttle et al. 2000). In

the NOPEX (Northern hemisphere climate-process land-surface experiment) proj-

ect conducted in the boreal forest of southern Sweden (Halldin et al. 1999), Seibert

(1994) estimated the annual average (1981–1990) water balance; the mean annual

precipitation, evaporation, and runoff were 730, 470, and 270 mm, respectively.

Observations of evapotranspiration by flux techniques are common in boreal regions.

In the taiga forest of eastern Siberia, near Yakutsk, annual evapotranspiration was

estimated at 151 mm, and was 73% of the total water input (211 mm; precipitation,
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106 mm; snow melt water, 105 mm) between April 2 and September 7, 1998

(Ohta et al. 2001). In the taiga forest of central Siberia, estimates of the mean annual

precipitation and evapotranspiration were 600 and 265 mm, respectively, during the

growing season (Kelliher et al. 1998). For some BOREAS (Boreal Ecosystem-

Atmosphere Study) sites in central Canada, mean annual precipitation rates were

estimated at 421–447 mm and simulated evapotranspiration rates were 197–271 mm

(Kimball et al. 1997).

These data indicate that the most important hydroclimatic characteristics of

temperate forests are moderate evapotranspiration rates and moderate ranges of

annual precipitation. Evapotranspiration rates in temperate forests are about half of

those in tropical moist forests and 1.5–2 times of those in boreal forests.

As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the majority of forest hydrology

studies have been conducted in temperate regions. It is not an exaggeration to state that

the principles of the physical hydrology of forested catchments have been established

in temperate regions. The reasons for this involve the presence of complex hydrologi-

cal processes consisting of the multiple physical and biological processes associated

with perennial stream flow throughout the year and the highly dynamic flow variation

that occurs with storm events. These are exciting targets from a scientific standpoint.

The practical importance of these systems has also long been recognized, as forest

headwaters have frequently provided water resources for populated downstream areas

in temperate regions. The provision of high quantities and quality of water, and the

prevention of flood and debris-flow disasters are some of the most important issues for

governments. The quality of stream water in water resource regions has traditionally

been studied alongside biogeochemical investigations of forest ecosystems, as in the

experiments in the Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest (Likens et al. 1977) and the

Fig. 12.1 Relationship

between the annual

precipitation and discharge of

forested catchments in

temperate (open circle) and
tropical (closed circle) forests
(sites are listed in Tables 12.2

and 12.3). Slopes and

intercepts of the regression

lines, respectively: temperate

forests, 0.982 and

�679.2 mm; tropical forests,

1.020 and �1,528.9 mm.

Both correlations are

significant (p< 0.001)
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Table 12.2 Forest type, annual rainfall, annual runoff, and annual evapotranspiration (loss) of

catchments in temperate regions

Catchment Forest typea Annual rainfall

(mm year�1)

Annual runoff

(mm year�1)

Annual loss

(mm year�1)

Notes

Japan

Watarasegawa

(Japan)

CE (planted) 2,430 1,638 792 b

Tsukuba (Japan) CE (planted) 1,587 720 867 b

Takayama A

(Japan)

CE (planted) 2,439 1,683 756 b

Takayama B

(Japan)

CE (planted) 2,439 1,683 756 b

Asiu Kamitani

(Japan)

BD 2,885 2,448 437 b

Asiu Yusentani

(Japan)

BD 2,885 2,385 500 b

Ryuouzan (Japan) CE (planted) 2,273 1,686 587 b

Kiryu (Japan) CE (planted),

BD

1,672 936 736 b

Hieizan S. (Japan) CE (planted) 1,976 1,215 761 b

Hieizan H. (Japan) CE (planted) 1,976 1,215 761 b

Kagawa 24 (Japan) CE (planted),

BD

(planted)

1,202 390 812 b

Kagawa 25 (Japan) CE (planted),

BD

1,202 390 812 b

Kagawa 26 (Japan) BE, BD 1,202 390 812 b

Kagawa 32 (Japan) BE 1,202 390 812 b

Jiuriansan (China) BE 1,906 958 948 b

Kamabuchi 1

(Japan)

BD, CE

(planted)

2,641 2,016 625 c

Kamabuchi

2 (Japan)

BD, CE

(planted)

2,641 2,075 566 c

Takaragawa H.

(Japan)

BD, CE 3,673 3,117 556 c

Takaragawa S.

(Japan)

BD, CE 2,153 1,783 370 c

Hitachi Ohta B.

(Japan)

BD, CE 1,567 916 651 c

Hitachi Ohta C.

(Japan)

CE (planted),

BD

1,654 752 902 c

Hitachi Ohta Y.

(Japan)

CE (planted) 1,666 905 761 c

Kasama B. (Japan) BD 1,646 504 1,142 c

Kasama C. (Japan) CE (planted) 1,674 574 1,100 c

Ashio (Japan) BD 2,363 1,148 1,215 c

Tatsunokuchi S.

(Japan)

CE, CE

(planted)

1,153 293 860 c

Tatsunokuchi N.

(Japan)

CE 1,113 290 823 c

Ananomiya (Japan) CE, BD 1,478 913 565 c

(continued)
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Table 12.2 (continued)

Catchment Forest typea Annual rainfall

(mm year�1)

Annual runoff

(mm year�1)

Annual loss

(mm year�1)

Notes

Kazunari (Japan) CE, BD 1,468 829 639 c

Higashiyama

(Japan)

CE, BD 1,782 1,022 760 c

Shirasaka (Japan) CE, BD 1,724 886 838 c

North America

Coweeta WS2

(USA)

CE, BD 1,772 854 918 b

Hubbard Brook

(USA)

BD, CE 1,295 800 495 b

Bear Brook (USA) BD, CE 1,422 930 492 c

Catskill (USA) BD, CE 1,679 1,118 561 c

Huntington Forest

(USA)

BD, CE 1,112 639 473 c

White Oak Run

(USA)

BD 990 413 577 b

Walker Branch

(USA)

BD 1,368 713 655 b

Sugar Cove Creek

(USA)

BD 1,480 813 668 b

Hall Creek (USA) CE, BD 1,452 762 690 b

Puncheon Creek

(USA)

BD 1,158 508 650 b

Chestnut Flats

Branch (USA)

BD 1,301 610 691 b

Cosby Creek (USA) BD, CE 1,240 711 529 b

Roaring Fork

(USA)

BD 1,115 406 709 b

False Gap Prong

(USA)

CE, BD 1,335 711 624 b

Correll Branch

(USA)

BD, CE 1,170 737 434 b

Little Sandymush

Creek (USA)

BD 1,063 381 682 b

Eagle Creek (USA) CE, BD 1,459 889 570 b

Forney Creek

(USA)

BD 1,422 1,143 279 b

Grassy Creek

(USA)

BD, CE 1,337 635 702 b

Brush Creek (USA) BD, CE 1,419 889 530 b

Henderson Creek

(USA)

CE, BD 1,375 635 740 b

Welch Mill Creek

(USA)

CE, BD 1,525 838 686 b

White Oak Creek

(USA)

BD 1,534 864 671 b

Catheys Creek

(USA)

BD 1,820 1,118 702 b

(continued)
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Table 12.2 (continued)

Catchment Forest typea Annual rainfall

(mm year�1)

Annual runoff

(mm year�1)

Annual loss

(mm year�1)

Notes

Mud Creek (USA) BD, CE 1,618 914 704 b

Allison Creek

(USA)

BD 1,593 965 628 b

Brush Creek (USA) BD, CE 1,702 991 711 b

Middle Saluda

River (USA)

BD 1,802 965 836 b

Little Branch Creek

(USA)

BD 1,238 864 374 b

Perry Creek

Tributary (USA)

CE, BD 1,391 711 680 b

Dunn Mill Creek

(USA)

CE, BD 1,488 1,016 472 b

Owenby Creek

(USA)

BD, CE 1,462 914 548 b

Bear Creek (USA) BD, CE 1,493 762 731 b

Weaver Creek

(USA)

BD, CE 1,509 1,016 493 b

Kiutuestia Creek

Tributary (USA)

CE, BD 1,479 914 565 b

White Path Creek

(USA)

CE, BD 1,564 813 751 b

Bryant Creek

(USA)

CE, BD 1,597 940 657 b

Hinton Creek

(USA)

CE 1,496 635 861 b

Persimmon Creek

(USA)

BD, CE 1,791 1,016 775 b

She Creek (USA) CE, BD 1,785 889 896 b

Deep Creek (USA) CE, BD 1,644 737 908 b

Fernow 1 (USA) BD 1,524 584 940 c

Fernow 2 (USA) BD 1,500 660 840 c

Fernow 5 (USA) BD 1,473 762 711 c

Fernow 3 (USA) BD 1,500 635 865 c

Fernow 7 (USA) BD 1,469 788 681 c

H.J. Andrews 1

(USA)

CE 2,388 1,372 1,016 c

H.J. Andrews 3

(USA)

CE 2,388 1,346 1,042 c

Pine Tree Branch

(USA)

BD 1,280 255 1,025 c

White Hollow

(USA)

CE, BD 1,184 460 724 c

Hany (Canada) CE 2,146 1,040 1,106 b

Europe

Mont Lozere B.

(France)

BD 1,831 1,251 580 b

(continued)
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Table 12.2 (continued)

Catchment Forest typea Annual rainfall

(mm year�1)

Annual runoff

(mm year�1)

Annual loss

(mm year�1)

Notes

Mont Lozere S.

(France)

CE 1,936 1,370 566 b

White Laggan (UK) CE (planted) 2,822 2,185 637 b

Green Burn (UK) CE 2,707 2,135 572 b

Monachyle (UK) HE, GR 2,770 2,149 621 b

Beddgelert Forest

(UK)

CE (planted) 2,717 1,770 948 b

Villingen

(Germany)

CE (planted) 1,616 874 742 b

Emmental

Rappengraben

(Swiss)

CE, BD 1,536 952 584 c

Sperbel-Graben

(Swiss)

CE, BD 1,589 942 647 c

a Forest types: BD broadleaf and deciduous; BE broadleaf and evergreen; CE coniferous and

evergreen; HE heath; GR grassland
bOriginal references are listed in Ohte and Tokuchi (1999)
c Listed in Nakano (1976), reproduced with permission

Table 12.3 Forest type, annual rainfall, annual runoff, and annual loss of catchments in tropical

regionsa

Catchment Forest

typeb
Annual

rainfall

(mm year�1)

Annual

runoff

(mm year�1)

Annual loss

(mm year�1)

Notes

Asia-Pacific

Babinda south

(Australia)

N 3,899 2,372 1,502

Babinda north

(Australia)

N 3,899 2,344 1,501

Mondo (Indonesia) S 4,668 3,460 1,217

Sungai Bedup

(Malaysia)

N 3,516 2,050 1,466

Ulu Gombak

(Malaysia)

N 2,500 750 1,750

Sungai Langat

(Malaysia)

N 2,823 1,152 1,670

Sungai Gombak

(Malaysia)

N 2,588 1,120 1,468

Ulu Langat

(Malaysia)

N 2,483 1,219 1,263

Sungai Lui 1

(Malaysia)

N 2,156 1,077 1,079 Year: 1968–1969

Sungai Lui

2 (Malaysia)

N 2,109 1,100 1,009 Year: 1968–1969

Sungai Lui 3

(Malaysia)

N 2,162 1,100 1,062 Year: 1968–1969

(continued)
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Table 12.3 (continued)

Catchment Forest

typeb
Annual

rainfall

(mm year�1)

Annual

runoff

(mm year�1)

Annual loss

(mm year�1)

Notes

Sungai Lui 1

(Malaysia)

N 2,537 803 1,734 Year: 1972–1974

Sungai Lui 1

(Malaysia)

N 2,266 757 1,509 Year: 1988

Sungai Tekam C

(Malaysia)

N 1,902 322 1,580

Sungai Tekam sub B

(Malaysia)

S 2,148 634 1,514

Sungai Tekam A

(Malaysia)

S 2,171 804 1,368

Berembun C1

(Malaysia)

N 1,884 223 1,661

Berembun C3

(Malaysia)

N 2,003 225 1,778

Mendolong W3

(Malaysia)

S 3,215 1,962 1,253

Bukit Tarek C1

(Malaysia)

N 2,700 1,160 1,540

Bukit Tarek C2

(Malaysia)

N 2,700 1,132 1,568

Sapulut (Malaysia) N 2,318 880 1,450

Ulu Kalungpan

(Malaysia)

S 1,851 581 1,206

Watawala

(Sri Lanka)

N 3,777 2,282 2,495

Africa

Tai 1 (Ivory Coast) N 2,003 538 1,465

Tai 2 (Ivory Coast) N 1,986 623 1,363

Guma (Sierra Leone) N 5,795 4,649 1,146

Central and South America

Sierra Nevada

(Colombia)

N 1,983 718 1,265

Barro Branco

(Brazil)

N 2,076 400 1,675 Year: 1976–1977

Barro Branco

(Brazil)

N 2,510 868 1,642 Year: 1981–1982

Bacio Modelo

(Brazil)

N 2,089 541 1,548

Gregoire 1 (French

Guiana)

N 3,676 2,418 1,528

Gregoire 2 (French

Guiana)

N 3,697 2,260 1,437

Gregoire 3 (French

Guiana)

N 3,751 2,307 1,444

Mt. Airy (Jamaica) S 3,233 1,375 1,850 Elevation: 617–794

(continued)
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Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory (North Carolina, USA; Swank and Crossley 1988),

which were conducted to elucidate the ecosystem functions controlling water

and biogeochemical cycles in forests. Disaster prevention has also motivated hydro-

logical studies alongside geomorphological examinations of mountainous regions

(e.g., Okunishi et al. 1987; McDonnell 1990; Montgomery and Dietrich 1994;

Okunishi 1994).

12.2.2 Milestone Studies in Physical Hydrology

Studies of the physical processes of hillslope hydrology began with the discovery of

overland flow and descriptions of its function by Horton (1933) in the 1930s.

Although the details are described in Chap. 23, here we present the characteristics

of studies of physical processes of forest hydrology in temperate regions. Generally, in

temperate forest regions, researchers should consider the effects of evapotranspiration

and runoff processes simultaneously when discussing catchment wetness, because the

combination of seasonal variations in these two factors can influence the seasonal

patterns of catchment wetness. In other words, we can estimate and evaluate seasonal

variations in both evapotranspiration and runoff rates by analyzing the temporal

variation in one of these. For example, short-term water budget calculations can

estimate the seasonal variation in the evapotranspiration rate based on the effects of

evapotranspiration on the recession pattern of the runoff rate after a storm event (e.g.,

Suzuki 1980; Kosugi and Katsuyama 2007).

This phenomenon may be especially relevant in regions with summer rainy

climates, because when summer precipitation is low, the seasonal pattern of the runoff

rate is regulated mainly by evapotranspiration intensity, and not by precipitation. This

mechanism is relatively simple compared with that in regions with high summer

precipitation. In regions with rainy summers, the relative intensities of precipitation

and evapotranspiration control catchment hydrological factors such as soil wetness,

groundwater level, and discharge rate. Consequently, the hydrological response to

Table 12.3 (continued)

Catchment Forest

typeb
Annual

rainfall

(mm year�1)

Annual

runoff

(mm year�1)

Annual loss

(mm year�1)

Notes

Mt. Airy (Jamaica) N 3,746 1,753 1,998 Elevation:

777–1,265

Barro Colorado

(Panama)

N 2,444 992 1,452

Tonka (Slinam) N 2,143 513 1,630
aAll data are cited from Kuraji (1996), with exception of those for high-altitude and small (<5 ha)

catchments
b Forest types are categorized according to Kuraji (1996): N natural growth; S secondary stands

that had clear-cut logging within the past 10 years. Natural forests were classified as broadleaf

evergreen forests
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storm events is rather complex in summer. Thus, seasonal patterns in precipitation

have important influences on the seasonality of hydrological conditions, even among

temperate regions with common temperature seasonality and total annual precipita-

tion levels (Fig. 12.2).

In the last three decades, several cutting-edge theoretical and experimental

studies have been conducted on rainfall-runoff processes in forested catchments.

For example, end-member mixing analysis (Christophersen et al. 1990; Hooper

et al. 1990) has become an indispensable technique for the quantitative analysis of

discharge components. The concepts behind TOPMODEL (Beven and Moore

1993) have also continued to influence modeling studies of headwater catchments.

TOPMODEL has even been applied to describe the biogeochemical responses

of forested catchments (e.g., Tague and Band 2004). Isotope tracer techniques

are the most advanced and valuable methods used in field observations and in

hydrological and biogeochemical experiments in forested ecosystems. Stewart

and McDonnell (1991) proposed techniques for estimating the mean residence

time of stream water using temporal variations in water isotope compositions,

Fig. 12.2 Seasonal variations in precipitation, discharge, and evapotranspiration (ET) (estimated

by subtracting discharge from precipitation) in three different temperate forest catchments:

Coweeta’s broadleaf deciduous forest under a maritime temperate climate (Coweeta Long Term

Ecological Research 2010, http://coweeta.uga.edu/results_catalog_b.php); H.J. Andrews’ evergreen

coniferous forest under a Mediterranean climate (Andrews Experimental Forest Long Term Ecolog-

ical Research 2010, http://andrewsforest.oregonstate.edu/data/mastercatalog.cfm?topnav¼97); and

Kiryu’s evergreen coniferous forest under a humid subtropical climate (adapted from Kosugi and

Katsuyama 2007). In maritime temperate and Mediterranean climatic regions, discharge usually

decreases in summer, and the catchment becomes dry due to water loss by ET. In the forest in the

humid subtropical climate, the seasonal pattern of discharge depends upon the balance between

precipitation and ET, especially in summer. In eastern Asia under this climate, the discharge peak

occurs during the rainy summer
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and other studies used these techniques to make similar estimations in several

different forested catchments (e.g., Vitvar and Balderer 1997; Asano et al. 2002;

Kabeya et al. 2007).

12.2.3 Biogeochemical Characteristics and Studies

Biogeochemical studies of forested ecosystems have addressed the coupled aspects

of determining the mechanisms of nutrient cycling and ecosystem dynamics

and identifying the factors that control water chemistry. Motivated primarily by

reports of heavy acid deposition in surface waters, the pioneering studies at

Hubbard Brook, which started in the 1950s, aimed to elucidate the mechanisms

of pH decline in stream waters in affected forests (Likens et al. 1977). Acid rain

issues spurred further biogeochemical studies in northeastern US and European

forested regions (Likens and Bormann 1974; Likens et al. 1976; Wright and

Gjessing 1976; Reuss and Johnson 1986; Reuss et al. 1987). One major finding

was the significant occurrence of freshwater acidification, especially in forests

situated in areas characterized by carbonate-free and highly siliceous bedrock,

overburden, and soils. Freshwater in these areas was poorly buffered and had

low ionic strength. A number of papers presented theoretical discussions on the

mechanisms of acidification (Van Breemen et al. 1984; Ulrich and Matzner 1986;

Reuss et al. 1987). Several process-based models were developed based on this

experimental and theoretical knowledge, with the aim of predicting the impacts of

acid deposition on soil and stream water chemistry (e.g., Cosby et al. 1985; Alcamo

et al. 1987; Wolford et al. 1996).

Such studies identified sulfate (SO4
2�) as the major contributor to acid deposi-

tion. In the latter half of the 1970s, governments in Europe, North America,

and Japan instituted measures to control SO2 emissions by heavy industry and to

reduce the impacts of acid deposition. These countermeasures effectively reduced

SO2 emission rates, and several subsequent studies have examined the recovery

process of soil environments damaged by acid deposition (e.g., Church 1989;

Driscoll et al. 1998).

Nihlgård (1985) presented an alternative hypothesis for forest decline in north-

ern Europe, which had previously been ascribed to acid deposition. He stressed the

importance of excess inputs of ammonium (NH4
+) as a causative factor. Based on

the NH4
+ hypothesis, many forest biogeochemists have examined the influences of

heavy atmospheric nitrogen input into forest ecosystems.

Since the late 1980s, American and European researchers have noted that human

activities have markedly changed the nitrogen cycles of terrestrial and aquatic

ecosystems, both regionally and globally. This has occurred mainly in temperate

regions, especially since the rapid rise of industrialization in the nineteenth century

(Kinzig and Socolow 1994; Galloway et al. 1995; Vitousek et al. 1997). Anthro-

pogenic nitrogen supply to natural ecosystems has increased the nitrogen loads

of many rivers (e.g., Paces 1982; Turner and Rabalais 1991; Goolsby 2000;
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Rabalais 2002). Atmospheric deposition is a major pathway of anthropogenic

inorganic nitrogen loading into terrestrial ecosystems (Galloway et al. 1995;

Galloway and Cowling 2002).

Excess inorganic nitrogen deposition causes not only soil and freshwater acidi-

fication (Murdoch and Stoddard 1992) but also severe disturbances of nitrogen

dynamics, which play an essential role in biogeochemical cycling in forest eco-

systems (Stoddard 1994). As a primary example, investigations of the mature forest

at Hubbard Brook in the 1960s showed that the flux of internal nitrogen cycling

was much greater than the input of reactive nitrogen derived from atmospheric

deposition (Bormann et al. 1977). It has also been recognized in the European

forests (Nihlgård and Lindgren 1977; Schulze 2000). However, recent heavy

atmospheric nitrogen input has caused nitrogen saturation and high NO3
� concen-

trations in forest streams in the northeastern US and Europe (Ågren and Bosatta

1988; Aber et al. 1989).

Nitrogen saturation has ecosystemic effects, as biomes are freed from nitrogen

limitation by excess nitrogen input from sources such as atmospheric deposition.

Depending on its ecological functions and structures, a nitrogen-saturated ecosystem

has been variously defined as: (1) an ecosystem in which primary production does not

increase with additional nitrogen input (Nilsson 1986); (2) an ecosystem in which

nitrogen output is the same as or greater than nitrogen input (Ågren andBosatta 1988);

and (3) an ecosystem in which biologically available nitrogen supplies exceed the

demands of the ecosystem’s plants and microbes (Aber et al. 1989).

Stoddard (1994) proposed a conceptual model to explain the changes in seasonal

patterns of nitrogen (mainly nitrate) discharge from forested catchments in the

northeastern US and Europe, along with the progression of nitrogen saturation.

The model suggests that the inorganic nitrogen pool, which is normally depleted

during the growing season, is sustained by atmospheric nitrogen input and exceeds

the demands of the plants and microbes drawing from it. Consequently, nitrate

discharges chronically into streams. Aber et al. (1998) suggested the importance

of microbial and mycorrhizal inorganic nitrogen immobilization as a mechanism for

the gradual response (discharge of excess nitrogen) to increases in atmospheric

nitrogen input. Many case studies have been conducted, mainly in the northeastern

US (e.g., Stoddard 1994; Lovett et al. 2000), Europe (e.g., Nilsson 1986; Ågren and

Bosatta 1988;Matzner 2004), and Japan (Ohrui andMitchell 1997; Ohte et al. 2001).

12.3 Subjects and Issues

12.3.1 Climatic Variations Affect Catchment Characteristics

In discussing future directions of forest hydrology and biogeochemistry, we must

note that most hydrological and biogeochemical studies in forested headwaters

have focused on limited regions of the temperate zone, such as the northeastern

US and northern Europe. However, as mentioned above, even within temperate
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climatic regions, the amount and seasonal patterns of precipitation vary signifi-

cantly by climatic subcategory. For example, Fig. 12.3 shows flow duration curves

for the Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory (CWT/W18, 12.5 ha) under a maritime

temperate climate and for the Kiryu Experimental Watershed in Japan (KEW,

6.0 ha) under a humid subtropical climate. Both sites have similar annual precipi-

tation and annual mean air temperatures; however, CWT has no significant season-

ality in precipitation, whereas KEW has a significant summer rainy season caused

by the Asian monsoon. Although there was no remarkable difference in the flow

duration characteristics of wet years, the seasons of low and high flow were

opposite, with summer (July, August, and September) being the high-flow season

at KEW and the low-flow season at CWT. In summers of dry years, there was a

decrease in the highest flow rate at KEW and the lowest flow rate at CWT;

consequently, the catchment-scale summer drought was more severe in CWT

than in KEW.

Variations in seasonal precipitation patterns generate remarkable differences

in hydrological conditions such as soil wetness, and potentially affect the biogeo-

chemical reactions of the forest ecosystem during the growing season. In this section,

we describe the important influence of climatic differences on hydrology, biogeo-

chemistry, and their interaction in forested ecosystems. To discuss this issue, we focus

especially on nitrate export from forested catchments. We chose this focus because

nutrient discharge from forested ecosystems typically requires both hydrological and

biogeochemical insights, and it continues to be a vital topic in environmental science

and ecosystem ecology.

Fig. 12.3 Flow duration curves for the Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory (CWT/W18, 12.5 ha) under

a maritime temperate climate and the Kiryu Experimental Watershed (KEW, 6.0 ha) under a humid

subtropical climate. CWT data were obtained fromCoweeta Long TermEcological Research (2010).

KEW data were obtained from Katsuyama, personal communication, and used with permission
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12.3.2 Nitrogen Export from Forested Catchments

Many previous studies have reported that nitrate concentrations in stream water

show typical seasonal variation, with higher concentrations in the dormant season, a

concentration peak at snowmelt, and lower concentrations during the growing

season. This seasonal pattern has been observed in the Rocky Mountains (e.g.,

Baron and Campbell 1997; Sickman and Melack 1998), eastern Canada (e.g.,

Spoelstra et al. 2001; Watmough et al. 2004), northeastern US (e.g., Mitchell

et al. 1996; Goodale et al. 2000; Driscoll et al. 2003; Sebestyen et al. 2008),

Scandinavia (e.g., Wright et al. 1999; de Wit et al. 2008), Great Britain (e.g., Curtis

et al. 2005; Davies et al. 2005), the Czech Republic (e.g., Veselý et al. 2002), and a

mountainous region of Italy (Rogora 2007). Commonly, these studies have found

that the amounts and seasonal patterns of stream NO3
� concentrations vary

inversely with the demands of the plants and soil microbes in each forest ecosystem.

Goodale et al. (2009) referred to this seasonal pattern as a “conventional” pattern.

On the other hand, Goodale et al. (2009) also reported an “unusual” seasonal

pattern with a summer peak in the Susquehanna River basin in the northeastern US.

A seasonal pattern with a summer peak has been reported previously in the US,

including at the Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory (Swank and Vose 1997), the Pond

Branch catchment in Baltimore (Band et al. 2001), and the Oak Ridge National

Environmental Research Park (Mulholland and Hill 1997) in the Appalachian

Mountains of the southeastern US. These cases were from two different regions of

the US (northeastern and southeastern US) and had different factors controlling the

unusualNO3
� seasonality. For the SusquehannaRiver, Goodale et al. (2009) proposed

that the likely factor driving the summer NO3
� peakwas the high net nitrification rate,

whereas Mulholland and Hill (1997) concluded that the peak was attributable to

an increased relative contribution of groundwater discharge, which contained high

NO3
� concentrations, during the low-flow conditions in summer. Several other

studies have also reported on hydrological effects causing seasonal variations in

stream NO3
� concentration (e.g., Burns and Kendall 2002). Consequently, Goodale

et al. (2009) concluded that the unusual NO3
� seasonality pattern recorded at their

northeastern US study site could be regulated by variations in NO3
� production,

retention, and transport, rather than by plant and soil microbe demands.

Mulholland and Hill (1997) also pointed out that in-stream nutrient uptake in

spring and fall altered the seasonal patterns of stream NO3
� concentration. Other

studies by Mulholland and colleagues have also emphasized the importance of in-

stream processes as controlling factors in the seasonal variations in stream nutrient

concentrations (Mulholland 1992, 2004; Mulholland et al. 2008).

However, we believe that an additional influential factor has not been fully

considered, namely the climatic condition. Figure 12.4 depicts the climatic season-

ality (monthly mean air temperature and monthly precipitation) of typical sites with

conventional seasonal patterns of stream NO3
� concentrations in the northeastern

US, and of sites with unusual patterns in Japan (Ohte et al. 2001). The differences in

seasonal precipitation variations are remarkable. For all cases in the northeastern US,
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monthly precipitation is almost constant throughout the year. In contrast, in the

Japanese catchments, precipitation shows a significant summer peak attributable to

the strong influence of typical Asian monsoon systems and typhoons, which usually

bring a heavy rainy season to eastern temperate Asia during summer. The sites in the

US as well as in Europe with conventional seasonal patterns of stream NO3
� concen-

tration exhibit typically similar seasonal variations (no or less seasonal fluctuation) in

precipitation, or high precipitation in fall and winter. None of the conventional sites

has a summer peak in precipitation. The climate conditions of these regions cause the

soil moisture content and groundwater table to decrease during summer due to water

uptake by plants; consequently, the transport of nitrate and other nutrients from soil

profiles to streams declines.

The above case studies were conducted mainly in regions with maritime tem-

perate and continental humid temperate climates. It is easy to speculate that the

conventional seasonal patterns in stream NO3
� are influenced by a climate with a

flat seasonal precipitation distribution such as that found commonly in the north-

eastern US, and northern and western Europe. This precipitation pattern leads to

significantly dry conditions in summer. Moreover, the phase of this hydrological

seasonal pattern (high flow in winter to early spring, with low flow in the summer

growing season) corresponds to that of the biological seasonality in NO3
� pool size,

with a high NO3
� pool in winter to early spring and a reduced pool in the summer

growing season. Owing to this synchronicity, it is difficult to separate the relative

contributions of hydrological and biological controls to seasonal variations in

stream NO3
� concentration in regions with conventional seasonal patterns.

Ohte et al. (2001) examined the differences in seasonal patterns of stream NO3
�

concentration between the northeastern US and Japan (Fig. 12.5). They found a

distinct difference: in Japanese watersheds, marked decreases in NO3
� concentra-

tions in stream waters during the summer growing season were not observed, and

NO3
� concentration peaked in summer, especially at sites with high NO3

� dis-

charge. These Japanese cases were cited as examples of an unusual seasonal pattern

Fig. 12.4 Monthly precipitation (columns) and mean air temperatures (lines) at the sites (from

Ohte et al. 2001). Left: Sites shown are in the northeast US (HB Hubbard Brook; CK Catskill; BB
Bear Brook;HFHuntington Forest). Right: Sites shown are in Japan (YTYanagatani;OSOhyasan;
TB Tsukuba; MO Moshiri). See Ohte et al. (2001) for site descriptions and original references
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by Goodale et al. (2009). Ohte et al. (2001) suggested that one possible cause of the

summer peak was a high net nitrification rate due to the warm humid summer of the

Asian monsoon climate. However, we believe emphasis should be placed on

differences in seasonal precipitation patterns between the northeastern US and

Japan, namely the different hydrological conditions. Ohte et al. (2006) also reported

the seasonal variations in soil NO3
� pool size and NO3

� discharge in a forested

catchment in central Japan. The phase of seasonal variation in the soil NO3
� pool

peaked in late fall, unlike the stream NO3
� concentration, which peaked in summer.

The seasonality of stream NO3
� concentrations did not correspond with the changes

in soil NO3
� pool size, but rather with changes in the water discharge rate. The

mechanism of this particular phenomenon was explained as a disconnection between

the processes generating soil NO3
� seasonality and those generating groundwater

NO3
� seasonality.

Ohte et al. (2003) showed a disconnection in the system that regulates NO3
�

concentration between the unsaturated soil profile (vadose zone) and the

Fig. 12.5 Seasonal variations in NO3
� concentrations and runoff rates (from Ohte et al. 2001).

Abbreviations of site names are as shown in Fig. 12.4. See Ohte et al. (2001) for site descriptions

and original references
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groundwater zone. Where the soil was sufficiently deep, seasonal variations in the

relatively shallow soil horizon (<100 cm) became unclear or disappeared during

vertical soil water infiltration, owing to dispersion, while changes in the groundwa-

ter level could generate seasonality in discharge NO3
� concentration because of

differences in the NO3
� concentrations between shallow and deep groundwater

bodies. Thus, where the soil water contribution from shallow soil horizons to stream

water generation is high, the seasonal variation in NO3
� pool size, controlled by

soil nitrogen dynamics, can strongly reflect stream water NO3
� concentrations. In

contrast, where the water contribution from the groundwater zone, which is sub-

stantially deeper than the biologically active zone (root zone), is significant,

seasonal variations in NO3
� concentration can be controlled by hydrological con-

ditions such as changes in the groundwater level.

In temperate East Asia under the Asian monsoon climate, which is characterized

by a distinct rainy season in summer, warm and humid conditions are generally

favorable for nitrogen mineralization and nitrification during the growing season.

High precipitation also provides hydrologically active conditions for nutrient

export from the soil profile to streams. It is possible that hydrological transportation

is more important than soil nitrogen dynamics in regulating the seasonal variation

of NO3
� export from forested catchments in these regions.

12.3.3 Catchment-Scale and Contributing Processes

Many studies have emphasized the importance of in-stream processes to the spatio-

temporal variations in nutrient concentrations (Mulholland 1992, 2004; Mulholland

and Hill 1997; Bernhardt et al. 2005; Mulholland et al. 2008). This is a natural

occurrence in a relatively large stream, because the spatial importance of the hypor-

heic zone in streambed and riparian zones generally increases with stream scale. Thus,

the relative contributions of biogeochemical processes in hillslopes and streams

should change with catchment or stream scale, with greater hillslope influences on

small streams in the upper reaches, and greater in-stream effects on larger streams.

We should also note the geographical variations in the relationship between

stream order and catchment scale. For example, in the Susquehanna River in the

northeastern US, Goodale et al. (2009) established observation sites in first- and

second-order headwater catchments, with catchment scales ranging from 43 to

266 ha. In contrast, the scales of first- and second-order catchments in many

Japanese headwaters range from 1 to 10 ha (e.g., Asano et al. 2002; Ohte et al.

2003; Oda et al. 2009). This difference in geographical scale may cause further

differences among these sites in the relationship between stream scale and the

relative contribution of in-stream processes. Moreover, differences in stream-

scale regulation originate from not only differences in geological or geomorpho-

logical settings but also climatic conditions. The minimum scale of a catchment that

can sustain a perennial stream is regulated by the amount of dischargeable water in

the catchment during the driest season. As shown in Fig. 12.3, minimum discharge
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occurs during the dry summer in nonmonsoon regions (maritime temperate and

Mediterranean climates), including most of the US and Europe, whereas minimum

discharge occurs during the winter in regions with markedly rainy summer seasons,

as in monsoon Asia. Thus, the minimum catchment scale required to provide a

perennial stream in dry summer regions is larger than that in wet summer regions.

12.4 Future Research Directions for Temperate Forests

Coordinated research efforts in various climate regions are required to provide a

more universal understanding of the mechanisms behind the seasonal variations in

both hydrological and biogeochemical conditions, including the mechanisms

controlling seasonal variations in stream NO3
� concentrations. More data must be

collected and compiled from study sites with various climate, hydrology, and vegeta-

tion conditions. In particular, more hydrological and biogeochemical data are required

from regions with high precipitation and flow in summer, such as temperate and

subtropical East Asia. Process-based quantitative evaluations of nitrogen dynamics in

soils and streams are also needed, as wet summer conditions may provide unique

nitrogen dynamics compared with regions with dry summers. For this type of meta-

analysis, we must extensively survey previously published literature as well as

conventional and project-based databases such as the United States Long Term

Ecological Research Network (US Long Term Ecological Research Network 2010)

and the NITREX/EXMAN database (European Community ecosystem manipulation

projects; Tietema and Beier 1995). One hypothesis may be that nutrient loss through

streams is increased in ecosystems with high summer precipitation relative to ecosys-

tems with dry summers. Moreover, to maintain the same level of plant growth and

nutrient availability in soils in dry summer regions, ecosystems with rainy summers

may have a higher gross nutrient supply due to higher mineralization and nitrification

rates. These hypothetical discussionswere previously presented byOhrui andMitchell

(1997) and Ohte et al. (2001).

Multi-scale investigations are needed to evaluate the relative contributions of

hillslope biogeochemical effects and in-stream biological activities. A number of

studies of in-stream biogeochemical processes have previously been conducted in

the US (e.g., Mulholland and Hill 1997; Mulholland et al. 2008); however, inves-

tigations in different climatic regions are critically limited. Assessment of the

contributions of scale effects to the hillslope and in-stream biogeochemical pro-

cesses in regions under various climatic conditions is also required.
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Chapter 13

Hydrology and Biogeochemistry of Semiarid

and Arid Regions

Xiao-Yan Li

13.1 Introduction

Arid and semi-arid areas with more than 30% of the world’s land surface are

characterized by low and sporadic moisture availability and sparse or discontinuous

vegetation, both spatially and temporally. Vegetation, water, and nutrients are

intimately coupled in the arid environments with strong feedbacks and interactions

occurring across fine to coarse scales. This chapter reviews and synthesizes recent

advances in ecohydrology and biogeochemistry in arid and semiarid regions and

discusses future research needs and directions. Four connections are needed in future

studies: (1) connecting hydrology and biogeochemistry with other two new

emerging interdisciplinary fields of hydropedology and ecohydrology to understand

a complex network of interaction and feedbacks between vegetation, hydrology, and

biogeochemical cycling; (2) connecting aboveground and belowground processes to

investigate how canopies redistribute rainfall and nutrient and their impact on

subsurface flow, and to integrate landscape connectivity through recharge and

discharge dynamics; (3) connecting individual plant, patch, slope and watershed

scales to identify key variables, nonlinearities and linkages for interacting hydrolog-

ical and biogeochemical processes between different spatial scales; (4) connecting

vegetation perturbation (degradation) and recovery to understand how anthropo-

genic changes in landscape heterogeneity and watershed processes alter the dynamic

regimes of the coupled hydrological-biogeochemical systems at different scales.

13.2 Influence of Rainfall Partitioning by Vegetation

on Hydrology and Biogeochemistry at the Individual

Plant Scale

13.2.1 Hydrological Partitioning Processes

Vegetation canopies can affect spatial heterogeneity of the rainwater input process

within individual plant community. Precipitation intercepted by the canopy is

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
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partitioned into throughfall and stemflow, as diffuse input and point input, respec-

tively (Liang et al. 2007, 2009). The partitioning of rainfall into interception,

throughfall and stemflow is affected by various factors such as rainfall character-

istics (the amount, intensity and duration of rainfall and the temporal distribution of

rain events), meteorological conditions (wind speed, air humidity deficit, net

radiation) and vegetation (type, canopy height, canopy area, basal area, branch

angle, leaf area index, bark roughness, leafed or leafless) (Crockford and Richard-

son 2000; Levia and Frost 2003). Pressland (1973) reported that the important

factors affecting interception in arid woodland were the duration of the rainfall

event and the occurrence of short rainless periods during an individual event, large

percentage of rainfall interception usually occur during small rain events. Many

studies indicated that throughfall, stemflow and interception were positive and

linearly correlated with incident gross rainfall amount (Pressland 1973, 1976;

Carlyle-Moses 2004; Owens et al. 2006; Li et al. 2008b, 2009); however, the

percentages of throughfall, stemflow and interception could be represented by

power (Domingo et al. 1998), curvilinear (Carlyle-Moses 2004) and logarithmic

functions (Liu and Zhao 2009). Percentage of interception decreased with increas-

ing rainfall amount. Rainfall intensity generally has a poor relationship with

interception, throughfall and stemflow, partly due to the counteracting effects

between rainfall amount and intensity.

The proportions of interception, throughfall and stemflow to incident gross

precipitation are highly variable between and within vegetation species, as well

as ecoregions (Levia and Frost 2003). Previous studies mainly focus on tropical and

temperate forests; in contrast, relatively few studies were conducted in the tree,

shrub and grass communities of drylands (Dunkerley 2000a; Carlyle-Moses 2004).

Dunkerley (2000a) reported that interception losses from forests are greater in

absolute volume than those from dryland communities, because of the more exten-

sive plant canopy and the higher frequency of rain events. However, on a percentage

basis, drylands lose considerably more water via interception than do more humid

environments (Wilcox et al. 2003a). In general, the evaporation of intercepted

rainfall by plant canopies typically accounts for 10–30% of the gross rainfall

(Zinke 1967). Llorens and Domingo (2007) reviewed that for an annual rainfall of

200–1,600 mm, mean relative throughfall was about 79% with a variation coeffi-

cient of about 9% under Mediterranean conditions. For shrubs and bushes in

semiarid environments, however, the mean relative throughfall was about 49%

with a coefficient of variation of about 32% under an annual rainfall range of

90–800 mm (Llorens and Domingo 2007). Levia and Frost (2003) reported that

the mean maximum stemflow values, expressed as a percentage of the incident gross

precipitation, were approximately 3.5, 11.3, and 19% for tropical, temperate, and

semiarid regions, respectively. Johnson and Lehmann (2006) found that stemflow

can vary by more than three orders of magnitude, from 0.07 to 22% of incident

rainfall, under a wide range of precipitation regimes (600–7,100 mm year�1). Llo-

rens and Domingo (2007) found although stemflow averaged 3% of incident precip-

itation under Mediterranean conditions, there was an associated coefficient of

variation of 111%.
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I summarized previous publications (41 papers) concerning rainfall partition by

tree, shrub and grass in arid and semiarid zone (mean annual precipitation less than

600 mm year�1) during the last 60 years. Many studies focused on rainfall

interception by vegetation, there is a general paucity of information on stemflow

and throughfall and factors affecting it in desert and rangeland shrub species.

Quantitative information on stemflow and throughfall processes, and the final fate

of this redistributed water in the soil is still sparse (Martinez-Meza 1994). Consid-

ering tree, shrub and grass as a whole, we found that percentage of interception,

throughfall and stemflow of the incident gross precipitation averaged 26.9 � 18.7,

65.2 � 15.5, and 11.5 � 11.9%, respectively, under mean annual precipitation

from 117 to 570 mm year�1. Grass had a higher mean value of interception

(38.4 � 32.3%) than tree (23.6 � 14.9%) and shrub (24.8 � 12.9%), whereas

no significant differences in interception, throughfall and stemflow were found

between tree and shrubs. Carlyle-Moses (2004) had reported that shrubs in semi-

arid systems intercepted from 13 to 40% of bulk rainfall, deciduous trees from 9 to

20% and coniferous trees from 20 to 48%. Stemflow showed much greater varia-

bility (coefficient of variation is larger than 100%) than throughfall (coefficient of

variation is less than 30%) and interception (coefficient of variation is less than

60%). Shrub systems tend to have higher stemflow (12.1 � 12.4%) than those

dominated by trees (10.3 � 11.6%), perhaps attributed to the fact that the thresh-

old at which rainfall produces stemflow in shrubs is normally very low, 1–3mm for

different species. In contrast, tree-dominated systems have a relatively high

threshold of 4–30 mm for stemflow generation (Llorens and Domingo 2007).

13.2.2 Chemical Partitioning Processes

Vegetation plays an important role in transferring the input of chemical solutes from

aboveground vegetative surfaces to the soil via throughfall and stemflow.

The chemistry of throughfall and stemflow mainly results from the chemical inter-

action among rainfall, dry deposition, sticky exudations and canopy leaching, and is

influenced by canopy characteristics (species, age, branch angle, bark roughness and

water repellency) and climate factors (rainfall amount and intensity, season, wind

speed, lag time between rains) (Levia and Frost 2003; Johnson and Lehmann 2006).

Previous studies concerning chemical composition of rainfall, throughfall and

stemflow mainly focus on canopies of temperate and tropical forests; however,

very few works were reported in the arid and semiarid regions, particularly for

the shrub type vegetation (Návar et al. 2009). One known study by Whitford et al.

(1997) reported that the concentration of NH4-N, NO3-N and PO4-P, total N,

Ca, Mg; Na and K were significantly higher in stemflow than in the bulk preci-

pitation for creosote bush in the northern Chihuahuan Desert, while no signi-

ficant differences in the concentration of ions were found between throughfall

and precipitation except for SO4, K and total nitrogen. They also found that

increases in nitrogen in stemflow water may be due to biological activity of
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stem crust micro-organisms in addition to dry-fall and concluded that the nutrient

enrichment in stemflow may contribute to the development of “fertile island”

under shrubs (Schlesinger and Reynolds 1990; Schlesinger and Pilmanis 1998).

In another study of the concentration of eight chemical solutes (Ca, Mg, K, Na,

Cu, Mn, Zn and Fe) in gross rainfall and throughfall for four shrub species (Acacia
rigidula Benth., Acacia berlandieri Benth., Pithecellobium ebano C.H. Mull. and

Pithecellobium pallens) in northeastern Mexico, Návar et al. (2009) reported that

average throughfall (37.8 kg ha�1 year�1) almost doubled the flux of solutes

compared to rainfall (24.1 kg ha�1 year�1). Calcium was the dominant cation

with 48% and 52% of the total constituent flux for rainfall and throughfall,

respectively. However, K, Mg and Cu approximately doubled in throughfall in

contrast to gross rainfall.

13.2.3 Knowledge Gaps and Research Needs for Rainfall
Partitioning in Drylands

Despite recognition of the potentially large effect of rainfall partition and associated

processes on the hydrologic budget, few studies have quantitatively evaluated

the multiple components simultaneously in arid and semiarid areas, nor have the

effects of rainfall intensity within storms been rigorously evaluated (Owens et al.

2006). The separate effects of rainfall amount and intensity on rainfall partitioning

by vegetation need further investigation under arid conditions (Li et al. 2009).

Vertical fluxes redistributed by aboveground shrub stems and belowground roots

with stemflow and preferential flow, respectively, were also not well understood,

although stemflow was considered an important source of soil moisture in arid

and semiarid lands (Pressland 1973; Tromble 1987; Li et al. 2008b). Water utiliza-

tion by plants is controlled by many factors including vegetation type, soil moisture

storage and redistribution, depth of root and bedrock, and frequency of rainfall

events, as a result, the extent and importance of stemflow used by plants needs

further experimental investigations. Integrated observations during long period

(such as a series of successive years) and with wide range (different vegetation

types) are also needed to investigate spatio-temporal variability of rainfall parti-

tioning by canopy and water flow in the soil as well as their controlling factors, thus

providing parameters associated with the processes for modelling.

Spatial pattern of nutrients due to chemical partitioning processes by virtue of

physical vegetation presence and concomitant influences is very important for arid

ecosystem sustainability, therefore understanding these processes will help us

develop much greater predictive capability for dryland productivity. Future studies

need to quantitatively investigate chemical partitioning processes of more vegeta-

tion types and their priming effect on the associated soil in arid and semiarid areas,

and also examine how meteorological conditions and seasonality (including winter)

may affect nutrient leaching. No known studies have specifically examined intra-

specific differences in stemflow chemistry at the species level are needed. Further

work should also be directed to stemflow nutrient transfers from standing dead trees

(Levia and Frost 2003).
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13.3 Patchy Vegetation and its Response to Hydrology

and Biogeochemistry at Patch and Slope Scales

13.3.1 Redistribution of Flows and Nutrients at Patch Scale

The vegetation of arid and semiarid regions is usually patterned, consisting of

patches with high plant cover interspersed in a low-cover or bare soil matrix (Aguiar

and Sala 1999). The self-organized patchiness differs in scale and shape. Patterns

reported include gaps, labyrinths, stripes (“tiger bush”) and spots (“leopard bush”),

which occur in semiarid and arid regions of Africa, Asia, Australia andNorth America

(Aguiar and Sala 1999; Rietkerk et al. 2004). Vegetated patches and bare ground

couple together in a landscape mosaic of sources and sinks of water, sediments and

nutrients (Reynolds et al. 1999; Wilcox et al. 2003b). Vegetated patches are char-

acterized by greater water storage capacity, increased soil organic carbon, larger

nutrient inputs, greater soil biological activity and higher net primary productivity

than adjacent inter-canopy area (Puigdefábregas 2005), leading to the so-called

“fertility islands” (Schlesinger and Pilmanis 1998), “resource islands” (Reynolds

et al. 1999) and “hydrologic islands” (Rango et al. 2006). Dunkerley (2000b) reported

that the water uptake rate within shrub patch is at least 10% greater than the shrub

interspace. Galle et al. (2001) estimated that rainfall concentration factor (infiltration

in the vegetated band divided by rainfall) was up to approximately 1.4 for A. aneura in
Australia, 2–4 for tiger bush in Mexico and Niger. The enhanced infiltration rates

under vegetated patches are due to improved soil aggregation and macroporosity

related to biological activity (e.g., termites, ants, and earthworms are very active in

arid areas) and vegetation roots (Ludwig et al. 2005). Li et al. (2008a) reported that

a spot-structured shrub patch in the Tengger Desert of China could trap 55% of

the runoff from the crust patches, and therefore more than 75% of the sediments,

63% soil carbon, 74% nitrogen and 45–73% dissolved nutrients triggered by runoff

from crust patches were delivered to shrub patches. Bisigato et al. (2009) reviewed

that soil of vegetation patches showed 1.23–3.70 times more organic matter,

1.25–5.00 times more nitrogen and 1.10–1.66 times more phosphorus than the soil

of interpatch areas in Monte Desert. Different mechanisms have been proposed for

higher concentrations of nutrients under plant cover: litterfall and death of roots of

plants present in the patch, deposition of wind-blown soil and organic matter, washing

of dust and nutrients deposited in the canopies by rain, and/or nutrient losses by

erosion in the interpatch areas. However, the relative importance of thesemechanisms

has not been evaluated.

13.3.2 Spatial Redistribution of Flows and Nutrients
at Slope Scale

Spatial redistribution of flows and nutrients at the slope scale is regulated by the

connectivity among plant islands and interspace patches and the patterning of soil
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water, which is influenced by the characteristics of rainfall, interspaces, plant

community structure, topography and ground cover (Imeson and Prinsen 2004;

Puigdefabregas 2005). Rainfall intensity and infiltration rate on the individual patch

(interspace or plant island) determine whether materials are absorbed by the

receiving patch or transferred downslope (Belnap et al. 2005). When rainfall rates

exceed interspace or plant-island infiltration rates, the resultant overland flow

horizontally redistributes water, sediment and nutrients. Overland flow, evapotrans-

piration and leaching all result in water and nutrient loss from the hillslope, and

nutrient losses from a given patch can serve as a resource subsidy for receiving

patches or be lost from the system to downslope intermittent washes (Belnap et al.

2005). Usually at the slope scale, more organic matter, nutrients and microbial

biomass accumulate in topographic depressions or valley bottoms. Very few studies

have attempted to describe how naturally produced runoff and erosion at the

vegetation patch scale relate to those same processes at the hillslope scale (Wilcox

et al. 2003b). A study by Wilcox et al. (2003b) examined the effects of spatial

scale (the intercanopy unit, the patch and the hillslope) on runoff and erosion,

and concluded that unit-area runoff and erosion decrease dramatically and non-

linearly from the patch to the hillslope scale, more than a 50-fold decrease in

cumulative runoff and more than a 150-fold decrease in cumulative erosion from

the bare microplots to the hillslope. These findings suggest that scale-dependent

runoff–runon processes exert much more control over runoff from a hillslope than

does the spatial variability of point infiltration. Moreover, disturbances can modify

the effects of scale on runoff and erosion, both directly and via the modification of

vegetation patterns, which can produce an increase in erosion rates leading to the

creation of gullies and can result in irreversible degradation (Wilcox et al. 2003b).

13.3.3 Knowledge Gaps and Research Needs for the Effect
of Patchy Vegetation on Hydrology and Biogeochemistry

Although vegetation self-organizing in spatial patterns has been considered as an

optimized response to climatic and landscape conditions, the effects of scale and

spatial complexity on hydrological and biogeochemical process have yet to be fully

elucidated (Newman et al. 2006). Interactions between spatial (e.g., surface type)

and temporal (e.g., soil moisture) variation in hydrological control factors can be

expected in semiarid patchy landscapes; however, there still is an important knowl-

edge gap about the relative importance and the interaction of these factors as

determinants of the hydrological response of semiarid soils (Mayor et al. 2009).

Therefore, quantifications of spatial and temporal interactions and feedback among

vegetation patches and hydrologic elements (i.e., rainfall, topography, soils) across

scales are needed in future research. The challenge remains to characterize connec-

tivity and identify indicators as well as thresholds of spatio-temporal hydrological

and biogeochemical process (Michaelides and Chappell 2009). Moreover, prefer-

ential flow is known to influence hillslope hydrology and biogeochemistry in many
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areas around the world; however, most research has been performed in temperate

regions. Preferential infiltration has also been found in semiarid regions, but its

impact on the hydrology and biogeochemistry of these regions is poorly known

(van Schaik et al. 2008). There is a need to quantify the influence of preferential

flow networks on the hillslope hydrology at different spatial scales. Linking self-

organized patchiness with catastrophic shift (e.g., critical transition from a

self-organized patchy state to a barren state) by the resource concentration mecha-

nism deserve great attention, which would help to bridge the present gaps among

theory, observation and management (Rietkerk et al. 2004; Scheffer et al. 2009).

13.4 Impact of Vegetation Change on Hydrology

and Biogeochemistry at the Watershed Scale

13.4.1 Impact of Vegetation Change on Water Yield

The influence of vegetation change on water quantity and quality in the watershed

has long been a concerned subject worldwide. Deforestation, shifting cultivation and

conversions of land covers such as from forest or brushlands to croplands or pastures

are examples of changes that can alter streamflow response (Brooks et al. 1991). The

hydrologic implications of extensive and long-term changes in vegetation cover are

controversial. A large number of studies have been conducted to ascertain the effect

of forest on streamflow throughout the world (Bosch and Hewlett 1982; Stoneman

1993; Scott et al. 1998; Zhang et al. 2001; Andreassian 2004; Brown et al. 2005). An

international review by Bosch and Hewlett (1982) found that reducing forest cover

causes an increase in water yield, increasing forest cover causes a decrease in water

yield. A 10% change in cover in humid evergreen (e.g., eucalypt, pine) forests results

in a 30–40 mm change in streamflow. The corresponding changes for deciduous

hardwood (poplar, oak) and scrub were �25 and 10 mm, respectively. Zhang et al.

(2001) modelled that mean annual stream flow had responses to the changes in

vegetation at the precipitation gradients. When grassland changes to permanent

forests, the absolute reduction in mean annual water yield in a high rainfall region

is much greater than that in a low rainfall region, while the proportional reduction is

reversed. Relative losses in stream flow appear to increase linearly with increasing

aridity; however, the level of annual precipitation at which the linear relationship

breaks down is uncertain (Jackson et al. 2009).

In arid and semiarid regions, systematic studies concerning vegetation changes

and their effects on hydrology are comparatively scarce and mainly focus on

forested uplands, rangelands and riparian communities at the small scale (Brooks

et al. 1991; Wilcox et al. 2008). The effect of woody plants changes on streamflow

in drylands has been still a subject of debate. For rangelands, relatively few studies

have shown that streamflow can be increased by reducing the cover of woody plants

(Wilcox et al. 2006); however, in the upland areas where conditions allow for some
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deep drainage and riparian areas dominated by invasive phreatophytes, there is

an increase in water yield by reducing woody plant cover (Wilcox et al. 2006).

The close coupling between vegetation and runoff has been repeatedly demon-

strated at small scales, but very rarely at larger scales. Wilcox et al. (2008)

ascertained streamflow changes on rangelands in response to degradation and

recovery at the watershed scale in central Texas, and found that there was no

indication that the decline in streamflow was related to diminished groundwater

flows caused by extraction of subsurface water by woody plants, suggesting that

declines in streamflow are a signal of hydrological recovery rather than the usurping

of subsurface water by woody plants.

Riparian ecosystems occupy very small portions of the landscape in arid regions,

yet they exert substantial influence on hydrologic, geomorphic, and ecological

processes (Shaw and Cooper 2008). Riparian vegetation species are usually phrea-

tophytes. Grass and shrub communities generally prevail among riparian floodplain

species and their zonation along valley floors can vary considerably. Analyses of

the sources of water used by these species carried out in the San Pedro River

(Arizona, USA) show that grasslands basically rely on recent precipitation, whereas

mesquite shrubs obtain water from deeper zones in the soil profile and are therefore

more sensitive to groundwater changes (Scott et al. 2000; Camporeale et al. 2006).

Woody plants have the deepest root systems and are capable of extracting large

volumes of water from depths of 10 m or more. In South Africa, the impacts of

vegetation changes on baseflow or groundwater have been documented in both

humid and sub-humid catchments but the greatest changes in groundwater levels

have followed type conversions in semiarid savanna. Transpiration of water by

plants accounts for about half of the largest changes in the water balance associated

with vegetation-type conversions (Maitre et al. 1999). Hancock et al. (1996) argued

that arid catchments exhibited riparian vegetation with more complex structure,

survival ability and competitive strategy than upland vegetation which is instead

more inclined to tolerate water stress. The dynamics of riparian vegetation in

drylands seems to be predominantly influenced by the competition (or cooperation)

between different communities classified as native dominant, pioneering, invader

or opportunistic (Camporeale et al. 2006). Existing knowledge of riparian ecosys-

tems is derived almost exclusively from plot- or habitat-scale (e.g., floodplains and

streambanks) studies, and focuses largely on perennial rivers while relatively little

is known about the factors controlling the distribution of riparian vegetation in

ephemeral stream networks (Shaw and Cooper 2008).

13.4.2 Impact of Vegetation Change on Biogeochemistry

Vegetation or land use changes can affect ionic balance on upland watersheds and

the streamflow originating from them. The dissolved chemical load of stream after

various forest disturbances such as timber harvesting or fire are largely a function of

biotic and abiotic processes (Brooks et al. 1991). Investigations of the effects of
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deforestation on soil and stream biogeochemistry have focused on changes

observed in soil and stream chemistry during forest clearing and regrowth, often

modelled on small watershed studies (Biggs et al. 2006). Regional surveys of

stream biogeochemistry in forested and pasture areas of the Amazon basin show

that streams draining pastures have higher concentrations and fluxes of Na, Cl, and

K than streams draining forests in both wet and dry seasons (Biggs et al. 2002), and

increased concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus in the dry season (Biggs et al.

2004, 2006).

The conversion of grassland to shrubland or woody plant expansion in semiarid

and arid ecosystem is a global phenomenon with important hydrological and

biogeochemical consequences. The causes of shrub or woody plant encroachment

in semiarid grasslands throughout the world have been much debated. Most often

cited as reasons are climate change, chronic high levels of herbivory, change in fire

frequency, changes in grass competitive ability, spread of seed by livestock, small

mammal populations, elevated levels of CO2 and combinations of these factors

(Briggs et al. 2005). Previous studies suggest increases in woody plant abundance

in dryland ecosystems may alter biogeochemical processes and influence atmo-

spheric chemistry and climate (Schlesinger and Reynolds 1990). Transitions

between grass and woody plant-dominated ecosystems can affect rates of soil

respiration (Raich and Schlesinger 1992). Replacement of grassland by shrubland

is thought to lock up considerable amounts of carbon (Goodale and Davidson

2002). Jackson et al. (2002) reported that woody plant invasion increased contents

of soil organic carbon and soil organic nitrogen at the drier area, and decreased

them at the wetter area. However, these assessments are characterized by a high

degree of uncertainty. In addition, soils associated with woody plants may accumu-

late more carbon than those associated with herbaceous vegetation, but here too,

results are controversial (Goodale and Davidson 2002; Jackson et al. 2002).

13.4.3 Knowledge Gaps and Research Needs for the Effect
of Vegetation Change on Hydrology and Biogeochemistry

An integrated understanding of feedback loops between vegetation change and

steamflow at the watershed scale is an important scientific challenge. Scaling the

results to larger catchments is still a major problem because areas subject to

vegetation change are likely to be patchy and relatively small compared to the

overall catchment size. Moreover, how individual land use practices aggregate to a

watershed scale response remains unanswered. Another key issue in the study of the

long-term effects of rehabilitation or degeneration of vegetation is the soil vegeta-

tion relationship, we need to identify the respective roles of plant and soils in

vegetation influence, systematic and long-term research is needed to document the

recovery process of soil hydrologic properties along with changes of plant water use

during the entire life cycle of plantation. Concerning interaction between riparian
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vegetation and hydrology, the contribution of fine vegetation structures to land-

scape hydrological roughness needs to be considered in relation to the spatial

complexity (patchiness, vertical stratification, rhizosphere) and temporal variability

(phenology, succession) of plant communities (Tabacchi et al. 2000). Moreover,

with the exception of some woody species, the uptake, storage and return of water

to the atmosphere is poorly known for riparian communities, and therefore the

assessment of the regional hydrological importance of the riparian corridor remains

difficult to estimate. Future studies also need to focus on linking hydrology and

biogeochemistry in complex landscapes to understand the stocks, processes and

fluxes of dissolved and particulate organic matter, nutrients and trace gases from the

uplands across riparian zones and floodplains and down the channels of river

corridors. The critical near-stream zone deserves great attention. It is necessary to

understand the development of saturated conditions within the near-stream zone to

identify biogeochemical “hot spots” that exhibit disproportionately high reaction

rates relative to surrounding areas and, as such, can significantly affect the quality

of stream water particularly, to understand the development of saturated conditions

within the near-stream zone (Burt and Pinay 2005).

13.5 General Future Research Needs and Directions

for Hydrology and Biogeochemistry in Semiarid

and Arid Regions

The characteristics of hydrological and biogeochemical processes at different

spatial scales in semiarid and arid regions are summarized in Table 13.1. We still

need “4 connections” in future studies of hydrology and biogeochemistry in semi-

arid and arid regions. First, connecting hydrology and biogeochemistry with other

two new emerging interdisciplinary fields of hydropedology and ecohydrology to

understand a complex network of interaction and feedbacks between vegetation,

hydrology and biogeochemical cycling (Lin 2003; Newman et al. 2006; Li et al.

2009). Second, connecting aboveground and belowground processes to investigate

how canopies redistribute rainfall and nutrient and their impact on subsurface flow,

and to integrate landscape connectivity through recharge and discharge dynamics

(Jackson et al. 2009). Third, connecting individual plant, patch, slope and water-

shed scales to identify key variables, nonlinearities and linkages for interacting

hydrological and biogeochemical processes between different spatial scales. This

would help to understand self-organized complexity (such as patchy vegetation and

preferential flow networks) and representative processes of hydrology and biogeo-

chemistry. Scale transfer or multi-scale bridging issue remains a challenging

problem in hydrology and biogeochemistry. Fourth, connecting vegetation pertur-

bation (degradation) and recovery to understand how anthropogenic changes in

landscape heterogeneity and watershed processes alter the dynamic regimes of the

coupled hydrological-biogeochemical systems at different scales and explore

underlying mechanism for ecosystem dynamics and health.
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Other critical need includes a network of well-designed long-term monitoring

within a spatially nested design framework in the context of arid and semiarid

ecosystem across awide range of geographic regions;we need to consider the episodic

nature of water availability and heterogeneous soil surface and temporal–spatial scale

effects. An effort must be made to provide guidelines for all the measurements to be

made, systematic field data collectionsmust contribute to enhanced understanding at a

variety of scales and to the advancement of quantitative modelling and prediction.
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Chapter 14

Hydrology and Biogeochemistry

of Mediterranean Forests

Pilar Llorens, Jérôme Latron, Miguel Álvarez-Cobelas,

Jordi Martı́nez-Vilalta, and Gerardo Moreno

14.1 Introduction

The Mediterranean climate is characterized by a regime of hot summer droughts

and winter rains in the mid-latitudes, roughly between 30� and 45� North and

South of the equator. The main area lying within the Mediterranean climate is the

Mediterranean basin, but this climate also occurs in coastal areas of California,

South America, South Africa and South and Western Australia.

Mediterranean climate regions occupy less than 5% of the Earth’s surface but have

more than 20% of the whole vascular plant species of the world (Cowling et al. 1996),

forming a very diverse mosaic of communities, from sparse shrubs in dry and

degraded areas, through oak woodland savannahs, to dense forests in the wetter areas.

The aim of this chapter is to synthesize current knowledge on hydrology and

biogeochemistry of Mediterranean forests highlighting both common features and

main differences with respect to other climate-type forests. The chapter also aims to

identify poorly understood issues and to suggest future research directions.

14.2 Mediterranean Forest Rainfall Partitioning

Throughfall and stemflow, by modifying the spatial distribution of the water reaching

the soil, have significant hydrological and ecological impacts, especially in areas, like

the Mediterranean, with periods of water scarcity.

14.2.1 Throughfall and Stemflow Rates in Mediterranean Areas

An exhaustive review of rainfall partitioning by Mediterranean vegetation in

Europe (Llorens and Domingo 2007) indicates that mean forest relative throughfall

was about 79% (CV ¼ 9%), a similar rate to that observed in temperate conditions.

Low relative throughfall observed in the characteristic Mediterranean species

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_14, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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Quercus ilex (ca. 72 � 3%) in the studies reviewed is also confirmed recently

(e.g., David et al. 2006; Limousin et al. 2008; Pereira et al. 2009a). Additionally,

similar results were obtained for Quercus suber by Xiao et al. (2000). For shrubs,

their mean relative throughfall was about 49% (CV ¼ 32%) (Llorens and Domingo

2007). Studies of rainfall partitioning of shrubs and bushes are scarce and,

moreover, throughfall rates of shrubs growing in dry environments are highly

variable (Dunkerley 2000). For these reasons, it is difficult to compare results in

Mediterranean environments with results obtained in other environments.

As stated by Levia and Frost (2003), compared to throughfall, stemflow is

under-represented in literature, and Mediterranean vegetation also has this draw-

back. Trees mean relative stemflow was about 3% (CV ¼ 111%), while, in shrubs,

it was 19% (Llorens and Domingo 2007). High stemflow percentages observed

in some shrub species may be explained by their aerial structure and a very low

rainfall threshold (1–3 mm) for starting stemflow (e.g., Navar 1993).

14.2.2 Specific Factors Affecting Rainfall Interception
in Mediterranean Conditions

The elevated inter-event variability of the relationship between bulk rainfall and

interception loss described by several authors for different Mediterranean eco-

systems (Llorens et al. 1997; Xiao et al. 2000; David et al. 2006; Limousin et al.

2008; Sraj et al. 2008) is attributable to the characteristics of the Mediterranean

rainfall regime, which includes frontal rainfall events and short convective storms

(Fig. 14.1). The sequence rainfall events with small rainfall depth and intensity

(with rainfall breaks in between), which promote larger interception losses, could

be considered an important factor for explaining larger interception losses in

Mediterranean areas during frontal rainfall events (e.g., Llorens et al. 1997;

Limousin et al. 2008). Yet, these higher interception rates are counterbalanced by

lower rates observed during large and intense storms that also characterize the

Mediterranean rainfall regime (e.g., Llorens et al. 1997; David et al. 2006).

In the Mediterranean climate rainfall rates are variable between seasons, while

mean evaporation rates for a wet canopy is a more conservative parameter world

wide (David et al. 2005). However, mean wet evaporation rates observed in Medi-

terranean conditions, ranging between 0.20 mm h�1 (Valente et al. 1997) and about

0.46 mm h�1 (Llorens 1997; Limousin et al. 2008) are in the higher range of those

observed in temperate climate where a number of studies indicate mean wet evapo-

ration rates lower than 0.20 mm h�1 (e.g., Gash et al. 1995; Herbst et al. 2008).

Mediterranean areas are frequently covered by open woodlands, savannah-type

ecosystems, isolated trees or shrub formations, but, there is less knowledge on the

rainfall partitioning process in these covers compared to closed forests (Llorens and

Domingo 2007). The latest research on single trees (Xiao et al. 2000; Gomez et al.

2001; David et al. 2006) agree that a correct representation of interception losses when

the tree cover is sparse is obtained bymeasuring the interception loss of individual trees.

However, the methodology is still being discussed. Frequently, studies in individuals
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used standard rainfall gauges located beneath the crown. To avoid the difficulty of using

this methodology designed for continuous forest, a device consisting of a collecting

surface beneath an individual plant was designed (Belmonte and Romero 1998; Xiao

et al. 2000). However, both methodologies are debated because the results obtained are

not reasonable during wind-driven rainfall (Dunkerley 2000; David et al. 2006).

14.2.3 Rainfall Interception Modeling in Mediterranean
Conditions

The sparse versions of Rutter and Gash models (Gash et al. 1995; Valente et al.

1997) formulated to better represent open forest stands were an important step for

a more accurate modeling of the sparse Mediterranean forests as corroborated by

recent studies (David et al. 2006; Limousin et al. 2008). The sparse versions, as well

as the original ones, have been applied in Mediterranean conditions (e.g., Llorens

1997; Valente et al. 1997; Domingo et al. 1998; Limousin et al. 2008; Sraj et al.

2008) giving efficiencies that are not far from those obtained in other climates.

However, a recent review of rainfall interception modeling (Muzylo et al. 2009)

indicated that more effort should be devoted to answering some questions that arise

from the modeling of very sparse forest (or individuals), such as the validity of

one-dimensional equations (i.e., Penman-Monteith) to calculate evaporation and

the effect of turbulence enhancement in sparse canopies.

An interesting proposal for the estimation of interception losses by single

trees is presented by Pereira et al. (2009b), who corroborate with experimental

measurements that a totally saturated single tree crown behaves like a wet bulb.

This allows for the calculation of crown evaporation by using a simple diffusion

equation. Moreover, a physically based modeling approach at the tree scale based

on the former work, with limited data requirements, was performed correctly in

the savannah-type woodlands tested (Pereira et al. 2009a).

From the sensitivity analysis of the sparse version of the Gash et al. (1995)

analytical model, Limousin et al. (2008) found an inverse sensitivity of a similar

magnitude of the evaporation rate and the rainfall rate. Similar results were

obtained by Llorens (1997) using the original version of Gash’s (1979) model.

Limousin et al. (2008) attributed this fact to the seasonality of the Mediterranean

climate, along with a high evaporative demand favoring interception losses with

high rainfall intensity events reducing those losses throughout the year.

14.3 Mediterranean Forest Transpiration

In Mediterranean forests, water flows are generally limited by water availability

as opposed to available energy. At the same time, however, Mediterranean forests

tend to be very efficient in using available water. As a result, water balance in
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Mediterranean catchments tends to be dominated by forest transpiration, and actual

evapotranspiration tends to increase linearly with rainfall.

14.3.1 Controls of Water-Use in Mediterranean Forests

Leaf area index (LAI) is related to site water balance, being a positive function of

water availability in Mediterranean ecosystems (Specht and Specht 1989; Hoff

and Rambal 2003). For natural eucalypt forests in Southern Australia, for example,

LAI ranges from 0.5 where P/ET � 0.2–4.5 where P/ET � 1.5 (Eamus et al.

2006). In terms of transpiration rates per unit of LAI, Mediterranean ecosystems

range between 100 mm in relatively humid forests with LAI of 4–6 and 200 mm in

shrublands with lower LAI (Joffre and Rambal 2002). LAI is normally the main

component of water use regulation in Mediterranean ecosystems across sites and

over long time scales. In Mediterranean shrublands, the regulation of leaf area is a

major component of the adjustment of vegetation to changes in water availability

(Poole and Miller 1981; Joffre et al. 2007). In the case of Mediterranean forests,

the regulation within a site (and over relatively short time scales) is achieved

mostly via stomatal control. In Mediterranean plants, as leaves tend to be small,

stomatal resistance tends to dominate over boundary layer resistance (e.g., Infante

et al. 1997).

Mediterranean species tend to show relatively low values of maximum stomatal

conductance, but they also have a tendency to maintain stomatal conductance for

longer periods under moderate water stress (e.g., Acherar and Rambal 1992).

Although this conservative water-use strategy relies on a relatively rapid and

efficient stomatal closure, in reality a continuum of stomatal responses is observed

in Mediterranean plants (cf., Joffre et al. 2007), even within a single site (e.g.,

Martinez-Vilalta et al. 2003). At the species level, stomatal behavior tends to be

associated with other plant traits, such as rooting depth or vulnerability to xylem

embolism (Davis et al. 1998; Martı́nez-Vilalta et al. 2002a). In general, Mediterra-

nean species showing a less strict stomatal control tend to operate under more

negative water potentials and be more resistant to xylem embolism (e.g., Martinez-

Vilalta et al. 2003; Jacobsen et al. 2007).

Another characteristic of Mediterranean plants, including many Eucalyptus and
Quercus species, is the ability to grow very deep root systems. In this way, they

are able to access additional ground water resources which allow them to continue

transpiration and carbon assimilation during the dry season (Dawson and Pate

1996). Additionally, many Mediterranean plants have dimorphic root systems,

which explain why hydraulic lift is particularly common in Mediterranean eco-

systems (Jackson et al. 2000). Plants from Mediterranean communities are, on

average, more resistant to xylem embolism than those from any other biome,

including deserts. This has important implications for drought resistance, as safety

margins from hydraulic failure seem to be wider in Mediterranean plants than

in species from more arid climates (cf. Jacobsen et al. 2007).
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14.3.2 Dynamics of Transpiration in Mediterranean Forests

Diurnal curves of stomatal conductance in Mediterranean plants frequently show a

characteristic pattern with two maxima, one in the morning and another one in the

afternoon, separated by a midday depression. This drop has been interpreted

as an adaptation to limit water loss when atmospheric water demand is highest

(Joffre et al. 2007). Similar adjustments have been reported on a seasonal base, with

reductions in stomatal conductance during the summer drought (Fig. 14.1). This

reduction is caused by the decline in stomatal conductance with vapor pressure

deficit (VPD), but also by changes in the functional response of stomata to VPD,

probably due to xylem embolism or to changes in the root–soil interface (Martinez-

Vilalta et al. 2003). There is some evidence that stomatal behavior of Mediterra-

nean species is optimal in the sense that it allows for maximizing the ratio of carbon

gain to water loss throughout the season (Xu and Baldocchi 2003).

At an inter-annual time scale, water use by Mediterranean forests is controlled by

water availability and, in particular, by soil water content (e.g., Reichstein et al. 2002;

Rambal et al. 2003; Poyatos et al. 2008). As a result, Mediterranean ecosystems

are particularly vulnerable to climate change. Several experimental simulations

conducted under field conditions have shown that water use in Mediterranean forests

is sensitive to reductions in precipitation (Cinnirella et al. 2002;Martinez-Vilalta et al.

2003; Limousin et al. 2009).

14.4 Mediterranean Streamflow Hydrology

The relatively limited number of studies related with the streamflow hydrology

of Mediterranean areas has sometimes resulted in the unverified extrapolation of

findings obtained in other climatic areas. However, in Mediterranean areas, results

obtained in humid regions may only be suitable for short wet periods of the year.

Indeed, streamflow hydrology of Mediterranean areas shares hydrological pro-

cesses of both wet and dry environments (Gallart et al. 1997, 2002). Results

obtained on the streamflow hydrology of Mediterranean areas in the last decades

correspond mainly to studies performed at the small research catchment scale (less

than 10 km2) in Europe and in the USA. They show (see Latron et al. 2009

and references therein) that the succession of dry and wet periods and the charac-

teristic occurrence of a wetting-up transition between both increases the complexity

of the rainfall–streamflow relationship.

14.4.1 Soil Moisture and Water Table Dynamics

The seasonality of the Mediterranean climate has a strong influence on the spatio-

temporal dynamics of soil moisture (Fig. 14.1). In the periods when precipitation
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exceeds evapotranspiration, catchment shifts into awet state and soilmoisture patterns

are generally controlled by factors related to the general catchment topography, with

upslope contributing areas as the most relevant feature. Under such conditions, spatial

soil moisture patterns are weakly heterogeneous and downslope areas are generally

wetter than upslope ones. Examples of time periodswith nonlocal controls dominating

soil moisture spatial dynamics have been reported in Mediterranean catchments

during relatively wet conditions. Contrarily, when the catchment is in a dry state,

soil moisture distribution depends mainly on local controls. Among these, vegetation

cover, aspect and soil characteristics have been described as the most relevant for

Mediterranean catchments (Gómez-Plaza et al. 2001). Soil moisture patterns observed

in dry conditions are much more irregular and are very heterogeneous, because sub-

surface water redistribution is no longer active. This switching behavior enhances the

spatio-temporal dynamics of soil moisture in Mediterranean mountain catchments, in

comparison with drier or wetter areas.

The marked seasonality of water table dynamics, as well as its high spatial

variability has often been reported for Mediterranean catchments (e.g., Grésillon

and Taha 1998). Results obtained recently (Lana-Renault et al. 2007; Latron and

Gallart 2008) on the effect of water table dynamics on streamflow response of

Mediterranean catchments show that water table dynamics is highly seasonal and

that, when the water table is close to the surface, the extent of saturated areas

increases, as is often found in more humid areas. The water table does not show a

similar response to rainfall throughout the year. This varies from no response in dry

conditions to very rapid response in wet conditions. During wetting-up periods,

characteristic slow and delayed water table responses are often observed. Finally,

and similarly to soil moisture, spatial variations in water table levels are much

higher during wetting-up periods than in dry or wet conditions.

14.4.2 Rainfall–Runoff Relationships and Streamflow
Generation Processes

In Mediterranean regions, the combination of high seasonality of the climate and

the generally high spatial heterogeneity of the landscape increases the nonlinearity

of the rainfall–runoff relationship. The highly variable rainfall dynamics have

direct consequences on the annual streamflow response of Mediterranean catch-

ments. Indeed, annual rainfall depth, as well as its distribution within the year,

strongly affects the streamflow response and very large variations in the annual

runoff/rainfall ratio have often been reported (Latron et al. 2009). At the seasonal

and monthly scale, no simple relationship between rainfall and runoff depths is

generally found (Ceballos and Schnabel 1998), even for the rainiest months.

The existence of a threshold in the relationship between rainfall and runoff depths

has been identified sometimes (Latron et al. 2008). This threshold distinguishes

lower or higher hydrological responses than those usually observed in more humid

catchments. At the event scale, the seasonality of the hydrological response of
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Mediterranean catchments has also been reported (e.g., Llorens and Gallart 1992;

Garcı́a-Ruiz et al. 2008), with a predominant alternation between a wet period,

when the catchment is hydrologically responsive, and a dry period, mainly in the

summer, when the catchment is much less reactive to any rainfall input (Fig. 14.1).

In Mediterranean catchments, the relationship between rainfall and stream-

flow is strongly dependent on the position of the water table, even if the relation-

ship between streamflow and the depth of the water table is much more scattered

than under more humid conditions (Latron and Gallart 2008). However, observed

water table variations are not always in phase with streamflow changes. Findings

obtained in Mediterranean catchments (Cosandey et al. 2005; Latron et al. 2008)

show that streamflow generation processes are widely variable in time and space

during the year in relation to the seasonality of catchment water reserves and to

rainfall characteristics (intensity, duration, etc.). As a result, runoff events in dry,

wetting-up and wet conditions commonly have different characteristics and they are

associated with dominating runoff generation processes changing from season to

season. For short (and often intense) rainfall events occurring in dry conditions,

infiltration excess runoff has been reported as the dominant streamflow process.

During wetting-up transitions the steady saturation of the catchment favors an

increasing contribution of saturation excess runoff, which leads to a larger hydro-

logical response. Lastly, during wet conditions, the extensive surface saturation

within the catchment is generally favorable to saturation excess runoff generation

(Latron and Gallart 2007), even if significant contributions of sub-surface runoff

processes have been identified in forested catchments (e.g., Marc et al. 2001).

14.5 Mediterranean Forest Biogeochemistry

The biogeochemistry of Mediterranean forests has received little attention. This is

evidenced by the low data availability in pan-European databases (Dise et al. 2009

and references therein). Mediterranean forests show many biogeochemistry

features common to other climate-type forests, but elevated temperatures determine

an intense biogeochemical cycling and a short mean residence time for elements in

Mediterranean forest floor. Hence, Mediterranean forest soils have thin litter floors

and low contents of organic matter, N and P, compared to other world soils

(Day 1983). In addition, nutrients accumulate mostly in the aboveground biomass,

in comparison to northern forests (Rodà et al. 1999 and references therein).

14.5.1 Deposition and Nutrient Cycling in Mediterranean Forests

Atmospheric depositions in the Mediterranean basin are frequently alkaline, partly

because the influence of Saharan dust (red rains) and other calcareous and salt

containing particles (e.g., L€oye-Pilot et al. 1986). Except some mountainous forests
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in California (Fenn and Poth 1999), Mediterranean forests receive low N deposi-

tion, with 5–10 kg N ha�1 year�1 for Mediterranean basin and South California,

0.1–0.5 kg N ha�1 year�1 in North Africa, Chile and South Africa, and even less

in SW Australia (Galloway 2005).

Accordingly, net canopy depositions reported for Mediterranean forests are gener-

ally very low (e.g., Bellot et al. 1999; Michopoulos et al. 2001). In nutrient-limited

Mediterranean forests, treesminimize canopy cations and P leaching, even if trees take

up of N and S from the atmosphere, as a conservative mechanism of self-regulation

(e.g., Moreno et al. 2001). N is retained usually as NH4
+ but, in very N-limited forests,

it can occur also as NO3
� in the growing season (Moreno et al. 2001).

The asynchrony between availability and plant demand of nutrients makes

Mediterranean forests very prone to nutrient loss from soils, which occur at moments

of high biological activity that coincides with the movement of leaching waters and

gas emission (Fenn et al. 1998; Butturini and Sabater 2002).

Litter decomposition peaks occur with wetting episodes at mild and high tem-

peratures. Nitrification is very efficient, even during a summer drought (Andersen

and Gundersen 2000). These conditions promote nutrient mobility and loss, espe-

cially with storms occurring after dry antecedent conditions (Àvila et al. 2002;

Ahearn et al. 2004; Bernal et al. 2005). These storms promote preferential flows

reaching the streams quickly, and leaching the forest floor with an important

amount of mineral nutrients (Àvila et al. 2002) and dissolved organic nutrients, as

DON (Cortina et al. 1995) and DOP (Butturini and Sabater 2000).

The nutrients exportation in Mediterranean deciduous oak forests, mostly

throughout the dormant season (net lost of 3.7 kg ha�1 year�1 of N reported

by Moreno and Gallardo 2002b) is about 100 times greater than in evergreen oak

forests (a net export of 0.05 kg N ha�1 year�1 is reported by Àvila et al. 2002).

Nutrient balances have revealed a net accumulation in most Mediterranean forest

soils, with low nutrient output compensated by atmospheric inputs (Moreno and

Gallardo 2002b; Rodà et al. 2002). In this way, the slow-growing Mediterranean

forests satisfy their nutrient requirements with atmospheric depositions to a large

extent (Rodà et al. 1999; Moreno and Gallardo 2002a).

Forest decline or decreased productivity is unlikely in Mediterranean forests,

even with high N deposition and active nitrification, because soils have high base

saturation and are not prone to severe acidification or Al mobilization. However,

forest decline may occur if elevated N concentration hampers mycorrhizal devel-

opment, or predisposes tree to drought stress, ozone injury, disease or insect

infestation (Fenn et al. 1998 and references therein).

14.5.2 Biogeochemistry of Mediterranean Streams

The biogeochemistry of Mediterranean forest streams does not cover all the issues

tackled in running waters of other forest types (i.e., deciduous and coniferous cold-

temperate streams). With the exception of recent investigations in NE Spain, little

work has been done in other Mediterranean forested areas.
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Most efforts have been devoted to organic carbon and nitrate transformations,

performing studies on mass balances (Williams and Melack 1997; Àvila et al. 2002;

Bernal et al. 2006) and nutrient retention and export (Martı́ and Sabater 1996; Lewis

2002), chemical seasonality (Ahearn et al. 2004; Bernal et al. 2005), exchanges

between hyporheic and in-stream waters (Butturini and Sabater 1999), the

responses to storms (Bernal et al. 2002; Butturini et al. 2006) and nitrate (Rusjan

et al. 2008) and DOC export seasonality (Butturini and Sabater 2000; Butturini

et al. 2008). Phosphorus metabolism, however, has not been studied as yet.

Organismic metabolism has been another fruitful approach. Carbon fixation by

algal communities and heterotrophic metabolism by bacteria have been addressed

by Sabater and Romanı́ (1996), Romanı́ et al. (1998), and Romanı́ and Sabater (2001)

in intermittent streams of deciduous forests. Nitrification by biofilms was measured

by Butturini et al. (2000), whereas denitrification rates were provided byMerseburger

et al. (2006), who also developed a conceptual model for nitrogen metabolism

(Merseburger 2006). Organic matter decomposition has also been studied (Artigas

et al. 2004), flow and benthic organic carbon being the shaping factors of Mediterra-

nean forest stream metabolism (Acuña et al. 2004).

The biogeochemistry of Mediterranean riparian forests has also deserved

scrutiny, Sabater et al. (2000) addressed the effect of riparian vegetation removal

on nutrient retention; Romanı́ et al. (2006) linked biogeochemistry of riparian and

in-stream environments.

Available data on annual nutrient export from Mediterranean forest streams are

still scant. Measured DOC flux in catchments with deciduous forests (Butturini and

Sabater 2000; Bernal et al. 2002) are in the low range of what has been measured

world wide (Alvarez-Cobelas et al. in press). Likewise, the total nitrogen export in

pristine Mediterranean catchments, covered by different forest species (Àvila et al.

2002; Lewis 2002) is also in the low range in comparison to word wide observations

(Alvarez-Cobelas et al. 2008).

The single datum reported on soluble phosphorus export is recorded in the

coniferous Tharp’s creek catchment (California, 6 kg P km�2 year�1; Williams

and Melack 1997), and is well within world ranges (Alvarez-Cobelas et al. 2009).

Biogeochemistry is reasonablywell understood,whereas ecological structure is less

known. Therefore, the identification of community elements playing a role in biogeo-

chemistry of Mediterranean forest streams is still poor. Despite the great amount of

work on cyanobacterial populations (Sabater 1989, 2000; Sabater et al. 2003), algal

groups are not so well known. The identity of heterotrophic bacteria and fungi acting

on chemical transformations are also unknown in Mediterranean forested catchments,

but some efforts are ongoing using novel DNA technologies (Romanı́ et al. 2009).

14.5.3 Mediterranean Forests’ Vulnerability to Climate Change

As water use by Mediterranean forest is controlled by water availability, Mediterra-

nean ecosystems are particularly vulnerable to climate change, asmostmodels predict

both a significant temperature increase and a noticeable decline in precipitation, which
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would result in a large reduction of water availability during the summer (cf. Gao and

Giorgi 2008 for the Mediterranean Basin). This scenario is particularly critical if one

considers that the current aridity levels in the Mediterranean Basin, seem already to

be unprecedented in, at least, the previous 500 years (Nicault et al. 2008).

Moreover, a potential decrease of annual runoff in the near future as a conse-

quence of climate change would threaten the tight water balance of Mediterranean

catchments, characterized by a strong seasonal rainfall variability and a high and

growing demand of water by population.

The tight nutrient cycling of Mediterranean forests could nevertheless change

with time, provided that depositions are still increasing, and many aggrading

Mediterranean forests promptly reach a steady state, decreasing, thus, the capacity

to absorb the depositions (Rodà et al. 2002). Indeed, some N saturated Mediterra-

nean forests in California exhibit the highest stream water nitrate concentration

for wildlands in North America (Fenn et al. 1998). Under current and predictable

scenarios, most of the Mediterranean forests show a risk of eutrophication (de Vries

2007), with some level of exceedance of N deposition. This could be increasing the

frequency of P limited ecosystems (Herut et al. 1999).

Moreover, any increase in temperature would likely increase SOM mineraliza-

tion (Casals et al. 2000), by contrast a reduction in mineralization rates by slow-

down of microbial activity (Gorissen et al. 2004) and by changes in humus quality

(Bussotti et al. 2002) could be a result of an increase of droughts in Mediterranean

forests. Drought could also diminish plant uptake of P and K and lead to greater

recalcitrance of these nutrients in soil (Sardans and Peñuelas 2007).

14.6 Future Prospects

Despite the effort devoted to the study the hydrology and biogeochemistry of

Mediterranean environments, there are several aspects that are still poorly under-

stood. In this sense, several aspects should be considered for future work.

14.6.1 Hydrology

The rainfall interception process by some characteristic Mediterranean species

has either been poorly studied or never studied at all in particular shrub species,

and there is a need for better representation of the rainfall range between 600 and

800 mm year�1 (Llorens and Domingo 2007).

For its hydrological and ecological relevance, the effect of stemflow as a source

of water concentration and soil preferential flow under isolated shrubs or trees,

as well as the role of rainfall interception under these plants need to be deeply

analyzed, because some discrepancies are observed in Mediterranean oak savan-

nahs (Joffre and Rambal 1993; Cubera and Moreno 2007).
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Moreover, as the seasonality of the Mediterranean climate is expected to be

enhanced due to anthropogenic climate change, the occurrence of rainfall events

with larger rainfall intensities will increase in frequency (Giorgi and Lionello

2008). Consequently, a model representing rainfall interception processes under

Mediterranean climate should be adapted to those changes, considering explicitly

the observed rainfall seasonality while keeping in mind the drawbacks observed in

interception loss modeling, such as the inadequate validation of the models and the

evaluation of input data and the parameters’ uncertainty (Muzylo et al. 2009).

In terms of predicting the response of Mediterranean ecosystems and their

water flows to predicted climate change, one issue that remains to be solved is

the inclusion of water limitations in large-scale vegetation models. The explicit

incorporation of plant hydraulic architecture in such models is a promising avenue.

In that respect, the use of a species-specific critical water potential representing the

limit conditions for stomatal opening (cf. SPA: Williams et al. 1996; HYDRALL:

Magnani et al. 2004) seems a simple and effective way of including hydraulic

limitations. However, this is unlikely to be sufficient, as some recent studies

indicate that models such as SPA perform better under well-watered conditions

than under drought conditions (e.g., Hernandez-Santana et al. 2009).

Changes in species composition, or species shifts, are also likely to be critical

in the scaling up of the eco-hydrological response of Mediterranean ecosystems

to climate change. Despite important efforts (Martı́nez-Vilalta et al. 2002b;

McDowell et al. 2008), the physiological mechanisms underlying tree drought

survival are poorly known. Additionally, the effects of other interacting drivers,

such as management-driven modifications in forest structure (cf. Palahı́ et al. 2008)

and forest fires (e.g., Tague et al. 2009) should be also taken into account. There is

also a lack of studies on the long-term effects of forest fire in nutrient content,

availability and relative abundance (Hungate et al. 2003). Research should be

devoted to understanding how the short-term nutrient loss influences the function

and structure of terrestrial ecosystems (Wan et al. 2001).

The spatial and temporal nonlinearity of the rainfall–runoff relationship severely

complicates the modeling of Mediterranean catchments (Gan et al. 1997; Piñol

et al. 1997; Beven 2002; Medici et al. 2008), for which model improvements are

required (Anderton et al. 2002; Latron et al. 2003; Moussa et al. 2007), and

uncertainty in model parameter evaluation needs to be reduced (Lukey et al.

2000; Gallart et al. 2007).

At present, more process-orientated research is needed, using complementary

approaches (e.g., hydrometry, environmental tracing, modeling) to improve a per-

ceptual model of the hydrological functioning of Mediterranean catchments.

Research should focus mainly on the wetting-up sequence and should be oriented

toward the characterization of the spatial variability of saturated and unsaturated

stores within the catchment. More flexible process-based modeling structures are

also needed that can capture the strong seasonality of Mediterranean catchments’

hydrology. At the same time, relatively simple procedures (such as in Gallart et al.

2008) should be developed to constrain model parameter distributions for the

simulation of Mediterranean catchments.
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14.6.2 Biogeochemistry

Improving our understanding of nutrient cycling in Mediterranean forest is still

needed (see Dise et al. 2009 and references therein), and particularly stressed under

new scenarios of climate and atmospheric composition changes. Serious gaps in

knowledge exist in the critical loads of N and other pollutants (de Vries et al. 2007).

A great challenge for Mediterranean forests is to understand the mechanisms by

which large amounts of N are incorporated into forest soils, and to develop a

method for predicting retention capacity (Meixner and Fenn 2004). Information

concerning NOx gases exchanges is still very scarce (Butterbach-Bahl et al. 2009)

and it is necessary to discern whether Mediterranean Forests are emitting or

sequestering NOx gases, which mechanisms govern the processes and how they

are affected by climate change.

Long-term studies of Mediterranean catchments nutrients’ export and retention

along with global change evolvement are also needed. Data on retention is practi-

cally nonexistent because, until now, Mediterranean forest biogeochemical pro-

cesses have seldom been related with stream export. Regarding flux and export,

there are no data on total carbon, particulate carbon, total phosphorus or phosphorus

fractions other than soluble reactive phosphorus.

The interchange between forest, epi and hyporheic waters fluxes and the

changing role of different flow paths and their associated biogeochemical fluxes

over time are still understudied.

Finally, there is a need of increasing attention to the chemical characterization of

carbon and nitrogen organic compounds and their transformations (i.e., DOC, POC,

DON, PON), in addition to other elements currently overlooked in Mediterranean

forest streams, such as sulfur, calcium, silicon, and the effects of acid deposition on

Mediterranean forested catchments.
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Chapter 15

Hydrology and Biogeochemistry

of Boreal Forests

Anders Lindroth and Patrick Crill

15.1 Introduction

The boreal or taiga forest cover 16% of the terrestrial landarea and contains 27%

of the biomass carbon in a circumpolar belt across Eurasia and North America

(e.g., McGuire et al. 2002). It contains greater than 30% of the world’s soil C

(>300 Pg, Dixon et al. 1994; Tarnocai et al. 2009). The soil types vary but a major

part grows on nutrient poor, heavily podzolized Spodosols. The boreal forest is

bordered by treeless tundra on the north and mixed forests on the south (in oceanic

influenced climates) and arid steppe or semi-desert (in mid-continental climate

regions).

The dominant needle leaf coniferous tree genera inNorth America areAbies,Picea
and Pinus and the deciduous Larix (Breckle et al. 2002). The most common broadleaf

tree genera are Alnus, Betula and Populus. The large species diversity of North

America is in strong contrast to the boreal forests of Europe which are dominated by

only two species; Pinus sylvestris and Picea abies. Moving eastward, Picea become

less abundant and in continental Siberia Larix and Pinus are the dominant genera.

The climate of the boreal zone is characterized by a long cold season and a short

growing season between 30 and 150 days with air temperatures above 10�C. Winter

temperatures frequently drop below�20�C over large areas of the boreal. There are

large variations within the zone. Cold oceanic climates have a relatively small

annual amplitude in temperature compared to cold continental climates. The conti-

nental interior can have a 50�C difference between the coldest and the warmest days

within a year. Permafrost occurs in the northern boreal. Precipitation is moderate

over most of the area ranging between 250 and 1,000 mm (Leemans and Cramer

1991) with most precipitation occurring in narrow bands along the coastal zones of

North America. The lowest rates occur in the interior of Eastern Siberia.

During the last two decades, the development of eddy covariance methods to

continuously measure energy and mass exchange between ecosystems and the

atmosphere over multiple years has led to a wealth of new information on hydrology

and biogeochemistry of boreal ecosystems. Most of our synthesis below is based on

such measurements, complemented with smaller scale measurements, e.g., using

chamber techniques and sap flow methods, to partition the flux components.

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_15, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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15.2 Hydrology

The hydrological cycle of most forests is dominated by two vertical flows; precipi-

tation (P) and ecosystem evaporation (Ee). The term evaporation is used here

irrespectively of the pathway of the water that is evaporated. The difference

between P and Ee, if any, generates a lateral flow, runoff (Q), after modification

by change in soil water content (DS):

P ¼ Ee þ DSþ Q: (15.1)

Evaporation is driven by weather and modified by vegetation and soil. Total

evaporation from the forest is the sum of transpiration by trees and other plants,

evaporation of intercepted water or snow and soil evaporation. A boreal forest is

mostly composed of a distinct overstory and an understory. Because it is difficult to

separate the water fluxes from the soil and the understory plants, they are often

lumped together into understory evaporation (Eu). The Penman-Monteith equation

is useful when interpreting evaporation measurements since it identifies the key

abiotic and biotic factors that control evaporation:

Ee ¼ D � Aþ r � cp � de � Ga

Dþ gð1þ Ga=GsÞ ; (15.2)

where D is the slope of the saturation vapor pressure curve, A is available energy

(net radiation minus storage and soil heat flux), r is air density, cp is specific heat of
air, de is saturation vapor pressure,Ga is the bulk aerodynamic conductance, g is the
psychrometric constant and Gs is the surface conductance of the ecosystem. Vege-

tation properties have a major impact on the conductances, Ga and Gs, respectively.

The ratio, Ga/Gs, will determine how well coupled a specific forest is to the

atmosphere (McNaughton and Jarvis 1983). The term “coupling,” introduced by

McNaughton and Jarvis (1983), describe which of the environmental drivers

radiation or ventilation that are the dominant controls of the evaporation of a

specific ecosystem. In a well coupled system, the ventilation term, i.e., wind and

saturation vapor pressure deficit, constitute the main driver and vice versa in a

decoupled system. A large Ga/Gs ratio implies that the forest is well coupled to the

atmosphere with air humidity as the major control while the radiation term is less

important.

15.2.1 Evaporation and Surface Conductance

Evaporation data from thirteen different boreal forests show that maximum daily

rates vary between 2.2 and 7.0 mm day�1 (Table 15.1). The highest was found in a

deciduous aspen forest in Canada and the lowest in a larch/pine forest in Siberia.
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The median of these maximum rates is between 3.0 and 3.5 mm day�1

(ca. 0.5 mm day�1 higher than reported by Baldocchi et al. 2000). The maximum

rates are correlated with the leaf area index (LAI) of forests (Fig. 15.1). A doubling

of LAI from 2 to 4 increases the evaporation rate by 1.4 mm day�1. The regression

indicates that the ordinate intercept is positive. This is because the LAI values refer

only to the tree canopy and exclude ground vegetation.

The mean daily rates (Table 15.1) are more difficult to compare because

they represent different periods. Only four sites report annual values and the

range was narrow with mean rates between 1.0 and 1.3 mm day�1. The mean

rates for these sites were 25–32% of the maximum rates. The calculated runoff

would range from 35 to 971 mm year�1 by comparing the mean annual rates with

the annual precipitation.

As expected, the maximum Gs of the forests were in good correspondence with

the maximum evaporation rates (Table 15.1). All sites where Gs and de were

calculated showed a strongly decreasing conductance with increasing de. There
are also other factors that affect Gs, e.g., temperature, solar radiation, soil moisture

and leaf area. This makes it difficult to compare Ga of different forests if not all data

are available. A first order comparison ofGa at a de of 1 kPa was calculated for sites
where data were available (Table 15.1). A de of 1 kPa is typical for summer

conditions at noon under dry canopy conditions. Three distinct groups could be

identified upper ranges of 5–7 mm s�1, of 10–13 mm s�1 and of 21 mm s�1.

Considering that Ga is typically on the order of 60–200 mm s�1 (corresponding to

an above canopy wind speed of ca. 1 and 3 m s�1, respectively), the decoupling

factor omega (McNaughton and Jarvis 1983) would be 0.08–0.24, 0.11–0.35 and

0.22–0.48 for the three different groups, respectively. The omega factor varies

between 0 and 1. A low value indicates the stand is well coupled to the atmosphere

and a high value indicates it is decoupled. Considering that the calculations of

omega factor were based on the upper range of Gs, all of these forests must be

considered well coupled to the atmosphere and mainly controlled by the air

humidity. Gs is proportional to LAI for a specific stand (Blanken et al. 1997) and

Fig. 15.1 Maximum

evaporation rates against leaf

area index for boreal forests

in North America and Euro-

Siberia
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because boreal forests generally have low LAI, this induces small Gs. This in turn

results in low omega values and explains the strong apparent coupling to the

atmosphere.

15.2.2 Understory Evaporation

The sparse canopies of most boreal forests make understory vegetation develop-

ment possible. An interesting question is the understory contribution to the total

evaporation. We have found nine boreal forests where both total ecosystem evapo-

ration, Ee and evaporation from the understory, Eu were measured (Table 15.2). The

maximum Eu ranged between 0.7 and 3.0 mm day�1 which is surprisingly high

when compared to maximum rates for whole ecosystems. The site with the highest

Eu was a deciduous aspen (Populus tremuloides) forest in North America growing

on a fertile soil. This site showed the highest evaporation rate of all sites in this

study. The fraction of Eu relative to Ee averaged over the growing season, varied

between 0.17 and 0.57 (Table 15.2). The lowest fraction occurred in a mixed

P. sylvestri/P. abies stand in Fenoscandia with very low ground coverage (27%)

of transpiring Vaccinium myrtillus, the rest being mosses and lichens. The highest

fraction, 0.92, was found in a P. sylvestris site in Siberia (Kelliher et al. 1998). The
measurements at this site were only during a short period in the summer which did

not allow an estimate of the seasonal average.

It is obvious that understory plays an important role in the water cycle of

boreal forests. The understory is less well coupled to the atmosphere because the

aerodynamic conductance is lower compared to the whole forest. This means that

available energy at the understory level will be more important than the air

humidity for control of evaporation. Changes in climate might have different

impacts on overstory and understory evaporation.

15.2.3 Drought Effects on Evaporation

Besides the meteorological drivers of evaporation, drought is the most important

factor affecting the evaporation rates. However, it is not easy to compare the results

from the few studies that have been made on the effect of drought on evaporation

(or transpiration) from boreal forests because dependencies can be expressed in

many different ways. The same holds true for the dependent variable, soil moisture.

Different methods have to be applied in order to eliminate the confounding effects

of the variation in all other variables affecting evaporation. In some studies, a

certain threshold can be identified below which the soil moisture is affecting the

evaporation and in other, no such threshold can be found. Lagergren and Lindroth

(2002) found that when the relative amount of extractable water (yr) fell below ca.

20%, the canopy conductance of P. sylvestris and P. abies began to decrease.
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Bernier et al. (2006), which also used yr as dependent variable, found that the

evaporation of Pinus banksiana decreased more or less linearly with decreasing yr
and that Picea mariana started to be affected already at a threshold of ca. 70%.

Betts et al. (1999) found very small effects of soil moisture on evaporation in

a P. banksiana dominated forest where the soil moisture varied between 38

and 75%. Data from Wang et al. (2004) show that the surface conductance of a

P. sylvestris forest starts to decrease when volumetric soil moisture falls below ca.

30%. There are too few studies available to allow any definitive conclusions to be

drawn about the effects of soil moisture on evaporation.

15.2.4 Interception and Interception Evaporation

There are surprisingly few studies of rain interception processes in boreal forests

considering that interception evaporation can constitute a large fraction of the total

evaporation. Grelle et al. (1997) found that interception was on average 23% of

total evaporation in a mixed P. sylvestris/P. abies forest during the growing period.
Ohta et al. (2001) found interception to be only 10% of total evaporation in a Larix
gmelinii forest during the growing season. The reason for this difference can be

found as a difference in weather conditions driving the evaporation (cf. 15.2), the

precipitation distribution and intensity or it can be the difference in the water

storage capacity of the canopies. It is probably the latter process that is most

responsible for the difference. The Larix stand had less than half the LAI of the

Pinus/Picea stand and, therefore, probably a much smaller interception storage

capacity. Grelle et al. (1997) also estimated the saturated storage capacity of their

forest and found it to average 1.5 mm based on throughfall and gross precipitation

measurements. Lankreijer et al. (1999) analyzed the same data using a combination

of measured throughfall and inverse modeling and found much higher saturated

storage capacity, on the order of 2.5 mm.

More studies of snow interception, evaporation and sublimation have been made.

Themeasurement of snow interception is complicated (Lundberg andHalldin 2001).

Surprisingly high evaporation/sublimation rates have been reported considering the

usually low evaporative demand in winter. Lundberg and Halldin (1994) found

3.3 mm day�1 calculated per unit of vertically projected crown area of P. abies in
northern Sweden, Harding and Pomeroy (1996) found up to 4.0 mm per a 36 h period

in P. banksiana stand in Canada in northern Sweden and Grelle et al. (1997) found

1.3 mm day�1 in a mixed P. sylvestris/P. abies stand in central Sweden. Nakai et al.
(1999) measured energy exchange over snow covered and snow free canopy over a

mixed Picea and Abies stand in northern Japan and found that the latent heat flux

constituted about 80% of the net radiation for snow covered conditions in strong

contrast to 10% during snow free conditions. Average evaporation during their 60

days long study period was 0.6 mm day�1. One possible explanation is that the snow

storage capacity, expresses as snow water equivalent, can be an order of magnitude

larger for snow compared to rain therefore much more water is available for
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evaporation at the canopy level where the vapor transport is very efficient. Hedstrom

and Pomeroy (1998) reported snow interception in the order of 6 mm for a Picea
mariana stand and up to 9 mm for a P. banksiana stand in Canada. Based on the

relatively few studies of both rain and snow interception, snow interception is the

more important process which also is reasonable given the long boreal winter period.

15.3 Biogeochemistry

Boreal forests play a significant role in the earth’s climate not only because of the

direct energy effects considered above but also because of their role in biogeo-

chemical feedbacks mediated through trace gas dynamics. The most important

radiatively active gases in boreal forest dynamics, after water vapor, are CO2,

N2O and CH4. There are other compounds that play a role in local oxidation

chemistry, e.g. VOC’s, NMHC’s, CO, O3 and NO, that will affect the local scale

atmospheric dynamics of greenhouse gases. We will consider CO2, N2O and CH4 in

this discussion. The absolute quantities of N2O and CH4 that are exchanged are

small compared to the amount of CO2 but their impact on climate and potential

feedbacks is enhanced because of their increased efficiencies in absorbing long

wavelength radiation compared to CO2.

As discussed above, the landscape of the boreal forest biome is diverse and consists

of a mixture of forests, wetlands and lakes. Most northern wetlands are peatlands but

beaver ponds, a particular type of shallow open water wetland can account for up to

5–10% of the wetlands in boreal Canada (Roulet et al. 1992). A recent assessment

indicates larger (0.1–50 km2) lakes north of ~45�N are most abundant in glaciated

permafrost peatlands and less in unglaciated permafrost free terrain (Smith et al.

2007). Even though our focus is on forests, spruce and larch biomes can occur

on peatlands and lakes and wetlands can be important in the landscape or regional

carbon balance of forests when carbon is exported from forested areas. Fire and

drainage class or moisture availability determines the dominant growth strategy

whether it is semi-arid evergreen dominated by P. banksiana/lichen on well drained
sandy soils, deciduous humid dominated by aspen or birch broadleaf forests on

mixed drainage or spruce or larch on poorly drained soils (Harden et al. 2000).

15.3.1 Components of the CO2 Exchange in Boreal Forests:
Productivity Terms

The two most important and linked chemical equations of the carbon cycle are C

fixation and the subsequent oxidation of that fixed C.

CO2 þ H2Oþ hn ) CðH2OÞ þ O2; (15.3)
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CðH2OÞ þ O2 ) CO2 þ H2Oþ energy, (15.4)

hn is the photon energy where h is Planck’s constant and n is the frequency, C(H2O) is

a general representation of C at a representative oxidation state for organic matter. The

energy released during biological respiration is available for metabolic processes.

Terminology for the component C fluxes discussed below follow the recommenda-

tions of Chapin et al. (2006). The gross uptake of CO2 during photosynthesis is

gross primary productivity (GPP). Some of this stored chemical energy is required

for the metabolic processes of the autotroph. This is autotrophic respiration (RA).

The difference is the net primary productivity (NPP):

GPP ¼ NPPþ RA: (15.5)

GPP is directly dependent on climatic conditions and growth strategy (evergreen

or deciduous). It is often a derived quantity from comparisons of direct measure-

ments of net ecosystem exchange (NEE) (see below) during night and day. A recent

analysis of 513 datasets by Luyssaert et al. (2007) allowed them to compare 96

humid and 38 semi-arid boreal sites. Mean GPP varied by a factor of 1.5 for the

three boreal forest types (Table 15.3). NPP is the sum of net productivity of a

number of components within the system, some more easily measured than others.

Components include foliar production (fNPP), aboveground woody growth incre-

ment (wNPP), belowground root production (rNPP) and other components of NPP

(oNPP) that at the ecosystem level include understory production, reproductive

tissue growth, herbivory losses, direct VOC emissions and OC that is exuded from

roots or transferred to mycorrhizae:

NPP ¼ fNPPþ wNPP þ rNPPþ oNPP: (15.6)

Table 15.3 Mean carbon fluxes, NPP components and their standard deviation for different

boreal biomes

Humid Semi-arid

Evergreen Evergreen Deciduous

GPP 973 � 83 773 � 35 1,201 � 23

NPP 271 � 17 334 � 55 539 � 73

fNPP 73 � 9 47 � 5 109 � 11

wNPP 205 � 28 110 � 20 304 � 36

rNPP 69 � 9 157 � 31 112 � 22

NEP 131 � 79 40 � 30 178 � NA

RE 824 � 112 734 � 37 1,029 � NA

RA 489 � 83 541 � 35 755 � 31

RH 381 � 40 247 � 26 275 � 31

CUE 0.36 0.38 0.42

The SD refer to the variability surrounding the mean values (from Luyssaert et al. 2007).

Abbreviations are explained in the text. CUE is carbon use efficiency and is the ratio of NPP to

NPP plus RA. Values have units of g C m�2 year�1 except CUE
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The relative contribution of each component of net productivity is the result of

specific growth strategies of different forest types in direct response to climatic

conditions. Given a sufficient amount of precipitation, GPP and NPP are strongly

temperature correlated between 5 and 15�C. However, boreal forests which are

adapted to low mean annual temperatures <5�C and low precipitation of

<800 mm year�1 do not appear to respond strongly to increases in mean annual

temperature and precipitation (Luyssaert et al. 2007).

The C fixed into the different components of the ecosystem needs a broad range

of times to remineralize or decompose, from centuries (wood) to annual to daily

times for labile litter and root exudates of recent photosynthate. Woody production

in boreal forests appears to exceed net ecosystem respiration (NEP) (Table 15.3)

which suggests greater contribution of historical carbon to decomposition processes

and a system adapted to perturbation such as fire.

15.3.2 Components of the CO2 Exchange in Boreal Forests:
Respiration Terms

Decomposition of C pools is mediated mostly by microbial processes known as

heterotrophic respiration (RH). Total ecosystem respiration (RE) is the sum of

autotrophic and heterotrophic decomposition.

RE ¼ RH þ RA: (15.7)

NEP is the difference between NPP and RH. It is the difference between gross

production (GPP) and the sum of respiratory processes.

GPP ¼ NPPþ RA ¼ NEPþ RA þ RH ¼ NEPþ RE: (15.8)

Autotrophic respiration (RA) can be a substantial loss of the C fixed by photo-

synthesis and often exceeds 50% of GPP. A direct evaluation of the cost of RA is the

carbon use efficiency (CUE) of a forest. Deciduous boreal forests are more efficient

in fixing C than evergreen stands (Table 15.3). Direct observations using chamber

fluxes from different biomes indicate losses of 54–71% to RA in Canadian forests

(Ryan et al. 1997) that are consistent with the 58–65% from Luyssaert et al. (2007)

analysis of stand level fluxes. The CUE was similar for similar species from across

the range of boreal climate but differed between evergreen and deciduous species.

The implication is that the strong link between RA and production will produce

offsetting responses to changing climate. If temperature increases, with enough

available moisture, then RA will increase even as GPP does.

Heterotrophic respiration (RH) is the sum of the respiratory processes of all the

heterotrophic organisms. These processes are generally operative over a broader

range of time scales than RA. RA is controlled by amount of living biomass,
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nutrients (esp. N), cellular activity and temperature (Ryan 1991). RH is controlled

by substrate quality (esp. lignin and litter N), moisture and temperature (Mellilo

et al. 1982). Because of differences in controls it is important to distinguish the rates

of these processes in order to properly model them. RE is the sum of autotrophic and

heterotrophic respiratory fluxes within an ecosystem and often estimated using

night time eddy correlation measurements or using opaque (dark) enclosures.

15.3.3 Components of the CO2 Exchange in Boreal Forests:
Measurement Terms

CO2 fluxes over ecosystems are now commonly measured with eddy correlation

methods or, at local scales, under clear chambers during daylight. Both techniques

give a measure of the NEE. NEE is a direct measure of a gross ecosystem exchange

(GEE) of CO2 and the RE flux especially over short time scales (half hourly to

decadal: Wofsy et al. 1993). The overall response of NEE of a boreal forest to

weather has been shown to be described by a set of equations that describe the

average forest photosynthesis to light and temperature and of the response of RE to

temperature. The small difference between large rates of GEE and RE imply that the

boreal forest would be sensitive to climate changes.

15.3.4 Components of the CO2 Exchange in Boreal Forests: Other
CO2 Exchanges

There is a basic difference between NEE and NEP. NEP includes the production

components of wood, foliage, etc. that are not captured by a simple measure of the gas

flux. Chapin et al. (2006) recommend that NEP refer only to the difference between

GPP and RE. Immediate measures of CO2 exchange, even when combined with

growth increment measurements, can differ from the long term carbon balance of

the system due to nonrespiratory CO2 losses and non-CO2 losses that includes C that is

imported from or to nearby ecosystems. Non-CO2 fluxes can occur at rapid time scales

when a portion of the GPP is converted to volatile organic compounds or organic

matter is photo oxidized to CO that escape to the atmosphere. Over longer time scales,

some portion of GPP is used to produce CH4 or is laterally transported as dissolved

inorganic carbon (DIC) or as dissolved organic carbon (DOC) from the soil and litter.

DIC and DOC are the predominant carbon input to most lakes, followed by

particulate organic carbon (POC) and particulate inorganic carbon. Tranvik et al.

(2009) point out that the relative importance of the inputs varies with lake location

and hydrology. In boreal forests in carbonate terrain, DIC is the dominate form of

aquatic C (Finlay et al. 2009) due to high soil respiration, carbonate weathering and

groundwater flow. DOC dominates in the humid tropics and in noncarbonate boreal

forest (Tranvik et al. 2009).
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Nonrespiratory CO2 fluxes of accumulated NEP occur as fires, harvest loss or

mobilization of POC. Chapin et al. (2006) have also defined the net ecosystem

carbon balance (NECB) as the total rate of carbon gain or loss from the ecosystem

to represent the overall C loss or gain from the ecosystem. It is related to NEP:

NECB ¼ @C=@t ¼ NEPþ
X

ðnon-respiratory CO2 fluxesÞ þ
X

ðnon-CO2 fluxesÞ:
(15.9)

15.3.5 Components of the CO2 Exchange in Boreal Forests:
Net Balance Terms

The net components of the carbon balance (NPP, NEP, NECB) can be either

sources or sinks of carbon. GPP is always a sink and in boreal forest systems ranges

from 773 to 1,201 g m�2 year�1 (Luyssaert et al. 2007) which is generally less than

lower latitude forests. RE is always a source and, again, is generally lower than

lower latitude forests both presumably because of lower annual temperatures and

shorter growing seasons. GPP and RE are the processes that consume or produce

most of the inorganic CO2 within an ecosystem. GPP is highly variable and the rate

of which depends on more or less rapidly changing variables such as PAR,

temperature and water and nutrient availability. Therefore GPP can only be main-

tained for short periods of time whereas NECB is the long term carbon balance of

ecosystems. The balance of GPP and RE are two of the key processes that drive

NECB, and NEE often approximates NEP and NECB in many ecosystems

(Baldocchi 2003). However, an important difference is that NEE measurements

can rarely integrate long term effects of disturbance. For example it is very difficult

to distinguish the RH from organic material killed during the last major disturbance

and microbial respiration of recently derived root and leaf litter (Harden et al. 2000)

NECB is the net accumulation or loss of C and, when integrated over time

and area, it equals the net biome production (NBP; Schulze et al. 1999). NBP is a

concept that is reflected in the atmospheric carbon balances and which also

recognizes that small incremental accumulation of NEP in northern systems is

offset by large episodic losses especially fire and insect outbreaks in boreal forests.

However, NBP cannot be practically distinguished from NEP at usual scales of

measurement.

15.3.6 Fire and C Exchange in Boreal Forests

Fire and harvest are the dominating disturbance factors in forests (Schulze 2006)

and here we focus on fire since it is the disturbance factor which is the most

important one on a global scale. The sites of most RH or other decomposition
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processes are the soil, peat and sediments. We will only consider soil processes.

However, fire has an important role in how much of the NPP of boreal systems

accumulates as organic C in the vast regions of boreal wetlands and forests. Most

fires in North America and western Russia are crown fires (Stocks 1991) which

have high intensity and severity and may be related to the large fuel loads that

accumulate in the moss-rich forest floor. Between 41 and 840 Tg C is emitted by

boreal forest fires every year (Harden et al. 2000). Lower amounts are emitted from

fires on boreal wetlands. Spruce and larch forests on poorly drained soils are at the

low end of the range and deciduous broadleaf forests on mixed drainage are the

largest emitters. In their study area between 10 and 30% of the NPP is emitted as

fire, 40–80% is released in decomposition and export processes and another 8–30%

enters the soil carbon pool (Harden et al. 2000).

Soil drainage is susceptible to changes due to permafrost degradation (thermokarst)

and aggradation which are sometimes related to the occurrence of fires. In uplands, the

soils are usually drained and well aerated and do not accumulate C in the shallow

layers of the soil. Inmixed to humid drainage classes the soils develop deeper layers of

organic carbon which plays an important role in how NPP is further decomposed.

Poorly drained upland sites, which have higher C storage in moss layers owing to

greater moss NPP but lower tree NPP (Harden et al. 1997), have plenty of fuel for

combustion but deep C storage varies twofold according to the severity of burning.

The occurrence of discontinuous permafrost, fires and thermokarst wetlands are due to

the interaction of climate, fire disturbance, hydrology and ecosystem structure.

Permafrost and surface hydrology determine the trace gas dynamics of the soils.

NPP is the source of nearly all the C that accumulates in these systems. It is the

drainage and fire frequency that determines how C is decomposed in boreal soils.

Poor drainage and colder temperatures result is a higher ratio of NEP to GPP and

thus to accumulation in soils and peats.

15.3.7 CH4 and N2O Exchange in Boreal Forests

Soil drainage, structure and productivity of overlying biome affect trace gases from

the soils of an ecosystem. In boreal soils, CH4 emissions represent the difference

between anaerobic CH4 production and oxidation by aerobic microbes in the soil

profile determined by redox conditions and transport mechanism (e.g., ebullition or

plant transport; e.g., Bubier et al. 1995). The balance between production and

oxidation is determined by soil temperature, depth of the aerobic zone in the soil

determined by site hydrology (water table and active layer depths) and the popula-

tions of methanogens and methanotrophs.

In wetlands, soils are water saturated and organic rich, the resulting anaerobicity

slows decomposition processes and allows the accumulation of peats. Boreal wet-

lands become strong CH4 producers emitting up to 60% of the global wetland

source (Bartlett and Harriss 1993) even though they cover only about 8% of the

boreal forest area (Harden et al. 2000).
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Drained upland forested sites have usually been observed to be weak sinks of

atmospheric CH4 (Crill 1991; Smith et al. 2000). There is a high degree of

variability at the landscape level that is correlated to topography and water level.

Moosavi and Crill (1997) observed CH4 effluxes at all sites along a transect within a

boreal forest which extended from dry upland soils to inundated wetlands near a

beaver pond and an inundated site within a black spruce forest. Fluxes along this

transect varied by 4 orders of magnitude with the drier sites having fluxes close to or

below the detection limit. In a broader seasonal survey of CO2 and CH4 within the

same region of central Manitoba, fluxes were measured in upland boreal forest

soils. Most sites consumed atmospheric CH4 at rates of þ0.6 to �2.6 mg CH4

m�2 day�1, and emitted CO2 at rates between 0. 2 and 26.8 g CO2 m
�2 day�1.

Savage et al. (1997) observed two distinct groups. There were sites from which

both CO2 and CH4 exchange were strong (mean 5.2 g CO2 m
�2 day�1,

<�1.0 mg CH4 m
�2 day�1); and those which had a weak exchange of both gases

(mean 2.5 g CO2 m
�2 day�1, �0.2 mg CH4 m

�2 day�1). The presence of black

spruce, a Sphagnum cover and a thick organic layer (20–50 cm) characterized the

weak exchange group. These characteristics indicate colder, wetter conditions with

longer path lengths to the zone of CH4 oxidation. The strong flux group had either

aspen, jack pine, or birch trees, a vascular plant cover and a thin organic layer

(1–5 cm). These characteristics were indicative of warmer, drier conditions and

shorter path lengths to the zone of CH4 oxidation. This is consistent with the

observations of Smith et al. (2000) that CH4 oxidation is most rapid in coarse

textured soils with well developed soil structure and a surface organic layer through

which gases can readily diffuse. Diffusion characteristics of the soil structure and

even transient effects such as water filling pore space can affect CH4 uptake rates

(Ball et al. 1997). Upland sites may become sources of CH4 when soils become

saturated following precipitation events (e.g., Savage et al. 1997).

CH4 uptake rates have been observed to have only a weak response to rising

temperatures (e.g., Born et al. 1990; Crill 1991). This is, in part, due to CH4

oxidizing activity being found not at the surface of the soil column but rather at

the top of the mineral layer or the base of an overlying organic layer in the soil (Crill

1991; Amaral and Knowles 1997) and the weaker temperature effect on diffusion

than on biological processes. This may be due to nitrogen interactions suppressing

CH4 oxidizing activity. N additions to forested drained peatland soils from Finland

inhibited CH4 uptake (Crill et al. 1994).

N2O is produced by both nitrification and denitrification reactions. The former,

thought to be the major source of N2O in aerobic soils (Bremner and Blackmer

1978), is associatedwith aerobic conditions and the latter withmarginally anaerobic.

Generally, boreal forest soils and peatlands are not thought to be major sources of

N2O to the atmosphere (Martikainen et al. 1993) though recent discoveries of high

rates of N2O efflux from cryoturbated permafrost soils are challenging that view

(Repo et al. 2009).

Simpson et al. (1997) measured CH4 and N2O fluxes above an aspen stand using

a tunable diode laser. Small emissions of both gases were observed, around

1.9–2.5 ng m�2 s�1 for N2O and 21–28 ng m�2 s�1 for CH4. The authors correlated
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the above canopy measurements with below canopy chamber measurements to

conclude that CH4 emission from scattered anoxic patches in the aspen forest

overwhelmed the slow rates of CH4 uptake that occur across the larger, drier

areas. This result is consistent with the discussion above. Their work shows that

upland sites might be converted from net sinks to net sources by minor changes in

water table; emissions from small wetland regions (e.g., “hotspots,” Moosavi et al.

1996) within forested areas have been shown to overwhelm the low-level regional

uptake of CH4. Therefore establishing the contribution from small wetland areas

within a mixed forest can be essential in assessing the total CH4 budget of a given

region (Simpson et al. 1997).

15.4 Future Directions

Considering the vast areas covered by boreal forests comparatively little research has

been done on both hydrology and biogeochemistry of the different component eco-

systems of the biome. The largest changes in climate are expected to take place at

latitudes where boreal forests are located and these changes will have significant

impacts on hydrology, energy exchange and biogeochemistry.Most significant effects

can be expected to occur at the seasonal transition periods from winter to spring and

from autumn to winter. Thawing permafrost, longer growing seasons where changing

climate leads to shorter snow covered periods or, perhaps counter-intuitively, shorter

growing seasons in those areas where shifting precipitation patterns lead to more and

longer lasting snow cover with implication for energy exchange. Shifting patterns of

temperature and precipitation will lead to changes in fire frequency and intensity and

will have consequences for drought frequency/water logging. All are examples of

events that have important implication for both hydrological and biogeochemical

cycles and their respective feedbacks to the climate system. This, in turn, will have

implications for the living conditions in these areas and on earth. These are not

decoupled systems. We emphasize that future studies of these regions consider the

links between hydrological, energy and biogeochemical processes.
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Chapter 16

Biogeochemistry of Urban Forests

Panagiotis Michopoulos

16.1 Introduction

Green spaces are beneficial to inhabitants of cities, providing a pleasant reprieve from

masonry, concrete, and asphalt that comprise much of the urban landscape. Urban trees

remove large amounts of air pollutants and consequently improve urban air quality.

They also provide a variety of other values and services, including energy savings,

esthetics, health benefits, habitat for birds and other wildlife, and recreation enhance-

ment. Nowadays trees are recognized as an important component of urban landscapes.

These factors are reflected in higher real estate prices, lower energy bills, and greater

attraction to tourists and businesses (Zhu and Zhang 2008) in area with urban trees.

In temperate regions of the world, it is likely that 60–80% of a city’s area

supports enough trees to meet conventional definitions of “forest” (Rowntree

1984). If urban forests proved to be so valuable, how could man preserve them? In

managed natural forests, the science of ecology provides the answers based on the

concept of sustainability. But can the ecology of a natural forest be applied to urban

forests? The answer is not simple. Both types of forests share common attributes such

as sufficient areal extent and biomass. They both exert influence on climate and water

regime to a large or small extent and can be bothmanaged albeit for different purposes.

Their origin is different, however. Natural forests have evolved through adaptation and

natural selection, whereas urban forests are heavily influenced by man. The urban

forest is a mosaic of trees and other vegetation, some of which aremanaged intensively

by different agencies or people, and others (Zipperer et al. 1997). Trees can be removed

or replanted. An abandoned urban area can be reforested if the authorities decide to do

so. Some common features must exist so that the science of ecology can be applied.

The central concept of ecology is that of the ecosystem. According to Kimmins

(1996), the ecosystem concept has five major attributes: structure, function, complex-

ion, interaction, and temporal change. An urban forest the structure of which is not

interrupted byman (uprooting, replanting) will sooner or later come to equilibriumwith

its environment and develop ecosystem attributes. Still some differences exist between

urban and natural forests. For example, natural disasters such as fires and wind uproot-

ings are not so common in urban forests. In contrast, human influences such as pollution

and degraded soils adversely affect urban forests. Coincidentally, air pollution also
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threatens natural forests but urban forests are very close to pollution sources. In order to

find out the future course of an urban forest, in other words the temporal change, forest

science researchers must start monitoring activities. During the past decades, natural

forests have been monitored because of the transboundary air pollution threats materi-

alized in acid rain, nitrogen saturation, and recently the greenhouse effect. A question

that arises is what is to be monitored when determining quantitative value of natural vs.

urban forest? One approach is to consider entire ecological systems as single interacting

units instead of limiting studies to only a few components of the system (Likens and

Bormann 1995). In this respect, the exchange ofmatter and energywithin an ecosystem

and between ecosystems is measurable. The paths of matter and energy exchange are

the biogeochemical cycles. Bymonitoring the biogeochemical cycles of an urban forest

and comparing these cycles with those of a natural forest, some conclusions can be

drawn on the course of an urban forest ecosystem.

16.1.1 How to Study the Biogeochemistry of Urban Forests?

Very often old natural forests are surrounded by the urban environment. Such

forests are called embedded forests. Groffman et al. (2006) suggested that these

forests are a useful venue for investigating the effects of multiple factors such as

climate change and altered disturbance regimes. Some researchers have compared

the biogeochemistry of adjacent rural and urban forests along a transect (McDonnel

and Pickett 1990). Kaye et al. (2006) argued that existing biogeochemical models,

developed primarily in unmanaged ecosystems, work poorly in urban ecosystems

because they do not include human biogeochemical controls, such as impervious

surface proliferation, landscape choices, and human demographic trends. Before we

draw conclusions on the best method of studying urban forests, it would be useful to

review the knowledge on urban forest biogeochemical cycles. In this review we will

follow the classical methods used in rural forests, so nutrient inputs and outputs will

be taken into account. Inputs contain the fluxes of nutrients through precipitation

and nutrients released through weathering. The outputs refer to nutrient losses due

to two causes, through the soil solution beyond the rooting depth and through the

removal of biomass. The nutrient cycling within an urban forest will be examined

using the following equations derived from Cole and Rapp (1981):

1. Nutrient uptake¼ annual element increment associated with bole and branch

wood plus annual loss through litterfall, leaf wash, and stemflow.

2. Nutrient requirement¼ annual elemental increment associated with bole and

branch wood plus the current foliage production.

3. Recycling¼ requirement minus uptake.

The water path is essential for transferring nutrients to forest floors and exporting

nutrients from a forest. Soil moisture also is essential to forest site productivity.

Thus, a brief introduction of urban forest hydrology is included below to contextu-

alize the biogeochemistry of urban forests.
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16.1.2 Brief Overview of Urban Forest Hydrology

One of the intensive problems of urban catchments is the runoff generated, especially by

intense rainfall. This problem is exacerbated by the compacted soils in urban areas.A lot

of urban forests have very compacted soils. This situation has resulted from the removal

of vegetation and the erosion that followed. Sometimes trees are plentiful but the soil

lacks the protective forest floor. Berthier et al. (2004) found that soil contributed 14% of

the total runoff per event of rainfall in a small urban catchment. The interception of

precipitation by urban vegetation plays an important role in moderating surface runoff.

Sanders (1986) found that tree canopy cover in an urban area lowered the potential

runoff resulted from an intensive storm by 12%. If the storm was gentle, runoff was

reduced even further. Due to anthropogenic conditions in urban zones, rainfall patterns

have been modified by global climatic change, urban development, as well as by the

greater variation in vegetation and atmospheric conditions that exist in nature (Shepherd

2006). The rainfall interception capacity of an urban forest is strongly influenced by

forest structure (species, dimensions, and stocking levels), tree architecture (foliation

period, leaf and surface areas, gap fraction, surface detention storage capacity), and

meteorological factors (Xiao et al. 2000). Xiao and McPherson (2002) developed a

model to simulate rainfall interception processes in urban parks of Santa Monica,

California. Their model was based on summing up the individual trees water storing

capacity. The logic was that urban trees are open-grown and isolated. A major charac-

teristic of urban forests is the mixture of various species some of which are invasive.

Huber and Irume (2001) determined interception losses in a wide range of rainfall

zones, forest types, species ages, and densities in Chile. They found that age increases

interception losses in conifers due to the horizontal spreading of branches, which in turn

decreases stemflow. They also concluded that the final effect of the replacement of

native species by exotic ones upon water yield does not only depend on interception

losses but also on transpiration and other evaporation losses. Thus, the hydrological

properties of the candidate for planting species have to be taken into account.

16.2 Inputs and Losses of Nutrients in Urban Forests

16.2.1 Precipitation Inputs

The geochemical inputs in an urban forest are intimately associated with dry

deposition pertaining to the urban environment. The dry deposition consists of

gases and particulate matter. Gaseous deposition originates from various sources.

Sulfur dioxide is a primary product of the combustion of sulfur containing fossil

fuels, whereas nitrogen oxides are by-products of combustion resulted from the

thermally induced combination of atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen. The burning

of fuels also gives rise to a series of hydrocarbon gases, carbon monoxides, sulfur

dioxide, and nitrogen oxides (Fitter and Hay 1987). The inorganic particulates are
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salts of sulfates, nitrates, and chlorides. Anatolaki and Tsitouridou (2007) studied

the dry to wet deposition fluxes ratio of particulate nitrates, sulfates, and chlorides

in the city of Thessaloniki in Greece. They found that the contribution of dry

deposition to the total (wet + dry) was at the level of 60–70% for sulfur and

nitrogen, whereas for chloride it was 35%. In the urban atmosphere, ammonium

forms salts of nitrates and sulfates in aerosols, whereas nitrates can also combine

with sodium and calcium (Michopoulos et al. 2004; Anatolaki and Tsitouridou

2007). One would expect that the presence of acid anions would lower the pH of

precipitation above a city. However, this is not always so. The suspension of

carbonate salts in the atmosphere strongly influences the precipitation pH. Lee

(1993) found that the CaCO3 particles were responsible for special variability of the

rain pH in the area of Manchester, UK. When the alkaline particles are removed

through the process of wash off, the rain pH can have low values.

Research was done with regard to the organic nature of particulates in cities. In the

town of Aveiro, Portugal, the organic composition of air particulate matter was

identified as alkanes, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, ketones, aldehydes, alcohols,

and fatty acids (Alves et al. 1999). The importance of these compounds to the

biogeochemistry of the essential nutrients is not clear. The availability of carbon or

nitrogen in these compounds to soilmicroorganisms is probably an important criterion.

Wet deposition can also be significant in an urban environment. The major

mechanism for wet deposition is the formation of cloud condensation nuclei. Sulfur

and nitrogen containing aerosols take part in the production of cloud water droplets

as they form a dominant fraction of the particles suitable for condensation of water

vapor (Fowler 1980). This fact can be important to cities where precipitation is

high. Since the cloud condensation nuclei pathway dominates wet removal, the

more rain that falls the more sulfur and nitrogen are deposited.

The throughfall chemistry of an urban forest mostly reflects the difference

between urban and rural environments. Tree foliage is a very good collector of dry

deposition and, for this reason, foliar rinsing is often used to analyze and measure

dry deposition (Hanson and Linberg 1991). It must be pointed out that not the whole

quantity of dry deposition in precipitation ends up as throughfall. A large proportion

of gases are absorbed by the stomata in leaf surfaces. The gases must be dissolved in

water films surrounding foliage and then washed off in order to reach the forest floor.

Particulates with a diameter exceeding 1.0 mm can penetrate the thin air layer

(laminar boundary layer) encircling tree needles or leaves and be trapped by foliage.

Later they are washed off with rain water. The atmosphere of a city contains

particulates of various diameters. Salts of base soil cations are suspended in the air

due to building activities, road trafficking, and other works. In remote forests, the

traveling of small particulates (<0.1 mmdiameter) is more important (Fowler 1980).

The deposition of base cations in urban areas can become very important to semiarid

environments with carbon and nutrient poor soils (Lohse et al. 2008).

A main attribute of throughfall fluxes in urban forest is the high ion enrichment

measured by the ratio of ion concentrations in throughfall and bulk deposition. This

ratio is higher than that in remote forests. This fact is exclusively due to dry

deposition. Michopoulos et al. (2007a) compared the enrichment ratios of some
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elements in throughfall for an urban, a suburban, and a remote forest. They found

significant higher values for ammonium and nitrate in the urban and suburban

forests. The amount of water in bulk deposition and throughfall in urban areas is

usually lower than those in remote forests. So, despite the high concentrations of

solutes in bulk and throughfall deposition in urban forests, remote forests compen-

sate for this with high solute fluxes. When, however, the rain amount in urban areas

is high the amounts of elements transferred to the forest floor are also high. In an

urban pine forest in Athens, Greece, the usual amount of rain is 400 mm/year. In

terms of nutrient inputs to an urban ecosystem, the total deposition of nutrients is

the most important. However, it is not easy to calculate this parameter for all

elements. Apart from sulfate for which leaching from leaf surfaces is very small

(Lindberg et al. 1986) the other solutes are subjected to both wash off and leaching.

For this reason, researchers have developed models to distinguish fluxes of base

cations due to dry deposition and leaching (Bredemeier 1988). In any case through-

fall is considered to be a measure of dry deposition.

Some researchers have compared elemental deposition fluxes of urban forest

with natural forests in the same country. Table 16.1 contains three cases of this

comparison for throughfall deposition.

16.2.2 Inputs Due to Weathering

Kolka et al. (1996) made an excellent review on the methods applied to measure

weathering rates in forest soils. So far none of them has been applied to urban

forests. If some methods are to be applied the peculiarities of urban forest, key

differences between natural and urban forests should be taken into account. Some

urban soils are compacted, others have human made profiles. In general, laboratory

methods are not very suitable because the actual weathering rates depend on

ecosystem type, climate, and parent material. Mathematical models using soil

physical and chemical properties as well as climatic and plant properties can be

Table 16.1 Elemental throughfall fluxes (kg ha�1 year�1) in remote and urban forests

Forest type Ca Mg K NH4-N NO3-N SO4-S

Remote fir forest (central Greece)a 34.8 6.30 68 4.9 2.6 27

Urban pine forest (Athens,

Greece)a
63.9 6.72 24.4 10.0 9.18 30.5

Remote forest (Brazil)b 12 6.4 115 5.5 2.04 10.1

Urban forest (Sao Paolo, Brazil)b 16.8 5.34 48.9 9.7 10.7 19.6

Inorganic N SO4-S

Remote forest (Japan)c, d 3.3 1.8

Urban forest (Gokurakuji, Japan)c 8.4 2.8
aMichopoulos et al. (2007a, b)
b Forti et al. (2007)
c Chiwa et al. (2003)
d Dry deposition only
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tried. Such a model, PROFILE, was developed by Warfvinge and Sverdrup (1992).

The results can be compared with those derived from input–output balance studies

adapted to forest stand rather to watershed scale.

16.2.3 Nutrient Losses in Soil Solution

There is no data in literature with regard to nutrient losses in soil solution. In order

to have the nutrient output, zero tension lysimeters must be installed at rooting

depth. This is not always easy especially for urban soils which are often stony and

compacted. If lysimeters cannot be installed soil sampling has to take place and soil

solution can be extracted either with centrifuging or saturation paste. Then chemi-

cal analysis can be done. The volume of water lost from the rooting zone can be

calculated from models if soil physical properties are measured.

For intensively managed forests throughout Europe, in a variety of settings,

Salm et al. (2007) used a model based on Darcy’s law to calculate hydrological

fluxes for 245 forest plots. Mean leachate fluxes were found to be 150 mm year�1

(Salm et al. 2007).

16.2.4 Nutrient Losses Due to Harvesting

There is not intensive harvesting in urban forests. However, some removal of

biomass does take place. Old trees are often cut down. Windstorms can uproot

trees. Whether such biomass removals affect an urban ecosystem status depends on

the nutrient replenishment through precipitation and weathering (Dyck and Bow

1992). Tree uprooting can cause not only reduction of site productivity but also

change of water infiltration rates. This means that biogeochemical cycles change

and therefore monitoring is essential to document these changes.

16.3 Nutrient Cycling Within an Urban Forest

16.3.1 Litterfall

There is little information on litterfall fluxes in urban forests. Michopoulos et al.

(2007b) calculated the litterfall flux in an urban Aleppo pine forest in the city of

Athens in Greece. It was found 3.8 Mg ha�1 year�1. This flux is considered lower

than those of rural pine stands in respective climates. According to Kimmins

(1996), forest litterfall is generally higher in fertile sites. The soil in that area of

Athens is shallow and therefore fertility is low. However, the authors found that the
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understory vegetation proved valuable in enriching the inorganic soil with N, K,

and P. Groffman et al. (2006) also found that litterfall productivity in urban and

rural forests of oak and tulip poplar in the Baltimore area varied more with soil type

than proximity to urban land use. The urban sites of low soil fertility had approxi-

mately the same litterfall production with the low fertility sites of rural forests

(4.7 Mg ha�1 year�1).

Unfortunately, in many cases urban forest soils are degraded. Compacted soils

do not allow the products of litterfall decomposition to mingle with inorganic soil

material. These soils are also a barrier to ground vegetation which forms a valuable

source of litterfall. In some urban forests, litterfall is collected and discarded.

Gradually, tree condition deteriorates as soil is deprived from nutrients.

The removal of trees in an urban forest can affect litterfall production. The

information is derived from rural forests since such research has never been

conducted for urban forests. Hence, litterfall reduction has been reported in pine

forests with different thinning types (Harrington and Edwards 1999).

Water availability generally increases litterfall production as it promotes soil

fertility. However, this is not always the case. Ogaya and Peñuelas (2006) found that

under drought stress, holm oak in northeast Spain decreased litterfall production,

whereas Phillyrea latifolia increased it. So each species has its own tactics to cope

with adverse conditions.

Another aspect for which there is no information at all is the production of the

so-called below ground litterfall. Kimmins (1996) quoted data for some rural

forests concerning the fine root litterfall production. The fine root litterfall can be

double or four times greater than the above ground litterfall. Fluctuations in the fine

root production can serve as an indicator of stress. According to Vogt et al. (1993)

the fine root production responds to environmental perturbation faster than the

aboveground biomass. As the measurement of that kind of litter involves destruc-

tive sampling and laborious work in permanent experimental plots, researchers are

reluctant or do not acquire the necessary funding to do it. However, if such

information does not exist, the real nutrient take up cannot be calculated.

16.3.2 Litter Decomposition

Litter decomposition integrates the effects of resource quality, environmental

factors, and activities of decomposer organisms on nutrient cycling, thereby serving

as an easily measured indicator of the impact of urbanization on an important

ecosystem function. When comparing litter decomposition rates in urban and

rural forest the usual hypothesis is that the rural forest will have higher rates.

This holds true for some studies. Pavao-Zuckerman and Colemman (2005) found

that decomposition rates for reference litter at urban sites were slower than those of

litter placed in rural environment around the area of Asheville. Soil moisture, soil

organic matter, and soil C/N ratio played a crucial role. Also reductions in fungal

dominance in the soil food web have been hypothesized to decrease decomposition
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rates in urban soils (Pouyat et al. 1994). However, this is not always the case. Much

research on forest ecological functions was carried out on rural-to-urban gradients

on a 140-km transect running from highly urbanized New York to rural areas of

Connecticut (McDonnel and Pickett 1990; Zhu and Carreiro 2004). Contrary to

expectations, results revealed that decomposition rates were higher in forests at the

urban end of the transect (Pouyat et al. 1997). This effect was largely driven by the

presence of large numbers of earthworms that stimulated decomposition and

N cycling despite lower litter quality in the urban sites. Steinberg et al. (1997)

attributed the abundance of earthworms in urban forests to the introduction of

peregrine species of earthworms. Through the introduction of European and

Asian plants and soils to New York, the exotic earthworm population proliferated

in gardens and soon migrated to urban forests (Gates 1976).

It is not always the earthworm’s activity that brings about decomposition. Very

often urban soils have high concentrations of heavy metals. Tyler et al. (1989)

reported that a Pb concentration of 36 mg kg�1 adversely affects soil invertebrates.

Cotrufo et al. (1995) found that high concentrations of heavy metals in the city of

Naples slowed down decomposition rates of leaves. A factor that accelerates litter

decomposition in urban forests is the higher temperature with respect to rural

forests. Michopoulos et al. (2005) did not find any visible trace of earthworm

activity in the soil of an urban Aleppo pine stand which had an average Pb

concentration of 92 mg kg�1 in the forest floor and 82 mg kg�1 in the A horizon.

Still decomposition was intense as the forest floor layer was very thin. The climatic

conditions of the Mediterranean area are ideal for litter decomposition. Cole and

Rapp (1981) also found that among a lot of forest types the Mediterranean forest

litter had the highest decomposition rates.

Intense air pollution in industrial areas can slow down decomposition as was

found by Singh et al. (2004) in a tropical deciduous forest in India. However, high

fluxes of N deposition in cities can accelerate litter decomposition rates by narrow-

ing the ratio of C/N by increasing N uptake in leaves (Vestgarden 2001). This can

be important to urban forests which have low litter quality.

16.3.3 Mineralization of Nutrients in Forest Floors
and Soils of Urban Forests

Of all elements, N has been studied most. White and McDonnel (1988) compared N

mineralization in an urban forest in the city of New York with that in a rural forest

117 km north of New York. They found that the net mineralization rates in forest

floor and A horizon samples from a hemlock stand within the urban forest were

81% and 53% lower than respective samples from a comparable rural stand. They

argued that hydrocarbons, trampling, and heavy metals may have a synergistic

effect to reduce net N mineralization rates. In the New York to Connecticut

transect, Steinberg et al. (1997) found that earthworm activity played a crucial
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role in N mineralization and nitrification. The rural forest with earthworm activity

had significant higher values of N mineralization than the urban forest also with

earthworm activity, but surprisingly nitrification rates were high in the urban forest

given the relatively low litter quality and rates of N mineralization rates. They

suggested that in urban soils earthworms may be altering competitive interactions

for NH4
+ by creating microsites in soil where plant and heterotrophic microbial

demand for NH4
+ is low. The other suggestion was the existence of high population

of nitrifying bacteria in urban soils due to N deposition. In the same transect, Baxter

et al. (2002) did not find any significant difference between urban and rural forests

with regard to net N mineralization rates but they found a fivefold increase in net

nitrification in urban compared to rural soils. This subject needs further research.

Another method connected with nutrient mineralization rates is the finding of the

mean residence time of nutrients in forest floors. This method was first used by

Gosz et al. (1976) for the Hubbard Brook forest. Michopoulos et al. (2007b) applied

this method for an urban pine forest in Athens. According to this method, the mean

residence time for an element in a forest floor is equal toH/L, whereH is the amount

of an element in the forest floor and L is the input of the element. The input is the

litterfall and the throughfall deposition.

Table 16.2 shows some nutrient residence times for three types of forests. In

comparison with the temperate coniferous forest, the urban forest in Athens (also

coniferous) had significantly lower residence times for N and P, the two elements

related with organic matter decomposition. It is obvious that the Mediterranean

climate plays a decisive role in mineralization rates. The temperate deciduous forest

had the lowest times for these elements, an indication of the labile nature of

deciduous litter. The base cations in the urban forest had the longest residence

times because of the type of soil parent material (calcareous schist) in that forest.

The presupposition to apply this equation is the steady state of the forest ecosystems

so young forest stands should be dealt with reservation.

16.3.4 Nutrient Storage in Urban Forest Biomass

Unfortunately, there is little data on nutrient storage in the various components of

urban forests. The biomass of tree trunks has to be found in consecutive years so

that increments can be calculated. The question that arises is if the equations of rural

Table 16.2 Nutrient residence times (years) in forest floors for three types of forests

Forest type N K Ca Mg P

Temperate coniferousa 17.9 2.2 5.9 12.9 15.3

Temperate deciduousa 5.5 1.3 3.0 3.4 5.8

Urban pine forest, Greeceb 6.7 2.1 17.4 13.8 8.5
a Cole and Rapp (1981)
bMichopoulos et al. (2007b)
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forests can be used in urban forests. McHale et al. (2009) made a review on the

urban forest biomass estimates. They found that when comparing biomass estimates

between cities the differences were a function of variability rather than urban forest

structure and function. Since variability was so great (60%), it is important to

construct special allometric equations for urban forests.

Foliage is another storage component. Current foliage is used to calculate

nutrient requirement according to the equations of Cole and Rapp (1981). In

order to have the amount of nutrients in foliage, two things are required: nutrient

concentrations and foliage biomass. Foliage biomass can be calculated from leaf

area of litterfall and the mass of a certain amount of leaves in the dormant period.

For deciduous species this is easy to accomplish. For evergreen species, however,

the litterfall consists of old leaves which cannot represent the total current leaf

production. Models can be developed to relate tree heights and diameters with

current year leaf production.

16.3.5 Nutrient Storage in Soils of Urban Forests

The nutrient amounts in soils must also be calculated. This is especially important

for N and C. Michopoulos et al. (2007b) calculated the amounts of elements in an

urban Aleppo pine forest soil in Athens, Greece (Table 16.3). They found that due

to the shallow soil of the forest the elements amounts were much less than those

reported in literature. Shallow soils are frequent among urban forests so the

vegetation biomass is an important factor in the total ecosystem biomass.

16.4 Conclusions and Future Directions

After reviewing the literature on urban forest biogeochemistry, the following

conclusions can be drawn and suggestions made for future research:

1. In literature there is information on bulk and throughfall deposition fluxes, litter

decomposition, and N mineralization rates. All other information with regard to

element dynamics is sparse or missing. Thus, further work needs to be conducted

on elemental flux of urban forests.

2. As is the case of rural forests, the estimation of belowground litterfall is

necessary in order to assess real values of nutrient take-up. There is some data

for rural forests but none for urban ones.

Table 16.3 Amounts of some nutrients (kg ha�1) in the soil of an urban forest in Athens, Greece

Soil layer Ca Mg K N P

Forest floor 2,502 163 128 497 35.3

Mineral soil 166� 103 10.7� 103 10.1� 103 1,700 724
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3. Hydrological data concerning water percolation rates do not exist and therefore

nutrient fluxes in soil solution cannot be calculated. This is particularly impor-

tant for the compacted urban forest soils.

4. Weathering rates have to be calculated through models and verified with

input–output balance equations. So far no such calculations exist for urban forests.

5. Successive estimations of tree biomass at regular intervals are necessary in order

to calculate growth increments in urban forests. In this way, the effects of urban

environment on tree biomass will be made evident in time. Foliage biomass must

also be estimated to draw conclusions on nutrient requirements.

6. The comparisons of urban and rural forests have the advantage of acquiring

results in short time. However, the comparison is often made between forests of

different soil fertility, which may mask the effects of urban environment.

Experimental plots should be established in urban forests for long-term moni-

toring with regard to biogeochemistry. Forests with compacted soils must be

included in these plots.
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Chapter 17

Atmospheric Deposition

Kathleen C. Weathers and Alexandra G. Ponette-González*

17.1 Introduction

Atmospheric deposition plays a key role in the biogeochemistry of temperate,

tropical, and boreal forests. Many essential macro- and micronutrients as well as

pollutants are delivered from the atmosphere to forest ecosystems: (1) dissolved in

rain and snow (wet deposition); (2) directly as particles and gases (dry deposition);

and (3) dissolved in cloud droplets (cloud, occult, or fog deposition, hereafter

referred to as cloud). Here we refer to total atmospheric deposition as the sum of

wet, dry, and for some ecosystems, cloud inputs. Substances deposited to forests in

any of these three forms can add to soil element pools, while many are immediately

labile and thus can be taken up by forest vegetation. Therefore, inputs from the

atmosphere can be quantitatively significant relative to the annual nutrient demand

for forest growth (Schlesinger 1997), and to watershed input–output budgets

(Weathers and Lovett 1998). Conversely, nutrients and pollutants supplied in

excess of forest requirements can have adverse ecological effects on sensitive

species, soils, and surface waters draining forest watersheds (Likens et al. 1996).

Where do nutrients and pollutants in the atmosphere originate? What are the

mechanisms that determine where and how much of an element is deposited to the

land surface? What are some of the beneficial and detrimental ecological effects of

atmospheric deposition on forest ecosystems? In this chapter, we briefly examine

these questions and offer suggestions for future directions in atmospheric deposi-

tion research. While many elements are critically important in forest biogeochem-

istry, our examples largely involve sulfur and nitrogen. Sulfur and nitrogen are

essential plant nutrients, but in many places are regarded as air pollutants of

concern (Weathers et al. 2006a; Galloway et al. 2008). As such, there is much

scientific research on the cycling of these elements in forest ecosystems (Rodhe and

Herrera 1988; Johnson and Lindberg 1992; Likens and Bormann 1995; Weathers

and Lovett 1998; Likens et al. 2002). In this chapter, we draw examples from

*We make no distinction between first and second authors.

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_17, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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primarily temperate, but also tropical forests, because nutrient and pollutant

sources, distributions, and effects often differ between these ecosystem types

(Matson et al. 2002).

17.2 Sources of Atmospheric Nutrients and Pollutants

Nutrients and pollutants in the atmosphere have diverse natural and anthropogenic

sources. The old adage “what goes up, must come down” is apt for atmospheric

deposition, and understanding in what form, where, how, and when is the subject of

active research. Nitrogen (N), one of the most common limiting nutrients in temper-

ate terrestrial ecosystems, constitutes ~78% of the Earth’s atmosphere, where it is

found as N2, dinitrogen, a form that is unavailable to most organisms. Natural

phenomena such as lightning, forest fires, and lava flows convert some atmospheric

nitrogen into nitric oxide (NO), a highly reactive gas that can undergo numerous

transformations in the atmosphere before being deposited to forests in different

forms of N (e.g., nitrate – NO3
�). In contrast to nitrogen, phosphorus (P), magne-

sium (Mg), calcium (Ca), potassium (K), and iron (Fe) do not exist in gaseous form

and are largely derived from mineral weathering (Table 17.1). It is through wind

erosion that these rock-derived elements are introduced into the atmosphere. Sea

water represents another major source of ions to the atmosphere, including chloride

(Cl), sodium (Na), sulfate (SO4
2�), and Ca andMg, which, as a result of wave action,

are suspended in air and deposited downwind to adjacent terrestrial ecosystems (Art

et al. 1974). Additional biogenic sources of gases and particles are volcanoes, fires,

and trace gas emissions from soils (e.g., organic matter mineralization), vegetation

(e.g., volatile organic compounds), and oceans (e.g., dimethyl sulfide production).

In industrialized regions, human emissions dwarf many of these natural sources.

In the US, coal and oil combustion for electricity generation, industrial and

manufacturing processes, and transportation are the principal anthropogenic

sources of sulfur dioxide (SO2) and NOx (NO and nitrogen dioxide (NO2)) – and

constitute roughly 90% of these emissions (Weathers et al. 2006a) – to the

Table 17.1 Element inputs (%) to Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest from atmospheric and

geologic sources

Element Atmosphere Weathering Taken up as

N 100 0 NO3
�, NH4

+

S 96 4 SO4
2�

P 1 99 HPO4
2�, H2PO4

�

Ca 9 91 Ca2+

K 11 89 K+

Mg 15 85 Mg2+

Cl 100 0 Cl�

Fe 0 100 Fe2+

Na 22 78 Na+

Data from Likens et al. (1981)
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atmosphere (Fig. 17.1). SO2 and NOx are precursors of sulfuric and nitric acid, the

main components of acid rain, as well as sulfate and nitrate aerosols. In the tropics,

biomass burning is the main anthropogenic source of these compounds (Rodhe and

Herrera 1988). Additionally, biomass burning releases large quantities of potent

greenhouse (e.g., nitrous oxide (N2O)) and ozone-depleting gases (e.g., methyl

chloride (CH3Cl); Crutzen et al. 1979) as well as aerosols into the atmosphere

(Da Rocha et al. 2005). Globally, agriculture and livestock production also alter the

chemical composition of the atmosphere. Ammonia (NH3) volatilization and soil

particle suspension from cultivated fields, grazing lands, and intensive livestock

operations are significant sources of atmospheric N as well as P (Graham and Duce

1979; Vitousek et al. 1997).

17.3 Geography of Atmospheric Deposition

Clearly, the atmosphere is a major source of many elements to forest ecosystems

(Table 17.1), yet there is significant geographic variation in rates of deposition to the

land surface. Research conducted as part of the Global Precipitation Chemistry

Project (GCPC) demonstrated that differences in anthropogenic emissions contrib-

ute to much of this variation at a global scale. For example, sites in eastern North

America were found to have significantly higher concentrations of hydrogen ion

(H+), nitrate (NO3
�), and sulfate (SO4

2�) in precipitation compared with sites

distant from industrial sources (Galloway et al. 1984; Weathers et al. 2006a).

Today, wet N and S deposition in the eastern US are several times greater

than the background deposition of 1–3 kg S ha�1 year�1 (Rodhe et al. 1995) and

Fig. 17.1 (a) SO2 and (b) NOx emissions in the US from 1970 to 2008. Categories include mobile

(black ¼ highway and off-highway vehicles) and industrial sources (light gray ¼ fuel combus-

tion, waste disposal, and manufacturing and processing by products), and fuel combustion for

electric utilities (dark gray). Data downloaded on 17 November 2009 from the National Emissions

Inventory (http://www.epa.gov/ttn/chief/trends/index.html)
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0.5 kg N ha�1 year�1 (Galloway et al. 2008) estimated for remote and relatively

unpolluted areas. This and other research also has shown that pollutants emitted

from industrial source areas can travel long distances in the atmosphere before being

washed out in precipitation over remote regions (e.g., Weathers and Likens 1997).

Examination of atmospheric wet (rain + snow) deposition maps for the

continental US (National Atmospheric Deposition Program, NADP 2009) similarly

reveals the effects both of source areas and prevailing wind trajectories (roughly

from west to east) on regional deposition patterns (Fig. 17.2). Chloride, sodium, and

magnesium inputs tend to be greater in coastal compared to inland areas due to the

generation and subsequent deposition of sea-spray aerosols along the coast. For

dust-derived elements, such as calcium and magnesium, aeolian erosion contributes

to enhanced deposition downwind from arid and semiarid zones and agricultural

fields located predominantly in the middle of the country. Ammonia emissions from

agricultural and animal feeding operations result in elevated wet ammonium inputs

downwind, especially in the Midwestern and southeastern US.

Determining rates of atmospheric deposition to forest ecosystems is of particular

importance, because forests cover ~30% of the Earth’s land surface (Fig. 17.3) and

supply numerous goods and services essential for human well-being. Data collected

through several long-term networks in the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 17.3) indicate

considerable heterogeneity in deposition patterns across forested landscapes as well.

Fig. 17.2 Annual wet (a) chloride (Cl�), (b) calcium (Ca2+), and (c) ammonium (NH4
+) deposi-

tion (kg ha�1) across the United States for 2008, and (d) dense (cross hatching) and sparse (simple

hatching) forest cover. Data from the National Atmospheric Deposition Monitoring Program/

National Trends Network (http://nadp.sws.uiuc.edu/). Forest cover is stylized after GLCC v.2

(http://edc2.usgs.gov/glcc/globe_int.php)
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While this variability complicates the task of identifying those forestsmost vulnerable

to elevated deposition, comparisons of deposition fluxes to distinct forest types

indicate that contrasts in leaf type and habit are salient features of forest canopies

that strongly influence dry and fog deposition (de Schrijver et al. 2008). For example,

dry and fog inputs are generally greater to needleleaved than to broadleaved tree

species and to evergreen than to deciduous stands (Weathers et al. 2000b, 2006b;

see below). Similar variability in deposition rates can be expected in tropical and

boreal forest landscapes, which encompass 46 and 29% of global forest cover,

respectively (Fig. 17.3). However, we still know comparatively little about which

forested areas within these biomes receive high and low deposition fluxes.

In addition, many monitoring networks estimate only wet deposition (Fig. 17.3),

which is based on the product of precipitation amount and chemical concentration

of rain or snow measurements (e.g., NADP). In the US, there also exists

the Clean Air Status and Trends Network (CASTNET), which measures air con-

centrations and models dry deposition, but estimates of dry deposition to forests

remain uncertain because of model limitations (see Sect. 17.6). As dry inputs can

Fig. 17.3 Map of global forest cover (Global Land Cover Characteristics Data Base version 2.0.,

GLCC, http://edc2.usgs.gov/glcc/globe_int.php) and national atmospheric deposition monitoring

networks actively sampling wet deposition (blue dots), dry deposition (red dots), and wet and dry

deposition (purple dots). Networks include: National Atmospheric Deposition Program (NADP,

USA); Clear Air Status and Trends Network (CASTNET, USA); Atmospheric Deposition Network

(REDDA, Mexico City); Canadian Air and Precipitation Monitoring Network (CAPMoN); Euro-

peanMonitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP); Integrated BackgroundMonitoring Network

(IBMoN, former USSR); Acid Deposition Monitoring over Japan (JADM); Acid Deposition

Monitoring Network in East Asia (EANET); IGAC Debits Africa (IDAF); Rı́o de la Plata Atmo-

spheric Deposition Network (RP-RainNet, Argentina); and Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW)
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comprise a significant fraction of the total material delivered from the atmosphere

to ecosystems (Lovett 1994), measurement of wet deposition only can significantly

underestimate total atmospheric deposition to forests (Fig. 17.4). For example,

between 2004 and 2008, mean annual dry deposition to US CASTNET monitoring

sites was 7–54% of total sulfur and 6–39% of total nitrogen deposition (Fig. 17.4).

Cloudwater deposition is also rarely quantified but can be the dominant vector of

nutrient and pollutant deposition to forests in montane and coastal regions (Weathers

et al. 1986, 1988; Weathers and Likens 1997; Anderson et al. 1999).

17.4 Controls on Atmospheric Deposition: Rates and Patterns

17.4.1 Emissions and Proximity to Source Areas

As noted above, emissions and proximity to source areas influence the magnitude

and spatial patterning of atmospheric deposition at regional (1,000s of km) scales

(Fig. 17.2). Long-term data from Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest show that

SO2 and NOx emissions are strongly and positively related to concentrations of

SO4
2� and NO3

� in precipitation (Likens et al. 2005). In addition, both wet and dry

deposition tend to decrease with distance from natural (e.g., volcanoes, Delmelle

et al. 2001) and industrial emission sources (e.g., northeastern US; Fig. 17.4) due to

the gradual removal of chemical substances from air masses.

Fig. 17.4 Annual mean wet and dry (a) sulfur and (b) nitrogen deposition (kg ha�1) to CASTNET

monitoring sites in the eastern US for 2004–2008. Color shading indicates the proportion of

deposition for each measured species. Pie sizes correspond to rates of total deposition. Data

downloaded on 9 October 2009 from the National Atmospheric Deposition Monitoring Pro-

gram/National Trends Network (http://nadp.sws.uiuc.edu/) and the Clear Air Status and Trends

Network (http://www.epa.gov/castnet/data.html)
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17.4.2 Meteorology and Climate

The total amount of nutrients and pollutants delivered to forest ecosystems is also

dependent on meteorology and climate. All else equal (i.e., precipitation concen-

trations), higher rainfall (or snowfall) results in greater wet deposition. For exam-

ple, wet chloride deposition to forests in Puerto Rico was found to be substantially

higher than to nearby forest sites with similar concentrations of Cl� in precipitation

but lower annual rainfall (McDowell et al. 1990). Compared with wet deposition,

dry and cloud deposition exhibit remarkable spatiotemporal variability, largely as a

result of the combination of factors that affect their deposition. Deposition for

particles and gases can be estimated by:

Vd � ½conc� ¼ flux, (17.1)

where Vd is the deposition velocity of the particle or gas, [conc] is the chemical

concentration in the atmosphere, and flux is the delivery of a chemical in units such

as kg ha�1, eq ha�1 or mol(c) ha�1, often expressed as per unit time. Meteorological

conditions are important in determining deposition velocities for different canopy

types and chemical species, and hence in driving dry deposition rates. Dry inputs

typically increase with wind speed due to enhanced turbulent transfer of gases and

particles to forest canopies (Fowler et al. 1989), while some particles and water-

soluble gases such as SO2, O3, and NH3 deposit more readily under humid than dry

conditions (Burkhardt and Eiden 1994). Cloud deposition (the product of cloud

water amount and chemical concentration) to forest canopies is directly proportional

to cloud frequency and duration and wind speed (Bruijnzeel and Proctor 1995);

where cloud immersion is frequent, cloud deposition may greatly enhance total

deposition (Lovett and Kinsman 1990). Challenges involved in modeling these

parameters have hindered accurate estimation of fog and dry inputs.

17.4.3 Vegetation and Topography

Both land cover (vegetation, in this case) and topography have strong influences

on rates and patterns of atmospheric deposition (Lovett and Kinsman 1990;

Weathers et al. 2000b, 2006b) across forest landscapes (10s–100s of km). Dry

and cloud deposition are partially controlled by vegetation surfaces in contrast

to wet deposition (rain, especially), which is influenced less by vegetation than

by orographic effects. Forest canopies tend to be efficient scavengers of dry

and cloud-deposited nutrients and pollutants relative to ecosystems with more

homogeneous surfaces (e.g., cropland, grassland; Fig. 17.5), because turbulent

exchange at the atmosphere–vegetation interface increases with surface roughness

(Fowler et al. 1999), and because total surface area is likely to be greater in forests

than in unforested locations.
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Fig. 17.5 Wet, dry, and cloud deposition of (a) SO4
2�-S, (b) NO3

�-N, and (c) NH4
+-N to

coniferous forest (“C”), deciduous forest (“D”), and grassland (“G”) ecosystems in North America

(“N”), northern England (“E”), and Wales (“W”), and (d) Na, (e) Ca, (f) Mg, and (g) K to

four Integrated Forest Study sites (data from Johnson and Lindberg 1992). Sites include Oak

Ridge, TN (NC1), Great Smoky Mountain National Park, NC (NC2), Whiteface Mountain, NY

(NC3), Cedar River, WA (ND1), Ontario, Canada (ND2), Plynlimon (WC1, WG1, WG2) and

Brianne (WC2, WG3), Wales (Reynolds et al. 1997), and Kielder Forest (EC1, EG1), England

(Fowler et al. 1989)
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Vegetation factors that govern deposition operate on leaf, stand, and landscape

scales. At the leaf level, for example, the complex structure of conifer needles is

thought to increase both particle and cloud droplet deposition to needleleaved

relative to broadleaved tree species (Burkhardt and Eiden 1994; Beckett et al.

2000). In addition, canopy and stand characteristics play an important role in

altering dry and fog inputs (e.g., Ewing et al. 2009). In temperate and tropical

rainforests, epiphytes can strongly modify atmospheric inputs directly through

interception of particles, gases, and cloud droplets, and indirectly by increasing

the total capturing surface area of forest canopies (Nadkarni 1984). Deposition is

also generally lower in deciduous compared with evergreen stands regardless of

leaf type, due to year round collection of atmospheric substances by evergreen trees

(Weathers et al. 2000b, 2006b).

The sensitivity of dry and fog deposition to forest attributes indicates that

changes in forest structure and composition may have profound effects on atmo-

spheric inputs, and hence on watershed outputs. In Wales and England, afforesta-

tion of upland areas has contributed to substantial increases in sulfur and nitrogen

inputs to catchments (Fowler et al. 1989; Reynolds et al. 1997; Fig. 17.5). A recent

study found that total sulfur deposition increases with Leaf Area Index (leaf surface

area per unit ground area) along a tropical grassland–agroforest–forest continuum

in eastern Mexico (Ponette-González et al. 2010). Similar enhancements in deposi-

tion are likely to occur as areas cleared for cultivation or grazing regenerate back to

forest. Elevation, aspect, and forest edges also have been shown to modify deposi-

tion fluxes in complex landscapes (Weathers et al. 2000b, 2006b). In fact, empirical

models of deposition illustrate that forest stands downwind from pollution sources,

exposed to cloudwater input, with large canopy surface area, and at high elevation

are likely deposition hotspots within forested landscapes (Weathers et al. 2006b;

e.g., site NC2, Fig. 17.5).

17.5 Nutrient Enrichment and Pollution Effects

The ecological effects of atmospheric deposition on forest ecosystems often are

complex and difficult to discern. First, there are multiple factors that can determine

whether these effects are ecologically beneficial or detrimental, including the nature

of the substance deposited, the rate of deposition, plant species composition, soil

characteristics, and land-use history (Driscoll et al. 2001). Second, interactions among

nutrients and pollutants within ecosystems may serve to produce, enhance, or offset

certain ecological effects (Weathers et al. 2006a). Third, ecosystem response times to

nutrient and pollutant inputs can be slow, modified, and/or lagged due to the long life

span of trees, making it difficult to readily observe many of the direct and indirect

effects of deposition on forest ecosystem processes (Lovett et al. 2009).

Deleterious ecological effects notwithstanding, atmospheric inputs are the

primary source of elements to some nutrient-limited ecosystems. For example,

Chadwick et al. (1999) employed isotopic tracers to resolve the contribution of
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atmospheric deposition and rockweathering in the supply of nutrient cations to forests

along a substrate-age gradient in Hawai’i. Their study revealed that after 150,000

years of forest succession, rain, cloud, and dry deposition supply sufficient phospho-

rus, calcium, andmagnesium tomaintain ecosystem productivity on highly weathered

tropical soils. Weathers and Likens (1997) and Weathers et al. (2000a) analyzed

cloudwater chemistry in southern Chile and estimated that cloudwater could contrib-

ute up to eight times the amount (1–8 kg ha�1 year�1) of nitrogen to unpolluted

temperate rainforests than wet deposition (i.e., �1 kg ha�1 year�1); their results

suggest that N deposited in cloudwater may subsidize these N-limited ecosystems.

In polluted regions of the Northern Hemisphere, where temperate and boreal

forests are typically limited by nitrogen, increased rates of anthropogenic N depo-

sition have resulted in a “fertilization” effect (Fenn et al. 1998). However, chronic

nitrogen additions eventually can move some forests towards a stage of N satura-

tion, where nitrogen inputs exceed requirements for growth resulting in enhanced

nitrification, base cation and nitrate leaching losses, increased levels of nitrate in

streamwater as well as a net decrease in forest productivity (Aber et al. 1998). There

is now also growing concern over the potential effects of N pollution in tropical and

subtropical regions, where many forest soils (e.g., Andosols) may not be N-limited

(Matson et al. 1999, 2002).

17.6 Future Research Directions

After decades of intensive research, the significance of atmospheric deposition in

forest biogeochemical cycles has been established. Yet, many gaps persist in our

current knowledge of this process: from the complex interactions occurring in the

atmosphere to the ecological importance of deposition for ecosystems and their

functioning.

The atmosphere is a chemical soup. Gases and aerosols emitted to the atmo-

sphere can and often do react with other chemicals (including water), causing

changes in the quantity and distribution of atmospheric constituents. What goes

up, eventually comes down, either close to the source of emission (e.g., NH3), or

downwind considerable distances (e.g., S) – and across political and geographic

lines – before being deposited as rain, snow, dry, or cloud deposition. The role of

NOx in tropospheric ozone (“bad ozone”) formation (O3) is a classic example of the

chemical soup phenomenon, and of general air pollution problems affecting forests.

Nitrogen emissions to the atmosphere, whether from the burning of fossil fuels, or

from denitrification in forest soils, further contribute to such problems as acid rain

and “bad” ozone, greenhouse gases, and nitrogen deposition. In North America and

Europe, high tropospheric ozone levels cause injury to forests (Taylor et al. 1994),

while N deposition can have cascading, sometimes enhancing effects on forest

ecosystems (Galloway et al. 2008). At present, many atmospheric and forest

element interactions are not known or well understood, making this an area ripe

for further research.
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There also remainmany forests in theworld forwhich estimates of total atmospheric

deposition (wet, dry, and cloud) do no exist. Although rain deposition is relatively

simple to estimate, accurate quantification of dry, fog, and snow inputs, or of rain inputs

to topographically complex terrain, is still lacking. In addition, not all elements of

interest are monitored (e.g., dry deposition of Ca). Furthermore, there is currently no

atmospheric deposition monitoring across vast tracts of tropical and boreal forest in

Asia, Africa, and Latin America (Fig. 17.2). In some of these regions, air-pollution

impacts on vegetation already have been documented (Emberson et al. 2001), and

acidic deposition is projected to increase in coming decades (Kuylenstierna et al. 2001).

Whether due to measurement problems or monitoring gaps, lack of deposition

estimates limits our ability to predict how deposition inputs affect ecosystem

processes, such as nutrient cycling, carbon sequestration (but see Thomas et al.

2010), and acidification. In the eastern US, Lovett et al. (2009) have identified two

major research needs in regard to the effects of atmospheric deposition. First,

continued efforts must be made to discern the effects of N and S on forest species

composition and diversity. Second, more research is required to improve under-

standing of pollutants that have major animal health implications, such as mercury

deposition, and their effects on forested watersheds.

Understanding how sources, trends, patterns, and effects of atmospheric deposi-

tion are changing in response to global environmental change is another pressing

research need. Rapid urbanization coupled with industrialization in emerging

nations is leading to dramatic shifts in source areas for atmospheric nutrients and

pollutants. In parts of North America and Europe, SO2 and NOx emissions are

declining (Fig. 17.6), while in Asia emissions of these pollutants are increasing.

Fig. 17.6 SO2 and NOx emissions, electricity generation and retail price and fossil fuel consump-

tion in the United States from 1990–2008 relative to 1990 levels after the Acid Rain and Related

Programs 2007 Progress Report. Data from the Annual Energy Review (Energy Information

Administration, US Department of Energy, 2008)
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Climate warming induced changes in precipitation amount and distribution, the

frequency of extreme events, and “cloud lifting” may also affect deposition fluxes

(Kelly et al. 2009). Finally, accelerating land-cover change will further modify

biogeochemical inputs to ecosystems and watersheds, primarily by altering dry and

cloud deposition across forested landscapes (Ponette-González et al. 2010).

Atmospheric deposition is the source of both nutrients and pollutants to forest

ecosystems. Although scientists have known this for quite some time, future

research should focus on quantifying actual deposition loads to forests, while also

investigating the complex transformations occurring within and effects upon forest

ecosystems, particularly in light of global change.
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Chapter 18

Canopy Structure in Relation to Hydrological

and Biogeochemical Fluxes

Thomas G. Pypker, Delphis F. Levia, Jeroen Staelens,

and John T. Van Stan II

18.1 Introduction

The structure of forest canopies is highly heterogeneous at multiple scales. Leaves,

twigs, and stems are not organized uniformly in space. For example, some plants

have highly clustered leaves (e.g., conifers) while others are less clustered (e.g.,

Kira et al. 1969). Forest canopies contain gaps, but the size and distribution of these

gaps is highly variable and forest/disturbance-dependent (e.g., Yavitt et al. 1995;

Asner et al. 2004). Leaf area and woody biomass are not evenly distributed along

the vertical axis, with some forests having a larger proportion of the leaf area closer

to the forest floor, whilst other forests have most of their foliage near the top (e.g.,

Parker et al. 2004b). How these elements are organized and connected in space can

have profound influences on ecosystem process such as hydrological and biogeo-

chemical fluxes.

The canopy affects hydrological and biogeochemical fluxes because, prior to

reaching the forest floor, the water must first pass through the forest canopy.

Because of the canopy’s complexity, the path of water and other chemicals are

not well understood. Historically, researchers have treated the canopy as a black

box. They determined the effect of the canopy on hydrology/chemistry by quantify-

ing the total amount of a given element that enters the top of the canopy and

compared the value to the average amount exiting the bottom (e.g., Zinke 1967).

The canopy, combined with micrometeorological conditions, is then assumed to

have caused the difference between the two values. In the past two decades,

researchers have tried to better understand the mechanisms that control the transfer

of water and other chemicals out of the forest canopy by investigating how the

vertical and horizontal distribution of the different canopy components affect the

hydrology and biogeochemistry. The goal of this chapter is to review our current

knowledge of how changes in canopy structure influences hydrological and bio-

geochemical fluxes (see Chap. 26 for a discussion of the effect of seasonality).

After discussing the effect of canopy structure on hydrology and biogeochemical

cycles, we propose areas that require further research.

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_18, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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18.2 Canopy Structure and Hydrology

18.2.1 Leaf Shape and Distribution

Leaf shape and configuration affects water storage (Horton 1919). Some leaves

only store water as a thin coating whilst others also store water in capillary spaces

between leaves. For this reason, flat leaves (i.e., many of the deciduous species)

store less than trees that have clumped leaf patterns (i.e., trees with needles) (Keim

et al. 2006a). However, other elements, such as the presence of leaf hairs or “cup-

shaped” leaves (e.g., Grah and Wilson 1944), must also be considered as these

characteristics can also alter the storage ability of the leaf.

In addition to the individual leaf shape, the distribution of the leaves is

also important. In forests, the vertical leaf distribution can depend on both forest

type and forest age. For example, young temperate forests typically have their

foliage located near the top of the forest canopy because each tree is competing

for light, while older forests may develop uneven age structure, thereby redistribut-

ing their leaf area. This can be clearly seen in the Douglas-fir forests of the Pacific

Northwest of the USA. The LAI of young Douglas-fir forests is primarily at the

top of the canopy whereas, older forest have a significant portion of the foliage

lower in the forest canopy (e.g., Parker et al. 2004b). This occurs because

old Douglas-fir trees produce epicormic branches lower on their boles and shade-

tolerant trees emerge from the forest floor in this ecosystem (Franklin et al. 2002).

Surfaces lower in the canopy experience decreased rates of evaporation

because of reduced solar radiation, wind speed, and vapor pressure deficits

(Pypker et al. 2005).

18.2.2 Epiphytes

Epiphytes are common in many forest communities and their hydrological effects

are poorly understood. Vascular epiphytes effectively increase the surface area

within the forest canopy, thereby increasing water storage. Nonvascular epiphytes

have the potential to alter canopy water storage even further. In both tropical and

temperate forests, lichen and bryophyte biomass has been found to well exceed

2,000 kg ha�1 (e.g., Nadkarni 1984; McCune 1993). Lichens and bryophytes rely on

intercepted water for biophysical processes and therefore, have very large water

holding capacities (Blum 1973; Proctor 2000). Recent studies have shown that

epiphytic bryophytes can store greater than 400% of dry weight in some tropical

forests (e.g., H€olscher et al. 2004; K€ohler et al. 2008) and in excess of 1,000% of

dry weight in temperate forests (Pypker et al. 2006a). While this dramatically

increases the canopy water storage of a forest, the maximum amount is rarely
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realized for an individual storm event because of the distribution and physical

properties of the epiphyte communities (e.g., H€olscher et al. 2004; K€ohler et al.
2008). Table 18.1 summarizes some canopy water storages value for epiphytes.

Epiphytes are not evenly distributed throughout the forest canopy. In tropical

and temperate regions, both the vertical and horizontal distribution of vascular and

nonvascular epiphytes varies dramatically (e.g., van Leerdam et al. 1990; McCune

et al. 1997). For example, in the Pacific Northwest, lichens dominate the upper

portions of the forest canopy, whereas bryophytes dominate the lower portions (e.g.,

McCune et al. 1997). The different distributions in old-growth Douglas-fir forests and

other forests will likely affect the wetting and drying of the forest canopy. Both

H€olscher et al. (2004) and Pypker et al. (2006b) found that while bryophytes in a

tropical and temperate forest, respectively, had the potential to store large volumes of

water, their effect on canopy water storage on a per storm basis was limited because

they did not dry between storms. Furthermore, Pypker et al. (2006a) suggest

that epiphyte-laden branches require significant amounts of water to saturate because

of preferential flow routes through the branches. The likely occurrence of preferential

flow, combined with large water holding capacities, delayed the saturation of a single

epiphyte-laden branch for several hours under intense rainfalls (>20 mm h�1). This-

suggests that forest canopies that contain large bryophyte populationsmay not saturate

in one storm event and may require extended periods between storm events to

dry, thereby complicating our understanding of the residence time of water in the

forest canopy.

Table 18.1 Canopy water storage as related to components of canopy structure

Functional group Water storage

Whole canopy water storage
Mature deciduous forest

With leaves 0.2–2 mm (Leyton et al. 1967; André et al. 2008c)

Without leaves 0.03–0.8 mm (Leyton et al. 1967)

Mature coniferous forest 0.1–4.3 mm (Link et al. 2004; Llorens and Gallart 2000)

Canopy components
Whole branches

Still air 0.112–0.8 mm (Llorens and Gallart 2000; Keim et al. 2006a)

Windy 0.017–0.058 mm (Llorens and Gallart 2000)

Epiphytes 2–10 gwater/gdry weight (H€olscher et al. 2004; Pypker et al. 2006a;
K€ohler et al. 2007)

Bark 1.3–5.9 mm (Herwitz 1985)

Deadwood/organic matter �20 gwater/gdry weight (Pypker et al. 2006a; Ingram and Nadkarni

1993)

Water storage values for the whole canopy are reported inmmof water storage (l m�2
ground surface area)

for whole canopies in zero evaporation conditions after rainfall has ceased (Gash and

Morton 1978). For canopy components, water storage is defined as gwater/gdry weight of

epiphyte or deadwood/organic matter and liters of water per m�2 (mm) of branch surface

or bark surface. The estimate for dead wood/organic matter is not well defined in the

literature and should be used with caution
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18.2.3 Wood Storage and Organic Matter

18.2.3.1 Dead Wood and Organic Matter

Dead wood and organic matter in the forest canopy offer both surface storage and

internal water storage (Table 18.1). Temperate and tropical forest canopies can

contain in excess of 500 kg ha�1 of dead wood and debris in the canopy that may

store greater than 10,000 kg ha�1 of water, change water flow paths and alter timing

of canopy drying (Ingram and Nadkarni 1993; Pypker et al. 2006a). Just as with

soils at the forest floor, water flowing through organic debris may experience

preferential flow and the dead branches may slowly absorb water. Furthermore,

the organic debris and dead branches may be lower in the canopy and therefore may

dry slowly because the dead branches/organic debris are insulated from solar

radiation and wind (K€ohler et al. 2007).

18.2.3.2 Bark Water Storage

Bark water storage capacity and its role in the hydrology of forest ecosystems have

been generally under-appreciated and under-studied, despite its importance on

hydrologic fluxes from the canopy to the forest floor (e.g., Levia and Herwitz

2005). For selected tropical rainforest species, Herwitz (1985) found that bark

water storage ranged from 1.3 to 5.9 L m�2 bark surface (Table 18.1). Recent

work reported that forests literally store tens of thousands of liters in bark during

precipitation events (Levia and Herwitz 2005).

A key control of bark water storage capacity is bark morphology. The term bark

morphology refers to the physical properties of the bark surface, such as thickness,

texture, and microrelief, which change with time and along the vertical profile of the

bole as a tree ages (Levia and Wubbena 2006). Bark morphology dictates the

geometric shape of intercepted water and its routing to the forest floor. Compared to

the typical flat or convex shape of detained water on foliar surfaces, water detained on

bark surfaces adopts a concave form that increases surface tension, limits evaporation

loss, and maximizes residence time with the woody surface. In point of fact, Herwitz

(1987) observed that interceptedwater on the branches and trunkwere less likely to be

released to the forest floor as throughfall with increasing wind speeds, providing

increased contact time with the bark of the tree and promoting stemflow production.

18.2.4 Canopy Spacing and Forest Management

Rainfall interception loss changes as a result of alterations in canopy water storage,

direct throughfall fraction and evaporation during the storm event (e.g., Rutter et al.

1971). Removal of trees will decrease canopy water storage and also decrease the
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area readily available for evaporation (Gash et al. 1995). However, by thinning the

canopy, foliage lower in the canopy is exposed to greater windspeeds, thereby

decreasing the aerodynamic resistance of the canopy and promoting evaporation

(Teklehaimanot et al. 1991). Hence, reductions in leaf area, because of stand

development, disturbance or harvesting, will likely decrease interception loss, but

the change will be moderated by the change in canopy aerodynamic resistance that

will help facilitate evaporation.

Conversion of forests from one type to another can also alter rainfall amount of

canopy water storage (Table 18.1) and interception loss. For example, Swank and

Douglass (1974) report that the conversion from deciduous forests to coniferous

forests reduced stemflow and streamflow. In this case, the more erectophile leaf

orientation of deciduous trees may have reduced interception relative to the more

planophile needles of pine trees. Furthermore, the more vertical branch structure of

deciduous trees likely altered the amount of rainfall that is converted into stemflow

(see Sect. 18.3.2).

18.3 Canopy Structure and Net Precipitation Distribution

18.3.1 Throughfall

Forest canopies modify both the amount and the horizontal distribution of net

precipitation (throughfall and stemflow). As a result of this redistribution, the

input of water to the forest floor is characterized by large spatial variability. By

the nature of the throughfall process, its spatial variation is explicitly linked to

canopy structure. Stemflow contributes little to net precipitation, but is a spatially

concentrated water flux across a small area around the boles (see Sect. 18.3.2).

Large within-stand variations in throughfall water have been observed in forests

(e.g., Staelens et al. 2006b; Wullaert et al. 2009). The degree of spatial variation

seems to depend mainly on the canopy complexity and rainfall depth (see

Sect. 18.3.3). Locally, throughfall can exceed incoming gross precipitation, while

other parts of the forest floor receive considerably less throughfall. Sampling points

where throughfall exceeds the precipitation input have most frequently been

reported for tropical rain forests (e.g., Lloyd and Marques Filho 1988). Throughfall

data often do not correspond to a normal distribution, and hence require nonpara-

metric statistical tests and measures of spatial variation (Zimmermann et al. 2007)

and a careful application of geostatistical analyses. Stable spatial throughfall

patterns throughout time, as assessed using time-averaged relative differences to

the mean, correlation analysis, and geostatistical variograms, have been observed

beneath lowland tropical canopies (e.g., Lloyd and Marques Filho 1988; Wullaert

et al. 2009), evergreen coniferous canopies (e.g., Beier et al. 1993; Keim et al.

2005) and broadleaved deciduous canopies during the leafed season but not during

the leafless season (Keim et al. 2005; Staelens et al. 2006b).
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Temporal stability of spatial throughfall patterns indicates that canopy structure

is an important controlling factor of these patterns. Direct empirical relationships

between spatial throughfall and local canopy structure have less frequently been

reported, but an inverse relationship between canopy density or cover and the

amount of throughfall at individual soil points has been observed in several forest

types (e.g., Loescher et al. 2002; Nadkarni and Sumera 2004). Throughfall has also

been related indirectly to canopy architecture by accounting for the gauge position

such as distance to the nearest stem (Beier et al. 1993; Robson et al. 1994).

Compared to coniferous forests, relatively little is known on the relationship

between the small-scale variability of throughfall and canopy structure for decidu-

ous forests. Nevertheless, broadleaved deciduous canopies have been shown to

influence throughfall patterns during the leafed season (Keim et al. 2005; Staelens

et al. 2006b). Lower throughfall corresponded to higher LAI values in a resprouted

holm-oak forest, but the difference between four LAI classes was not significant

(Bellot and Escarre 1998). In contrast, throughfall was not related to plant area

index (m2 m�2) in two red oak forests (Carlyle-Moses et al. 2004). In the tropics,

temporal persistence is highly variable, with some forests exhibiting stability for

portions of the growing season (e.g., Zimmermann and lsenbeer 2008). The multi-

ple layers within the forest canopy and differences in canopy phenology

may complicate throughfall patterns in tropical forests (e.g., Germer et al. 2006;

Zimmermann et al. 2009; Zimmermann and lsenbeer 2008).

18.3.2 Stemflow

Canopy structure governs stemflow drainage to a large extent in wooded

ecosystems. Canopy structural parameters such as projected crown area, stand

density, and basal area have been found to affect stemflow yield (Ford and Deans

1978; Crockford and Richardson 2000; Park and Hattori 2002). Stemflow produc-

tion was observed to increase with larger projected crown areas for trees in Sitka

spruce plantations and laurel forest (Ford and Deans 1978; Aboal et al. 1999).

Canopy gaps tend to increase stemflow yield by increasing the exposure of woody

surfaces (Crockford and Richardson 2000); in fact, trees overshadowed by neigh-

bors produced significantly less stemflow than those neighboring trees with more

prominent canopy positions (Aboal et al. 1999). In Japan, larger trees, with greater

basal areas at breast height and projected crown areas, were found to produce more

stemflow than smaller trees (Park and Hattori 2002).

The geometric orientation of branches has been found to dramatically alter

stemflow yield (Levia and Frost 2003). Tree species with erectophile branching

patterns and smooth bark, such as Fagus sylvatica L. (European beech), produce

much larger stemflow volumes than those with plagiophile branching patterns and

rougher bark, such as Quercus petraea Liebl (sessile oak) (André et al. 2008a).

It has been suggested that the shape of the canopy can control distribution of

stemflow around the base of a tree. For example, Liang et al. (2009) found stemflow
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to be greatest on the downslope side of tall stewartia (Stewartia monadelpha) trees
on a hillslope in Japan. Liang et al. (2009) suggest that this resulted from uneven

canopy distributions and asymmetrical flow paths down the stem.

Stemflow funneling ratios also have been observed to change dramatically as a

function of tree age and branching architecture in Chamaecyparis obtusa (Siebold

and Zucc.) Endl. (Japanese cypress) stands (Murakami 2009). Stemflow funneling

ratios decreased from 81 at age 9 to 30 at age 10 (Murakami 2009). This drastic

change in stemflow funneling was attributed to a sudden change in branching

architecture as the canopy approached crown closure (Murakami 2009). At the

forested site in Shirasaka, mean stemflow funneling ratios and mean tree basal areas

were larger than that recorded for Yamashiro (Park and Hattori 2002) (Table 18.2).

Comparing the site at Yamashiro with the Mexican site of Návar (1993), it is

evident that stemflow funneling ratios were almost double at Yamashiro, despite

similar basal areas (Table 18.2). These differences are likely the result of different

branching architectures, thereby underscoring the fact that the canopy structural

characteristics that affect stemflow yield are complex and polycausal and must be

examined holistically.

Orthogonally projected branch area differs from total branch area and has direct

implications on stemflow yield. Steeper branch inclination angles may promote

stemflow drainage from the crowns of trees but, a tipping-point likely exists at

where steeper branch inclination angles result in decreased orthogonally projected

branch area and reduced stemflow (Levia and Frost 2003). The tradeoff between

capture efficiency and stemflow generation as a function of branch inclination

angle, orthogonally projected branch area, and total branch area is not well under-

stood. Experimental work by Herwitz (1987) demonstrated the interplay between

branch inclination angle and stemflow production, observing increased splash loss

for branches inclined <45� above the horizontal.
Brown and Barker (1970) found that stemflow generation differed from two oaks

with differing bark textures [Quercus velutina Lam. (black oak) andQuercus alba L.
(white oak)]. The tight-barked black oak group produced much larger quantities of

stemflow than the flaky-barked white oak group. The vast majority of other studies

examining differential stemflow yield from smooth- and rough-barked trees also have

documented that smooth-barked trees produce larger stemflow yields than rough-

barked trees (Levia and Frost 2003). Levia et al. (2010) discovered earlier and

more voluminous stemflow generation for smooth-barked Fagus grandifolia Ehrh.

(American beech) trees than rough-barked Liriodendron tulipifera L. (yellow poplar)

Table 18.2 Mean stemflow funneling ratios (�1 std. error) in relation to basal area at two forested

sites in Japan and within semiarid thornscrub vegetation in Mexicoa,b

Shirasaka Yamashiro Návar (1993)

SFW/BA Mean 61.3 55.6 34.5

Std. error 23.3 13.2 5.9

BA (m2) Mean 0.0159 0.0082 0.0081
aAdapted from Park and Hattori (2002)
bSFW stemflow/gross precipitation and BA basal area
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trees as a result of lower bark water storage capacities. F. grandifolia trees were also
more responsive to changes in rainfall intensities (Levia et al. 2010). Because bark

morphology also differs intraspecifically, as a function of tree size and age (Van Stan

and Levia 2010), and along the vertical profile of individual trees (Levia andWubbena

2006), stemflow yield has been found to differ along the vertical profile of individual

trees (Hutchinson and Roberts 1981; Kuraji et al. 2001). The upper half of the canopy

of an experimental conifer was observed to generate 98% of the stemflow (Hutchinson

and Roberts 1981). Kuraji et al. (2001) also noted differences between the stemflow

yield of the canopy and stem as opposed to just the tree stem.

18.3.3 Rainfall Intensity and Event Size

In addition to the canopy structure, meteorological conditions and precipitation

characteristics affect the partitioning and spatial redistribution of rainfall (Keim

et al. 2005; Staelens et al. 2006b; Zimmermann et al. 2007). Forest canopies affect

the horizontal pattern of net precipitation by spatial variations in water storage and

by redistribution processes, which depend also on rainfall intensity and event size.

Rainfall interception is relatively largest during small rain events (e.g., Horton 1919)

and the variability of throughfall usually declines with increasing rainfall volume

until a certain threshold (Levia and Frost 2006; Staelens et al. 2006b). Likewise, the

relationship of throughfall with canopy structure can be more pronounced for small

rainfall events than for larger events (Staelens et al. 2006b). Once the local water

storage capacity of the canopy is saturated, evaporation of temporary intercepted

rain water contributes less to spatial throughfall variations. In addition, canopy water

storage is likely to be affected by rainfall intensity (Calder et al. 1996; Price and

Carlyle-Moses 2003) and wind speed (H€ormann et al. 1996), although the physical

interpretation of canopy storage values that are estimated by calibrating interception

models has been questioned (Vrugt et al. 2003; Keim 2004).

Methods for directly quantifying canopy water storage using microwaves

(Bouten et al. 1991) or gamma rays (Calder and Wright 1986) are available, but

the equipment is currently uncommon or expensive. Alternatively, researchers have

also quantified canopy water by weighing whole trees (e.g., Aston 1979) or

individual branches (e.g., Hancock and Crowther 1979; Pypker et al. 2006b).

These methods may help to clarify the accuracy of interception models.

18.4 Canopy Structure and Biogeochemistry

18.4.1 Throughfall

Like the flow of water, matter transport in forests typically shows considerable

spatial heterogeneity. In addition to the heterogeneity of stemflow inputs (see
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Sect. 4.3), canopy architecture can contribute to a systematic component of the

spatial input of dissolved elements via throughfall. Also in mixed-species forest

stands, throughfall has been shown to be the main source of heterogeneity in

nutrient input (Hojjati et al. 2009). Similar to the water volume, spatial canopy

effects on throughfall solute deposition patterns can be assessed indirectly from

their temporal persistence. Spatial deposition patterns have also been related to the

distance to the nearest tree or directly to measured local canopy characteristics.

The temporal spatial stability of solute inputs via throughfall has been reported,

amongst others, for tropical and temperate forest types (e.g., Whelan et al. 1998;

Zimmermann et al. 2007). Within coniferous forests, throughfall ion depositions are

generally higher close to the stem, which has been explained by higher canopy

densities near the stem (Seiler andMatzner 1995). Such a stem-basis-related approach

is more useful for trees with approximately circular crown than for more heteroge-

neous canopy structures. Direct relationships between local canopy architecture and

the small-scale chemical composition of throughfall have been reported for Picea
abies (Karst) L. (Norway spruce) (e.g., Whelan et al. 1998), Picea mariana (Mill.)

B.S.P. (black spruce) (Carleton and Kavanagh 1990), European beech (Staelens et al.

2006a), and mixed beech-oak stands (André et al. 2008b).

The spatial variation of solute concentrations in throughfall often exceeds that of

solute depositions because of the frequent negative correlation between the

throughfall volume and solute concentrations that is caused by dilution effects

(e.g., Lawrence and Fernandez 1993). In general, the spatial heterogeneity of solute

depositions is larger than that of throughfall volume, while its temporal persistence

is lower. Two main driving factors that affect the heterogeneity of throughfall

composition are wash-off of dry deposition and canopy exchange processes (see

Chap. 17). Similar spatial patterns and positive relationships with measures of

canopy density have been found for throughfall solutes associated with dry deposi-

tion and canopy leaching, as both processes depend on the amount of foliage,

branches (Staelens et al. 2006a), and other canopy elements such as epiphytes

(see Sect. 18.4.4). In contrast to other ions, the proton flux in throughfall is often

negatively correlated with canopy density due to various acid neutralizing processes

within the canopy (Staelens et al. 2006a). In leafless deciduous forests, the spatial

variation of throughfall deposition is still affected by tree branching structures, and the

heterogeneity of the fluxes then may be as large as during leafed canopy conditions

(Duijsings et al. 1986; Staelens et al. 2006a).

18.4.2 Forest Edge Effects

The spatial variation of throughfall water and solutes within forest stands has also been

related to distance to the forest edge. The edge between a forested and nonforested

area can have important effects on microclimate, plant regeneration and biodiversity,

and also affects nutrient fluxes. Many nutrients and pollutants are delivered to
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ecosystems via atmospheric transport and consequent wet, dry, or occult deposition

(see Chap. 17). Because of the steep transition in vegetation height at most forest

edges, air flow is disrupted, and canopy wind speed and air turbulence are enhanced

at the edge, thus enhancing dry deposition of particles and gases at the forest edge.

Consequently, forest edges have been shown to act as “hotspots” of deposition,

with up to fourfold increase in the rate of atmospheric delivery compared with nearby

areas without edges (e.g., De Schrijver et al. 2007). In contrast, to enhanced

dry deposition at edges, edge effects on wet deposition have rarely been observed

(e.g., Wuyts et al. 2008). In addition to an increase in dry deposition, edge gradients

in forest structure, soil, microclimate, and precipitation can alter nutrient fluxes

via throughfall in forest edges as well (e.g., by modifying the ion exchange capacity

of the canopy). However, the depth of the forest edge effect on air turbulence

and the associated deposition processes generally extends the depth of other

edge effects.

18.4.3 Stemflow

The effects of canopy structure on the wash off of dry deposition and leaching

by stemflow are poorly understood. In fact, only one known study has linked

stemflow leachate chemistry to branch inclination angle. Using a set of experimen-

tal branches harvested from recently felled trees, Levia and Herwitz (2002)

found that the leaching and total nutrient input of some base cations were larger

from branches inclined at 20� than at 5� or 38� above the horizontal. It was surmised

that branches inclined at 20� achieved an optimal balance between the residence

time of the intercepted precipitation on the branch surface and branchflow volume

because of: (1) the lengthened contact time of intercepted precipitation with

the branch surface vis-à-vis branch inclined at 38�; (2) a decreased likelihood

of branch drip compared to the branches inclined at 5�; and (3) insignificant

differences in branchflow volume generated in comparison with the branches

inclined at 38� (Levia and Herwitz 2002). Forest stand density (and branch density,
presumably) has been found to affect stemflow chemistry in subalpine balsam fir

forests. In a study relating stand density to elemental cycling, Olson et al. (1981)

found that the stemflow fluxes of NH4
+, Na+, SO4

2�, and Cl� increased with

stand density.

Bark roughness also appears to affect the concentration of leachates from bark

surfaces of canopy trees. Deciduous tree species with coarse bark texture, such as

Carya glabraMill. (pignut hickory), were observed to have larger concentrations of

base cation leachates than trees with somewhat smoother bark (Parker 1983; Levia

and Herwitz 2000). Tree species with coarser bark textures have higher nutrient-ion

concentrations than those with smoother bark textures because of a prolonged

contact time of stemflow with the bark surface. Total nutrient flux, however, may

be lower from the rougher-barked trees compared to smooth-barked trees because

of lower stemflow yields (Levia and Herwitz 2002).
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18.4.4 Epiphytes

Epiphytes can store up to 45% of the nutrients in a forested system (e.g., Nadkarni

1984) and therefore they have the potential to alter the flux of nutrients to the forest

floor. During precipitation events epiphytes can remove between 50 and 90% of the

nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium in the rainfall prior to it reaching the forest

floor (e.g., Clark et al. 1998b). Given their ability to both store and alter the flowpaths

of water, epiphytes likely play a major role in both the spatial distribution and quantity

of nutrients reaching the forest floor. To complicate things, epiphytes may also provide

nutrients to the forest floor because some lichen species contain blue-green algae that

fix atmospheric N2. There is also evidence that living epiphytes “leak” nutrients after

being rehydrated following an extended dry period (Coxson 1991) and dead epiphytes/

canopy litter (Clark et al. 1998a) will release nutrients to the forest floor during storm

events. H€olscher et al. (2003) found that stemflow K+ fluxes were larger for mid-

successional tropical forests than old-growth tropical forests. They attributed the

differences to longer horizontal branches and larger epiphyte loads of the older forests

thatwould have initiated drip and lowered stemflow production andK+ flux. Hence, the

impact of epiphytes on nutrient cycling may be more complex, as they likely alter the

quantity, distribution, and timing of nutrient inputs into the forest floor.

18.5 Future Research Needs

18.5.1 Future Needs for Hydrology and Canopy Structure

Local canopy structure has been shown to cause persistent spatial throughfall

patterns in different forest types throughout the world. The potential effects of

these patterns on ecological processes in the forest floor and beyond (e.g., micro-

biological processes) have been reported less frequently, and until now, mainly for

coniferous forests (e.g., Manderscheid and Matzner 1995). However, a systematic

component of spatial throughfall patterns occurs beneath temperate deciduous and

tropical canopies as well, and more research is needed to quantify the extent and

ecological consequences of time-persistent spatial throughfall patterns in different

forest types. Future research on the effect of canopy structure and micrometeor-

ological conditions (wind speed, rainfall intensity, and storm size) on spatial

throughfall is also needed (Keim 2004; Staelens et al. 2006b).

The flow paths of rainfall through the forest canopy require further attention.Water

likely follows preferential flow paths through the forest canopy. How preferential flow

alters the residence time of water in the forest canopy, the timing of canopy saturation,

the spatial distribution of canopy drip, or its impact on models that assume complete

saturation of the canopy prior to drip is not understood. Furthermore, forest canopies

attenuate the rainfall intensity at the forest floor (e.g., Keim et al. 2006b). Further

research is needed to understand how changes in forest canopy structurewill affect soil

stability and erosion.
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Examining the spatial relationship between net precipitation and the forest

canopy requires reliable measurements of the local canopy structure. One possible

parameter is the fraction of ground overlaid by canopy elements (canopy cover)

above throughfall sampling points, determined in varying zenith angles, and the

local leaf, wood or plant area index. However, these parameters do not incorporate

the complex structural arrangement and connectivity of vegetation elements that

affect throughfall. Therefore, more detailed measurements of three-dimensional

canopy architecture are needed. For example, the use of light ranging and detection

(LiDAR) techniques may be fruitful (e.g., Parker et al. 2004a). Alternatively,

Nadkarni and Sumera (2004) used vertical canopy cylinder transects to quantify

the distribution of canopy elements, but this approach requires direct access to the

canopy. Finally, it would be beneficial to build upon current models that describe the

effect of canopy structure on rainfall interception (e.g., Davie and Durocher 1997).

Bark morphology has been shown to impact both hydrological and biogeoche-

mical fluxes. The LaserBark™ automated tree measurement system can be

employed to characterize bark microrelief at unprecedented scales, yielding sub-

millimeter spatial data of the bark surface (see Van Stan et al. 2010). With this

system, Van Stan and Levia (2010) demonstrated that differences in bark micro-

relief between smooth- and rough-barked tree species and within species

had detectable effects on stemflow yield. Future work with the Laserbark ™ auto-

mated tree measurement system could supply further quantitative insights into the

effects of differing bark morphology on lichen and bryophyte distribution and

corresponding alterations in canopy and interception storage capacities.

18.5.2 Future Needs for Biogeochemistry and Canopy Structure

Relatively little is known about the effects of three-dimensional forest canopy

structure on dry deposition and canopy exchange processes and the intra-system

forest biogeochemical cycle. Research must be directed to the improved under-

standing of branch inclination angle, orthogonally projected surface area, and total

surface area of canopy surfaces on the cycling of nutrient ions and pollutants to the

forest floor. Anecdotally, one would expect the scavenging efficiency of pollutants

to change as a function of season in deciduous forests (see Chap. 26). But what

impact does the presence or absence of leaves have on the capture and routing of

pollutants to the subcanopy? Does the cycling of dry deposited pollutants differ as

a function of branch inclination angle, orthogonally projected surface area, or total

surface area of individual trees and/or forest canopies? Do throughfall and stem-

flow processes consistently deposit pollutants in any particular localized area of

the forest floor, or do these subcanopy net precipitation inputs change among

discrete storm events as a function of season or meteorological conditions (i.e.,

wind speed or wind direction)? Do epiphytes decrease the pollutant load to the

forest floor? Answers to these questions will yield insights into the effects of
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canopy structure on element cycling in forested areas. The increasing presence and

areal extent of forest fragments in urbanizing and suburbanizing landscapes makes

such investigations timely and of increasing relevance to environmental policy.

The impact and effects of canopy structure on the chemical character of snowmelt

is poorly understood (see Chap. 26). The persistence of intercepted snow on

trees and forests with markedly different canopy structures presents the scientific

community with a set of interesting questions related to the biogeochemical transfer

of solutes and particulate matter to the subcanopy via throughfall and stemflow.

The effects of throughfall and stemflow on snowpack chemistry are of importance

because of the “acid flush” and the fractionation and preferential elution of nutrient

ions and organic pollutants from a melting snowpack. An improved process-based

understanding of the influence of canopy structure on snowmelt and elemental cycling

would improve hydrologic and nutrient cycling models that aim to predict the

timing and magnitude of the “acid flush” that corresponds with the melting of

seasonal snowpacks.

At the scale of individual tree boles, the alteration of stemflow chemistry along

the vertical profile of the bole likely has a detectable and significant effect on the

distribution of corticolous lichens and bryophytes that can have a notable impact on

forest biogeochemistry (Knops et al. 1996; Hauck et al. 2002; Levia 2002). Further

understanding of the spatial distribution of bryophytes on tree surfaces as a function

of bark microrelief is of particular importance since lichens are used as indicator

organisms for pollutant levels. How does bark microrelief affects the presence and

spatial distribution of lichens and bryophytes on tree boles? No known work has

coupled precise measurements of bark microrelief with the distribution of bryo-

phytes along the tree bole.

18.6 Conclusions

Though much research has been conducted on rainfall interception and biogeo-

chemical fluxes, we are still unclear of the role of canopy structure on these

processes. Past research has demonstrated that changes in leaf shape, forest age,

epiphyte load, bark morphology, organic matter, and dead wood are all correlated to

changes in water storage capacity and rainfall interception loss. Furthermore, the

distribution of rainfall is controlled by factors such as canopy density, branch

orientation, bark morphology, rainfall intensity, and forest type. All of these ele-

ments change as a forest ages, thereby making rainfall interception dynamic

through time. Similar to hydrologic fluxes, biogeochemical fluxes depend on

canopy structure. We described how canopy density and forest type, forest edges,

stem flow and bark morphology and epiphytes all play a role in the quantity and

spatial distribution of biogeochemical fluxes. Perhaps more important, we provide

numerous topics that still need to be explored if are to better understand the role of

canopy structure in hydrologic and biogeochemical fluxes in forest communities.
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Chapter 19

Transpiration in Forest Ecosystems

Tomo’omi Kumagai

19.1 Introduction

Water molecules having sufficient kinetic energy escape from the surface of liquid

water to the air, while water molecules in vapor form return from the air to a liquid

state. When the rates of escaping and returning water molecules are the same, the

process is said to be in an equilibrium status with no net evaporation from the water

surface. If air flow carries away many of the molecules that escape from the liquid

surface and if this rate of loss is greater than the rate of molecules returning to the

surface net evaporation occurs.

Ohm’s law describes that the electric current in a circuit is directly proportional

to the voltage and inversely proportional to the resistance of the circuit. Mass

transport between a surface and its surroundings is analogous with Ohm’s law,

substituting the mass flow and concentration difference for the current and voltage,

respectively. The concentration difference is specified as that between the surface

and the overlying air, while the resistance represents a force that reduces the rate of

mass flow. Here, we consider evaporation rate (E) from the water surface to the air

as a mass flow by assuming an equilibrium status in a thin layer adjacent to the

water surface, where the water vapor concentration can be described as the satura-

tion value (CWS) at the surface temperature (Ts) to give

E ¼ CWSðTsÞ � CWa

rW
¼ gW½CWSðTsÞ � CWa�; (19.1)

where rW is the resistance of the evaporation, gW is the conductance, the reciprocal

of the resistance, and CWa is the water vapor concentration in the air.

When considering transpiration from plant leaves the evaporating sites are found

on the surface of leave’s mesophyll cells, and the water vapor concentration at the

cell surface can be described as CWS(Ts) because the cell surface is thought to be

“perfectly wet” (Fig. 19.1). The pathway of transpiration is from the cell surfaces to

the atmosphere via a stoma, and thus total resistance, rW, consists of stomatal (rS)
and boundary layer (ra) resistances in series. It should be noted that the reciprocal

of the total conductance, gW, is the sum of the reciprocals of the component

conductances, i.e., stomatal (gS) and boundary layer (ga) conductances:
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1

gW
¼ 1

gS
þ 1

ga
: (19.2)

Equations (19.1) and (19.2) represent the basic formulae of transpiration at both

the individual leaf and canopy scales. Thus, determination of gS and ga is critical for
estimating transpiration at both scales.

19.2 Boundary Layer (ga) and Stomatal (gS) Conductance

The velocity ofmicrowind flowing over a leaf decreases toward the leaf surface due to

the friction between the surface and the air and the air viscosity. The zone adjacent

to the surface, where the airflow is laminar and mass transfer can be described using

molecular diffusivity, is referred to as the boundary layer.

The boundary layer conductance of any mass for one surface of a rectangular, flat

plate with the downwind width (dm) was developed using themolecular diffusivity for

species j (Dj), Reynolds number, and Schmidt number, and also assuming that wind is

naturally turbulent, to give

ga ¼ 0:93raD
2=3
j n1=6

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u

dm
;

r
(19.3)

where ra is the air density, n is the kinematic viscosity, and u is the wind velocity of
the free stream. Using the molecular diffusivity for water vapor (19.3) becomes the

conductance in air for water vapor (mol m�2 s�1) (see Campbell and Norman 1998):

ga ¼ 0:147

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
u

dm

r
: (19.4)

rS

CWa

CWS

ra
rW = rS + ra

E

Fig. 19.1 A pathway of

transpiration (E) from
mesophyll cell surface to the

atmosphere, showing the

stomatal (rS) and boundary

layer (ra) resistances. Note
that the total resistance (rW) is
the sum of rS and ra
resistances
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It should be noted that (19.3) and (19.4) also suggest that the thickness of the

boundary layer over the surface decreases in proportion to the increasing square

roots of u and 1/dm.
Since the water vapor concentration gradient between the stomatal cavity and

the air surrounding the leaf is several hundred times greater than the CO2 concen-

tration gradient, opening stomata for carbon gain is accompanied by much water

loss from the plant body via transpiration. Wong et al. (1979) have shown that

plants tend to adjust the degree of stomata openness in order to maintain a constant

ratio between the intercellular CO2 concentration (CCi) and the CO2 concentration

of air inside the leaf boundary layer (CCs) for a wide range of environmental

conditions, but that this relationship varies from species to species. Many research-

ers have related the net assimilation rate (A) to gS. One widely used gS model is the

Ball–Berry model (Ball et al. 1987; Collatz et al. 1991), which is given by

gsC ¼ m
Ahs
CCs

þ b; (19.5)

where gsC is the stomatal conductance for CO2 and hs is the relative humidity of air

inside the leaf boundary layer.m and b are, respectively, the slope and intercept obtained
by linear regression analysis of data from leaf-level gas exchange measurements, i.e.,

gsC vs. Ahs/CCs plots. The stomatal conductance for water vapor is obtained from

gS ¼ 1.6gsC, where 1.6 is the ratio of the diffusivities of CO2 and water vapor in air.

However, it is widely accepted that stomata respond to the leaf surface humidity

deficit (Ds) rather than to hs. Furthermore, since A approaches zero when CCs

approaches the CO2 compensation point (G), (19.5) cannot describe stomatal behav-

ior at low CO2 concentrations. Leuning (1995) replaced hs and CCs in (19.5) with a

vapor pressure deficit correction function f (Ds) and CCs � G, respectively,

gsC ¼ asC
Af ðDsÞ
CCs � G

þ gsC0; f ðDsÞ ¼ 1þ Ds

D0

� ��1

; (19.6)

where gsC0 is a residual stomatal conductance (as A approaches zero when light

intensity approaches zero), and asC and D0 are empirical parameters.

The net assimilation rate, A, can be described as

A ¼ gsCðCCs � CCiÞ (19.7)

and reduces to

CCi ¼ CCs � A

gsC
: (19.8)

Equation (19.8) describes supplying CO2 to the intracellular photosynthetic site

with constraint by stomatal openness (gsC: (19.6)) (Fig. 19.2). On the other hand,

A can be described as a function of CCi. Thus, the intersection of these two function

curves gives the “operating point,” which denotes that stomata close or open to

balance the supply of CO2 via gS with the demand of CO2 by A (Fig. 19.2).
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Equations (19.5) and (19.6) are, in reality, difficult to solve. For example, A as a

function of CCi is dependent on complex biochemical reactions in the intracellular

photosynthetic site of the leaf, and intrinsically, A should be determined using a

biochemical photosynthesis model (see Box 19.1: Farquhar et al. 1980). Furthermore,

it should be noted that (19.4), (19.5), or (19.6), the photosynthesis model, and the leaf

energy budget model for determining the leaf surface temperature must be solved

simultaneously.

Another method commonly used for analyzing the response of gS to governing

variables is to use the following series of multiplicative functions (Jarvis 1976):

gS ¼ gSmaxf1ðQ0Þf2ðDsÞf3ðTaÞ . . . ; (19.9)

where gSmax is the maximum gS, Q0 is the photosynthetic active radiation (PAR),

and Ta is the air temperature. Some particularly useful functions for each of f1, f2,
and f3 were proposed and parameters contained in each function can be determined

by appropriate nonlinear regression analysis. Oren et al. (1999) focused on the

relationship between gS and Ds by relating gSmax to a reference conductance, gSref,
at Ds ¼ 1 kPa as follows:

gS ¼ gSref � d lnDs; (19.10)

where d is the sensitivity of gS to Ds (i.e., �dgS/d ln Ds). Oren et al. (1999) fit

(19.10) to literature data from porometry-based leaf-level measurements and

regressed with d and gSref. As a result, they found that the interspecific response

of d (¼�dgS/d ln Ds) to gSref was well correlated with a slope of 0.60 (Fig. 19.3).

It should be noted that this result generalized the previous findings that the

sensitivity of gS to Ds increased with gSref regardless of whether the variation in

gSref was related to some other environmental variables.

0
0 CCi

A

Fig. 19.2 Assimilation rate (A) as a function of intercellular CO2 concentration (CCi) at some light

and leaf temperature level (solid line), showing the photosynthetic demand function. The supply-

constraint function (Eq. 19.8) by taking (Eq. 19.6) into consideration (broken line) is also shown

for some environmental variables and empirical constants. The solid circle denotes the “operating
point” of the leaf that is given by the intersection of the demand and supply-constraint curves. Note

the fundamental concept provided by Leuning (1995)
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Box 19.1. Biochemical Model for Leaf Photosynthesis (Farquhar et al. 1980)

Leaf photosynthesis, A, was computed using the biochemical models of

Farquhar et al. (1980) and Collatz et al. (1991):

A ¼ minfJE; JC; JSg � Rd;

where JE, JC, and JS are the gross rates of photosynthesis limited by the rate

of ribulose bisphosphate (RuBP) regeneration through electron transport,

RuBP carboxylase-oxygenase (Rubisco) activity, and the export rate

of synthesized sucrose, respectively, and Rd is the respiration rate during

the day but in the absence of photorespiration. The term min{JE, JC, JS}
represents the minimum of JE, JC, and JS.

The formulation and parameterization of JE, JC, JS, and Rd as a function

of the PAR absorbed by a leaf, CCi, and leaf temperature are described

in Farquhar et al. (1980), Farquhar and Wong (1984), Collatz et al. (1991),

and de Pury and Farquhar (1997). The photosynthesis model constants can

be determined according to Badger and Collatz (1977), Farquhar et al. (1980),

von Caemmerer et al. (1994), and de Pury and Farquhar (1997). The maxi-

mum carboxylation rate when RuBP is saturated (Vcmax) and the potential

rate of whole-chain electron transport (Jmax) used in these calculations

are expressed as nonlinear functions of temperature using their values at

25�C (Jmax_25 and Vcmax_25, respectively); the formulations are given in

de Pury and Farquhar (1997). In addition, Rd is expressed as a nonlinear

function of temperature using Rd at 25�C (Rd_25), which was assumed to

be linearly related to Vcmax_25 (e.g., Collatz et al. 1991). Practically, both

Jmax_25 and Rd_25 are related to Vcmax_25, and hence, Vcmax_25 is the

key parameter in the leaf photosynthesis model.

19.3 Hydraulic Constraints on Transpiration

The fundamental driving force of water uptake and transportation in the plant is the

water potential. The equation of water flow through a water conducting pathway

between the roots and leaves also resembles that of electrical flow in a conducting

system, i.e., keeping with the Ohm’s law analogy:

E ¼ KL½cs � ðcL þ hrwgÞ�; (19.11)

where KL is the leaf-specific hydraulic conductance between the soil and leaves,

cs and cL are the water potential of soil and leaf, respectively, h is the tree height,

rw is the density of water, and g is the gravitational constant. Note that E is
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represented as tree transpiration rate per unit leaf area. KL can be related to

sapwood-specific hydraulic conductivity, KS, as follows:

KLAL ¼ 1

h
KSAS; (19.12)

where AL and AS are leaf and sapwood area, respectively. Equation (19.12) denotes

that total hydraulic conductance between the roots and leaves increases/decreases

with increasing water flow conducting area in the stem cross section, AS, and soil-

to-leaf water flow path length, h, respectively.
The sapwood maintains living cells and can conduct water, while aged xylem

changes to the heartwood and loses its water and nutrient transport and storage

functions (Fig. 19.4). Anatomically, there are water conducting systems in sapwood

(Fig. 19.4) mainly for conifers and broadleaved trees. Conifers have tracheids that

serve both mechanical and hydraulic functions, while the broadleaved trees share the

role of hydraulic purpose with vessel elements and that of mechanical purpose with

fibers. The tracheids are shorter than vessel elements and interlock and exchangewater

via pits on its side wall. The vessel elements, which are interconnected by simple

perforation plates at their ends, are more effective for conducting water.
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Fig. 19.3 The sensitivity of leaf-level stomatal conductance (gS) of individual species to

increasing vapor pressure deficit at the leaf surface (�dgS/d ln Ds) as a function of the canopy

stomatal conductance at Ds ¼ 1 kPa (gSref). Lines: 99% confidence interval. Symbols: triangles,
nonporous; squares, diffuse-porous; full, boreal species; shaded, temperate species; open, tropical
species. Species outside the confidence interval are shown. From Oren et al. (1999), reproduced

with permission
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The sapwood of conifers has systematically arranged cuts of cells (Fig. 19.4a).

Round openings found in the sapwood of broadleaved trees are the vessels, and

fibers fill nonvessel space (Fig. 19.4b, c). Vessel array characteristics for broad-

leaved trees are broadly classified as diffuse-porous wood with vessels uniformly

distributed throughout the entire sapwood (Fig. 19.4b) and ring-porous wood with

larger vessels arranged along the boundary of annual rings (Fig. 19.4c). The spatial

variation in sapflow in the stem cross section between those vessel arrays needs to be

considered. For example, despite the radial variations in sapflow in the stems

of conifers and diffuse-porous wood, ring-porous wood trees tend to have biased

sapflowdistribution and usemainly current and 2-year-old annual rings for conducting

water (see Kumagai et al. 2005; Tateishi et al. 2008; Umebayashi et al. 2008).

A water deficit in the leaf caused by the transpiration lowers its water potential,

causing water to move from the xylem to the evaporating cells in the leaf.

This reduces the tension or pressure in the xylem sap and produces a water potential

gradient in the cohesive hydraulic system of the tree. This pressure is transmitted to

the root where water uptake occurs. KS in (19.12) may be expressed in terms of

physical properties of the conducting system in sapwood such as size, density, and

connectivity of conduits.

Equation (19.1) is coupled to cL using (19.11) and (19.12) to give

gS ¼ KS

AS

AL

1

D

1

h
½cs � ðcL þ hrwgÞ�; (19.13)

PithXylem

Bark

Sapwood Heartwood

Cambium

a b c

Pith

Bark

500 m m

Fig. 19.4 Upper: A cross

section of an oak stem

showing various anatomical

components. Lower: Xylem
cross sections of (a) Japanese

cedar (conifer), (b) cherry

(broadleaved tree: diffuse-

porous wood), and (c)

chestnut (broadleaved tree:

ring-porous wood). An arrow
denotes direction from pith to

bark. Courtesy of Drs. Y.

Utsumi and T. Umebayashi
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where D denotes vapor pressure deficit. In fact, the proportionality 0.60 between d
and gSref in (19.10) (see Fig. 19.3) was predicted from the examination results of

(19.13), which suggested that the 0.60 proportionality regulates the minimum cL to

prevent excessive xylem cavitation (Oren et al. 1999; Ewers et al. 2005).

19.4 Energy Balance

Radiation incident on the surface (for both of leaf and canopy) is decomposed into

solar (short-wave) (Rs) and thermal (long-wave) (RL) radiation. All surfaces reflect

the incident Rs according to the albedo (al) of that surface, while the remaining

Rs is either absorbed or transmitted through the surface. Also, following the

Stefan–Boltzmann law, all surfaces emit long-wave radiation at a rate proportional

to the fourth power of the absolute surface temperature (Ts:K). Thus, the total sum of

the incident and emitted radiations gives the energy available as net radiation (Rn):

Rn ¼ Rsabs þ RLabs ¼ ð1� alÞRs þ RL � esT 4
s (19.14)

where e is emissivity compared to a black body, and s is the Stefan–Boltzmann

constant (5.67 � 10�8 W m�2 K�4). Intrinsically, the available energy can be

represented by the sum of Rs and RL absorbed in the body (Rsabs and RLabs,

respectively, in the middle of (19.14)). When considering the upward surface of

the body, Rsabs and RLabs can be expressed as (1 � al)Rs and RL � esTs
4, respec-

tively, resulting in the right-hand side of (19.14). Because of comparatively low

values of al and Ts at vegetation surfaces, Rn above forests tends to have higher

values compared to other types of surface such as bare lands (Fig. 19.5a).

The surface (also, for both of leaf and canopy) energy balance is expressed by:

Rn ¼ H þ lEþ G; (19.15)

where H and lE are the sensible and latent heat fluxes, respectively, l is the heat of
vaporization of water, and G is the heat storage. It should be noted that

when evaporation occurs on the dry leaf or canopy surface, E is the synonym of

transpiration. Higher energy partitioning to lE is a characteristic of vegetated

surfaces (Fig. 19.5b).

Sensible heat transfer from the leaf surface to the atmosphere is drivenby thedifference

between Ta and Ts and boundary conductance, and thus, leaf-levelH is given by:

H ¼ cpgHðTs � TaÞ; (19.16)

where cp is the specific heat of air at constant pressure, and gH is the boundary

conductance for heat (mol m�2 s�1) and can be expressed in the same form as

(19.4), but a coefficient of 0.135 is used instead of 0.147. Assuming that G can be

considered negligible, the energy balance on a leaf surface as a function of Ts is
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described using (19.1) and (19.14) through (19.16). As seen in Box 19.1, Ts is the
most critical factor in computing biocatalytic reactions in the photosynthesis model.

Thus, it should be noted that while Ts is calculated from the energy balance, Ts
simultaneously affects the energy balance via the rate of photosynthesis and the

degree of stomatal opening.

When considering the leaf-scale energy balance and photosynthesis within a

forest canopy, the radiative transfer through the canopy must be taken into account.

Direct beam and diffuse irradiance must, for example, be considered separately due

to their different attenuation properties in the canopy. Downward and upward RL

transfer within a canopy follows diffuse irradiance transfer theory, but note that RL

is emitted from any plant body within the canopy. Both direct and diffuse Rs can be

further divided into PAR and near-infrared radiation (NIR) according to differential

absorption by leaves. Fortunately, approximately half the Rs over the canopy is in

the form of PAR, while the other half is in the form of NIR, enabling estimates of Rs

penetration inside the canopy. The absorbed PAR or NIR within a canopy layer

between z (the height from the ground) and z + Dz, DS, is defined as:

DSb ¼ ð1� � � xÞð1� PbÞSbðzþ DzÞ; (19.17)

DS#d ¼ ð1� � � xÞð1� PdÞS#dðzþ DzÞ; (19.18)

DS"d ¼ ð1� � � xÞð1� PdÞS"dðzÞ; (19.19)

where � and x are the leaf transmissivity and reflectivity, respectively, for PAR or

NIR, and S is PAR or NIR at the given height, while P is the probability of no
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Fig. 19.5 Forest ecosystem energy balance observed in a Bornean tropical rainforest. (a) Downward

(thin solid line) and upward (thin dashed line) short-wave radiation, downward (solid line)
and upward (dashed line) long-wave radiation, and the net radiation (thick solid line) calculated
from balance of those radiation terms. (b) Sensible heat flux (solid circle), latent heat flux

(open circle), and the net radiation (thick solid line). Note that sensible and latent heat fluxes were

measured using the eddy covariance method
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contact with the irradiance within that canopy layer. The subscripts b and d denote

direct beam and diffuse irradiation, respectively, and superscript arrows denote the

direction of the irradiation. Because P is a complex function of the leaf area density,

leaf angle distribution, and foliage clumping factor within a given canopy layer and

the solar geometric direction (see Kumagai et al. 2006), (19.17) through (19.19) are

not readily solved. The total absorbed solar radiation within the canopy layer is then

calculated as the sum of the absorbed PAR and NIR, both of which are calculated by

(19.17) through (19.19). Sunlit leaves receive the beam and the upward and down-

ward diffuse radiation, while shaded leaves only receive upward and downward

diffuse radiation. Therefore, the irradiance absorption and energy balance need to be

computed separately for sunlit and shaded leaves (see Kumagai et al. 2006).

19.5 Canopy Transpiration

19.5.1 Multilayer Approach

Vegetation affects the within-canopy microclimate by intercepting radiation,

attenuating wind, and distributing a source/sink of mass and energy to each

within-canopy position (Fig. 19.6). These source/sink distributions and canopy

turbulence form scalar distributions (i.e., air temperature, humidity, and CO2

concentration) and above-canopy fluxes such as heat, H2O, and CO2. It should be

noted that in turn these scalar distributions influence the within-canopy microcli-

mate and scalar source/sink strength.

In reality, forest transpiration or H2O flux above a forest canopy is formed

as a result of the above within-canopy processes. Thus, here we focus on a

multilayer canopy approach, which explicitly considers three major within-canopy

processes: (1) radiative transfer and leaf-scale energy conservation, (2) leaf-scale

Wind 
profile

Radiation transfer
• Air temperature
• Humidity

Turbulent diffusion

Source
Fig. 19.6 Schematic display

of the multilayer

Soil–Vegetation–Atmosphere

Transfer model for

transpiration from a forest

ecosystem. Note that the

forest canopy is divided into

layers for computation of

energy and matter exchange

between leaves and

atmosphere
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ecophysiological status for stomatal opening and carbon assimilation, and (3)

turbulent diffusion of matter (Baldocchi 1992; Fig. 19.6). For the multilayer

approach, the canopy is divided into layers, and all equations describing the

within-canopy processes (1–3) (see Kumagai et al. 2006) are solved at each layer.

Since the within-canopy processes (1) and (2) have been already introduced, we

will proceed to the description of the process (3).

Assuming a steady-state planar-homogeneous and high Reynolds and Peclet

numbers flow, and by applying time and horizontal averaging, the scalar continuity

and turbulent flux equations for water vapor (q) are (see Katul and Albertson 1999):

@hqi
@t

¼ 0 ¼ � @hw0q0i
@z

þ Sq; (19.20)

@hw0q0 i
@t

¼ 0 ¼ �hw02i @hqi
@z

� @hw0w0q0i
@z

þ p0

ra

@q0

@z

� �
; (19.21)

where the overbar and bracket denote time and horizontal averaging, respectively,

prime denotes a departure from the temporal averaging operator, w is the instanta-

neous vertical velocity, Fq ¼ hw0q0i is the vertical turbulent flux, t is time, z is

height from the ground, p is the static pressure, and ra is the density of air. The three
terms on the right-hand side of (19.21) represent respectively the production of

turbulent flux due to interactions between the turbulent flow and mean concentra-

tion gradient, transport of the turbulent flux, and dissipation as a result of the

pressure-scalar interaction. Sq is the source term due to mass release (i.e., transpi-

ration) by the ensemble of leaves within the averaging plane and given by:

Sq ¼ 1

ra
ðEslasl þ EshashÞ; (19.22)

where E and a denote the leaf-scale transpiration and the leaf area density in a given
layer, respectively, and subscripts sl and sh denote sunlit and shaded leaves,

respectively. The last two terms on the right-hand side of (19.21) are unknowns

requiring closure approximations, as described by Watanabe (1993). To solve

(19.20)–(19.22), including these closure approximations, velocity statistics within

the canopy need to be computed. Here, the second-order closure model formulated

by Wilson and Shaw (1977) may be applied.

The multilayer model introduced here is parameterized by independently col-

lected ecophysiological measurements and is not calibrated or parameterized by

canopy-level flux measurements. The outputs from the model are independently

validated using a stand-scale sap flowmeasurement (see Kumagai et al. 2007, 2008)

(Fig. 19.7a). After validation, the model can be used to examine how the matter

fluxes above the forest ecosystems are generated, for example, how the canopy

structure and physiological traits impact H2O exchange between the canopy and

atmosphere (Fig. 19.7b).
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19.5.2 Big-Leaf Approach

Assuming that the vegetation in which matter and energy are exchanged can be

represented as a single layer, i.e., “big leaf,” (19.1) and (19.16) are rearranged using

surface or canopy conductance GS and aerodynamic conductance Ga instead of

using gS and ga (assuming ¼ gH), respectively.
When leaf area index (LAI) is>3 (see Kelliher et al. 1995) orGS is derived from

transpiration measurement for individual plant, e.g., sap flow measurements, GS

represents mean stomatal conductance within a canopy and is called the canopy

conductance. This bulk conductance is usually related to physiological control, and

therefore, described using (19.5), (19.6), (19.9), and (19.10), which are the functions

for describing leaf-level gS. At LAI < 3 (see Kelliher et al. 1995) and/or when the

water vapor flux is measured above a canopy, e.g., by the eddy covariance method,

evaporation from the floor vegetation or the soil surface contributes greatly to GS.
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In case of the “big-leaf” approach, the concept of leaf-level ga is developed into

the conductance between the canopy surface and the atmosphere above the canopy,

namely, the aerodynamic conductance Ga. From the equation for wind velocity

profile above the canopy under adiabatic condition, Ga can be derived as follows:

Ga ¼ k2u

ðlnðz� d=z0ÞÞ2
; (19.23)

where z is the height of wind speed observation, u is the wind speed at z, k is the von

Karman’s constant (0.4), d is the zero-plane displacement, and z0 is the roughness
length. For computing Ga, the d and z0 are usually set as 2/3 and 1/10 of the canopy
height, respectively. It should be noted that theGa represents the conductance of the

atmospheric surface layer between a height of d + z0 and z.
Substituting the rearranged (19.1) and (19.16) for the canopy-scale energy

balance equation, (19.15), and replacing the surface–air vapor pressure difference

by the vapor pressure deficit of the ambient air (Da), the equation for lE above the

canopy, termed the Penman–Monteith (P-M) equation, is given by:

lE ¼ DðRn � GÞ þ racpGaDa

Dþ gð1þ ðGa=GSÞÞ ; (19.24)

whereD is the rate of change of saturation water vapor pressure with temperature, and

g is the psychrometric constant (66.5 Pa K�1). Equation (19.24) generally describes

the transpiration stream from vegetation to the atmosphere. However, an infinite GS

represents no resistance between the canopy surface and within canopy, allowing

(19.24) to derive evaporation from a free water surface, i.e., wet canopy evaporation.

When micrometeorological measurements including a measurement of H2O

exchange between the canopy and atmosphere (see Fig. 19.8a) are conducted, the

only unknown variable in (19.24) isGS. Thus, an inverted operation of (19.24) gives

GS (Fig. 19.8b) and enables us to examine the relationships between the GS and

various environmental factors (Da in Fig. 19.8c). For example, using an analysis with

(19.10) and procedures shown in Ewers et al. (2005) the relationship between theGS

and the Da in Fig. 19.8c gives us important information on environmental and

hydraulic control of GS (see Fig. 19.3). Note that here GS was calculated using the

simplified form of the P-M equation (Monteith and Unsworth 2008) (detailed later).

19.6 Transpiration: Environmental Controls

When Ga is large enough that it can be assumed to be infinite, the canopy surface is

well coupled to the atmosphere and the Ts tends to approach Ta. Then, we can obtain
the imposed evaporation rate, Eimp, by setting Ga as infinity in (19.24):

Eimp ¼ racp
lg

GSDa: (19.25)
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In this case, the evaporation is imposed by the atmosphere on the natural canopy

surface through the effect of Da, so that evaporation is proportional to the physio-

logical conductance. Note that (19.25) is the simplified form of the P-M equation

for a canopy that is well coupled with the atmosphere (Monteith and Unsworth

2008). On the other hand, when the Ga is very small, the canopy surface is poorly

coupled with the atmosphere and evaporation tends to an equilibrium condition. In
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this case, E is termed the equilibrium evaporation rate, Eeq, which can be obtained

by substituting Ga ¼ 0 for (19.24):

Eeq ¼ DðRn � GÞ
lðDþ gÞ : (19.26)

Equilibrium evaporation, Eeq, depends only on the energy supply (radiation) and

is obtained over an extensive surface of uniform wetness.

The relative importance of radiative (Eeq) and advective (Eimp) energy for E
(19.24) can be estimated using the equation (McNaughton and Jarvis 1983):

E ¼ OEeq þ ð1� OÞEimp; (19.27)

where the decoupling coefficient, O, is calculated as follows:

O ¼ D=gþ 1

D=gþ 1þ ga=gc
: (19.28)

The decoupling coefficient, O, is a measure of the coupling between conditions

at the surface and those in the free air stream and can vary between 0 (for perfect

coupling) and 1 (for complete isolation). Stomatal control of transpiration becomes

progressively weaker as O approaches 1. It is apparent from (19.28) that O depends

on the ratio between the surface conductance and that of the boundary layer, rather

than on their absolute values (Jones 1992).

Observation in a Bornean tropical rainforest showed diurnal variations in E and

their environmental control (Kumagai et al. 2004; Fig. 19.9). In this site, E had

similar diurnal patterns to Rs, and estimates of O ranged from 0.1 to 0.4 and had no

clear diurnal cycle.

19.7 Future Research Directions

Vegetation/forests cover a major part of the land surface and promote latent heat

exchange as a result of transpiration. How the available energy is partitioned

between sensible and latent heat fluxes at the air–land interface is critical for the

formation of global and regional climate. In turn, the climatic modifications atten-

dant on the alteration in land surface energy partitioning can impact forest transpi-

ration due to a change in the environmental control. Also, it should be noted that

subtracting evaporation from precipitation denotes the upper limit of available

water resources for both humans and ecosystems.

The projected growth in atmospheric CO2 will significantly increase global and

regional temperatures with concomitant modifications to various climatic factors such
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as atmospheric evaporative demand and precipitation patterns, and land use change

accelerates these impacts. The climate and land use change factors alter forest transpi-

ration by changes in ecophysiological characteristics of assimilation and transpiration

as well as by those in the atmospheric evaporative demand. Furthermore, on much

longer time scales, both spatial and temporal variations in physiological and morpho-

logical characteristics of plant species genotypically and/or phenotypically occur under

climate change and could impact the exchange between forests and the atmosphere.

Thus, assessing the potential shifts in forest transpiration from both biological

(stomatal opening, photosynthesis, hydraulic restriction in the stem xylem, and

their genetic and/or nongenetic acclimation) and physical (surface energy balance,

advection, convection, and atmospheric coupling) aspects is necessary for under-

standing climate change and quantifying local, regional, and global water cycling.

Additionally, remote sensing technologies can serve among the most promising tool

to investigate spatial impacts of climate and, especially, land use changes on the

interaction between forests and the atmosphere.
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Chapter 20

Rainfall Interception Loss by Forest Canopies

Darryl E. Carlyle-Moses and John H.C. Gash

20.1 Introduction

When rain falls onto a forest a proportion is intercepted by the canopy and

evaporates back into the atmosphere, playing no further part in the terrestrial portion

of the hydrologic cycle. This canopy interception loss, Ic, can be appreciable

(Table 20.1). The first published reports of Ic date from the late nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries (Hoppe 1896; Horton 1919; see also Gash and Shuttleworth

2007). Since then numerous studies have been conducted with Ic being found

to account for 10–50% of season-long or annual rainfall, Pg, (Roth et al. 2007);

varying with both forest characteristics and climate. Because Ic is an important and

sometimes dominant component of forest evaporation (David et al. 2005), several

models have been developed ranging from simple linear regression (e.g., Helvey and

Patric 1965) to physically based numerical (e.g., Rutter et al. 1971, 1975), analytical

(e.g., Gash 1979) and stochastic (e.g., Calder 1986) models. Although Ic has been
extensively studied by hydrologists, key processes, such as those responsible for the

relatively high during-precipitation evaporation rates from forest canopies, E, are still
not fully understood (Dunkerley 2009).

The goal of this chapter is to summarize the current state-of-knowledge of the

rainfall Ic process, to provide an overview of our understanding of the influence

of biotic and abiotic factors on Ic and to discuss the more commonly used Ic
models. The chapter will conclude with recommendations as to where hydrolo-

gists should direct their future research so that our understanding of Ic as a

process can be more fully expanded and our ability to simulate this component

of the forest water balance at different spatiotemporal scales can be met with

greater success.

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_20, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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Table 20.1 Quantitative importance of canopy interception loss (percentage of precipitation)

from different forest types derived from selected recently published studies

Forest type Location Season-long

or annual Ic
(% of rainfall)

References

Coniferous
Old-growth Sequoia sempervirens

and Pseudotsuga menziesii
Northern

California

22.4 Reid and Lewis

(2009)

Old-growth >450 yr.

old P. menziesii
South-Central

Washington

25 Link et al. (2004)

25 yr. old P. menziesii (assumed

no stemflow and 5 % stemflow)

South-Central

Washington

21, 16 Pypker et al.

(2005)

25 yr. old, dense Picea abies Southern

Sweden

45 Alavi et al. (2001)

125 yr. old Pinus contorta, Picea
glauca x engelmanni, and Abies
lasiocarpa

Southern

British

Columbia

31.1 Moore et al.

(2008)

Young plantedChamaecyparis
obtuse stand (annual:year1,year2)

Eastern Japan 18.9, 19.1 Murakami (2007)

Hardwood
Quercus robur, Betula pubescens,

Corylus avellana, and Illex
aquifolium (leafed, leafless

periods)

Berkshire, UK 29, 20 Herbst et al. (2008)

Q. rubra , Acer saccharum, Fagus
grandifolia, et al. (growing-
season)

Southern Ontario 18.8 Price and Carlyle-

Moses (2003)

Carpinus orientalis croaticus,
Q. pubescentis et al. (annual:
north facing, south facing slope)

Slovenia 28.4, 25.4 Šraj et al. (2008)

Fagus silvatica (monospecific plot) Central

Germany

27–40a Kr€amer and

H€olscher (2009)

Mixed
Q. serrara, et al. (growing, dormant

seasons)

Japan 17.6, 14.3 Deguchi et al.

(2006)

Pinus pseudostrobus, Q. canbyi,
and Q. laeta

Northeastern

Mexico

15.8 Carlyle-Moses and

Price (2007)

Q. alba, Pinus taed, et al. Georgia, USA 18.6 Bryant et al. (2005)

Tropical Rainforest
Interior tropical rainforest (normal

precipitation year, dry year)

Brazil 13.3, 22.6 Cuartas et al.

(2007)

Lowland coastal rainforest Queensland,

Australia

25 Wallace and

McJannet

(2006)

Lowland tropical rainforest Indonesia 16.4 Vernimmen et al.

(2007)

Heath forest Indonesia 9.6 Vernimmen et al.

(2007)

Monsoon evergreen

broadleaf forest

Dinghushan,

China

31.8 Yan et al. (2001)

Savanna – Type Woodlands

Q. suber and Q. ilex Portugal 6.2 Pereira et al.

(2009a)
aDepending on study period
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20.2 The Canopy Interception Loss Process

20.2.1 Canopy Wetting and Saturation

Canopy interception loss is composed of evaporation from the forest canopy during

a rainfall event, Et, and evaporation from canopy storage once the event has ceased,

Ce, (see Klaassen et al. 1998):

Ic ¼ Etþ Cs (20.1)

For those events in which Pg is sufficiently large to satisfy the canopy storage

capacity, S, it is often assumed that Ce ¼ S (e.g., Gash 1979). However, for events

in which S is not met, two common approaches exist regarding how the depth of

water stored on the canopy, C, changes with increasing Pg.

One approach, termed the “waterbox” concept (Klaassen et al. 1998), suggests

that no canopy release, that is drainage, occurs from the canopy until C ¼ S. Follow-
ing the “waterbox” approach the only portion of Pg that reaches the forest floor while
C < S is free throughfall, that is throughfall that passes directly through canopy gaps.
A second approach suggests that S is reached exponentially and that canopy release

occurs before S is satisfied. Klaassen et al. (1998) argued that forest canopies saturate
gradually since raindrops splash onto already wetted portions of the canopy (Calder

1986), that bark and the undersides of foliage saturate more slowly (Herwitz 1985),

and that foliage in the upper canopy shelters foliage in the lower canopy. The gradual

saturation of the canopy may be simulated as (Aston 1979):

C ¼ Sf1� expð�tPgÞg (20.2)

and t is a fitting parameter that, theoretically, may be derived as t ¼ (1–p)/S,
and p is the free throughfall coefficient, that is the fraction of Pg that becomes

free throughfall (Klaassen et al. 1998).

Determining whether canopies saturate as the “waterbox” approach suggests or

they do so gradually, in an exponential manner, may be of significance for estimat-

ing Ic in those regions where or during those seasons when a large proportion of Pg

falls as a series of small events, particularly if S is relatively large. In addition,

accurate derivation of C is a requisite for simulating during-event evaporation as it

is generally accepted that (Rutter et al. 1971):

Eu ¼ C

S
� E (20.3)

where Eu is the evaporation rate from a partially wetted canopy.

Once a canopy becomes saturated C > or ¼ S and E occurs at its maximum rate

under the given stand and during-event meteorological conditions. However, if

during an event the rainfall intensity, R, is less than E or Pg temporarily ceases then

the canopy may start to dry out with C < S; E is then reduced to a value given by

(20.3) (see Zeng et al. 2000).
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20.2.2 Evaporation of Intercepted Rainfall

Like transpiration, Ic is a diffusive process moving water vapor from vegetation

canopies into the atmosphere. However, the evaporation of intercepted Pg differs

from transpiration in a very important respect. Following the Penman–Monteith

equation, transpiration from dry canopies is dependent on two conductances –

aerodynamic conductance, ga, and canopy conductance, gc, whereas the evaporation
of intercepted Pg from a wetted canopy is dependent only on ga (see Teklehaimanot

and Jarvis 1991). Thus, Ic can occur during periods when the stomata of leaves are

closed, such as at night for many species or when vegetation is under environmental

stress. In addition, Ic not only takes place from foliage, as transpiration does, but also

from the woody component of the canopy, the boles of trees, and from lichens and

other epiphytes. Thus, Ic occurs throughout the dormant season in the absence of

transpiration. As the canopy approaches saturation gc approaches infinity resulting

in higher rates of evaporation of intercepted Pg than transpiration rates under the

same environmental conditions. This has been confirmed by field-based measure-

ments (e.g., Stewart 1977). Thus, Ic may, in part at least, be considered a net loss of

water from the forest water balance and not an alternative to transpiration as has been

found for grass cover (e.g., McMillan and Burgy 1960).

Until recently, the Penman–Monteith equation has been the preferred

approach for simulating the evaporation of intercepted Pg (e.g., Rutter et al.

1971; Zeng et al. 2000). The Penman–Monteith equation is the weighted sum

of the evaporation rate due to net radiation and the rate due to mass transfer

(Dingman 2002):

lE ¼ DðQnstÞ þ racpga e� � eb c
rw Dþ g 1þ ga

gc

� �h i (20.4)

where l is the latent heat of vaporization, E is the evaporation rate, D is the slope of

the saturation vapor pressure vs. temperature curve, Qnet is the net radiant energy,

ra is the density of air, cp is the specific heat of air at a constant pressure, rw is the

density of water, g represents the psychrometric constant, and e*–e is the reference
level vapor pressure deficit.

Results from several studies (e.g., Rutter 1967; Stewart 1977; Teklehaimanot

et al. 1991) suggest that evaporation from wetted canopies is largely a function of ga
and e*–e, while Qnet plays a minor role. The energy required to sustain E, which
typically ranges from 0.07 to 0.70 mm h�1 (i.e., ~48–480 W m�2) from forest

canopies (Carlyle-Moses and Price 1999), has been attributed to advection energy.

Evaporation from a wetted canopy cools the canopy and the surrounding air

creating a sensible heat sink (e.g., Rutter 1967; Stewart 1977). Sources of sensible

heat that enhance E from the wetted canopy may include air originating from near-

by oceans, surrounding dry vegetation, and from within the forest itself (Shuttle-

worth and Calder 1979; Takanashi et al. 2003; Wallace and McJannet 2006).
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With Qnet considered a minor component of the overall energy requirements for

E and with gc assumed to be infinite under saturated canopy conditions, Pereira

et al. (2009a), following Brutsaert (1991) and Monteith and Unsworth (2008),

suggested that E may be derived using a Dalton-type equation:

lE ¼ racp
g

gb e�s � ea
� �

; (20.5)

where gb is the aerodynamic conductance for water vapor integrated over the

distance between the surface of the foliage and the adjacent air and es
* – ea

represents the vapor pressure deficit between the saturated surface and the over-

lying air.

Pereira et al. (2009b) found good agreement between observed and simulated Ic
at the tree-scale in Mediterranean savannas in southern Portugal using (20.5) by

assuming that the temperature of the canopy surface is approximately equal to that

of the wet-bulb temperature of the air.

Early Ic studies (e.g., Helvey and Patric 1965) related Ic depth to Pg depth

empirically as a simple linear regression equation of the form Ic ¼ a Pg + b.
Gash (1979) showed that the slope, a, represents the ratio between average �E
and the average Pg intensity falling on that canopy, �R, under saturated canopy

conditions (i.e., �E �R= ). This relationship suggests that �E is directly proportional

to �R (i.e., �E ¼ a �R); however, why this relationship exists is not clear. One

possible explanation was put forth by Murakami (2006), who suggested that

when a raindrop hits a canopy the resulting splash produces numerous small

droplets that are subject to greater evaporation from their surfaces as they fall

toward the ground compared to larger raindrops. Smaller drops experience greater

evaporation loss since vapor pressures increase over convex surfaces with small

radii of curvature and because a larger proportion of the droplet’s water volume is

exposed to the air. At greater R, raindrops possess greater kinetic energy (see

Marshall and Palmer 1948) so that when they strike a canopy the resulting splash

produces a larger number of small droplets which in turn results in increased

evaporation.

The quantity of small droplets generated by the splashing of a single raindrop

may not be inconsequential. Fitt et al. (1982), for example, found that a single large

(4–5 mm diameter) simulated raindrop falling 13 m and hitting a rigid surface with

a 0.5 mm water film produced >7,000 small droplets ranging in size from 10 to

2,500 mm. Although a drop diameter of 4–5 mm may not be expected under most

rainfall conditions, Stow and Stainer (1977) found that splash droplets were pro-

duced from raindrops with diameters greater than about ~1.5 mm, or those asso-

ciated with R values of ~3.4 mm h�1 (Dunkerley 2009). This suggests that splash-

evaporation may be a common occurrence not only just in the tropics, but also in

temperate regions. Dunkerley (2009) provides an extensive review of raindrop –

splash drop relationships and the implications of splash drop production for E.
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Evaporation not only requires a source of energy, but also a mechanism to

transport water vapor from the canopy to the atmosphere. Water vapor, like

sensible heat, is transferred by eddy and molecular diffusion, whereas pressure

differences govern momentum transfer. Rutter et al. (1975) proposed that the

reduction in ga caused by differences between the transport of momentum and

that of scalar quantities is likely balanced by the effects of enhanced turbulence

found close to forest canopies. As such, Rutter et al. (1975) suggested that ga
may be calculated using the equation for momentum transfer under near neutral

stability:

ga ¼ k

ln½ðz� dÞ=z0;M�
� �2

u (20.6)

where k is von Kármán’s constant, d is the zero plane displacement, z0,M is the

roughness length for momentum, and u is wind speed at height z.
Lankreijer et al. (1993) argued that (20.6) should be modified by replacing z0,M

with the roughness length for sensible heat and water vapor, z0,H, to account for the
different transfer mechanisms involved. Lankreijer et al. (1993) found good agree-

ment between simulated and measured Ic in a maritime pine (Pinus pinaster) stand
in France by estimating E using (20.4) with ga derived using z0,H. However, as Gash
et al. (1999) pointed out, canopy cover at the Lankreijer et al. (1993) study stand

was 45% and applying (20.4), which assumes complete canopy cover, to sparse

stands is not valid (Gash et al. 1995). When wet canopy E rates measured using the

eddy correlation/energy balance method were compared to those derived using

(20.4) in a maritime pine stand in Portugal, Gash et al. (1999) found that using z0,M
and reducing E in proportion to the canopy cover fraction provided much better

results than using the methodology of Lankreijer et al. (1993). Thus, the results of

Gash et al. (1999) support the continued use of z0,M to estimate E from wetted

canopies.

As aforementioned, Rutter et al. (1975) assumed that Pg falls under near-neutral

atmospheric stability conditions. Subsequent researchers (e.g., Lankreijer et al.

1993) have also made this supposition eliminating the need for applying stabil-

ity factor corrections (see Thom 1975) to (20.6). The results of Gash et al. (1999)

support this assumption. It should be noted, however, that the use of mean

wind speed over the measurement time-step of interest in deriving ga (20.6) has
been questioned. Calder (1990) suggested that wind gusts play an important

role in vapor transport from forest canopies, something that (20.6) does not

directly take into account. The results of McNaughton and Laubach (1998),

which show that vapor transport increases with the increasing standard deviation

of wind speed compared to mean wind speed, support the Calder (1990)

hypothesis. Additionally, Schellekens et al. (1999) speculated that wind gusts

may have been of importance for Ic from a lowland tropical rainforest in

northeastern Puerto Rico due to the high E that accompanied Pg events with

low mean wind speeds.
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20.3 Factors Influencing Canopy Interception Loss

20.3.1 Climate Factors Influencing Canopy Interception Loss

Although forest characteristics influence Ic, increasing evidence suggests that stands
with widely differing characteristics may have very similar Ic values under the same

Pg regime (e.g., Carlyle-Moses 2002; Kr€amer and H€olscher 2009). The fraction of

Pg that becomes Ic typically decreases asymptotically with Pg depth until reaching a

quasi-constant value once a certain threshold Pg has been met (Fig. 20.1).

Thus, in regions where or during seasons when Pg falls as a series of relatively

small events, Ic may be relatively large, whereas if the bulk of Pg falls during a few

relatively large events, Ic may be comparatively small. Spittlehouse (1998), for

example, calculated that annual Ic for the portion of Pg that fell as rain on a

coniferous forest in the low rainfall interior of British Columbia, Canada was

24%, but when the rainfall record of the wet British Columbian coast was applied

to the interior forest modeled Ic was halved to 12%. Similarly, short duration, high

intensity, convective tropical storms generally produce relatively low rates of Ic; for
example, in Amazonia Ic is typically 15%, although Cuartas et al. (2007) reported a

strong influence of changes in mean storm intensity and duration. The frequency

and continuity of events may also influence the magnitude of Ic. If, for example, Pg

temporarily ceases during an event or if R becomes lower than E, once saturation

has been reached, then, due to evaporation, C will become less than S. This scenario
will result in a portion of S being replenished, possibly multiple times during a

single event, resulting in larger Ic than that which would occur under continuous Pg

(see Zeng et al. 2000).
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Fig. 20.1 Asymptotic relationship between canopy interception loss fraction and rainfall (mm)

for a cedar (Juniperus flaccida) – white oak (Quercus glaucoides) – ash (Fraxinus cuspida) stand
in northeastern Mexico. Source: Carlyle-Moses (unpublished data)
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An example of the impact that varying Pg characteristics coupled with differing

temperature and humidity, and thus vapor pressure deficit conditions, can have on Ic
was provided by Llorens et al. (1997). For a Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) forest
patch in Spain, it was found that long events with low R and wet atmospheric

conditions, and short duration, high R events with dry atmospheric conditions had

similar average Ic fractions of 15 and 13% of Pg, respectively. However, medium

duration, low R events under dry conditions produced an average Ic fraction of 49%
of Pg. The low Ic for the first two types of events were attributed to low vapor

pressure deficits and high R, respectively. The large Ic associated with the latter

category of events was accredited to high E as a consequence of events being of

moderate duration with relatively high vapor pressure deficits.

Wind speed can influence Ic in a number of ways. For example, ga, and thus E,
increases with greater wind speeds, while advection will be greater with higher

wind velocities as a constant supply of sensible heat will be ensured. However, if

wind speeds are great enough, increased leaf or crown motion may occur that can

enlarge canopy release resulting in a decrease in S and possibly Ic (Šraj et al. 2008).
Wind direction may also be important in some regions as it may regulate the

amount of sensible heat advected toward the wetted forest.

20.3.2 Forest Characteristics Influencing Canopy
Interception Loss

Canopy cover fraction exerts an important control on Ic as it represents the

proportion of a forested area that contributes to E and S (Gash et al. 1995). Canopy

cover fraction, as a measure of canopy sparseness, also influences the magnitude of

E in that, all else being equal, sparser stands have greater gb on a per tree basis,

while gb declines on a per ground-area basis as stands become sparser (Teklehai-

manot and Jarvis 1991; Teklehaimanot et al. 1991). With regard to leaf area index

(LAI), Watanabe and Mizutani (1996) suggested, based on the results of Pitman

(1989) and Kondo et al. (1992), that S ¼ 0.15 mm � LAI for broadleaved forests

and 0.2 mm � LAI for coniferous stands. Although some results agree with this

(e.g., Spittlehouse and Black 1981), others have arrived at very different findings.

Deguchi et al. (2006), for example, concluded that S ~0.3 mm � LAI in their

deciduous forest study stands in Japan, while Carlyle-Moses and Price (2007)

found S ¼ 0.5 � LAI in a pine (Pinus pseudostrobus) – oak (Quercus canbyi and
Q. laeta) forest in north-eastern Mexico. Carlyle-Moses and Price (2007) specu-

lated that the relatively high S per LAI value derived in their study was probably due
to the boles of the oak trees being inclined ~45�, the rough bark associated with the
trees in the stand, and the presence of epiphytes on the branches of the oak and some

of the pine trees. Pypker et al. (2005) found that S was higher in an old-growth

Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) forest compared to a young stand, although

the two had nearly identical LAI values. The authors attributed the larger S in
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the old-growth forest to factors such as increased surface area of branches and

boles and the occurrence of epiphytes.

Water retention by foliage is governed by the hydrophobicity and microstructure

of their surfaces as well as their angle of inclination (Holder 2007). Considerable

variability in foliage water retention properties have been found even for foliage of

the same form, that is leaf or needle, and may be related to an area’s climate. Holder

(2007), for example, found that foliage water retention was statistically greater for

species in a cloud forest in Guatemala than for species in a Guatemalan dry tropical

rainforest and in foot hills/grasslands in Colorado. Holder (2007) suggested that the

greater water repellency by trees in dry climates may be a functional adaptation to

increase the amount of water reaching the soil for plant growth. In addition, Holder

(2007) postulated that leaf trait, for example, deciduous versus evergreen broadleaf,

may also influence water retention as leaves may lose their ability to repel water as

they become older and weathered.

Differences in Ic between growing and dormant seasons have been shown to be

less than expected based on variation in LAI alone (e.g., Deguchi et al. 2006; Herbst
et al. 2008). Although the influence of seasonal differences in rainfall character-

istics on Ic need to be considered, defoliated stands may have relatively large Ic as a
consequence of the relatively large specific storage capacities associated with

stems, branches and tree boles – which may be an order of magnitude greater

than the specific storage capacities of foliage (e.g., Herwitz 1985). In addition,

changes to the aerodynamic properties of the canopy during the leafless dormant

season may also maintain relatively high evaporation rates of intercepted Pg

(Herbst et al. 2008). Thus, other factors apart from LAI, such as wood area index

(WAI), foliage water retention properties, and the presence of epiphytes may have

an important control on the magnitude of S and, as consequence, generalizations

concerning S, LAI and forest type, for example, coniferous or deciduous, may be

subject to considerable error.

An extensive review of Pg partitioning by vegetation communities found in

Mediterranean climates in Europe by Llorens and Domingo (2007) concluded that

no relationship between stand density and throughfall – and by extension Ic – could be
found, in agreement with the conclusions of other studies and reviews (e.g., Llorens

and Gallart 2000). Instead, Llorens and Domingo (2007) found that there were

statistically significant negative relationships between throughfall and stand basal

area (BA), diameter at breast height (DBH), age, and height. These factors suggest

that Ic increases as a standmatures and the canopy closes and that tree densitymay be a

poor metric for estimating S and Ic due to forests self-thinning with age.

20.4 Modeling Canopy Interception Loss

A comprehensive review of Ic modeling by Muzylo et al. (2009) identified fifteen

physically based Ic models, with ten of these categorized as original approaches and

five as significantly improved variants of the original models. Four of the models
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dominate the Ic modeling literature – the original Rutter model (Rutter et al. 1971,

1975), the original Gash model (Gash 1979) and their reformulations (Gash et al.

1995; Valente et al. 1997). In addition, complex hydrologic models that include Ic
simulation almost always use the Rutter or Gash models and almost all current

Global Circulation Model – Soil Vegetation Atmosphere Transfer approaches use

an Ic model that is conceptually similar to the Rutter model (Muzylo et al. 2009).

Thus, this section will focus on the reformulated Rutter and Gash models.

The revised Rutter model (Valente et al. 1997) is based on a dynamic calculation

of the water balance of a forest canopy and trunks, which estimates Ic, as well as
throughfall and stemflow, from input Pg and meteorological data. The conceptual

framework of the model is shown in Fig. 20.2. The principal difference between the

original model and the reformulated model is that the former assumes that evapora-

tion occurs from the whole plot area, while the latter divides the plot into two distinct

subareas: an open area with no cover and a covered area comprising the canopy and

trunks, with evaporation occurring solely from the covered area. Like the original

model, the sparse Rutter model uses the Penman–Monteith equation (20.3) to

estimate the evaporation of intercepted Pg from the canopy (Valente et al. 1997):

Ec ¼
ð1� eÞECc

Sc
;Cc<Sc

ð1� eÞE; Cc � Sc

8<
: (20.7)

and from the trunks:

Et;c ¼
eE

Ct;c

St;c
;Ct;c<St;c

eE; Ct;c � St;c

8<
: (20.8)

with Ic from the whole plot area being:

Ic ¼ cEc þ cEt;c ¼ Eþ Et (20.9)

where e is a constant relating the evaporation rate from the trunks to that from a

saturated canopy, c is the canopy cover fraction, and the subscripts “c” and “t”
represent per unit of covered area and with reference to the trunks, respectively.

As with the original Rutter model, the sparse version is run with data at time

intervals (typically 10 min) using the same numerical integration so that Ic from the

whole plot over the duration of the event is calculated as (Valente et al. 1997):

Ic ¼ c

Z
Ecdtþ

Z
Et;cdt

� 	
(20.10)

The reformulatedGashmodel (Gash et al. 1995;Valente et al. 1997) is an analytical

simulation tool that combines the conceptual framework of the sparse Rutter model,
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including the division of a plot area into covered and uncovered subareas, with

the ease of empirical equations. The sparseGashmodel, like its predecessor, considers

that Ic follows three phases for discrete Pg events: (1) the wetting-up of the

canopy phase, (2) the saturated canopy phase, and (3) the canopy drying phase.

The various components of Ic derived using the sparse Gash model and their

Interception Loss
Ic = E + Et

Canopy Evaporation
E = cEc

Trunk Evaporation
Et = cEt,c

Canopy
Area (c)

Rainfall Input
Pg Ec =

Et,c =

”E

”E

(1−”)E

(1−”)E

Cc
Sc

Free Throughfall
Input
Pg

Open Area (1-c)
Rainfall Input

Pg

Canopy Release
Dc = d(Cc–Sc) / dt

Trunk Input
pd Dc

Canopy Drip Throughfall
Di, c = (1–pd)Dc 

Rainfall Input
Pg

Throughfall
(1–c) Pg + cDi, c

Stemflow
cDt, c

Ct,c

,Ct,c

,Ct,c

Ct,c

St,c 

St,c 

Cc

Sc
,Cc

,Cc

< Sc

< St,c

≥ Sc

≥ St,c

Fig. 20.2 The conceptual framework of the running water balance sparse Rutter model (adapted

from Valente et al. 1997). See text and Valente et al. (1997) for details
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formulation are provided in Table 20.2. It should be noted that when canopy cover is

100% the difference inmodeled Ic using the revised Rutter andGashmodels should be

small compared to the original versions (Valente et al. 1997). For further information

concerning model parameterization and the computation of throughfall and stemflow

using the sparse models, the reader is directed to Valente et al. (1997).

Muzylo et al. (2009) reported that there has been a steady abandonment of the

running water balance approach due, in part at least, to the success of the original

and sparse Gash models and the more data-demanding requirements of the

Rutter model. Muzylo et al. (2009) also suggested that the analytical approach

may be gaining favor since E may be derived using a simple regression of Ic
versus Pg, eliminating the need for meteorological measurements at high temporal

resolutions.

Although good agreement between observed and measured season-long and

annual Ic is generally found using the sparse Rutter and Gash models (Muzylo

et al. 2009), certain model assumptions may not be valid. For example, the sparse

models follow the “waterbox” approach to canopy saturation and, given the

evidence supporting the gradual exponential wetting of forest canopies, may

over estimate Ic when C or Ce is <S. In addition, Carlyle-Moses and Price

(2006) found, using derived stemflow funnelling ratios in a northern hardwood

stand in southern Ontario, Canada, that Pg required to saturate the trunks, Pg

00
, was

much greater than that found using the methodology of Valente et al. (1997).

However, following the “waterbox” approach to canopy saturation likely has a

noticeable impact on small event Ic estimates with little error in seasonal or annual

Ic estimates (e.g., Carlyle-Moses and Price 2007). In addition, although Pg

00
may be

underestimated using the methodology outlined by Valente et al. (1997), the

resulting error in the Ic estimate is probably minimal. Instead, any large discrep-

ancy between simulated and observed season-long or annual Ic is likely a conse-

quence of the approach used to estimate E. The sparse Rutter model explicitly uses

Table 20.2 Components of canopy interception loss in the sparse Gash model (adapted from

Valente et al. (1997)

Component of interception loss Formulation

Amount of incident Pg required to saturate the canopy (P0
g) � �R

ð1�eÞ �Ec

S
c ln 1� ð1�eÞ �Ec

�R

h i
Amount of incident Pg required to saturate the trunks (P00

g)
�R

�R�ð1�eÞ �Ec

St
pdc

þ P0
g

Interception loss from the canopy for m small storms

insufficient to saturate the canopy (Pg<P0
g)

c
Pm
j¼1

Pg;j

And from the canopy for n storms large enough to saturate

the canopy (Pg � P0
g) c nP0

g þ ð1�eÞ �Ec

�R

Pn
j¼1

Pg;j � P0
g


 �" #

Interception loss from the trunks for q storms that saturate

the trunks (Pg � P00
g)

qSt

And from n-q storms that do not saturate the trunks (Pg<P00
g) pdc 1� ð1�eÞ �Ec

�R

h i Pn�q

j¼1

Pg;j � P0
g


 �

Note: pd represents the trunk partitioning coefficient. See Valente et al. (1997) for further details
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the Penman–Monteith equation (20.3), while many applications of the sparse Gash

model have also used this approach (see Muzylo et al. 2009). Several studies,

however, have shown that E inferred from measurements of Pg and understory

precipitation is usually higher than that derived using (20.3), especially in mari-

time climates (e.g., Waterloo et al. 1999), with advection being the likely cause of

the enhancement in E. Thus, the use of (20.3) is not valid and other approaches,

such as (20.4), should be used.

Evaluation of Ic model performance, including that of the sparse Rutter and

Gash models, and comparing the results of different modeling exercises among

forests is hampered by the multitude of methods used to derive model parameter

estimates. Valente et al. (1997), for example, showed that �R and �Ec may vary

greatly depending on the time-step and antecedent Pg conditions used in

their derivation. In addition, S may be found using a number of direct and indirect

methods that can produce very different results for the same forest (see Llorens

and Gallart 2000). Muzylo et al. (2009) highlighted some additional drawbacks

to Ic model applications. These included inadequate model validation, the dearth

of studies that compare different models, and measurement uncertainties.

20.5 Conclusions and Future Research Directions

Canopy interception loss is an important component of the water balance of most

forests and, as a consequence, has received considerable study. Although much of

this attention has been placed on deriving Ic for a particular forest at the season or

annual timestep and expressing its magnitude as a percentage of Pg, important

developments in our understanding of the Ic process have been realized. Canopy

interception loss is composed of the evaporation from canopy storage during the Pg

event as well as after the event has ended. A key reason why Ic from forests is

quantitatively important is that E during Pg can be relatively high, often exceeding

that possible from Qnet alone with E being greater than potential transpiration rates

under the same environmental conditions. As such, Ic needs to be modeled sepa-

rately from transpiration and cannot be simulated by potential evaporation formu-

lae. Advection from air originating over oceans and surrounding dry vegetation, as

well as from within forests themselves is thought to be the source of energy

responsible for the enhancement of E. The amount of Pg stored on a canopy has

been shown to be a function of stand characteristics such as canopy cover fraction,

LAI,WAI, BA, tree height, the water retention properties of foliage and the presence
of epiphytes. Increasing wind velocities increase E and thus Ic, but wind has also

been shown to decrease S and potentially Ic by moving foliage and entire crowns

causing stored Pg to be released. By far, the most important factor regulating the

magnitude of Ic has been found to be the Pg regime of an area including the depth,

duration, frequency, and continuity of the events as well as the during-event vapor

pressure deficit characteristics. With regard to Ic models, significant improvements
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over empirical regression have been realized with the development of physically

based models which, at least at the season-long or annual time scales, have

generally provided good agreement with observed Ic. In addition, these Ic models,

unlike most hydrologic models, are transferable among forest types and other

vegetation cover.

Although important developments in our understanding of the Ic process and our
ability to simulate Ic have been made, much has yet to be learned. For example, the

cause of the �E �R= relationship, especially in areas that do not normally experience

high rainfall intensities, remains largely speculative, with the co-relationships

among R, event duration, wind speed and vapor pressure needing to be further

explored as they relate to E. In addition, which roughness length to use in calculat-

ing ga remains in debate, and the role of wind gusts in transferring water vapor from

wetted canopies to the atmosphere is still unexplored in most forest and climate

types. Scaling Ic results beyond the plot-scale remains problematic, in part due to

difficulties associated with our ability to measure and or estimate model parameter

values. Increased Ic model validation exercises and evaluations of differing Ic
models in the same forest need to be carried out. Doing so will provide increased

insight into our conceptual understanding of the Ic process and allow for the

development of better simulation tools. Finally, more study is required to better

understand the influence of seasonal change in canopy cover on Ic as well as the
impact of climate change and forest disturbances, such as wildfire and pest infesta-

tions, on water balance components including Ic.
Opportunities exist to derive new insight into the Ic process, to validate existing

models, and to develop new ones using the enormous bank of eddy covariance data

available through programs such as Fluxnet (Baldocchi et al. 2001; e.g., Czikowsky

and Fitzjarrald 2009). In addition, technologies such as microwave transmission

can be used to directly measure C and Ce (e.g., Klaassen et al. 1998), while the high

temporal throughfall and stemflow data now being produced (e.g., Pypker et al.

2005) can provide a better perspective into canopy release mechanisms. The role

that stand architecture plays in influencing the magnitude of Ic for a given Pg regime

needs to be further investigated so that emerging remote sensing technologies such

as lidar (light detection and ranging), which can quantify canopy architecture in

three dimensions, in conjunction with better estimates of Pg characteristics from

radar and satellite-based platforms (e.g., Moges et al. 2007), can be utilized to

further our modeling capabilities at the watershed scale and beyond (see Roth et al.

2007). Forest hydrology, including Ic measurement and modeling, will see enor-

mous growth as these technologies and their data products become more readily

available to the hydrologic community.
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Chapter 21

Throughfall and Stemflow in Wooded

Ecosystems

Delphis F. Levia, Richard F. Keim, Darryl E. Carlyle-Moses,

and Ethan E. Frost

21.1 Introduction

Incident precipitation is routed to the subcanopy by throughfall and stemflow.

Throughfall is defined as the precipitation that passes directly through a canopy

or is initially intercepted by aboveground vegetative surfaces and subsequently

drips from the canopy, whereas stemflow is the precipitation that drains from

outlying leaves and branches and is channeled to the bole (or stem) of plants.

Throughfall and stemflow inputs constitute the majority of incident precipitation

(Table 21.1) and are of critical importance to wooded ecosystems, ranging from 70

to 90% of incoming precipitation in most cases with the remainder lost to intercep-

tion (Levia and Frost 2003). The inputs of throughfall and stemflow are highly

variable over space and through time with consequent “hot spots” and “hot

moments” of water and solute inputs from the canopy to the subcanopy (Stout

and McMahon 1961; Levia 2003; Zimmermann et al. 2007). There are marked

differences in the routing of intercepted water to the forest floor via throughfall

(Keim and Skaugset 2004) and stemflow (Herwitz 1987) in terms of flowpaths and

residence times along vegetative surfaces, which result in notable differences in

solute concentrations and mass fluxes of canopy leachates (Levia and Frost 2003;

Zimmermann et al. 2007). Recent work has documented the demonstrable effects of

throughfall and stemflow to the hydrology and biogeochemistry of hillslopes (Keim

et al. 2006a; Liang et al. 2009). Liang et al. (2009), for example, have reported that

stemflow has led to a root-induced bypass flow infiltration process on hillslopes, a

coupled mechanism termed “double-funneling” (Johnson and Lehmann 2006) dis-

cussed further in Chap. 24. Stemflow also has been documented to contribute to the

enrichment of soils beneath shrubs in semiarid climates, leading to a “fertile island”

effect (Whitford et al. 1997), whereas the spatial distribution of fine roots was

observed to mirror throughfall inputs (Ford and Deans 1978).

The overarching goal of this chapter is to synthesize and critically assess the

current knowledge of the spatiotemporal variability of throughfall and stemflow

using abiotic and biotic factors as a unifying theme. Also, we identify knowledge

gaps in our current understanding that may direct future research in forest hydrol-

ogy and biogeochemistry.

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_21, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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21.2 Canopy Storage

Canopy storage is generally defined as water on external surfaces of the canopy that

subsequently drains to the soil or evaporates during or within a short time (hours)

after cessation of rainfall. Canopies are considered saturated to capacity when

additional storage does not increase the evaporation rate. The commonly utilized

Rutter et al. (1971) canopy interception model assumes that storage may temporar-

ily exceed canopy storage capacity, but some models assume capacity cannot be

exceeded (e.g., Mulder 1985; Liu 1997). Confounding factors are rainfall intensity

and wind, which affect storage and are sometimes assumed to affect capacity

(Calder 1986; Dunkerley 2000). Despite the common modeling assumption that

canopies effectively dry within several hours, canopy surfaces may remain moist

indefinitely when evaporation is slow and canopy surfaces are geometrically rough

(Pypker et al. 2006). Longer-term storage in rough bark or epiphyte mats, and

absorption of surface water into plants complicate the concept of canopy storage

beyond most canopy storage models.

Several experimental methods have estimated canopy storage in the field during

precipitation. There have been a few direct estimates by weighing trees (e.g.,

Teklahaimanot and Jarvis 1991), though most estimates have been by indirect

methods. Measurements of tree deformation under load from water storage have

been used to estimate storage on branches (Hancock and Crowther 1979) or entire

trees (Friesen et al. 2008). Attenuation of gamma radiation or microwaves also has

been used to measure water storage at the canopy scale (Calder and Wright 1986;

Bouten et al. 1991). However, the majority of field data used as the basis for

modeling has been estimated as the difference between measured rainfall and

throughfall, corrected for evaporation during rainfall using measurements (rarely)

or estimates of evaporation. Evaporation rates strongly depend on the quantity of

canopy storage (Rutter et al. 1971), so the lack of simple methods to measure

storage during precipitation and limitations of the estimates made by differencing

(Vrugt et al. 2003) have hampered quantitative understanding of canopy intercep-

tion processes. Although some models have proven useful, their success appears

partially due to compensating errors in the modeling assumptions in their adaption

of the Penman–Monteith equation (Klaassen 2001).

Laboratory methods to estimate canopy storage dynamics during precipitation

have been limited by difficulties in simulating field conditions and in scaling up

from the branch scale. The results of rainfall simulation studies depend on the

representation of several sources of mass and energy in forests. Drop sizes and

velocities, and therefore kinetic energy, of natural rainfall vary by rainfall rate and

geographical region (Salles et al. 2002), and strongly affect canopy storage and drip

(Calder 1996). Most rainfall simulation experiments have been at high intensities

because of difficulties obtaining realistic raindrop sizes for low-intensity rainfall, or

because evaporation and sample desiccation are problems for long-duration, lower

intensity experiments. Also, rainfall simulations experiments are normally in still

air, even though wind affects incidence (Herwitz and Slye 1995) and storage
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(H€ormann et al. 1996; Klingaman et al. 2007) of precipitation on canopy surfaces.

Estimates of canopy storage obtained by submerging vegetation are usually

an order of magnitude lower than those obtained from rainfall simulation

(Keim et al. 2006b).

Canopy storage and drip redistribute throughfall in time and space relative to

rainfall. Of these two, redistribution in space is relatively well studied, and much

less is known about redistribution in time, that is, the effects of the canopy on

throughfall intensity. Trimble and Weitzman (1954) first described damping of

intensity by canopies, but surprisingly little work has been done to describe or

quantify the process since then.

Conservation of momentum dictates that canopies reduce the average downward

velocity of water because impingement of rain on canopy surfaces transfers

momentum from the rainfall to the trees. When rainfall impinges on surfaces in

the canopy, the canopy exerts a force on the rainfall proportional to this loss of

velocity according to Newton’s second law,

dF ¼ d�vr
dt

dmr; (21.1)

where dF is the force of the canopy acting on dmr mass of rainfall moving velocity

�vr. This force changes the momentum of the rainfall field, Mr, by

dMr

dt
¼ dt

Z

mr

d�vr
dt

dmr: (21.2)

Substituting (21.2) into (21.1) gives

dMr

dt
¼ dt

Z

mr

dF; (21.3)

which describes how the presence of the canopy reduces the momentum of the

rainfall field. Conservation of momentum dictates that this momentum must be

transferred elsewhere. In this case, it is transferred into the canopy space, thence to

the earth or atmosphere. The total momentum within the canopy space, Mc, is

Mc ¼
Z

mc

�vc dmc; (21.4)

where �vcis the average velocity of all mass elements mc in the canopy including

water, air, and vegetation. Therefore,

dMc

dt
¼ d

dt

Z

mc

�vc dmc (21.5)
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is the change in the momentum within the canopy space caused by the reduction

in mean velocity of the rainfall neglecting dissipation out of the canopy space. By

(21.4), Mc is zero before rainfall because �vc ¼ 0. However, rainfall entering or

throughfall leaving the canopy space changes Mc according to (21.5): rainfall adds

momentum to the canopy space by (21.2) and throughfall removes it by (21.2).

Conservation of momentum dictates that dMc ¼ dMr þ dMthroughfall þ dMdissipated,

so any transfer of momentum from the canopy to the atmosphere or the earth means

that dMthroughfall < dMr. The decrease in the average velocity of the entire rain field

as it moves through the canopy space constitutes a delay, or residence time, in

the canopy (Keim and Skaugset 2004); temporary accumulation of water in the

canopy is the consequence. Slowing of precipitation by the canopy means that

total storage in the canopy increases proportional to rainfall intensity, but deforma-

tion of canopy elements due to dissipation of momentum resulting in changes

in leaf and branch angles changes the interaction of the canopy with the rainfall

so that the relationship is probably more complex. These simple momentum

balances neglect wind, which is also an important source of momentum in canopies.

Windy conditions often reduce storage (H€ormann et al. 1996) by dislodging water

from canopy surfaces. The relative importance of wind compared to incoming

rainfall on Mc and canopy storage is unknown, but probably varies with micro-

meteorological conditions and canopy structure.

Lagging and damping of throughfall intensities compared to rainfall intensities

is a consequence of storage; if storage did not temporarily increase during periods

of high rainfall intensity, lagging and damping normally observed in the field

would not occur. Laboratory experiments with simulated rainfall have sometimes

(Keim et al. 2006b), but not always (Calder et al. 1996) found increased storage

during higher intensities. The few field measurements of canopy storage during

rainfall have generally shown increases during periods of higher intensity (Klaassen

et al. 1998).

Despite theoretical and experimental evidence that canopy storage increases

with rainfall intensity, optimization of canopy interception models has sometimes

led to the conclusion that canopy storage capacity is less for rainstorms with higher

average intensity (e.g., Price and Carlyle-Moses 2003). The reason for this apparent

conflict is not well understood, but may be related to correlation among event

duration, intensity, windspeed, and temperature (Keim 2004), or to systematic

differences in canopy wetting that vary by intensity (Hall 2003; Carlyle-Moses

2004) or by timescales of measurement.

The details of specific pathways and residence times of precipitation in

the canopy remain poorly understood. Stable isotope tracers reveal relationships

more complex than a simple well-mixed canopy (Kendall 1993; DeWalle

and Swistock 1994; Broderson et al. 2000); employing these in future research

will increase understanding of both hydrological and biogeochemical processes

in the canopy.
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21.3 Throughfall

21.3.1 Hydrology

The spatial variability of throughfall volume is not inconsequential. Price et al.

(1997), for example, found that the spatial variability of throughfall volume,

expressed as a coefficient of variation (CV), in a Picea mariana (Mill.) B.S.P.

(black spruce) stand decreased asymptotically, averaging 60% of rainfall for

“small” rain events and remaining appreciable for “large” rainfalls (>10 mm)

averaging 24%. Similar results have been found in other forest types (e.g., Bouten

et al. 1992; Cantú Silva and Okumura 1996). Intuitively, the spatial variability of

throughfall during small rainfalls is relatively large because most, if not all, of the

canopy remains unsaturated. Under these canopy wetness conditions, no through-

fall originates from areas covered by the canopy, while throughfall will, depending

on wind conditions and intensity of the rainfall (Carlyle-Moses and Price 2007),

have the potential to be 100% of the rainfall where canopy cover is absent. With

greater rainfall inputs, an increasingly larger proportion of the canopy becomes

saturated resulting in an increase in release throughfall. At the stand scale, the onset

of release throughfall reduces the extreme difference between throughfall inputs

beneath areas covered by canopy and those free of cover; however, the lateral

movement of water along saturated surfaces within the canopy can result in areas,

where relatively large volumes of water coalesce and drip, yielding throughfall inputs

that often exceed the incident rainfall input to the canopy (Zimmermann et al. 2009).

For relatively large rainfalls, the CV associated with throughfall remains quasicon-

stant, likely as a result of the entire canopy volume reaching saturation. Carlyle-

Moses (2002) found, in a subtemperate oak stand in northeastern Mexico, that under

saturated canopy conditions, throughfall spatial variability was not a function of the

spatial distribution of canopy storage capacity, but rather was largely dependent on

the efficiency and spacing of canopy zones that either shed intercepted rainfall away

to other areas of the canopy or concentrated that water into relatively large canopy

drip points.

Throughfall has been found to be spatially autocorrelated in some forests. Keim

et al. (2005) and Konishi et al. (2006) interpreted the scale of autocorrelation to be

related to the size of tree canopies. However, spatial autocorrelation has not been

found in all studies; Germer et al. (2006) and Zimmermann et al. (2009) suggested

that this may occur when understory vegetation redistributes throughfall patterns

inherited from the canopies of overstory trees.

Although the spatial variability of throughfall is a consequence of rainfall inter-

acting with a forest canopy, the interactions that occur and the resulting throughfall

spatial pattern, or lack thereof, appear ecosystem dependent. For example, by

inference, spatial patterns of throughfall have been related to canopy architecture

in forested stands with leaf area index (LAI, m2 m�2) > 4 (e.g., Nadkarni and

Sumera 2004) but weaker (Keim et al. 2005) or nonexistent (e.g., Loustau et al.

1992) in forests where LAI < 4. Carlyle-Moses et al. (2004) evaluated the influence
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of canopy and understory cover fraction, vegetation area index (VAI), distance to the

nearest tree bole, as well as the basal area and height of that tree on point throughfall

input in a subtemperate oak stand. No relationship between throughfall and any of

these biotic factors was found for rainfall events>5 mm, while for smaller rainfalls

throughfall was related to at least one of these factors.

Abiotic factors, such as rainfall intensity and wind direction, also influence

throughfall spatial patterns and variability. Indeed, Zimmermann et al. (2009)

found that the relationship between canopy openness and throughfall volume at

points of measurement was weaker as storm size increased. Rainfall intensity has

been shown to reduce the CV of throughfall (Weiqing et al. 2007), while increasing

wind speed may result in increased throughfall spatial variability in certain forests

because of the large differences in rainfall delivery between windward and leeward

sides of larger tree crowns (Herwitz and Slye 1995).

Although micrometeorological processes controlling spatial patterns in through-

fall vary in time, research has generally concluded that spatial patterns persist

among storms (Raat et al. 2002). In some cases, patterns vary seasonally in canopies

dominated by deciduous trees (Keim et al. 2005; Staelens et al. 2006a), but some

canopies retain enough structure during leafed and leafless periods for spatial

patterns to persist across seasons (Zimmermann et al. 2009). Even when spatial

autocorrelation of throughfall measurements are weak, locations of wet and dry

places may persist (Zimmermann et al. 2009) because drip points and sheltered

zones are discrete points rather than varying continuously in space (Ziegler et al.

2009). The seasonality of throughfall inputs is discussed fully in Chap. 26.

21.3.2 Biogeochemistry

There are many factors that influence throughfall biogeochemistry in wooded

ecosystems (Levia and Frost 2006). Two major factors affecting the spatiality of

throughfall chemistry discussed in this chapter are the topographic position and

location of a forest with respect to pollution emission sources (Chiwa et al. 2003;

Àvila and Rodrigo 2004) and whether the canopy trees are on the edge or in the

interior of forests (Devlaeminck et al. 2005).

Throughfall biogeochemistry is markedly different for forests subjected to

industrial emissions in comparison with those that are not due to distance, slope

position, or local terrain. In Japan, the delivery of SO4
2� and NO3

� to the forest

floor via throughfall was notably higher for slopes facing urbanized locations than

slopes oriented toward more rural locations (Chiwa et al. 2003). Marked differences

in throughfall chemistry also were observed for two forests in Spain as a result of

differential exposure to an industrialized area (Àvila and Rodrigo 2004). Higher

trace metal fluxes (i.e., Zn, V, Cu, Cd) in throughfall at Riera de Sant Pere (exposed

site) were ascribed to increased atmospheric dryfall in comparison with the more

sheltered site at La Castanya (Àvila and Rodrigo 2004).
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Spatial variability of throughfall solute flux affects atmospheric loadings to the

land surface and their subsequent effects on elemental cycling. In a Belgian Fagus
sylvatica L. (European beech) forest, Devlaeminck et al. (2005) found that the

throughfall inputs of base cations were significantly greater at the forest edge than

the forest interior as a result of increased exposure of the aerodynamically rough

canopy and consequent increases in the efficient scavenging and capture of dryfall.

No striking disparities between the forest edge and interior were detected for SO4
2�

throughfall fluxes (Devlaeminck et al. 2005). Interestingly, the canopy leaching of

K+ and Ca2+ were markedly lower at the forest edge and to a distance of 30 m

inward in comparison with the forest interior (Devlaeminck et al. 2005).

Besides the obvious differences in throughfall chemistry among seasons

(Chap. 26), temporal differences in throughfall solute flux exist at shorter time

intervals among discrete storms events as a probable result of differences in

micrometeorological conditions, such as wind speed and wind direction (André

et al. 2008a). Temporal variability of net throughfall ion flux in a mixed deciduous

forest was not explained by rain volume and the length of the antecedent dry period

between rain events, suggesting that factors such as wind speed and direction are

likely to exert a considerable influence on storm-to-storm variations in throughfall

chemistry (André et al. 2008a). Over a slightly longer 2-week sampling resolution,

Staelens et al. (2006b) reported that the mean CV of throughfall deposition of

H+, K+, Cl�, and SO4
2� were greater over the 2-week time intervals compared to

leaf and leafless periods. They also demonstrated a very high CV for NO3
� during

leaf burst indicating that phenological development of the canopy has a distinct and

detectable effect on throughfall chemistry in mixed deciduous forests. These

studies demonstrate the need for further research into the variability of throughfall

solute flux across temporal scales.

21.3.3 Throughfall: Future Research Directions

The majority of research into canopy interactions with precipitation has focused on

quantifying evaporation and its role in the long-term stand water balance. Fine-scale

physical mechanisms controlling retention, evaporation, and spatial redistribution of

precipitation by canopies have received lesser attention. The generally good perfor-

mance of the Penman–Monteith approach to modeling evaporation from wetted

canopies has engendered confidence that physical processes in the canopy are cor-

rectly represented by the Rutter and Gash models, yet some of the most rudimentary

relevant state variables necessary to test these assumptions, such as volume ofwater in

the canopy space, have rarely been measured. There have been attempts to measure

storage properties of canopy elements in the laboratory (e.g., Herwitz 1987; André

et al. 2008b), although scaling up these measurements is subject to large uncertainties

due to the complexity of canopy structure. Innovative ways tomeasure water in situ in

canopies are still needed, especially to understand the poor performance of Rutter–

Gash models in some forests (e.g., Calder et al. 1996; Klaassen 2001).
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Closing the water balance for canopies is sometimes difficult when woody

surfaces and epiphytes are capable of absorbing large quantities of water. Pypker

et al. (2006) found that epiphyte mats required >30 mm of rainfall to reach

saturation and never dried completely between storm events. These large stores,

however, are not always active at the short timescales of individual rain events

because of their significant aerodynamic resistance (H€olscher et al. 2004). Thus,
understanding the role of canopy storage requires knowledge of structural char-

acteristics in terms of both storage capacities and flux resistance. There are few

forest types for which there are detailed understanding of these properties, and

almost no research on nested scales of flux resistance within the canopy.

21.4 Stemflow

21.4.1 Hydrology

The stemflow funneling ratio developed by Herwitz (1986) is a useful construct to

examine the spatiotemporal variability of stemflow with respect to abiotic and

biotic factors. Herwitz (1986) defined the funneling ratio, F, as

F ¼ V=ðB� PÞ; (21.6)

where V is stemflow volume, B is trunk basal area, and P is the depth equivalent of

incident precipitation. F values >1 indicate that the tree crown is contributing a

greater proportion of the stemflow input than what would be expected solely from

the trunk basal area, whereas F values <1 indicate that this is not the case,

suggesting that the bark water storage capacity may not have been reached during

lower magnitude events or that stemflow was diverted as throughfall as a result of

canopy structure. Season-long funneling ratios of several deciduous tree species

typically ranges from 7 to 26 (Carlyle-Moses and Price 2006); albeit funneling

ratios for individual trees may exceed 100 (Herwitz 1986) or be <1 for old growth

Douglas-fir (Rothacher 1963).

Abiotic factors that affect stemflow yield over space and through time are related

to micrometeorological conditions. Of primary importance with respect to stemflow

yield are: precipitation type (rain, snow), storm duration, storm magnitude, storm

intensity, wind speed, and wind direction. Most studies have examined stemflow

from rain events, rather than stemflow corresponding with snowmelt. Many

researchers have observed increased stemflow generation with increased rain

amount (e.g., Clements 1972; André et al. 2008c). Stemflow generation

corresponding to snowmelt is more complicated with stemflow yields differing

greatly as a result of many interacting factors, including the moisture content of

snow, energy balance of the intercepted snow mass, and changing albedo and

emissivity of the canopy as snowmelt progresses (Levia and Underwood 2004).
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On the whole, however, snowmelt induced stemflow volumes tended to be lower

than those generated from comparably sized rain events (Levia 2004), possibly

attributable to dislodgement and/or sublimation losses of intercepted snow. Herwitz

and Levia (1997) found that stemflow amounts originating from snowmelt were the

largest when intercepted snow was covered with glaze precipitation, thereby pre-

venting wind from dislodging the intercepted snow mass from the canopy.

Stemflow yield increases with precipitation and, funneling ratios also increase

with precipitation until the storage capacity of the stemflow contributing area has

been reached. Carlyle-Moses and Price (2006) found that the growing-season

geometric mean funneling ratio of eighteen deciduous trees in a forest stand

increased with increasing rainfall for events ranging from approximately 4 to

17 mm. For larger events, however, funneling ratios decreased, suggesting that as

the canopies and trunks of the trees became saturated the stemflow contributing area

increased until a threshold rainfall depth was reached. Once the threshold rainfall

depth was exceeded, funneling ratios decreased; possibly as a consequence of

changes to flowpath regimes under saturated canopy conditions that result in

increased canopy release in the form of throughfall rather than stemflow. Increasing

storm intensities have been documented to decrease stemflow yields as preferred

flowpaths become overloaded and entrained as throughfall (Levia and Frost 2003).

Stepwise linear regression analysis revealed that when rainfall depth was included

there was a statistically significant negative correlation between stemflow produc-

tion and rainfall intensity for Quercus rubra L. (red oak), Acer saccharum Marsh.

(sugar maple) and Fagus grandifolia Ehrh. (American beech) (Carlyle-Moses and

Price 2006).

Both wind speed and wind direction affect stemflow yield. Some researchers

have found that stemflow yield increases with wind speed for isolated trees (Xiao

et al. 2000) and trees within forests (Kuraji et al. 2001). It is likely that higher wind

speeds wet a greater proportion of the tree crown, which enhances stemflow

production. During storm events with strong winds and a single prevailing wind

direction, the exposed sides of tree crowns are preferentially wetted and generate

stemflow before interception storage capacity is reached. Trees within the lateral

rainshadow of taller neighbors and sides of trees opposite to the prevailing wind

direction remain sheltered, with no or negligible contributions to stemflow produc-

tion. A full discussion on the effects of canopy structure and wind on stemflow

yields is included in Chap. 18.

Tree species is arguably the most critical biotic factor affecting stemflow yield in

wooded ecosystems. Tree species and age often dictate the bark morphology,

branching geometry, and potential contributing surface area of trees, all of which

have significant influence on stemflow generation (Levia and Frost 2003). Gener-

ally, increases in stem diameter and associated increase in crown area and extent

have been found to increase stemflow yield (Park and Hattori 2002), but in some

stands and species this relationship is not significant (Carlyle-Moses and Price

2006). Considerable influence on stemflow also can be attributed to the morphology
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and hydrophobicity of the bark surface. Species exhibiting smooth bark, such as

F. grandifolia and F. sylvatica L. (European beech), can generate stemflow at lower

precipitation depth thresholds compared with rougher barked species such Q. rubra
or Liriodendron tulipifera L. (yellow poplar) (Carlyle-Moses and Price 2006; Van

Stan and Levia 2010) because of lower water storage capacities and lower resis-

tance to flow along the stem. In smooth-barked species, there is generally a reduced

prevalence of potential drip points where stemflow can be lost or converted to near-

stem throughfall; however, some smooth-barked eucalypts may divert considerable

stemflow to drip points from bark flakes (Crockford and Richardson 2000). The

spatial location of these drip points is also of importance as bark or structural

changes resulting in drip points further down the stem have greater influence on

potential stemflow-to-throughfall conversion due to the cumulative nature of flow

along the tree. This may be especially true in forests influenced by disturbances

when there is a prevalence of species susceptible to epicormic shoot generation.

Trees with branching geometry consisting of steeper inclination angles have

been found to contribute greater stemflow than those with horizontal or subhor-

izontal architecture (Herwitz 1987), for which intercepted precipitation is more

likely to be lost from the surface as release throughfall. This may be one of the main

reasons for the significant stemflow generation differences between mature conif-

erous and deciduous canopy trees, as the near horizontal branch angle in most

coniferous tree species are not as conducive to funneling interception precipitation

toward the stem (Levia and Frost 2003). Branching angles predominantly vary with

species, but considerable intraspecific variation may exist depending on canopy

position, age, and competition effects of individual trees. The effects of geometry

also extend to foliage, where species exhibiting concave leaves oriented at an angle

above the horizontal may effectively funnel precipitation intercepted by the leaf

surface to its petiole and ultimately the stem (Crockford and Richardson 2000).

This effect can be enhanced with foliage exhibiting a high degree of hydrophobi-

city, decreasing canopy storage capacity and potentially increasing the available

water for stemflow generation.

Stand density can also have a profound effect on stemflow generation. The

inclination of incident rainfall in dense stands may produce a significant rain-

shadowing effect, subsequently limiting the effective surface area contributing to

stemflow generation (Herwitz and Slye 1995). Canopy gaps may also drive stem-

flow production by allowing greater rainfall penetration into the lower reaches of

the canopy, which may be less pronounced in dense plantations with considerable

crown overlap (Ford and Deans 1978). The relationship between stemflow genera-

tion and biotic factors is a complex interaction among multiple variables, and it may

be difficult to isolate individual factors even within species. Due to the significant

variation in intraspecific biotic factors that influence stemflow, it should not be

assumed that stemflow generation from trees of the same species and size are

necessarily equal. The effects of canopy structure on throughfall and stemflow

are discussed further in Chap. 18.
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21.4.2 Biogeochemistry

Stemflow enrichment ratios are computed by considering the quantity of each

canopy leachate draining from the tree in relation to the quantity of each leachate

that would be expected in an area equivalent to the tree’s trunk basal area. In

equation form,

E ¼ ðCs � VÞ=ðCp � P� BÞ; (21.7)

where E is the enrichment ratio, Cs is the chemical concentration of a given leachate

in stemflow, V is stemflow volume, Cp is the mean chemical concentration of a

given leachate in incident precipitation, P is the depth equivalent of incident

precipitation, and B is the trunk basal area (Levia and Herwitz 2000). The stemflow

enrichment ratio is a useful metric to examine the spatiotemporal variability of

stemflow solute inputs as a function of both abiotic and biotic factors.

Relatively little experimental work has investigated the effects of microme-

teorological conditions on stemflow leachate chemistry. Tukey (1970) stated

that leachate concentrations are lower during high intensity, short duration events

than events with prolonged contact time between rainfall and vegetative surfaces.

Later work by Crockford et al. (1996) demonstrated that increased rain intensities

led to lower stemflow leachate concentrations for eucalypts. The creation of

lateral rainshadows also alters the effective crown area of trees, leaving some

trees completely or partially dry during a given event and limiting leaching

losses. The magnitude, duration, and intensity of a given rain event affect the

concentration gradient between the bark surface and intercepted precipitation.

Coupled with storm specific characteristics are other abiotic factors – for example,

air mass provenance, proximity to the sea, and season – and biotic factors – such as

species, tree age and health, and genetics – that govern whether a kinetic solubility

gradient or thermodynamic solubility equilibrium is achieved. This complex

set of mutually interacting factors ultimately determines stemflow leachate

chemistry.

Levia and Herwitz (2000) found that E varies greatly with micrometeorological

conditions during winter when temperatures oscillate around the freezing point. For

two highly leachable cations, K+ and Mn2+, E ratios from Carya glabra Mill.

(pignut hickory) averaged 580 and 1,450, respectively (Levia and Herwitz 2000).

E was larger during storm events that transitioned from snow to rain, and there was

a crossover from below- to above-freezing air temperatures (Levia and Herwitz

2000). During a rain-on-snow event, with 17 h of light mist following the snow and

preceding the rain, E for K+ and Mn2+ were 1,715 and 4,400, respectively (Levia

and Herwitz 2000). The larger E ratios during colder and mixed precipitation events

were ascribed to the physical properties of water (i.e., viscosity and surface tension)

that lengthens the contact time of intercepted precipitation with the bark surface.

Winter stemflow leaching from leafless deciduous trees was affected by precipi-

tation type (Levia 2003). The primary determinants of stemflow enrichment with
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regard to precipitation type were interception efficiency and residence time with the

bark surface. In essence, contact time with the bark surface enhanced stemflow

leaching during snow-to-rain events because the snow kept the rain and meltwater

in contact with the bark surface for prolonged periods vis-à-vis stemflow during a

rain event (Levia 2003). Moreover, the lower temperatures coincident with the

snow-to-rain event, as compared to a rain event, increased the viscosity of stemflow

drainage and lengthened the residence time (Levia 2003). Enrichment ratios were

least during snow, sleet, and rain shower events because: (1) of the lower intercep-

tion efficiency from wind displacement of intercepted snow or the bouncing of sleet

from the leafless crowns upon impact; and (2) lower bark water storage levels and

decreased wetting durations during these types of events (Levia 2003).

Sequential sampling of stemflow chemistry during discrete precipitation events

has shed light on the sources the stemflow solute load. Kazda (1990) found that

different nutrient-ions had different proportions of their chemistry derived from

atmospheric and canopy sources. Roughly, three-fourths of K+ was derived from

canopy leaching, whereas the corresponding percentage for Ca2+ was approxi-

mately 38% (Kazda 1990).

Intra-storm sequential sampling of variations in stemflow d18O revealed mixed

results, with some storms exhibiting progressive decreases in d18O throughout the

event and others exhibiting a decrease and then rapid increase in d18O near the end

of the discrete storm event (Kubota and Tsuboyama 2003). Stemflow (and through-

fall) was more enriched in d18O and dD than bulk rainfall 70% of the time (Kubota

and Tsuboyama 2003). Chapter 7 discusses isotopes as a tool in forest hydrology

and biogeochemistry.

Tree species and characteristics inherent to particular species (e.g., rough bark,

branching geometry) have a great impact on stemflow chemistry by affecting

stemflow production and altering the residence time of intercepted precipitation

on a tree’s woody frame. Although it is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss

the myriad ways, species-specific factors could account for variations in stemflow

chemistry, some generalizations can be made on the basis of previous work. Similar

to effects for stemflow yield, canopy hydrophobicity decreases leachability since

detained water has less residence time. Stemflow leachate concentrations have been

found to be greater from rougher-barked trees than smoother-barked trees due to

increased contact time. Levia and Herwitz (2005) found that rough-barked

C. glabra had higher stemflow nutrient-ion concentrations than smoother-barked

species but lower total nutrient inputs due to lower stemflow volumes as a result of

its unique bark morphology that limits stemflow production. Likewise, bark water

storage capacity among species affects stemflow solute inputs by affecting how

long the bark is wetted and leaching can occur (Levia and Herwitz 2005). Tree

species that tend to produce large stemflow volumes as a result of erectophile

branching patterns are likely to have greater stemflow inputs than those with

plagiophile branching patterns that favor the formation of throughfall.

Tree age and size also have been documented to have a detectable impact on

leachability of plants. Older plants were reported to leach larger quantities of

nutrient-ions than younger plants (Tukey 1970). André et al. (2008d) reported
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that tree size was an important predictor of stemflow chemistry under certain

circumstances with larger trees having more leaching than smaller trees. In fact,

tree size explained some of the inter-tree variability within a given species (André

et al. 2008d). Tree size was more important in the leafless season than during full

leaf (André et al. 2008d).

Neary and Gizyn (1994) noted the potential of bark to leach nutrients and found

that K+ concentrations in stemflow were higher in dormancy than the growing

season. André et al. (2008d) employed the enrichment ratio to examine the effects

of phenological state on stemflow chemistry within a mixed oak-beech forest. In

general, E ratios for base cations and some anions (e.g., SO4
2� and Cl�) were

higher in the leafless period than leafed period as a result of higher exchange and

dry deposition rates and larger stemflow volumes generated during leafless condi-

tions at this site (André et al. 2008d). NH4
+ and NO3

� were notable exceptions with

net sequestration by individual trees in the leafless state (André et al. 2008d).

21.4.3 Stemflow: Future Research Directions

In an effort to synthesize the stemflow literature and directly compare results among

studies, future work quantifying stemflow inputs must employ both the stemflow

funneling and the enrichment ratios. This is critically important since trunk basal

area constitutes the area over which stemflow is channeled to the forest soil.

Calculations of stemflow inputs based on larger areas (e.g., plot area) probably

underestimate the importance of stemflow water and solute fluxes. Such calcula-

tions fail to represent stemflow as a spatially localized point input (per unit trunk

basal area) commensurate with its importance, often leading to the erroneous

conclusion that stemflow is of minor consequence to the hydrology and biogeo-

chemistry of forests.

Future research on stemflow should be directed in four primary directions: (1)

investigating stemflow hydrology and leachate chemistry corresponding to snowmelt;

(2) quantifying fluctuations in stemflow hydrology and chemistry within discrete

precipitation events; (3) measuring stemflow leaching in relation to external stressors;

and (4) partitioning and quantifying the contribution of stemflow to streamflow.

Further work should examine the volumetric water inputs corresponding with snow-

melt-induced stemflow and its chemical character in forests where stemflow produc-

tion is likely to be significant. Biogeochemical interactions in forests tend to occur in

both temporal “hot moments” and spatial “hot spots.” Stemflow sequential sampling

within particular events is necessary to better understand the effects of stemflow inputs

on biogeochemical cycling in forests. The effects of external stressors, such as ice

storms and hurricanes, on stemflow leachate chemistry are unknown. Research must

examine stemflow leaching in relation to stressors so that the vulnerability and

response of forests to a particular stressor can be modeled, predicted, and dealt with

proactively. End-member mixing analysis should be employed to determine whether

and when stemflow contributes appreciably to streamflow.
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Chapter 22

Forest Floor Interception

A.M.J. Gerrits and H.H.G. Savenije

22.1 Introduction

Often it is assumed that throughfall, which is the rainfall that is not intercepted by a

canopy, is fully available for infiltration. This is not correct. The forest floor also

intercepts rainfall much in the same way as the canopy. The forest floor can

temporarily store water on short vegetation, litter, or bare soil. Interception by

bare soil seems to have an overlap with soil evaporation, but can be distinguished

by the fact that soil evaporation refers to the water that is stored in the root zone

(De Groen and Savenije 2006). Whereas interception by bare soil only involves a

very thin top layer not accessed by roots, short vegetation is identified as grasses,

mosses, small bushes, and creeping vegetation. The litter layer is defined by Hoover

and Lunt (1952) as the L & F layers (i.e., leaves, twigs, and small branches).

In general, the interception process (I) can be defined as the sum of the change in

interception storage (Si) and the evaporation from this stock (Ei):

I ¼ dSi
dt

þ Ei: (22.1)

In the case of forest floor interception (If), the process can be described as

follows:

If ¼ dSf
dt

þ Ei;f ¼ Tf � F; (22.2)

with Sf [L] the storage on the forest floor, Ei,f [L T�1] the evaporation from the

forest floor, Tf [LT
�1] the throughfall (or net precipitation), and F [L T�1] the

infiltration.

Although forest floor interception is often considered a minor process due to lack

of radiation under the canopy, research studies show that it can vary between 10 and

50% of the throughfall. In Table 22.1, an overview of past results on forest floor

interception is presented.

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_22, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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Special cases are the values from short vegetation where transpiration also

occurs. First of all because transpiration and interception are not independent

from each other. When it starts raining interception also starts, while transpiration

stops because the stomata close (Gerrits et al. 2009a). Only after all the intercepted

water has evaporated from the leaves, the stomata will open again and transpiration

continues. Second, it is really difficult to separate interception from transpiration,

especially for grasses and mosses where it is not possible to measure “throughfall”.

A way forward to distinguish transpiration from interception can be by isotope

fractionation. Since transpiration does not fractionate water and interception evap-

oration does, this could be a way of separating the two evaporation processes.

A remarkable difference between canopy and forest floor interception is the

relatively small interception storage capacity of the canopy compared to the forest

floor. On the other hand, the canopy has a larger evaporative potential compared to

forest floor (Baird and Wilby 1999). The higher evaporative potential is caused by

more turbulent wind fluxes at the canopy level and more available radiation.

Another important difference is the large seasonal influence on canopy intercep-

tion and the rather constant evaporation rates of the forest floor (e.g., Tamai and

Hattori 1993; Gerrits et al. 2010). In summer when the canopy has leaves, the

canopy storage capacity is large and the incoming radiation is high, resulting in

high evaporation values. In winter, the opposite is true for the canopy. The forest

floor, on the other hand, experiences less seasonal variation due to the shading of

the canopy. In summer, the canopy reduces radiation reaching the forest floor, while

in winter radiation can easily penetrate to the forest floor. As a result, the fluctuation

of the total interception is less strong if canopy interception and forest floor

interception are considered jointly.

22.2 Influencing Factors for Forest Floor Interception

Generally, interception is determined by vegetation characteristics, rainfall char-

acteristics, and the evaporative demand. This is also the case for forest floor

interception. In the following sections, the three main influencing factors are

described.

22.2.1 Vegetation Characteristics

As can be seen in Table 22.1, the storage capacity differs per forest floor type.

Needles have a different capacity than leaves, although one should be careful to

compare the results, because the storage capacity also depends on the layer thick-

ness. A thicker layer can store more water as investigated by Sato et al. (2004) and

Guevara-Escobar et al. (2007).
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The thickness (or mass) of a forest floor layer can also have a seasonal trend.

Often in fall, the thickness increases due to leaf fall and throughout the year the

layer becomes thinner by decomposition. Also, snow has an effect on the storage

capacity, especially for deciduous floors. After snow, the leaves are flattened and

this causes a decrease in the storage capacity (Gerrits et al. 2010).

22.2.2 Precipitation Characteristics

Throughfall characteristics (or precipitation when no canopy is present) have a

large influence on the interception process. The throughfall frequency is a major

determining factor. It makes a big difference if throughfall falls as one continuous

storm or as a sequence of several smaller events with dry spells in between. Even if

the total throughfall depth is the same, the last scenario intercepts much more water,

because between the events the storage can be (partly) emptied by evaporation and

thus more storage is available. Second, the throughfall intensity is important.

In Fig. 22.1, the results of a sprinkler experiment on a Cedar needle floor are

shown. As can be seen the higher the intensity, the higher the storage capacity.
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Fig. 22.1 Relation between throughfall intensity and storage capacity of a Cedar needle floor. The

sprinkler experiments were carried out with the forest floor device from Gerrits et al. (2007) in the

Netherlands (see Fig. 22.2). Special thanks to Anne Ritsema for doing the experiments
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Similar results are found by Sato et al. (2004) and Guevara-Escobar et al. (2007).

However, Guevara-Escobar et al. found that this was only the case for the dynamic

storage (maximum storage during event) and not for the static storage (maximum

storage after event ceased). Sato et al. (2004), on the other hand, found that the

intensity has a positive relation with both the dynamic and the static storage.

22.2.3 Evaporative Demand

If the potential evaporation (i.e., open water evaporation) is high, the intercepted

water can evaporate more easily during and after the event. Wind and radiation are

important for evaporation. Although wind plays an important role in removing

moisture from the surface providing a higher vapour deficit, wind speed is often low

at the forest floor level. Radiation that is able to penetrate the canopy is determined

by the Leaf Area Index (LAI), causing in winter more radiation to reach the forest

floor than in summer.

Of the above three factors, the throughfall characteristics are dominant.

Although the storage capacity (mainly vegetation characteristic) and the available

energy form a constraint to the evaporation flux for each event, the number of

events is a more important factor. This is confirmed by the sensitivity analysis of

Gerrits et al. (2009b).

22.3 Measuring Techniques

Although not much research has been done on forest floor interception, some

researchers have tried to quantify it as shown in Table 22.1. Helvey and Patric

(1965) divided the applied methods into two categories:

l Lab methods, whereby field samples are taken to the laboratory to carry out the

experiments. In this way, the samples are disturbed, but the conditions are

completely controlled.
l Field methods, whereby the experiment is executed in the original environment.

With field methods, the samples are less disturbed compared to lab experiments.

In the following sections, an overview of these experiments is given.

22.3.1 Lab Methods

The drainage experiment by Helvey (1964) is an example of a lab experiment to

determine the maximum water content. When a rainfall event was large enough to

saturate the forest floor, Helvey covered the forest floor with an aluminium lid (3 ft2)
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as soon as rainfall ceased. After 24 h when drainage was assumed to have stopped,

a 2 ft2 sample of forest floor was collected and brought to the lab. In the lab, the

sample was weighed under wet condition and successively dried in an oven to

weigh the sample under dry conditions. Although this is a very simple and cheap

method, it disturbs the samples and requires that the field site and the lab are nearby.

Furthermore, it only determines the storage capacity and does not give any infor-

mation on the evaporation. Similar work was done by Beard (1956), Walsh and

Voigt (1977), and Sato et al. (2004).

Another lab experiment (also to determine the storage capacity) was carried out

by Putuhena and Cordery (1996). They focused on the spatial variability of the

storage capacity and collected samples of forest floors in a catchment and mapped

them. For each type of forest floor, Putuhena and Cordery (1996) determined the

storage capacity with a rainfall simulator. Finally, the spatial map of the forest floor

types was combined with the results of the rainfall simulator to obtain an average

storage capacity for the catchment. Also, Guevara-Escobar et al. (2007) made use

of a rainfall simulator to determine the storage capacity. However, their focus was

not the spatial variability, but they investigated the effect of layer thickness on the

maximum storage capacity.

22.3.2 Field Methods

Pathak et al. (1985) carried out a similar experiment as Helvey (1964), except

that Pathak et al. (1985) measured in the field and weighed before and after every

rainfall event. In this way, they also included events that did not saturate the forest

floor and thus gave a better approximation of interception evaporation, although

they still only measured the storage.

To measure the flux, often lysimeters are used. For example, Schaap and Bouten

(1997) developed a weighing concrete lysimeter with a counterbalance. The

remaining weight differences were measured with a load cell. Although the applied

method is a good way to measure evaporation from the forest floor, the developed

lysimeter is quite massive and therefore inflexible and expensive.

The mini-lysimeters of Brechtel (1969) do not have this disadvantage. Brechtel

(1969) measured manually the infiltrated water in small pots with a diameter of

15 cm. The advantage of small and cheap lysimeters is that they can easily be used,

for example, to investigate the spatial variability. However, manually reading out

the mini-lysimeters is labour intensive and due to the small opening size the

equipment itself can have an influence on the measurements.

A lysimeter that is in between the concrete and the mini-lysimeter is the set-up of

Thamm andWidmoser (1995). They measured forest floor evaporation with suction

plates and measured the infiltrated water. Hence, Thamm and Widmoser (1995)

measured the sum of the stock and the evaporation flux combined.

The method of Gerrits et al. (2007) enables to measure both the storage and

the flux. It consists of two aluminium basins mounted above each other (Fig. 22.2).
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The upper basin is permeable and contains the forest floor. Both basins are weighed

continuously with strain gauges. By knowing the net rainfall, one can calculate the

change in storage in the forest floor and the interception evaporation.

22.4 Concluding Remarks and Future Directions

Although interception is often considered a minor process, it does play an important

role in the water balance. Not only the canopy, but also the forest floor can intercept

a significant amount of rainfall. Although most surfaces can store only a few

millimetres of water, which is often not much in comparison to other stocks in

the water balance, the temporal distribution of the rainfall can cause the accumu-

lated effect to be considerable. The impact of interception only becomes evident at

longer time scales. Interception storage in itself is small, but the number of times

that the storage is filled and depleted can result in a considerable reduction of

rainfall recharging soil moisture of producing runoff.

Moreover, canopy and forest floor interception interact and strengthen each other,

but this has not been much investigated so far. Generally, the two are considered in

Fig. 22.2 Forest floor interception device (from Gerrits et al. 2007)
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isolation, even where they occur jointly. Where the canopy is dense, less water is

available for the forest floor, but also less radiation, while turbulence is reduced. This

results in a reduction of forest floor evaporation. On the other hand, in dense forests the

forest floor layer is thicker, and thus more water can be intercepted. This feedback

interaction should be taken into account in future interception studies and therefore it

is recommended to measure canopy and forest floor jointly.

In the past, several methods have been investigated and applied to quantify and

study the interception process. Most techniques focused on the determination of the

storage capacity, while the evaporation from interception remained underempha-

sized. Lysimeter set-ups in the field are the best solution to quantify both the flux

and the storage. However, they often have problems with the artificial layer

underneath the forest floor (so-called interface effect). A way forward could be to

measure forest floor evaporation by use of tracers such as stable isotopes. The

recent improvement in isotope analysers will push forward this way of determining

evaporation, although the challenge remains in figuring out a good (continuous)

sampling method. Furthermore, isotope fractionation can also be used to separate

interception from transpiration, since interception fractionates, while transpiration

does not change the isotopic ratio. This can be helpful for interception studies on

small vegetation such as creeping bushes, grasses, and mosses.

Measuring interception evaporation through the energy balance may also over-

come the interface effect. Knowing how the available energy is partitioned over the

different fluxes and compartments, evaporation by interception can be derived. How-

ever, this would require intensive field experiments where both the energy fluxes and

the evaporation processes are measured simultaneously. Flux towers will be needed to

measure temperature, humidity, and wind profiles under the unstable canopy layer.

Although these are complex (and therefore expensive) measurements, the biggest

advantage of energy balance measurements is that the forest floor is not disturbed.

In the future, the information on energy partitioning can also be obtained from

remote sensing data. Remote sensing could provide the necessary spatial and

temporal information; however, it is probably not able to distinguish between

canopy and forest floor interception, which for most hydrological applications is

not so important. Through a combination of methods interception could be more

adequately incorporated in hydrological models.
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Chapter 23

New Dimensions of Hillslope Hydrology

Sophie Bachmair and Markus Weiler

23.1 Introduction

Hillslopes are fundamental landscape units that strongly control the processeswhereby

precipitation or snowmelt is vertically and laterally transported to the streams. They

are, in a sense, microcosms of catchments. Understanding and predicting the hillslope

response is highly important in terms of flood prediction, transport of nutrients and

sediments into surface water bodies, slope stability, and soil-atmosphere-vegetation

exchange processes. Through numerous field experiments and numerical studies,

much progress has been made in hillslope hydrology in the past decades. However,

our ability to extrapolate these findings to ungauged hillslopes and catchments is still

very poor (Sivapalan 2005). A common thread that has evolved recently is to search for

the underlying principles of hydrological processes instead of characterizing and

cataloging the enormous heterogeneity and complexity of rainfall-runoff processes

(McDonnell et al. 2007). The aim of this chapter is to provide an overview on today’s

conceptualmodels of processes at the hillslope scale and to examine the factors driving

these mechanisms. The focus will be on compiling recent findings on the dominant

controls of hillslope runoff processes to meet the need of identifying underlying

principles. The chapter closes with thoughts on new dimensions and directions of

hillslope hydrology and research avenues to follow for the future.

23.2 Conceptual Process Models at the Hillslope Scale

Much of the process understanding in hillslope hydrology in forested landscapes

has evolved from only a few intensively studied hillslopes in the Panola Mountain

Research Watershed, USA (e.g., Burns et al. 1998; Freer et al. 2002; Tromp-van

Meerveld and McDonnell 2006a–c), in Maimai, New Zealand (e.g., Mosley 1979;

Sklash et al. 1986; McDonnell 1990; Woods and Rowe 1996), and in the Fudoji

catchment, Japan (Asano et al. 2002, 2004; Uchida et al. 2003a, b, 2004). Interest-

ingly, some of the earlier conceptual models derived from these hillslopes were

later discarded through novel measurement techniques (McGlynn et al. 2002;

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_23, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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Tromp-van Meerveld et al. 2007). Until today, a number of experimental hillslope

studies have been conducted in different environments, leading to an advanced and

refined perception of rainfall-runoff processes (e.g., Scherrer et al. 2007; Graham

2008; Kienzler and Naef 2008a, b). Despite the large variety of observed flow

processes, one commonality seems to be the strong nonlinearity of hillslope

response to rainfall (McDonnell 2003). By definition, a system is nonlinear if the

outputs are not proportional to the inputs across the entire range of the inputs

(Phillips 2003). Several hillslope studies report on a certain precipitation threshold

until significant hillslope outflow is triggered (e.g., Uchida et al. 2005; Tromp-van

Meerveld and McDonnell 2006a; Graham 2008). Such a threshold response can be

regarded as an extreme form of nonlinearity (Zehe and Sivapalan 2009). To predict

this nonlinear system behavior, we need a sound concept of hydrological processes

taking place at the hillslope scale.

In general, the hillslope runoff processes can be conceptualized as (1) overland

flow (Hortonian and saturation overland flow [SOF]), (2) near-surface flow, (3)

subsurface stormflow (SSF), and (4) deep percolation (DP) (see Fig. 23.1) (Scherrer

and Naef 2003; Schmocker-Fackel 2004; Sidle et al. 2007). Once precipitation

enters the hydrologic system as rainfall or snow, it will be partitioned into different

flowpaths depending on the storm and hillslope characteristics.

Hortonian overland flow (HOF), also called infiltration excess overland flow,

is lateral flow along the surface when the rainfall intensity exceeds the infiltration

capacity of the soil (Horton 1933). Factors fostering HOF are surface sealing

and crust building, soil compaction, an abrupt increase of bulk density, topsoil

hydrophobicity, and low macroporosity (e.g., Doerr et al. 2000; Scherrer and

Naef 2003; Weiler and Naef 2003; Schmocker-Fackel 2004). SOF takes place

once the storage capacity of the soil is exceeded and no further infiltration is possible.

Fig. 23.1 Conceptual process models at the hillslope scale
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SOF is thus dependent on antecedent wetness and preferential flow paths, transporting

water into deeper soil layers. Once surface flow is established, runoff pathways are

influenced by surface roughness (e.g., microrelief, stone and vegetation cover) (Bracken

and Croke 2007), reinfiltration and run-on processes (Corradini et al. 1998). True HOF

has been rarely observed on forested hillslopes (Sidle et al. 2007), except for HOF

generated by disturbed forest soils due to skid roads, trails, and log-landing decks.When

overland flow occurs on forest slopes, it is frequently believed to result from return flow

(Dunne and Black 1970), which occurs when subsurface water is forced back to the

surface (e.g., due to a change in slope or low permeability layers) (Schmocker-Fackel

2004; Sidle et al. 2007), or from saturated areas (Elsenbeer andVertessy 2000;Godsey

et al. 2004). Experimental studies measuring surface runoff via a collection trough,

which is usually inserted below the soil surface, often mistakably assume to catch

HOF, even though it in fact originates from flow within the forest litter layer (Buttle

and Turcotte 1999; Sidle et al. 2007). This near-surface flow phenomenon has been

called “organic layer interflow” (Weiler and McDonnell 2004), “biomat flow” (Sidle

et al. 2007), “pseudo-overland flow” (McDonnell et al. 1991), and “thatched roof”

effect (Ward and Robinson 1990).

The conceptualization of flow processes in the subsurface is more complex.

Generally, quickly responding SSF and DP can be discriminated. SSF, also termed

subsurface flow, interflow, throughflow, lateral flow, and shallow groundwater flow,

is the fast lateral movement of water through the soil matrix or permeable bedrock

above a layer of reduced permeability (Dunne 1978; Weiler et al. 2006). DP or

groundwater recharge occurs when infiltrated water vertically seeps into the bed-

rock, thus contributing to slow baseflow (Scherrer et al. 2007). In many early studies

on hillslope hydrology, the underlying bedrock was assumed impermeable. How-

ever, recently published work showed that both infiltration into the bedrock and

exfiltration from the bedrock into the soil can be significant and hence cannot be

ignored (e.g., Anderson et al. 1997; Uchida et al. 2002; Kosugi et al. 2006; Tromp-

van Meerveld et al. 2007; Graham 2008; Tromp-van Meerveld and Weiler 2008).

The complex nature of SSF formation is subject of ongoing research. A prereq-

uisite for SSF is a transient saturation of parts of the soil matrix (�0 kPa matrix

potential) due to a layer of reduced permeability in vertical direction (Weiler et al.

2006). This can be the bedrock or low permeability soil horizons due to a change in

soil texture, an increase in bulk density, or a decrease in macroporosity (Weiler

et al. 2006). Such low permeability soil horizons develop from different pedoge-

netic processes (e.g., lixiviation leading to argic horizons), biological processes

(reduced earthworm activity or decreasing rooting density), or due to management

practices (plough layer, landfill lining). After the soil matrix has reached partial

saturation, SSF can take place through high permeability layers of the soil matrix or

through soil pipes. High permeability layers are coarse textured and/or have a large

pore space. They are often found in talus slopes, landslide debris, periglacial

solifluction deposits, or unconsolidated moraine material (Weiler et al. 2006).

Soil pipes are defined as lateral voids such as decayed roots, animal burrows,

channels due to subsurface hydraulic erosion, and tension cracks (Tsukamoto

et al. 1988). They are mostly observed at the soil–bedrock interface (or, more
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generally, impeding layer interface), but also within the soil profile and at the

organic horizon-mineral soil interface (Sidle et al. 2001; Holden and Burt 2002;

Weiler et al. 2006). Soil pipes are mainly short and discontinuous features; how-

ever, they were found to form a network of interconnected pipes, which develops

parallel to the slope gradient (Terajima et al. 2000; Sidle et al. 2001; Uchida et al.

2001). The interconnection of pipes is facilitated by saturated parts of the soil

matrix, high-permeability areas such as pockets of organic material and loose soil,

and water emanating from bedrock fractures (Noguchi et al. 1999; Sidle et al. 2001;

Anderson et al. 2008). The exact mechanisms of pipe flow activation, pipe flow

inter-connection, and exchange processes between pipes and the surrounding soil

matrix are still not well known. Nevertheless, the significance of pipe flow making

up a large fraction of total SSF was shown by numerous experimental studies (e.g.,

Jones 1997; Holden and Burt 2002; Uchida et al. 2002, 2005; Kienzler and Naef

2008a; Anderson et al. 2009). Pipe networks effectively drain the hillslope, increas-

ing peak discharge and decreasing peak lag time of the storm hydrograph (Uchida

et al. 2001). On the one hand, pipe flowmay increase slope stability, counteracting a

positive pore water pressure development of the soil matrix. On the other hand,

when the capacity of pipe flow exceeded or pipes become clogged, slope failure

may be triggered (Uchida et al. 2001).

We propose that SSF predominantly occurs via lateral preferential flow paths as

opposed to sheet-like matrix flow, due to the high spatial variability of controlling

factors (e.g., bedrock topography, variable soil depth). We define a lateral preferential

flow path as either flow through high-permeability areas of the soil matrix or flow

through interconnected pipes. This is similar to the concept of vertical flow processes

at the plot scale, where a distinction is made between (a) homogeneous matrix flow

(homogenous wetting front parallel to the soil surface), (b) heterogeneous matrix flow

(preferential flow resulting from instabilities in thewetting front or from funneling due

to less permeable zones), and (c) macropore flow (Hendrickx and Flury 2001; Weiler

and Fl€uhler 2004). An indication for subsurface flow via lateral preferential flow paths

is a hydraulically limited water table response (e.g., Fannin et al. 2000; Anderson

2008). Once the water table rises into a zone where a lateral preferential flow network

is present, the hydraulic conductivity significantly increases.After the activation of the

preferential flow network, the water table remains relatively constant while the

discharge continues to increase (Anderson 2008).

Depending on the pathway incoming precipitation takes (HOF, SOF, biomat

flow, SSF, DP) hillslope response parameters such as response time, water transit

time and the event to pre-event water ratio will strongly differ (event or “new”

water ¼ water from the current rain or snowmelt event; pre-event or “old water”¼
water that existed in the catchment prior to the current rain or snowmelt event

(Sklash 1990); transit time ¼ time between when a water molecule enters the

hydrologic system until it exits it). While DP is characterized through mainly pre-

event water and long transit times, HOF and SOF have shorter transit times and a

high fraction of event water. Due to the heterogeneity of SSF processes (degree of

matrix flow vs. pipe flow, timing of pipe network activation, etc.), a diversity of

response characteristics for SSF is possible. Recently, Kienzler and Naef (2008a)
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showed through an intercomparison study that variations in response time and event

to pre-event water ratio can be explained through different degrees of direct or

indirect feeding of preferential flow paths: When precipitation feeds directly into

preferential flow paths, bypass flow occurs, resulting in a quick SSF response and

high event water fractions. In contrast, when preferential pathways are fed indirectly

via saturated parts of the soil, SSF response is delayed and contains less event water.

Albeit this progress in generalizable process understanding, predicting the

hydrological response of ungauged basins remains anything but trivial. Nonethe-

less, there have been a few approaches trying to provide a systematic basis for

inferring rainfall runoff responses, such as the UK’s hydrology of soil type (HOST)

classification system (Boorman et al. 1995), the decision tree approach by Scherrer

and Naef (2003) to indicate hydrological processes on temperate grassland, or the

field instruction for assessing surface runoff coefficients for alpine soil-/vegetation

units by Markart et al. (2004). As starting point for new attempts classifying the

hillslope response to rainfall, it seems promising to summarize recent findings on

the dominant controls of runoff processes.

23.3 Controlling Factors of Flow Processes

Generally, the controlling factors of hillslope response to rainfall or snowmelt can be

broken up into static factors, at least in the sense of shorter time scales such as years

(parent material, surface and bedrock topography, exposure), also termed the “hill-

slope configuration” (Hopp and McDonnell 2009), and dynamic factors (precipita-

tion characteristics, soil moisture, vegetation). Despite this division, we discuss the

different controlling factors from a top-down perspective, meaning from precipita-

tion entering the system at the upper boundary to the bedrock as lower boundary,

thereby highlighting the numerous interrelations among different factors.

23.3.1 Input Characteristics

Input characteristics (amount, intensity, and frequency of storms, characteristics of

snow pack and timing of snowmelt) clearly constitute a first-order control on runoff

response. Furthermore, the temporal distribution of input and patterns of evapo-

transpiration strongly influence the soil moisture content, which represents a

key factor driving hydrological processes (Sivapalan 1993; Jost et al. 2005; McNa-

mara et al. 2005). Concerning input amount, there seems to be a strong nonlinearity

between rainfall or snowmelt input and hillslope response. Several hillslope

studies documented that a certain precipitation threshold had to be exceeded

until significant hillslope outflow was triggered, e.g., observed precipitation

threshold of 55 mm and approx. 23 mm at the trenched Panola and the Maimai

hillslope, respectively (Tromp-vanMeerveld andMcDonnell 2006a; Graham 2008).
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The effect of rainfall intensity on runoff generation seems rather complex. Obvi-

ously, overland flow is positively correlated with rainfall intensity (Horton 1933).

Furthermore, an increase in rainfall intensity enhances macropore flow since the soil

water pressure is closer to saturation during rainfall and larger macropores conduct

water (Jarvis et al. 2007). Enhanced macropore flow, which channels water to deeper

soil layers, leads to the assumption of a positive relation between rainfall intensity and

subsurface flow response. This is supported by the finding of SSF velocities being

highly correlated with the 1-h rainfall intensity by Anderson et al. (2009). However,

Kienzler and Naef (2008b) conclude from sprinkling experiments at three grassland

slopes with varying intensity and antecedent wetness that a higher intensity did not

increase subsurface flow rates. They explain this with differing flow processes being

triggered by rainfall intensity (during low intensity, saturation above the bedrock and

thus subsoil SSF was most relevant; during higher intensity, topsoil saturation and

overland flow was the dominant runoff process, Kienzler and Naef 2008b). It seems

like the effect of rainfall intensity is strongly bound to other interacting factors (e.g.,

soil hydraulic properties, macroporosity, pipe network, antecedent wetness) and can

be both highly relevant and subordinate when buffered by other controls.

23.3.2 Vegetation

The impact of vegetation cover on runoff processes and streamflow has long been a

topic of interest, especially with regard to timber harvesting. Several paired catchment

studies found that forested catchments are characterized by higher evapotranspiration

and lower runoff, delayed peak flow and a longer hydrograph recession time (Schume

et al. 2004; Jost et al. 2005). To open the black box of catchment scale processes,

vegetation effects at smaller scales need to be examined. Generally, the precipitation

signal is heavily modified by the vegetation growing on a slope. Besides an above-

ground partitioning of precipitation through overstory and understory vegetation,

plants also partition incoming water on the ground and belowground through the litter

layer and roots. This “double-funneling” effect (aboveground and belowground)

(Johnson and Lehmann 2006) strongly alters hydrologic and nutrient fluxes and

leads to heterogeneous soil water dynamics (Johnson and Lehmann 2006; Liang

et al. 2007). Preceding and subsequent chapters (Chaps. 18–22 and 24) provide

detailed insights into the aspects discussed hereafter.

23.3.2.1 Aboveground Partitioning

Vegetation partitions precipitation into (1) interception (precipitation remaining on

the vegetation, which is evaporated after or during rainfall), (2) stemflow (water

flowing to the ground via trunks or stems), and (3) throughfall (precipitation falling

through the vegetation reaching the ground) (Crockford and Richardson 2000) (see

Chaps. 20 and 21). Concentrated water flow along stems and temporary storage on
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forest canopies results in evaporative losses and intensity smoothing (Keim et al.

2006), and causes spatially variable patterns of soil moisture and solute deposition

(e.g., Johnson and Lehmann 2006; Zimmermann et al. 2008; Levia et al. 2010).

This may be highly relevant for runoff generation.

A number of studies documented the importance of stem flow on soil moisture

patterns. To highlight some findings, Herwitz (1986) observed that high stem flow

fluxes produced localized HOF in a tropical rainforest. Chang and Matzner (2000)

found that 13.5% of the annual infiltration in a beech forest occurred within 1 m2 of

the tree base, an area solely representing 3% of the total forest area. More recently,

Liang et al. (2007) observed that the pore water pressure at the soil–bedrock

interface increased faster and to a greater extent downslope from a tree stem

growing on a steep hillslope than upslope (Liang et al. 2007).

Snow accumulation and ablation rates are also strongly influenced by canopies

(e.g., López-Moreno and St€ahli 2008; Molotch et al. 2009). For instance, Molotch

et al. (2009) observed a 29% greater snow accumulation in open-area vs. under-

canopy locations. Additionally, snow ablation rates under canopies were reduced

by 39%, which extended the duration of snowmelt in some cases (Molotch et al.

2009). The role of interception on soil moisture and runoff was examined by Keim

and Skaugset (2003) and Keim et al. (2006). They conducted virtual experiments

(numerical experiments driven by collective field intelligence, Weiler and

McDonnell 2004) based on data from the Panola hillslope and field-measured

throughfall rates. Their virtual experiments revealed that interception delayed the

onset of SSF, lowered and delayed stormflow peaks, and decreased total flow and

the runoff ratio (Keim et al. 2006). When they used simplified modeled throughfall

rates (where they separated the effect of interception into evaporation and intensity

smoothing), it became apparent that canopy evaporation was responsible for most

of these effects, while intensity smoothing showed measurable differences only in

peak SSF rate (Keim et al. 2006). This finding is highly relevant for the calibration

of watershed models. “Not only would ignoring interception miss a major effect of

vegetation on SSF generation, our work also shows that simply applying some

fractional reduction as a scaled input signal (as is customary in watershed modeling

studies) may mask important effects on peak flow response in some situations”

(Keim et al. 2006). Another set of virtual experiments investigated the effect of

rainfall intensity smoothing on soil water pore pressure and slope stability during

high-intensity rainfall (Keim and Skaugset 2003). The outcome was that estimates

of slope stability were generally greater under forest canopy than for the same

hillslope without forest canopy (Keim and Skaugset 2003).

23.3.2.2 Partitioning on the Ground and Belowground

The fraction of rainfall that reaches the surface is further dispersed though funnel-

ing on the ground and belowground due to ground vegetation, litter layer coverage,

and roots (Buttle and Turcotte 1999; Johnson and Lehmann 2006; Sidle et al. 2007)

(see also Chaps. 22 and 24). A widespread feature of wooded ecosystems is a litter
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layer covering the soil, consisting of dead leaves, twigs and other fragmented

organic material (Sato et al. 2004). The litter layer strongly determines the infiltra-

tion capacity of the soil. It may act as barrier to flow, triggering surface runoff,

or may favor vertical infiltration and hence SSF or groundwater recharge. Recently,

the effects of leaf morphology and rainfall conditions on the moisture dynamics

of litter layers were examined for two contrasting litter types (needle-leaf vs. broad-

leaf) (Sato et al. 2004). The results showed that the broad-leaf litter intercepted

more rainwater than the needle-leaf litter. Additionally, the water moved laterally

in the broad-leaf litter layer, whereas it moved vertically down in the needle-leaf

litter layer (Sato et al. 2004). However, it has also been observed that dry needle-

leaf litter from spruce may exhibit hydrophobic properties and thus hinders vertical

infiltration (Schume et al. 2004). Similar effects due to hydrophobicity were also

discovered for dry, fur-like root layers in grassland topsoil (Scherrer et al. 2007),

alpine mats (Markart et al. 2004), and burned areas (e.g., Doerr et al. 2000).

Moreover, seasonal differences in vegetation cover influence the surface roughness

and hence runoff production (Bracken and Croke 2007).

Belowground, trees further modify soil moisture and nutrient dynamics through

preferential flow along roots (e.g., Bundt et al. 2001; Johnson and Lehmann 2006).

These root-derived preferential flow pathways result from localized compaction of

soil by roots and the addition of root exudates to adjacent soil (Johnson and

Lehmann 2006). The important role of roots during infiltration was early suggested

(Beven and Germann 1982). Numerous studies have confirmed the relevance of

root induced preferential flow since then (e.g., Bundt et al. 2001; Buttle and

McDonald 2002; Bachmair et al. 2009; Lange et al. 2009). As an example, dye

tracer experiments in little developed volcanic ash soils documented a straight

infiltration front in unvegetated soil; in forested soil, however, water was preferen-

tially channeled (Blume et al. 2008). The effect of different species on water flow in

soil has only been recently brought into focus. It is well known that each tree

species develops a typical root system. Even though root architecture may differ

within species as response to local conditions (soil properties or competition with

others), following main root systems can be distinguished: taproot system (one

vertically growing taproot dominates); heart-shaped system; sinker root system

(shallow, plate-like network of lateral roots with downward sinker roots) (Polomski

and Kuhn 1998; Schume et al. 2004). Nordmann et al. (2009) presented remarkable

findings on the impact of different root systems on subsurface runoff. They con-

ducted high-intensity rainfall experiments on trenched hillslope segments with

similar soil and bedrock but different tree species to assess the water retention

capacity of different species. A species-related trend in water retention could be

observed: The most favorable retention rates were found in a mixed beech and

sycamore maple stand (deep-rooting trees). Stands dominated by spruce showed the

lowest retention rates (sinker roots). Nonetheless, the pedologic and geologic

properties overcompensated the species effect at one site. Remarkably, subsurface

flow paths under spruce mostly occurred on top of the impeding layer, whereas flow

paths under beech and sycamore maple also existed within the impeding layer

(Nordmann et al. 2009).
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Evapotranspiration rates of forests are also linked with root systems (Schume

et al. 2004; Schw€arzel et al. 2009). Schume et al. (2004), for instance, investigated

soil water depletion and recharge patterns in a mixed beech-spruce and a spruce

stand by high-resolution time domain reflectometry (TDR) measurements. Maxi-

mum differences were observed in periods with high evaporative demand. They

state that the overproportionate evapotranspiration of the mixed stand was exclu-

sively attributable to beech, which deepened and intensified its fine-root system in

mixture, while spruce rooted shallower. The mixed stand extracted a higher per-

centage of water from deeper soil layers than the pure stand (Schume et al. 2004).

23.3.3 Topography

As part of the “hillslope configuration,” topography undoubtedly represents a major

hydrological driver, influencing soil properties, vegetation patterns, and micro-

climate (Anderson and Burt 1978; Burns et al. 1998; Wagener et al. 2007). Many

of the effects topography exerts on hillslope hydrological processes are rather

intuitive; nevertheless, a number of studies quantitatively assessed the role of

different terrain properties (slope gradient, hillslope geometry, aspect, and micro-

topography) on runoff generation (e.g., Freer et al. 1997; Burns et al. 1998; Aryal

et al. 2002; Troch et al. 2003; Berne et al. 2005; Bogaart and Troch 2006; Lyon and

Troch 2007; Fujimoto et al. 2008). Most hillslopes have complex three-dimensional

shapes, characterized by their profile curvature (topographic curvature along the

flow line: convex, planar, concave) and contour or planform curvature (curvature of

contour lines: divergent, parallel, convergent). These attributes significantly control

the flow behavior and saturation along hillslopes (Aryal et al. 2002, 2005; Troch

et al. 2003). For instance, Troch et al. (2003) conclude from a study, in which they

presented a new mathematical formulation of homogeneous subsurface flow

along complex hillslopes (hillslope-storage Boussinesq equation), that convergent

hillslopes drain much slower than divergent hillslopes, due to the reduced flow

domain near the outlet. Furthermore, the accumulation of moisture storage near the

outlet of convergent hillslopes results in bell-shaped hydrographs, whereas fast

draining divergent hillslopes produce peaked hydrographs (Troch et al. 2003). Field

evidence on the effect of hillslope geometry was provided by Fujimoto et al. (2008),

who compared the runoff behavior of two contrasting slopes (concave valley-head

vs. planar side slope). Besides large-scale hillslope geometry, surface and bedrock

microtopography affect the hillslope runoff response (Freer et al. 2002; Tromp-van

Meerveld and McDonnell 2006b; Graham 2008). Tromp-van Meerveld and

McDonnell (2006b) proposed a “fill-and-spill” mechanism, meaning that during

a rainfall event bedrock depressions have to fill up before water spills over

the bedrock ridges and contributes to hillslope outflow. An increase in slope

angle thus likely decreases the volume of bedrock pools and the height of spilling

barriers, thereby changing the balance between fill and spill and the timing and

spatial distribution of water flow (Hopp and McDonnell 2009). Clearly, the fill
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and spill process solely plays a role if there is an interaction between the bedrock

and the overlying soil (e.g., transmissive soil).

Evidence on the coupling of topography and hydrologic response was

also reported by Zehe and Fl€uhler (2001), who conducted plot-scale dye tracer

experiments at different valley locations. They found that plots located at the

bottom of slopes had a greater susceptibility to preferential flow than those in

the upper part. An explanation is the presence of deeper, biologically more active,

often finer textured soils at the foot slope (Zehe and Fl€uhler 2001). Holden (2009)

also investigated the spatial distribution of macropore flow as a proportion of

saturated hydraulic conductivity on humid-temperate slopes. He discovered that

near-surface macropore flow varied according to slope position, yet spatial patterns

differed among hillslopes due to differences in soil type.

An interesting approach linking hydrologic response to geomorphic properties

was presented by Broxton et al. (2009). They hypothesized that water transit time

is related to aspect (slope direction and exposure), since this determines the amount

of energy a particular hillslope receives, which, in turn, affects a variety of

factors such as the timing and intensity of snow-melt, evapotranspiration, and

vegetation patterns (Broxton et al. 2009). Their experiments conducted in small,

snowmelt-dominated mountainous catchments suggested that isotopic variability

and estimated transit times were both related to aspect. Despite the observed

correlations between hydrologic response and aspect, causality cannot be inferred.

Nevertheless, their approach provides insight into the strengths of using aspect as a

simple and transferable proxy for energy inputs to capture a variety of factors

affecting water fluxes (Broxton et al. 2009).

23.3.4 Soil Properties

Obviously, soil properties strongly control the flowpaths incoming precipitation

takes. Depending on the infiltration capacity of the soil, water is split up into surface

flow or vertical percolation. The subsurface response is controlled by soil type, soil

thickness, drainable porosity, soil pipes, macropores, and moisture content.

23.3.4.1 Soil Type, Soil Thickness, and Drainable Porosity

Generally, the type of soil strongly determines the hydrologic response. Certain

pedogenetic processes result in certain properties, which, in turn, predefine hydro-

logic response (e.g., Luvisols: clay leaching leading to argic horizons, which may

act as barrier to flow; Regosols: immature soils, low thickness above bedrock, thus

prone to quick saturation) (Boorman et al. 1995; Zech and Hintermaier-Erhard

2002). Thus, information about the spatial distribution of soil types, which is

available in many countries, provides a valuable tool for predicting hydrological
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processes in ungauged regions (e.g., Tetzlaff et al. 2009). Soil thickness and

drainable porosity, which is the pore space between field capacity and saturation,

represent first-order controls on SSF (Weiler and McDonnell 2004; Uchida et al.

2006; Hopp and McDonnell 2009). Virtual experiments based on the Panola hill-

slope revealed that an increase in soil thickness led to a general reduction of the

hillslope hydrologic response: SSF started later, the time to peak discharge increased,

and peak discharge decreased (Hopp and McDonnell 2009). Another set of virtual

experiments investigating the effect of variable soil depth showed that variations in

soil thickness not only have a large influence on the spatial variation of subsurface

flow but also largely control the total SSF volume (Weiler and McDonnell 2004).

Clearly, the vertical travel distance of rainfall from the soil surface to the impeding

layer is longer in deeper soils. Thus, the build-up of saturation and the initiation

of subsurface flow occur later. Due to the larger total storage volume of deeper soils,

incoming precipitation peaks are damped (Hopp and McDonnell 2009). A similar

effect emanates from drainable porosity. While a rapid decline in drainable porosity

with depth accelerates the development of a transient saturation, a high drainable

porosity in combination with high moisture deficits causes a long lag time till

SSF is triggered and large event water ratios (Uchida et al. 2004, 2006; Weiler and

McDonnell 2004).

23.3.4.2 Soil Pipes and Macropores

Pipe networks seem to be an eminent feature of most hillslopes, as numerous

studies suggest (e.g., Jones 1997; Holden and Burt 2002; Uchida et al. 2005;

Tromp-van Meerveld and McDonnell 2006a; Graham 2008; Kienzler and Naef

2008a; Anderson et al. 2009). In consequence, the existence and nature of soil

pipes, as well as factors influencing the maintenance and interconnection of pipes,

govern the subsurface hillslope response to a large extent. Despite this importance,

we lack a solid understanding on the controls of pipe flow. The evolution of pipe

networks seems to be a complex interaction between mechanical processes (bur-

rowing animals, roots, subsurface erosion), soil, topography, climate, and contri-

buting area (Tsuboyama et al. 1994). Anderson et al. (2009), for instance, observed

SSF velocities in a hillslope in coastal British Columbia, Canada, that were among

the highest velocities reported in literature. They attribute this to the humid climate

(annual precipitation >2,000 mm), shallow soils (often less than 1 m deep), and the

lush vegetation, which caused a highly developed preferential flow network.

Dye staining experiments and excavations have shown that pipe flow often occurs

in decayed root channels (Noguchi et al. 1999; Anderson et al. 2008). Root

architecture may thus play a significant role for pipe evolution. Once pipes are

formed, subsurface erosion is considered to be highly important for the mainte-

nance and modification of pipes (Uchida et al. 2001; Uchida 2004). Anderson et al.

(2008) observed a link between contributing area and distribution of preferential

flow features. They showed that the presence of highly developed preferential flow
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features corresponded to large surface contributing areas, whereas few preferential

flow paths coincided with small contributing areas and relatively flat local topogra-

phy. This suggests that soils with small contributing area may not receive flow rates

large enough to modify and maintain large preferential flow features (Anderson

et al. 2008). Moreover, it seems like steeper slopes have better devolved pipes,

since higher gradients result in higher energy for pipe erosion. The interconnection

of pipes, which strongly increases the effectiveness of hillslope drainage, is

assumed to increase with soil moisture (Tsuboyama et al. 1994; Sidle et al. 2000;

Uchida et al. 2005; Anderson et al. 2009).

Besides pipe flow, vertical macropores play an important role for hillslope

runoff processes, since macropores increase the infiltration capacity and quickly

transport precipitation to deeper soil layers. The knowledge on macropore flow is

much further advanced than that on pipe flow (for a recent review on controlling

factors of macropore flow, see Jarvis et al. (2007)).

23.3.4.3 Soil Moisture

It is self-evident that the hillslope wetness constitutes a first-order control on the

timing and the amount of runoff (e.g., Sivapalan 1993; Grayson et al. 1997;

Western et al. 2003). However, it is not the soil moisture state alone, it is also the

connectedness of saturated soil patches that determines the runoff response (e.g.,

Stieglitz et al. 2003; Western et al. 2003; McNamara et al. 2005; Tromp-van

Meerveld and McDonnell 2006b; James and Roulet 2007). Generally, the wetter

the system, the faster and more intense the hydrologic response will be. This applies

to both vertical processes such as macropore flow (Weiler 2001), and to lateral

processes at the hillslope scale (Kienzler and Naef 2008b). However, Scherrer et al.

(2007) inferred from hillslope sprinkling experiments at several different sites that

the impact of antecedent soil moisture on runoff volume depends on the runoff

process. Kienzler and Naef (2008b) explain the variable influence of antecedent

wetness with different mechanisms of SSF initiation (high influence if SSF is

initiated via saturated soil patches vs. low influence when SSF is directly fed by

preferential pathways).

Soil moisture conditions are characterized by strong seasonality, which not only

results from meteorological conditions but also from vegetation dynamics and thus

transpiration (e.g., Jackson et al. 2000; Western et al. 2003; Schume et al. 2004;

McNamara et al. 2005; Williams et al. 2008; Kim 2009). McNamara et al. (2005)

identified five soil moisture states throughout the year governing the runoff

response in a snowmelt-driven, semiarid catchment: (1) a summer dry period

(soil water depletion due to evaporation exceeding precipitation), (2) a transitional

fall wetting period, (3) a winter wet, low-flux period (precipitation falling as snow),

(4) a spring wet, high-flux period (snowmelt), and (5) a transitional late-spring

drying period. Despite seasonal variations, soil moisture patterns are spatially

highly variable, which can be attributed to topography and vegetation effects, as

highlighted before.
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23.3.5 Geologic Properties

Bedrock topography was already highlighted as a control on runoff generation

(fill-and-spill hypothesis by Tromp-van Meerveld and McDonnell 2006b).

Evidence supporting this hypothesis was also presented by Graham (2008). During

hillslope excavations in the Maimai catchment, he observed that flow paths along

the soil-bedrock interface were routed primarily by features such as protruding

cobbles and rills on the bedrock surface (Graham 2008). Apart from bedrock

topography, the bedrock permeability mainly controls how much water can verti-

cally percolate and laterally redirected, respectively. Tromp-van Meerveld and

Weiler (2008) criticize how many experimental hillslope studies and hillslope

models assume impermeable bedrock and thus no-flow boundary conditions at

the soil–bedrock interface, despite clear evidence of vertical leaching into the

bedrock (e.g., Kosugi et al. 2006; Tromp-van Meerveld et al. 2007; Graham

2008; Kosugi et al. 2008b). For instance, a falling head permeability test recently

indicated that the bedrock underlying the Maimai hillslope is semipervious (point

observation of saturated hydraulic conductivity 2.9 � 10�7 to 8.6 � 10�7 m s�1,

Graham 2008). Even higher values of bedrock saturated hydraulic conductivity

were observed at the Panola hillslope and in the Fudoji catchment (Uchida et al.

2003a; Tromp-van Meerveld et al. 2007). At the Panola hillslope, at least 20% of

the precipitation during large rainstorms infiltrates into the granite bedrock (Tromp-

van Meerveld et al. 2007). Kosugi et al. (2006) reported an annual bedrock

infiltration ranging from 35 to 55% of the annual precipitation in an unchanneled

0.024-ha catchment near Fudoji (weathered granite). The effect of bedrock leakage

on the subsurface flow response at the Panola hillslope was tested through virtual

experiments by Tromp-van Meerveld and Weiler (2008). They concluded that

bedrock leakage needed to be included to adequately simulate the SSF response

to multiple storms. When bedrock leakage was omitted, recessions were too slow

and the hillslope stayed too wet in between events, leading to sustained baseflow

from the hillslope and an overprediction of simulated subsurface flow responses

(Tromp-van Meerveld and Weiler 2008). At the same time, exfiltration from the

bedrock into the soil may be a possible process at some hillslopes (Kosugi et al.

2006, 2008b). The soil–bedrock exchange processes are yet not well characterized,

even though tracer experiments (Noguchi et al. 1999; Frazier et al. 2002) and

bedrock groundwater monitoring documented flow within bedrock fractures

(Kosugi et al. 2008a).

23.3.6 Interrelations and Mutual Dependencies

As pointed out in the foregoing summary of controlling factors, there are numerous

interrelations among different controls of rainfall-runoff processes at the hillslope

scale (e.g., Tromp-vanMeerveld andMcDonnell 2006c; Hopp andMcDonnell 2009).
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For instance, the spatial variation of soil moisture is partly due to rainfall partitioning,

which is driven by both vegetation and storm characteristics. Furthermore, plant roots

alter the soil structure, which, in turn, affects infiltration (Angers and Caron 1998). At

the same time, hillslope hydrological processes and its controls are mutually depen-

dent. On the one hand, climate and soil moisture control vegetation dynamics; on the

other hand, vegetation controls the hillslope water balance and interacts with the

atmosphere (Porporato and Rodriguez-Iturbe 2002). In other words, there is a double

feedback between hydrological processes and its controls. Or, as Rodriguez-Iturbe

(2000) put it, the spatial distribution of soil moisture (and probably also the saturated

zone) and its evolution in time is both cause and consequence of vegetation. This also

applies to interactions among hydrology, topography and soil properties. Along a

toposequence, soil properties will change due to soil moisture patterns driven by

topography (e.g., different weathering rates and biological activity in depressions vs.

ridges). Yet, differences in soil properties cause different hydrological processes. This

co-evolution of hydrology and landscape (Wagener et al. 2007) adds even more

complexity to the system.

As a result of the many interrelations and mutual dependencies, identifying the

first-order controls driving the rainfall-runoff response at a specific hillslope is

highly challenging, especially since the impact of each control may be temporally

variable. Nonetheless, we are confronted with the need to assess the hydrologic

behavior of ungauged hillslopes and to develop modeling concepts. Given this

nonlinear complex system, what are the hillslope characteristics we have to con-

sider, and how do we pool the many pieces of information to assess its hydrologic

response? Generally, the static “hillslope configuration” (geologic, morphologic,

and pedologic properties such as soil depth and drainable porosity) determines the

predisposition for certain runoff processes. This predisposition is refined through

dynamic controls (input characteristics and vegetation dynamics) (e.g., Williams

et al. 2008; Hopp and McDonnell 2009). Low-gradient hillslopes with deep soils,

for instance, are less prone to fast SSF. There, vegetation effects such as intensity

smoothing by canopies and localized stemflow will most likely not strongly modify

the overall hydrologic response (Keim et al. 2006). In contrast, at high-gradient

hillslopes with shallow soils, such vegetation-induced effects may be highly relevant.

However, for less obvious hillslope settings, we still lack the understanding how

different static and dynamic hillslope attributes interact in driving the runoff response.

We propose that the concept of connectivity provides a viable framework for assessing

the underlying controls of the nonlinear rainfall-runoff response at the hillslope scale.

23.3.7 Connectivity as Concept for Assessing
the Rainfall-Runoff Response

In recent years, connectivity has emerged to a popular concept (Ali and Roy 2009;

Michaelides and Chappell 2009). However, the term “connectivity” was often used

ambiguously (e.g., Western et al. 2001; Pringle 2003; Knudby and Carrera 2005;
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Bracken and Croke 2007; Lehmann et al. 2007; Michaelides and Chappell 2009),

and “there is no consensus among hydrologists about what it is exactly” (Ali and

Roy 2009). Similar to the definition by Stieglitz et al. (2003), we understand

hydrologic connectivity at the hillslope scale as a system state, in which discon-

nected “hydrologically-active areas” (Uchida et al. 2001) (areas of surface flow,

saturated soil patches, water-channeling subsurface features) interconnect with

each other and to the stream, thus significantly contributing to storm runoff.

Many studies have proven that a key factor for surface and subsurface runoff is

the connectivity of runoff-producing patches (Stieglitz et al. 2003; McNamara et al.

2005; Lehmann et al. 2007; Gomi et al. 2008). For example, Lehmann et al. (2007)

applied percolation theory to the Panola hillslope, and concluded that the rainfall

threshold triggering rapid hillslope out-flow seems to be related to the flow path

connectivity at the next smaller spatial scale. Recently, Michaelides and Chappell

(2009) recommended using connectivity to extract a simplified, universally appli-

cable, quantifiable characteristic that transcends individual hillslope complexity.

Following this incentive, we suggest that the hillslope hydrologic response is

determined by the connectivity of hydrologically-active areas on and within the

slope. There are three types of hydrologically active areas: (a) areas of surface flow,

(b) saturated soil patches, and (c) high-permeability features, which are live and

decayed roots, animal burrows, subsurface erosion channels, bedrock fractures, and

the soil skeleton. The mechanisms generating areas of surface flow and high-

permeability features are straightforward (e.g., rainfall intensity exceeding the

infiltration capacity, surface sealing, hydrophobicity, topsoil saturation; presence

of structural features and self-reinforcement through subsurface erosion). The

mechanisms producing spatially disconnected, saturated soil patches are diverse

and can be summarized as follows: (1) variations in surface and bedrock topogra-

phy, causing saturated conditions preferably in depressions, (2) spatially variable

precipitation input due to the double-funneling effect of vegetation aboveground

and belowground (interception, throughfall, stemflow, transpiration, litter layer

partitioning, preferential flow along roots), and (3) variations in soil depth and

drainable porosity (see Fig. 23.2). Once hydrologically active areas are established,

they seem to recur during the next event, as observed for finger flow in water-

repellent soils (Ritsema and Dekker 2000; Ritsema et al. 1998a, b).

We hypothesize that a significant increase in hillslope outflow is bound to the

interconnection of hydrologically active areas; yet, it does not matter what kind

of hydrologically active areas interconnect, or by which means they were formed.

The fill-and-spill hypothesis (Tromp-vanMeerveld andMcDonnell 2006b) offers one

explanation for the often observed nonlinearity of hillslope runoff response (bedrock

depressions have to fill up before a lateral connection to the stream occurs). We

believe the interconnection of high-permeability features or saturated soil patches

evokes a similar response. The hillslope hydrologic behavior thus relies on the

formation of an internal flow network (Tsuboyama et al. 1994; Noguchi et al. 1999;

Sidle et al. 2000; Uchida et al. 2001). Such a network presumably consists of different

types of hydrologically active areas linked together, e.g., flow in high-permeability

features interconnected via saturated soil patches, as observed in a number of
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experimental studies (Noguchi et al. 1999; Sidle et al. 2000; Anderson et al. 2008).

In analogy to the fill-and-spill mechanism, we propose a connect-and-react

mechanism: only if hydrologically active areas interconnect, a significant reaction

(e.g., hillslope outflow or transport of nutrients) is triggered (see Fig. 23.3).

Clearly, this connectivity concept per se does not improve the predictions for

ungauged hillslopes (unless we identify certain hillslope attributes as proxies

describing the state of the internal network). However, this concept provides a

holistic yet simple view on the complex mechanisms operating in and on hillslopes,

thereby subsuming the diversity of mechanisms driving hillslope runoff. It could

thus serve as a perceptual framework to develop new model structures helping to

predict the hydrological behavior of hillslopes.

23.4 New Directions and Research Avenues

The immense heterogeneity and complexity of hydrological processes observed in

numerous environments and at different spatial scales represents a great challenge

for advances in hydrology (McDonnell et al. 2007). In this context, the call for a

Fig. 23.2 Mechanisms generating and connecting hydrologically-active areas
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unifying hydrological theory has recently evolved (Sivapalan 2005; McDonnell

et al. 2007; Troch et al. 2009). It is stressed to achieve a holistic understanding of

the complex hydrologic system and its numerous interaction and feedback pro-

cesses, thereby explicitly accepting landscape heterogeneity as dominant control.

We thus need to systematically examine the first-order controls of hydrological

processes rather than focusing on the idiosyncrasies of specific environments

(Sivapalan 2005; Uchida et al. 2006; McDonnell et al. 2007; Wagener et al.

2007; Hopp et al. 2009; Troch et al. 2009). Troch et al. (2009) argue that, despite

the tremendous heterogeneity of landscape properties, there is structure and orga-

nization across spatial and temporal scales. Understanding how and why this

heterogeneity occurs may help to improve hydrologic predictability (Troch et al.

2009). In this respect, it was proposed to search for the reasons of heterogeneity and

to identify the underlying principles or natural laws governing the hydrologic

response (Sivapalan 2005; McDonnell et al. 2007). Regarding hillslope hydrology,

what are feasible steps moving towards this great vision?

23.4.1 New Dimensions with Regard to Content

More generally, a holistic understanding of the complex hydrologic system strongly

relies on an interdisciplinary perspective. As pointed out before, there are numerous

interrelations among different controlling factors driving the hillslope hydrologic

response, especially with regard to the soil–plant–atmosphere continuum. Hence,

research aimed at identifying underlying principles or natural laws of hydrological

processes needs the synergies from many disciplines, such as ecology, biology,

biogeochemistry, pedology, geomorphology, and meteorology (Sivapalan 2005;

Fig. 23.3 Connect-and-react mechanism: We hypothesize that only if hydrologically active areas

interconnect, a significant reaction (e.g., hillslope outflow or transport of nutrients) is triggered;

yet, it does not matter what kind of hydrologically active areas interconnect, by which means they

were formed, or by which mechanisms they connect
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Lin et al. 2006; Troch et al. 2009). The necessity of interdisciplinary work and its

mutual stimulation is expressed by the recent development of conjoined disciplines

such as ecohydrology (Rodriguez-Iturbe 2000), hydropedology (Lin 2003), or

hydro-geomorphology (Sidle and Onda 2004). We believe that a general process

understanding of hillslope hydrology is especially reliant on how vegetation pat-

terns and dynamics influence the hillslope water balance. In this respect, ecohy-

drology, which “seeks to describe the hydrologic mechanisms that underlie

ecologic patterns and processes” (Rodriguez-Iturbe 2000) will play a significant

role (e.g., Bond 2003; Hannah et al. 2004; Barnard 2009). As pointed out in the

section on vegetation as controlling factor, plants affect hillslope soil moisture

patterns and runoff formation in numerous ways. It is interesting though how many

experimental and modeling studies neglect these effects. Numerous studies analyz-

ing the hillslope runoff response do not pay special attention to the vegetation

growing on the examination area, even if pipe flow is observed (e.g., McDonnell

1990; Woods and Rowe 1996; Kim et al. 2004, 2005; Fujimoto et al. 2008). Then,

there are hillslope studies systematically investigating dominant controlling factors

by intercomparing slopes differing in certain attributes (soil, bedrock, topography)

under varying boundary conditions (rainfall amount and intensity, antecedent

wetness); however, only under one type of land use (e.g., Kienzler and Naef

2008a, b), or poorly differentiating between grassland and forest, without specify-

ing what type of forest, grassland, etc. (Scherrer et al. 2007). This shows that

vegetation is not thought to be a first-order control. In addition, artificial sprinkling

experiments suppress the rainfall partitioning effect of vegetation since water is

applied close to the surface and not above the canopy (e.g., Markart et al. 2004;

Scherrer et al. 2007; Nordmann et al. 2009). Virtual experiments by Keim et al.

(2006), however, showed that the role of interception on SSF may be highly

relevant. The influence of different root systems on flow routing in hillslopes has

also been rarely considered (e.g., Nordmann et al. 2009), despite growing evidence

that preferential flow along roots may override pore-scale controls on infiltration (e.g.,

Angers and Caron 1998; Bundt et al. 2001; Buttle and McDonald 2002; Bachmair

et al. 2009; Lange et al. 2009). In summary, numerous experimental and modeling

studies investigating the hillslope runoff response disregard plant effects. At the same

time, there are many studies examining how certain tree and stand characteristics

influence throughfall or stemflow (see Chap. 21). How this, in turn, affects hillslope

runoff is yet seldom inferred, leaving room for interpretations on the actual implica-

tions. This gap should be addressed by future ecohydrological hillslope studies.

An idea originating from ecology that has been fruitfully transferred to

hydrology is the focus on spatial patterns (Rodriguez-Iturbe 2000). The search for

spatial patterns seems promising since it may provide a link to the underlying

mechanisms (Rodriguez-Iturbe 2000; Sivapalan 2005). Studies correlating the

hydrologic response with quantifiable landscape characteristics (e.g., Broxton

et al. 2009) represent valuable attempts in this direction. In this respect, the

potential power of optimality principles applied to hydrology shall be pointed out

(Reggiani et al. 1998; Kleidon and Schymanski 2008; Schymanski et al. 2008;

Rasmussen et al. 2011). Following optimality approaches, which are based on the
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principle of maximum entropy production, complex systems far from thermodynamic

equilibrium organize in a way that the rate of entropy production is maximized

in steady state (Kleidon and Schymanski 2008). Spatial heterogeneity is thus not

the result of some random process but the consequence of certain mass and energy

fluxes (Schulz et al. 2006; Rasmussen et al. 2011). Further ideas on explaining

hydrological patterns in relation to soil and landscape features may come from hydro-

pedology (Lin 2003; Lin et al. 2006). According to Troch et al. (2009), identifying

ways to quantify the implications of soil development and soil structure on hydrologi-

cal processes seems promising. In combination with approaches predicting pedogene-

sis from more readily available information on climate and landscape position, this

may be a valuable step toward improving the hydrologic predictability in ungauged

regions (Troch et al. 2009).

23.4.2 Research Design

The highlighted new dimensions of hillslope hydrology have several implications

for the research design of future hillslope studies. We need a unifying framework

for experimental set-ups, analysis strategies and modeling concepts to clear

the way for identifying underlying principles of hydrological processes at the

hillslope scale.

In general, an improved process conceptualization needed for the development

and testing of hydrological models relies on intercomparing processes at different

hillslopes to abstract from the ubiquitous spatial and temporal variability. However,

there are several obstacles in this respect. First, due to the numerous ways of

experimental hillslope set-ups (e.g., trenched vs. nontrenched slopes, different

hillslope sizes, artificial sprinkling vs. natural events), examined response metrics

(e.g., total hillslope outflow vs. pipe flow, spatiotemporal resolution of internal

response characteristics), and measurement techniques (e.g., different types and

conditions of tracer application) comparability among different hillslope experi-

ments is not given. Second, many experimental studies operate on rather small

hillslope segments; it is questionable whether this size is suitable for deriving

general answers (e.g., size of trench or hillslope outflow face: 4 m (Scherrer et al.

2007), 5 m (Kim et al. 2004, 2005), 8 m (Retter 2007; Kienzler and Naef 2008a),

9 m (Anderson et al. 2009), 10 m (McGuire et al. 2007), 16 m (Newman et al.

1998), 20 m (Tromp-van Meerveld and McDonnell 2006a), and 60 m (Woods and

Rowe 1996; Graham 2008). Additionally, we need a large number of gauged

hillslopes in several contrasting environments to draw meaningful conclusions.

Yet, experimental hillslope studies are expensive and labor intensive. We hence

need to figure out which response characteristics we have to measure for sufficiently

describing the system. This goes hand in handwith the development and application of

novel measurement techniques, such as ground penetrating radar or electrical

resistance tomography for identifying subsurface structures (Holden et al. 2002;

Cassiani et al. 2006; Schulz et al. 2006; Uhlenbrook et al. 2008; Markart et al. 2009),
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soil water isotope extractions (Wassenaar et al. 2008), water isotope interactions with

vegetation (Barnard 2009), wireless sensor techniques (Trubilowicz et al. 2009), and

incremental stream discharge measurements (Szeftel et al. in review). Overall, we have

to develop a sort of “minimum requirements” concept for hillslope studies tomake them

comparable and suitable for model validation and rejection. Furthermore, we should

generally aim for intercomparison studies as research design instead of characterizing

just one hillslope in detail (Uchida et al. 2005; McDonnell et al. 2007). Such intercom-

parison studies were successfully applied by a number of authors at the hillslope scale

(e.g., Asano et al. 2002, 2004; Scherrer and Naef 2003; Uchida et al. 2004, 2005, 2006;

Scherrer et al. 2007; Kienzler and Naef 2008a, b; Nordmann et al. 2009) and catchment

scale (e.g., Molenat et al. 2008; Broxton et al. 2009; Hrachowitz et al. 2009; Tetzlaff

et al. 2009). However, it is complicated to find natural hillslopes where certain

controlling factors can be isolated, and attempts to artificially construct large-scale

hillslopes as reported by Hopp et al. (2009) are an exception. Thus, virtual experiments

(Weiler and McDonnell 2004) represent an effective framework for advancing our

process understanding, as recent studies prove (e.g., Keim et al. 2006; Weiler and

McDonnell 2006; Dunn et al. 2007; Tromp-van Meerveld and Weiler 2008; Hopp

and McDonnell 2009). Additionally, we should think about ways facilitating data

sharing as basis for intercomparison studies, as postulated by Soulsby et al. (2008),

which would also benefit model evaluation and improvement.

In conclusion, there have been many attempts to go beyond simply “cataloging”

the complexity of rainfall-runoff processes and to develop a more holistic picture of

the factors driving the hillslope hydrologic response. Furthermore, the suggested

directions regarding research gaps and design of future experimental and modeling

studies may be a further step toward the vision of a unified hydrologic theory.
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Chapter 24

Ecohydrology and Biogeochemistry

of the Rhizosphere in Forested Ecosystems

Mark S. Johnson and Georg Jost

24.1 Introduction

The rhizosphere, defined as the narrow zone within the soil centered on the

root–soil interface, has long been recognized as a hotspot for biogeochemical

cycling within the soil (Richter et al. 2007). Life on earth is directly dependent

upon processes occurring within the small volume of soil surrounding roots (Hin-

singer et al. 2009), making the rhizosphere the “epicenter” of the critical zone,

where soil weathering, biogeochemical cycling, and root uptake of water and

nutrients take place. The physical dimensions of the rhizosphere should be consid-

ered in mechanistic rather than in absolute terms, as its width (measured as the

distance outward from the center of the root) varies in scale from sub-micron to

supra-centimeter depending on the process considered (Hinsinger et al. 2009). For

most considerations related to ecohydrology and soil water dynamics, the width of

concern for the rhizosphere is on the order of several (<5) centimeters.

The first use of the term “rhizosphere” appeared in the literature over 100 years

ago (Hiltner 1904), an occurrence which was commemorated in 2004 with an

international conference organized to mark the first century of research explicitly

focused on the rhizosphere (Hinsinger and Marschner 2006). The uniqueness of

properties and functions of the rhizosphere relative to bulk soil1 has motivated

much of the rhizospheric research to date, which has focused primarily on soil

biology and ecology of the rhizosphere (Gregory 2006). Despite the centrality of

rhizospheric processes for soil hydrology, hydrologic aspects have received rela-

tively little attention to date in studies of the rhizosphere. For instance, in recent

years (e.g., since 2000) there have been an average of 827 papers per year indexed

by Web of Science that address some aspect of the rhizosphere. Of these rhizo-

sphere studies, only 2% have appeared in water resources journals. Nevertheless,

rhizospheric considerations are central to the study of ecohydrology, particularly

within forested ecosystems.

1In this paper, the term “bulk soil” is used to describe soil in the area outside of the rhizosphere but

still within the rooting depth.
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Several comprehensive reviews have demonstrated the importance of the

rhizosphere to understanding soil biophysical and ecological processes (Gregory

2006; Richter et al. 2007; Hinsinger et al. 2009). In this chapter, we focus on three

rhizosphere mechanisms that differentiate the ecohydrological and biogeochemical

processes characteristic of the rhizosphere from those of bulk soil. These are (1)

double-funneling of stemflow into root-induced preferential flow pathways; (2)

hydraulic redistribution (HR) of soil water by roots from wetter to drier soil

zones; and (3) CO2 dynamics of the rhizosphere. We follow with several examples

of external influences on the ecohydrology of the rhizosphere. Finally, we present

suggestions for future research directions for advancing our understanding of

ecohydrology and biogeochemistry of the rhizosphere, and discuss global change

issues as they relate to the rhizosphere of forested ecosystems.

24.2 Ecohydrological and Biogeochemical Differences

Between Rhizosphere and Bulk Soil

One of the organizing aspects for ecohydrology and biogeochemistry in the rhizo-

sphere is that the transpiration-driven flow of water due to plant water uptake occurs

at the interface of roots and soil in the midst of a “central commodities exchange,

where organic carbon flux from roots fuels decomposers that, in turn, can make

nutrients available to roots” (Cardon and Gage 2006). This makes the rhizosphere a

hotspot (sensu McClain et al. (2003)) for biogeochemical cycling.

Biogeochemical cycling in the rhizosphere is central to plant nutrient uptake,

weathering reactions, and soil respiration of CO2. Soil microbial populations are

concentrated in the rhizosphere (Richter et al. 2007), in part because root exudates

provide a principle energetic resource for microbes. Even deep in the soil profile,

the few roots present at depth generate a rhizospheric oasis within the ogliotrophic

bulk soil, where the rhizosphere hosts microbial populations that are almost unde-

tectable in bulk soil (Richter et al. 2007). The rhizosphere is responsible for a large

fraction of weathering (Richter et al. 2007), soil carbon fluxes (Cheng and

Gershenson 2007), and plant nutrient availability and uptake through associations

with soil mycorrhizas (Hughes et al. 2008). The latter is an underappreciated aspect

of the rhizosphere, in that 90% of plant species form symbiotic relationships with

mycorrhizal fungi, making the “mycorrhizosphere” the rule rather than the excep-

tion (Linderman 1988). The coupled role of the rhizosphere in weathering processes

and the global carbon cycle is discussed further in subsequent sections of this

chapter.

Ecohydrology of the rhizosphere exhibits large differences in mechanisms and

fluxes as compared to bulk soil. For instance, soil water uptake by trees follows an

increasingly negative water potential leading from the rhizosphere to the stomata in

the leaf. As this uptake follows a diurnal cycle, rhizospheric soil experiences a

periodicity in soil water potential dynamics that is not experienced in the bulk soil.
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Further, the rhizosphere is an autogenic environment, where the physical space is

gained from bulk soil through compressive forces exerted radially by root expan-

sion during plant water uptake as well as axially at the root apex during root

elongation (Hinsinger et al. 2009). These rhizopathways are then lined by root

exudates and microbial rhizodeposits that are frequently hydrophobic (Jarvis 2007),

thus ensuring that water percolation occurs through soil zones most advantageous to

the plant.

A significant portion of the water routed through the rhizosphere originates as

stemflow and throughfall centered on the trucks of trees. This canopy redistribution

of rainfall into heterogeneous distribution of precipitation occurs for most species

(Levia and Frost 2003), with the highest relative precipitation rates centered on the

trunks of trees. The hydrological continuity between stemflow and root-derived

preferential flowpaths belowground has been termed “double-funneling” (Johnson

and Lehmann 2006). Stemflow has been found to contribute up to nearly 19% of

groundwater recharge (Taniguchi et al. 1996), despite occurring on only a very

small fraction of the total forest area. For example, Chang and Matzner (2000)

found 13.5% of infiltration to occur over just 3% of the forest floor. Liang et al.

(2009) explicitly accounted for double-funneling in a soil moisture model by

representing stemflow as a separate soil water input from net precipitation, and

were able to obtain much better model representation of soil moisture measure-

ments as a result.

Double-funneling is also important toward understanding nutrient fluxes within

the rhizosphere. For instance, De Schrijver et al. (2007) reviewed 20 studies that

presented data for both (1) nitrogen deposition rates in throughfall plus stemflow,

and (2) seepage rates of inorganic N (NO3
� + NH4

+), and found a strong linear

relationship (Radj
2 ¼ 0.632, P < 0.001) irrespective of forest type (e.g., conifer vs.

deciduous forests). While N seepage fluxes were higher under conifer forests,

N deposition rates were also higher in throughfall plus stemflow for conifer stands

(De Schrijver et al. 2007).

Another key ecohydrological process of the rhizosphere is HR of soil water

by roots. During the daytime when leaf stomates are open to allow CO2 to diffuse

into the leaf for photosynthesis, the water potential gradient drives the transpiration

stream of water from soil, through the root network, plant stems and leaves and

into the atmosphere, which is at a much more negative pressure relative to that of

the soil. However, when stomates are closed (e.g., at night or in response to

excessive transpirational demands), soil moisture can move through roots from

zones of less negative soil water potential (e.g., moister regions of soil) to layers

that have more negative soil water potential (e.g., drier regions of soil).

This mechanism, referred to as HR, has been documented for numerous species

in ecosystems as diverse as coniferous forests of the Pacific Northwest of North

America (Warren et al. 2005), deciduous forests in the Amazon (Oliveira et al.

2005), as well as for trees in arid environments (Hultine et al. 2003). While

sometimes referred to as “hydraulic lift,” HR results from redistribution of water

from wetter to drier areas, and so can transfer water upward or downward relative to

the soil surface in response to soil water potential gradients (Baker et al. 2008).
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In order for HR to take place, the individual plant must have a dimorphic root

distribution consisting of both shallow lateral roots and deeper tap roots (Jackson

et al. 2000). For the Amazon forest, HR has been estimated to increase dry-season

transpiration by 40% (Lee et al. 2005).

It remains difficult to upscale water redistribution in the rhizosphere to the whole

plant level (Darrah et al. 2006). Although the rhizosphere is clearly one of the most

complex ecosystems on the planet (Jones and Hinsinger 2008), part of the difficulty

in scaling may be due to mycorrhizal associations, which have been found to be

involved in the transfer of water and nutrients from mature trees to seedlings

(Warren et al. 2008).

Through ecohydrological processes such as double-funneling and HR, the rhi-

zosphere sees water fluxes of a greater magnitude than the bulk soil, and experi-

ences changes in soil water potentials that are much more dynamic than in bulk soil.

These processes and other create conditions by which rhizosphere cycling of carbon

and nutrients is more pronounced than in bulk soil. The enhanced production of

CO2 within the rhizosphere is one biogeochemical manifestation of the difference

between the rhizosphere and bulk soil.

24.3 CO2 Dynamics in the Rhizosphere

Production of CO2 within soils occurs predominantly within the rhizosphere, and is

controlled in large part by soil moisture dynamics. With this in mind, we present a

discussion of the role of the rhizosphere in the global carbon cycle, and on

ecohydrological feedbacks on the biogeochemical cycling of carbon within the

rhizosphere.

The belowground contribution toward terrestrial carbon fluxes to the atmosphere

(e.g., soil CO2 efflux or soil respiration) is a principle component of the global

carbon budget, and is one of the most challenging carbon cycle components to study

in detail (Chapin and Ruess 2001). It is also heavily influenced by rhizosphere

processes. Hanson et al. (2000) reviewed published studies of the efflux of CO2

from soil, including 48 field-based studies of forested ecosystems. For the field-

based forest studies, the “root” contribution toward total soil respiration was found

to represent approximately 50% on average of the total soil respiration in forest

ecosystems, and ranges up to 80% of total soil respiration, despite the minor

fraction of total soil represented by the rhizosphere. Many of these studies consid-

ered autotrophic and heterotrophic respiration within the rhizosphere as an aggre-

gated “rhizosphere respiration” term (Hanson et al. 2000).

The distinction between autotrophic respiration (e.g., respiration by roots and

mycorrhizae) and heterotrophic respiration (e.g., microbial respiration) within the

rhizosphere is both nontrivial and methodologically challenging from carbon-

cycling and ecohydrological perspectives. Autotrophic respiration directly involves

the water film at the root interface, and as a product of autotrophic respiration, CO2

enters the soil in a dissolved form. Heterotrophic respiration under aerobic conditions
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also produces CO2 that is primarily in the dissolved form, as soil bacteria and

other microbes live principally within soil water (Hinsinger et al. 2009). Here, we

should note that dissolved CO2 is composed of both “free” CO2 (e.g., gaseous

molecules of CO2 within a water matrix) and the hydrated form of CO2 as H2CO3

(carbonic acid). At equilibrium conditions, carbonic acid is only a very minor

component of dissolved CO2, as the ratio of free CO2 to H2CO3 is 650 at 25�C
(Butler 1982).

Once introduced into the soil environment, rhizosphere-derived dissolved CO2 is

subject to transport with mobile water (including being drawn into plants via root

water uptake, Jassal et al. 2004), participation in weathering reactions as carbonic

acid, or equilibration with CO2 concentrations in soil gas. The general assumption

that gaseous and liquid phases of CO2 are in equilibrium concentrations within the

soil environment overlooks two key processes: (1) differences in rates of diffusion

between liquid and gaseous forms of CO2, and (2) temperature dependencies on

equilibrium conditions between liquid and gaseous forms of CO2. Diffusion of CO2

in the aqueous phase is 10,000 times slower than in the gaseous phase. At equilib-

rium, the partial pressure of CO2 dissolved in water (e.g., pCO2(aq)) by definition

will be equal to the partial pressure of CO2 in the soil atmosphere. However,

the pCO2(aq) level depends upon Henry’s Law, which includes a temperature-

dependent component. If pCO2(aq) remains constant as temperature rises, the result

is lower molar concentrations of dissolved CO2 and higher molar concentrations of

gaseous CO2. Since it is the molecules of dissolved CO2 that are involved in

generating soil acidity and chemical weathering as carbonic acid, this distinction

can be significant, particularly in near surface layers where the root length density

(km roots m�3 soil) is highest, soil microbial populations are highest (Richter and

Markewitz 1995), and soil moisture and temperature are most dynamic.

Once produced in the rhizosphere, the CO2 can be converted to bicarbonate

depending on the pH status of the soil environment. In the case that the pH

conditions of the soil favors CO2 in deprotonated forms as bicarbonate (HCO3
�)

or carbonate (CO3
2�), the biogenic (bi)carbonate ions can be involved in other

plant–soil reactions or transported by percolating water within the soil. Much of the

HCO3
� transported by rivers originates in the rhizosphere, and represents a

“hidden” respiration product that is “masquerading” as the bicarbonate ion (Cole

et al. 2007).

Soil moisture dynamics are strongly related to both CO2 production within soils

and the direction of its subsequent transport, making soil CO2 a key ecohydrologi-

cal parameter (cf. Johnson et al. 2007). In general, CO2 production within the

rhizosphere increases with soil moisture until conditions become limiting to further

production, either due to substrate exhaustion or due to oxygen depletion. Gaseous

transport of CO2 to the soil surface (e.g., soil CO2 efflux or soil respiration),

however, remains inversely related to soil moisture contents across the full range

of soil moisture conditions. This is because increasing water content greatly reduces

soil diffusivity by reducing the interconnection of air-filled pores, effectively

increasing the distance over which CO2 must travel to reach the soil surface.

This is because travel across water-filled pore spaces (or even water films between
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air-filled pores) involves gaseous CO2 entering into and out of solution where the

diffusion rate is four orders of magnitude lower than in air-filled pore spaces.

On the one hand, lateral transport of dissolved CO2 within the vadose zone and

eventually to groundwater and streams (Fiedler et al. 2006; Johnson et al. 2008), on

the other hand, is enhanced by increasing soil moisture contents. Johnson et al.

(2008) compared the lateral transport of dissolved CO2 to streams with estimates of

soil CO2 efflux, finding that CO2 drainage was about 50% of the magnitude of soil

CO2 efflux, suggesting that plot-based studies focusing on soil respiration that only

consider soil CO2 efflux systematically underestimate total CO2 production.

Looking beyond CO2 to other trace gases in the rhizosphere, it should be noted

that heterotrophic respiration by methanogenic microbes, which results in methane

(CH4) as a respiration product, can occur in soil in both water-filled pore space that

have become anoxic, as well as in oxygen-depleted air-filed pore spaces. Decreases

of pO2 in the rhizosphere accompany increases in pCO2, but are sparsely docu-

mented in the literature (Hinsinger et al. 2006). Low levels of soil pO2 result in

conditions favorable to methanogenesis (production of CH4). Given that soils

contribute 60% of global CH4 sources (Conrad and Smith 1995), these dynamics

are in need of further study.

24.4 Process-Based Examples of Ecohydrology,

Biogeochemistry, and the Rhizosphere

24.4.1 Aboveground and Soil Surface Processes
that Influence the Rhizosphere

There are a number of mechanisms by which aboveground and surface mechanisms

exhibit functional control over processes within the rhizosphere. Perhaps, foremost

among these is the spatial redistribution of incident precipitation into throughfall

and stemflow. This redistribution results in a heterogeneous distribution of rainfall

with highest relative precipitation rates centered on the trunks of trees for most

species (Levia and Frost 2003). Snowfall is also redistributed by forest canopies,

with snowmelt-derived stemflow providing a significant water flux centered on the

rhizosphere (Levia and Underwood 2004). Further discussion on throughfall and

stemflow processes are found in a companion chapter of this volume (Levia et al.

2011, Chap. 21).

A relatively understudied mechanism that influences the fluxes of water and

nutrients that enter the rhizosphere is soil water repellency (e.g., soil hydrophobi-

city). Although there has been a large increase in the number of studies of soil water

repellency in recent years (Doerr et al. 2007), few have explicitly considered the

spatial coordination of surficial water repellency and belowground wetting patterns.

Soil water repellency is known to be spatially heterogeneous and ephemeral. Soil

hydrophobicity is most strongly exhibited when soils are dry, and decays slowly
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with the progression of the rainy season (Doerr et al. 2000; Wessolek et al. 2008).

Repellency at the soil surface influences subsequent routing of soil water through

the rhizosphere, which has an added impact on the distribution of nutrients within

the soil, particularly since wetting events following dry periods are characterized

by the mobilization of high concentrations of solutes that build up on soil and litter

layers during dry periods in a process known as the “Birch effect” (Jarvis et al.

2007). Here, we present an example of soil water repellency occurring during the

dry season in the Amazon forest that demonstrates the role of surficial processes

controlling water fluxes within the rhizosphere.

A water repellent layer at the soil surface soil of an undisturbed primary forest in

the seasonal southern Amazon was identified in a study that initially assumed soil

water repellency would be negligible in the tropical forest environment (Johnson et al.

2005). Nevertheless, soil at the forest floor was found to exhibit extreme hydropho-

bicity during the dry season (Johnson et al. 2005). In further study, a manipulative

experiment was conducted to evaluate the role of surface repellency on patterns of soil

water distribution within the soil. In this experiment, soil on the control plot remained

unaltered, while the treatment plot was rendered nonrepellent through application of a

soil surfactant (Aquagro-L, Aquatrols Inc., Paulsboro, NJ, USA).

Ammonium carbonate was dissolved in water and applied as a tracer to both the

surfactant-treated soil and the hydrophobic control soil for 30 min at a rainfall rate

of 50 mm h�1 using a mini-rainfall simulator (Ogden et al. 1997). This application

rate simulated precipitation events typical of the study area. One hour following

tracer application, a trench was excavated centering on the location of simulated

rainfall, and a pH indicator was sprayed onto the exposed soil surface within the

trench to determine the tracer distribution within the soil profile (Wang et al. 2002).

The experiment demonstrated that the wetting front below the water repellent

soil had reached twice the depth of the nonrepellent soil (Fig. 24.1). Further, the

wetting front below the water repellent soil exhibited a high degree of preferential
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Fig. 24.1 Infiltration patterns for nonrepellent soil (a) and soil exhibiting surficial hydrophobicity (b)
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flow, whereas the infiltration pattern under the nonrepellent soil appeared to be

more readily drawn into the bulk soil matrix as evidenced by the pH indicator,

which clearly demonstrated where the tracer traveled.

This example is illustrative of the importance of surficial processes on subsur-

face flow dynamics in the rhizosphere. Wessolek et al. (2008) also found soil water

repellency to influence percolation patterns. Due to repellency, a smaller portion of

the bulk soil was filled than would be expected in the absence of repellency, which

decreased the water storage capacity. This decreased soil water storage capacity, in

combination with repellency-induced preferential flow, resulted in a 20-fold

increase in the soil water percolation rate (Wessolek et al. 2008). As the repellency

was found within the soil profile, and not as a result of burning, it is likely the result

of rhizodeposition of microbial and root exudates leading to water repellency of

aggregate surfaces and macropore linings, which has been shown to reduce water

exchange between macropores and bulk soil (Jarvis 2007).

24.4.2 Species Affects on Soil Moisture Dynamics
in the Rhizosphere

Vegetation alters precipitation into spatially variable throughfall, which contributes to

persistent patterns of soil moisture in the rhizosphere and bulk soil. Although highly

variable in space, throughfall patterns show some stability in time as they are caused by

relatively static spatial factors such as canopy density, agglomeration of trees, and species

distribution (Jost et al. 2005; Keim et al. 2005). In terms of the rhizosphere, these

throughfall patterns contribute toward spatial patterns in soil moisture within the

rooting zone. Jost et al. (2005) studied spatial patterns of soil moisture dynamics for

a mixed stand of Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) and European beech (Fagus
sylvatica L.) in Kreisbach, Lower Austria, finding that both soil water recharge

patterns (Fig. 24.2) and soil water discharge patterns (not shown) closely match

patterns of tree species distribution.

These spatial patterns are clearly important considerations for biogeochemical

and ecohydrologic processes in the rhizosphere. However, due to the intensity of

measurement requirements for adequate spatial representation, it remains an area

that should receive additional attention in future research. Some advances have

been made in model representation of soil moisture dynamics by explicitly consid-

ering spatial throughfall patterns. This approach has shown improved performance

over lumped soil moisture representations, because the connectivity between wet

patterns can be used to conceptualize lateral flow for moderate rainfall events and

improve runoff predictions (Keim et al. 2008).

Antecedent soil moisture determines the capacity of an ecosystem to absorb

water and thus to buffer runoff. Due to differences in rates of root water uptake and

rooting depths and patterns in the rhizosphere, tree species can enhance or diminish

the absorption capacity of a given soil. With a large number of spatially distributed

time domain reflectometry (TDR) measurements, Schume et al. (2004) showed how
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tree species can alter stand scale hydrology through a combination of processes

involving the rhizosphere. In a comparison between spruce and beech forests, the

beech stands showed that higher stand precipitation (e.g., throughfall) was com-

pensated by higher transpiration rates and faster soil water depletion in both topsoil

and subsoil. As a result, there were higher seasonal fluctuations in soil water content

under beech compared to spruce (Fig. 24.3). Throughout the growing season, the

soil water content under spruce was generally dryer compared to beech. Tree

species effects in the study proved to be nonadditive (a mixed spruce-beech stand

behaves very much like a pure beech stand), which suggests that mixed species

forests need to be investigated using research methodologies that address the role of

individual tree species on the rhizosphere within mixed forest stands.

In this regard, for the same soil type, tree species with different rooting systems

and different water consumption can lead to different soil moisture dynamics and

lateral flow processes during rainfall and hence to different runoff responses. Soil

moisture patterns and interflow were investigated at different soil depths in a

Norway spruce (P. abies (L.) Karst) forest and in a European beech (F. sylvatica L.)

forest during sprinkling experiments on two 6 � 10 m hillslopes with the same soil

type (stagnic Cambisol). The deeper rooting system of beech directs more water

toward deeper soil horizons, from where the water table rises into the top soil, while

the topsoil remains substantially below saturation. Saturation excess overland flow

is therefore highly unlikely under beech due to the structure of its rhizosphere.
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Fig. 24.2 Change in soil water storage (delta SWS) following a 31 mm rainfall in a mixed

spruce-beech stand (from Schume et al. 2004)
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Under spruce, the soil water content in the subsoil shows only little changes over time

and remains below saturation. However, a perched water table builds at the base of the

maximum rooting depth causing near saturated conditions in the topsoil with a higher

risk of saturation overland flow. Beech forests contain more macropores because of

the more active soil fauna that they recruit (Scheu et al. 2003) and because of the

deeper rooting system, which results in higher subsurface flow rates through the

rhizosphere relative to surface runoff rates.
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Fig. 24.3 Precipitation (a) and seasonal changes of soil water storage in topsoil (b), subsoil

(c), and over soil profile (d) under a spruce, a beech, and a mixed spruce-beech stand (from

Schume et al. 2004)
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We see that tree species can lead to different runoff responses for the same soil

type. Because of the higher subsurface flow rates, small to moderate rainfall events

will cause faster fluxes of water through the rhizosphere and correspondingly higher

runoff response in beech forests (Fig. 24.4). For high and extreme rainfall events,

however, spruce forests will likely result in faster runoff responses compared to

beech, because spruce is more prone to saturation excess overland flow.

24.5 Advancing Ecohydrology and Biogeochemistry

in Study of the Rhizosphere

24.5.1 Future Research Directions

One of the key difficulties in advancing ecohydrology and biogeochemistry in study

of the rhizosphere and isolating processes occurring within the rhizosphere from

those of the bulk soil is the small spatial scale of the phenomena of interest. Thus,

identifying effective methodologies for segregating rhizospheric from bulk

soil processes is the most important area at present for better understanding

ecohydrology and biogeochemistry of the rhizosphere. Field-based research involv-

ing tracer applications provides one way forward for distinguishing rhizospheric

processes. The advent of increasingly smaller instruments is facilitating advances

for in situ measurements of the soil environment, including miniaturized infiltrom-

eters for the determination of rhizosphere hydraulic properties (Hallett et al. 2003).

Fig. 24.4 Comparison of runoff responses of spruce and beech in a sprinkling experiment with

measured runoff (spruce-trench, beech-trench) and runoff with recession approximated from mean

(48 TDRs) decreases of soil water storage (spruce-TDR, beech-TDR) to correct for mass balance

errors. The vertical lines denote the end of sprinkling (duration ¼ 1 h). TDR time domain

reflectometry
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Micro-tensiometry and miniaturized TDR sensors have also been developed that

are appropriate for measurements of moisture conditions at scales relevant for study

of the rhizosphere (0.1–10 mm) (Neumann et al. 2009). These will aid in distin-

guishing the soil water-release characteristics (e.g., soil water characteristic curves

or soil moisture retention curves) for rhizosphere vs. bulk soil, which has been

demonstrated for agricultural crops (Gregory 2006; Hinsinger et al. 2009) but is not

yet well studied in forest soils.

The use of genetically engineered “microbiosensors” has already been applied to

the study of the rhizosphere. For example, engineered strains of Escherichia coli
bacteria have been developed that vary in expression of a green fluorescent protein

(GFP) in response to variations in total water potential (Herron et al. 2010). The

response of these “microbiosensors” in the form of fluorescence was consistent with

rhizosphere theory, with lower water potentials developing away from plant roots

in response to transpiration water demand and root water uptake, demonstrating

soil water potential gradients at the millimeter scale under laboratory conditions

(Herron et al. 2010).

Approaching the study of water in the rhizosphere from a macro-level is also

needed. Advances in the use of industrial (rather than medical) computed tomogra-

phy (CT) scanners are providing both high-resolution and time-series data on soil

microstructures, although to date this is only possible on soil columns extracted

from the field (Luo et al. 2008). A range of tracer application and other techniques

have also proven useful for elucidating preferential flow processes within soil, and

were reviewed by Allaire et al. (2009). Many of these techniques can be adapted to

focus on rhizosphere vs. bulk soil processes, since rooting networks provide one of

the principle conveyances for vertical as well as lateral preferential flow (Weiler

and McDonnell 2007).

Modeling approaches that explicitly consider rhizosphere processes in relation

to those of the bulk soil represent another research pathway for understanding the

rhizospheric components of ecohydrological and biogeochemical processes, partic-

ularly when developed and applied in an iterative manner with field-based observa-

tions. For example, empirical study has shown rhizosphere soil to be drier than bulk

soil at the same matric potential (Whalley et al. 2005). Characterizing these

differences within a model structure that extends the mobile-immobile water

concept with explicit treatment of mobile and immobile water within both the

rhizosphere and bulk soil could be one way forward.

Recent isotopic studies have emphasized that current mobile-immobile concep-

tualizations are unlikely to capture seasonal variability in bulk soil vs. rhizosphere

regimes in soil water recharge and plant transpiration source water dynamics

(Renée Brooks et al. 2010). Modelers have had some success incorporating HR

into land-surface models used to represent biophysical processes in climate models,

but are continuing to work to resolve potential issues of equifinality when HR and

other changes are simultaneously incorporated into models (Baker et al. 2008).

Future conceptual frameworks and model structures will need to take rhizosphere

complexity into account and explicitly address ecohydrological feedbacks between

rhizosphere processes and the bulk soil (cf. Domec et al. 2004).
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24.5.2 Global Change and the Rhizosphere

Empirical CO2 enrichment studies have identified potential changes in rhizosphere

biogeochemistry, including increases in root exudation under high CO2 treatments

(Phillips et al. 2009) and enhanced root respiration relative to root biomass

(Cheng 1999). Effects of elevated CO2 on ecohydrology are perhaps more signifi-

cant, as the water fluxes through the rhizosphere may significantly increase as a

result of reduced plant transpiration due to CO2-induced stomatal closure

(Gedney et al. 2006). While the magnitude of this mechanism for explaining

observed changes in global river discharge relative to other drivers is still the subject

of debate in the literature (Piao et al. 2007; Gerten et al. 2008), the impacts on the

rhizosphere of a CO2-derived increase in the water flux are essentially unstudied.

Further, as the species compositions of entire forested ecosystems appear to be

undergoing change due to differential species and genera-level responses to

increased atmospheric CO2 (Laurance et al. 2004), the importance of processes

such as rhizosphere respiration, HR, and double-funneling in the tree-rhizosphere

continuum is also likely to change. Given the plasticity of responses in rooting

patterns due to changes in climate, where an increasingly wet state for a previously

dry climate results in deeper roots, and an increasingly wet state for a previously wet

climate results in shallower rooting depths (Guswa 2008), there is certain to be

another century of study on the rhizosphere.
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Chapter 25

Effects of the Canopy Hydrologic Flux

on Groundwater

Tadashi Tanaka

25.1 Introduction

At the present, groundwater interactions with forest hydrology fluxes are poorly

understood from both physical and biogeochemical perspectives. Our poor under-

standing of the interactions between canopy and surface fluxes with groundwater from

physical and biogeochemical perspectives may be due, in part, to the fact that forest

hydrology and groundwater hydrology have developed separately and that relatively

little attention has been directed toward the interactions between groundwater and

forest hydrology fluxes. Groundwater, however, constitutes a very important compo-

nent in the hydrological cycle at the watershed scale, connecting precipitation (an

input) with surface waters (an output). Hence, further integrated investigations of

these groundwater–surface water systems and their interactions are needed to advance

our understanding of the connections between surface and groundwater in forested

ecosystems. The increasing focus on ecosystems and climate change on hydrological

cycles necessitates a much better understanding on the connections and interactions

between canopy fluxes and groundwater in forests.

Because the interactions between groundwater and forest hydrology fluxes are

broad and complex, operating at multiple temporal and spatial scales, this chapter

focuses on the groundwater interactions with selected forest hydrology fluxes, such as

stemflow, as one of inputs into forest soils, and evapotranspiration, as one of outputs

from the forests or riparian zones. Ordinarily, an investigation of surface and ground-

water interactions would include both the physical and chemical aspects; however,

this chapter strictly focuses on the hydrological interactions between canopy and

groundwater interactions due to the complexity and intricacies of these interactions.

25.2 Groundwater Interaction with Stemflow

25.2.1 Spatial Nature of Stemflow Inputs into Forest Soils

When considering groundwater interactions with forest hydrology fluxes, it is

important to evaluate the spatial variability of water inputs into the forest soils.

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_25, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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In a forest, net precipitation is partitioned into throughfall and stemflow before

reaching a forest floor. This partitioning means that water reaches the forest floor in

two different ways. One is a diffuse input as throughfall and the other is a point

source input as stemflow. These two different pathways of water input to the forest

floor can lead to spatial variability in physical properties (e.g., Gersper and Holo-

waychuck 1970a; Ford and Deans 1978; Herwitz 1988; Durocher 1990; Chang and

Matzner 2000; Neave and Abrahams 2002; Tanaka et al. 2004, 2008) and chemical

properties (e.g., Gersper and Holowaychuck 1970b, 1971; Crabtree and Trudgill

1985; Stevens et al. 1989; Neal et al. 1992; Chang and Matzner 2000; Kakubari

2007; Miyazawa 2009) of the forest soils.

Levia and Frost (2003) conducted a comprehensive review and evaluation on

stemflow literature in the hydrological and biogeochemical cycles of forested and

agricultural ecosystems. They summarized the selected studies on stemflow quan-

tities expressed as a percentage of the incident gross precipitation. Table 25.1, after

Levia and Frost (2003), shows stemflow quantities reported by a number of studies.

Although stemflow quantities input into forest and agricultural soils are highly

variable between and within types of vegetation cover characteristics (Levia and

Frost 2003), in temperate forest watersheds, the ratio of stemflow to net precipita-

tion is very small, usually less than 10% of the net precipitation when the stemflow

is evaluated from the collected volume of stemflow water divided by the canopy-

projected area, in terms of the total water balance in forested watersheds (e.g.,

Majima and Tase 1982; Neal et al. 1993; Durocher 1990; Taniguch et al. 1996;

Carlyle-Moses and Price 2006). This low value is one of the reasons why little

attention has been paid to the effect of stemflow on the groundwater recharge.

During rainfall events, relatively large amounts of intercepted rainfall are fun-

neled down along the stem of canopy trees to produce highly localized input of

water at the ground surface (e.g., Voigt 1960; Eschner 1967; Gersper and Holo-

waychuck 1971; Herwitz 1986a; Tanaka et al. 1991; Chang and Matzner 2000;

Levia and Herwitz 2000; Iida et al. 2005a). Voigt (1960) observed that stemflow

does not distribute over the entire canopy-projected area but is limited to a restricted

area closely adjoining the stem of trees. He reported that the stemflow calculated on

the basis of absorption area was larger by 7.4 times for beech, 12.0 times for red

pine, and 15.9 times for hemlock than those calculated on the basis of the canopy-

projected area. In the context of ecological importance of stemflow and soil

moisture patterning, Pressland (1976) observed infiltration phenomena of stemflow

during rainfall events of various sizes and intensities, and reported that all stemflow

infiltrates into the soil within the area of 50 cm around large trees which circumfer-

ences larger than 40 cm and within the area of 30 cm around the smaller trees with

circumferences less than 20 cm. He also reported that the stemflow calculated on

the basis of infiltration area was 10.0–18.1 larger with mean of 12.7 forMulga than
those calculated on the basis of canopy-projected area. More recently, Liang et al.

(2007) reported that for a heavy storm event on a steep forested hillslope, the

cumulative stemflow per infiltration area along the downslope sides of a tree trunk

was 18.9 times the cumulative open-area rainfall.
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Table 25.1 Selected stemflow production in percent of incident precipitation

Vegetation type Stemflow (% of incident

precipitation)

References

Tropical montane rainforest 13.6 Herwitz (1986b)

Tropical rainforest 1.8 Lloyd and de Marques

(1988)

Cacao plantation 1.99 Opakunle (1989)

Tropical dry forest 0.6–0.9 Kellman and Roulet

(1990)

Tropical montane rainforest <1.0 Veneklaas and Van

(1990)

Amazonian lowland tropical forests

(a banana-like herb)

24.0–31.0 Holscher et al. (1998)

Tropical rainforest 0.9–1.5 Marin et al. (2000)

Tropical rainforest 2.0–8.0 Dezzeo and Chacon

(2006)

Pine-hemlock-beech plots 1.2–9.6 Voigt (1960)

Japanese red pine forest 0.5 Murai (1970)

Subalpine balsam fir forest 3.8–8.0 Olson et al. (1981)

Japanese red pine forest 2.2 Majima and Tase (1982)

Norway spruce 8.6–10.2 Wheater et al. (1987)

Dry sclerophyll forest 4.8 Crockford and

Richardson (1990)

Northern red oak plantation 3.8 Durocher (1990)

Pinus radiata plantation 11.2 Crockford and

Richardson (1990)

Evergreen-broad leaf forest 14.0–20.0 Masukata et al. (1990)

Beech forest 4.6 Neal et al. (1993)

Slash pine forest 0.94–10.4 Tang (1996)

Japanese red pine forest 0.7–1.7 Taniguch et al. (1996)

Pinus radiata plantation 3.1–3.9 Crockford and Khanna

(1997)

Japanese red pine forest 1.2 Iida et al. (2005b)

Japanese red pine and evergreen-broad

leaf forest

8.5 Iida et al. (2005b)

Deciduous forest ~2.0 Pryor and Barthelmie

(2005)

Mature deciduous beech 8.0 Staelens et al. (2008)

Deciduous old-growth forest 2.0–6.0 Kramer and Holscher

(2009)

Eucalypt forest 2.9 Dunin et al. (1988)

Chihuahuan desert shrubs 4.0–45.0 Mauchamp and Janeau

(1993)

Semi-arid shrubs 0.76–5.14 Navar (1993)

Chihuahuan desert shrubs 2.0–27.0 Martinez-Meza and

Whitford (1996)

Creosotebushes 5.9–26.9 Whitford et al. (1997)

Thornscrub community 3.0 Navar et al. (1999)

Laurel forest 1.2–13.6 Aboal et al. (1999)

Mediterranean holm oak forest 2.6–12.1 Bellot et al. (1999)

Semi-arid mattoral community 8.57 � 1.9 Carlyle-Moses (2004)

Adapted from Levia and Frost (2003)
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Those concentrated inputs of stemflow have been considered as an important

source for groundwater recharge (e.g., Durocher 1990; Tanaka et al. 1991; Liang

et al. 2007, 2009). As will be mentioned in the subsequent section, however, there

are few studies clarifying the contribution of stemflow-induced water quantitatively

on the groundwater recharge except for Tanaka et al. (1996) and Taniguch et al.

(1996). The main reason is the difficulty to evaluate the infiltration area of stemflow-

induced water (Ai), which needed to calculate the groundwater recharge amount as a

unit of water column, Rs (i.e., Rs ¼ amount of stemflow water/Ai). Tanaka et al.

(1991) evaluated Ai based on the data of infiltration area marks which have the shape

similar to a circle, whereas Iida et al. (2005a) evaluated it based on the data of litter

marks. It seems that litter marks result from the movement of the litter due to higher

intensity of stemflow than infiltration capacity of soil surface (i.e., infiltration excess

overland flow). Assuming that the stemflow-induced water percolates in the vertical

direction, the infiltration area of stemflow (Ai) can be estimated by the area of

infiltration excess overland flow (Ao) (i.e., Ai ¼ Ao). Herwitz (1986b) also evaluated

Ai from the observed data of stemflow intensity and infiltration capacity of surface

soil in a tropical rainforest (Ai ¼ Ao ¼ intensity of stemflow/infiltration capacity).

Iida et al. (2005a) reported the relationship between the diameter at the tree base

(DTB) and the radius of the litter or infiltration area marks from the center of the

stem as shown in Fig. 25.1. The relationship between the DTB and radius of litter or

infiltration marks from the center of the stem showed a logarithmic curve as follows,

y ¼ 23:36 ln ðxÞ � 31:53; R2 ¼ 0:753; (25.1)

Fig. 25.1 Relationship between the diameter at the tree base and the radius of litter mark or

infiltration area mark from the center of the stem (from Iida et al. 2005a, reproduced with

permission)
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where x is the DTB and y the radius of infiltration area of stemflow inputs and litter

marks from the center of the stem (cm). Although the rainfall amount and the

intensity are different between Tanaka et al. (1991) and Iida et al. (2005a), the

relationship between the DTB and the radius of infiltration area of stemflow-

induced water corresponds well between them.

Equation (25.1) indicates that no appreciable stemflow inputs occur close to the

base of small diameter trees of approximately 4 cm and that the infiltration area of

stemflow inputs does not expand linearly with increasing the diameter of the tree

base. The latter fact seems to suggest that there may be a critical range for canopy

extent areas, which intercept rainfall, with increasing the diameter of the tree base.

Tanaka et al. (1991) reported that the actual infiltrated water of stemflow might

reach 10–20% of gross rainfall in a Japanese red pine forest based on the results of

applying (25.1) to data obtained during a 1-year period.

Stemflow has a unique form of water input to forest soils and cannot be

evaluated by only the water balance consideration of the forest environment. As

mentioned by Durocher (1990), Levia and Frost (2003), and Liang et al. (2007,

2009), the modification of water input by stemflow can lead to spatial variability in

the physical and chemical properties of forest soils. The effects of stemflow on

biogeochemical cycling of nutrients within and through forests and soil solution

chemistry have been documented comprehensively by Levia and Frost (2003).

25.2.2 Stemflow Contribution to Groundwater Recharge

Durocher (1990) demonstrated the response of soil water dynamics underneath two

large sweet chestnuts during the 7 mm storm event with an array of tensiometer

nests. During the event, two trees generated total stemflow of 216.3 and 94.8 mm of

water per unit trunk projected area which corresponded 15–30 times the mean

throughfall input, respectively. Whilst water potentials between trees have only

changed slightly, sharp changes were observed underneath trees and the stemflow

caused very rapid water movement generating saturated zones toward the base of

the soil profile at nearly 1 m depth. This means that a very small amount of rainfall

produces water flow from stemflow inputs down to the bedrock. Similar phenomena

recently were observed by Liang et al. (2007) on a steep forested hillslope vegetated

by tall stewartia. They reported that the soil water content increased rapidly and

greatly in the region downslope of the tree stem due to the occurrence of stemflow-

induced bypass flow on the downslope side of the tree trunk, resulting in the

development of an asymmetric saturated zone around the tree. The effect of highly

localized stemflow inputs on soil water movement and groundwater recharge

process has also been reported by Gomez et al. (2002) and Tanaka et al. (2008).

As mentioned in the previous section, there are only few studies to evaluate

quantitatively the stemflowcontribution to groundwater recharge because it is difficult

to collect the data of actual infiltration area of stemflow-induced water (Ai).
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To evaluate the stemflow contribution for groundwater recharge quantitatively,

Taniguch et al. (1996) applied a mass balance method of chloride within a Japanese

red pine forest. Their technique is based on the mass balance of chloride in the forest

because chloride transport in the soil is considered only to be influenced by the

evapotranspiration rate (ET) which is controlled by the vegetation cover. Because

the data requirements for the method are considerably less than those for energy

budget methods, many other studies have estimated groundwater recharge rate in

forest watersheds using a chloride mass balance method (Claassen et al. 1986;

Taniguchi 1991; Thorburn et al. 1991).

Groundwater recharge rate by stemflow was calculated with assumptions that the

chloride concentration of soil water at the groundwater level depth is formed from

two sources. One is the matrix flow of which the origin is throughfall to give the

concentration of soil water at i cm depth and the other is stemflow, the chloride

concentration of which has not changed throughout the soil profile. The annual

recharge rate by stemflow was calculated by the following equation,

Rs ¼ RðCi � CgÞ=ðCi � CsÞ; (25.2)

whereRs is the recharge rate by stemflow,R the total annual groundwater recharge rate,

Ci the chloride concentration of soil water at i cm depth,Cg the chloride concentration

of soil water at the groundwater level depth, and Cs the chloride concentration of

stemflow. They obtained the results that the annual rates recharged by stemflow are

calculated to be 62.0 mm at one site and 139.4 mm at the other site and the ratio of

recharge rate by stemflow to the total recharge rate is 10.9–19.1%. In thewater balance

consideration of the experimental pine forest, the ratio of stemflow to bulk precipita-

tion ranged from 0.5 to 1.2%; however, the ratio of the recharge rate by stemflow to

the total ratio is relatively large. The results indicate that the effect of stemflow on the

groundwater recharge is relatively important even though the ratio of stemflow in

the water balance is small.

Considering the nature of stemflow inputs into forest soils, Tanaka et al. (1996)

developed a primary model for evaluating the effect of stemflow on groundwater

recharge. The model, a cylindrical infiltration model (CI model, Fig. 25.2), is based

on the infiltration area of stemflow-induced water instead of canopy-projected area

for determining the stemflow inputs to the soil surface. They applied this model to

the same experimental Japanese red pine site as Taniguch et al. (1996) mentioned

above and evaluated the recharge rate by stemflow to the total recharge rate at two

sites. The results indicate that the ratio between rates is 9.1–22.9%. The results

indicate that the estimated ratio of recharge rate by stemflow to the total recharge

rate using the CI model agrees well with the value obtained from the mass balance

method of environmental chloride in subsurface waters. The concept of CI model is

based on the evaluation of stemflow in terms of the infiltration area of stemflow-

induced water instead of canopy-projected area and the model explains the effect of

stemflow on groundwater recharge well regardless whether the ratio of stemflow to

net precipitation is small (or not) in the forest water balance.
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Based on field observations, Tanaka et al. (2004) reported the actual marks of

infiltrating water induced by stemflow underneath deciduous oak trees near Tokyo

were shaped more like a reverse cone than strictly a cylindrical shape, forming just

around the root distribution of the trees. The occurrence of reverse cone-shaped

marks of stemflow-induced water underneath trees were reconfirmed with dye

tracing experiments conducted in a mixed Japanese red pine and evergreen oak

forest by Miyazawa (2009) and Askari (2010). Askari (2010) represented the

difference of infiltration process between the CI model and the observed reverse

cone shape schematically as shown in Fig. 25.3. Although the cylindrical shape of

infiltration due to the stemflow-induced water at the forest floor (surface) may be

valid, Hayashi (2010, personal communication) examined the differences of infil-

trated water amounts between cylindrical and reverse cone shapes as infiltration

water marks underneath a tree with 6 months of data, concluding that the amounts

of the latter case are 1.1 times larger than the former case. As such, the difference

between the CI model and reverse cone shape appear to be negligible but further

research is necessary to confirm whether the conclusions of Hayashi (2010, per-

sonal communication) can be confirmed.

Fig. 25.2 Schematic diagram of CI model for stemflow inputs into the forest soils (from Tanaka

et al. 1996). Range of percentage on the figure indicates the evaluated recharge rate by stemflow to

the total recharge rate (TRR) using CI model at a Japanese red pine forest
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25.2.3 Groundwater Recharge Processes
by Stemflow-Induced Water

As mentioned previously, the phenomena of groundwater recharge by stemflow-

induced water are very rapid and faster than traditionally believed. Crabtree and

Trudgill (1985) suggested the existence of bypassing rapid flow initiated by stem-

flow in their Whitewell Wood hillslope study. Durocher (1990) also suggested the

existence of some sort of bypassing mechanisms, such as flow through macropores

(Germann et al. 1986; Germann 1988), for explaining the phenomena of very rapid

and deep infiltration generated by stemflow. He verified his assumption using a

tension infiltrometer at the study site and obtained the results that a significant

proportion of the flow, 33%, occurred through macropores.

The spatial concentration and channelization of stemflow have been reported in

arid environment using rhodamine-B dye powder as a tracer (Martinez-Meza and

Whitford 1996). They found that stemflow was channeled along preferential flow

paths near the roots of Flourensia cernua, leading to deep storage of soil water, and

hypothesized that the stemflow–root-channelization process of shrubs is an adaptive

mechanism to survive seasonal drought in arid environments. This means that the

stemflow–root-channelization process is one of the mechanisms for redistribution and

movement of stemflow inputs into soils as producing preferential pathways vertically.

Fig. 25.3 Schematic representation showing the difference of infiltration process between the CI

model and the observed reverse cone shape (from Askari 2010, reproduced with permission).

Infiltration rates due to stemflow-induced water (mm year�1) indicated on the figure are the round

number depending on the actual observed values on broadleaved evergreen oak stands during

1-year period fromNovember 2009 to October 2010with a total precipitation of 1,236.5mmyear�1

(Hayashi 2010, personal communication)
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Liang et al. (2007, 2009) also reported the existence of stemflow–root-channelization

during a heavy storm event on a steep forested hillslope based on high spatial

resolution observations of throughfall, stemflow, soil water content, and pore

water pressure for 141 storm events. The work of Liang et al. highlights recent

advances in our understanding of stemflow-induced preferential infiltration along

root pathways.

In general, however, actual infiltration phenomena of spatial and temporal

variability due to the stemflow-induced water could not be confirmed directly

because the phenomena usually occur underneath the ground. As mentioned before,

Tanaka et al. (2004) reported the evidence concerning actual infiltration phenomena

due to the stemflow-induced water observed at an outcrop near Tokyo. The outcrop

consists of the volcanic ash with a thickness of around 7 m and the observed stands

of deciduous oak located on the edge of the outcrop. During 18 days before the field

observation, total amount of 136 mm rainfall was recorded with the maximum daily

rainfall and rainfall intensity of 42 mm and 9 mm h�1, respectively. On the outcrop,

they could observe the infiltration marks due to the stemflow-induced water and the

exposed root length of both horizontal and vertical directions. The results indicated

that the depth of infiltration marks of stemflow inputs of the stands was 210–230

and 270–300 cm, respectively, and these depths nearly correspond to the exposed

vertical root length of each stand of 160 and 380 cm. This finding indicates that the

channelization of water flow by roots may occur during the percolation processes of

stemflow inputs. They also reported that the radius of infiltration area marks of

stemflow inputs of the trees closely corresponded to the horizontal length of

exposed surficial root structure, which may be caused by the funneling and concen-

tration of stemflow inputs.

For the modeling of groundwater recharge processes from stemflow-induced

water as characterized with root-channelization flow, Liang et al. (2009)

incorporated the variable source term in the Richards equation as a new approach

and made it possible to represent the root-induced bypass flow process around a tree

growing on a steep hillslope. Based on the analysis of the stemflow-sprinkling

experiments, they treated stemflow as a source flux term in the soil layers, assigning

it to the source term S in the ordinary Richards equation. The source flux at each

depth was determined by the increasing ratios of soil water content between the

start and end of the stemflow-sprinkling experiment in situ. The model proposed in

their study showed adequate spatial and temporal variations in soil water dynamics

and closely agreed with observations.

On the other hand, for the modeling of the macropore and/or the root-

channelization flow, the concept of bimodality of pore size distribution was intro-

duced by Askari (2010). This concept depends on the result of the formation of

secondary pore systems (macroporosity) by soil genetic processes such as soil

aggregation or biological soil-forming (Durner 1994; Kosugi et al. 2010). Askari

(2010) reported that the bimodal function introduced for simulating the soil water

potential changes due to the stemflow-induced root-channelization flow showed rather

good results compared to a unimodal function depending on the statistic evaluation

analysis. For humid–tropical forest soils, at a depth of <30 cm below the surface,
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Kosugi et al. (2010) observed that the soils clearly exhibited retention curves with

two inflection points and applied the multi-model function to the observed data for

obtaining the soil hydraulic properties and numerical simulations for saturated and

unsaturated water flow to analyze and better understand the effects of rain water

infiltration on discharge processes. They demonstrated that at the beginning of

rainfall event, the discharge with the formations of the secondary pore systems

was faster than that of the unimodal pore system formations. Although the study

does not directly focus on the infiltration processes due to the stemflow-induced

water, it may be one of suggestive lines of research for modeling the macropore flow

and/or the root-channelization flow caused by the stemflow-induced water utilizing

the concept of the bimodal soil systems.

25.3 Groundwater Interaction with Evapotranspiration

25.3.1 Diurnal Fluctuation in Shallow Groundwater Levels

Diurnal fluctuations of shallow groundwater levels and streamflow rates are well

known phenomenon caused by evapotranspiration. Although the diurnal fluctua-

tions of shallow groundwater levels may be caused by several factors, such as

alternating processes of freezing and thawing, diurnal cycle of precipitation in the

tropics, and/or diurnal cycle of water uptake by vegetation (Gribovszki et al. 2010),

in temperate climates, evapotranspiration is the most important factor accounting

for alterations in shallow groundwater levels. Gribovszki et al. (2010) provide an

excellent review on diurnal fluctuations in shallow groundwater levels and stream-

flow rates. According to Gribovszki et al. (2010), an historical overview on the

topic is summarized as follows in the next paragraph.

In early 1930s, evapotranspiration-induced diurnal signals were observed in

streamflow stage and in the groundwater levels in USA, Austria, and the Nether-

lands (Blaney et al. 1930, 1933; White 1932; Bousek 1933; Thal-Larsen 1934).

Among them, White (1932) explained the observed change of groundwater levels

more specifically by the water uptake of vegetation and the accompanying transpi-

ration. In this study, he proposed a very simple equation for estimating the daily ET,

now referred to as the White-method, depending on the observed groundwater level

fluctuations (Fig. 25.4) as follows,

ET ¼ Syð24r � sÞ; (25.3)

where Sy is the specific yield of the soil/aquifer system, r the slope of tangential line
drawn to the groundwater level curve in the predawn/dawn hours (in Fig. 25.4, from

midnight to 4 a.m.), s the difference in the observed groundwater levels over 24-h

period.

Troxell (1936) followed the experiments by Blaney et al. (1930, 1933) along the

Santa Ana River and observed diurnal fluctuations in streamflow stage and
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groundwater levels. He reported that water levels were highest around 10 a.m. and

lowest about 6 p.m. regardless of basin area and locations within the basin.

In 1940s–1950s, many observed diurnal alterations of streamflow and ground-

water levels (and their consequences) in the several ecoregions (e.g., Wicht 1941,

1942; Dunford and Fletcher 1947; Croft 1948; Haise and Kelley 1950; Rycroft

1955; Kausch 1957). Dunford and Fletcher (1947) analyzed the effect of removal of

stream-bank vegetation on water yield at a small watershed in the Coweeta Experi-

mental Forest. The removal of riparian vegetation of 12% area along the stream-

bank increased water yield by an average of 12% (Tase et al. 1991). Following

treatment, they reported that diurnal fluctuations in streamflow decreased markedly

but still existed with little change in fluctuation patterns. They also reported that the

fluctuation range caused by evapotranspiration was about 0.1 mm day�1 in water

depth equivalent. Similar results of fluctuation range with flow rate were reported

by Tase et al. (1991) in small two basins in central Japan.

In the 1960s–1970s, research on the groundwater and streamflow interactions

exploded, occurring in many different ecoregions worldwide, including Ubell

(1961) in Hungary, Heikel (1964) in Thuringer, Tschinkel (1963) in Southern

California, Klinker and Hansen (1964) in Germany, Meyboom (1965) in Saskatch-

ewan, Reigner (1966) in Pennsylvania, Hylckama (1968) in Arizona, Turk (1975)

in Utah, and Feddes et al. (1976) in Wageningen. Meyboom (1965) formulated a

relationship between the diurnal streamflow change and the transpiration rate of

the riparian zone for which he estimated by the White-method. For applying the

White-method, he used the specific yield (Sy) values in (25.3) of 7.5–11.25% for

silty clay and sandy clay soil textures. He also demonstrated a method for riparian
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Fig. 25.4 Basic principle of ET estimation by the White-method (from Gribovszki et al. 2010,

reproduced with permission)
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evapotranspiration estimation as the difference between the maximum base flow

rate curve and the actual diurnal hydrograph, which corresponds to the missing base

flow rate (Gribovszki et al. 2010). Reigner (1966) developed a riparian evapotrans-

piration estimation method based on the diurnal streamflow signals. He constructed

the master streamflow recession curve depending on the maximum record of the

streamflow values and calculated the water loss of the riparian zone, meaning the

transpiration of riparian vegetation, as the difference between the obtained master

recession curve and the actual diurnal hydrograph (Gribovszki et al. 2010). After

comparison between the estimated ET from the streamflow hydrograph and the

potential ET calculated from the meteorological variables, he reported that the latter

indicated the larger values because of the improper determination of the lateral extent

of the riparian zone in the latter case of calculation.Hementioned that the riparian zone

may shrink and expand dynamically in extent with changes in groundwater levels.

From 1990s to 2000s, less research was conducted on groundwater and stream-

water interactions on the whole compared to the 1950s and 1960s, although some

work still applied the White-method in estimating ETs (e.g., Gerla 1992;

Rosenberry and Winter 1997). Today new measuring techniques and the develop-

ment of a new method for estimating evapotranspiration, relying on the diurnal

fluctuations of groundwater levels and streamflow rates, are making significant

progress (Gribovszki et al. 2010).

Koppan et al. (2000) found diurnal fluctuations in xylem-sapflow by measuring

the water transport in tree trunks using an Electrical Potential Difference technique

of which time series ran parallel to the diurnal streamflow fluctuations. Bauer et al.

(2004) introduced a new evapotranspiration estimation method based on numerical

solution of the soil moisture dynamics using measured groundwater level fluctua-

tions. Using numerical modeling experiments, Loheide et al. (2005) reported that

the ET obtained by the White-method is not influenced perceptibly by the geometry

of the vadose zone. Shah et al. (2007) tried to couple dynamics of soil moisture and

groundwater numerically and reported that when existing water table was within

half a meter of the ground surface nearly all of evapotranspiration comes from

groundwater due to the close hydraulic connectivity between the unsaturated and

saturated zones. For deep-rooted vegetation, the decoupling of groundwater and the

vadose zone dynamics was found to begin at water table depths between 30 and

100 cm depending on soil texture.

Because the White-method depending on the point data influenced local water

uptake of vegetation, Engel et al. (2005) modified the White-method by introducing

additive constant (ref) into (25.3) as follows,

ET ¼ Syð24� s� refÞ; (25.4)

where ref is the groundwater elevation change in a neighboring observation well in

an area with natural grass cover as shown in Fig. 25.5. Nosetto et al. (2007), on the

Hungarian Great Plains, determined the ref parameter from the neighboring

groundwater well data in natural grass cover as the point at which the root system
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could not significantly tap groundwater, or the capillary fringe for estimating oak

forest evapotranspiration from the diurnal groundwater levels. Other modifications

of the White-method were reported by Nachabe et al. (2005), Schilling (2007),

Loheide (2008), and Gribovszki et al. (2008). Nachabe et al. (2005) adapted the

White-method for considering high-frequency soil moisture measurements. Schil-

ling (2007) introduced evapotranspiration estimation method based on an assumed

step-like pattern of the groundwater diurnal fluctuations, and Loheide (2008) also

introduced the regression-based subdaily evapotranspiration estimation method as

an upgrade of the White-method (Gribovszki et al. 2010).

According to the Troxell’s (1936) early suggestion that the groundwater supply

per unit area, Qnet, to the riparian zone is not constant and changes over the course of a

day, due to the hydraulic head differences in space, which was against White’s (1932)

empirical assumption of groundwater supply as 24r in (25.3), Gribovszki et al. (2008)
upgraded the White-method introducing a hydraulic consideration as follows,

ETG ¼ Qnet � S�y dh=dt; (25.5)

where ETG is the evapotranspiration from the groundwater, Qnet the groundwater

supply over the day per unit area obtained from Darcy’s equation, S�y the readily

available specific yield, h the groundwater level, and t the time. They compared

the results estimated by the method at the experimental catchment in the Sopron

Hills region near the western border of Hungary with the Penman-Monteith estimate

on a half-hourly basis and with the early White-method and concluded that two
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Fig. 25.5 Engel et al. (2005)’s representation of components of diurnal water table fluctuations

in tree plantation and surrounding grass land (from Gribovszki et al. 2010, reproduced with

permission)
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estimates of both the proposed method and the Penman-Monteith method were

favorable on a daily basis, but typically 50% higher than those obtained by the

original White-method (Gribovszki et al. 2010).

Providing an historical overview of evapotranspiration-induced diurnal signal

studies discussed above, Gribovszki et al. (2010) summarized the most important

developments as a chronological list (Table 25.2). As argued by Gribovszki et al.

(2010), the White-method (White 1932) is a common approach for evapotranspira-

tion estimation of the diurnal fluctuations of groundwater levels and can be readily

employed in the study of groundwater interactions with forest hydrology flux

studies due to its simplicity, despite the fact it has been modified by many

researchers (Table 25.2).

25.4 Conclusions and Future Research Directions

In the chapter, the author examined two topics as a lens to provide insights into the

dynamic interactions between surface water and groundwater: stemflow and evapo-

transpiration. Stemflow often represents only a few percent of the gross or net

precipitation in the water balance of the watersheds. This low value, thus, insignifi-

cant volumetrically when compared to throughfall, is one of the reasons why little

Table 25.2 Chronological list of the important developments in ET-induced diurnal signal studies

(from Gribovszki et al. 2010, reproduced with permission)

References Basic information on the development

White (1932) ET estimation based on groundwater level diurnal signal

Troxell (1936) Suggestions for upgrading the White-method since the rate of

groundwater (GW) supply over the day is not a constant

Meyboom (1965) Riparian ET was calculated as a difference between the maximum base

flow rates curve and the actual diurnal hydrograph. Realized that only

about 50% of the specific yield value has to be applied in the White-

method

Reigner (1966) Development of diurnal stemflow-signal-based riparian ET estimated

method

Bauer et al. (2004) New ET estimation method based on numerical solution of the soil

moisture dynamics using measured GW level fluctuations

Engel et al. (2005) Upgrading the White-method by introducing an additive constant

(represents regional GW level change)

Nachabe et al. (2005) Adaptation of the White-method for high-frequency soil moisture

measurements

Schilling (2007) ET-estimation method based on an assumed step-like pattern of the GW

diurnal signal

Gribovszki et al. (2008) Subdaily ET estimation by an upgrade of the White method taking into

account a diurnal changing GW supply

Loheide (2008) Regression-based subdaily ET estimation by an upgrade of the White-

method
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attention has been paid to the nature of stemflow inputs into the soil surface and to

the effect on the groundwater recharge process. However, stemflow, as a locally

concentrated point input of water, strongly affects groundwater recharge as

described in the chapter. To clarify the process of groundwater interaction with

stemflow inputs, it is necessary to reveal the infiltration marks of stemflow-induced

water underneath the surface to more precisely evaluate the actual amounts of

infiltrated stemflow-induced water. Change in stemflow generation and yield as a

result of natural succession, thinning, and/or climate change necessitates further

research on the interactions between surface water and groundwater interactions

(Iida et al. 2004, 2005b). Some progress has been achieved in explaining the

rapid recharge of groundwater by the stemflow-induced water preferential flow

mechanism through macropores or via root-channelization. In point of fact, Liang

et al. (2009) has incorporated this mechanism into a finite-element model with some

success. Further work, however, is required and recommended to incorporate

this mechanism into the model more precisely. Modeling and scaling of groundwa-

ter interactions with stemflow at the watershed scale is of critical importance

for evaluating water resources and its management. In addition to the areal scaling

problems, groundwater interactions with stemflow may be affected by variable

temporal scales within particular events, across seasons, and annually. Moreover,

these interactions may also be affected by watershed conditions, such as antecedent

wetness, as seen for other hydrologic and biogeochemical fluxes such as riparian

and hillslope water contribution to storm runoff and nitrate transport (e.g., Bernal

et al. 2006; Inamdar and Mitchell 2007). Furthermore, groundwater recharge

rate caused by stemflow-induced water may be affected by the hydraulic connec-

tivity across and within a watershed as recently espoused by Jencso et al. (2009).

Such relationships are poorly understood and deserving of future research.

Research on groundwater interactions with evapotranspiration have been

addressed mainly with respect to shallow groundwater level fluctuations and,

thus, restricted mostly to and near the riparian zone. Scant attention has been

directed to groundwater–evapotranspiration interactions at the watershed scale.

As such, further quantitative research should be devoted to the better understanding

of the interplay between evapotranspiration and groundwater dynamics and how

such interactions change the water balance components at the watershed scale. Such

research would be of use to water resource managers. Recently, Hotta et al. (2010)

reported that forest harvesting causes changes in groundwater level dynamics and

this change causes many watershed problems, such as decreased slope stability,

landslides, expansion of saturated areas, and stream water quality changes. These

issues should also be approached from the point of view of the groundwater

interactions with forest hydrology fluxes, especially alterations in evapotranspira-

tion changes due to forest harvesting.
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Chapter 26

Seasonality of Hydrological and Biogeochemical

Fluxes

Jeroen Staelens, Mathias Herbst, Dirk H€olscher, and An De Schrijver

26.1 Introduction

Studies on the hydrology and biogeochemistry of forest ecosystems are often

reported at annual timescales. However, seasonal patterns in precipitation or tem-

perature affect ecosystem processes and forest functioning in many regions of the

world. Wet tropical forests are considered to experience little seasonal changes but

even here small variations in “dry” season conditions may have unexpected large

effects on tree performance (Clark et al. 2009). Forests in the subhumid tropics and

woodlands in the savannah are exposed to distinct dry and wet seasons, with

Mediterranean woodlands experiencing drought in the summer and rainfall in the

winter. Woodlands types with wet–dry seasonality are often dominated by ever-

green tree species that face a huge variation in hydrological parameters. Summer

drought can also influence forest hydrological processes in the temperate zone

(Granier et al. 2007), but generally temperate forests are subject to moderately

and gradually varying meteorological conditions. Seasonality is here most pro-

nounced in deciduous forests having leaves with a short life span that go through

phenological stages within a short time and show plasticity in their response to

environmental factors. Forests in the boreal region have a short growing season

with an abundance of soil water, which means that seasonality is mainly important

in boreal deciduous forests with varying leaf phenology.

It is clear that seasonal changes in water availability strongly influence forest

growth and phenology. Inversely, temporal patterns in canopy structure affect forest

hydrology and biogeochemistry (see Chap. 18 for spatial effects of canopy struc-

ture). In addition, meteorological conditions and atmospheric air concentrations

often vary over the year and influence the interaction between the vegetation and

the atmosphere as well. Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to summarize current

knowledge on the seasonality of hydrological and biogeochemical fluxes in forest

ecosystems and to suggest future research directions within this field. The seasonal-

ity of streamflow is not discussed here. Other topics that relate to seasonality are

discussed elsewhere, e.g., snowfall (Chap. 27), insect infestations (Chap. 28),

drought effects (Chap. 29), wild fire (Chap. 30) and ice storms (Chap. 31).

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_26, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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26.2 Seasonality of Hydrological Fluxes

26.2.1 Gross Precipitation

Variation in gross precipitation is creating seasonality in many areas of the world

and the annual volume of rainfall and its distribution over the year largely

influence composition and productivity of the vegetation. In tropical regions, a

dry season is almost absent close to the equator and increases in length and severity

north- and southwards from there. In addition to the temporal distribution of

precipitation, characteristics such as rainfall intensity and event duration can

vary throughout the year and affect rainfall interception and partitioning

(Sects. 26.2.2 and 26.2.3).

Forests at high-elevation sites (>600 m a.s.l.) may receive an additional input

from clouds or fog (see Chap. 11). In particular in subtropical and Mediterranean

regions such as the Canary Islands, characterized by a seasonal precipitation regime

with five nearly rainless months, fog input assumes high hydrological importance

during the dry summer period (Garcı́a-Santos and Bruijnzeel in press). Fog precipi-

tation can show seasonality because of seasonally varying meteorological condi-

tions (Brauman et al. 2010).

Not only rainfall in the region of the study forest, but also in other regions may

induce seasonality. A prominent example are Amazonian floodplain forests, which

grow in areas that are annually flooded by rivers during up to 8 months and at depths

of up to 10 m, mainly driven by rainfall seasonality in the headwater of the Amazon

watershed in the Andes (Junk et al. 2011).

26.2.2 Canopy Interception and Throughfall

The evaporation of intercepted rain water from the forest canopy depends on

meteorological and structural variables. The most important parameters were

identified by Horton (1919), on whose comprehensive insight Gash (1979) built

his analytical interception model that expresses the essence of the process in a

simple formula. According to the review by Muzylo et al. (2009), the Gash model is

the most widely used interception model and a revised version (Gash et al. 1995)

has made it applicable to even more forest types. The relevant meteorological

variables such as rainfall intensity, duration and frequency as well as wind speed

and turbulence vary between the seasons and thus cause seasonality in wet canopy

evaporation rates and in the fraction of the rainfall that is being intercepted. Such

seasonal changes, however, are poorly represented in the Gash model, since it is

based on average rainfall and evaporation rates.

The structure of the forest canopy shows the strongest seasonal changes in

deciduous forests. Although this would intuitively point towards a particularly

strong seasonality of rainfall interception in these forests, several studies have
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demonstrated that the rainfall fraction ending up as interception evaporation is often

similar between leafed and nonleafed seasons (Dolman et al. 2003). The intercepted

fraction of rainfall is particularly larger in foliated conditions for small rainfall

events (Staelens et al. 2008). On the one hand, free throughfall and canopy drip are

lower in leafed conditions because of the lower gap fraction and the higher surface

area from which intercepted rainfall water can evaporate (Link et al. 2004)

(Fig. 26.1). Furthermore, evaporation from wetted woody surfaces occurs slower

than from wetted foliage because of differences in boundary layer thickness and the

development of detained water films in porous bark tissue (Herwitz and Levia

1997). On the other hand, high evaporation rates can be maintained during the

Fig. 26.1 Water balance of a broadleaved deciduous mixed oak forest (Belgium) averaged

over four (a) leafed and (b) leafless periods (modified from Schnock 1971). P precipitation;

TF throughfall; SF stemflow; E evaporation; Int interception evaporation; Es soil evaporation;

T transpiration; ET evapotranspiration; Inf infiltration; Per percolation. Seasonal changes in soil

and biomass water storage were negligible and therefore not shown
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leafless period because of seasonal changes in aerodynamic canopy properties and

rainfall characteristics that compensate for the corresponding change in water

storage capacity (Herbst et al. 2008b; Kr€amer and H€olscher 2009).
Because of the higher water storage capacity of leafed canopies, more rainfall is

needed to induce throughfall than for leafless canopies. Thus, deciduous canopies

have more influence on the spatial redistribution of throughfall water during the

leafed season. For example, the spatial variation coefficient of throughfall beneath a

European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) canopy was 18 and 8% in the leafed and

leafless period, respectively (Staelens et al. 2006), while values of 17 and 12%,

respectively, were reported for a mixed deciduous forest (Herbst et al. 2008b).

When using the Gash model in deciduous forests, a separate parameterisation

for the leafed and leafless periods is indispensible. Furthermore, an approach

that tries to relate structural parameters in the model to the actual leaf area index

(Van Dijk and Bruijnzeel 2001) might have the potential to improve the represen-

tation of seasonality in interception modelling of deciduous forests, but has not

been subject to a wider testing yet. The principal difficulty in modelling rainfall

interception in deciduous forests remains the representation of the leafless period,

when the heterogeneity of the surfaces contributing to the total evaporation loss is

larger than during the leafed period, due to a better coupling of the soil and the trunk

space to the atmosphere.More research will be needed to gain a better understanding

of the roles of the canopy, the tree trunks, the soil surface and the understory

vegetation in the process of rainfall interception by leafless forests. Deciduous

forests do not only face a seasonal climate but also seasonality with respect to the

within-canopy gradients of the control variables of interception evaporation, which

adds to the challenge of developing a physically sound and robust description

of the process.

26.2.3 Stemflow

Stemflow of deciduous trees is generally a larger fraction of gross precipitation

during the leafless season (Levia and Frost 2003) (Fig. 26.1). Canopy leaves can

favour water collection, but also prevent branches from becoming wet and con-

ducting water down the trunk (Herwitz and Levia 1997; Herbst et al. 2008b) and the

latter increase of branch exposure to rainfall in leafless conditions appears to be

more important. Correspondingly, the rainfall threshold for stemflow generation

has been reported to be higher in the leafed period than in the leafless period (André

et al. 2008; Staelens et al. 2008). However, greater stemflow generation in the

leafed season, e.g., by tall stewartia (Stewartia monadelpha Siebold et Zucc.)

suggested a positive effect of the presence of leaves on stemflow (Liang et al.

2009). No seasonal variation in stemflow of deciduous trees has been reported either

(e.g., Deguchi et al. 2006). This indicates that the impact of seasonal defoliation on

stemflow yield depends on corresponding seasonal changes in meteorological

conditions, as stemflow generation can be promoted by lower evaporation rates
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(Neal et al. 1993), lower rainfall rates (Crockford and Richardson 2000; Staelens

et al. 2008) and higher wind speeds (Xiao et al. 2000; André et al. 2008). However,

relationships between stemflow and rainfall or meteorological characteristics

have not been reported frequently, particularly for species other than temperate

oak and beech.

26.2.4 Transpiration

Since the work by Monteith (1965) it is well known that transpiration is influenced

by both the available energy and the transport resistances to water vapour between

the leaf interior and the atmosphere. Most forests are coupled well to the atmosphere

and, as a consequence, their transpiration is controlled to a large extent by stomatal

responses to the environment (Jarvis and McNaughton 1986). In other words,

radiation, vapour pressure deficit and stomatal conductance (gs) are the most influ-

ential factors for forest transpiration. There is thus an “imposed” seasonal variation

in the transpiration rates through the seasonal changes in radiation and vapour

pressure deficit. The stomatal conductance responds to these meteorological vari-

ables in such a way as it amplifies the influence of radiation (stomata open in the

light) and moderates the influence of vapour pressure deficit (stomata close in dry

air). The resulting seasonality in forest transpiration is predictable from the meteo-

rological factors involved and well understood.

In contrast, there is still a large uncertainty about seasonality where it is caused

by different responses of the forest canopy and gs in particular, to the same

parameters in different seasons. This difference between seasons can be caused

by (1) phenology in terms of differentiation and senescence of leaves, (2) acclima-

tion of the foliage to the prevailing weather patterns and (3) external factors such as

drought or defoliation. The relevance of these ubiquitous seasonal effects for the

control of transpiration depends on the forest biome and the climatic challenges it

faces. Some well-known examples of seasonal plant responses are listed in

Table 26.1 and will be explained in the following sub-sections.

Table 26.1 Examples of seasonality in plant physiological control of forest transpiration

Biome Climatological characteristics Seasonal plant responses

Tropical and

subtropical

forests and

savannah

Dry and wet seasons Facultative reduction of leaf area;

Osmotic adjustment of roots;

Development of deep root systems

Mediterranean

woodlands

Dry and hot summer season Varying stomatal sensitivity to vapour

pressure deficit;

Development of deep root systems

Temperate and

boreal deciduous

forests

Short growing season with

gradually varying

meteorological factors

Leaf differentiation and acclimation;

Asynchronous development of over-

and understory canopies
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26.2.4.1 Tropical and Subtropical Forests

Under seasonal rainfall conditions with extended drought periods trees have to cope

with water shortage and thus have developed strategies that are often species

specific to adjust at structural, physiological and chemical levels (Baldocchi and

Xu 2007; Goldstein et al. 2008). Structural adjustment to dry periods includes reduc-

tion of leaf area or development of a deep root system, physiological control is exerted

through strong stomatal regulation and rootsmay respond by the chemicalmechanism of

osmotic adjustment.

Monsoon forest of Thailand composed of evergreen species experiences a dry

season of 5–7 months with a concurrent higher atmospheric evaporative demand.

Nevertheless, canopy transpiration was maintained high even during the late dry

season (Tanaka et al. 2003). During a more severe dry season in particular small

statured trees were affected by the seasonal soil drought and reduced xylem sap flow

(Kume et al. 2007) and the soil drought effect was confirmed by sap flow recovery in

an irrigation experiment. It was suggested that shallow root systems of small trees and

deeper roots of larger trees could be reasons for such differences. As in this study,

experimental approaches may help to disentangle environmental drivers of transpira-

tion during seasonal changes. Two stand level throughfall reduction experiments were

conducted in Amazonian rainforest. A soil water model applied to the East-Central

Amazonian rainforest suggested only a mild transpiration decline after 2 years of

throughfall reduction (Belk et al. 2007), while in the Eastern Amazon a strong sap flux

decline was found (Fisher et al. 2007). In an Indonesian cacao agroforest, throughfall

reduction onlymoderately reduced tree sap flux rates (Schwendenmann et al. 2010). In

contrast to the suggestions based on the monsoon forest in Thailand, here the shallow

rooted cacao trees responded less than the deeper rooted shade trees. This may partly

be explained by small amounts of throughfall entering gaps in this roof experiments

but also by other factors such as osmotic adjustment in cacao roots (Moser et al. 2010).

Seasonal dynamics of tree sap flux andwater use were also studied in Panamanian

forest plantations (Kunert et al. 2010), where transpiration rates between the dry and

wet season differed for six out of nine species. Three species showed 30–110%

higher transpiration rates in the dry season than in the wet season, while three other

species had 30–60% lower rates in the dry season. In Australian Eucalyptus open-

forest, the evergreen tree species also exerted higher transpiration rates during the

dry season than during the wet season, which is related to an increased evaporative

demand and the use of groundwater (O’Grady et al. 1999).

In Amazonian floodplain forest, most species are evergreen but some shed leaves

during the aquatic period. Xylem sap flux and tree water use in the deciduous

species follow the seasonality in leaf phenology, whereas evergreens do not show a

reduction of sap flux during flooding (Horna et al. 2011).

26.2.4.2 Mediterranean Woodlands

Forests in the Mediterranean climate face the challenge of dry conditions occurring

during the period with the highest radiation and temperature, causing a particularly

strong evaporative demand of the atmosphere. However, in contrast to other plant
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types, many trees manage to maintain transpiration during the summer by use of

deep roots (Paço et al. 2009). This means that Mediterranean forests show less

seasonality in transpiration than other Mediterranean vegetation does, although a

different response of gs to vapour pressure deficit during the driest periods of the

summer season has been reported (Paço et al. 2009). In other cases, rooting depth can

completely compensate for the lack of rainfall during the summer, resulting in gs
being only related to irradiance and vapour pressure deficit, but not to moisture

content in the top soil (Garcı́a-Santos et al. 2009). Due to this species-specific ability

to access water from deep soil layers, satellite-based data of seasonality in evapo-

transpiration can be used to infer rooting depths (Ichii et al. 2009).

Furthermechanisms in the response to drought byMediterranean forest transpiration

include hydraulic adjustment and functional changes in trees due to xylem embolism.

The evergreen species holm oak (Quercus ilex L.) may maintain transpiration during

drought at the risk of allowing some embolism (Martinez-Vilalta et al. 2002). High

losses of xylem conductivity have also been reported for this species (Tognetti et al.

1998), which can act as a mechanism to save water. In a 4-year throughfall exclusion

experiment in southern France, aQ. ilex forest reducedwater transport capacity jointly
with a reduction in leaf transpiring area (Limousin et al. 2009).

26.2.4.3 Temperate Forests

In temperate deciduous forests it has often been observed that gs responds differ-
ently to environmental factors over the course of the season, because leaf area index

and even more so physiological leaf differentiation, lack behind the increase in

available energy in spring and early summer (Morecroft and Roberts 1999; Mor-

ecroft et al. 2003). The speed of leaf differentiation, as well as the time of leaf

emergence and senescence, is species specific. In the absence of soil drought,

common ash (Fraxinus excelsior L.) and pedunculate oak (Quercus robur L.) are
known to reach their highest gs late in the growing season (Herbst et al. 2008a)

whilst European beech develops the maximum gs already in the early summer

(Kutsch et al. 2001). From further recent studies a tendency appears that diffuse

porous trees in general have an earlier seasonal peak in transpiration compared to

ring porous trees (Bush et al. 2008; Peters et al. 2010). Since ring porous species are

highly vulnerable to xylem cavitation, they often have a more sensitive stomatal

regulation as an avoidance strategy (Bush et al. 2008) to reduce transpiration in the

early parts of the summer when radiation and vapour pressure deficit are highest.

Another aspect of seasonality in the response of gs is its variation in the dark

(Bowden and Bauerle 2008) that influences night-time transpiration. And finally,

defoliation by insects (see Chap. 28) can have a substantial effect on the gas

exchange of forest canopies (Sch€afer et al. 2010) and thus adds to the seasonality

of forest transpiration.

According to the widely accepted leaf physiology model by Ball et al. (1987), gs
is closely related to leaf photosynthesis, so that seasonality in the status of the

photosynthetic apparatus in the leaves (Misson et al. 2006) can influence gs and
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forest transpiration, too. It is still a matter of debate, to what extent temporal

variations in photosynthetic responses to the environment are driven by phenology

or by acclimation to mid-term weather patterns, respectively. However, there is

growing evidence that acclimation plays an important role for both water and

carbon balances of forests (Kutsch et al. 2001; Gunderson et al. 2010).

26.2.4.4 Transpiration from Understory Vegetation

When the forest floor is vegetated, the understory can contribute significantly to

forest transpiration. In many situations, the forest floor is decoupled from the

atmosphere to a large extent, which leaves the usually small radiation input as the

main driving factor. However, the transpiration of the ground vegetation requires

sufficient moisture in the top soil, so that in regions with distinct dry and wet

seasons the understory transpiration often ceases completely during drought periods

(Goldstein et al. 2008; Paço et al. 2009), which alters the seasonality in stand

transpiration as predicted from tree physiology only.

A big uncertainty, however, remains for deciduous forests in the temperate and

boreal regions. Most species contributing to the ground vegetation in temperate

deciduous forests develop their leaves in early spring, well ahead of the onset of

budburst in the trees. Due to this phenological specialization the understory can

contribute substantially to forest transpiration in the spring and cause an earlier start

of the hydrological season than predicted from tree phenology (Roberts et al. 2005).

Research in a boreal larch (Larix cajanderi Mayr) forest has shown that in this

deciduous coniferous forest type the evapotranspiration from the understory is

substantial through the whole snow-free period, although its relative contribution

to ecosystem evapotranspiration varies seasonally with the development of the

overstory canopy (Iida et al. 2009).

26.2.5 Soil Water Uptake and Partitioning

The effect of seasonal or inter-annual drought on ecosystem processes such as

transpiration depends on the amount of water stored in the soil profile, the plants’

ability to extract this water and their ability to withstand the stress induced as

moisture is depleted. During drought in Amazonian forest, deep roots and the

uptake of soil water down to great depths contributed significantly to the tree

water use (Nepstad et al. 1994; Jipp et al. 1998). In a species-rich Panamanian

primary forest, studies based on the natural abundance of hydrogen isotopes pointed

to a spatial and temporal partitioning of water resources among tree species

(Jackson et al. 1995; Meinzer et al. 1999). During the dry season, evergreen trees

were able to exploit progressively deeper sources of soil water and were also able to

maintain constant or even increased rates of water use (Meinzer et al. 1999). In a

neotropical savanna, large species-specific differences in soil water uptake patterns
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were found between deciduous and evergreen trees and among evergreen tree

species (Goldstein et al. 2008). Vertical partitioning of water uptake has also

been found in an Indonesian agroforestry system. The natural abundance of oxygen

and hydrogen isotopes suggested that cacao primarily obtained water from the

upper soil profile while the shade trees obtained their water primarily from greater

soil depths (Schwendenmann et al. 2010).

To cope with seasonal drought, hydraulic redistribution of soil moisture by plant

root systems from relatively wet soil layers to dryer soil layers is an important

mechanism. Via hydraulic redistribution water can move passively through the roots

upward (hydraulic lift) or downward, whenever a gradient in soil water potential

exists among soil layers which is stronger than the overall gradient between soil and

atmosphere, e.g., during the night when evaporative demand is low (Burgess et al.

1998; Caldwell et al. 1998). In terms of total evaporation, the contribution of

hydrological redistribution is not very high but it can play an important role in

maintaining fine root activity under dry conditions. Hydraulically lifted water may

not only be beneficial for deep rooting species but may also influence the perfor-

mance of co-occurring other plant species (Richards and Caldwell 1987; Moreira

et al. 2000).

26.2.6 Water Percolation

The amount of water percolating through the forest soil is determined by the net

precipitation amount entering the forest floor by throughfall and stemflow, the

water stored in the forest floor and the water disappearing by evapotranspiration

(Fig. 26.1). During wet seasons, when the water input to the soil surface is high,

water percolates generally downward and the rate of infiltration is mainly deter-

mined by soil texture and structure. During dry seasons, when there is a net loss of

water by evapotranspiration, upward movements may occur (see Sect. 26.2.5).

The forest floor generally has a highmoisture-holding capacity and therefore plays

an important role for water percolation into the mineral soil. Only water in excess of

the water-holding capacity will percolate in the mineral soil. In dry seasons, forest

floors can considerably dry out and water repellency is a frequently occurring

phenomenon that has been reported in many forest types and regions (Zavala et al.

2009), particularly in Mediterranean soils during and immediately after the dry

season. Water repellency strongly declines the water storage capacity of the forest

floor and, below a certain moisture threshold, water infiltration into the mineral soil

can be considerably impeded, which causes reduced soil percolation rates, enhanced

runoff flow and soil erosion (Burch et al. 1989). Frequently, forest floor horizons are

neglected in water balance calculations for forest ecosystems, which might be

problematic in regions with water repellency problems (Greiffenhagen et al. 2006).

Future research is particularly needed for the inverse process of the dynamics of

forest floor remoistening.
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Another seasonal process affecting water percolation in the mineral soil is the

meltdown of snow, which can create considerable amounts of meltwater in a short

time span (see Chap. 27). The infiltration of meltwater into the forest floor and

mineral soil depends on the ice content of soil pores. When soils are not frozen, large

amounts of meltwater will infiltrate and percolate, while in frozen soils, percolation

is limited and runoff is generated when the forest floor reaches saturation.

26.3 Seasonality of Biogeochemical Fluxes

26.3.1 Wet and Dry Deposition

Varying seasonal patterns have been reported for the fluxes of major ions in

throughfall and stemflow, as a result of seasonal changes in wet deposition, dry

deposition and canopy exchange processes. Wet deposition does not depend on the

receiving surface area and is consequently not affected by canopy phenology, in

contrast to dry deposition. Seasonal variations in the concentration of atmospheric

gases and their reaction products can be explained by temporal trends in emissions

and meteorological parameters like temperature, humidity and the build-up of

inversion layers (Plessow et al. 2005). For example, temporal changes in ambient

ammonia concentrations are related to increased emissions by manure spreading in

spring and higher temperatures during summer (van Pul et al. 2004). Seasonal

trends in both wet and dry deposition also occur as a result of changes in wind speed

and direction, which influence the origin of the compounds deposited onto forest

canopies. In areas close to the sea, higher wind speeds in winter can enhance sea

spray and result in meaningful increases of wet and dry deposited sodium, chlorine

and magnesium (Staelens et al. 2007). Seasonal burning of forest and pasture in

tropical regions has been reported to strongly influence the time dynamics of dry

deposition (H€olscher et al. 1998; Germer et al. 2007). In southern Europe, there is

seasonality in dry deposition related to dust intrusions originating from the Sahara

and Sahel deserts (Stuut et al. 2009). The temporal distribution of precipitation is

important as well, as longer dry periods enhance ion concentrations in throughfall

(Lovett et al. 1996; Zhang et al. 2006), particularly at the beginning of a rain event

(Hansen et al. 1994). Low rainfall intensities can result in slow and incomplete

wash-off of dry deposition (Zimmermann et al. 2007).

Because of seasonal variations in emissions and meteorology, assessing the

effects of canopy phenology on dry deposition is not straightforward. The higher

collecting surface area of a leafed deciduous canopy can promote the dry deposi-

tion of gases and particles. However, other factors affecting turbulent transport

such as wind speed and canopy closure are important too, as well as factors that

influence the surface conditions like precipitation, relative humidity and net

radiation (Erisman and Draaijers 2003). Dry deposition of particles onto leafless

canopies can be considerable (Staelens et al. 2007) due to the increased atmospheric
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turbulence within defoliated canopies (Beckett et al. 2000) and higher wind speeds

in winter. The effect of the branching structure of trees on dry deposition is also

indicated by the spatial variation of ion fluxes in the throughfall beneath leafless

deciduous canopies, which may be as large as during the leafed period (e.g., Staelens

et al. 2006).

26.3.2 Canopy Exchange Processes

26.3.2.1 Canopy Gas Exchange

Leaf and canopy exchange of carbon dioxide (CO2) depends on assimilation and

respiration. Assimilation is strongly dependent on solar radiation as energy input,

but it can acclimate to some extent to the prevailing temperature (Gunderson et al.

2010). As a consequence, its seasonal variation often follows the annual course of

irradiance and is largest at high latitudes (Falge et al. 2002). In deciduous forests

this seasonality is intensified because after leaf emergence it takes time for the

photosynthetic apparatus to develop fully. Respiration is mainly controlled by

temperature and therefore its seasonal course closely tracks the changes in air

temperature whose maximum often occurs later in the season than the radiation

maximum. A well-documented example for the resulting effects on leaf and

canopy CO2 exchange is European beech, which has the highest CO2 uptake

early in the summer and the highest respiration rates considerably later (Kutsch

et al. 2001; Pilegaard et al. 2001). This means that, in many forest canopies, uptake

and release of CO2 differ in their seasonality. This is important for the analysis and

interpretation of the increasing amount of net ecosystem CO2 exchange data

(comprising both assimilation and respiration) from flux towers all around the

world (Falge et al. 2002).

Other gases such as oxidized and reduced nitrogen (NH3, NO, NO2), sulphur

dioxide (SO2) and ozone (O3) are also exchanged between the atmosphere and

forest canopies and this occurs mainly via the stomata. Dry deposited HNO3 is

thought not be taken up by leaf stomata, but primarily deposited to leaf cuticles

(Sparks 2009). Under ambient concentrations, net gas uptake has been reported,

except for NH3, which has a relatively high compensation point (Sparks 2009). The

primary control of foliar gas uptake is the size of the stomatal aperture. Conse-

quently, uptake rates depend on gs as well as on the ambient gas concentration, both

of which can have seasonal patterns (see Sects. 26.2.4 and 26.3.1).

26.3.2.2 Canopy Exchange of Dissolved Elements

The exchange of dissolved elements between a forest canopy and passing rainwater

includes leaching and retention of ions by foliage, twigs and lichens and is affected

by the physiological status of the canopy and by precipitation characteristics.
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Canopy leaching of potassium, magnesium, calcium and accompanying weak

organic acids (Zhang et al. 2006) is strongly related to tree phenology, as leaching

of these elements is generally higher in the growing season compared to the

dormant season. Enhanced canopy leaching has been observed for emerging and

senescing leaves as well. This is well known for potassium (Lovett et al. 1996) but

also holds true for elements such as sodium and chlorine (Staelens et al. 2008;

Thimonier et al. 2008), which have often been considered as conservative elements.

Also canopy uptake and assimilation of dissolved inorganic nitrogen (ammonium

and nitrate) is influenced by leaf phenology (Houle et al. 1999). Buffering of

throughfall pH by deciduous forest canopies is most pronounced during the leafed

season (Pryor and Barthelmie 2005).

Precipitation characteristics reported to affect ion exchange are event duration,

intensity, size and chemical composition. Low intensities increase the contact time

between foliage and throughfall (Hansen et al. 1994) while canopy ion pools are

emptied more slowly than under heavy intensity rainfall. Seasonal changes in

precipitation chemistry can have meaningful effects on canopy leaching of calcium,

while leaching of potassium is controlled mainly by the rainfall quantity of an event

(e.g., Zhang et al. 2006).

Canopy exchange of dissolved ions is affected by properties of the leaf surface

as well, but direct relationships have rarely been reported. Leaf wettability can

increase over time due to degradation of the epicuticular wax structure of leaves

(Sase et al. 2008) and has been related to accelerated leaching of potassium and

magnesium (Bouya et al. 1999) and enhanced canopy uptake of ammonium and

nitrate (Sase et al. 2008; Adriaenssens et al. in press). There is a need to relate

observations on biogeochemical canopy processes to quantitative leaf traits and

canopy characteristics. Studies relating canopy exchange to stomatal characteristics,

specific leaf area, wettability, branch angles and bark morphology could help

generalizing results obtained for specific tree species and phenological periods.

26.3.3 Soil Nutrient Fluxes

26.3.3.1 Soil Nutrient Uptake

Plant activity and hydrological fluxes are important driving forces of the seasonal

dynamics of biogeochemical cycling. Belowground nutrient uptake by plants is

determined by the availability and distribution of nutrients in the soil solution and

by the amount of water and its transport rate to the roots. Hydraulically lifted water

(see Sect. 26.2.5) may promote the activity of mycorrhizas and symbiotic nitrogen

fixing bacteria as the bulk soil in the upper portion of the profile dries. Even small

amounts of water provided to mycorrhizas by hydraulic redistribution may maintain

hyphal viability and facilitate nutrient uptake under drying conditions, which may

provide an advantage to seedlings that are hydraulically linked by common mycor-

rhizal networks to large trees (Warren et al. 2008).
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26.3.3.2 Soil Gas Exchange

Emission and uptake of gases by forest soils is affected by seasonal changes in

plant productivity and climatic variables. In temperate forests, about 70% of the

total ecosystem respiration comes from the soil (Ryan and Law 2005). Soil

respiration comprises autotrophic and heterotrophic processes that utilize assim-

ilates allocated to the root zone. Thus, the supply of photosynthetic products is an

important control factor and especially the autotrophic component depends on the

supply of fresh assimilates which induces seasonality (H€ogberg et al. 2009).

In contrast, heterotrophic respiration in forest soils can utilize carbon much older

than 1 year, which rules out seasonality linked to seasonal variations in canopy

assimilation (Trumbore 2000). Like leaf respiration, soil CO2 emission is primarily

controlled by temperature (Lloyd and Taylor 1994). However, it is well known that

the temperature response is strongly modified by the soil moisture content (Howard

and Howard 1993), as both drought and wetness influence heterotrophic respiration.

This results in a distinct seasonality of soil respiration and its temperature dependence

where soil moisture varies seasonally. Nevertheless, many studies have found that

also the temperature response itself changes during the year and acclimates to the

prevailing temperatures (Janssens and Pilegaard 2003). The importance of short

wetting pulses for seasonality and annual totals of soil respiration has only recently

been discussed (Borken and Matzner 2009; Savage et al. 2009) and needs to be

investigated further. Freeze–thaw cycles also affect soil CO2 emission, but there is

strong evidence that, at the annual timescale, this has little effect or even reduces soil

carbon loss compared to unfrozen conditions (Matzner and Borken 2008). There is a

large amount of scientific literature about the variability of soil respiration and we

refer to Davidson et al. (2006) for an overview of the current knowledge about

seasonality in soil respiration and for future research directions.

While temperature has little effect on the activity of methane (CH4) consuming

soil bacteria, CH4 uptake by forest soils is negatively correlated with soil moisture

under most nondrought conditions (Borken et al. 2006). Emission of nitrogen trace

gases (NO, N2O and N2) from forest floors and soils mainly depends on microbial

denitrification and nitrification processes that are affected by moisture content.

However, periods of drought can turn a forest soil from a N2O source to a transient

sink for atmospheric N2O (Billings 2008; Goldberg and Gebauer 2009). In contrast

to CO2, enhanced emission of N2O due to freeze–thaw cycles may be relevant for

annual nitrogen budgets (Matzner and Borken 2008).

26.3.3.3 Soil Leaching

Rewetting after seasonal droughts can intensify mineralization and nitrification

processes in forest ecosystems, with consequently high losses of dissolved carbon

and nitrogen. However, there is much controversy on the final result of dry–wet

cycles. According to Borken and Matzner (2009), wetting pulses cannot compensate

for the smaller mineralization rates during drought periods. For example, in a spruce
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forest soil, dry–wet cycles were found to reduce net N mineralization and percolation

due to both water stress during the drying phase as well as to incomplete remoistening

during the wetting phase because of hydrophobicity of organic layers (Hentschel

et al. 2007).

Soil frost may cause increased nitrate leaching from forest soils (Matzner and

Borken 2008). Callesen et al. (2007) reported maximum nitrate leaching fluxes in a

Norway spruce forest in periods following soil thawing. However, Hentschel et al.

(2007) did not find evidence that moderate soil frost triggers leaching losses of

nitrogen, carbon and mineral ions from temperate forest soils. In case of enhanced

nitrate leaching, also fluxes of potassium, magnesium and calcium might be

affected. Overall, the effects of freezing and thawing of forest soils on the turnover

and leaching of carbon and nutrients are far from being predictable (Hentschel et al.

2007). Soil conditions are likely to have a strong influence (Matzner and Borken

2008) and generalizations are still hampered by the lack of field experiments on this

subject.

26.4 Conclusions and Future Directions

This chapter highlights that seasonality in hydrology and biogeochemistry matters

in all forests, including tropical ecosystems. Environmental factors such as pre-

cipitation, radiation and air humidity often change simultaneously over time

and affect canopy interception and the amount of throughfall and stemflow that

replenish soil moisture. Phenological rhythms may go parallel to these seasonal

changes, but the response of trees can vary considerably between species. Conse-

quently, future research should not be reduced to global flux networks that average

hydrological and biogeochemical fluxes over large areas, but should be complemen-

ted with studies at the tree or plot scale. The seasonality of biogeochemical processes

is more complex than of hydrological processes and does not necessarily follow the

same patterns. To examine the effect of canopy phenology on forest functioning,

observational studies need to account for variations in other factors. In addition,

experimental approaches such as irrigation, rainfall reduction, fertilization or litter

addition may help to improve our understanding of the driving forces of observed

changes in vegetation performance and biogeochemical fluxes. With respect to

transpiration, stomatal behaviour and CO2 fluxes from soils and canopies, a stronger

focus might be needed on acclimation in data analysis as well as experimental

methods in order to use our knowledge about seasonality for predicting global change

scenarios. Compared to the comprehension of leafed deciduous forests, there is

relatively little information on the interaction between the atmosphere and leafless

tree canopies. Finally, seasonal changes in soil processes can affect carbon and

nutrient budgets at the annual scale, but are still not yet fully understood.
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Chapter 27

Snow: Hydrological and Ecological

Feedbacks in Forests

Noah P. Molotch, Peter D. Blanken, and Timothy E. Link

27.1 Introduction to Snow–Vegetation Interactions

Water inputs to high-elevation and high-latitude ecosystems are often dominated by

seasonal snow cover. Several works have investigated the processes controlling

ecohydrological impacts on snow accumulation (Golding and Swanson 1978;

Pomeroy and Schmidt 1993; Faria et al. 2000; Storck et al. 2002; Gelfan et al.

2004; Musselman et al. 2008), snowmelt (Liston 1999; Woo and Giesbrecht 2000;

Sicart et al. 2004), and partitioning of melt into various hydrologic pathways

(Molotch et al. 2009). Integrated studies involving direct measurements of govern-

ing fluxes and states are rare despite the interconnectedness of the hydrologic

system. Developing improved understanding of the coupled ecohydrologic system

in mountainous regions is critical as recent studies indicate that seasonal snow

accumulation is declining in response to regional increases in spring air temperature

(Mote et al. 2005). The impact of these changes on ecological processes remains

unknown, although first-order estimates project earlier snowmelt and extended

periods of water-related plant stress (Bales et al. 2006). The ecological impacts of

these climatic changes may vary considerably across the landscape; e.g., across

elevational and latitudinal gradients. Implications of these changes are exacerbated

in some instances, particularly as pertaining to the relative contribution of snow-

melt vs. rainfall with respect to total annual water availability (Serreze et al. 1999).

In snow-dominated systems, the timing of snowmelt controls the shape of the

hydrograph and the input of water to terrestrial ecosystems. Sustained snowmelt

infiltration can facilitate significant transpiration rates and carbon uptake late into

the growing season (Sacks et al. 2007). The processes controlling the spatiotemporal

distribution of snow accumulation and snowmelt are highly complex, varying as a

function of the energy balance, and the distribution of vegetation (e.g., Fig. 27.1) and

topography (Molotch and Bales 2005). As a result of this complexity, our ability to

characterize the distribution of soil moisture (Zehe and Bloschl 2004), and rates of

evapotranspiration (Wigmosta et al. 1994) is severely limited.

Variability in forest structure has significant impacts on snow distribution (Faria

et al. 2000). Changes in forest structure associated with episodic events such as fire,

disease, and drought propagate in time with longer-term impacts on rates of
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sediment transport and water quality. As a result of these longer-term impacts,

changes in vegetation structure over time are part of a complex feedback loop that

impacts variability in soil moisture availability and therefore forest regeneration

and biodiversity (Carignan et al. 2000). Longer-term anthropogenically driven

changes in vegetation distribution such as fire suppression (Johnson 1994) have

impacts on the cycling of water and nutrients from snow-dominated catchments

(Golding and Swanson 1986). To address the impacts of these changes across

temporal scales, deterministic models are needed. Such models must be rooted in

comprehensive observations of the coupled ecohydrologic system.

Catchment-scale hydrologic response to reductions in forest cover is tightly

connected to alterations in snowpack processes as the shape of snowmelt-domi-

nated hydrographs is highly sensitive to changes in forest cover properties (Hibbert

1969). Associated alterations to the timing and flowpaths of snowmelt water are

largely responsible for the increased water yield observed after reductions in forest

cover (Kattelmann et al. 1983; Stednick 1996). Although this observed increase in

water yield is well established, the underlying mechanisms which alter the snow-

pack energy balance and timing of snowmelt are poorly understood. Radiative and

turbulent flux exchange between the snowpack and the atmosphere is well estab-

lished in forested environments (Price and Dunne 1976; Hardy et al. 1997; Link and

Marks 1999a; Woo and Giesbrecht 2000; Gelfan et al. 2004). The influence of

vegetation on snow interception and snowpack distribution has also been docu-

mented (Golding and Swanson 1978, 1986; Davis et al. 1997; Faria et al. 2000).
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Few works, however, have extended these detailed snow-vegetation studies to

the feedbacks between water distribution and vegetation response. In this context,

numerous studies have established snowmelt controls on water availability, evapo-

transpiration, and ecosystem carbon fluxes (Pataki et al. 2000). Closing out the

hydroclimatic-ecohydrologic feedback loop are works that have documented the

alteration of land–surface–atmosphere energy exchange, the distribution of snow-

melt (Faria et al. 2000), soil moisture (Durocher 1990), and the role of vegetation.

Direct observations of these feedback mechanisms are lacking and therefore under-

standing of the governing processes is limited.

Development of accurate projections of vegetation response to climate change relies

on an improved understanding of ecohydrological feedbacks across different biomes. In

snow covered systems, however, such improved knowledge is critical given the extreme

sensitivity of themagnitude and timing of snowmelt to climate change. Here, snowpack

processes may represent one of the most critical components toward understanding the

ecohydrologic impacts of climate change and vegetation change; e.g., increased snow

interception and decreased subcanopy insolation associated with increased vegetation

density (Lopez-Moreno andLatron 2008); increases in regional air temperatures leading

to earlier snowmelt (Stewart et al. 2004); and reductions in snow accumulation resulting

in increases in soil freezing (Monson et al. 2006). Just these few examples highlight the

potential ecohydrological response to shifts in climate and vegetation change. Adequate

representation of the myriad of potential changes largely depends on improved under-

standing of snowpack processes and the complex interactions between vegetation

distribution, snow redistribution, variability in solar irradiance, snowmelt, soil moisture,

and soil temperature. These states and fluxes need to be observed directly and continu-

ously, from the onset of snow accumulation through to the end of the snowmelt

infiltration period – a future direction focus highlighted at the end of this chapter.

As an objective herein, this chapter summarizes a broad swath of literature aimed

at understanding the spatial and temporal relationships between snow accumulation

and melt distribution, the distribution of soil moisture and temperature, and vegeta-

tion structure. In this regard, the following guiding questions scope the problem:

1. How does vegetation structure influence the magnitude and timing of snow

accumulation and snowmelt?

2. How does variability in snow accumulation, snowmelt, and snow cover persis-

tence influence the temporal variability in soil moisture?

3. How does the timing and magnitude of snowmelt effect vegetation water use and

the partitioning of water into different pathways?

27.2 Snow Interception, Sublimation, and Latent Heat Flux

The processes controlling snow sublimation in forested environments are highly

complex as sublimation can occur from both intercepted snow, and/or from the

subcanopy snowpack. Large quantities of snow are intercepted by coniferous
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forests and sublimation from the canopy can be significant. For example, measured

seasonal snow sublimation losses were noted to be 32% in a temperate coniferous

forest (Packer 1962), and up to 40% for a mature boreal spruce stand (Pomeroy

et al. 1998). Subcanopy snow sublimation has been considered largely insignificant

in most forests due to the low exposed surface area of the snowpack and low below-

canopy wind speeds. Recent studies (e.g., Molotch et al. 2007), however, indicate

potentially considerable sublimation losses from the subcanopy snowpack of a

subalpine forest. Such losses are consistent with recent indications that large

subcanopy longwave radiation fluxes may be present if the canopy above is warm

and snow-free, providing significant available energy for subcanopy sublimation or

snowmelt (Woo and Giesbrecht 2000). Understanding the processes controlling

sublimation from the canopy and the subcanopy snowpack is critical for under-

standing ecohydrological feedbacks in snow-dominated forests – particularly with

regard to understanding the impacts of changes in climate and land use.

Measurement of water vapor fluxes between the ecosystem and the atmosphere

using the eddy covariance (EC) method (Goulden et al. 1996; Turnipseed et al.

2002) provide a means to directly estimate snow sublimation. Typically, such

calculations during the winter period, when transpiration, melting, and wind-

redistribution are negligible, provide a direct measurement of snow sublimation

(latent heat flux; lE):

lE ¼ Lvw0r0v; (27.1)

where Lv is the combined latent heat of fusion and vaporization (i.e., sublimation),

w0 is the deviations (primes) of high-frequency (typically 10 Hz) vertical wind

speed (w) and water vapor density (rv) from the time-averaged means (overbar;

typically ½ h). Flux towers are typically deployed in locations with at least 100 m

of upwind continuous fetch over relatively homogeneous forest and topography for

every 1 m of height above the surface that the flux effectively originates from (the

1:100 rule-of thumb). Once EC measurements have been made, various corrections

to the EC data are typically required (e.g., Aubinet et al. 1999; Reba et al. 2009).

Given that snow sublimation can occur from both intercepted snow in the

canopy and the subcanopy snowpack, the individual sublimation components can

be considered independently:

lEc;t ¼ lEc;s þ lEc;i; (27.2)

where lEc,t is the total sublimation from the system measured using above-canopy

EC instruments and lEc,s is snowpack sublimation estimated from the subcanopy

snowpack; here, subcanopy snowpack sublimation can be estimated using a sub-

canopy flux tower (Molotch et al. 2007), using isotopic data (Koeniger et al. 2008;

Gustafson et al. 2010), or by tracking changes in subcanopy snowpack mass as

observed in snow pits. Sublimation associated with vapor fluxes from intercepted

snow, lEc,i can then be determined by differencing the measured above- and

estimated below-canopy fluxes.
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Evaluation of the latent heat flux estimates using the EC method is done by

quantifying total energy balance closure; the sum of the turbulent fluxes should be

equal to the available energy (Blanken et al. 1997; Misson et al. 2007). Turbulent

flux footprint estimation methods have been established by Schuepp et al. (1990)

and others (see review by Vesala et al. 2008). This calculation estimates the upwind

distance that the flux measurements are most sensitive to and represents the

effective area where the fluxes originate from. Note that in mountainous environ-

ments, the 1:100 upwind fetch criteria can be difficult to satisfy. As a result, often

flux tower locations are not representative of the complex topography that typifies

mountain environments. Similarly, the deployment of flux towers in complex

topography can complicate flux calculations; closure of the energy balance may

not be obtained and estimation of the flux footprint may be unreliable.

Sublimation of intercepted snow represents a considerable proportion of the

water balance in many snow-dominated forests (Schmidt and Troendle 1992;

Lundberg and Halldin 1994; Pomeroy and Gray 1995; Essery et al. 2003). In this

regard, canopy interception may constitute about 60% of annual snowfall (Hed-

strom and Pomeroy 1998) and subsequent sublimation fluxes to the atmosphere

may be greater than 30% of total snowfall (Montesi et al. 2004). Rates of sublima-

tion are dictated by the distribution of radiant and turbulent fluxes. The relative

proportion of the different energy fluxes varies considerably with canopy structure

as well as climatology (e.g., latitude, elevation, continentality). Interactions that

control these fluxes and the resulting sublimation losses of intercepted and sub-

canopy snow are poorly understood (Bales et al. 2006). Given the complexity of

interactions between the snowpack, vegetation, and the surface energy balance,

detailed analyses of mass and energy fluxes from observations and models have

been developed (Davis et al. 1997; Sicart et al. 2004).

Numerous methods have been applied to estimate sublimation from intercepted

snow. Estimating snow sublimation in forested terrain is particularly challenging as

above-canopy water vapor fluxes include sublimation losses from both intercepted

snow and the snowpack beneath the canopy. Sublimation losses from unforested

terrain are well documented (Pomeroy and Essery 1999; Pomeroy and Li 2000;

Fassnacht 2004), and recently these techniques have been extended to intercepted

snow sublimation (Schmidt and Troendle 1992; Pomeroy and Schmidt 1993; Montesi

et al. 2004). In this regard, the distribution of turbulent fluxes within seasonally snow-

covered forests has been characterized (Harding and Pomeroy 1996). During the

spring transition, notable differences in energy fluxes result as the canopy transitions

from snow-covered to snow-free (Nakai et al. 1999). Much of the works documenting

these transitions have been developed through the BOREAS project and complemen-

tary works conducted in high-latitude boreal forests (Blanken et al. 1997, 1998; Davis

et al. 1997; Hardy et al. 1997; Hedstrom and Pomeroy 1998; Link andMarks 1999a, b;

Pomeroy et al. 1999; Blanken and Black 2004). Studies focused on above- and below-

canopy vapor fluxes are less common – particularly in mountainous regions.

One methodology for observing intercepted snow sublimation is known as the

tree-weighting technique (Satterlund and Haupt 1970; Schmidt et al. 1988; Schmidt

1991; Nakai et al. 1994; Storck et al. 2002; Montesi et al. 2004), where a tree(s) are
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cut at the trunk but left in place, and their weight is monitored to determine snow

interception (gain) and sublimation (loss). Factors leading to errors in this method

are numerous. First, small snowfall events can introduce error as these mass inputs

can counter sublimation losses and lead to an underestimation of total sublimation

losses to the atmosphere. Second, small unloading events can be overlooked, and if

not subtracted from sublimation losses, overestimates in sublimation estimates can

result. Third, sublimation of unloaded snow may be considerable given the large

ice–atmosphere interface surface area as snow falls from the canopy to the ground;

underestimates of sublimation may be considerable if the sublimation of this

unloaded snow is not considered (Montesi et al. 2004). Furthermore, point-scale

sublimation estimates may not transfer linearly to stand-scale sublimation estimates

and detailed canopy information is critical for upscaling. Although detailed canopy

data sets are increasingly available (e.g., from light detection and ranging

[LiDAR]), the lack of canopy structure data limits the utility of distributed models

for estimating sublimation losses (Pomeroy and Schmidt 1993; Pomeroy et al.

1998). Although the aforementioned EC approach may have more direct measure-

ment uncertainty than the point-scale methods, the aforementioned scaling limita-

tions in tree-weighting and other point-scale techniques are not inherent to EC

method as the latter integrates across (plot) stand-scale water vapor flux.

27.3 Radiation Transfer During Snowmelt

The processes controlling the rates of snow ablation under vegetation canopies

remains one of the greatest uncertainties in land surface modeling of snow-dominated

forests. Scale-discrepancies between longwave radiative fluxes at the point scale vs.

those across the landscape are profound given the complexmosaics of forest cover and

topography, which typify mountainous terrain (Molotch and Bales 2005).

Forest, and to a lesser extent, shrub canopies strongly affect the meteorological

conditions at the snow surface that concomitantly alter snowcover energetics

relative to open locations. One of the most obvious effects is the reduction of

shortwave radiation due to canopy shading. Canopy shading is especially pro-

nounced in the winter and on north-facing slopes, due to low sun angles that result

in long pathlengths of the solar beam through the forest canopy. The long path-

lengths that occur when solar angles are low results in a relatively high degree of

shading even in sparse or dead forest stands. Deposition of organic debris within

forests, however, leads to lower snowpack albedoes, especially during the melt

season, such that the proportion of shortwave radiation absorbed beneath forest

canopies is greater than open areas that are typically characterized by higher

snowcover albedo (Hardy et al. 2000).

Unlike shortwave radiation, incoming longwave radiation within forest canopies

is enhanced relative to open locations. This is primarily due a higher emissivity of

the material overlying the snowcover relative to open conditions. This is because
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vegetation canopies have an emissivity very close to unity, whereas the atmospheric

emissivity ranges from 0.6 for very clear, dry conditions to 1.0 for heavy, low cloud

cover. Increased longwave radiation emission in vegetation canopies may also be

due to canopy warming during sunny conditions that further enhances thermal

emission (Pomeroy et al. 2009). This effect appears to be most pronounced in

sparse canopies and canopy discontinuities where solar radiation can directly warm

canopy constituents directly above the snow surface.

Although the maximum instantaneous longwave enhancement (50–80 W m�2)

is much less than the maximum shortwave reduction (400–600 W m�2) due to

shading, when cumulated over an entire day, the differences can be much smaller

since the solar effect only occurs during the relatively short winter days, whereas the

longwave effect persists for the entire diurnal cycle. The result of the combined

shortwave and longwave effects is that longwave radiation dominates the radiative

component of the snowcover energy balance in forests, where solar angles are low (i.

e., early in the season, at high latitudes and on north-facing slopes), whereas the solar

component increases where sun angles are higher (i.e., late in the snow season, at

low latitudes on south-facing slopes). The amount of net shortwave radiation

decreases rapidly as canopy density increases, whereas the net longwave radiation

increases linearly as canopy density increases (Reifsnyder 1971).

Shrubs can either enhance or reduce melt rates relative to open areas depending

on the size and density of the vegetation and depth of snow (Pomeroy et al. 2006).

Where shrubs are relatively sparse and just protrude above the snow cover they can

absorb shortwave radiation thereby warming and increasing longwave emission.

Where radiation is able to penetrate the snowcover, shrubs may warm and produce a

localized melt hollow within the snowcover. Where shrubs protrude from the snow-

cover, they may enhance longwave emission without greatly reducing incoming

shortwave radiation, and can increase air temperatures thereby increasing the sensi-

ble heat flux relative to open areas. Simulations of the effects of emergent shrubs on

regional climate in the arctic suggest an air temperature warming of þ2.5�C and

acceleration of snow melt rates relative to shrub-free areas (Strack et al. 2007).

Where larger and denser shrubs are present over a snowcover, the effect is similar to

taller forest vegetation, and can effectively reduce snowmelt rates by reducing net

radiation and windspeeds at the snow surface.

Several works have addressed this issue of radiation transfer during snowmelt

utilizing arrays of radiometers in combination with detailed canopy energetics

models. Development of a canopy energetics conceptual model has been based

on observations of a “radiative paradox,” in which thermal radiation gains asso-

ciated with forest emission offset solar reductions leading to higher net radiation in

forests depending on solar geometry and snow-surface albedo (Sicart et al. 2004).

Within this simple geometric radiative transfer model, two net incoming “radiative

paradoxes” can occur within small canopy gaps (Link et al. 2005). A Type I

paradox occurs when radiation at the snow surface is greater than radiation in

open areas, and will likely produce larger melt rates in canopy gaps, relative to open

areas (Fig. 27.2). A Type II paradox is where net radiation at the snow surface is less

than under a continuous forest canopy, and will likely produce slower melt rates
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than an intact forest. The general relationships described within this model have

been developed over a wide range of forest types and across a broad range of

latitudes. The model is capable of accounting for nonlinear processes associated

with vegetation structure that result in variable patterns of snowcover energetics

during melt (Ababou et al. 1994; Link andMarks 1999a, b; Parviainen and Pomeroy

2000; Woo and Giesbrecht 2000). Although there are inherent issues associated

with extending this simple canopy energetics model to areas outside the range of

conditions in which it was developed, the general relationships provide a means to

assess local-scale variability in solar radiation extinction and thermal radiation

enhancement and overall net radiation.

In boreal regions, inverse relationships between accumulation and ablation rates

have been observed as snow interception reduces accumulation near trees while

enhanced longwave radiation emission from the canopy increases snowmelt rates

(near the canopy at the ground surface, Faria et al. 2000). However, these relationships

are dependent upon canopy density and latitude, both of which dictate the effect

of vegetation on net radiation and rates of snowmelt (Sicart et al. 2004). Observations

at mid-latitudes indicate that this inverse relationship may not exist as snow ablation

rates are often greater in open areas within mid-latitude forests. Furthermore, given

that beneath-canopy energy fluxes are lower than open areas in mid-latitude forests,

these areasmay be less sensitive tomid-wintermelt or sublimation, and therefore these

areas may be less sensitive to shifts in climate. The implications are extensive with

regard to vegetation change associated with fire or beetle infestation as larger propor-

tions of mountainous regions become deforested.

The impacts of vegetation structure on snow cover ablation vary considerably in

open, canopy edge, and undercanopy areas. In mid-latitude forests, undercanopy

locations may have more persistent snow cover as a result of diminished radiative

Fig. 27.2 Theoretical model results indicating radiative regimes in the center of a circular canopy

gap with dimension of gap radius per surrounding canopy height, over a range of solar zenith

angles
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fluxes (Sicart et al. 2004). Interrelationships between solar zenith angle (associated

with latitude and date) and canopy geometry are evident whereby decreases in

canopy gap size with increasing latitude increases overall subcanopy net radiation

relative to open areas (Link et al. 2004b). These observations suggest that the

geometry of the forest may have large impacts on the water balance during the

melt season.

27.4 Snowmelt During Rain-on-Snow and Water Availability

In many areas of the world, flood events are generated during rain-on-snow (ROS)

conditions where precipitation and snowmelt combine to produce a large amount of

water available for runoff. Snowpack energetics during ROS events are composed

of a mix of net radiation, that is dominated by longwave radiation, sensible, latent

and advected heat fluxes. For example, during a record flood event characterized by

very high windspeeds, warm air temperatures and high vapor pressures, 75–80% of

the energy for snowmelt came from turbulent (sensible and latent) energy fluxes

(Marks et al. 1998). During this event, the windspeeds beneath a mature forest

canopy were found to be about 20% of values at the open sites, and as a result

turbulent energy fluxes accounted for approximately 35% for the snowcover energy

balance. During this event, differences in net radiation, advected, and ground heat

fluxes were very similar between the open and forested sites. Other research across

a broader range of ROS events, however, indicated that there was a high degree of

interannual variability of energy components, and that net radiation dominated the

energy balance, with important contributions from sensible, latent and ground heat

fluxes (Mazurkiewicz et al. 2008). The impact of vegetation canopies during ROS

conditions will therefore vary depending on specific climate conditions; however,

the primary effect in the reduction of windspeeds that consequently causes the

magnitudes of the turbulent flux components to be reduced within vegetation

canopies.

Spatiotemporal variability in these energy fluxes dictates rates of snowmelt

infiltration into subnivean soils. In this regard, the distribution of soil moisture

and associated vegetation response is sensitive to two critical transitions in the

ecohydrology of these seasonally snow-covered forests. First, the timing of snow-

melt infiltration onset and peak soil moisture is largely dependent on winter-season

snow accumulation amounts and the average winter air temperature – both of which

control the cold content of the snowpack. Second, maximum soil moisture in snow-

dominated systems is largely dictated by snowmelt rate and the delivery of water to

the subnivean soil. Given that available snowmelt energy increases through the

snowmelt season, peak soil moisture often occurs just before the end of the

snowmelt season (Molotch et al. 2007). Given that both peak soil moisture and

the beginning of the soil dry-down begins just after snow disappearance the

sensitivity of forested ecosystems to the timing of snowmelt is considerable.

Given that forests in semiarid snow-covered regions are highly sensitive to
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maximum water availability, future efforts are needed to identify the impacts of

snowmelt timing on evapotranspiration. In this regard, research is needed to

identify the impact of earlier snowmelt on net primary productivity (Sacks et al.

2007) and forest fire frequency (Westerling et al. 2006).

27.5 Future Directions

Improving knowledge of the snow-vegetation interactions described above is particu-

larly important since snow-covered systems are highly sensitive to changes in air

temperature and to small changes in the flux of energy and water (Williams et al.

2002). Process-level understanding of the hydrology and ecology of snow-covered

systems has not translated into knowledge of feedbacks between climate and ecosys-

tem function because coupled hydrological-ecological observations are lacking

(Molotch 2009). The problem is urgent, as recent climate analyses have shown

widespread declines in the winter snowpack of mountain ecosystems in western

North America and Europe that are associated with positive temperature anomalies

(Fig. 27.3-left) (Laternser and Schneebeli 2003; Mote et al. 2005).

To date, only statistical inferences have revealed the potential impacts of these

climatic shifts on carbon cycling and ecological function. Recent studies have

documented an increase in fire intensity associated with earlier onset of snowmelt

(Fig. 27.3-middle) (Westerling et al. 2006), and increased tree mortality has been

linked with increases in water stress (Fig. 27.3-right). A consistent message has

emerged from these studies whereby decreases in water availability over the past

half century have profoundly impacted ecological function of subalpine forests.

From these studies (Fig. 27.3), a reasonable hypothesis is that climate-related

changes in snow accumulation and snowmelt play a critical role in ecosystem changes

across the region as it represents the dominant input of water to these systems. Our

ability to evaluate this hypothesis has been limited due to the fact that vegetation

structure exerts a strong influence on water and energy fluxes in these systems. For

example, forest microstructure impacts interception of snow (Montesi et al. 2004),

wind redistribution of snow (Hiemstra et al. 2006), snow sublimation (Montesi et al.

2004), the distribution of thermal and solar radiation (Link and Marks 1999a; Link

et al. 2004a), and the timing of snowmelt and soilmoisture (Link et al. 2004b;Molotch

et al. 2009). In this regard, ecological controls on the hydrology of these systems act as

a complex feedback, which complicates our ability to understand climate impacts on

ecosystems. Hence, our ability to predict the impact of climate change on ecosystem

function is limited. To develop this physical knowledge and improve our ability

to predict future changes in ecohydrological processes, future research is needed

involving direct observations of these feedbacks across gradients in vegetation com-

munity structure, topography, and climatic regime. In parallel, advances in remote

sensing and coupled snowpack-biogeochemical modeling approaches are needed.

These research needs are not unique to snow-covered systems and hence are a major

priority across the ecological and hydrologic communities. Upcoming initiatives in
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these areas such as the U.S. National Science Foundation’s Critical Zone Exploration

Network (http://www.czen.org/), relevant missions in the U.S. National Aeronautics

and Space Administration’s Decadal Survey such as the Deformation, Ecosystem

Structure and Dynamics of Ice (DESDYNI), Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP),

and the Snow and Cold Lands Processes (SCLP) missions (NRC 2007), spaceborne

missions under development by the European Space Agency such as Soil Moisture

and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) and the COld REgions Hydrology High-resolution

Observatory (CoReH2O), and regional-scale ecological network initiatives such as

National Ecological ObservatoryNetwork (NEON; http://www.neoninc.org/) provide

a means forward for synthesis, integration, and transformative breakthroughs in the

research areas described above. Successful integration of new in situ measurement

infrastructure with distributed models, supported by new remote sensing capabilities,

is critical for extending basic research in these areas to broader science questions at the

ecosystem to global scales.
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Chapter 28

Insects, Infestations, and Nutrient Fluxes

Beate Michalzik

28.1 Introduction

Forest ecosystems are characterized by a high temporal and spatial variability in the

vertical transfer of energy and matter within the canopy and the soil, or, more

generally within the above- and below-ground compartments of ecosystems

(McDowell and Likens 1988). In temperate forests, the principle flow path of

organic matter and associated nutrients from the canopy to the ground is provided

by litterfall, amounting to annual fluxes of carbon between 900 and

2,600 kg ha�1 year�1 and 20–55 kg ha�1 year�1 for nitrogen (Michalzik et al.

2001). Secondly, organic matter and nutrients are returned to the soil by fluctuating

rates of throughfall deposition achieving annual fluxes per hectare between 40 and

160 kg DOC (dissolved organic carbon), 1.2–11.5 kg DON (dissolved organic

nitrogen), 0.49–10.4 kg NO3-N, and 0.28–12.7 kg NH4-N (Michalzik et al. 2001).

The transfer of organic matter and nutrients between tree canopies and the soil

compartment is regarded as an important connective pathway between the above-

and below-ground system, exhibiting for example interlinkages between tree spe-

cies and spatial and temporal patterns of soil acidity and cation cycling in temperate

forests (Finzi et al. 1998). Additionally, meta-analyses of literature data supply

evidence for the idea that canopy-derived organic matter inputs considerably affect

organic matter and nutrient dynamics in the forest floor. For example, Michalzik

et al. (2001) found that variations in annual DOC and DON throughfall fluxes

explain 46 and 65% of the variability in annual DOC and DON fluxes from the

forest floor of temperate forest ecosystems, while water fluxes alone did not explain

a significant portion of the variability.

However, the mechanisms and controlling factors behind canopy processes and

system-internal transfer dynamics are imperfectly understood at the moment.

Seasonal flux diversities and inhomogeneities in throughfall composition have

been reported from coniferous (Seiler and Matzner 1995) and deciduous forests

(Qualls et al. 1991), and in most cases leaf leaching has been considered as principle

driver for differences in the amount and quality of nutrients and organic compounds

(Tukey and Morgan 1963).

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_28, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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Since herbivorous insects and the processes they initiate received less attention

in the past, ecologists now emphasize the need for linking biological processes

occurring in different ecosystem strata to explain rates and variability of nutrient

cycling (Bardgett et al. 1998; Wardle et al. 2004). Consequently, herbivore insects

in the canopies of forests are increasingly identified to play an important role for the

(re)cycling and availability of nutrients, or, more generally, for the functioning of

ecosystems not only in outbreak situations but also at endemic (non-outbreak)

density levels (Stadler et al. 2001; Hunter et al. 2003).

Before, little attention was paid to insect herbivores when quantifying element

and energy fluxes through ecosystems, although the numerous and different func-

tions insects fulfill in ecosystems (e.g., as pollinators, herbivores, or detritivores)

were unanimously recognized (Schowalter 2000). Among the reasons for this

restraint was the argument that the total biomass of insects tends to be relatively

low compared to the biomass of trees or the pool of soil organic matter (Ohmart

et al. 1983). A second argument which was put forward to justify the inferior role of

insects in nutrient cycling was the supposed low defoliation losses between 5 and

10% of the annual leaf biomass, or net primary production, due to insect herbivory

under endemic situations (Larrson and Tenow 1980). Furthermore, practical rea-

sons such as difficulties in accessing the upper canopy area of mature stands

(Lowman and Wittman 1996) and methodological obstacles in accurately quantify-

ing and evaluating frass and excretion amounts may have added to the low interest

in studying the role of insects in nutrient cycling.

However, at times of insect mass outbreaks with leaf area losses up to 100%,

nutrient fluxes are strongly affected at the ecosystem level and consequently attract

greater attention (Grace 1986). In this context, mass outbreaks of herbivore insects

constitute a class of ecosystem disturbance, which “is any relatively discrete event

in time and space that disrupts the structure of populations, communities, and

ecosystems and causes changes in resource availability or the physical environ-

ment” (Pickett and White 1985). More specifically, insect pests meet the criteria of

biogeochemical “hot spots” and “hot moments” (McClain et al. 2003) as they

induce temporal–spatial process heterogeneity or changes in biogeochemical reac-

tion rates, but not necessarily changes in the structure of ecosystems or landscapes.

The severity of impacts resulting from disturbance-mediated alterations on

forest ecosystems and associated services was recently highlighted by several

reviews on forest disturbances within the United States (Ayres and Lombardero

2000; Dale et al. 2001). Among natural disturbances, such as fire, drought, intro-

duced species, hurricanes, windstorms, ice storms, and landslides, which severely

affected forested ecosystems, insect and pathogen outbreaks by far captured the

largest spatial extent (20.4 million ha, USDA 1997) and caused the highest annual

economic costs (1,500 million US Dollars) basically attributed to a decrease in

forest productivity (Dale et al. 2001).

Although mass outbreaks of herbivore forest insects are temporally rare events,

they can directly and indirectly affect a wide spectrum of ecosystem processes and

functions by their leaf and sap-feeding activity (Swank et al. 1981; Ritchie et al.

1998; Chapman et al. 2003). With regard to short- and long-term effects of
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herbivory on soil nutrient dynamics, Hunter (2001) suggested seven possible

mechanisms encompassing (1) deposition of fecal material (frass), (2) accelerated

nutrient release from decomposing insect cadavers, and alterations of (3) through-

fall composition, (4) leaf litter quantity and quality, (5) root exudation and sym-

bioses, (6) plant community composition, and (7) soil microclimate shifts due to

changes in the canopy cover. The latter two probably affect nutrient dynamics more

indirectly following the concept of a “slow cycle” (McNaughton et al. 1988),

whereas the first five operate on short temporal scales (“fast cycle”, McNaughton

et al. 1988), thus directly affecting nutrient cycling. Recent studies additionally

emphasize herbivore-mediated alterations in the timing and the quality of organic

matter fractions reaching the forest floor and potentially affecting below-ground

processes (le Mellec and Michalzik 2008).

To keep the scope of this chapter manageable, the present compilation of insect

herbivory effects on nutrient cycling and ecosystem functioning is basically

focused on temperate forest ecosystems and on short-term impacts exerted by two

focal functional groups of herbivore canopy insects (leaf and sap feeders). In detail,

we present research results on effects operating on short temporal scales including

(a) alterations in throughfall fluxes encompassing dissolved and particulate organic

matter fractions, (b) alterations in the amount, timing, and quality of frass and

honeydew deposition, and (c) soil microbial activity and decomposition processes.

We also address insect pest-related modifications of abiotic conditions such as

changes in the canopy structure and associated alterations in soil temperature and

hydrology as well as water uptake and transpiration rates by infested trees.

Finally, the aims of this chapter are to provide a synthesis of past research on

herbivore–ecosystem interactions, to exhibit corresponding patterns and mechan-

isms between biogeochemistry and insect population ecology, to identify gaps in

knowledge, and to present future trends in research to evaluate the direction and

scale of changing ecosystem properties and functions.

28.2 Spatial–Temporal Population Pattern and Feeding

Behavior of Canopy Insects

Insect pests usually exhibit gradient, cyclic, or eruptive population pattern, which,

especially under outbreak situations, determines the timing, amount, and quality of

nutrients and energy inputs from the canopy to the ground (Stadler et al. 2001).

The voluminous literature on insects from varied habitats and their manifold effects

on ecological processes dictate a focus on certain functional groups, which have

been defined as sets of species showing either similar responses to the environment

or similar effects on major ecosystem processes (Gitay and Noble 1997). Conse-

quently, two important functional groups of canopy insects are presented here to

allow for comparison of impacts and responses between different ecosystems and

to derive more general patterns and regulatory mechanisms of insect-mediated

effects on ecosystem functions.
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First, we will introduce to the functional group of leaf feeders principally

represented by lepidopterous larvae and secondly to the group of sap feeders such

as aphids and scale insects (native and invasive ones), exhibiting similar effects on

ecosystem key processes, e.g., the release of nutrients from and into the phyllo-

sphere, but substantially differ for example in spatial–temporal population dynamics

and feeding behavior.

28.2.1 Leaf Feeders

Several species of Lepidoptera are known to develop into mass outbreaks under

favorable conditions and have received much attention because of their notable

destructive feeding damage sometimes leading to considerable leaf area losses

(Schowalter et al. 1986; Lowman 1995). Among themost intensively studied species

with regard to population ecology, feeding behavior and regulatory mechanisms are

the gypsy (Lymantria dispar L.), nun (L. monacha L.), winter moth (Operophtera
brumata L.), and the pine lappet (Dendrolimus pini L.) (Carpenter 1940; Liebhold
et al. 2000; Visser and Holleman 2001; Allen and Humble 2002; Majunke and

M€oller 2003). The latter being one of the most important insect pest species on

pines in Eurasia and Germany (Majunke et al. 1999).

The excretory activity of the phytophagous larvae becomes notable in the form

of magnified frass (insect faeces) and green-fall (green needle debris dropped

during herbivory) depositions corresponding with rates of defoliation

(Fig. 28.1a–d). The feeding behavior of lepidopterous larvae differs remarkably,

especially during outbreak phases. While some species exhibit a polyphagous

feeding behavior encompassing different host plants, (e.g., the gypsy moth), others

such as the pine lappet commonly feed on coniferous trees (Majunke and M€oller
2003). The amount of consumed plant biomass can be enormous. For instance,

during its life cycle the pine lappets larvae can pass through up to seven larval

stages, exhibiting an 11-fold increase in body length from hatching to pupation and

a great increase in the body mass of approximately 900 times. The total feeding

demand may amount to 15–20 g of needle biomass of which 90% are consumed by

larvae emerging from diapause. The main fraction of needle biomass is consumed

2–3 weeks before pupation, which starts in June/July (Majunke et al. 1999).

As in case of the pine lappet, most of the species produce a single generation per

year, often creating regular population cycles, which are recognized as predictable

oscillations in mass outbreak numbers normally ranging several years to decades

(Hunter et al. 1997). For example, while the western spruce budworm (Choristo-
neura occidentalis) shows outbreak cycles varying from 20 to 33 years (Swetnam

and Lynch 1993), others exhibit shorter ones with 7 years of latency and 4–5 years

of mass outbreaks like in case of the green oak tortrix (Tortrix viridana L.)

(Horstmann 2009). Presumably under favorable environmental abiotic (climatic)

and biotic (habitat requirements, resource limitations, enemies, and pathogens)

conditions, gradual population growth can result in pest outbreaks, which are
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Fig. 28.1 Different insect species in temperate forests (a) pine lappet (Dendrolimus pini) and
(b) associated frass deposition, (c) Mottled umber and winter moth (Operophtera brumata, Eranis
defoliaria) and (d) associated frass and green-fall deposition, (e) woolly beech aphid (Phyllaphis
fagi) and (f) honeydew excretions, (g) scale insect (Ultracoelostoma spp.) and (h) honeydew

droplets, New Zealand (photos by B. Michalzik)
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typified to exceed certain economic threshold levels with peaking insect numbers

during culmination, followed by a collapse, which reestablishes endemic or latent

density levels (Wallner 1987). Still, the mechanisms that determine the local

abundance pattern are under discussion (Royama 1996). However, it appears that

most species form “hot spots” of infestations under favorable environmental

conditions, which later disperse to neighboring trees.

28.2.2 Sap Feeders

A notable feature of aphids is the excretion of large amounts of honeydew, a

sugar-rich solution, which results from their sap-feeding diet. Aphids feed on phloem

sap, which is rich in photosynthetically derived carbohydrates. As the insects ingest

more carbohydrates than they assimilate, they excrete excess sugar components in

large droplets forming crystals on needle and leaf surfaces or glaring coatings as

in case of the woolly beech aphid (Phyllaphis fagi) (Fig. 28.1e, f). Consequently,
aphid honeydew may accumulate on the surface of leaves becoming available as an

energy source for the phyllosphere microflora or it may fall directly or as rain

washings from the canopy to the soil underneath the host tree (Fig. 28.2). The

amounts of honeydew produced in forest ecosystems may yield 400–700 kg fresh

weight ha�1 year�1 (Zoebelein 1954) or 30–60 kg honeydew per tree (M€uller 1956).

sap feeders
e.g. aphids, scale insects

leaf feeders
e.g. lepidopterous larvae

form of matter input
(kg ha–1y–1)

DOM
DOC 60-300 
DON 1.5-10 (estimated)

solids & POM input
dry matter  300-8600
C              150-? (420 6mos–1)
N                 6-115
P                  1-10

honeydew frass / green-litter

leaf damage by
frass activity

honeydew
deposition

mode of action

canopy
temporarily harboring
of OM and nutrients

functional group
of insect

form of excretion

soil compartment

CO2
plant up-take

external drivers e.g.
temperature, rain fall,
N-input

system internal drivers
e.g. tree physiology,
nutritional status, site
history

drivers of population 
ecology

phyllosphere 
microflora

aquifer
?

? ?

direct
deposition

direct
deposition

microbial
biomass

wash off

increased growth of microbial biomass
fuelled by insect excretions / cell compounds

accompanied by Nin immobilisation

leaching of
cell compounds

Fig. 28.2 Conceptual sketch on effects of different functional insect groups on OM and nutrient

fluxes from the canopy to the ground
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The greatest number of species occurs in temperate regions, where few higher plants

are free from aphids (Dixon et al. 1987).Most aphid species aremonophagous, living

on one or a few species of a certain plant genus. In some ecosystems, honeydew

represents the key component of energy fluxes, providing an important food source

for birds and insects (see Sect. “28.2.3.”). In contrast to leptidopters, aphids do not

commonly cause notable damages to their host plants; however, they might weaken

and thereafter reduce growth in particular of saplings or seedlings.

With regard to population dynamics, changes in the abundance of aphids are

usually less predictable, and the numerical response to environmental change is

more pronounced. The life cycle of most aphids usually encompasses several

asexually reproducing and a single sexual generation with a clustered distribution

and highest numbers early in the year (Kidd 1990).

28.2.3 Native and Invasive Scale Insects

In someNew Zealand beech forests (Nothofagus spp.), the native beech scale insects
(Ultracoelostoma assimile and U. brittini (Hemiptera: Maragodidae)), which colo-

nize the bark of the beech trees, have been assumed to function as keystone species

due to the excretion of large amounts of honeydew, which serves as a carbohydrate

resource for different species at several trophic levels. Differing from aphids which

exhibit a temporally clumped distribution of honeydew excretion, the honeydew of

scale insects is produced year round and can achieve substantial amounts of up to

1,930 kg ha�1 year�1, which may represent up to 8% of the net primary productivity

(NPP) (Beggs et al. 2005, Table 28.1). Similar to aphids, the beech scale insect feeds

on the phloem sap, with the excess sugar being excreted as droplets of honeydew at

the end of a long, waxy anal filament (Morales et al. 1988) (Fig. 28.1g, h). The

honeydew consists of sucrose, fructose, oligosaccharides, and small quantities of

glucose (Grant and Beggs 1989), which is produced by encapsulated second- and

third-instar females and second-instar males. Though numbers of individuals can be

tremendous ranging from about 105 to 2 � 107 scale insects per hectare (Kelly

1990), it is suggested that the beech scale insects do not cause harmful effects to the

host trees which encompass different species of Nothofagus.
The invasive hemlock woolly adelgid (HWA, Adelges tsugae, Annand) is native

to Japan and was accidentally introduced to North America in the 1920s, becoming

an aphid-like destructive pest of the eastern (Tsuga Canadensis L.) and Carolina

hemlock (T. caroliniana Engelm.). HWA began to cause severe mortality of

hemlocks in southern New England in the 1980s. Due to its easy dispersal by

wind and animals, HWA continue to move farther north at rates of up to

30 km year�1 throughout the range of eastern hemlock (McClure 1983, 1991).

Adelgids are very host-specific and feed on the xylem ray parenchyma cells by

piercing at the base of needles, subsequently causing desiccation and eventual

needle loss. Infested hemlock trees usually die within 5–15 years and show only

little resistance (Orwig and Foster 1998). Regarding population dynamics, the
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HWA produces two annual generations including an overwintering one, which

deposits eggs into wax-rich woolly egg sacks in spring, from which crawlers

hatch in April starting to disperse evenly within the host tree or searching for new

suitable sites by wind dispersal. A second generation derived from eggs in June,

which were laid by individuals of the first one. Feeding and subsequent maturing of

this second generation appear throughout late autumn until February (McClure

1983, 1991).

Differing from aphids, HWA excrete less honeydew, but actively produce wax

wool for egg deposition in spring. However, it is assumed that the waxes eventually

break down and are washed off with throughfall, providing a low but fairly constant

source of energy especially early in the year (Stadler et al. 2005).

28.3 Canopy Herbivory and Effects on Hydrology

The role of forest canopies in ecosystem functioning and services is beyond question.

They are of crucial importance for controlling the exchange of carbon, water, and

energy between the ecosystem and the atmosphere (Ryan 2002). Within forested

ecosystems the canopy has a large influence on nutrient cycling by regulating forest

hydrology, microclimatic conditions as well as the chemical quality, and the amount

of leaf litter and throughfall inputs to the ground (Prescott 2002).

Outbreaks of defoliating insects temporarily will thin the forest canopy, subse-

quently promoting different alterations within forest hydrology. In this context,

more solar radiation will reach the forest floor (Collins 1961), and the leaf area

index (LAI) is lowered which in turn will decrease interception and transpiration

rates and increase the amounts of throughfall entering the forest floor, consequently

resulting in warmer and moister soil conditions (Classen et al. 2005). These altered

soil conditions may stimulate microbial activity including nitrification and litter

decomposition (Swank et al. 1981). For example, a study by Cobb et al. (2006)

investigating the effects of HWA impacted eastern hemlock (Tsuga Canadensis L.)
forests on green foliage decomposition exhibits that insect pests significantly alter

the forest floor microclimate inducing different soil moisture levels which in turn

control decomposition.

Apart from throughfall, stemflow is the second hydrological process being

responsible for the transfer of water and solutes from the canopy to the soil.

As spatially prominent point input of water and nutrients, it has been shown to

significantly alter soil solution chemistry and soil nutrient status as well as soil

moisture and groundwater recharge (Levia and Frost 2003). Among meteorological

conditions, seasonality, and species-depending traits, the canopy structure was one

factor affecting stemflow amounts and composition. The input of easily available

carbohydrates and nutrients by stemflow is supposed to be intensified in case of

sap feeders. Nevertheless, the role of insect defoliation and excretion and frass

activity on altered stemflow production and chemistry is imperfectly understood

at the moment.
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On a landscape level, persistent infestation and subsequent defoliation, as in case

of HWA-damaged hemlock forests, may result in tree health decline, reduced

nutrient uptake, and consequently in tree mortality, which clearly provides a severe

potential for significant N and nutrient cation losses to soil water. Additionally,

reduced vegetation cover promotes the risk for surface runoff and erosion processes

especially on steep slopes and during extreme rain events potentially disturbing

surface waters.

Global warming is projected to induce changes in the midlatitudes of the North-

ern Hemisphere, resulting in a warmer and wetter climate, with an increase in

extreme weather events such as prolonged summer droughts and heavy rain storms

later in the year (IPCC 2007). Some authors suggest that changed environmental

conditions will create intensified stressful conditions with regard to tree vigor and

resistance and will favor the growth conditions for pest insects (Bale et al. 2002).

For instance, a number of extensive insect mass outbreaks were reported following

the exceptionally hot and dry summer of 2003 in Europe (Rouault et al. 2006).

However, the extent to which biologically governed processes and ecosystem inter-

actions will be affected by climatic and environmental alterations is imperfectly

understood (Hunter 2001).

28.4 Linking Herbivore Insects and Biogeochemistry

Figure 28.2 provides an overview of the effects of two functional groups of

phytophagous insects on different forms of organic matter and nutrient fluxes

cascading downward from the canopy to the ground. While leaf feeders consider-

ably contribute to inputs of solid and particulate organic matter (right-hand side),

sap feeders basically affect dissolved organic matter fluxes (left-hand side). The

canopy functions as a biochemical reactor harboring manifold processes, which

operate in concert with external (abiotic) and internal (biotic) driving variables.

28.4.1 Effects of Insect Herbivory on Canopy Processes

28.4.1.1 Canopy-Derived Organic Matter and Nutrient Fluxes

To explain the varying energy and nutrient transfer patterns with throughfall solution,

variable interacting processes such as precipitation patterns (Mercier and Lindow

2000), tree species canopy architecture (Levia and Frost 2006; de Schrijver et al.

2007), atmospheric ecosystem deposition (Lamersdorf and Blank 1995), leaf leach-

ing (Tukey and Morgan 1963), and immobilization processes within the canopy

mediated by phyllosphere microorganisms (Stadler and M€uller 2000) may be exam-

ined. However, few studies on nutrient and energy fluxes through forested
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ecosystems have been conducted with a detailed knowledge of the ecology of the

key organisms that affect them.

Table 28.1 elucidates the pronounced differences in above-ground organic

matter and nutrient inputs with throughfall solution or as solids between infested

and noninfested forest sites. For instance, severe infestations of leaf feeders

significantly magnify the nutrient (N, P, K, Ca, and Mg) and organic matter

(Corg) transfer to the soil via frass (insect faeces), green-fall (green needle debris

dropped during herbivory), and insect cadavers by a factor of ten or more (Carlisle

et al. 1966; Grace 1986; Hollinger 1986). However, dissolved organic matter

(DOM <0.45 mm) and nutrient fluxes with throughfall solution exhibit less pro-

nounced flux increments under infestation. This is likely due to minor release rates

from feeding-induced leaf damages or to a rapid consumption by microbial miner-

alization and/or immobilization processes within the phyllosphere (see

Sect. 28.4.1.2). Additionally, differences in water fluxes between sites and the

temporal scale of observation might obscure initially significant differences in

element concentrations (Stadler et al. 2001).

To reveal insect–canopy–soil interactions, the accurate determination of input

fluxes to the soil is of central importance. However, since element and nutrient fluxes

are conventionally determined after standard filtration (0.45 mm pore size), the

exclusion of the particulate/unfiltered organic matter fraction (0.45 mm< particulate

organic matter (POM) <500 mm) potentially results in misleading conclusions and

budgeting gaps when studying nutrient and energy fluxes in ecosystems (Michalzik

and Stadler 2005). In this context, le Mellec and Michalzik (2008) report on a

significant contribution of particulate organic N and C providing an extra input

of up to 60% to the dissolved N and up to 30% to the dissolved C fluxes with

throughfall during a mass outbreak of the pine lappet (Dendrolimus pini)
(Table 28.1). Furthermore, it appears that particulate organic matter fluxes with

throughfall might serve as an early indicator for leaf feeding activity in the canopies

of trees (le Mellec et al. 2009).

Concerning sap feeders, few studies provide data on throughfall fluxes of matter

and nutrients (Table 28.2). One reason for this might be a more definite statistical

proof of insect-mediated changes of nutrient dynamics when only regarding con-

centrations, while nutrient fluxes exhibit greater fluctuations among replications

(and hence less statistical significance) due to highly varying amounts of water

passing through the system.

The flux data presented here span observation periods between 8 weeks and

1 year and exhibit average increase factors for DOC under infestation between 1

and 2.5. Peak DOC and hexose-C fluxes of 270 and 127 kg C ha�1 10 weeks�1,

respectively, were observed under experimental conditions promoting high aphid

infestation levels (flux factors of 30.7 for DOC and 62.4 for hexose-C, respectively;

Table 28.2), which are rarely achieved under field conditions. As in case of Pederson

and Bille-Hansen (1995), larger temporal scales of observation (e.g., on an annual

basis) might level out short-term peak fluxes by temporally dominating periods of

average or low nutrient fluxes.
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In general, herbivory can alter the throughfall composition by promoting the fluxes

of the organic N (DON) and especially the organic C fraction. However, throughfall

fluxes of inorganic N species appear to diminish under heavy infestation showing flux

factors <1 (Table 28.2), which might point to microbial immobilization processes

within the canopy (see 28.4.1.2).

28.4.1.2 Microbial Phyllosphere Processes

With leaf shooting and increasing temperatures in spring, different groups of sessile

and mobile organisms in the canopy such as yeasts, bacteria, filamentous fungi, and

epiphytic plants (Kinkel 1997) become active and thus contribute to matter decay,

chemical transformation, nutrient immobilization, and release processes into

throughfall solutions (Mercier and Lindow 2000). Hence, alterations of the

throughfall N composition under herbivory supply evidence for a trophic interac-

tion with phyllosphere microorganisms immobilizing N in the canopy. Diminished

fluxes of NO3-N (and to a lesser extent NH4-N) during highest insect feeding

activity can probably be attributed to an enhanced biomass growth of epiphytic

microorganisms (bacteria, yeasts, and filamentous fungi) immobilizing inorganic N

in the presence of easily available C compounds released either from honeydew or

feeding-damaged needles as observed by Stadler et al. (1998, 2001) and Lovett

et al. (2002). Promoted growth of phyllosphere microbial biomass under herbivore

infestation likely contributes as well to enhanced flux amounts of particulate

organic N and C (le Mellec and Michalzik 2008). Since filtration through a

0.45-mm pore size excludes the majority of microbes (passing through 0.2-mm pore

size is defined as “sterile filtration”), it is suggested that the particulate fraction largely

represents frass and plant debris, and microbial biomass (Stadler and M€uller 2000).
In summary, seasonal patterns of fluctuations in both dissolved and particulate

element fluxes with throughfall might be partly explained by the population and

feeding activity of different functional groups of canopy insects.

28.4.1.3 Timing and Quality of Nutrient Inputs

Apart from intensified overall organic matter inputs, the form and timing of inputs

are remarkably altered especially during mass outbreaks of leaf feeders. In this

context, Grace (1986) reported for a 60- to 80-year-old oak stand that 67% of the N,

Ca, K, Mg, and P inputs under gypsy moth herbivory already occurred during the

growing season compared to only 12% at the control site. Here, the majority (86%)

of nutrients returned with litterfall in autumn. This is in accordance with findings by

le Mellec and Michalzik (2008) from a pine forest, where the temporal dynamics of

organic matter inputs distinctly mirror the life cycle and feeding activity pattern of

the pine lappet larvae. As a consequence, peak fluxes occurred within a short period

of 4–5 weeks during June/July, where about 80% of the overall inputs under
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herbivory enters the ground, pinpointing the enormously altered timing in nutrient

cycling (Fig. 28.3).

Besides modified quantities and timing of nutrient inputs, canopy herbivory

changes the chemical quality and form of organic compounds as well (Swank et al.

1981). After feeding and digestion, the organic material significantly differs from the

chemical composition of the initial plant biomass, exhibiting more nutrients and a

higher biological activity, and thus appears to be more readily decomposable by soil

microbes (Schowalter et al. 1986; Lovett and Ruesink 1995). In this context, a

depletion of N in insect-processed frass material became notable under a heavy pine

lappet infestation with highly differing frass C/N of 55 in April/May and up to 90

during peak larval abundance in June/July (Fig. 28.3). In this case, a pronounced

assimilation of N by the moth larvae during needle biomass ingestion was assumed,

consequently enhancing the C/N ratios by means of a high N utilization efficiency

as observed by other authors for the gypsy moth and different food qualities

(Lovett et al. 2002).

In contrast to leaf feeders, sap feeders dominantly contribute to the input of

readily available dissolved carbon compounds such as hexose-C, representing

40–50% of the DOC (Table 28.2). However, high C input fluxes were only observed

for short time periods spanning a few weeks in June/July when aphids are most

abundant (Stadler et al. 1998, 2001). In contrast to aphids, the native scale insects in

southern Nothofagus forests provide honeydew year round, which can achieve

substantial amounts of up to 1,930 kg C ha�1 year�1, representing up to 8% of

the NPP (Table 28.1). While the importance of this carbohydrate resource for

different species at several trophic levels is beyond question, the functional rela-

tionship between honeydew throughfall and litter decomposition is still under

debate (Wardhaugh and Didham 2005).
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Nevertheless, the consequences of such insect-mediated “shortcuts” in nutrient

cycling with a remarkable and chemically altered loss of canopy biomass during the

growing season contrasting the return of nutrients with litterfall in autumn under

noninfestation are still imperfectly understood.

28.4.2 Effects of Insect Herbivory on Soil Processes

28.4.2.1 Soil Microbial Activity and Decomposition Processes

Various studies demonstrated that phytophagous insects are capable of transforming

needle biomass or leaf constituents into more easily degradable secondary products

(e.g., frass, honeydew, and wax wool) (Hunter 2001; Chapman et al. 2003; Stadler

et al. 2006). Nevertheless, the outcome of studies testing the effects of insect-

promoted input fluxes of organic matter on soil biological processes such as

mobilization and mineralization of soil organic matter, priming effects, lignin

degradation, and long-term nutrient storage, remains ambiguous as exhibited by

Table 28.1. For instance, Swank et al. (1981) reported significantly enhanced nitrate

exports from a watershed following insect pest outbreaks, whereas Bormann and

Likens (1979) found no such effects in the Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest.

Houle et al. (2009) recorded increased soil fluxes of inorganic N and nutrients under

budwurm infestation, which were also notable in stream water (Table 28.1).

In laboratory experiments, Lovett and Ruesink (1995) observed an immobilization

of N after frass material was applied. Decreased inorganic N concentrations in

forest floor solution after honeydew addition were also observed by Michalzik and

Stadler (2000) during a mesocosm irrigation experiment. No effects of frass/green-

fall application on C and N mineralization rates and litter decay were reported

by Russel et al. (2004) or by Reynolds and Hunter (2001). On the other hand,

Christenson et al. (2002) exhibited an enhanced N mobilization by microbes after

frass input. Streminska et al. (2002) recorded changes in the diversity and activity of

soil microbes in a pine forest following a heavy mass outbreak of lepitopterous

larvae, which caused a 60% defoliation. At the infested site higher numbers of

ammonifying and denitrifying bacteria and fungi were found, which were accom-

panied by enhanced N mineralization rates.

In view of these inconsistent results, it is appropriate to hypothesize whether

the spatial and temporal scale of observation is useful to accurately track changes

in nutrient fluxes and process rates, thus addressing methodological questions in

ecosystem and ecology research. On the other hand, ecosystem state properties

such as inherent pools of organic matter and nutrients, atmospheric deposition,

and N status or the nutrient demand of the biosphere might govern soil biological

processes, hence masking the impact of insect pests. Presumably, there are

ecosystem-specific “threshold inputs” of insect-mediated amounts of organic

matter, which need to be exceeded to trigger effects on mineralization and

mobilization rates.
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28.5 Future Directions

The focus of this chapter was on the short-term impacts exerted by two focal

functional groups of herbivore canopy insects on nutrient cycling in forest ecosystems.

Regarding results from studies operating on short temporal and spatial scales

(e.g., several weeks and single trees), patterns of fluctuations in organic matter and

nutrient fluxes with throughfall and as solids clearly can be attributed to the population

ecology of canopy insects. Therefore, the idea of corresponding patterns and mechan-

isms between biogeochemistry and insect population ecology appears to be confirmed.

However, on larger temporal and spatial time scales (e.g., annual nutrient fluxes on

a plot-level scale) the variability of fluxes caused by phytophagous insects is often

filtered in other ecosystem compartments such as the forest floor, or leveled out by

temporally dominating periods of average or low nutrient fluxes. Therefore, actual

flux amplitudes become largely invisible. Nevertheless, the information on the fre-

quency and magnitude of “hot spots and moments” caused by insect infestations is

important, because it is unlikely that ecosystem processes and state properties as, for

instance, the establishment or loss of nutrient pools is driven by annual average fluxes

but by extreme events and associated peak fluxes. Thus, information on the potential

range of variation of matter and energy fluxes on different scales of observation is

necessary to understand filter mechanisms and long-term effects caused by varying

environmental and presumably warmer conditions within ecosystems.

Studying insect herbivory and ecosystem processes would be also useful in a

better understanding of above-ground–soil interactions, which is also one point of

interest in Critical Zone (CZ) research (Lin 2009). The CZ refers to top of the

vegetation down to the bottom of the aquifer, extending from the near-surface

biosphere and atmosphere, through the pedosphere, to the surface and near-surface

portion of the hydrosphere and lithosphere. The focus is on water-related research

which requires enhanced understanding of processes at environmental interfaces and

improved coupling of biological and physical processes (Lin 2009). In this context,

insect-mediated inputs of energy and matter to the soil may change biogeochemical

process rates, probably functioning as cosubstrates, which in turn trigger enhanced

decomposition and destabilizing of previously recalcitrant soil organic matter pools.

To date, it is largely unknown how deep and by which mechanisms (e.g., stemflow,

preferential flow, rain storms) insect herbivory reaches into the ground and may

channel labile carbon into (energy limited) soil horizons or even the aquifer.

Consequently, many areas merit further research, but there are three addressing

insect ecology and forest biogeochemistry that deserve special mention: (1) studying

insect herbivory and ecosystem processes in a warmer world; (2) examining insect-

mediated fluxes in the larger Critical Zone framework; and (3) identifying insect-

induced “shortcuts” in nutrient cycling and spatial–temporal bypass flows of water

and solutes connecting the soil surface, the deeper ground, and the groundwater.

To answer those questions, integrated research involving different disciplines

such as biologists, ecosystem ecologists, foresters, and economists is needed to

create a basic knowledge on the interlinkages between insect ecology, vegetation

physiology, and biogeochemistry.
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Chapter 29

Forest Biogeochemistry and Drought

Sharon A. Billings and Nathan Phillips

29.1 Introduction

Soil moisture is a critical regulator of C, water, and nutrients flowing through

forests (Kozlowski 1982; Aber et al. 1995; Granier et al. 1999; Kljun et al. 2007;

Nepstad et al. 2007; Penuelas et al. 2007; Welp et al. 2007; Johnson et al. 2008;

Borken and Matzner 2009), and shortages of moisture thus can have a dramatic

influence on forest function and the relationship between forests and surrounding

ecosystems and the atmosphere. Drought – defined here as an absence of precipita-

tion sufficient in duration to induce injury to plants – occurs in nearly all forests

(Hanson and Weltzin 2000). Although predictions of altered precipitation patterns

with climate change typically reflect greater uncertainty than those of future

temperature, many climate models forecast longer periods of soil moisture deficit

in multiple forested regions of the globe (IPCC 2007). Thus, drought, already

identified as an important disturbance in forests (Foster et al. 1997; McDowell

et al. 2008), will likely become more frequent with climate change and a more

important perturbation to forest biogeochemical cycling in many regions.

Despite the large number of studies exploring soil moisture as a regulator of

forest C and nutrient fluxes, the dynamics of biogeochemical fluxes in forests

responding to drought are poorly constrained. For example, many studies demon-

strate tight linkages between patterns of forest C uptake and release and water

availability, but we know little about mechanisms of forest recovery from drought

events and the timing of associated C dynamics. We also do not understand how

forest soil organic carbon (SOC) responds to drought, and the extent to which soil

physical features (e.g., diffusion of substrates to heterotrophic organisms) vs.

biological features (e.g., ability of heterotrophic organisms to function in a rela-

tively dry environment) govern reductions in respiration observed during drought

events. Further, we do not fully understand the mechanisms behind the apparent

influence of drought on the production and consumption of other greenhouse gases

such as CH4 and N2O. These gases represent key biogeochemical fluxes into and

out of forests that are governed, in part, by moisture availability, but developing

even conceptual models predicting responses of these fluxes to drought in multiple

forest types eludes us.

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
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In this chapter, we review research to date that explores the influence of drought

on forest biogeochemistry, and highlight needed research directions. We do not

intend this chapter to serve as an exhaustive review on plant or microbial physio-

logical response to drought, as the physiological responses of many organisms to

water shortages are well covered in the literature (e.g., Kramer and Boyer 1995;

Schimel et al. 2007). Rather, we use this opportunity to summarize knowledge from

fields as disparate as plant ecophysiology, dendrochronology, microbial ecology,

and soil science to describe responses of above- and belowground forest biogeo-

chemistry to drought, and to specify critical research needs remaining.

29.2 Drought, the Soil–Plant–Atmosphere Continuum,

and Canopy Processes

Drought triggers both direct and indirect canopy processes that drive forest biogeo-

chemistry (Breda et al. 2006). In many, but not all cases, the integrative response of

these processes to drought is reduced net ecosystem exchange (NEE) between

forests and the atmosphere (Schwalm et al. 2010). Extreme drought events may

even shift forests to transient net C sources (Ciais et al. 2005). In this section, we

summarize responses of tree growth and physiology to drought, and highlight how

they underlie whole forest responses to water shortages.

Drought influences a suite of tree tissue maintenance, production and turnover

processes, tree net growth (Breda et al. 2006), and tree dieback and mortality (McDo-

well et al. 2008; Adams et al. 2009). Tree-ring studies form an important body of

knowledge about the relationship between tree growth and water availability, and

suggest that drought events can negatively influence forest growth decades later

(Pedersen 1998; Breda and Badeau 2008; Haavik et al. 2008). This time lag creates

challenges when trying to assess the importance of a specific drought event on tree

mortality. The stable isotopic composition of tree-rings suggests that declines in

growth with drought are associated with reduced discrimination against 13C (Leavitt

et al. 2002), but this response is not universal (Haavik et al. 2008), nor does it reveal the

extent to which photosynthetic capacity vs. stomatal closure governs growth response

(Powers et al. 2009a, b). Recent dendrochronological studies attempt to assess the

degree to which hydraulic failure and C starvation induce tree mortality during

drought (McDowell et al. 2010), but mechanisms of tree death remain unclear.

Along the soil–plant–atmosphere continuum (SPAC), drought directly impacts

soil hydraulic properties, continuity of the soil–root interface, function of the

vascular system connecting roots, stems, and leaves, and stomata (Fig. 29.1). In

each of these SPAC subsystems, drought affects both the state of water (water

potential), and its ability to move against resistance. Both water state (Tezara et al.
1999) and rate (Hubbard et al. 2001) impact C assimilation. We next describe these

impacts, in sequence from soil to leaf.

Drought impacts on canopy processes start in the soil. Soil water potential sets a

baseline level of water status, an a priori hydraulic “cost” borne by downstream
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elements of the SPAC. As water moves through distributed frictional resistances,

discrete vascular constrictions, and against gravity along its transpiration pathway,

the initial hydraulic cost set by soil water availability progressively increases:

water potential becomes more negative, and vascular and physiological function,

and canopy gas exchange, are generally reduced. Closely associated with soil water

potential is hydraulic conductivity; both are highly sensitive to soil water content.

Unsaturated conductivity drops rapidly with lower water content in many soils

(van Genuchten 1980), increasing resistance to nutrient flow to roots. Drought thus

decreases nutrient mobility at the same time that it decreases soil nutrient lability

(as discussed below). Decreased uptake of nutrients in turn reduces canopy photo-

synthesis (Evans 1989), feeding back to reduced SOC supply.

Moving from soil toward the plant, declining bulk soil water content can lead to

threshold-type hydraulic discontinuities at the soil–root interface. During drought,

soil and roots shrink and can physically separate, increasing hydraulic resistance at
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Fig. 29.1 Drought impacts on water potentials (C) of (a) soil, (b) root, (c) stem, and (d) foliage;

percent loss of hydraulic conductivity (PLC) of root (b) and stem (c) xylem; and stomatal (gs) and
photosynthetic (A) responses of foliage (d). Drought progression is indicated by movement along

curves from green to brown symbols. Two curves in each plot illustrate extremes of soil hydraulic

properties and tree cavitation vulnerability (Y) represents soil volumetric water content
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the soil–root interface (Weatherley 1979; Blizzard and Boyer 1980); this process

depends on soil texture and porosity (Bristow et al. 1984). Even water that does retain

continuity across soil–root interfaces is variably conducted into plants under influ-

ence of drought by root aquaporins. Aquaporins, integral membrane water channels,

are produced, activated, and/or relocated under water stress, facilitating water uptake

(Luu and Maurel 2005). Chemicals involved in gating aquaporins include calcium,

protons (Luu and Maurel 2005), and nitrogen (Gloser et al. 2007; Gorska et al. 2008),

but little is known about relationships between aquaporin function, root membrane

hydraulic function in general, and soil availability of biogeochemicals.

Once water passes from soil through root membranes, its pathway through root,

bole, and branch xylem is vulnerable to hydraulic failure. Drought imposes increas-

ingly negative water potentials in xylem of roots to leaves, placing vascular tissues

closer to a failure threshold associated with tensile rupturing of liquid water, a

phenomena called cavitation. In turn, fewer pathways for water flow in xylem may

make remaining xylem even more vulnerable to cavitation (Tyree and Sperry

1988). This illustrates state-rate interdependency. The relationship between degree

of cavitation and water tension is called a “cavitation vulnerability curve” (Tyree

and Sperry 1989), and is influenced by anatomical and physicochemical properties

of xylem conduits. The wide variety of vascular anatomies found among forest trees

therefore leads to a diversity of cavitation vulnerabilities. Tree species may “tune”

xylem properties and cavitation vulnerability to soil porosity (Hacke et al. 2000).

Evidence has accumulated that refilling of embolized (cavitated) vascular material

occurs regularly (Zwieniecki et al. 2000; Bucci et al. 2004). This phenomenon

occurs when water columns are under tension. A full understanding of how refilling

under tension can occur has not yet been developed (Holbrook and Zwieniecki

1999). Little is known about how drought may impact refilling under tension.

Moving from the woody vascular system to the leaf, water transforms from the

liquid to gas phase, and here both physics and biochemistry limit exchange of both

vapor and CO2. These two distinct kinds of leaf gas exchange limitations are known as

stomatal, or diffusion limitations; and nonstomatal, or biochemical limitations.Because

water loss from stomata is a necessary consequence of C uptake in C3 plants, leaves

require a constant supply ofwater fromvascular systemswhen photosynthesizing. Leaf

hydraulic resistance is a function of the leaf vascular network (Sack and Holbrook

2006), and can be a dominating control on water supply to the stomatal complex. In

addition to water supply rate, leaf water status has biochemical impacts on photosyn-

thesis (Tezara et al. 1999). Operation of theCalvinCycle or associated processes can be

diminished by low (negative) leaf water potential. Finally, leaf expansion is limited by

cell turgor, and so the ability for tall trees (or trees in dry soils) to produce photosyn-

thesizing leaf area at their tops can be limitedbycellwater status (Woodruff et al. 2004).

Importantly, the stable isotopic signature of forest biomass and of CO2 within

forest canopies can help constrain estimates of canopy responses to moisture

availability (Bowling et al. 2008). Because drought generally induces more rapid

declines in stomatal conductance than photosynthesis, canopy discrimination (D)
tends to decline with drought (Bowling et al. 2002; Fessenden and Ehleringer

2003). This phenomenon has a negative effect on d13C of CO2 (Randerson 2005),
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providing investigators with an important tool for evaluating the extent of forest

canopy responses to moisture shortages.

The tight coupling of water and C flows within trees has long been studied, but

theories have emerged over the past two decades to explain how such coupling may

influence the physical stature of forests (Yoder et al. 1994; Ryan and Yoder 1997;

Ryan et al. 2006), their rainfall use efficiency (Huxman et al. 2004), and susceptibil-

ity to mortality (McDowell et al. 2008; Adams et al. 2009). These theories, focused

on tree processes and ecosystem productivity, have obvious implications for above‐
and belowground biogeochemistry, but await incorporation into comprehensive

forest biogeochemical models.

General patterns have emerged in synthesis studies of canopy processes during

drought, and these studies continue to inform theory. Synthesis studies derive from

forest sites in the US Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) Network and FluxNet.

Two emerging generalities in forest C response to drought are that canopy photosyn-

thesis is more sensitive to drought than ecosystem respiration (Schwalm et al. 2010);

and that, in their driest years, aboveground net primary productivity (ANPP) of

forests falls along a line of rain use efficiency (RUE) behavior common to other

biomes including deserts (Huxman et al. 2004). These findings represent crucial

footholds toward developing general understandings of forest canopy response to

drought. However, they also demonstrate that, despite centuries of study, there

remain basic unknowns. For example, the remarkable RUE convergence in Huxman

et al. (2004), evaluated using ANPP, remains untested using NEE.

Cross-site syntheses permit examination of the limits of generalities. For example,

in a FluxNet synthesis that included 128 forest sites, ecosystem C uptake was

generally, but not always, reduced by drought (Schwalm et al. 2010). Drought

accompanies other environmental changes that impact ecosystem C exchange. For

example, tropical drought is associated with greater light availability (e.g., Graham

et al. 2003; Hutyra et al. 2007). When forests can access deep stores of soil moisture,

higher light supports greater C uptake (Hutyra et al. 2007; Saleska et al. 2007; Bonal

et al. 2008). Access to deep soil moisture indicates that generalities about forest

drought responses may depend on definitions of drought. An additional interactive

influence of drought arises from its common association with higher temperature.

Where productivity is temperature limited, the temperature increases associated with

drought can enhance C uptake through increased crown photosynthesis or increased

growing season (Schwalm et al. 2010). These different drought-associated factors

produce regional anomalies (e.g., tropical vs. boreal) in forest C exchange, and

demonstrate the need for caution against overgeneralization.

29.3 Litterfall and Its Decomposition

Because mean annual precipitation is positively correlated with forest productivity

(Lieth 1975; Schlesinger 1997), litterfall production is typically higher in forests

where water is less limiting. However, litterfall production in forests is not neces-

sarily linked with annual or growing season precipitation (Knutson 1997), and can
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even exhibit negative correlations with precipitation, reflecting high rates of

senescence during severe drought (Beard 2005). The importance of litterfall as a

source of nutrient recycling in forests (Singh and Gupta 1977; Aber et al. 1991) is

realized, of course, when organic inputs to the soil profile are subject to decompo-

sition – a process strongly linked with water availability. Thus, drought has a large

influence on the heterotrophically mediated fate of senesced biomass.

Mean annual precipitation can be an important driver of decomposition rates,

given observed links between annual mass loss and actual evapotranspiration

(Meentemeyer 1978; Schlesinger 1997). Such observations indicate that drought

can impose restrictions on the return of nutrients to available pools from litterfall

(Fig. 29.2). This effect may be particularly evident in tropical forests, where preci-

pitation appears to be a more influential driver of decomposition rates than in

Fig. 29.2 Schematic of hypothetical influences of drought on relative magnitudes of key biogeo-

chemical processes in forest soils, relative to well-watered conditions. Many fluxes depicted have not

been measured in situ, such as mass fluxes of exo-enzymes to substrates or substrate flow into

microbial communities, or across ecosystems with and without drought. Depicted are gaseous fluxes

(CO2, CH4, N2O) via arrows of varying width, representing hypothetical relative magnitudes that

contrast well-watered (green) with drought (brown) conditions. Drought conditions generally reduce
soil respiration and methanogenesis, and enhance methanotrophy. Production of N2O declines with

drought because anaerobic conditions promote denitrification and associated fluxes of N2O as a

byproduct. Drought can also induce a net N2O sink in some forests (not depicted here), though the

mechanism for this phenomenon remains unclear (see text for details). Relatively short-term drought

can enhance litterfall accumulation, represented here as O horizon thickness, though longer-term

drought can result in reductions in net primary productivity (NPP) and associated declines in litterfall

production.Dotted arrows (brown) depict enhanced temporal and spatial variability of the activity of

some microorganisms belowground with drought, relative to solid arrows (green) in well-watered

conditions, which represent generally larger and more consistent fluxes. Diffusivity of organic

substrates tomicroorganisms is reducedwith drought, as ismicrobial production ofmany extracellular

enzymes. Extracellular enzyme activity (EEA) thus can declinewith decreases inmicrobial functional

rates and enzyme diffusivity to substrate reaction sites, with associated declines in organic matter

decay and associated NH4
+ production, nitrification, and NO3

� leaching. In addition, drought condi-

tions can prompt microbial uptake of solutes to mitigate dessication (not pictured here)
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temperate and boreal systems (Berg et al. 1993; Gholz et al. 2000; Trofymow et al.

2002; Powers et al. 2009a, b). The decline in decomposition rates with increasingly

limited moisture availability is likely a result of water limitation of decomposer

communities (discussed below), but could also result from declines in nutrient

concentrations, especially phosphorus, in litterfall with drought (Wood et al. 2005).

Although the influence of drought on decomposition rates and, in some forests,

litterfall nutrient concentrations is at least partially characterized, the extent to which

these mechanisms negatively influence forest productivity remains unclear. To date,

we are unaware of any study that attempts to separate the direct effects of moisture

shortages from the indirect effects of drought-imposed nutrient limitation on forest

productivity. However, nutrients derived from organic matter decomposition are a

significant fraction of those taken up by forest vegetation (Aber et al. 1991), and

litterfall accumulation associated with declines in decomposition (Johnson et al.

2002) is linked with nutrient immobilization in litter and reduced cation leaching

(Johnson et al. 1998). These phenomena indicate that drought may indirectly influ-

ence a forest’s ability to assimilate C as the rate of nutrient return to plant-available

pools declines. These effects, if present, likely are realized only during drought

periods sufficient in duration to impose severe and long-lasting restrictions on litter-

fall decomposition. Shorter-term drought events, in contrast, can result in transient

increases in plant-available pools of nutrients due to inhibited vegetation uptake in

some ecosystems (Sardans et al. 2008). The complicated interactions between

decomposition dynamics, patterns of plant nutrient uptake, and length and severity

of drought inhibit investigators from elucidating the extent to which reduced decom-

position rates impose limitations on forest C assimilation. Studies that try to charac-

terize these effects, and the severity of drought required to induce them, remain rare.

29.4 Decomposition Dynamics Within Forest

Mineral Soil Profiles

Drought can also be an important determinant of biogeochemical transformations

within the mineral soil profile. Perhaps the most critical characteristic of soil

profiles experiencing drought with respect to biogeochemical functioning is the

decline of diffusion rates of organic and inorganic compounds in soil solution to

reaction sites (Fig. 29.2). As a result, substrate availability for many microbially

mediated transformations can limit reaction rates. This concept is typically con-

veyed using Michaelis–Menten kinetics:

v ¼ vmax � S
Km þ S

; (29.1)

where v is the reaction rate constant, vmax is the maximum reaction rate, S is substrate
concentration, and Km is the half-saturation constant. As S declines with moisture

availability, v is increasingly influenced by Km, and can be significantly reduced
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relative to vmax. Michaelis–Menten kinetics thus are an important component for

formulating predictions of biogeochemical transformations within soils as they

experience moisture fluctuation (Davidson and Janssens 2006; Dalal et al. 2008).

Microbially mediated processes within soil profiles also slow due to microbial

physiology and reductions in enzyme diffusivity (Fig. 29.2, Stark and Firestone

1995; Ford et al. 2007; Borken and Matzner 2009). Soil microorganisms either

dehydrate and die during periods of low moisture availability, or survive in a state

of reduced activity (Killham 1994). Gram-positive bacteria are generally viewed as

more drought-resistant than Gram-negative bacteria, due to their thicker cell wall

(Schimel et al. 2007), and fungi are thought to be more drought resistant than most

bacterial cells (Harris 1981). Surviving microorganisms appear to import solutes for

protection from dessication (Harris 1981, discussed in more detail below). Even

those organisms well adapted for drought conditions, however, typically experience

reduced functioning during times of moisture limitation. The extracellular enzymes

produced by still-functioning microorganisms also can experience limited diffusiv-

ity. Thus, the transport limitation of substrates, combined with slowed diffusivity of

enzymes responsible for their breakdown, result in slower rates of microbially

mediated biogeochemical transformations within soils experiencing drought.

The declines in soil microbial activity associated with drought have important

biogeochemical consequences. As decomposition slows, microbial respiration

declines, consistent with observed declines in soil respiration in multiple forest

types with drought (Fig. 29.2, Billings et al. 1998; Sotta et al. 2007), though these

measures are confounded with likely declines in autotrophic respiration as well.

Laboratory experiments that isolate microbial activity from that of plant roots,

however, indicate that microbial respiration is typically negatively affected

by water shortages, and that the magnitude of decline depends on nutrient avail-

ability, microbial community composition, the time period between wetting events,

and the magnitude of the antecedent wetting event (Fierer and Schimel 2003;

Schimel et al. 2007; Borken and Matzner 2009). These interacting effects make it

difficult to quantifiably predict microbial respiration with drought using empirical

data, and reinforce the importance of employing first principles, such as the

Michaelis–Menten model discussed above, to model reaction rates. Importantly,

because the stable isotopic composition of C substrates varies across soil horizons

(Ehleringer et al. 2000; Billings 2006) and can reflect antecedent forest water

availability (Balesdent et al. 1993; Bowling et al. 2008), the d13C of microbially

respired CO2 can be an important tool for assessing the influence of drought on

substrate accessibility and associated soil microbial activity.

29.5 Methane Fluxes and Forest Drought

Of all terrestrial ecosystems, upland forests generally exhibit the highest rates of net

soil CH4 uptake; within forests, net soil CH4 consumption is greatest in temperate

systems (Dalal et al. 2008). These fluxes of CH4 are influenced by water availability
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to a much greater extent than temperature (Castro et al. 1995; Billings et al. 2000).

Methanogens transform simple C substrates into CH4 in anaerobic conditions (Kim

and Gadd 2008). Thus, when soil moisture is high and a relatively large number of

O2-depleted soil microsites exist, methanogenesis can represent a significant frac-

tion of CH4 fluxes within a profile (McLain and Ahmann 2008). In contrast, well-

aerated soil profiles support relatively more methanotrophy, the oxidation of CH4

into CO2. In such instances, net soil CH4 consumption is observed at the soil surface

(Fig. 29.2). Soil texture and bulk density can be important drivers of CH4 diffusion

into soil (Dorr et al. 1993; Boeckx et al. 1997; Del Grosso et al. 2000), but the

influence of moisture availability on air-filled pore space is an additional determi-

nant of CH4 diffusion into the soil profile and its subsequent oxidation (Dalal et al.

2008). Thus, as moisture declines CH4 can diffuse more readily into the profile,

following the CH4 concentration gradient maintained by soil methanotrophs (Cas-

tro et al. 1995; Whalen and Reeburgh 1996; Billings et al. 2000; Gulledge and

Schimel 2000; Le Mer and Roger 2001; Borken et al. 2006).

Studies examining the influence of moisture on forest CH4 fluxes confirm the

potential importance of drought as a determinant of CH4 biogeochemistry. Davidson

et al. (2008) report that rainfall exclusion plots in a tropical forest consistently served

as a net CH4 sink, in contrast with control plots. In a spruce forest in Germany,

drought reduced methanogenesis and enhanced methane oxidation (Lamers et al.

2009). Experimentally induced drought in a temperate forest increased soil CH4

uptake rates, though the effect was small relative to the large change in soil moisture

(Borken et al. 2006). Net soil CH4 uptake was also significantly enhanced with

experimental drought in an upland boreal forest in Alaska (Billings et al. 2000).

Importantly, however, soil CH4 uptake declined with drought in a floodplain forest

composed of similar vegetation (Billings et al. 2000). These results suggest that

factors other than CH4 diffusivity, such as variation in the composition of CH4-

related microbial communities, may be important influences on soil CH4 fluxes

(Schimel and Gulledge 1998).

Although it remains challenging to quantify predictions of soil surface CH4 fluxes

across multiple moisture scenarios and forest types, recent modeling work suggests

that rates of forest soil CH4 consumption will likely increase with increased drought

occurrence and intensity. Curry (2009) predicts that cool temperate and subtropical

forest ecosystems will experience the largest absolute increases in soil CH4 consump-

tion relative to other terrestrial ecosystems by the year 2100, and that boreal forests

will be one of the three ecosystems experiencing the largest relative increases in CH4

consumption. This work, however, neglects methanogenesis, which needs to be

incorporated into any future predictions of net forest soil CH4 fluxes.

29.6 Nitrogen Cycling and Forest Drought

Although the influences of drought on soil N cycling are not well understood, it is

generally accepted that soil moisture shortages impose constraints on N availability
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via several mechanisms. As discussed above, drought can restrict decomposition

rates of litterfall and mineral SOM, reducing the flow of N into the “leaky pipe”

(Firestone and Davidson 1989) of soil N cycling with enhanced N immobilization

in the O horizon (Johnson et al. 2002, 2008). In addition, drought can impose

constraints on N availability due to microbial N immobilization (Fig. 29.2). To

survive drought conditions, microorganisms must accumulate osmolytes to reduce

their internal water potential (Harris 1981). Although not universally true (Tiemann

2011), osmolytes can be N-rich; for example, bacteria typically employ amino acids

for this purpose. Schimel et al. (2007) calculates that the total amount of N in

microbial osmolytes can represent between 10 and 40% of annual net N minerali-

zation. Drought, then, can impose N requirements on soil microorganisms that have

ecosystem-level implications for N availability.

Drought can also result in reductions in transformation rates of inorganic N

(Fig. 29.2). For example, net N mineralization was reduced with drying in soils

supporting a Norway spruce forest in Germany (Hentschel et al. 2007). Experimen-

tal reductions in throughfall in a temperate deciduous forest also resulted in lower N

fluxes through the soil profile (Johnson et al. 2002, 2008). Such effects may result

from reductions in microbial population size and activity, and from the declining

availability of substrates for enzymatic reaction sites discussed above (Kieft et al.

1987; Franzluebbers et al. 1994; Borken and Matzner 2009). The transformation of

ammonium to nitrate by nitrifying bacteria also slows with drought (Tietema et al.

1992). The mechanism governing this effect is unknown, but one study examining

the negative effect of drought on nitrifiers indicates that osmotic potentials in the

soil below �0.6 MPa induces severe nitrifier dehydration (Stark and Firestone

1995). In contrast, nitrification was inhibited primarily by substrate availability

when osmotic potentials were above this threshold (Stark and Firestone 1995).

Although drought can promote relative accumulations of inorganic N in soil

through reductions in plant uptake of N (Sardans et al. 2008) and nitrate leaching

from the soil system (Johnson et al. 2002, 2008; Hong et al. 2005), the negative

effects of soil drought on N cycling rates can restrict forest N dynamics.

The evolution of nitrogenous gases from forest soils is also influenced by

drought. Because of the acidic nature of forest soils, we do not consider NH3

volatilization, which tends to occur in soils with pH > 7 (Schlesinger and Peterjohn

1991; Billings et al. 2002). However, forest soils can be significant sources of nitric

oxide (NO) and nitrous oxide (N2O), byproducts of nitrification and denitrification

(Fig. 29.2). Nitrogen budgets of multiple ecosystems suggest that significant quan-

tities of N escape via these pathways, but capturing fluxes of these gases sufficient

to close N budgets has proven challenging (Schlesinger and Peterjohn 1991;

Billings et al. 2002; Groffman et al. 2006), in part because these gases are both

produced and consumed by microbial activity within the soil.

Recent work highlights our inability to predict the response of NO and N2O

fluxes from forest soils to drought. For example, soil moisture shortages tend to

promote NO emissions relative to N2O (Firestone and Davidson 1989; Davidson

et al. 2000), but some tropical forests require repeated drought years for this effect

to be evident, for unknown reasons (Davidson et al. 2008). Moisture availability can
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promote N2O production via enhancement of denitrification and, to a lesser extent,

nitrification, but when soil moisture is sufficiently high, this effect is countered by

high rates of N2O consumption (transformation of N2O into N2) (Chapuis-Lardy

et al. 2007). Paradoxically, Goldberg and Gebauer (2009) report a significant,

sustained N2O sink in a forest soil with experimentally imposed drought, conditions

under which we would predict negligible transformation of N2O into N2.

The mechanism for this unexpected response is not known. Patterns of d15N of

N2O throughout the soil profile prompted suggestions of drought resulting in

declining in N2O production, while N2O consumption was maintained (Goldberg

and Gebauer 2009). An alternative explanation for the observed phenomena of

drought-influenced soils serving as a net N2O sink is enhanced rates of N2O

consumption with the maintenance of N2O production (Billings 2008); this scenario

is consistent with the 15N2O profile observed in the German study.

Regardless of the mechanism(s) governing the net N2O sink in these dry forest

soils, Goldberg and Gebauer’s work (2009) highlights our lack of understanding of

how forest soils can consume N2O when anaerobic microsites must be relatively

rare. Because so few studies report net N2O consumption at the soil surface, and

because those that do tend to dismiss such results merely as evidence of the

challenges associated with measuring N2O fluxes (Chapuis-Lardy et al. 2007), the

relationship between moisture availability and forest soil N2O fluxes remains

enigmatic. Although atmospheric N2O is relatively long lived and well mixed,

confounding our ability to use temporal and spatial differences in its isotopic

signature to constrain N2O budgets (Rahn 2005), employing isotopic constraints

on N2O fluxes within the soil profile will be important for future efforts to elucidate

drivers of N2O production and consumption.

29.7 Conclusions

The nature of drought itself – its frequency, severity, and duration – may change as

part of climate change (IPCC 2007). Drought can span an almost unlimited spec-

trum of conditions from the episodic to the chronic, as becomes evident within a

few minutes of attempting to design an experiment to explore the influence of

drought on forest processes. However, manipulative studies are needed to explore

forest responses to previously unobserved regions of the time and frequency

domains of drought that may occur in the future. In addition to such studies,

cross-ecosystem explorations of forest responses to drought are needed, to permit

comparison between forest types and climatic regimes. Such comparisons will

augment our understanding of both the diversity and similarities of relationships

between forest biogeochemical fluxes and drought. The LTER and FluxNet net-

works will continue to provide excellent synthesis platforms for such studies. The

emerging National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON; Keller et al. 2008),

with its unprecedented scope of data monitoring, management, and sharing
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capabilities will also serve as a rich source of data for understanding forest

responses to drought.

In addition to insights gained from manipulative studies and ecological networks,

examination of extreme drought events holds great promise for contributing to

general knowledge of forest responses to drought. An emerging body of literature

has been built around such extreme events (e.g., Huxman et al. 2004; Ciais et al.

2005; Reichstein et al. 2007; Granier et al. 2007; Saleska et al. 2007; Armone et al.

2008; Marengo et al. 2008; Goldberg and Gebauer 2009). The exceptional events

examined in these studies provide crucial tests of emergent general patterns of forest

response to drought, and continued examination of extreme events will serve an

important role in the developing predictive models of forest responses to drought

under climate change scenarios.

The studies described in this chapter also reveal the broad need for a better

understanding of how moisture dynamics influence soil microbial activity. Pursuing

this wide research area will provide the knowledge needed for developing concep-

tual and, eventually, more quantitative models of many belowground processes,

including decomposition rates, nutrient transformations, and soil production and

consumption of multiple gases that influence Earth’s climate. The nonlinear and

interactive responses to drought of these microbially mediated fluxes (e.g., Schimel

et al. 2007; Borken and Matzner 2009; Goldberg and Gebauer 2009) represent an

immense and relatively unexplored research frontier. For example, biogeochemical

responses to drought severity – as measured by intensity and length – are frequently

not linear, likely due to interactions betweenwater availability, microbial functioning,

and vegetation physiology, and the multiple timescales at which these factors operate.

Complex patterns of responses of these processes within and among varying forest

types challenge our efforts to develop predictive models of these fluxes with drought

and remain a critical research area for the future.
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Chapter 30

Effect of Forest Fires on Hydrology

and Biogeochemistry of Watersheds

Shin-ichi Onodera and John T. Van Stan II

30.1 Introduction

Forest fire generally includes both natural wildfire and human-induced fire

(e.g., slash-and-burn agriculture and accidental fire). Areas burned by forest

fire are relatively widespread across the world (Table 30.1), but vary substan-

tially across continents. For example, burned areas account for about two thirds of

the total area in Africa, yet only approximately 1% in North America (Roy et al.

2008). Wildfire occurrence is primarily related to drought intensity, whereas

agricultural demands oftentimes drive human-induced fires, particularly slash-

and-burn cultivation. Because the controlling factors of both fire types have

increased recently, global burned areas have also increased. In the Amazon

catchment alone, burned area has expanded to encompass more than ten times

its pre-1980 area (Peres et al. 2006). These increases in forest fire frequency and

intensity have enhanced its role in, and contribution to, total global deforestation

(Roy et al. 2008).

Forest fires have significant impacts on the local watershed and global environ-

ments. At the hillslope and catchment scale, forest fire alters hydrological, geomor-

phological, and biogeochemical processes. At the global scale, forest fires transfer

carbon from the forest to the atmosphere, contributing to global warming (Crutzen

and Andreae 1990) and other climate forcings (Weber and Flannigan 1997; Siegert

et al. 2001; Alencar et al. 2006; Westerling et al. 2006). As a result of these

alterations, increases in burned area within a catchment can elevate surface water

runoff, soil erosion, and the export of nutrients, ultimately degrading hillslope soils

and the downstream aquatic environment (Certini 2005; Shakesby and Doerr 2006;

Jung et al. 2009; Noske et al. 2010).

The main objective of this chapter is to review previous research regarding fire-

induced alterations of hydrological and biogeochemical processes at the watershed

scale, with special attention to the effects of forest fires on the hydrologic cycle,

soils, and nutrient (C, N, and P) transport and to highlight future research

directions.

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_30, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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30.2 Effects of Fire on the Hydrology of Forested Watersheds

30.2.1 Pre- Versus Postfire Hydrological Processes

An undisturbed, forested hillslope intercepts, evapotranspires, and infiltrates inci-

dent precipitation efficiently, providing ecosystem services for nearby streams by

reducing soil erosion and surface runoff (Fig. 30.1a). After forest fires, drastic

changes, such as vegetation loss and production of hydrophobic soil layers,

transform the hillslope and alter its hydrological cycling (Fig. 30.1b). Fire, by its

very nature, obliterates the plant life responsible for the removal of rainfall via

evapotranspiration. The extent of plant death depends on the degree of burn,

which directly relates to the magnitude of decrease in evapotranspiration

(Montes-Helu et al. 2009; Dore et al. 2010). The relationship between severity

of fire and diminished evapotranspiration, however, is underresearched, particu-

larly since the studies known to the authors focus primarily on the ecological

succession of burned landscapes (Montes-Helu et al. 2009; Dore et al. 2010).

Montes-Helu et al. (2009) more specifically linked the diminished evapotranspi-

ration to burn-related decreases in tree leaf area. But, as burned areas reestablish,

predisturbance levels of evapotranspiration can be restored somewhat quickly.

For example, Dore et al. (2010) noted that evapotranspiration within an intensely

burned ponderosa pine stand rebounded to within 15% of an undisturbed stand in a

decade.

Hydrophobic soil layers are more persistent and arguably exert greater influence

on downhill and downstream aquatic ecosystems. Water-repellent soil layers are

generated by the vaporization of organic compounds in the litter and topsoil during

wild and controlled fires, which migrate downward, cool, and condense in underly-

ing soil layers (DeBano 1981, 2000b). Many previous studies have shown that burn-

related hydrophobic soil layers can greatly diminish infiltration (Fig. 30.1b) and

therefore groundwater recharge (Burch et al. 1989; Robichaud 2000; Wang et al.

2000; Martin and Moody 2001; Lewis et al. 2006). DeBano (2000b) showed that

Table 30.1 Global distribution of burned area and active fires in each of the six continents as of 2008

Continent Burned area

(�105 km2)

Active fire area

(�105 km2)

Global burned area

per continent (%)

Global active fire area

per continent (%)

Africa 25.0 13.7 68.41 49.40

Australia-Oceania 6.32 3.87 17.26 13.94

Northern Eurasia 1.56 2.82 4.26 10.16

Southern Eurasia 1.56 2.14 4.27 7.70

North America 0.40 1.43 1.10 5.17

South America 1.72 3.79 4.70 13.64

Total 36.6 27.8 100 100

Total burned area is defined by the MODIS burned area product (MCD45), and active fire area is

defined by the MODIS active fire product (MOD14). (Adapted from Roy et al. 2008)
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these burn-related water-repellent sediment layers can form beneath a wettable lens

of surface soil. In such cases, infiltration rates are high in the beginning of a storm

event, but decrease once the wetting front reaches the hydrophobic sublayer

(DeBano 2000b). Since the intensity of water repellency within the hydrophobic

soil layer strengthens as soil moisture declines, initial water content can determine

infiltration rate through the water-repellent soil (Dekker and Ritsema 1994). Dekker

and Ritsema (1994) determined “potential” and “actual” water repellency under lab-

based air drying and natural conditions. These properties were shown to control the

temporal and seasonal variation of infiltration rates within hydrophobic soil sub-

layers. For example, DeBano (2000b) found that dry catchment soil conditions at the

start of the rainy season produced high water repellencies and reduced infiltration

rate; yet infiltration rate increased with a decrease in water repellency as antecedent

soil moisture conditions improved toward the end of the rainy season.

The horizontal and vertical spatial variability of water repellency on hillslopes

caused by forest fires is large, simply because the forest floor and soils are naturally

highly heterogeneous. Consequently, infiltration rates on a fire-impacted forested

hillslope are typically so variable that it prevents uniform infiltration and results in

the formation of unstable wetting fronts (Ritsema and Dekker 1994). Ritsema and

Dekker (1994) confirmed that wetting fronts within burned soils are likely nonuni-

form by identifying “finger-like” preferential infiltration pathways through loca-

lized, vertical soil profiles of lower water repellency. The average size of these

preferential flowpaths was between 10 and 50 cm in diameter (Ritsema and Dekker

1994). Nagahama et al. (2001) also confirmed heterogeneous infiltration processes

through burned soils using in situ resistivity experiments. Such preferential infiltra-

tion pathways are of particular interest as they can contribute significantly to solute

transport.

As infiltration and groundwater recharge within a forested hillslope are impacted

by fire, overland flow (surface runoff) fraction tends to increase (Fig. 30.1a,b) (Scott

1997; Jung et al. 2009), which, in turn, enhances peak stream discharge during storm

events (Scott 1997; Moody and Martin 2001; Moody et al. 2008). For these same

reasons, deforestation by forest fire also lowers evapotranspiration and groundwater

levels (Fig. 30.1a,b) and increases soil wetness and total stream discharge (Kusaka

et al. 1983; Worrall et al. 2007). These effects are similar to the effects of clear

cutting (Bosch and Hewlett 1982), yet typically of higher magnitude due to burn-

related soil hydrophobicity. There are few studies comparing these disturbances as it

is difficult to monitor all hydrologic variables within storm events across pre- and

postfire conditions for a specific watershed (Woodsmith et al. 2004).

Of the few studies, continuous observations by Scott (1997) showed total stream

discharge increased by only 12% after a forest fire, but storm runoff swelled by

threefold. Petrone et al. (2007) observed similar increases in peak stream discharges

and surface runoff volumes for a fire-affected catchment in interior Alaska. End-

member mixing analyses conducted by Jung et al. (2009) showed that postfire

surface runoff contributions were five times greater than prefire runoff contribu-

tions to streamwater. Compared to mean end-member contributions derived for

other unburned forested catchments (Burns et al. 2001; Katsuyama et al. 2001;
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Worrall et al. 2007; Bernal et al. 2006; Inamdar and Mitchell 2006; Jung et al. 2009;

Harpold et al. 2010), Jung et al. (2009) postfire runoff contributions to streamwater

were just over three times larger (Fig. 30.1a,b). Postfire baseflow contributions

decreased slightly in comparison to the mean baseflow contributions compiled from

the unburned forested catchments (Fig. 30.1a,b). Differences in runoff and baseflow

contributions between Jung et al. (2009) burned catchment’s streamwater and the

unburned catchments are likely due to marked decreases in infiltration and ground-

water recharge from water-repellent soil layers, lateral subsurface flow, and evapo-

transpiration (Jung et al. 2009).

30.2.2 Hydrogeomorphology Within Burned Catchments

Mechanisms of water-mediated erosion on hillslopes are highly sensitive to fire-

related alterations of land surface properties – particularly those which inflate

surface runoff volume and stream discharge (Prosser and Williams 1998;

Shakesby et al. 2000; Elliott and Parker 2001; Johansen et al. 2001; Pardini

et al. 2004; Leighton-Boyce et al. 2007). Field-based and simulation experiments

have linked increases in erosion rate with fire severity (Elliott and Parker 2001;

Johansen et al. 2001). Benavides-Solorio and MacDonald (2001) indicated that

postfire erosion at high severity plots were 10–26 times greater than unburned and

low severity plots, even though runoff was only 15–30% greater. Spigel and

Robichaud (2007) confirmed the accelerated erosion processes by overland flow

and rain drop.

Many researchers believe that reductions in vegetative cover (Fig. 30.2) play

the most critical role in enhancing soil erosion rates on hillslopes devastated by

severe fire (White and Wells 1979; Dieckmann et al. 1992; Inbar et al. 1998;

Fig. 30.2 Post-forest fire
catchment within the Rocky
Mountains, Colorado, USA.
Note the stark contrast in land

surface cover between the

upper and lower portions of the
photograph. The combination

ofvegetationdieback and a soil

covered in dark, sooty

combustion by-products

creates drastically different

hydrogeomorphological

response. Photo credit: Andrea

Holland-Sears, US Forest

Service
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Shakesby and Doerr 2006). In the absence of vegetation, hillslopes lose root

masses which act as soil stabilization structures. Burned hillslopes also lack the

protection from raindrop impacts that was once provided by litter and canopy

cover (Fig. 30.2). Droplet impacts during precipitation are then able to disturb the

topsoil matrix and reduce soil water storage capacity (Shakesby and Doerr 2006).

Rainsplash-related detachment of soil particles can increase significantly if rain-

fall is intercepted by the skeletal remains of burnt trees (becoming throughfall) as

this increases droplet size and impact (McNabb and Swanson 1990). Throughfall

droplet weight is further enhanced by the acquisition of ash particles from singed

tree surfaces (McNabb and Swanson 1990). Reductions in vegetative cover also

allow for more efficient scouring of hillslope surfaces by sheetwash (Shakesby and

Doerr 2006). Depending on the amount of fine sediment particles and the level of

water repellency, sheetwash erosion can be quite high (DeBano 2000a,b). This is

even more so the case for splash droplet erosion (Terry and Shakesby 1993;

Shakesby and Doerr 2006). In fact, lab simulations performed by Terry and

Shakesby (1993) showed that fine soils of low hydrophobicity compacted through-

out a rain event, eventually sealing and drastically increasing resistance to splash

droplet erosion (and potentially sheetwash erosion). Simulated rain events for the

more hydrophobic soils resisted water-induced cohesion, allowing erosive forces

from droplet splashes and sheetwash to displace particles throughout the event

(Terry and Shakesby 1993).

Continuous hydrophobic soil layers promote sheetwash and concentrated

channel erosion which, over time, develop rills and gullies (Fig. 30.2). On

steep, water-repellent hillslopes sediment is rarely transported in sheetflow, form-

ing concentrated channels that carve extensive rill networks (Doehring 1968;

Wells et al. 1987; Shakesby and Doerr 2006). When the wettable surface soil

layer becomes saturated, pore pressures increase against the underlying hydropho-

bic soil and lubricate the interface, causing failure and debris flow (Gabet 2003).

As the debris flow moves downgradient, it frees neighboring wettable soil layer

water which was previously confined (Shakesby and Doerr 2006). Released water

scours the debris flow channel and increases sediment transport into the stream

channel via storm runoff (Keller et al. 1997; Kunze and Stednick 2006; Noske et al.

2010).

These debris flows, in conjunction with increased peak stream discharges,

increase sediment exports at the watershed scale (Keller et al. 1997; Nishimune

et al. 2003; Kunze and Stednick 2006; Desilets et al. 2007; Noske et al. 2010). The

extant literature has reported a diverse array of stream channel responses to fire-

related increases in sediment load, including channel narrowing, braiding,

entrenchment, terracing, channel aggradation, and the formation of alluvial fans

(McNabb and Swanson 1990; Meyer and Wells 1997; Moody and Martin 2001;

Legleiter et al. 2003; Shakesby and Doerr 2006). These hydrogeomorphological

changes can result in the transference of postfire sediments from burnt tributaries to

higher order streams (White and Wells 1982; Keller et al. 1997). Keller et al. (1997)

even witnessed eroded sediment from a burnt tributary reduce downstream channel

cross-sectional area, enhancing flood risk. The hydrophobic organic compounds
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within the burnt soils are eventually processed and the burnt hillslope revegetates,

diminishing runoff-related suspended sediment contributions to streamwater over

time (Desilets et al. 2007). This means sediment yield is typically highest at the first

postfire storm event or in the first postfire year due to the abundance of erodible soil

and higher water repellency (Desilets et al. 2007; Keller et al. 1997). However,

Legleiter et al. (2003) found that postfire erosion effects are not solely restricted to

hillslope-related erosion and can be transferred from the hillslope to the stream

channel. Legleiter et al. (2003) discovered stream discharge 10 years after the 1988

Yellowstone fire remained elevated, despite a gradual decrease in sediment supply

from postfire hillslope erosion. This resulted in a transference of erosion from the

postfire hillslope to the stream, inducing a period of channel incision to maintain

stream sediment budgets (Legleiter et al. 2003). Researchers are consistently

producing surprising results regarding how much the hydrogeomorphological

effects of fire alter wooded ecosystems and how far these effects extend beyond

the affected area; yet the current studies primarily represent short-term, small-scale

observations, leaving many long-term, large-scale fire-related hydrogeomorphologi-

cal impacts and interactions open for future investigation (Shakesby and Doerr 2006).

30.3 Effects of Fire on Forest Soils

Soils play a critical role in the hydrologic and nutrient cycling of forested ecosys-

tems. Because fire severely degrades soil surfaces, soil-based ecosystem services

are greatly diminished in burned areas. In fact, burn-related reduction of soil

buffering capacity is rapidly becoming a worldwide concern as the global fre-

quency of forest fire increases (Certini 2005). Forest fire consumes the organic

litter layer, the topsoil, and vegetative cover, converting these into CO2, ash, and

char (Ilstedt et al. 2003; Knicker 2007; Kara and Bolat 2009). This results in the

death of soil fungi and bacteria (Kara and Bolat 2009) and, correspondingly, a

reduction in organic soil matter and organic matter decomposition. The burning of

soil organic compounds also changes soil molecular structure (Knicker 2007) and,

depending on burn temperature and time, increases soil hydrophobicity (O’Donnell

et al. 2009). As the hydrophobic effect of soil generally decreases infiltration rates

(Cerda 1998; Martin and Moody 2001), fire can ultimately diminish soil moisture

as well.

Fire-related mortality of soil microbe populations reduces soil organic matter

and prevents its decomposition (Kara and Bolat 2009; Shakesby and Doerr 2006).

Because fungal hyphae stabilize soil matrices and the decomposition process

creates cohesive compounds, these phenomena exert significant influence over

the erodibility of soils. Beneficial plant–microbe symbioses (mycorrhizae) are

also destroyed by extreme heat (Vilariño and Arines 1991; Certini 2005) and the

production of combustion-related toxic compounds (Kim et al. 2003). According to

phospholipid fatty acid analyses (PFLAs) performed by Bååth et al. (1995), fire-

related fungi mortality is much greater than bacteria. In fact, some areas within
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burnt catchments contain microbial populations, which are able to persist postfire

(Neary et al. 1999; Dragovich and Morris 2002). These localized hot spots of faunal

activity can provide preferential subsurface flowpaths by biotransferring easily

eroded, hydrophobic sediments from the soil profile and enhancing the vertical

infiltration rate (Dragovich and Morris 2002).

The most direct burn-related alteration of a soil’s physical properties is the

development of the water-repellent soil layer (Dekker and Ritsema 1994; DeBano

2000a; Lewis et al. 2006). When organic material, such as litter on the soil surface,

is consumed by fire, volatilized organic compounds intrude into the soil, coating

soil particles (DeBano 2000b). This hydrophobic coating specifically reduces

infiltration by reducing capillary tension and rejecting the smooth infiltration of

water (Letey et al. 2000). Water repellency has generally been determined by water

drop penetration time (WDPT) and critical surface tension (CST) (Letey et al.

2000). The WDPT test measures the time required for a water drop to be absorbed

into a soil of interest (Letey et al. 2000). If it is longer than 5 s, the soil is considered

water repellent (Letey et al. 2000). Fox et al. (2007) measured significantly longer

WDPT times for fine soil particles (<2 mm) than for coarse particles (>2 mm). This

finding indicates that finer soil particles may be more extensively coated by

volatilized organic compounds during fire (Fox et al. 2007). The CST test measures

soil–water contact angles by using aqueous ethanol solutions of different concentrations

and surface tensions (Letey et al. 2000). The surface tension of the ethanol decreases

with increasing concentration (Letey et al. 2000). Using CST tests, Letey et al. (2000)

observed that water-repellant soils produce soil water contact angles greater than 90�.
Direct contact angles between soil and water, particularly across sharp boundaries of

contrasting hydraulic conductivity and pore size, may account for the extended WDPT

times described inmany studies (Imeson et al. 1992; Everett et al. 1995; Letey et al. 2000;

Robichaud 2000; Certini 2005).

The intensity or severity of fire interacts with moisture and particle size distri-

bution to control the intensity and depth of water repellency in soils (Fig. 30.3)

(Robichaud 2000; Huffman et al. 2001). When burn temperatures increase, so does

the volatilization of organic hydrocarbons and, therefore, the hydrophobicity of

burnt soils (DeBano 2000b; Certini 2005). However, when burn temperatures rise

above 280�C, the combustion of aliphatic compounds can reduce the VOC-related

water repellency (Fig. 30.3). Varela et al. (2005) confirmed this relationship under

controlled laboratory conditions, finding increases in water repellency at burn

temperatures ranging from 25 to 220�C, peak soil hydrophobicities between 220

and 240�C, and sharp reductions in water repellency above 260–280�C (Fig. 30.3).

According to these results, water repellency in burnt surface soils weakens under

severe, high intensity forest fires (Fig. 30.3). During conditions of repeated fire,

layers of water-repellent soils can alternate sporadically between other horizontal,

permeable soil layers (DeBano 2000b; Martin and Moody 2001; Lewis et al. 2006),

but rarely do these layers exceeds depths greater than 8 cm (Henderson and Golding

1983; Huffman et al. 2001). The irregular patterning and infiltration effects of

alternating burnt soil layers are strongly dependent on the pattern of fire severity
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(Imeson et al. 1992; Certini 2005). Hydrophobic soil layers may persist for 19

months in the soil column, but may weaken somewhat rapidly (within 3 months)

after a fire (Huffman et al. 2001).

Although fire tends to reduce the overall structural integrity of soils on hill-

slopes, some fire-induced hydrophobic films have acted as a surficial bonding agent,

holding together soil aggregates (Mataix-Solera and Doerr 2004; Shakesby and

Doerr 2006). Burnt aggregates can even become more stable than their original,

unburnt states if combustion temperatures are right for the formation of cementing

oxides (Giovannini and Lucchessi 1991; Ketterings et al. 2000; Certini 2005). This

aggregation effect is oftentimes trumped by reductions in water holding capacity

and increased bulk density enhancing the potential for soil erosion (Martin and

Moody 2001). Bulk density is increased in burnt soils by a combination of ash

clogging soil pores and organomineral aggregate collapse (Durgin and Vogelsang

1984; Giovannini et al. 1988). Oswald et al. (1999) found that soil particle size

distribution is not directly influenced by forest fire. Rather, erosion on burnt

hillslopes preferentially removes fine particulates from soil surfaces, coarsening

postfire hillslope soils over time (Mermut et al. 1997). The effects of soil microbe

death, combusted organic matter, enhanced hydrophobicity, and removal of fine

particulates within burnt soils combine synergistically to significantly alter catch-

ment hydrologic response and biogeochemistry.

Fig. 30.3 Volatization temperatures of identified litter-derived organic compounds plotted
against laboratory- and field-based temperature trends in soil hydrophobicity. Fire-related soil

temperature increases cause the volatization of various organic compounds that can enhance or

diminish water repellency in soils (Nestrick and Lamparski 1982; Coutant et al. 1988; Wunderli

et al. 1996; DeBano 2000b; UN-FAO 2000; Isidorov and Jdanova 2002; Kim et al. 2003; Certini

2005; Ramirez et al. 2010)
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30.4 Effects of Fire on the Biogeochemistry of Forested

Watersheds

30.4.1 Nutrient Cycling Within Burnt Watersheds

Most investigations regarding the effects of forest fire on watershed biogeochem-

istry examine the loss and alteration of soil organic carbon (C) due to combustion

(Certini 2005; Shakesby and Doerr 2006; Knicker 2007). Depending on the inten-

sity of a forest fire, subcanopy combustion can consume the entire litter layer (Brais

et al. 2000; Simard et al. 2001) and even deplete or eliminate topsoil organic C

pools (Knicker 2007). Severe reductions in soil organic C result in long-term

modifications to a watershed’s humification processes (Ponomarenko and Anderson

2001; Certini 2005; Knicker 2007). Moreover, the remaining soil-based organic C

is oftentimes altered during the burn (becoming “pyrogenic” organic C), which

exhibits a different molecular structure from biologically generated organic C

compounds (González-Pérez et al. 2004; Knicker 2007). During combustion

organic C is oxidized by removing external oxygen groups; however, biological

oxidation tends to create carboxyl-rich macromolecules (Knicker 2007). These

qualitative differences in molecular structure result in diminished solubility for

pyrogenic organic C compounds in relation to biogenic C compounds (Knicker and

L€udemann 1995). Previous research has also shown that fire increases the aromatic

fraction of organic C and dissolved organic C (DOC) (González-Pérez et al. 2004;

Certini 2005; Knicker 2007; Vila-Escalé et al. 2007). Carbon soil solutions with

high aromaticity are less efficiently digested by microbes, increasing environmental

residence times (Knicker 2007; Vila-Escalé et al. 2007). Aromatic hydrocarbons

are also considered contaminants which can be bioaccumulated in fish tissues or

interact with other organic compounds to form additional ecologically harmful

chemicals, such as trihalomethanes (Imai et al. 2003; Xue and Warshawsky

2005). Further structural differences (as summarized by González-Pérez et al.

(2004)) can increase nutrient leaching from soils by modifying sorption properties,

enhance erosion and particulate export, and even affect the formation of soil

aggregates (Knicker 2007; Noske et al. 2010).

Burn-related changes in the molecular structure of organic C compounds typi-

cally combine with enhanced erosion rates and surface runoff to produce greater

DOC stream exports (Petrone et al. 2007; Vila-Escalé et al. 2007; Mast and

Clow 2008). Vila-Escalé et al. (2007) reported large magnitude increases in postfire

DOC stream concentrations (eight times those of similar undisturbed catchments).

DOC aromatic content within DOC stream exports also increased, particularly toxic

polycyclic aromatic compounds (Vila-Escalé et al. 2007). The presence of these

compounds perpetuates microbial die off within aquatic environments and may

prevent the reestablishment of microbial populations long after a forest fire subsides

(Vila-Escalé et al. 2007). Increases in aromaticity have also been found to affect

the redox potential across a watershed’s hydrologic compartments, including
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biogeochemically important systems such as wetlands and near-stream saturated

zones (Mladenov et al. 2008).

The molecular structure and redox potential of organic C compounds link C and

N cycling as these properties determine the suitability of organic C compounds to

act as electron donors in denitrification (Korom 1992; Lovely et al. 1999). This

process, heterotrophic denitrification, has been found to be especially important for

NO3 removal in the near-stream saturated zone and wetlands (Korom 1992;

Mohamed et al. 2003). An important by-product of heterotrophic denitrification is

HCO3, which contributes to the pH buffering capacity of streams and lakes (Korom

1992; Mohamed et al. 2003). Many studies have reported elevated stream exports of

NO3 in response to fire (Bayley et al. 1992; Chorover et al. 1994; Williams and

Melack 1997; Williams et al. 1997; Gerla and Galloway 1998; Bêche et al. 2005;

Lane et al. 2008; Betts and Jones 2009); however, NO3 is not a direct product of

combustion (Certini 2005). NH4 is the only direct nitrogenous product of vegetative

thermal decomposition, indicating that postfire NO3 exports are likely the result of

nitrification processes (Covington and Sackett 1992). High NO3 streamwater con-

centrations further imply that the denitrification process is hampered in burnt

wetlands and near-stream saturated zones due to the highly aromatic and hydro-

phobic nature of pyrogenic DOC (González-Pérez et al. 2004; Certini 2005;

Knicker 2007). Observations by Mroz et al. (1980) support this, showing that

nitrification of NH4 in soils occurs quite readily unless the NH4 is fixed to the

interlayer of clay minerals. In contrast, NO3 is not adsorbed to the negatively charged

soil particle surfaces and is leached through the soil matrix (Prieto-Fernandez et al.

1993). The fire-generated augmentation of soil NH4 concentration appears to dissipate

after two growing seasons (Grogan et al. 2000). This time scale is synchronous with

the return of stream NO3 exports to undisturbed levels reported by other studies

(Bayley et al. 1992; Chorover et al. 1994; Williams and Melack 1997; Williams

et al. 1997; Gerla and Galloway 1998; Bêche et al. 2005; Lane et al. 2008).

In addition to NO3 and an organic C electron donor, heterotrophic denitrification

requires adequate concentrations of phosphorous (P). In fact, sufficient N:P ratios

are necessary to activate the gene responsible for synthesizing a critical enzyme for

denitrification (nitrogenase) in heterotrophic bacteria (Stock et al. 1990). Phospho-

rous, specifically PO4, is also a limiting nutrient in plant growth (Marschner 1995).

Although many studies show little-to-no increases in postfire total P (TP) or PO4

exports (e.g., Bayley et al. 1992; Williams et al. 1997; Bêche et al. 2005; Mast and

Clow 2008), Noske et al. (2010) found that, when considering coarse matter as well

as dissolved and suspended fractions, postfire TP export rates increased to 60 times

any values recorded under prefire conditions. Since TP and PO4 availability limits

plant growth and heterotrophic denitrification, high magnitude increases in stream

exports could diminish plant succession in the short term and contribute to high

postfire NO3 stream concentrations by preventing denitrification within burnt near-

saturated zones and wetlands (Bayley et al. 1992; Chorover et al. 1994; Williams

and Melack 1997; Williams et al. 1997; Gerla and Galloway 1998; Bêche et al.

2005; Lane et al. 2008).
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30.4.2 Postfire Nutrient Loss by Forest Type

Increases in temperature and wetness postfire drastically change watershed biogeo-

chemical processes across all forest types (Table 30.2), particularly solute chemis-

tries of soil water, groundwater, and streamwater. Burn-related increases in overland

flow generally enhance mineralization of litter and vegetation, thereby increasing

solute nutrient losses from a catchment (Thomas et al. 2000). Generally, the loss of

DOC, NO3, PO4, and TP across forest types is great in comparison to preburn,

unburnt, or recovered levels (Table 30.2), and the high solute losses continued for

2–3 years (Thomas et al. 2000). On the other hand, most studies observed negligible to

no increases in DON and NH4 losses (Table 30.2), likely due to the aforementioned

strong sorption potential for clay minerals (Mroz et al. 1980).

In tropical forests, wildfires have been shown to affect nutrient losses, of both the

suspended form in stormflow and the soluble form in baseflow (Malmer 2004;

Williams et al. 1997). Suspended nutrient concentrations in burned catchments

were tenfold of those in preburned ones (Malmer 2004). Baseflow N concentrations

immediately after a fire were three- to fivefold of those after 1 year (Malmer 2004).

Postfire DOC, DON, and NH4 exports also, at a minimum, doubled (Table 30.2). TP

and PO4 exports were very low, and sometimes at nondetectable levels, from

unburnt and preburn watersheds (Table 30.2). However, catchments affected by

fire increased to detectable levels (Table 30.2). Even though postfire TP and PO4

increases and total exports are small (Table 30.2), many studies assert that ecosys-

tems already limited by P availability may be further stressed by modest P exports

(Bayley et al. 1992; Gerla and Galloway 1998; Bêche et al. 2005; Lane et al. 2008;

Noske et al. 2010). Enhanced solute concentrations for all nutrients tend to decline

the second year after a fire in comparison with those in the first year (Malmer 2004;

Williams et al. 1997). Malmer (2004) suggests that the rising of nutrient concentra-

tions during the first year in burnt tropical streams is a result of increased weathering

rates and decreased plant uptake. Such plant–soil interactions would also explain the

nutrient export reductions during the second year as the nutrient uptake and slope

stabilization due to recovered vegetation have been shown to mitigate erosion-

related dissolved and particulate nutrient losses (Shakesby and Doerr 2006).

In the boreal and alpine/subalpine forests of colder climate regions, some

researchers have reported similar patterns in postfire material transport as what

was observed in tropical forests (Bayley et al. 1992; Petrone et al. 2007; Mast and

Clow 2008; Betts and Jones 2009). Mast and Clow (2008) monitored stream runoff

and solute and suspended sediment (SS) concentrations for 4 years following the

fires in glaciated watersheds. They found that nitrate concentrations in a burned

catchment increased tenfold of those in the unburned, but only tripled NO3 exports

due to diminished streamflows (Mast and Clow 2008). However, high levels of NO3

streamwater concentrations continued up to the first postfire snowmelt (Mast and

Clow 2008). Postfire responses in NO3 export were comparable within burnt

catchments dominated by boreal forests (Bayley et al. 1992; Petrone et al. 2007;

Betts and Jones 2009); yet the magnitude of postfire exports compared to unburnt
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boreal catchments was slightly greater (Table 30.2). Just as reported for tropical

forests, increases in TP and PO4 losses due to fire increased from barely detectable

to modest levels in colder forested catchments (Table 30.2). Two notable differ-

ences in postfire nutrient exports between boreal and alpine/subalpine forested

catchments is that (1) flow pathways through boreal systems oftentimes interact

with a deeper organic surface soil layer and (2) stream chemistry consists of larger

groundwater contributions (Petrone et al. 2007). DOC and DON originated from the

organic layer and nutrient contributions from mineral weathering likely explain the

differences in the magnitude of nutrient losses between the burnt boreal and alpine/

subalpine forested catchments (Table 30.2).

Reports of enhanced nutrient loss for DON and NO3 from burnt watersheds

dominated by eucalyptus forests are larger than those reported for tropical, boreal,

alpine, and subalpine environments (Table 30.2). DON exports are 5–9 times higher

than observed under pre- and unburnt catchment conditions, and NO3 losses have

been recorded at orders of magnitudes above undisturbed levels (Table 30.2).

Observed postfire losses of PO4 from eucalyptus forests are generally low, but

markedly differ among studies (Table 30.2), likely due to differences in burn

intensity. Australian eucalyptus forests for two intensely burnt catchments (Springs

and Slippery Rock Creek) produced enhanced PO4 stream exports that were much

less enhanced than those recorded from a Portuguese eucalyptus watershed affected

by less intense, understory fires (Table 30.2). Watershed losses of TP were compa-

rable to values published in other studies of differing forest types (Table 30.2).

Nutrient losses from burnt coniferous forests were among the highest reported and

showed the largest increases from preburn or unburnt catchments of similar forest

type (Table 30.2). This is particularly noticeable for NO3, NH4, and TP (Table 30.2).

In the most affected cases, NO3 exports increased by greater than two orders of

magnitude and NH4 by four times after fire (Table 30.2). The greatest observed

postfire TP exports were witnessed in a coniferous drainage basin and were six

times the next highest value regardless of forest type (Table 30.2).

Studies concerning biogeochemical alterations in burnt, scarcely forested urban

watersheds focus more on contaminant and suspended sediment transport – especially

in relation to trace metals (Moldan and Cerny 1994; Caldwell et al. 2000; Onodera

et al. 2002; DeMarco et al. 2005; Farella et al. 2006). This is because trace metals

of many species fall into watersheds as atmospheric pollution and are adsorbed

in surface soils and immobilized (Driscoll et al. 1994). Forest fire may release

adsorbed trace metals, initiating significant trace metal losses from a hillslope

by leaching and/or erosion (Caldwell et al. 2000; DeMarco et al. 2005). The rate

of leaching depends on combustion-related alterations of soil organic matter and

the availability of adsorbed and mineralized trace metal (Caldwell et al. 2000;

DeMarco et al. 2005). Using monthly monitoring data from surface sediment and

water chemistries in a reservoir affected by fire, Caldwell et al. (2000) showed that

concentrations of toxic monomethylmercury in sediment increased up to 30-fold

and the ratio of monomethylmercury to total mercury increased from 5.4 to 33.8%.

This indicates that fire altered the chemical species of trace metals (specifically

mercury) in surface soils and that these mercury species were transported from the
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burnt hillslope to the urban reservoir (Caldwell et al. 2000). Monomethylmercury

concentrations of sediments in the reservoir were also distinctly higher than those

in the surface soils of the burnt hillslope, suggesting that trace metal losses, likely in

soluble form, were not only transported into the reservoir, but were also being

magnified over time (Caldwell et al. 2000). Onodera et al. (2002) found that under

acid rain conditions, trace metals could become desorbed from surface soil particles

and mobilize more easily within runoff. Farella et al. (2006) then found that trace

metals desorb under acidic conditions due to the exchange of low pH soluble cations.

As forest soil acidification by acid rains common to many areas (Moldan and Cerny

1994), burnt hillslopes near urban water bodies affected by acid rain may exceed

the levels of trace metal magnification reported by Caldwell et al. (2000), potentially

eliciting drastic changes in water quality.

30.4.3 Forest Fires and Climate Change

The amount of wildfires and human-induced fires has increased proportionally with

drought and slash-and-burn deforestation (Peres et al. 2006; Roy et al. 2008).

Climate change models predict that, should warming occur due to increased C

emissions, the temperature and precipitation regime of fire-prone high latitude

forests could become hotter and drier (Flannigan et al. 2000). Because such climate

changes increase fuel abundance, previous studies have concluded that enhanced

anthropogenic C emissions could increase forest fire frequency (Overpeck et al.

1990; IPCC 1996). However, studies relying on global circulation models (GCM)

to evaluate the potential for increased forest fire frequency with increased anthro-

pogenic CO2 emissions have produced conflicting results (e.g., Price and Rind

1994; Tackle et al. 1994; Flannigan et al. 1998; Stocks et al. 1998). Results using

doubled atmospheric CO2 concentrations range from 78% to statistically indistin-

guishable increases in forest fire frequency (Flannigan et al. 2000). The only similar

result across studies was a noticeable increase in the frequency of forest drying –

which is a significant factor in the generation of a forest fire (Flannigan et al. 2000).

Therefore, it is likely that a climate shift to warmer, drier high latitudes could result

in increased forest fire frequency.

Forest fires also contribute to climate change by outputting CO2 and CH4 to the

atmosphere via combustion of organic material (van der Werf et al. 2009). Carbon

output from forest fires was estimated, with high uncertainty, to be between 0.9 and

2.2 Pg C y�1 for the 1990s (DeFries et al. 2002; Achard et al. 2004); yet these

contributions are difficult to assess simply due to a lack of data with high spatial and

temporal resolution (van der Werf et al. 2009). In fact, based on more frequent

measurements and higher resolution satellite imagery, van der Werf et al. (2009)

determined annual C output from forest fires to be between 70 and 90 Tg C y�1.

This accounts for 80–89% of the above-ground living biomass and litter C content

within fire-affected areas (van der Werf et al. 2009). Modeling results from van der

Werf et al. (2009) indicate that most of the C emissions from Amazonian forest
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fires (74%) stem from deforestation activities, with the majority of the remaining

emissions resulting from cropland (19%) and pasture (7%) conversion.

Worldwide, total CO2 emissions from the combustion of vegetative materials

equal to just about 50% of anthropogenic fossil-fuel CO2 emissions (Bowman et al.

2009). As a result, nearly two thirds of the variability in annual CO2 growth rate

during the 1997–2001 El Niño/La Niña period can be explained by biomass burning

(van der Werf et al. 2004). Results from van der Werf et al. (2004) further implicate

fire-based emissions of CH4 in nearly all CH4 anomalies during the 1997–1998 El

Niño. The increased radiative forcing from CO2 produced by deforestation fires

alone has been estimated to be as great as 19% since preindustrial times (Bowman

et al. 2009). However, long-term positive and negative forcings of CO2 and CH4

emissions from natural wildfires are assumed equal and, thus, result in negligible to

no global or regional temperature effects (Bowman et al. 2009).

Black carbon aerosols are also produced by fire, which influences climate by

changing the surface albedo of burnt landscapes (Bowman et al. 2009). The dark,

soot-covered surfaces of burnt landscapes strongly absorb incident solar radiation,

producing a secondary warming effect (Bowman et al. 2009). Black carbon is even

transmitted in smoke plumes to the troposphere where it has been shown to reduce

regional precipitation by inhibiting vertical atmospheric convection and limiting

rain cloud formation (Andreae et al. 2004). Depravation of precipitation and

increases in regional temperatures can create a positive feedback loop for forest

fire, increasing the frequency and geographic extent of burns and their resultant

greenhouse gas emissions (Bowman et al. 2009).

30.5 Conclusions and Future Directions

Forest fires are one of the most transformative ecosystem disturbances, producing

drastic short- and long-term changes in the physical and chemical properties of soils,

which, in turn, affect hydrological and biogeochemical processes. Their increasing

global presence makes investigating fire-related alterations critical to our under-

standing of environmental issues across various scales – from climate change to

water quality and sediment transport. While we have a strong body of literature

investigating the effects of fire on physical soil/biomass properties and hydrogeo-

morphology, our understanding is limited by short-term postfire monitoring (1–3

years) and little information regarding alterations at the hydrology–biogeochemistry

interface. Future research examining the effects of fire on wooded ecosystems

should include:

l Monitoring changes in hydrological and biogeochemical processes for longer

periods of time, because the total recovery process in degraded hillslopes and

watersheds extends beyond the first few, but dramatic, postfire years to full

revegetation
l Determining how far downstream the impacts are transferred, as downstream

confluences and even the coastal area may experience postfire alterations
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l Reinforcing the call of Levia and Frost (2003), it is suggested that future

research seeks to characterize the hydrological and chemical changes in stem-

flow after fire
l Researching the impact of forest fires on biogeochemical cyclingwithin temperate

deciduous forests, as data on burned temperate deciduous hillslopes and/or catch-

ments are (at best) scant
l Investigating changes in pre- and postfire end-member contributions
l The identification of shifts in DOC and DON quality for end members and their

relative contributions to stream exports.
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Chapter 31

The Effects of Ice Storms on the Hydrology

and Biogeochemistry of Forests*

Benjamin Z. Houlton and Charles T. Driscoll

31.1 Introduction

A critical challenge of biogeochemical research is to distinguish between the effects

of natural and anthropogenic disturbances on nutrient cycles. Natural agents of

disturbance – particularly wind and ice storms, insect defoliation episodes, and fire –

are stochastic and highly variable; hence, it is difficult to develop broad general-

izations about the effects of such exogenous perturbations on ecosystem pattern and

process (Waring and Schlesinger 1985). Nonetheless, examples of disturbance

effects are apparent (Lemon 1961; Mattson and Addy 1975; Bormann and Likens

1979a; Whitney and Johnson 1984; Bruederle and Stearns 1985), pointing to their

importance in the regulation of biogeochemical cycles in general, nitrogen (N)

cycles in particular (Swank et al. 1981; Likens and Bormann 1995; Mitchell et al.

1996; Eshleman et al. 1998). Here, we review the impact of ice storms on N cycling

in forest ecosystems, also reviewing (and comparing) disturbance effects on N

cycling more generally.

Ice storms occur frequently in temperate climates. They form along a narrow

band on the cold side of a warm front, where surface temperatures are at or just

below freezing (ca. 1�C); under these conditions, rain becomes super-cooled and

freezes upon impact with cold surfaces. This process, in turn, causes ice to accu-

mulate on forest canopies, often resulting in forest damage, tree mortality and

changes in structure and succession of land plant communities (Lemon 1961;

Whitney and Johnson 1984; Bruederle and Stearns 1985; Rebertus et al. 1997;

Warrillow and Mou 1999). Although little is known about their impacts on biogeo-

chemical cycles, there is reason to believe that ice storms can have important effects

on the N cycle. Nitrogen is a limiting nutrient in many terrestrial ecosystems; its

cycling and availability is tightly regulated by plant–soil–microbe interactions.

Following disturbance, this close coupling is disrupted, temporarily increasing N

availability and nitrate (NO3
�) leaching from ecosystems: transiently high rates of

N cycling are frequently observed in response to forest harvesting and experimental

trenching of stands (Bormann and Likens 1979b; Vitousek et al. 1982).

*Some parts of this chapter are drawn from Houlton et al. (2003) and reused here with permission

by Springer.

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_31, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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In January of 1998, a large ice storm affected much of the northeastern United

States. Following the storm, forest crown damage was substantial, with areas

of 100% canopy loss reported in watersheds in New England (Houlton et al.

2003). In this chapter, we synthesize effects of the 1998 ice storm on forest

N cycles in temperate forest ecosystems. We postulated that this disturbance

would result in changes to the N cycle similar to those associated with other

types of natural disturbances and forest harvesting practices; hence, we review N

cycling responses from a variety of agents of disturbance in this chapter as well. We

report that a common thread of forest responses to both natural and anthropogenic

disturbance is seen in accelerated rates of N cycling and losses, with land use

history also playing a vital role in shaping the magnitude and pattern of N export

from temperate forests.

31.2 Study Sites in Review Synthesis of Ice Storm

Impacts on N Cycling

We summarized N cycling responses of several forest ecosystems to the 1998 ice

storm. The Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest (HBEF) is a long-term ecological

research site located in the White Mountains of New Hampshire (43�560N,
71�450W). Mean annual precipitation at the HBEF is 140 cm, with 25–33%

occurring as snow (Federer et al. 1990). Mean temperature varies between 17�C
in July and 10�C in January. Soils at the HBEF are mainly well drained, coarse-

loamy, mixed frigid Typic Haplorthods developed in shallow glacial till overlying

metamorphosed sedimentary and igneous rocks. Organic (Oa, Oe, Oi) and mineral

(Bh, Bs, Bs2) soil horizons have a combined average depth of 0.6 m, but this soil

depth is highly variable within the experimental watersheds and generally decreases

with elevation (Lawrence et al. 1986). The vegetation in W1 and W6 consists of

mixed northern hardwood species – yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis), American

Beech (Fagus grandifolia), and sugar maple (Acer saccharum) – at the middle and

lower elevations, and stands of conifers – balsam fir (Abies balsamea) and red

spruce (Picea rubens) at upper elevations.
The 607-ha Bowl Natural Area (BNA) is located on the southern slopes of

the White Mountains. The valley is bisected by a central ridge (north–south) that

rises to an elevation of 1,000 m; this central ridge divides the valley into two major

watersheds: the East and West Branches. The 206-ha area located west of the

West Branch stream to the top of the ridge connecting Mt. Whiteface with

Mt. Passconaway, has been reserved for research by the USDA Forest Service

(Lyon and Bormann 1962). Several surveys of the vegetation in the reserved area

indicate that this part of the forest has developed with no evidence of logging,

agriculture, or extensive fire disturbance (Oosting and Billings 1951). Although

much of the East Branch watershed was logged in the 1880s (Harkness 1958), there

is no record of the period of logging or the amount of lumber sawed or firewood

cut (Martin 1977).
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The Bowl is dominated by sugar maple (A. saccharum), yellow birch

(B. alleghaniensis), and beech (F. grandifolia) at elevations below 850 m, with

balsam fir (A. balsamea), red spruce (P. rubens), and paper birch (Betula papyrifera)
at elevations above 850 m.

The BNA is characterized by steep slopes that average 32% but range up to 75%

with a total relief of 660 m. The bedrock at the BNA is primarily Passaconaway

syenite. Smaller areas near the base of the watershed are underlain by Conway

granite. Both of these rocks crystallized from magma emplaced during the Jurassic

Period as part of the White Mountains batholith. Exposures of bedrock are frequent

along the upper slopes and ridgeline, but they are rare on lower slopes and along the

brooks due to relatively thick deposits of glacial till. The dominant soil type under

the northern hardwood forest is a Typic Haplorthod in the frigid temperature

regime. Textures range from sandy loam to loamy sand, with forest floor depths

averaging 10 cm. These soils are acidic (pH 3.5–5.5), well drained and have cation

exchange primarily associated with the organic horizon because of low clay content

(Martin 1979).

Three small watersheds were surveyed on Tenney Mountain (Grafton County,

Newfound Lake quadrangle 6, 71�460W 43�450N) located about 25 km southwest of

the HBEF. The forests on all three watersheds were dominated by maple-beech-birch

forest, with no evidence of agricultural activity. Elevations ranged from 440 to

700 m and slope aspects from ESE to ENE. Second-order streams were sampled

draining catchments that ranged in size from about 40 to 70 ha. Two small water-

sheds were also surveyed on the north slope of PlymouthMountain (Grafton County,

Ashland quadrangle, 71�430W 43�420N) located about 5 km southeast of Tenney

Mountain. Forest composition was similar to the TenneyMtn. sites, and no evidence

of previous agricultural activity was observed. Elevations range from 290 to 670 m

and slope aspects were generally NE. Second-order streams draining catchments

were sampled, ranging in watershed area from about 50 to 60 ha.

Three small watersheds with evidence of previous agricultural activity were also

sampled as a part of this survey. In particular, pit-and-mound topography was

largely absent, and stonewalls were evident across the landscape. The catchment

sampled on Pike Hill (Ashland quadrangle, 71�440W 43�440N) was directly adja-

cent to those on Plymouth Mountain. This site ranges in elevation from 260 to

480 m, with an ENE slope aspect. The forest at Pike Hill is dominated by maple, ash

and birch, and catchment area was about 30 ha. The catchment on Bridgewater

Mountain (Ashland quadrangle, 71�410W 43�400N) was about 4 km SSE from

Plymouth Mtn., ranged in elevation from 365 to 500 m with ESE slope aspect.

The post-agricultural forest on Bridgewater Mtn. was dominated by red maple

(Acer rubrum) and red oak (Quercus rubra), and the catchment area was about

12 ha. Finally, the sample site on Jewell Hill (Newfound Lake quadrangle; 71�510W
43�440N) is about 5 km WSW of Tenney Mountain. The watershed ranged in

elevation from 335 to 580 m, slope aspect was east and catchment area is about

75 ha. The forest on Jewell Hill was not surveyed quantitatively, but qualitative

observations indicated that ice damage was similar to the other severely damaged

sample sites.
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Six reference watersheds in the same general area as the severely damaged

forests were sampled under the assumption that changes in stream chemistry

unrelated to the ice storm damage were not occurring. These six watersheds were

all located within a few kilometers of the damaged sites, but on west-facing slopes

that were not subjected to heavy ice accumulation. Visual inspections indicated

minimal ice damage in these reference watersheds, and none appeared to have

evidence of previous agricultural history. These catchments ranged in elevation

from 290 to 700 m.

31.3 Effects of Ice Storms on Forest Hydrology

and Biogeochemistry

31.3.1 Hydrologic Response

Precipitation and streamflow have been monitored in W1 at the HBEF since 1955.

Annual stream discharge increases with increasing precipitation (Fig. 31.1). Annual

evapotranspiration is calculated as the difference between annual precipitation and

streamflow (Likens and Bormann 1995). In the water year following the ice storm

(1998–1999), the quantity of precipitation was 1,402 mm and streamflow was

994 mm. (Fig. 31.1). Stream discharge was slightly higher than expected based

on the long-term pattern of water yield from these watersheds (Likens and Bormann

1995), but was still within one standard deviation of the historical hydrologic

average. Therefore, it does not appear that the ice storm disturbance had measurable

short-term effects on hydrology at the HBEF.

31.3.2 Response of Soil Solution Chemistry to the Ice Storm

The biogeochemical effects of the ice storm disturbance were most apparent in

changes in patterns of NO3
� loss to drainage waters. Prior to the disturbance, soil

water concentrations of NO3
� in Oa horizon leachates averaged 23 � 16 mmol L�1

(mean � standarddeviation) and, inmineral soil solutions averaged20 � 9mmolL�1

for the Bh horizon and 18 � 12 mmol L�1 for the Bs horizon across W1. Generally,

NO3
� concentrations in W1 soil water were lowest during the growing season,

increased following leaf abscission, and peaked during snow melt.

There was no change in leachate chemistry immediately following the ice storm

(Fig. 31.2); the first evidence of a biogeochemical response was an increase in

NO3
� concentrations in Oa horizon leachates in August 1998 (Fig. 31.2). Nitrate

concentrations for Oa (490 mmol L�1) and Bh (500 mmol L�1) horizon solutions

peaked in September 1998, while concentrations in Bs horizon (300 mmol L�1)
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Fig. 31.1 Hydrologic data for W1 at the Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest. (a) Relationship

between streamflow and precipitation. Water years prior to (white triangle) and following the ice

storm (1998–1999; black square) are shown. The gray square represents the average of all years
other than 1998–1999 water-year. Error bars reflect one unit of standard deviation. (b) Temporal

pattern of precipitation and streamflow for W1 for 1998–1999. Sampling dates for stream water

chemistry are indicated by the white triangles
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leachates peaked somewhat later (November 1998; Fig. 31.2). Following this initial

response, soil water NO3
� concentrations remained relatively constant at elevated

levels (ca. seven to ten times higher than pre-disturbance) through the winter and

spring (Fig. 31.2). The following summer, NO3
� concentrations increased again

with Oa horizon leachates (200 mmol L�1) peaking in July and Bh (300 mmol L�1)

and Bs (190 mmol L�1) solutions in September (Fig. 31.2).

In addition to the temporal patterns, distinct spatial patterns of drainage water

chemistry following the ice storm were evident in W1 watershed. Prior to the

disturbance, there was no distinct spatial pattern for soil water NO3
� concentrations
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Fig. 31.2 Temporal patterns of soil-solution nitrate concentrations collected from ice-damaged

areas in W1 at the Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest. The error bars represent one unit of

standard deviation (from Houlton et al. 2003)
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in W1 (Fig. 31.3). However, the post-disturbance mean NO3
� concentrations in

solutions draining the extensive crown damage zone were significantly higher than

the pre-disturbance values (Fig. 31.3). The relatively large standard deviations for

NO3
� concentration means of soil water collected in the disturbance area reflect

marked temporal variability (Fig. 31.2). In contrast, soil waters collected outside
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Fig. 31.3 Annual volume-weighted nitrate concentrations in soil waters collected from watershed

1 during 1997–1998 and 1998–1999. The shaded regions represent the approximate location of the

extensive crown damage zone (from Houlton et al. 2003)
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the extensive crown damage zone after the ice storm were similar to values prior

to the disturbance.

Following the ice storm, there were no significant differences in concentrations

or fluxes of ammonium (NH4
+), dissolved organic nitrogen (DON), and dissolved

organic carbon (DOC) in soil waters draining the zone of extensive crown damage

with reference to nonimpacted areas in W1 and W6 (data not shown).

31.3.3 Response of Stream Water Chemistry at the HBEF

Stream water chemistry draining W1 and W6 also showed a response to the ice

storm in the autumn 1998. Pre-disturbance NO3
� concentrations in stream water

were relatively low along the entire sample reach (Fig. 31.4). In the autumn

following the ice storm (September), stream water NO3
� concentrations increased

initially and peaked (150 mmol L�1) at 670 m (Fig. 31.4). Following this initial

response, NO3
� concentrations along the longitudinal stream gradient increased at

610 m, 595 m, and 540 m in September, and at the base of the watershed (495 m,

located at the weir) in October (Fig. 31.4). Decreases in NO3
� concentrations were

observed during the high flow period of April and May along the entire stream, but

remained elevated at all sites for the duration of this study except for site at the weir,

which returned to pre-disturbance levels in May 1999 (Fig. 31.4). This seasonal

pattern is in contrast to the pre-disturbance condition in which NO3
� concentrations

generally increased during the high flow conditions in the spring.

Similar to the soil water response in the disturbance area, distinct spatial patterns

of NO3
� losses were evident in stream water following the perturbation (Fig. 31.4).

Prior to the ice storm, NO3
� concentrations were generally uniform along the

longitudinal stream gradient. Following the ice storm, NO3
� concentrations were

substantially elevated with reference to pre-disturbance values along the entire stream

reach, and showed a general pattern of decreases in concentration with decreasing

elevation (Fig. 31.4). Long-term mass fluxes of NO3
� varied along the stream reach,

with the largest values evident at the mid-elevation (110 � 49 mol ha�1 y�1). Nitrate

fluxes for the severe crown damage zone increased by as much as a factor of eight in

the water-year following the ice storm, and displayed a general pattern of decreasing

flux with decreasing elevation (Houlton et al. 2003).

31.3.4 Region-wide Response of Stream Water Chemistry
to the Ice Storm

Following the ice storm, a series of streams draining watersheds of various levels

of crown damage were surveyed to assess the regional patterns of NO3
� response

(see Houlton et al. 2003 for details). In concordance with results for the HBEF,
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streams that drained disturbed watersheds at Tenney and Plymouth Mountains

showed an initial increase in NO3
� concentrations during the autumn after the ice

storm (Fig. 31.5). Stream NO3
� concentrations for catchments at Plymouth Moun-

tain peaked in October 1998 (95 � 35 mmol L�1) and again in January 1999

(80 � 10 mmol L�1), decreased during spring snowmelt and remained slightly

elevated with reference to nonimpacted watersheds (reference) through the spring

of 2000. Similarly, NO3
� concentrations in waters that drained ice storm impacted

catchments on Tenney Mountain peaked in January 1999 (150 � 115 mmol L�1),

Fig. 31.4 Volume-weighted monthly nitrate concentrations along a longitudinal streamwater

gradient in W1 at the Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest (from Houlton et al. 2003)
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decreased approaching reference levels during the period of spring snowmelt

through the summer growing season, and increased once again during the period

of vegetative dormancy. Despite experiencing crown damage comparable to forests

at Tenney and Plymouth Mountains, streams that drained secondary forests that

were previously in agriculture showed relatively low concentrations of NO3
�

throughout the study period (Fig. 31.5). Note that streams that were previously

in agriculture exhibited NO3
� concentrations similar to values in reference

(i.e., undisturbed) watersheds.

Prior to the ice storm, NO3
� concentrations in stream water draining the lower

watershed of the BNA (mature forest) were elevated in comparison with the other

study sites. Nitrate concentrations were generally highest during the period of

spring snowmelt (25 � 8 mmol L�1), decreased during the growing-season and

increased slightly during the dormant season (Fig. 31.5). However, following the

ice storm, NO3
� concentrations in stream water draining the lower BNA were

substantially elevated in comparison with the long-term data (Martin et al. 2000),

and unlike the typical seasonal pattern, NO3
� concentrations in the lower water-

shed remained relatively constant at elevated levels following the ice storm

(Fig. 31.6).

Fig. 31.5 Nitrate concentrations in streams draining watersheds that experienced forest crown

damage at Tenney Mountain, Plymouth Mountain, Bridgewater Mountain, Pike Hill, Jewell Hill,

and the Bowl Nature Area, and for nonimpacted watersheds (reference) in the Bowl Nature Area

and across the southern White Mountain region of New Hampshire (from Houlton et al. 2003)
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31.4 Ice Storms and N Cycling in Forests: Contextualizing

the Broader Literature

31.4.1 Spatial Patterns of Ice Storm Damage at the HBEF

The response of drainage water chemistry to the ice storm was isolated to areas of

extensive crown damage at the HBEF, which indicated a direct relationship between

the magnitude of forest disturbance and ecosystem nutrient losses. Following the

perturbation, marked increases in drainage water NO3
� concentrations were

observed in the extensive crown damage zone relative to both nonimpacted areas

and pre-disturbance data. This pattern of elevated NO3
� loss agrees with observa-

tions of both natural and anthropogenic disturbances in temperate forest ecosystems

(Swank et al. 1981; Pardo et al. 1995; Likens and Bormann 1995; Mitchell et al.

1996; Eshleman et al. 1998; Holmes and Zak 1999). Results for this study have

regional implications because the January 1998 ice storm affected a large number

of forested areas across the northeastern USA and eastern Canada; elevated NO3
�

loss and associated acidification of surface water likely occurred in many headwater

catchments experiencing substantial crown damage as a result of the January 1998

ice storm.

Nitrate concentrations in waters draining the extensive crown damage zone

showed a pattern of mobilization from the forest floor and Bh horizon, and

Fig. 31.6 Temporal pattern of stream water nitrate concentrations at the Bowl Nature Area. Data

before (black circles; 1994–1997) and following (gray circles; 1998–1999) the ice storm are

shown. Error bars reflect standard deviations
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dissipation in the Bs horizon at the HBEF (Fig. 31.3); the upper soil (0–12 cm) was

the source of elevated N. Two processes – either separate or in combination – can

explain the response (1) enhanced solar radiation to the forest floor (due to newly

created gaps in forest over-story) stimulating microbial decomposition (minerali-

zation) and subsequent nitrification; supplying a source of N in excess of biotic

requirements, and/or (2) decreased uptake of N.

There was no significant difference in net mineralization, nitrification, soil

inorganic N levels (data not presented) or soil moisture (data not presented) in

soils from ice-damaged and reference areas either in 1998 (the year just after the

storm) or 1999 (Houlton et al. 2003). Denitrification rates increase in the ice-

damaged “gap” areas, but the difference was only statistically significant in 1999

(Houlton et al. 2003). As changes inmicrobial inorganic N production (i.e., minerali-

zation, nitrification) in areas of extensive crown damage were not observed relative to

reference areas in the 1998 and 1999 growing-seasons, it is likely that decreased plant

uptake was primarily responsible for elevated N loss from the disturbed ecosystem.

Similar to soil solution chemistry, marked increases in stream water NO3
�

concentrations were observed in response to the ice storm disturbance relative to

the long-term record at the HBEF. The peak concentration of 150 mmol L�1 for the

high elevation site in W1 was the highest reported since longitudinal monitoring

began in 1991. Nitrate concentrations in W1 stream water showed a general pattern

of attenuation with decreasing elevation downstream from the zone of extensive

crown damage (Fig. 31.4). Patterns of NO3
� loss corresponded strongly with crown

damage, explaining 85–90% of the longitudinal variations in stream NO3
� con-

centrations (Houlton et al. 2003). Thus, the spatial variations in stream water NO3
�

concentrations were clearly controlled by the quantity of crown damage that

hydrologic flow paths encountered prior to discharging to streams.

31.4.2 Factors Contributing to the Delay in N Loss at the HBEF

A delay of approximately 7 months elapsed from the timing of the ice storm to the

period of elevated NO3
� concentrations in soil waters draining the extensive crown

damage zone in W1. Such delays have been widely reported in previous investiga-

tions of perturbations to the N cycle (Bormann and Likens 1979b; Vitousek et al.

1982; Dahlgren and Driscoll 1994; Holmes and Zak 1999). Although the mechan-

isms for delay in N loss were not investigated as a part of this study, we speculate on

the contributing factors.

During the growing-season following the ice storm, it is likely that decreases in

plant uptake of N as a result of canopy damage allowed for the accumulation of

NO3
� along the soil water-stream water continuum. Due to the limited quantities of

water draining the soil during summer, little leaching of NO3
� occurred; increased

drainage in the late summer and fall allowed for the flushing of NO3
� from soil to

drainage water. The time associated with percolation of water through the soil could
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therefore explain the delay. Other mechanisms may also have contributed to the

delay in the increase in NO3
� loss, such as the decomposition of ice storm residues

(i.e., branches and twigs), the turnover of fine roots, microbial immobilization, or a

delay in the build-up of nitrifier populations (Vitousek et al. 1982).

Once elevated NO3
� concentrations were supplied to the forest floor, the

quantity of water that percolated the soil appeared to control the distribution of

NO3
� in the lower soil profile. Mineral soil lysimeters yielded no water during the

late summer collections. When these lysimeters yielded soil water in early fall

(September, October), very high concentrations of NO3
� were observed.

The initial increase in stream water NO3
� concentrations was observed in

September 1998. This observation indicated a relatively rapid flushing (ca. 1

month) of solutes from soil water to stream water. However, detailed evaluation of

steam water chemistry data revealed some interesting patterns of solute transport

across W1 following the disturbance. Although NO3
� concentrations showed an

initial increase in W1 stream water in September 1998 (Fig. 31.4), Bs lysimeters

within the extensive crown damage zone showed no response to the ice storm for this

collection period (Fig. 31.2). This finding suggests that at higher elevations of W1,

drainage can move laterally through the initial 10 cm of forest soils prior to

discharging to the stream. This observation is intriguing because it is generally

assumed that hydrologic flow paths move through the deepest soil horizons at the

HBEF. This transport phenomenon could also explain the lower NO3
� concentra-

tions observed for Bs solutions relative to Oa and Bh solutions in the severe crown

damage zone at W1 (Fig. 31.2). If the rate of lateral water movement were greater

than that of percolation, NO3
� concentrations would be lower in waters draining

Bs horizons.

31.4.3 Regional Pattern of NO3
� Losses in response

to the Ice Storm

The magnitude of disturbance-induced NO3
� losses to waters draining the

disturbed catchments at the Tenney and Plymouth Mountains, and the BNA, was

generally greater than NO3
� loss observed for the HBEF watersheds. In contrast,

hydrologic losses of NO3
� were substantially less for Bridgewater Mountain and

Pike Hill catchments (Fig. 31.5). To elucidate controls on the variability observed

for these response patterns, the relationship between the extent of forest damage

and stream NO3
� concentrations for the 1998–1999 water-year was evaluated

in the surveyed watersheds (Fig. 31.5). One might expect to find a strong linear

relationship between the extent of crown damage and the magnitude of stream

NO3
� concentrations, similar to results along the longitudinal stream water gradi-

ent in W1 andW6 (Houlton et al. 2003). Instead, however, only a slight correlation

(r2 ¼ 0.17) was observed between stream NO3
� concentrations and forest damage

among watersheds surveyed at the regional scale (Fig. 31.7). This interesting
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result clearly demonstrates that patterns of N loss in response to perturbations

varies widely among Northern Hardwood ecosystems, and that this variability

is predominately controlled by watershed characteristics such as, hydrology,

geomorphology, soil processes/properties, vegetation, and in-stream processes.

The lack of a NO3
� response observed for streams draining postagricultural

forests that were severely affected by the ice storm suggests that land-use history

is a primary control on N cycling. Because agricultural practices extract large

quantities of nutrients from soil, it is likely that following the ice storm there

was significant retention of N in the post-agricultural secondary forests. (e.g.,

Aber et al. 1998). Moreover, these results demonstrate the need for improving

understanding of the interrelationships between primary and secondary site char-

acteristics for assessing the impacts of chronic deposition of N on northern forest

ecosystems. Indeed, previous work has focused on the controls of land use history

on dynamics and N losses in temperate forest ecosystems; implicating that previous

land use dictates the state of N saturation in Northern Hardwood Forests (Aber and

Driscoll 1997; Aber et al. 1998).

Following the ice storm, the losses of NO3
� observed for the lower watershed at

the BNA were prolonged with reference to the impacted secondary forests that were

previously logged (withholding post-agricultural sites). This pattern is in general

agreement with the N saturation hypothesis, which theorizes that old growth

temperate forests should leak N as a result of chronic N-deposition (Aber et al.

1998). However, other factors such as the relatively deep glacial till deposits at the

BNA could also have contributed to this prolonged response (i.e., hydrologic

residence time; e.g., Martin et al. 2000).

Fig. 31.7 Relationship between average (1998–1999 water-year) nitrate concentrations in

streams draining the Southern White Mountain region of New Hampshire and percent crown

damage as a result of the 1998 ice storm (see text for site descriptions; from Houlton et al. 2003)
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31.5 Comparison of Ice Storms with Other

Agents of Disturbance

Broadly, the ice storm of 1998 accelerated losses of NO3
� to waters draining the

severely disturbed forest ecosystems. When compared with the effects of other

natural disturbances, such as insect defoliation episodes and soil freezing events,

the ice storm disturbance resulted in the greatest flux of NO3
� loss (Table 31.1).

That NO3
� loss was higher following the 1998 ice storm than soil freezing and

insect defoliation events could be due to inherent differences in how these dis-

turbances alter the physical structure of Northern Hardwood ecosystems. For

example, while ice storms can cause substantial damage to the stems and branches

of trees, insect defoliation episodes are generally exclusive to the loss of leaves

from forest over-story, and soil freezing results in enhanced fine root mortality, the

physical disruption of soil aggregates, and lysing of microbial cells (Groffman et al.

1999). Moreover, because NO3
� losses observed for HBEF streams were low in

comparison with the other severely damaged forest ecosystems, the NO3
� flux in

Table 31.1 represents a conservative measure and likely underestimates the

regional impacts of the 1998 ice storm on patterns of NO3
� loss.

However, the magnitude of NO3
� loss associated with the ice storm was

markedly less than those observed for forest harvest (Table 31.1). This result is

not surprising: forest-harvesting practices are generally more disruptive than natural

disturbances to the physical structure (i.e., soil disturbance, complete removal of trees

and enhanced runoff) of Northern Forest ecosystems. Among these clear-cutting is the

most disruptive, owing to enhanced soil erosion associated with this practice (Bor-

mann and Likens 1979b). At the regional scale, however, the effects of the ice storm

on rates of N cycling are substantial, given the spatial extent of this event.

Finally, transiently high losses of N associated with natural and anthropogenic

disturbances probably contribute to N limitations of CO2 uptake in Northern Hardwood

ecosystems. Explanations for widespread occurrence of N limitation in temperate

ecosystems have focused on fire and harvesting of annual crops (Seastedt et al. 1991),

Table 31.1 Nitrate (NO3
�) losses (mol ha�1y�1) observed for different disturbances to temperate

zone forest ecosystems (from Houlton et al. 2003)

Agent of disturbance

Exogenous Anthropogenic

Stream

flux

Soil

freezinga
Insect

defoliationb
Ice

stormc Clear-cut Strip-cutd
Whole-tree

harvestd

Commerciale Experimentale

NO3
� 100–450 70–350 349–522 4,100 10,000 1,200 2,000

aMitchell et al. (1996)
b Eshleman et al. (1998)
c Hubbard Brook experimental forest watershed 1 longitudinal gradient (Houlton et al. 2003)
d Pardo et al. (1995)
e Likens et al. (1978)
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energetic constraints to growth or colonization of N fixers, disproportionate P

(or other element) limitation to fixers as opposed to nonfixers, and disproportion-

ately high rates of herbivory on fixers as opposed to nonfixers (Vitousek and

Howarth 1991). Other studies have identified the importance of long-term losses

of organically bound forms of N, which are generally unavailable to plants (Hedin

et al. 1995; Vitousek et al. 1998). Our results clearly demonstrate that ice storms often

lead to elevated N export from previously logged secondary forests and mature forest

ecosystems. Furthermore, the effects of natural disturbances, such as ice storms, soil

freezing events, hurricanes, and insect defoliation episodes, onN availability are often

times superimposed upon anthropogenic disturbances (i.e., forest-harvesting, clearing

for agriculture, atmospheric deposition) in Northern Forest ecosystems. Thus, anthro-

pogenic and natural disturbances are likely cumulative over long timescales; they

contribute synergistically to N-limitation and the subsequent absence of N saturation

in northern hardwood forest ecosystems. Because N supply is inherently linkedwith C

storage in temperate forests, knowledge of the roles of natural disturbances in anthro-

pogenically altered landscapes could be important for predicting how these forestswill

respond to global climate change.

31.6 Future Directions and Concluding Remarks

Our synthesis highlights several future research directions and needs. First, the

best-studied cases of ice storm effects on forest N cycles come from ecosystems

in temperate forests in New England. Clearly, this is a small area of temperate forest,

and at relatively high elevations – yet ice storms occur across large geographic areas

of the extra-tropics and from low to high altitudes. Examining impacts of ice storms –

when and where they do occur – is a critical research gap. Second, recovery of N

cycles following ice storms can occur relatively rapidly, but ultimately the impacts

on N limitations are yet to be studied. Follow-up studies – perhaps in combination

with remote sensing – of forest growth, community changes, and N fixation inputs

are thus warranted. Finally, N is a complex element cycle that entrains many others.

For example, accelerated rates of N cycling following disturbances can acidify soils

and result in large leaching fluxes of important nutrient-cations such as calcium,

magnesium, and potassium. Hence, studying the effects of ice storms on N cycles

and associated biogeochemical processes would lead to a clear picture of the extent

of such natural disturbance on overall forest ecosystem functioning. Major findings

of this work regarding the effects of ice storm on forest biogeochemistry may be

summarized as follows:

l Forest crown damage associated with the January 1998 ice storm resulted in

accelerated losses of NO3
� from the disturbed postlogged secondary forests and

mature forest ecosystem.
l Following the ice storm, the upper soils (forest floor and uppermineral soil) were the

proximate source of elevatedNO3
� loss towaters draining the severe crowndamage
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zone at the HBEF. This pattern of elevated NO3
� concentrations was diluted in

streams by waters draining nonimpacted areas of W1 and W6 at the HBEF.
l The delay in losses of NO3

� to waters draining the extensive crown damage zone

was likely due to decreased plant uptake in concert with enhanced hydrologic

flushing of soils during the autumn. However, other factors such as a lag in the

build-up of nitrifier populations, decomposition of ice storm residues, turnover

of expendable fine roots and microbial immobilization could also have contrib-

uted to this delay.
l Following the ice storm, NO3

� concentrations were strongly correlated with the

forest crown damage along the longitudinal stream water gradient in watershed

1 and watershed 6 at the HBEF.
l Across the lower White Mountains, NO3

� concentrations were elevated in

waters draining both secondary succession and old-growth forests that were

affected by the ice storm. In contrast, NO3
� concentrations remained low in

waters draining severely impacted secondary forests that were previously in

agriculture. This finding indicated that agricultural land-use history is a primary

control of patterns of NO3
� loss in response to disturbance.

l The ice storm disturbance resulted in the highest efflux of NO3
� with reference

to soil freezing and insect defoliation episodes in northern forest ecosystems;

forest-harvesting practices resulted in much higher loss rates of NO3
� than the

ice storm. By accelerating N losses, natural and anthropogenic disturbances

contribute to N limitations and delays of N saturation in temperate forest

ecosystems.
l Future research should consider ice storm impacts in other extra-tropical sites;

forest recovery and N fixation responses to widespread disturbance; and the

impact of ice storms on other biogeochemical cycles, especially cation cycles in

acid-sensitive ecosystems.
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Chapter 32

Impacts of Hurricanes on Forest Hydrology

and Biogeochemistry

William H. McDowell

32.1 Introduction

Hurricanes, typhoons, tropical cyclones, and other tropical storms affect many

areas of the globe. Although the names used vary regionally, here I will refer to

hurricanes to describe the impacts of these tropical storms globally. The intensity

and frequency of hurricanes vary dramatically in different areas of the globe,

but their origins are always in warm tropical waters such as the North Atlantic off

the African coast, or the central Pacific Ocean. Hurricanes result from the inter-

action of heated sea water with global wind circulation patterns to create a

contained meteorological system with persistent cyclonic circulation rotating

around a low-pressure center (Fig. 32.1). Hurricanes initially arise from tropical

storms with incomplete circulation, and as they grow in strength the circulation

(counterclockwise in the Northern Hemisphere, clockwise in the Southern) closes

with an “eye” in the center. Once the circulation is complete, the system is referred

to as a hurricane if wind speeds exceed 119 km h�1. Each hurricane has both a

speed (the rate at which the storm is moving across the face of the earth) and

a strength (the velocity of the cyclonic circulation). The strength of the hurricane

changes over time, and usually declines after initial landfall. Damage to forests is

typically a function of the hurricane strength, which determines the likelihood of

both damage to trees and the storm surges that can occur in low-lying coastal areas.

Hurricanes are often associated with high rains, with totals of 25 cm or more.

In the Atlantic and Pacific basins, there is a specific season associated with

hurricanes. In the north Atlantic, for example, the hurricane season is specifically

designated as June 1 to November 30. Although significant storms with closed

circulation can occur outside this time window, those storms are not formally

designated as hurricanes. The strength of a hurricane is usually described using the

Saffir-Simpson hurricane wind scale, with hurricanes categorized as Category 1–5.

The sustained wind strength associated with each hurricane category ranges from

119 km h�1 (Category 1) to above 249 km h�1 (Category 5). Historic records of

hurricane intensity are derived from contemporary accounts of the damage asso-

ciated with a particular storm. Indexes used include the extent to which materials

were embedded in trees, church steeples were toppled, stone buildings were

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_32, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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damaged, and other measures of destruction. The force of winds impinging on trees

during hurricanes can produce rather remarkable effects, such as impalement of

trees by flying debris (Fig. 32.2).

In addition to the categorization of a storm by wind speed, individual hurricanes

have a trajectory and a forward velocity that is determined by regionalmeteorological

conditions. Although hurricanes in a given region of the world tend to follow

a particular track, there is wide variation in the track that will be followed by

any particular storm (e.g., Fig. 32.3). Much as a child’s spinning top can bounce

off obstacles and change its direction, there is a good deal of uncertainty in the

direction that a hurricane will take as it heads toward a landfall. Although there have

been great improvements in the past few decades in the models used to predict the

Fig. 32.2 Demonstration of

the destructive force

associated with hurricane

winds. Construction timber

(5 � 10 cm) impaled in a

palm tree, Puerto Rico,

September 13 1928. Photo

from NOAA archives

Fig. 32.1 Closed circulation

of Hurricane Hugo as it

approaches the U.S. mainland

on 21 September 1989. Photo

from NOAA archives
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intensity and track of a given storm, there is still considerable uncertainty associated

with both of these predictions. The areas of the globe most susceptible to highly

destructive hurricanes are the eastern Caribbean, southeastern US, and Southeast

Asia.

32.2 Hurricane Impacts on Forest Hydrology

Hurricane impacts on forest hydrology and biogeochemistry can be categorized

as immediate and longer-term. Immediate impacts result from the input of water

and nutrients associated with the storm itself. Although hurricanes typically deliver

significant amounts of rain, in wetter areas they are not necessarily extraordinary

precipitation events. In moist tropical forests such as those of the Luquillo Mountains

of Puerto Rico, for example, the most damaging hurricane in the past 70 years was

Hurricane Hugo (18 September 1989), with rainfall of 100–339 mm that increased

with elevation in the mountains. This represents approximately 5–7% of average

annual totals. Rainfall intensity peaked at 34–39 mm h�1, an intensity with an

estimated 5-year return interval (Scatena and Larsen 1991). In temperate forests also

subject to hurricanes, hurricane rains tend to be proportionally larger. Santee National

Forest, near Charleston, South Caroling, received 150–250 mm of rain from Hugo, or

10–20% of average annual rainfall, and hurricanes in coastal South Carolina may

account for up to 25% of annual rainfall in a given year (Blood et al. 1991).

Fig. 32.3 All North Atlantic and Eastern Northern Pacific hurricanes rated at least Category 3 on

the Saffir-Simpson scale. Courtesy: NOAA
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Alteration of forest hydrologic function due to canopy damage following

hurricanes is not as well documented as rainfall during the storm. Although

numerous studies have documented the impacts of hurricanes on forest biomass,

stand dynamics, and community structure (summarized by Lugo 2008), few have

assessed the hydrologic impacts of these changes in forests. Because forest felling is

known to impact both evapotranspiration (ET) and stream runoff in many forests

(e.g., Hornbeck et al. 1993; Hubbart et al. 2007), it seems likely that hurricane

damage also affects forest hydrology. Patric (1974) concluded that increases in

summer runoff of 13 cm could be attributed to the hurricane damage associated

with the 1938 hurricane that hit the Connecticut River Valley of the eastern USA,

and that no effect remained for 5 years following the hurricane. Similar hydrologic

analyses are not available for other hurricanes, in part due to difficulties in estab-

lishing the paired basin comparisons that have proven so effective in assessing the

impacts of forest harvesting on stream runoff (e.g., Hornbeck et al. 1993). With

widespread forest damage in a region hit by a significant hurricane, such com-

parisons between impacted and unimpacted watersheds are difficult to make. The

record of long-term throughfall volumes and interception in the Luquillo Mountains

of Puerto Rico provides an example of hydrologic variation associated with hurri-

canes. For the year prior to Hurricane Hugo, canopy interception of incoming

rainfall ranged from 20 to 30% of weekly rainfall. For the year following Hugo,

with nearly complete destruction of the canopy, interception loss ranged from

0 to 20%, and averaged only about 10% (Heartsill-Scalley et al. 2007).

The longer-term potential effects of hurricanes on forest hydrology are asso-

ciated with the trajectory of forest community structure and regrowth. A shift in

species composition following extensive hurricane-induced mortality might alter

ET, as would the reduction in vegetative biomass following a hurricane and its

subsequent regrowth. Such likely changes in forest hydrology following significant

hurricanes are not well documented in the literature.

32.3 Hurricane Impacts on Forest Biogeochemistry

32.3.1 Inputs of Marine Salts

One immediate effect of hurricanes on forest biogeochemistry is addition of marine

salts to the forest ecosystem through atmospheric deposition or coastal storm

surges. Although the impacts of atmospheric deposition on forests are no doubt

minor compared to inundation in sea water, there appears to be a strong effect of

hurricane winds on rain chemistry. During a typhoon in Japan, Sakihama and

Tokuyama (2005) found that Na and Cl content in rainwater increased linearly

with mean wind velocity, with a 50-fold increase in Cl content (up to 1,000 meq l�1)

when winds increased from 5 to 30 m s�1. Ammonium and nonsea salt sulfate,

however, both showed precipitous declines in concentration with increased wind
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speed. Taken together, these results suggest a significant entrainment of marine

aerosols and dilution of anthropogenic atmospheric contaminants during hurri-

canes. Biogeochemical inputs to a forest from atmospheric deposition can thus

be profoundly altered during hurricanes.

Sea salts can also be delivered to low-lying coastal forests through the storm

surges commonly associated with hurricanes. Perhaps, the best-known examples

of the impacts of this storm surge on forest biogeochemistry are found in forests of

the barrier islands off the coast of South Carolina, USA, following the passage of

Hurricane Hugo in 1989 (Blood et al. 1991; Gardner et al. 1992). A storm surge

of up to 9 m swept over coastal South Carolina, with forests in the vicinity of North

Inlet receiving 1.5–3.0 m of salt water. The biogeochemical response of soil

solution to this inundation was immediate and substantial, with total ionic content

(sum of cation and anions) increasing from 1.5 to 143 meq l�1 in the OA horizon in

the first few months after the hurricane, and the maximum salinity recorded for

Bh soil solution was 10 ppt. These dramatic increases in soil solution ionic strength

were accompanied by large increases in NH4 concentrations. In the OA horizon, for

example, NH4 increased from less than 1 to more than 500 meq l�1. Nitrate

concentrations declined from 1 meq l�1 to below detection limits. The appearance

of NH4 in soil solution lagged that of Na in the A horizon (Fig. 32.4), and was

attributed to cation exchange by Blood et al. (1991). The lack of NO3 produc-

tion following the hurricane, despite the extraordinarily high levels of NH4, was

attributed to inhibition of nitrification by the high salinity (Blood et al. 1991).

Because most forests impacted by hurricanes do not receive a salt water storm

surge, the biggest impacts of hurricanes on forest biogeochemistry are associated

Fig. 32.4 Effects of Hurricane Hugo on forest soil solution collected from the A horizon in a

coastal S. Carolina forest, USA. Modified from Blood et al. (1991)
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with tree death, tree damage, and the redistribution of living biomass from canopy

to forest floor. The strong winds associated with hurricanes can snap boles and

branches from large trees and completely strip trees of all their foliage (Fig. 32.5).

Because it can be difficult to disentangle the impacts of tree damage and mortality

from those associated with the large detrital input to the forest floor, I will not

attempt to do so here. Rather, I will focus on the impacts of hurricanes on various

aspects of forest biogeochemistry.

32.3.2 Aboveground Biomass, Litter Inputs, and Decomposition

Themost obvious impact of hurricanes on forest biogeochemistry is the redistribution

of biomass and nutrients from the aboveground biomass to the forest floor

(Fig. 32.5), and this impact has been carefully assessed in the Luquillo Mountains

of Puerto Rico. Heartsill-Scalley et al. (2010) found that following Hurricane Hugo

in 1989, aboveground biomass and nutrient content (N, P, K, Ca, and Mg) in the

Bisley Experimental Watersheds were only 50% of pre-hurricane values. Despite

this massive loss of aboveground biomass, within 5 years both biomass and nutrient

content approached pre-hurricane values. Fifteen years after Hurricane Hugo,

despite the passage of Hurricane Georges in 1998, aboveground biomass and

nutrient content exceeded pre-hurricane values. Thus, it appears that the effects

of multiple hurricanes on forest biogeochemistry are not additive; past disturbance

regime alters the response of a forest to the latest disturbance (Heartsill-Scalley

et al. 2010)

Fig. 32.5 Effects of Hurricane Hugo (September 1989) on a mid-elevation site (Bisley

Experimental Watersheds) in the Luquillo Mountains of Puerto Rico. The same site is pictured

before (left) and after (right) the hurricane. Photos by the author
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The massive quantities of leaves, wood, and coarse woody debris deposited on

the forest floor following a hurricane provide a large pulse of labile and refractory

carbon as well as nutrients to the forest floor (Lodge and McDowell 1991).

Hurricane litterfall can exceed the litterfall occurring during an entire nonhurricane

year, with values of 2 kg m�2 total fine litterfall (leaves and small woody stems

deposited on the ground and suspended in the canopy) recorded in Puerto Rico

following Hurricane Hugo (Lodge et al. 1991), and similar values (1.4 times annual

fine litterfall) were obtained in Hawaii following Hurricane Iniki (Herbert et al.

1999). Because hurricane litterfall is green rather than senesced, it also has 10–50%

higher N content and 70–330% higher P content than nonhurricane litterfall (Lodge

et al. 1991). Despite this increase in N content of fine litter, some components of

total biomass deposited on the forest floor (woody boles and large stems) were

relatively low in N, and may have immobilized significant amounts of N following

Hurricane Hugo. In the Luquillo Mountains of Puerto Rico, Zimmerman et al.

(1995) examined the effects of coarse woody debris on soil N availability through

field experiments and modeling. They found that following experimental removal

of wood following Hurricane Hugo, N availability in soil increased by 40%, and

aboveground primary productivity increased. Using the CENTURY model, they

concluded that declines in N availability caused by microbial N immobilization

during wood decay should decrease primary productivity for 14 years following a

hurricane. Direct experimental manipulations of wood at other sites in the Luquillo

Mountains have produced conflicting results, however. Wood addition to forest

plots resulted in almost a 50% increase in basal area growth rate 9 months after the

wood addition, with rates returning to those of control plots within about 18 months

of wood addition (Beard et al. 2005). Thus, the extent to which nutrient dynamics

during wood decomposition following hurricane felling of trees will hinder or

enhance net primary productivity is unclear.

32.3.3 Belowground Processes and Trace Gas Flux

The primary impacts of hurricane damage to upland forests that have been quanti-

fied include impacts on root abundance, root decay, and trace gas flux. Following

disturbance by Hurricane Hugo in Puerto Rico, fine root biomass decreased by as

much as 90%, from approximately 150 to 15 g m�2 (Silver and Vogt 1993).

Regrowth of roots to pre-disturbance levels following Hugo appeared to take at

least a year or more (Parrotta and Lodge 1991). Dead roots in hurricane-damaged

plots were slow to decompose, with approximately 65% of initial biomass present

1 year after root death (Silver and Vogt 1993). Extractable nitrogen levels increased

in the first few months following the hurricane, with NO3–N concentrations

increasing 6-fold to approximately 12 mg g�1 in hurricane-damaged plots (Silver

and Vogt 1993). Herbert et al. (1999) observed a similar response in fine roots

following Hurrricane Iniki, which struck Hawaii in September 1992. Fine root

mortality was 35–48%, and recovery of live fine root biomass to pre-hurricane
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levels took 2 years. Hasselquist et al. (2010) examined the response of fine roots

to the passage of Hurricane Wilma on the Yucatan peninsula of Mexico in a

chronosequence of plots with different ages since burning. They found that in the

most mature forest stands, root length density declined from 1.9 to 1.1 cm cm�3

post-hurricane and remained depressed for at least 2 years. In soils of earlier seral

stages, however, there was no response of root length density to the hurricane. This

decline in root density of late seral stage forest was associated with a decline in soil

N content from 2.7 to 1.8% of soil dry mass (Hasselquist et al. 2010).

Fluxes of trace gases and CO2 often respond to the increased availability of

organic matter and inorganic nitrogen in forest soils following hurricane distur-

bance. Steudler et al. (1991) found that N2O flux was 4- to 10-fold higher in plots

receiving extensive damage by Hurricane Hugo in Puerto Rico than in a nearby,

relatively undamaged plot that was 80% defoliated and suffered some branch loss.

They could not detect an impact of the hurricane on fluxes of CO2 and CH4 from

soil. Values collected post-hurricane tended to me lower than those collected at a

different plot prior to the hurricane, but the differences were not statistically

significant (Steudler et al. 1991). Erickson and Ayala (2004) were able to compare

1.5 years of pre-hurricane measurements in Puerto Rico to several years of mea-

surements at the same plots following Hurricane Georges in 1998. They found that

hurricane defoliation resulted in increased soil nitrate levels and a 5-fold increase in

N2O flux for the first 7 months following the hurricane. Increases in N2O flux

persisted for at least 2 years (Erickson and Ayala 2004; Fig. 32.6). Vargas and Allen

(2008) examined the response of soil CO2 flux in a seasonally dry tropical forest on

the Yucatan peninsula, Mexico to Hurricane Wilma in 2005. Contrary to the results

Fig. 32.6 Effects of Hurricane Georges (September 1998) on soil N2O flux in the Luquillo

Mountains of Puerto Rico. Sampling before the hurricane occurred from March 1995 to June

1996; post-hurricane sampling was initiated in November 1998 and continued until December

2000. Modified from Erickson and Ayala (2004)
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of Steudler et al. (1991), they observed a doubling of CO2 flux in the months

following the hurricane. Even a year after the hurricane, CO2 flux was 18% higher

than values observed on the same plot prior to the hurricane. They also observed

that diel patterns in CO2 flux were decoupled from temperature following the

hurricane, suggesting that the hurricane had long-lasting effects on the biophysical

environment of the forest. Vargas et al. (2010) found that Hurricane Wilma also

changed belowground carbon cycling, as they documented a decline in sporulation

of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi 3 months after the hurricane. In contrast to the large

changes in soil gas fluxes typically observed following hurricanes in tropical forest,

responses of temperate forest appear to be muted or absent. Following an experi-

mental toppling of mature trees at the Harvard Forest, Massachusetts, U.S.A. to

simulate hurricane blowdown, Bowden et al. (1993) observed no change in CO2 and

CH4 fluxes, and a decline in N2O fluxes. They attributed this decline in N2O fluxes

to the low levels of extractable N in the soils even following the modest increase

caused by the experimental manipulation. It is unclear whether the response of

tropical forests to hurricanes is qualitatively different from that of their temperate

counterparts, although differences in N limitation to tree growth (e.g., Matson et al.

1999) might result in different responses to hurricane disturbance among biomes.

32.3.4 Nutrient Fluxes in Throughfall, Groundwater,
and Streams

Tracing the fluxes of water and soluble nutrients along hydrologic flow paths can

provide considerable insight into biogeochemical conditions and nutrient cycles in

forests, and has been used widely to characterize the biogeochemical response of

forests to disturbance. Throughfall chemistry provides an integrated signal com-

bining both precipitation inputs and the leaching or washing of materials from leaf

surfaces, and is typically a significant input of nutrients and organic matter to the

forest floor (e.g., McDowell 1998). With reductions in leaf area index and changes

in tree species composition, one might expect that elemental fluxes in throughfall

would respond dramatically to the catastrophic disturbance associated with a major

hurricane. In contrast, however, throughfall chemistry is remarkably insensitive to

the damage associated with major and minor hurricanes over a 15-year period in the

Luquillo Mountains of Puerto Rico. Heartsill-Scalley et al. (2007) showed only

minor and short-lived changes in the throughfall enrichment ratio (throughfall/

precipitation) for the 15-year study period, and concluded that the large changes

in forest composition associated with Hurricane Hugo had only a minor effect on

throughfall nutrient fluxes.

Unlike throughfall chemistry, groundwater in the Luquillo Mountains of Puerto

Rico underwent large increases in nutrient concentration following Hurricane Hugo

in 1989, with nitrate and potassium showing the largest changes. In the Bisley

Experimental Watersheds, pre-hurricane concentrations of nitrate in groundwater

were typically 50–100 mg l�1, and increased to as high as 1 mg l�1 post-hurricane.
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Similarly, K+ increased from about 0.4 mg l�1 to as much as 13 mg l�1 (McDowell

et al. 1996). Concentrations of NH4 and NO3 peaked sequentially, with most wells

showing first a peak in NH4, and then a subsequent peak in nitrate. This suggests

that mineralization of the large amounts of detritus on the forest floor was respon-

sible for the increased nitrogen availability post-hurricane, and that nitrification

lagged the production of ammonium.

Stream chemistry integrates the biogeochemical function of an entire basin, and

thus has proven to be an extremely useful tool for understanding the integrated

response of a forest ecosystem to disturbance (Bormann and Likens 1967). Two

detailed studies of stream chemistry provide insight into the immediate effects

of hurricanes in forested watersheds. Zhang et al. (2007) describe the impacts of

three typhoons that hit Japan in 2004. They observed different responses to the three

storms, with few clear patterns emerging. Large increases in concentrations of

suspended sediments and particulate nutrients were observed for a few hours at

peak stream flow in all the storms (e.g., Fig. 32.7), but the response of dissolved

nutrients varied among storms. Nitrate concentrations, for example, were increased

during the ascending limb of the hydrograph in one storm, but were unchanged in

another (Fig. 32.7). In a similar study of forested watersheds in Taiwan, Tsai et al.

(2009) documented differences between native and plantation forests in their

response to typhoon rains. They observed that sediment losses were much higher

in the plantation forest (reaching 140 mg l�1 total suspended solids) than in the

native forest (20 mg l�1). Nitrate concentrations increased during the storm in both

Fig. 32.7 Effects of a typhoon occurring June 21, 2004 on concentrations of particulate nitrogen

(PN) and nitrate (NO3�N) in a headwater stream in central Japan. Modified from Zhang et al.

(2007)
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watersheds, but reached higher peak values in the native forest (0.7 mg l�1 NO3�N)

than in the plantation (0.4 mg l�1). Neither Zhang et al. (2007) nor Tsai et al. (2009)

examined the longer-term response of stream chemistry to typhoons.

As is often the case in forest ecosystems, disturbance has the most obvious and

long-lasting effects on the nitrogen cycle, which are typically manifested as an

increase in stream nitrate concentrations (Fig. 32.8). These increases have been

extensively documented in the Luquillo Mountains of Puerto Rico, where 8 water-

sheds were sampled before and after Hurricane Hugo in September 1989 (Schaefer

et al. 2000). In each of the streams, concentrations of nitrate increased in the months

following passage of Hurricane Hugo, with monthly average concentrations reach-

ing 350 mg l�1. The average increase in all eight streams was 207% for the year

following the hurricane. Annual flux of nitrogen also doubled to approximately

5 kg ha�1 yr�1 in the year following the hurricane (Schaefer et al. 2000). Potassium

concentrations also responded strongly to the hurricane, with increases that

averaged 77% in the year following the hurricane.

Riparian zones can reduce the response of stream chemistry to a disturbance,

including hurricanes. Because riparian zones are typically redox transition zones,

they have the largest impact on transport of redox-sensitive solutes such as nitrogen

and sulfur. The best-studied case of hurricane impacts on riparian function in

forests is found in the Luquillo Mountains of Puerto Rico. There, McDowell

et al. (1996) examined the impacts of Hurricane Hugo on riparian nutrient dynamics

in two watersheds with contrasting bedrock and geomorphology. They found that in

Fig. 32.8 Effects of Hurricane Hugo, September 1989 on monthly average nitrate (NO3�N)

concentrations in Quebrada Prieta, a stream draining the Luquillo Mountains of Puerto Rico. The

vertical arrow shows the date of Hurricane Hugo. Modified from McDowell (2001)
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both watersheds, upslope nitrate, ammonium, and dissolved organic nitrogen

(DON) concentrations increased following the hurricane, and decreased by up to

90% with passage through the riparian zone (e.g., Fig. 32.9). The effectiveness of

the riparian zone in reducing N concentrations was much more evident following

hurricane disturbance in the Bisley Experimental Watersheds, when concentrations

in upslope groundwater were high enough to detect significant declines when water

passed through the riparian zone. In the absence of disturbance, the ability of the

riparian zone to reduce N losses is masked by the low upslope concentrations of

dissolved nitrogen (McDowell et al. 1996; McDowell 2001).

32.4 Hurricanes and Global Change

Hurricanes have increased in frequency within the last several decades (Goldenberg

et al. 2001), and are predicted to increase in frequency and intensity with global

climate change (Emanuel 2005; Webster et al. 2005). The impacts of increased
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frequency and strength of hurricanes are uncertain. The effects of multiple

disturbance might not be additive, as suggested by the work of Heartsill-Scalley

et al. (2010), who documented only a minor response in aboveground biomass to

the second major hurricane in a decade to hit the Luquillo Experimental Forest. The

effects on soil carbon balance and net CO2 flux are also uncertain, as research to

date shows no clear patterns in CO2 flux following hurricanes. Based on the existing

data, however, an increase in N2O flux with increased hurricane frequency does

seem likely. Finally, the impacts of increased hurricane frequency on soil nutrient

availability are uncertain. Various observations and manipulations with coarse

woody debris have provided conflicting results regarding the likely impact of the

increased inputs of coarse woody debris that will be associated with increased

hurricane frequency.

32.5 Future Research Directions

Future research needs for forest hydrology and biogeochemistry can be summarized

as follows:

1. To what extent is forest hydrology altered by hurricanes globally, and how long

do these effects persist following a hurricane?

2. What are the long-term consequences of increased hurricane frequency for forest

primary productivity, soil organic matter accumulation, and nitrogen export?

3. Will increased hurricane frequency alter fluxes of greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4,

and N2O) fluxes from tropical soils, providing feedbacks to the global climate

system?

4. Are changes in regional rainfall patterns following a hurricane similar to those

that appear to be associated with anthropogenic deforestation?
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Chapter 33

The Effects of Forest Harvesting on Forest

Hydrology and Biogeochemistry

James M. Buttle

33.1 Introduction

The hydrological consequences of forest harvesting are arguably the longest-studied

aspect of interactions between hydrology and land cover or land use. Chang (2003)

notes that increased understanding of interactions between forest management and

hydrology led to enactment of forest protection laws inChina as early as 300BC,while

the Swiss initiated the establishment of forested watershed reserves in Europe in 1342

(Kittredge 1948). The earliest documented basin-scale comparison of streamflow and

erosion from forested and agricultural lands (1902) also comes from Switzerland

(Whitehead and Robinson 1993). Numerous studies of forest harvesting effects on

various aspects of the hydrological cycle (particularly streamflow) followed, comple-

mented in the past several decades by research on the biogeochemical impacts of forest

harvesting. Aspects of this work (particularly related to harvesting effects on stream-

flow) were summarized in classic reviews by Hibbert (1967), Bosch and Hewlett

(1982), and Sahin and Hall (1996). Recent summaries of the hydrologic and biogeo-

chemical impacts of forest harvesting have focused on individual countries (e.g., USA

– Stednick 1996, National Research Council 2008; Canada – Buttle et al. 2005, 2009),

specific regions (e.g., Pacific Northwest –Moore andWondzell 2005; Feller 2005), or

particular environments (e.g., tropical forests – Bruijnzeel 2004). Rather than restate

these reviews, this chapter attempts to synthesize the results of studies of the hydro-

logic and biogeochemical effects of forest harvesting from a more global perspective.

Inparticular, it focusesonareas of consensus that havearisen from thiswork, caveats to

that consensus that arise from specific environmental conditions or forestmanagement

practices, and areas of controversy, both in terms of the results of this research and the

methods employed toobtain them.The latter is an important but often overlooked issue

in attempts to assess the consequences of forest harvesting, and some of the ongoing

debates regarding these outcomes can be linked to the experimental and analytical

approaches used in various studies. This assessment of consensus, caveats, and con-

troversies begins with a review of the effects of forest harvesting on hydrological

processes and water partitioning, links these effects to harvesting impacts on various

aspects of streamflow at the basin scale, and then turns to the biogeochemical

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_33, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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consequences of forest harvesting. The chapter concludes with an outline of major

research issues that should be addressed in future work.

33.2 Effects of Forest Harvesting on Hydrologic Processes

and Water Partitioning

33.2.1 Precipitation

The question of whether deforestation affects the amount of precipitation at that

location is a long-standing one, and some have characterized views on the issue as

based on folklore rather than science (Hamilton 1985). Early research (e.g., Pereira

1973) showed little or no relationship between an area’s precipitation and whether it

was forested or not. However, the topic has received increased interest, partly as a

result of concerns regarding the contributions of modifications of Earth’s vegetative

cover to anthropogenic climate change (Marland et al. 2003). This has been spurred in

part by research on precipitation recycling (Vanclay 2009), such as isotopic studies

(e.g., Salati et al. 1979) that show that large forest regions, such as Amazonia, can

regenerate their own rainfall via evapotranspiration. da Silva and Avissar (2006) note

that the effects of forest removal on precipitation may differ depending on the scale

of deforestation. Massive deforestation may decrease rainfall due to reduced transpi-

ration and surface roughness combinedwith increased albedo, as supported bywork in

Central America (Lawton et al. 2001). However, current levels of deforestation in

Amazonia and other tropical regions may enhance convection and promote a transient

increase in precipitation (Henderson-Sellers and Pitman 2002; Avissar et al. 2002).

Marland et al. (2003) suggest that the scale of deforestation needed to induce a

significant change in precipitation patterns depends in part on where such land surface

changes occur, with smaller extents of deforestation required in equatorial regions and

presumably larger areas needed in other locations.

33.2.2 Interception

It is generally accepted that harvesting increases net precipitation reaching the forest

floor as a result of reduced interception losses. The magnitude of this increase can be

considerable, given that annual interception can range from 10 to 50% of annual

precipitation (Roth et al. 2007). This increase differs depending on the type of forest

harvested (e.g., conifers vs. deciduous) and extent of forest removal (clearcutting vs.

selection harvesting), and also varies as function of storm size, weather conditions,

and canopy characteristics (Van Dijk et al. 2009). The effect of harvesting on net

precipitation will vary seasonally for forests that experience a dormant period and will

be greatest at the time of maximum leaf area for deciduous forests. While the increase
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in net precipitation occurs for both rainfall and snowfall, it is important to note that the

significance of forest harvesting for snow interception is strongly linked to regional

climate. Thus, work by Pomeroy and colleagues (e.g., Pomeroy et al. 1998, 2002) has

demonstrated that most intercepted snowfall in cold, dry boreal forests of central

Canada is sublimated back to the atmosphere, such that harvesting can result in a

substantial increase in snow accumulation. This increase would be less pronounced in

warmer and moisture forest landscapes where sublimation losses of intercepted snow

would be reduced. A further caveat is that forest harvesting in some environments can

result in a decrease in net precipitation reaching the soil surface. This is attributed to

the forest’s role in collecting occult precipitation and contributing this water to the soil

as fog drip, and has been observed in high-relief coastal forests of the western USA

(Harr 1982) as well as maritime forests in eastern Canada (Jewett et al. 1995).

33.2.3 Evaporation/Evapotranspiration

Removal of forest cover produces a dramatic reduction in evaporation and

transpiration from the harvested area. This reduction is due to the partial or complete

(depending on harvesting intensity) elimination of interception and its subsequent

evaporation combined with the cessation of transpiration by the harvested trees

(Bosch and Hewlett 1982). Soils in harvested areas generally experience increased

solar radiation inputs, turbulent atmospheric fluxes, and soil temperature, which will

enhance direct evaporation from the soil surface (Sun et al. 2001). However, this

increase only partly counterbalances reduced water loss due to the elimination of

transpiration from harvested trees. The reduction in evapotranspiration fluxes is

most obvious in clear-cut areas, since the transpiration reduction following partial

cuts can be partly compensated for by increased transpiration by the remaining

individual trees (Hubbart et al. 2007).

33.2.4 Snow Accumulation and Snowmelt

Harvesting in forested landscapes with seasonal snowcover generally leads to

significantly greater snow water equivalents (SWE) in open areas relative to

undisturbed forest (e.g., Troendle and Meiman 1984; Gary and Watkins 1985;

Stottlemyer and Troendle 1999). This may be partly offset by enhanced sublimation

losses as a result of greater wind speeds over the snowpack, as suggested by

Stednick (1996) for the Rocky Mountain region and inland intermountain region

of Oregon in the USA. Snowmelt rates can increase in harvested areas as a result of

increased snowpack exposure to incoming shortwave radiation and turbulent fluxes

(Murray and Buttle 2003), and the combination of greater SWE and faster melt rates

means that soils in harvested areas receive larger and more intense water inputs

during spring snowmelt.
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33.2.5 Infiltration

The term “infiltration opportunities” (coined by Bruijnzeel 1988) is a valuable

means of conceptualizing the key issues associated with harvesting effects on a

soil’s ability to infiltrate water. The infiltration capacity of forest soils is generally

large and infiltration-excess overland flow is limited, such that most infiltrating

water recharges soil water and groundwater stores during wet periods (Bonell

2005). Tree removal by itself does not generally produce significant reductions in

infiltration rates unless the harvesting method results in significant soil compaction

and reductions in soil hydraulic conductivity and infiltration rate (e.g., Whitson

et al. 2003). Nevertheless, if these areas of significant compaction are spatially

discontinuous, then any resulting overland flow will likely move laterally to unim-

pacted sites and have the “opportunity” to infiltrate. Instead, it is specific areas

(roads, skidder and tractor tracks, landings) that are associated with a significant

reduction in overall basin infiltration rates (Sidle et al. 2004; Waterloo et al. 2007),

by virtue of the small infiltration rates for these highly compacted surfaces

combined with their spatial connectivity.

33.2.6 Soil Water Storage

The combination of increased net precipitation reaching the soil surface and reduced

evapotranspiration losses leads to a general increase in soil water storage in harvested

areas (Best et al. 2007; National Research Council 2008). However, increases in soil

water content following vegetation removal in the case of partial cuts or canopy

thinning may be less than expected due to increased use of available moisture by

retained vegetation and vegetation in adjacent uncut areas (Hubbart et al. 2007).

33.2.7 Groundwater Recharge and Discharge

Groundwater recharge generally increases following harvesting (e.g., Cook et al.

1989; Bent 2001), and often results in rising water tables (e.g., Peck and William-

son 1987; Dı́az et al. 2007). Implications of increased recharge for groundwater

discharge to surface waters will be determined mainly by the travel time of

groundwater from the harvested area, such that travel times greatly in excess of

the persistence of increased recharge following harvesting likely mean that no

significant change in groundwater discharge will be observed immediately after

harvesting (Smerdon et al. 2009). This reinforces the need to consider the hydro-

geologic setting of a particular forest landscape when considering the hydrologic

response to forest harvesting, since harvesting impacts on groundwater discharge
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are more likely to manifest themselves for local groundwater flow systems than for

larger-scale regional systems (Devito et al. 2000). Nevertheless, the increases

in water yields and dry-season low flows that often accompany forest harvesting

(see Sect. 33.3.4) indicate that the increased water availability following intercep-

tion and evapotranspiration reductions due to harvesting is translated into greater

groundwater fluxes to surface water bodies.

33.2.8 Changes in Streamflow Generation Processes
Following Harvesting

In addition to changes in water flux and partitioning between various hydrologic

stores, forest harvesting can lead to significant shifts in the contribution of various

runoff-generating mechanisms to streamflow in a drainage basin. As noted previ-

ously, infiltration-excess overland flow is rare in undisturbed forest basins, and any

overland flow that is observed is generally saturation overland flow (Dunne 1978).

Subsurface stormflow is a dominant runoff mechanism in such basins, as saturated

layers develop within the soil profile above less-permeable horizons (e.g., Bonell

and Gilmour 1978) or at the base of the soil horizon above shallow bedrock

(e.g., Peters et al. 1995). Some of this subsurface stormflow may appear as return

flow at the soil surface at particular locations (e.g., slope concavities, downslope

areas with thinner soil cover). Greater water inputs to the soil surface following

harvesting often simply increase subsurface flow discharge to stream channels

(Stottlemyer and Troendle 1999), particularly if there has been no significant

reduction in infiltration rates. However, overland flow can increase as a result of

soil disturbance during forest operations (Waterloo et al. 2007), particularly on

roads, skidder trails, and landings. In addition to generating overland flow, roads

cut into hillslopes may intercept subsurface water, rerouting it as surface flow along

the road and adjacent ditches (Wemple et al. 1996; Hubbart et al. 2007). This

interception is maximized when subsurface flow occurs above a hydrologic imped-

ing layer that is exposed at the road cut (Sidle et al. 2006). The potential for such

overland flow to contribute to basin streamflow (rather than reinfiltrate into down-

slope soils) is mediated by the role of hydrologic connectivity within the basin

(Stieglitz et al. 2003; Van Miegroet and Johnson 2009), such that water delivery

from impacted areas to stream channels depends on the former’s position relative

to the stream network, downslope vegetative buffers and/or features (e.g., gullies,

diversions) that allow surface flow to bypass potential buffers (Sidle et al. 2006).

Increased partitioning of water fluxes to overland pathways generated by disturbed

areas and the enhanced drainage efficiency provided by roadside ditches and cross

drains may be supplemented by more saturation overland flow in harvested basins,

since greater soil wetness likely will expand saturated areas within the basin

(Waterloo et al. 2007). In addition, groundwater fluxes to streams will generally

increase (see Sect. 33.2.7).
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33.3 Effects of Forest Harvesting on Streamflow

33.3.1 Approaches Used to Assess Harvesting
Impacts on Streamflow

Mallik and Teichert (2009) identified four basin-scale approaches to examine

the hydrologic effects of forest harvesting: paired-basin studies (Best et al. 2007);

single-basin studies (termed time-trend studies by Bosch and Hewlett 1982); retro-

spective studies (after-the-fact pairing of harvested and undisturbed basins for

which some preharvesting data exist – e.g., Buttle and Metcalfe 2000); and nested

basin studies (e.g., Hubbart et al. 2007). Of these approaches, data from paired-basin

studies provide the greatest potential to identify any changes in streamflow behavior

as a result of forest harvesting, given their greater statistical power (Loftis et al. 2001)

when used with multivariate approaches such as analysis of covariance that employ

the dummy variable method (e.g., harvested/nonharvested – Scott 1997; Waterloo

et al. 2007) to assess harvesting impacts. Nevertheless, the strength of the results

of such analyses hinges on the degree to which control and treatment basins are truly

similar in terms of geology, soils, topography, and vegetation (Moore and Wondzell

2005), and a sound grasp of the basins’ hydrology is needed to distinguish harvesting-

related streamflow changes from those due to other factors (Fuller et al. 1988).

33.3.2 Water Yield

Regardless of which experimental or analytical approach is employed, the general

finding of studies conducted around the globe indicates that reduced forest cover

results in increased water yield (National Research Council 2008). Figure 33.1

shows data from Stednick’s (1996) synthesis of paired-basin experiments in

the USA, which mirrors findings from studies including results from other countries

(e.g., Bosch and Hewlett 1982; Sahin and Hall 1996). Figure 33.1 highlights points

that have been raised in previous reviews:

1. Water yield response to harvesting is highly variable. This reflects variations in

such factors as climate [e.g., amount and seasonal distribution of precipitation,

such that water yield increases tend to be greater in areas of high precipitation

(Bosch and Hewlett 1982) and in wetter years (Hubbart et al. 2007)], vegetation

type [e.g., greater water yield increases following harvesting of coniferous vs.

deciduous forests (Sahin and Hall 1996)] and health prior to harvesting (Waterloo

et al. 2007), soils, and geology.

2. Harvesting has to exceed�20% of basin area in order to produce a demonstrable

increase in water yield.

3. The increase in water yield is inversely related to basin size. This relationship is

not apparent when the Stednick basins are standardized according to harvesting
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magnitude (e.g., 100% harvested), which reflects the greater range of land uses

and land covers in large drainage basins (Bruijnzeel 2004).

Best et al. (2007) note that generalizations about annual increases in water

yield such as Fig. 33.1 are often based on the maximum change in water yield in

the first five years after treatment or first year increases in yield. Permanent land

use change experiments indicate that it may take more than five years for the

maximum change in water yield to be observed and for a new hydrologic

equilibrium to be established, such that summaries such as Fig. 33.1 may under-

estimate the potential increase in water yield for a given amount of forest removal.

Some of the scatter in Fig. 33.1 also reflects variations in experimental design and

execution (Adams and Fowler 2006), such as the length of the calibration period,

whether regrowth was allowed after harvesting, and the accuracy of the data

collected.

33.3.3 Peak Flows

Changes in the relative importance of overland flow pathways to streamflow

generation outlined earlier suggest that peak streamflows will increase following

harvesting. However, the debate about whether forest harvesting leads to increased

peak flows and flooding is one of the most contentious in hydrology (Van Dijk et al.

2009), as illustrated by the controversy regarding whether harvesting changes both

frequent as well as infrequent peak flows in a basin. For example, Jones and Grant’s

(1996) finding that forest operations (forest removal as well as forest roads) in
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basins in the Pacific Northwest of the USA increased peak flows for both small and

large storms provoked Thomas and Megahan’s (1998) reanalysis of the same data

and their conclusion that the impact of forest harvesting on peak flows decreases for

larger storms. This issue has subsequently been taken up by hydrologists working in

other forest landscapes around the world. To some extent, this debate reflects

differing opinions regarding the most appropriate statistical approach to use to

examine the question (e.g., analysis of variance vs. analysis of covariance). Never-

theless, there appears to be consensus from a process-based perspective that forest

harvesting should have a greater proportional effect on small flows compared to

larger ones. Thus, Waterloo et al. (2007) found that the largest relative changes in

peak discharge and stormflow volume occurred during smaller rainfall events,

which was attributed to a shift in the relative importance of runoff-generating

mechanisms with storm size. Infiltration-excess overland flow from disturbed

surfaces may make a significant contribution to changes in the stormflow hydro-

graph following harvesting during small storms; however, the effect of harvesting

on relative changes in stormflow diminishes with increasing rainfall because runoff

contributions from saturated areas and return flow become increasingly more

dominant in stormflow generation. Similarly, Van Dijk et al. (2009) contended

that the impacts of forest removal on net precipitation delivery to the soil surface

and water storage in the soil profile would be minimized for large storm events

responsible for generating major peak flows, such that forest harvesting would more

likely affect smaller localized floods than extreme, large-scale events.

In order to minimize complications introduced by the influence of storm size on

peak flow generation, it is useful to examine harvesting effects on a standardized

measure of peak flow, as in Guillemette et al.’s (2005) review of changes in bankfull

peak flow from 50 paired-basin studies (Fig. 33.2). Linkage of bankfull flow to

stream morphological changes and modifications of aquatic habitat make it a

particularly valuable metric to examine in the context of forest disturbance. Fig-

ure 33.2 indicates that relative increases in bankfull peak flow increase with the

proportion of the basin harvested; however, as with water yield there is substantial

variability in response to harvesting, due to such factors as variations in climate,

topography, soil characteristics, and species harvested (Guillemette et al. 2005).

Several studies show no change in peak flows with harvesting while others show

decreases, reinforcing Thomas and Megahan’s (1998) observation that previous

research provides mixed messages about peak flow response to forest harvesting.

Figure 33.2 reveals a tendency for increases in bankfull discharge to decrease with

basin size, although unlike the water yield data in Figure 33.1 this trend was not

statistically significant. Complete harvesting of basins did not necessarily produce

larger percentage increases in bankfull peak flows relative to basins experiencing

partial cuts. The data suggest that the smallest proportional increases in bankfull

peak flows are in relatively wet landscapes (mean annual precipitation>1,200 mm),

likely because such regions experience larger preharvest bankfull flows. Similar to

the harvesting threshold noted for water yield increases, Guillemette et al. (2005)
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suggest that harvesting should not exceed 50% of basin area in order to restrict

increases in bankfull peak flows to <50% of preharvest values.

33.3.4 Low Flows

There is a general consensus that low flows increase following harvesting, with

increased soil and groundwater recharge following forest removal leading to

increase in groundwater discharge to streams (Best et al. 2007). Given that increased

overland flow contributions to streamflow depend on the degree of compaction

within the basin as well as sufficient hydrologic connectivity to allow such runoff

to reach stream channels, the general increases in water yield that accompany forest

harvesting have been largely been attributed to enhanced low flows (e.g., Hornbeck

et al. 1993, 1997). However, Bruijnzeel (2004) sounds a cautionary note that

variations in the degree of harvesting impact on soil infiltration properties mean

that low flows may not necessarily increase in tropical and semitropical landscapes

(particularly in regions with pronounced wet-dry seasonality in precipitation).

Impeded infiltration will reduce recharge during the wet season, which in turn may

lead to diminished low flows during the dry season relative to an unharvested

condition.
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The variability in the response of water yield, peak, and low flows (as well as

other streamflow metrics not discussed here) to forest harvesting supports the

National Research Council’s (2008) conclusion: that while forest hydrologists

have great confidence in their statements of the general hydrological response to

forest harvesting, they cannot predict precisely how harvesting will affect hydro-

logic processes in areas that have not received intensive study.

33.4 Biogeochemical Aspects of Forest Harvesting

Forest harvesting can affect biogeochemical cycles in a variety of ways, such as

through alterations of stream water temperatures, nutrient sinks and sources, soil

temperature and humidity, changes in soil structure, and transport of nutrients and

dissolved organic carbon (DOC) from organic soil surfaces to receiving waters

(Carginan and Steedman 2000). The focus here will be on selected aspects of the

water quality of streamflow draining harvested basins, which involves such para-

meters as temperature, concentrations of suspended sediment, major ions, nutrients

such as N and P, cyanobacterial toxins, DOC, and dissolved O2 (Mallik and Teichert

2009). Attempts to understand the effects of forest harvesting on these parameters

must acknowledge their interconnected behavior. For example, water temperatures

influence the chemical, biological, and ecological integrity of streams, such as through

their control on streamwater dissolved O2 (Bourque and Pomeroy 2001). These

dissolved O2 levels in turn influence the processing and form of nutrients such as N.

It is also important to preface our examination of the biogeochemical aspects of forest

harvesting by recognizing that the geologic, geomorphic, pedologic, vegetative,

topographic, andmanagement factors that exert a fundamental influence on interbasin

differences in water movement will also control the response of a given basin to forest

harvesting (Chanasyk et al. 2003; Gravelle et al. 2009).

33.4.1 Water Temperature

Stream water temperatures are influenced by such factors as stream aspect, water

surface area, microclimatic conditions at the water surface, surface turbulence,

channel morphology, source water temperature, stream water travel time, and

upstream land use conditions (Mallik and Teichert 2009). Forest harvesting can

impact several of these factors. For example, removal of riparian forest cover can

increase solar radiation receipt at the water surface as well as wind speed and

exposure to advected energy from nearby harvested areas, thus increasing stream

temperatures, particularly in summer (Moore et al. 2005). Harvesting may also

impact stream temperatures through increased discharge of groundwater into

streams, although the exact nature of this effect depends on such factors as the

influence of harvesting on the potential warming of shallow groundwater, and

hyporheic exchanges of surface and subsurface waters.
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33.4.2 Nutrients and Contaminants

Feller (2005) provides a valuable review of the solution chemistry (nutrients and

contaminants) of forested streams (primarily in western North America) that

summarizes the major factors controlling this chemistry that likely operate in all

forest landscapes: geological weathering, atmospheric deposition and climate;

precipitation acidity; terrestrial biological processes; physical/chemical reactions

in the soil; and physical, chemical and biological processes within streams.

Table 33.1 summarizes the anticipated change in concentrations of a subset of

inorganic solutes examined by Feller (2005) resulting from forest harvesting

impacts on these controlling factors. For example, the dominant controls on H+

concentrations in streamflow are precipitation chemistry and physical–chemical

reactions in the soil. Forest harvesting will likely lead to an increase in the H+

concentration in net precipitation due to the reduction or elimination of H+

exchange with cations on vegetated surfaces, while soil physical–chemical reac-

tions will act to reduce H+ concentrations after harvesting. As Table 33.1 highlights,

the controls on nutrient and contaminant concentrations as well as the influence of

harvesting on those controls and the direction of concentration response to harvest-

ing differ between water quality parameters. There is often no consensus regarding

how the concentration of a particular nutrient or contaminant will respond to the

influence of forest harvesting on a given controlling factor (e.g., the effect of

harvesting on the hydrologic factors controlling Al3+ concentrations), which partly

reflects the variable nature of the controlling factors noted earlier. This also

reinforces the need to consider preharvest site conditions when interpreting the

biogeochemical response to harvesting (Dise and Gundersen 2004). Thus, McHale

et al. (2007) found the response of Al concentrations to harvesting exceeded those

reported previously, which they attributed to preceding decades of acid deposition

that depleted exchangeable base cations and caused long-term soil acidification.

There is considerable evidence to suggest that there may be a lag between forest

harvesting and the biogeochemical response of a particular water quality parameter.

Figure 33.3 is adapted from Feller (2005), based on Vitousek and Reiners (1975).

Assuming other factors remained the same, chemical fluxes through soils into

streams would show an inverse pattern: a decrease after loss of vegetation from

an initial value to a minimum (as a result of uptake by forest regrowth) followed by

an increase to a dynamic equilibrium in old-growth forests. The magnitude of the

minimum concentration attained would depend on whether the chemical was a

nonessential, essential, or limiting nutrient. However, the partial picture provided

by this ecologically based model of nutrient concentration response to forest

harvesting would benefit from consideration of accompanying hydrochemical

changes. This is illustrated by the fate of Cl- following harvesting, which is not

a limiting nutrient and whose concentrations in streamflow should not change

significantly according to Figure 33.3. However, Oda et al. (2009) found that

harvesting reduced Cl� input to a maritime basin in Japan due to reduced dry

deposition of Cl� to vegetation. The resulting step shift in Cl� inputs led to a
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decrease in Cl� concentrations in streamflow. McHale et al. (2007) stress

the importance of considering differences in water residence times for various

hydrologic compartments when assessing biogeochemical response to harvesting.

Thus, relatively long groundwater residence times mean that the chemical response

Table 33.1 Major factors governing stream chemistry in forest landscapes and suggested con-

centration response of selected nutrients and contaminants to harvesting effects on these governing

factors (adapted from Feller 2005)

Factor Al3+ C (CO3
2�,

HCO3
�)

Ca2+ Cl� H+ K+ N

(NO3
�,

NH4
+)

P (PO4
3�,

HPO4
2�,

H2PO4
�)

Trace

metals

1. Geological

weathering

" – # "– " "

2. Atmospheric

precipitation/

climate

(a) Precipitation

chemistry
#– "– – "– "– "–

(b) Hydrologic

influences

"# – "# "# – "#

(c) Temperature "– "# " "–
3. Terrestrial

biological

processes

(a) Chemical

uptake

– – " " " " –

(b) Chemical

transformations

– "# – – "# – – –

(c) Production of

soluble

chemicals

– "– "– " "– "– "– "– "–

4. Physical/chemical

reactions in the soil
–

# – #– – #– #– –

5. Processes within

aquatic ecosystems

(a) Ion exchange

reactions

"# – "# "# "# "# "# "#

(b) Chemical redox

reactions

"# – – – – – "# – "#

(c) Evaporation-

crystallization

(d) pH-induced

transformations
(e) Uptake by

primary

producers

# – #– – – #– #–

(f) Microbial

transformations

– – – – – – – –

" harvesting effects on factor lead to an increase in concentration; # harvesting effects on factor

lead to a decrease in concentration; – harvesting effects on factor have little to no impact on

concentration; bolded symbols indicate that the related factors are the primary and dominant

control on concentration
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can lag harvesting by several years while at the same time delaying system

recovery, since streams may continue to receive contributions of nutrient-rich

groundwater recharged immediately after harvesting while forest regrowth is

returning soil water nutrient concentrations to preharvest conditions.

Two water quality parameters that deserve particular attention are N and Hg; N

by virtue of its important role as a nutrient and Hg for its potential for accumulation

in fish and the resulting implications for human health. Harvesting decreases N

uptake by trees and can increase mineralization and nitrification rates, as has been

noted elsewhere (e.g., Likens et al. 1969; Reuss et al. 1997). Loss of NO3-N and

other anions by leaching also leads to export of Ca, Mg, and K (Jewett et al. 1995) as

well as Al from the basin after the harvest (McHale et al. 2007). However, others

have found limited or no effects of harvesting on soil N transformations and litter

decomposition (Brais et al. 2002; Westbrook et al. 2006) and have noted that

harvesting may lead to reduced NO3-N leaching (Van Miegroet and Johnson

2009). Conflicting results may be due to differences in such site factors as climate,

vegetation, time since harvesting disturbance, type of machinery used for logging,

and land use history (Pérez et al. 2009). Thus, Parfitt et al. (2002) found that nitrate-

N leaching losses decreased after harvesting, which they attributed to increased

weed growth and soil microbial biomass after harvesting that would have removed

much of the N from soil solution in the upper soil layers. Microbial processes play a

key role in mediating nutrient and element mobility from both harvested and

undisturbed forest landscapes (Lindo and Visser 2003), and the effects of harvesting

on the soil microbial biomass are often a key element in understanding how
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harvesting affects nutrient and contaminant fluxes to streams. This is illustrated by

the fate of Hg in harvested basins. Povari et al. (2003) found that clearcutting

increased total Hg and methyl Hg (MeHg), partly in response to an increased flux

of total organic carbon (TOC) from harvested areas. Hg accumulates in forest soils

as a result of atmospheric deposition and Hg methylation may be stimulated by

saturation of forest soils due to increased water availability following harvesting.

Garcia and Carignan (2000) suggest that harvesting may enhance the transport of

toxicMeHg to receiving waters, where it may accumulate in game fish and thus pose

a threat to human health.

33.4.3 Sediments

Harvesting impacts on sediment transport to receiving waters must be considered

from a biogeochemical as well as a geomorphological perspective, since sediment

can be a stressor in its own right (e.g., in terms of its impacts on drinkingwater quality

and its ability to impact fish spawning habitat in streams) and a vector for some

contaminants (e.g., metals – Feller 2005) and nutrients (e.g., phosphorus – Gravelle

et al. 2009). Sediments can be supplied to streams by surface erosion, mass move-

ments, and bank erosion. It is generally acknowledged that harvesting alone does not

substantially contribute to increased sediment fluxes unless severe and widespread

disturbance occurs (Sidle et al. 2006). Instead, the primary sediment sources consist

of logging roads, road crossings, and skidder trails (Sidle et al. 2004), augmented by

suchmanagement activities as prescribed burning, scarification (Hetherington 1987),

and ditching of forested wetlands for drainage (Prevost et al. 1999).

Sediment yields from harvested basins generally peak shortly after harvesting

and decline as forest regrowth proceeds. However, as with nutrient and contaminant

fluxes from harvested areas to streams, there may be a lag between harvesting and

the period of maximum sediment supply to streams (Bruijnzeel 2004). This is

particularly the case if mass movements represent a major vector of sediment

transport in a forest landscape. Sidle et al. (2006) cite several studies noting

increased landslide erosion roughly 3–15 years after harvesting, which appears to

relate to the time required to allow root systems of harvested trees to decay and thus

reduce root strength and slope resistance to mass movement. Thus, short-term

monitoring of sediment transport after disturbance may give a distorted picture of

forest management influences on sediment (Sidle et al. 2006).

33.5 Issues for Future Research

The intention here is not to provide an exhaustive list of issues to be considered in

future research dealing with the hydrologic and biogeochemical aspects of forest

harvesting, since many research issues raised in previous work are specific to
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particular forest landscapes or forestmanagement practices (e.g., the role, dimensions,

and function of riparian management practices such as forest buffer zones – Neary

et al. 2009). Instead, the goal is to identify common research needs that apply across

regional and national scales. Such needs include:

1. Maintaining and expanding the monitoring networks of sites examining the

long-term hydrologic and biogeochemical effects of forest harvesting (National

Research Council 2008, Neary et al. 2009). Such networks will be of increasing

scientific and societal value in the context of a changing climate and associated

shifts in the intensity of other impacts on forests (e.g., fire, disease, insect

infestations) (National Research Council 2008). A critical element of assessing

the hydrologic and biogeochemical effects of harvesting in the context of

climate change will require refinement of the “natural range of variability” of

water quantity and quality in forest landscapes (Neary et al. 2009), which can be

provided by the research results of these networks.

2. As part of (1), promoting mechanistic studies of the internal hydrologic and

biogeochemical behavior of forest basins (Hubbart et al. 2007) in a wider range of

forest landscapes than has been hitherto examined. The complex interactions

between hydrology, chemistry, and ecology ensure that such studies are a vital

componentofbasin studies (Mallik andTeichert 2009),whilegreater understanding

of the role of such factors as climate, geology, and topography on hydrologic and

biogeochemical behavior is key to interpreting results from paired-basin studies

(Fuller et al. 1988). From a biogeochemical perspective, these mechanistic studies

should be extended to include greater consideration of such factors as the effects of

harvesting on the geological weathering release of chemicals, the behavior of trace

metals, and in-stream processing of nutrients (Feller 2005).

3. Looking beyond harvesting effects on water yield to consider seasonal changes

in streamflow and changes in the overall flow regime (Hubbart et al. 2007).

Thus, Bruijnzeel (2004) identifies the “low flow problem” as the key research

issue for studies of harvesting effects in tropical forests.

4. Assessing how the hydrologic and biogeochemical effects of harvesting change

with scale. Sivapalan et al. (2003) note that the processes that dominate basin

hydrologic behavior may change with changing scales, while Devito et al.

(2005) emphasize that the scale at which dominant processes act to control a

basin’s hydrologic and biogeochemical behavior must be considered in order to

determine the most suitable methodological and modeling strategies to apply to

study harvesting impacts in a given region. For example, Sidle et al. (2006)

outline the scale issue of sediment delivery from harvested areas: although

increases in infiltration opportunities and storage generally lead to reductions

in sediment yield with increasing basin size, this may be countered by a change

in the dominant sediment delivery process with scale (e.g., gully development,

mass wasting) that might produce an increase in yield with scale.

5. Determining the long-term cumulative effects of forest harvesting in the context

of other land use/land cover changes. The National Research Council (2008)

argues for a landscape-scale approach to relate downstream conditions to
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upstream changes in forest conditions, which will require spatially explicit

modeling that identifies, connects, and aggregates temporal changes in hydro-

logic and biogeochemical behavior due to forest disturbance and management at

larger spatial scales.

6. Improving our ability to translate the results from experimental basins to other sites

within the same forest landscape and between differing landscapes (Best et al.

2007, National Research Council 2008). This will involve an increased integration

of stand and paired basin-scale mechanistic studies with modeling of basin hydro-

logic and biogeochemical response to forest harvesting (Bruijnzeel 2004).
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Chapter 34

The Cycling of Pollutants in Nonurban

Forested Environments

Elena Vanguelova, Brian Reynolds, Tom Nisbet, and Douglas Godbold

34.1 Introduction

Forests are complex ecosystems which respond to external inputs of pollutants in a

variety of ways. Quantifying changes in the storage of pollutants within ecosystem

pools and the biogeochemical fluxes between them provides a means of calculating

the overall pollutant balance of a forest ecosystem as an indicator of its sustainability

and health. This chapter focuses on pollutant cycling in nonurban forest ecosystems

with specific attention on quantification of external inputs, pollutant fluxes and pools

within forests and exports to adjacent systems (Fig. 34.1). Selected case studies are

used to exemplify the approach and illustrate the importance of location, forest

type, management practices such as harvesting and soil conditions. Direct pollutant

impacts on forest ecosystem functioning, the effects of intensified biomass utilization,

and interactions between climate and pollutant cycling are also discussed.

34.2 Pollutants Sources and Trends

Many pollutants, acting alone or in combination, affect forests of which sulfur,

nitrogen, and heavy metals are most relevant to impacts on nonurban forest

ecosystems. Sulfur and nitrogen are essential nutrients, which only become “pollu-

tants” above a critical concentration or load. Sulfur dioxide is emitted to the

atmosphere from combustion of fossil fuels, with the combustion of coal being

the dominant source. The main sources of nitrogen oxide emissions are fossil fuel

combustion, road transport, and the generation of electricity and heat. Ammonia is

primarily emitted to the atmosphere as a result of intensive animal husbandry.

Some heavy metals such as copper (Cu), iron (Fe), manganese (Mn), and

zinc (Zn) are essential micronutrients for plant health and have natural and pollu-

tion sources, while others such as cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr), lead (Pb),

mercury (Hg), nickel (Ni), silver (Ag), thallium (TI), and vanadium (V) are

nonessential and are known to pose a significant risk to forest ecosystem health.

Emissions to the atmosphere of heavy metals arise from a wide range of sources.

Trace quantities (Hg, V) are found in fossil fuels such as Hg in coal and V in oil,
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while a number of industrial processes emit specific metals, for example, Cd from

road transport and Cu, Ni, Pb, and Zn from smelting. The largest source of arsenic

(As) is the burning of treated wood.

During the last 3 decades, much attention has been devoted to the ecosystem

effects of acid rain arising from the emission of sulfur and nitrogen compounds (SO2,

NOx, and NH3) into the atmosphere (Schulze et al. 1989; Johnson and Lindberg

1992). The resulting detrimental changes to sensitive terrestrial and freshwater

ecosystems led to national and international policies aimed at reducing emissions

of acidifying pollutants. For example, in Europe targeted emissions reductions were

agreed as part of the Gothenburg Protocol in 1999, (Jenkins and Cullen 2001) and
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increasingly policies have adopted a more efficient effect-based approach using

steady-state and dynamic acidification and nutrient balance critical loads models

(e.g., SMART2, SAFE, MAGIC dynamic models reviewed by de Vries et al. 2010).

Emission control policies adopted under the UN Economic Commission for

Europe and the EU have been very successful at reducing European sulfur emis-

sions, which have fallen by 70% since 1981 (ICP report 2009). Emissions are

expected to continue to decrease over the next 10–15 years with current policy
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Fig. 34.1 Generalized diagram comparing (a) sulfur (S) and (b) nitrogen (N) pools and fluxes in

unpolluted Findley Lake conifer forest site in Washington and polluted Smokies Tower conifer

forest site at Great Smoky Mountains National Park site (values in brackets) [data from Mitchell

(1992), Van Miegroet et al. (1992)]. Pools are in boxes and in kg S ha�1 and kg N ha�1 and fluxes

are expressed in kg S ha�1 y�1 and kg N ha�1 y�1 and flux movement indicated with arrows
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agreements and are likely to be less than 10% of 1980 levels by 2020. Nitrogen

oxides emissions are decreasing more slowly but by 2010 should be around 70%

lower compared to 1990. Ammonia emission reductions have been small to date

and expected to fall 40% by 2020.

Evidence for the success of emission control policies is seen at over three-quarters

of the European Level II forest intensive monitoring plots (about 500 plots), which

now receive inputs of acidity below the critical load. Further progress is dependent on

coordinated action to achieve significant reductions in sulfur emissions from shipping

(RoTap 2011). In contrast, the deposition of nitrogen has changed little and nutrient

critical loads remain exceeded on two-thirds of themonitoring plots (ICP report 2009).

In some parts of Europe and North America, emission reductions of oxidized N are

contributing to a stabilization or decline in nitrogen deposition, but there is currently

limited control of emissions of reducedN (Emmett 2007). Although total deposition is

declining linearly in line with emissions, the partitioning between wet and dry

deposition is expected to change (Fowler et al. 2005, 2007). This will ensure that N

will continue to have a significant impact for some time to come in many regions

(Galloway et al. 2003; Vanguelova et al. 2007a) in combination with other pollutants

such as tropospheric ozone (Taylor et al. 1994).

A related concern is the significant rise in precipitation and throughfall dissolved

organic nitrogen (DON) concentrations observed in the short period between

2000 and 2006 at a number of forest monitoring sites in the UK, further complicat-

ing our understanding of nitrogen biogeochemistry in forest ecosystems. The source

of DON in precipitation is uncertain (Ham and Tamiya 2007; Vanguelova et al.

2010), and evidence for long-term temporal changes in rainwater organic nitrogen

concentrations is ambiguous (Cornell et al. 2003).

For many years, atmospheric inputs of heavy metals resulting from air pollution

remained very high and continued to increase until the late 1980s, especially

around local point sources (Nriagu 1979; Bergkvist et al. 1989). Within the UK,

the National Emissions Inventory, which provides spatially disaggregated emis-

sions data for a large number of metals, has shown significant decreases since 1990

in emissions of Pb, Cd, and Hg in compliance with the 1998 UNECE Protocol on

Heavy Metals plus national and local legislation. In Finland between 1985 and

2000, deposition of all heavy metals decreased, with Pb (78%), V (70%), and

Cd (67%) showing the strongest reductions, while the concentrations of other

heavy metals decreased by 16–34% (Poikolainen et al. 2004).

34.3 Pollutant Cycling in Nonurban Forest Ecosystems

34.3.1 Precipitation, Throughfall, and Stemflow Inputs

The quantity of pollutants deposited from the atmosphere onto rural forests depends on

a wide range of factors including distance to local emission sources, amount of

precipitation, altitude, and forest type. Geographical region has a dominant influence
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on the deposition of sulfur and nitrogen in Europe (Table 34.1, de Vries et al. 2003),

with a highly significant positive correlation between atmospheric deposition and

rainfall amount reflecting the importance of water flux. The generally high water use

of trees, mainly due to canopy interception, leads to a marked reduction in water flux

and enhanced pollutant concentrations in throughfall (Nisbet 2005). Interception loss

varies between forest types and tree species typically ranging between 25 and 45% of

annual rainfall for conifers and 10–25% for broadleaves (Calder et al. 2003). Forest

transpiration brings about a further reduction in water flux through the soil, and while

losses are rather constant among tree species, they significantly differ between

climatic zones (Table 34.2, van der Salm et al. 2007).

Pollutant fluxes in throughfall (Fig. 34.1) reflect a mixture of wet, occult, and dry

deposition, modified by canopy exchange. Forests are particularly efficient

at scavenging pollutants via dry and occult deposition due to their aerodynamically

rough canopies (Fowler et al. 1989). Bulk deposition inputs of total N and sulfur

are highly positively correlated with throughfall, which is much enriched com-

pared with rainfall (Vanguelova et al. 2010; Fig. 34.2). Sulfate concentrations

in throughfall can be two to three times higher than those in rainfall due to canopy

Table 34.2 Median hydrological fluxes (mm) calculated for 121 ICP Intensive Forest Monitoring

plots in Europe (adapted from van der Salm et al. 2007)

Tree species Calculated water fluxes (mm) Transpiration Soil evaporation Leaching

Precipitation Interception

Pines 602 152 328 55 17

Spruce 943 303 365 27 192

Oak 777 202 340 99 169

Beech 876 241 358 82 135

Others 1233 437 483 9 218

All 846 247 356 57 136

Table 34.1 Averaged annual total deposition fluxes of inorganic sulfur and nitrogen in 1997 in

different geographical regions (adapted from de Vries et al. 2003)

Region Total deposition flux (molc ha�1 y�1)

SO4 NO3 NH4

North/Boreal 233 84 156

North/Boreal temperate 399 172 250

South/Mediterranean 562 394 805

West Atlantic 912 431 1104

Central and East 941 757 1101

Region Total deposition flux (kg ha�1 y�1)

SO4 NO3 NH4

North/Boreal 2.43 1.36 8.64

North/Boreal temperate 4.16 2.78 13.85

South/Mediterranean 5.85 6.36 44.60

West Atlantic 9.50 6.95 61.16

Central and East 9.80 12.21 61.00
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evaporation, pollutant scavenging, and the leaching of internal plant sulfur from

foliage (Nyborg et al. 1977; Lindberg and Garten 1988). Ammonia is readily

absorbed directly into the foliage and its effect on throughfall nitrogen flux is

very marked close to agricultural emission sources. A strong deposition gradient

has been observed in a number of studies, with nitrogen fluxes in throughfall

decreasing linearly with increasing distance from farm sources, with an edge effect

extending to about 200 m (Vanguelova and Pitman 2009). In arid areas such as parts

of California, dry N deposition is usually of greater magnitude than wet deposition.

Occult deposition can also be marked in areas, where seasonal fogs and N pollution

sources coincide. This has resulted in very large nitrogen inputs (25–45 kg ha�1 y�1)

to the most highly exposed forests in the Los Angeles Air Basin (Bytnerowicz and

Fenn 1996). Only in very low N deposition areas (e.g., total N deposition of

2–3 kg ha�1 y�1), such as in Finland, do tree canopies tend to retain more N than

they capture by dry deposition, due to uptake by epiphytic lichens, microbial

immobilization within the canopy, N sorption into foliage and assimilation by

leaves and stems (Mustaj€arvi et al. 2008).
Background deposition of heavy metals tends to be very low (Nriagu 1989;

Table 34.3) and assumed to be evenly distributed over the earth’s surface (Tipping

et al. 2006). In industrialized countries, even in rural areas, metal deposition to

forests is above background (Table 34.3) and can be very high closer to urban and

industrial centers. Throughfall metal fluxes are generally enhanced compared to

bulk precipitation due to a range of processes. For holm oak in NE Spain, canopy

leaching was the dominant process for Mn, dry deposition for Cu, Pb, Zn,

Cd, and V, and canopy uptake for Cd (Avila and Rodrigo 2004).

Stemflow generally contributes a small, but locally significant, amount to the

total volume of water entering the soil profile. Stemflow volume depends on forest

age, tree species, and tree spacing. For example, relative stemflow (expressed as a%

of gross rainfall) can be as low as 0.1–1.3% in Quercus species (Arcangeli 2007)
but as high as 14% in 20-year-old Picea sinthensis stands (Nisbet and Nisbet 1992).
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Fig. 34.2 Relationships between throughfall and bulk precipitation total N and S deposition in the

UK ICP forest plots (adapted from Vanguelova et al. 2010)
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Although stemflow volume may be small, fluxes of pollutants can be relatively high

due to evaporation concentration, scavenging and leaching effects (Hornung et al.

1987). The localized nature of stemflow inputs at the tree base could also promote

rapid routing through the soil and delivery of pollutants to watercourses.

34.3.2 Soil Weathering Inputs

Mineral weathering is considered to be the dominant, long-term, acid-neutralizing

process in terrestrial systems and is a central component of steady-state and

dynamic models used to determine soil critical loads of acidity and predict the

biogeochemical response of forests to acid deposition. Soil weathering rates are

mainly governed by geology, soil mineralogy, and climate. Empirical estimates

(Table 34.4) are based on the assumption that the weathering rate directly reflects

the mix of minerals present in the soil parent material. The evidence supports this

case for areas dominated by igneous and metamorphic rocks, where soil mineral

suites consist predominately of primary minerals inherited from the parent material,

Table 34.3 Heavy metal deposition values in different regions and levels of pollution

Total deposition input

(g ha�1 y�1)

References

Pb Cd Ni Cu Zn

Pristine areas (bulk precipitation) 7.6 0.2 1 2.3 23.5 Nriagu (1989)

Urban forestry/close to industry (NE Spain)

Bulk precipitation 7 nd nd 6 222 Avila and Rodrigo (2004)

Throughfall 20 nd nd 32 415 Avila and Rodrigo (2004)

Coniferous forest (Germany)

Bulk precipitation nd nd nd nd 140 Herrmann et al. (2006)

Throughfall nd nd nd nd 290 Herrmann et al. (2006)

Broadleaved forest (Germany)

Bulk precipitation nd nd nd nd 140 Herrmann et al. (2006)

Throughfall nd nd nd nd 580 Herrmann et al. (2006)

Rural broadleaved forest (UK)

Bulk precipitation 9 1 5 12 146 ICP forest UKa

Throughfall 16 1 10 39 247 ICP forest UKa

Rural conifer forest (UK)

Bulk precipitation 14 1 8 16 210 ICP forest UKa

Throughfall 19 2 10 35 312 ICP forest UKa

Broadleaved forest close to industry (UK)

Bulk precipitation 20 3 11 17 221 ICP forest UKa

Throughfall 31 3 16 43 445 ICP forest UKa

Conifer forest close to industry (UK)

Bulk precipitation 21 1 12 29 308 ICP forest UKa

Throughfall 28 2 16 48 467 ICP forest UKa

aForest Research – ICP Forest UK (Unpublished data)
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but is more uncertain in areas dominated by noncalcareous sedimentary parent

materials containing a significant proportion of pedogenic clays (Loveland 1993).

Heavy metals are present in all uncontaminated soils as the result of weathering

from soil parent material. Metal availability depends on the nature of the parent

rock and its ease of weathering (Fig. 34.3). Thus, forests developed on soils derived

from sandstones and acid plutonic rocks may exhibit micronutrient deficiencies

because of the limited supply of trace elements from weathering. In contrast,

Cr and Ni can occur in very large concentrations in some soils derived from

Table 34.4 The relationship between parent material and soil weathering rate (adapted from

Nilsson and Grennfelt 1988)

Parent Rock Mineral controlling weathering eq H+ ha�1 a�1

Granite Quartz <200

Quartzite K-feldspar

Granite Muscovite 200–500

Gneiss Plagioclase

Biotite (<5%)

Granodiorite Biotite 500–1,000

Greywacke Amphibole (<5%)

Schist

Gabbro

Gabbro Pyroxene 1,000–2,000

Basalt Epidote

Olivine (<5%)

Limestone Carbonates >2,000

Marl

Fig. 34.3 Impacts of parent material on trace metal concentrations in the mineral soil surface

layer (average values in mg kg�1, corresponding to 100%, are Ni: 27, Zn: 58, Mn: 638, Cu: 18;

n ¼ number of observations) (from Vanmechelen et al. 1997, reproduced with permission)
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ultrabasic rocks and may in part account for the inherent infertility of these soils

(Soon and Abboud 1993). Elements, whose main source in the soil is the parent

material, can accumulate to high levels in subsoils, while concentrations in organic

matter remain small (Ross 1994). Carbonate minerals are able to adsorb certain

heavy metals, such as Zn (Jurinak and Bauer 1956), Mn (McBride 1979), and Cd

(McBride 1980). The concentrations of these elements, which are often present in

trace quantities in limestone, may be strongly influenced by the high carbonate

content (Fig. 34.3). Weathering can be an important process in heavy metal

mobilization in boreal ecosystems (Starr et al. 2003), where release rates can be

of similar magnitude to deposition, litterfall, and leaching fluxes.

34.3.3 Forests Soils as a Source and Store of Pollutants

Nitrogen in forest soils is found mainly in the organic and surface mineral horizons.

Concentrations in the forest floor tend to vary within quite a narrow range, from 5 to

20 g kg�1 depending on the amount of mineral material present. The N content of

the subsoil decreases with depth from 5.0 g kg�1 down to<3 g kg�1 (Vanmechelen

et al. 1997). Soil nitrogen concentration is highly positively correlated with soil

organic matter content, so the amount of carbon is very important in determining

the fate of N in soils. Data from 167 forest sites across the UK from the BioSoil

survey show that soil C and N content varies with soil type (Fig. 34.4). L and

F horizons stored on average 9 and 13 t C ha�1, and 0.3 and 0.6 t N ha�1

respectively, adding substantially to the overall soil C and N stocks in forest soils

(Vanguelova 2010).

Soil type also determines the leaching or accumulation of different forms of N in

the soil. For example, NH4
+ can bind to negatively charged soil particles, be fixed

by certain types of clays and be bound firmly and irreversibly between clay layers.

Soil texture will therefore influence the fate and leaching of nitrogen compounds

and is the key to predicting patterns of N movement and retention.
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Fig. 34.4 Soil carbon and nitrogen stocks in British forests (from Vanguelova 2010)
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The predominant process for the retention of deposited S in forest acid soils is

probably adsorption of SO4
� to sesquioxides and clay minerals (Prietzel et al.

1995). Some authors (Khanna et al. 1987; Courchesne and Hendershot 1990) also

suggest that precipitation of Al hydroxy sulfate minerals is of major importance. It

is generally assumed that forest ecosystems exposed to elevated S inputs primarily

accumulate S as inorganic sulfur in the soil (Johnson et al. 1982; Prietzel et al.

2001). However, organic sulfur constitutes the major proportion of the S pool of

most forest soils (David et al. 1982; Mitchell et al. 1992) and atmospheric S may

also be immobilized by microbial synthesis of organic S compounds (Freney 1961).

Concentrations of heavy metals such as Fe and Mn vary widely in soils but the

range is narrower for Cr, Ni, Zn, Cu, Pb, and Cd. Concentrations can become critical

for soil microbiota, especially if enhanced through pollutant deposition (Table 34.5).

Concentrations of some heavy metals in mineral soil are directly related to clay

content and the importance of soil type in the distribution and the origin of heavy

metals in soils has been well documented (Vanmechelen et al. 1997). Acid soils

tend to have the lowest metal content, while the highest concentrations occur in

calcareous soils and andosols (Vanmechelen et al. 1997). The vertical distribution of

metals varies as a function of soil type, pH, iron and aluminum oxide content, clay

content, organic matter and cation exchange capacity (Hernandez et al. 2003). In

areas with a history of exposure to atmospheric metal deposition, long soil residence

times for strongly retained metals such as Co and Pb mean that it may take hundreds

of years before a response to recent deposition reductions is noted (RoTAP 2011).

Less strongly bound metals, including Ni, Zn, and Cd are expected to decline more

rapidly, although current deposition levels of Co, Pb, and Zn still pose a threat

to soils in some woodland habitats in the UK (RoTAP 2011).

Table 34.5 Background concentrations of heavy metals in mineral soils and critical concentra-

tions for microbiota in mineral and organic layers (adapted from Vanmechelen et al. 1997)

Metal Heavy metal content (mg kg�1 dry soil)

Mineral soil Organic layer

Normal range Critical concentration Critical concentrationsa

Fe 200–100,000b

Cr 10–100c 75–100d 30

Ni 10–100c 95e

Mn 20–3,000b 1,500–3,000d

Zn 10–300b 170e 300

Cu 1–50b 60e 20

Pb 10–100c 100–400d 500

Cd <1c 3–8d 3.5
aTyler (1992)
bBarber (1995)
cSoon and Abboud (1993)
dKabata-Pendias and Pendias (1984)
eWitter (1992)
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34.3.4 Above and Belowground Litter: Amounts
and Decomposition

Retranslocation, redistribution or resorption of elements from ageing needles and

other tree tissues are important processes throughwhich pollutants are cycled in forest

ecosystems. For example, in a nonpolluted oak forest, part of the tree S requirements

of 3.7 kg ha�1 y�1 were met by retranslocation of S from senescing leaves just prior

to shedding (0.8 kg ha�1 y�1) and by canopy absorption (1.0 kg ha�1 y�1); the

remainder was thought to be supplied by root uptake (Quilchano et al. 2002).

Retranslocation of N from senescing needles of Pinus sylvestris was between 70

and 85% in study plots in Finland but was not influenced by stand age and fertiliza-

tion (Helmisaari 1992). N retranslocation has been found to increase linearly with

increasing N availability in the soil (Birk and Vitousek 1986), suggesting more rapid

N cycling in N-rich systems. Retranslocation of N during autumn senescence is

estimated as 58% in Arctic forest, 61% in Boreal forest, 50% in temperate forest, and

45% in Tropical forests (Chapin and Van Cleve 1989).

A significant proportion of terrestrial net primary production is recycled from

trees as aboveground litterfall to the forest floor and belowground root litter to the

soil. Litterfall is therefore a major pathway through which the pool of pollutants in

the soil, depleted by tree uptake and leaching, is replenished. Moreover, litterfall

represents one of the primary links between producers and decomposers. Thus,

the amount and quality of litterfall provide considerable information about the

dynamics of pollutants within forest ecosystems (Ukonmaanaho et al. 2008).

Foliar litter is the dominant component of aboveground litterfall in most

European forests ecosystems, although other components such as bark can be

important in some forest types, for example, in Eucalyptus plantations (Kimmins

1987). The quantity of litterfall depends on annual climatic variability, tree species,

age and stand density, and pollution climate. For example, total annual litterfall

of 3.8 t C ha�1 y�1 measured in Corsican pine in a relatively wet, low N deposition

area was approximately half that for the same species in a drier, high N deposi-

tion area (8.1 t C ha�1 y�1) (Vanguelova and Pitman 2009). Element concentrations

in needle litter are affected by several factors, of which tree species, climate, and soil

properties are considered to be the most important.

Variable amounts of sulfur can be cycled through litterfall (Pedersen and Bille-

Hansen 1999; Quilchano et al. 2002; Ukonmaanaho et al. 2008) depending on the

ambient pollution climate (de Vries et al. 2003), but is likely to be much less than

that cycled via throughfall (Mitchell 1992; Quilchano et al. 2002). In contrast,

litterfall N input to the soil can be up to three times higher than by deposition (Van

Miegroet et al. 1992; Blanco et al. 2008) and total litter input (leaf plus woody

parts) of N of various broadleaved and coniferous species can reach between 45 and

90 kg N ha�1 y�1 in Western Atlantic climatic regions (Pedersen and Bille-Hansen

1999; Broadmeadow et al. 2004).

The difference in litterfall quality and quantity influences the decomposition rate

and thus the dynamics and incorporation of pollutants into the soil. For broadleaf
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species that have sporadic masts (beech and oak) or in good coning years for pines,

the annual pollutant input can increase dramatically from dropped seed (Pitman

2004). Leaf litter from broadleaved trees provides organic material that is generally

quickly decomposed and incorporated into the upper soil horizon (Drift 1961) and

litter N, lignin content, C/N ratio, leaf area, and Ca content are some of the

important litter qualities that strongly affect litter decomposition rate (Table 34.6;

Vanguelova and Pitman 2011) (Cornelissen 1996; Wedderburn and Carter 1999;

Peterken 2001; Reich et al. 2005; Hobbie et al. 2006; Vesterdal et al. 2008). The litter

of nondeciduous broadleaves such as Eucalyptus species takes longer to decompose

(Cornelissen 1996), but will nevertheless be more rapidly decomposed than that of

conifers (Wedderburn and Carter 1999). Additional important factors affecting

the rate of leaf decomposition are soil pH and soil moisture, with moist, base-rich

soils providing conditions for the quickest rate of decomposition (Witkamp and

Drift 1961; Pereira et al. 1998; Hunter et al. 2003; Reich et al. 2005). Heavy metal

accumulation or release may depend on the gradient of metal concentration between

litter and soil, soil pH, and on the capacity of litter to bind the specific metal

(De Santo et al. 2002), while metal contamination may slow litter decomposition

through adverse impacts on soil microbiota (McEnroe and Helmisaari 2001).

Tree fine roots (<2 mm) are very dynamic and play a key role in forest

ecosystem carbon and nutrient turnover and thus in pollutant cycling. Root bio-

mass, distribution, and turnover depend on tree species, soil type, and climatic

conditions. Deciduous trees tend to have a higher root biomass than conifers, while

for a given species, root biomass is generally greater in the temperate compared to

the boreal zone. Nutrient poor forests typically have higher root densities and a

strong relationship exists between fine root and aboveground biomass, suggesting

that trees regulate proportionally their carbon allocation depending on site condi-

tions (Finér et al. 2007). Estimates of root litter input are often dependent upon the

methodology used (Majdi et al. 2005). Root litter inputs were found to be 20%

higher in Norway spruce stands on acidified soils compared to base-rich soils

(Godbold et al. 2003).

34.3.5 Mineralization and Uptake of Pollutants

Soil N mineralization and nitrification are not only strongly regulated by tempera-

ture, but also influenced by soil texture, acidity, and microbial activity. For exam-

ple, relative nitrification rate in Polar and Upper Alpine climates (annual mean

temperature 2–5�C) were only 0.005 kmol m3 y�1 compared to 0.01 kmol m3 y�1 in

Boreal and Lower Alpine climates (annual mean temperature 5–8�C) and

0.04 kmol m3 y�1 in Wet Boreal, Atlantic Boreal, and Temperate Continental

climates (annual mean temperature of 8–12�C; Nilsson and Grennfelt 1988).

The C/N ratio gives an indication of forest floor nitrogen availability and its rate

of decay (Dise et al. 1998a). The majority of forest soils has C/N ratios between 20

and 40 but may frequently exceed this in organic horizons in Northern Europe due
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mainly to low N inputs and slow decomposition rates. High ratios can occur around

the Mediterranean due to the dry climate limiting decomposition, but are rarely

found in central Europe, where many forests have organic layers with a C/N ratio

approaching 20, caused by high deposition loads (Vanmechelen et al. 1997).

In British forest soils, organic layer C/N ratios were found to range between 16

and 42 under conifers and 15–29 under broadleaves (Vanguelova 2010). Sixty

percent of conifer plots investigated and nearly 90% of broadleaves had ratios

below 25, indicative of N saturation (Emmett 2007). Lower mineralization rates

have often been attributed to moder compared to mull forest humus types, although

this view has been challenged. In a recent study of 50 beech forests growing on a

wide range of soils across northeastern France, high elevation, acidic soils had the

highest potential net N mineralization in upper mineral soils, while low elevation,

neutral, and calcareous soils had the lowest (Andrianarisoa et al. 2009).

Soil organic sulfur is slowly released by the action of a wide range soil organ-

isms. Unlike nitrogen, little is known about the chemical structure of the sulfur

compounds in organic matter, or the specific processes involved in sulfur release.

Organic sulfur can be divided into two categories (1) compounds that can be

reduced by hydriodic acid to form hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and (2) those which

cannot be reduced by hydriodic acid, a group thought to include all of the sulfur-

containing amino acids, such as cysteine and metionine. Degradation is thought

to be governed by the action of specific enzymes that are produced by soil micro-

organisms. Biological S requirements of forests are modest (<5 kg s ha�1 y�1) and

often exceeded by atmospheric S inputs, even in nonpolluted regions. In polluted

forest regions, S inputs may exceed both the requirement for S uptake and the

ecosystems ability to accumulate S (Johnson 1984; Mitchell 1992).

More than 90% of certain heavy metals deposited from the atmosphere may

not be biologically available due to adsorption or chelation by organic matter, clays

and/or hydrous oxides of aluminium, iron or manganese, and complexation with

soluble low-molecular-weight organic compounds. Soluble Cd, Cu, and Zn may be

chelated in excess of 99%, while up to 80–90% of aluminium in soil solution can

be bound by soluble organic compounds (Vanguelova et al. 2007b). Heavy metals

may also be precipitated in inorganic compounds of low solubility, such as oxides,

phosphates, or sulfates. Adsorption, chelation, and precipitation are strongly regu-

lated by soil pH. As pH decreases and soils become more acid, heavy metals

generally become more available for tree uptake.

Soil organic matter decomposition rates can be strongly affected by the presence of

heavy metals. A study of Scots pine (P. silvestris) stands located at various distances
from emission sources in Poland demonstrated a significant decrease in organic matter

decomposition rate with increasing heavy metal pollution. The results suggest that

after soil carbon, the heavy metal content probably exerts the greatest control on this

process in soil profiles affected by metal emissions (Zwolinski 1994).

Rhizosphere processes can transform heavy metals from unavailable to available

pools. Typically, rhizosphere soil has lower pH, lower water, osmotic and redox

potentials, and higher bulk density than the main soil matrix. These characteristics

enable the rhizosphere to dominate regulation of element uptake by tree roots.
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Rhizosphere factors that may be particularly important in Pb uptake include pH,

organic acid concentration, and phosphate availability. Organic acids are important

for complexing and so reducing Co and Zn uptake, while manganese reduction to

the divalent form may allow excess uptake of this metal. Complexing agents and

reduced rhizophere pH may also facilitate Cd uptake. Any alteration in rhizosphere

processes caused by chemical changes induced by air pollution could easily alter

availability and uptake of these potentially toxic elements (Smith 1986).

34.3.6 Soil Leaching and Pollutant Export

For most pollutants, the main export pathway from forest ecosystems is via leach-

ing in drainage water from the rooting zone. Pollutant export depends both on water

fluxes through the soil profile, which mainly reflect ambient precipitation

(Table 34.2, van der Salm et al. 2007) and on pollutant concentrations in the

seepage water. Where forests exhibit minimal net uptake or accumulation of

pollutants in biomass as in pristine, old-growth temperate forests, leaching losses

should largely equal deposition inputs (Raulund-Rasmussen et al. 2008). Younger

growing forests tend to be better at retaining pollutants than older stands, either

through greater tree uptake or through accumulation in the soil resulting in lower

pollutant leaching losses. Anthropogenic N deposition may lead to either increased

retention of nitrogen or leaching of excess inorganic nitrogen (Dise et al. 1998b,

2009). In nitrogen-limited forests leaching of inorganic nitrogen is unlikely,

whereas it can be significant in nitrogen-saturated systems (Gundersen et al.

2006). In addition to overall N deposition, tree species and soil type exert important

controls on nitrate leaching. For example, in Denmark, higher nitrate leaching rates

were found under conifers compared with deciduous trees (Hansen et al. 2009) due

to greater pollutant scavenging by evergreen conifer canopies (Rothe et al. 2002).

However, the lowest median N leaching fluxes at EU Level II sites are found under

pine, partly because of low water fluxes in the drier regions frequented by this forest

type (Table 34.7, de Vries et al. 2003; Vanguelova et al. 2010).

In general, median SO4 leaching fluxes are comparable to SO4 deposition in

European forests, whereas N leaching is usually much lower than N deposition.

Sulfate leaching fluxes exceed those of NO3, although total N deposition is often

larger than total S deposition, indicating different retention for N and S in forest

ecosystems. Large geographical variation in leaching fluxes reflects that of deposi-

tion (Table 34.7, de Vries et al. 2003).

The capacity of soils to export pollutants to water depends on short and long-term

soil pollutant buffering capacity, for which the soil volume exploited by roots, and the

texture and content of weatherable minerals are major determinants (Raulund-

Rasmussen et al. 2008). Fertile soils possess a large pollutant buffer capacity, while

poor soils are more sensitive to pollution loading and thus at higher risk of pollutant

leaching. The leaching and retention of pollutants is usually determined by the

interaction of tree species and soil properties (Bergkvist 1987; de Vries et al. 2003).
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34.4 Pollutant Impacts on Forest Ecosystems

34.4.1 Impacts of Pollutants on Forest Soils

Fluxes of nutrients, contaminants, and other elements within forests are important

indicators of ecosystem functioning and stability. Many environmental pollutants

(particularly S and N compounds) can affect the functioning of forest ecosystems

(Schulze et al. 1989; Luttermann and Freedman 2000). For example, deposition of

S and N can cause soil acidification and increased leaching of nitrate and aluminium

(Stoddard et al. 1999), leading to surface water acidification (Beier et al. 2001).

Atmospheric acid deposition is the main factor underlying widespread soil acidifi-

cation in Europe (Schulze et al. 1989). Acidified soils affect the rooting systems of

trees can impair plant nutrient balance and reduce soil biodiversity. Chronically

enhanced (NH4)2SO4 deposition may play a major role in controlling soil solution

cation concentrations, leading to a “switch” from Ca2+ to Al3+ and low Ca/Al molar

ratios. Soils with low base saturation and a pH in the lower Ca, or Al buffer ranges

are the most sensitive to acidification (Carnol et al. 1997).

There is significant potential for heavy metals to interact with other air pollutants

affecting forest ecosystems. Acid deposition can alter heavy metal availability by

changing soil pH and related chemical parameters. Acid soils can mobilize heavy

metals, which have accumulated in the soil due to atmospheric inputs (Tyler 1978;

Br€ummer and Herms 1983; Verry and Vermette 1992). In acid forest stands, the

more mobile metals such as Zn, Mn, and Cd are increasingly taken up by trees

(Steinnes 1984; Barlsberg-Påhlsson 1989) and leached to surface and ground waters

(Norton and Kahl 1992; de Vries and Bakker 1998). Less mobile metals such as Pb

and to a lesser extent Cu accumulate over long time periods in soil organic layers

(Siccama and Smith 1978; Friedland 1992; Schulte 1994; Steinnes and Njåstad

1995). Even in regions with decreasing atmospheric inputs (Norton and Kahl 1992),

they can still present a potential danger if environmental change promotes their

release (Friedland 1992; RoTAP 2011). Unfortunately, insufficient quantitative

information is available to rationalize emissions and deposition of heavy metals.

Concentrations of Ni, Zn, and Cd in soils have declined, but Cu, Pb, and Hg are

unlikely to change for centuries. In many soils, there is a large legacy of historic

deposition, much of which is currently not biologically available because of strong

binding to soil organic matter. Any decrease in soil organic matter or increase in its

decomposition, for example in response to climate change or forest management,

would risk releasing this store of metals into the environment in a bioavailable form.

34.4.2 Impacts of Nitrogen on Tree Growth and Soil Functions

The availability of N compounds controls many biogeochemical processes and has

a strong influence on net primary production in terrestrial ecosystems (Schulze

2000; Pussinen et al. 2002; Hyv€onen et al. 2007). Nitrogen deposition increased tree
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growth in the four species (European and sessile oak, beech, Scots pine, Norway

spruce) studied in 382 European Forest Intensive Monitoring plots (ICP report 2009).

The effect was smallest on soils that were already well supplied with nitrogen.

Annually nitrogen deposition increased tree growth by ~1%, which corresponds to

an average carbon fixation in tree stems of about 20 kg ha�1 y�1. Sulfur and acid

deposition were found not to have any negative effects on tree growth, possibly due to

the counteracting positive effect of nitrogen deposition (ICP report 2009).

Nitrogen enrichment in the soil not only accelerates tree growth, but can also

affect the composition of the understory vegetation and the amount of nitrate

leaching (Schulze 2000). Over the past few decades, deposition from the air has

led to increasing storage of nitrogen in plants and soil. On forest floors that are

already nitrogen enriched the soil and the plants can retain little extra nitrogen and

so it passes relatively quickly to groundwater. Nitrogen availability influences

carbon storage in forest soils through effects on plant growth, litter production,

and soil C decomposition and stabilization. Soil C/N ratio and net N-mineralization

are commonly reported empirical measures of soil N availability, and changes in

these variables due to N inputs may feed back to soil C storage through a variety of

biotic and abiotic pathways Nitrogen inputs in northern temperate forests were

found to increase soil C (+7.7%) and N mineralization (+62%), and decrease C/N

ratio (�4.9%), all depending on mode of N addition, biogeographic factors and

time (Nave et al. 2009). Recent analysis of published studies in temperate forest

soils suggests that N deposition impedes organic matter decomposition and thus

stimulates carbon sequestration, where nitrogen is not limiting microbial growth.

Soil carbon sequestration was equivalent in magnitude to the amount of carbon

taken up by trees in response to nitrogen fertilization (Janssens et al. 2010).

Atmospheric N deposition can significantly influence soil carbon (C) and nitro-

gen (N) cycles in natural ecosystems and consequently the production and con-

sumption of the greenhouse gases carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (N2O), and

methane (CH4), as well as the tropospheric ozone precursor nitric oxide (NO).

Pristine forests in areas of low N deposition tend to be N limited and respond to

enhanced N deposition (as simulated by short-term field experiments) with

increased microbial activity, soil respiration rates, and consequently CO2 emissions

(Bowden et al. 2004). Nitrous oxide emissions are unlikely to be affected, as the

N added tends to be immobilized by soil microbes (Skiba et al. 1999). However,

continuous N deposition will eventually lead to N saturation and reduced soil

respiration rates (Aber and Magill 2004; Janssens et al. 2010). A recent analysis

of the net C budgets for European forests has shown a strong correlation between

rates of N deposition and C sequestration (Magnani et al. 2007), although there is

doubt about the magnitude of this interaction (de Vries et al. 2008). In the long-

term, the microorganisms responsible for N2O and NO production, the nitrifiers and

denitrifiers, are expected to successfully compete for the deposited N, and correla-

tions between N deposition rate and N2O emissions have been demonstrated for a

number of forests (Skiba et al. 2004). It is assumed that 1% of the N deposited is

emitted as N2O (IPCC 2006).

Forest ecosystems tend to be net sinks for CH4. The general view has been that

CH4 oxidation is inhibited by N additions, leading to reduced oxidation rates in
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forests (MacDonald et al. 1997; Butterbach-Bahl et al. 2002). Recent publications,

however, have shown that N additions can also stimulate CH4 oxidation (Bodelier

and Laanbroek 2004). The source of atmospheric N deposition (wet, dry, reduced,

or oxidized) does not appear to influence N2O and NO emission rates; however,

it does have an impact on soil CH4 fluxes. The N component of atmospheric

deposition may inhibit or stimulate CH4 emissions, whereas the sulfur component

inhibits CH4 emissions (Gauci et al. 2005).

34.4.3 Impacts of Pollutants on Belowground Tree Functioning

Pollutants also threaten the functioning of tree fine roots and ectomycorrhizas, the

symbiotic organs of tree roots, which are the main sites of nutrient exchange, with

P and N provided by the fungal partner, and C from the host. Emerging from the

ectomycorrhizas, fungal hyphae exploit the soil for themobilization and absorption of

water and nutrients. Increased N concentrations in the soil lead to enhanced fungal N

uptake and storage, greater N transfer to the host plant, and thus increased above-

ground biomass. As a consequence, there is a decrease of C allocation to the plant

roots, leading to reduced ectomycorrhization and lower production of external myce-

lia and fruiting bodies (Brunner 2001). Acid deposition significantly affects fine roots,

their length, and biomass (Cudlin et al. 2007). Soil acidification leads to enhanced

availability of Al3+ and heavy metals, with Al3+ toxicity shown to have a significant

impact on fine root biomass and Specific Root Length (m g�1) (Ostonen et al. 2007;

Vanguelova et al. 2007b). In ectomycorrhizas, the hyphae of the fungal tissues contain

vacuolar polyphosphates which have the ability to bind Al3+, heavy metals, and N.

These electronegative phosphate polymers represent an effective storage and detoxi-

fying mechanism, which otherwise is lacking in roots. Therefore, ectomycorrhizas

have the potential to increase the tolerance of trees to acidifying pollutants and to the

increased availability in the soil of toxic elements (Brunner 2001).

34.5 Likely Impacts of Environmental Change

and Forest Management on Pollutant Cycling

by Nonurban Forest Ecosystems

34.5.1 Climate Change

The impacts of climate change on the sensitivity of forest ecosystems to sulfur and

nitrogen deposition have been studied under the EU-funded AIR-CLIM project

(Mayerhofer et al. 2001; Alacamo et al. 2002; Posch 2002). One aspect of the

study examined the impacts of eight climate scenarios on soil critical loads, acid

deposition, and critical load exceedance. For forest soils, all scenarios resulted in a

general increase in critical loads across Europe, although with some decreases
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noted in mountainous or arid regions. There was a decline in the area of critical load

exceedance for all scenarios, leaving only small areas with exceedance for acidity,

but substantial areas exceeded for nitrogen. However, achieving nonexceedance of

acidity critical loads does not imply immediate recovery of previously exceeded

ecosystems (Posch 2002).

It is not possible to review the impacts of climate change on pollutant cycling in

forest ecosystems in the absence of a discussion of the effects on both the trees that

are supported by forest soils, and the wider land management issues affecting the

forest industry. Both climatic warming and rising atmospheric CO2 levels have the

potential to substantially increase tree growth (Norby et al. 2005). Increases in

mean temperature also have the potential to increase growth rates in boreal forests,

but this may be confounded by an accompanying decrease in precipitation (Lloyd

and Fastie 2002). These results exemplify the complexity of predicting changes in

forest growth under climate change.

Increased forest net primary productivity under elevated CO2 does not necessar-

ily mean increased soil carbon storage, despite higher biomass inputs. This is

particularly true for mineral soils, although a significant additional carbon sink

can be created by the litter layer (Lichter et al. 2005; Hoosbeek and Scarascia-

Mugnozza 2009). Where bioturbation rates are high, much of the biomass carbon

can be incorporated into the mineral soil creating additional storage in the subsoil

(Jastrow et al. 2005). Maintenance of the increase in NPP under elevated CO2

depends upon adequate supplies of N and other mineral nutrients, which may be

partly met by an increase in fine root biomass and depth of rooting (Iversen 2010).

The effects of elevated CO2 would be diminished if wetter and milder winters

increase acidification and nutrient leaching, thereby reducing soil nutrient avail-

ability. Changes in growth will also affect the amounts and quality of leaf litter

inputs to the soil, with consequences for the soil nutrient pool. Rising CO2 levels

have also been shown to alter the C/N ratio of leaf litter (Bradley et al. 2005), which

might reduce decomposition rates, although a comprehensive review has concluded

that this is not the case (Hyv€onen et al. 2007).

If elevated CO2 affects tree leaf area index, this will have implications for the

forest floor microclimate due to changed litter inputs, water and light interception.

Changes in both species and growth rates in response to climate change will also

affect pollutant uptake by trees. Although this may beneficially increase pollutant

sequestration, a recent modeling study suggests only small changes in the uptake

and removal of nitrogen for British Forests (RoTAP 2011).

Some insect pests may become more damaging to forest ecosystems as a

result of climate change, in part, driven by expectations that more frequent and

severe summer droughts will increase the susceptibility of trees to biotic agents

(Broadmeadow 2002). There is evidence for insect impacts on the DON, dissolved

organic carbon (DOC), and K fluxes in forest ecosystems and their soils in the UK

(Pitman et al. 2010). Poor forest crown condition caused either by insect defoliation

or by wind damage will influence pollution inputs to forest ecosystems and

especially the amount and partitioning of pollutants reaching the forest floor. In

contrast, increased winter waterlogging due to higher precipitation coupled with
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more frequent storm events may promote soil disturbance resulting from increased

tree windthrow, higher pollutant inputs through rainfall and throughfall, and

increased release of pollutants from soils to waters (Bradley et al. 2005; Vanguelova

et al. 2010).

34.5.2 Biomass Harvesting

Biomass is a significant pollutant pool in forests, which is recycled slowly via

decomposition of coarse woody debris (Laiho and Prescott 2004) and other more

recalcitrant parts, but relatively quickly through decomposition of litterfall and fine

roots (Parton et al. 2007). Harvesting through thinnings and periodic clear-cuts

accounts for a large part of the pollutant export in managed forests. Depending on

harvesting regime, pollutant export can vary widely reflecting site productivity and

biomass utilization (harvesting) intensity. For stem-only harvesting pollutant

removal is only slightly influenced by tree species. When logging residues are also

removed, pollutant export can be substantially increased but lower for some species

such as Scots pine and birch compared to Norway spruce (Fig. 34.5) because of

differences in species productivity and crown share (Raulund-Rasmussen et al.

2008). Whole tree harvesting can remove substantial quantities of pollutants but at

the same time can increase nitrate leaching and soil water acidification. Significant

increases in streamwater concentrations of H+ and potentially toxic inorganic Al3+

can also occur after removal of biomass (Zhang et al. 1999). Nitrogen removal by

conventional and whole tree harvesting can range substantially depending on the

forest ecosystem, its age and growth, and the climatic conditions (Table 34.8).
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Fig. 34.5 Averaged yearly nitrogen removals for spruce, pine, and birch when all above ground

biomass is removed (from Raulund-Rasmussen et al. 2008)
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Table 34.8 Comparison of nitrogen removals in harvest and across a range of forest and climatic

conditions

Forest/location Age Harvesting intensity N removals kg ha�1

(kg ha�1 y�1)

Reference

Spruce/Sweden 18 Conventional stem

harvesting

20 (1.1) Tamm (1969)

Whole tree

harvesting

163 (9.1)

50 Conventional stem

harvesting

217 (4.3)

Whole tree

harvesting

842 (16.8)

Scots pine/UK 50 Conventional stem

harvesting

72 (1.4) Miller and Miller

(1991)

Whole tree

harvesting

248 (5.0)

Corsican pine/UK 50 Conventional stem

harvesting

120 Miller and Miller

(1991)

Whole tree

harvesting

290

Norway and sitka

spruce/UK

50 Conventional stem

harvesting

145 Miller and Miller

(1991)

Whole tree

harvesting

498

Douglas fir/

Washington

53 Conventional stem

harvesting

478 (9.0) Biggar and Cole

(1983)

Whole tree

harvesting

728 (13.7)

Loblolly pine

plantation/

22 Conventional stem

harvesting

57.0 (2.5) Tew et al. (1986)

North Carolina Whole tree

harvesting

180.4 (8.2)

Slash longleaf pine/

Florida

40 Conventional stem

harvesting

59 (1.5) Morris et al. (1983)

Whole tree

harvesting

110 (2.8)

Gmelina/Nigeria 10 Stems/coppices/

standard

384 (38.4) Nwoboshi (1983)

Whole tree

harvesting

959 (95.9)

Chestnut/SW France 2 Coppice 92 (46) Ranger and

Belgrand (1996)

Chestnut/SW France 19 Coppice 1596 (84) Ranger and

Belgrand (1996)

Hybrid Aspen/

Estonia

7 Short rotation

plantation

31 (4.4) Tullus et al. (2009)

Sycamore/USA 10 Short rotation

plantation

200 (20) Cobb et al. (2008)

Poplar and Willow/

USA

10 Short rotation

plantation

250 (2.5) Jug et al. (1999)

Eucalyptus globulus/
Australia

8 Short rotation

plantation

500 (62.5) O’Connell and

Grove (1999)
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In addition, the growth and productivity of the forest and the harvesting rotation

length can intensify the removal of N from the ecosystems by several times

(Table 34.8).

Mass estimates of phytoaccumulated trace metal contaminants and transfers to

soils are necessary to properly evaluate the impact of historic and continued

anthropogenic metal deposition to forest ecosystems. An investigation of Cu,

Ni, Pb, and Zn mass balances in plant communities subject to metal contamination

from smelter emissions in Canada found that accumulation of metals differed

significantly among plant vegetation compartments (foliage, fine roots, bark,

trunk, and branches). Fine roots were found to dominate annual vegetation transfer

of Cu, Ni, and Pb to soils, relative to foliage; fine root mortality played a smaller

role than foliage for Zn plant–soil transfer. Plant-associated metal inputs were

found to rival or exceed current estimates of atmospheric metal deposition, suggest-

ing that potential benefits of future reductions in emissions to forests need to

be evaluated within the context of phytocycling of metals already present (Johnson

et al. 2003).

34.6 Conclusions and Future Directions

Forest ecosystems play a crucial role in pollution capture, storage, and cycling.

Element concentrations change considerably as bulk precipitation passes through

the canopy due to capture of aerosols and gases, absorption, leaching and exchange

of elements, and canopy evaporation. Due to their aerodynamic roughness, forest

canopies intercept pollutants at much higher rates than shorter vegetation. Organic

and mineral forest soils can adsorb and store pollutants acting as buffers to pollutant

transfer to the water environment. Tree demand and uptake for macro and micro-

nutrients, including pollutants is much higher than for plants. In this way, trees can

remove and store some pollutants either by canopy or by root uptake. However,

when the pollution load exceeds the storage capacity of the forest ecosystem,

then there is a risk of pollutant loss.

Air pollution is affecting many European, North American, and Asian forests

around the globe. In the immediate future, the concern for air pollution effects on

forests and associated natural resources will broaden to include interactions with

climate change and pollution effects in the world’s developing countries. There has

been a rapid evolution in air pollution studies in forestry, shifting away from single-

factor experimentation toward new ecologically based, multidisciplinary methodol-

ogies. This shift recognizes that air pollution is one of the several factors influen-

cing forest productivity, carbon storage and biogeochemistry, and that effects arise

through long-term exposure. Little research is available to quantify the feedbacks

between pollutant cycling and climate change, although in principle substantial

feedbacks are possible since many of the underlying processes are known to be

climate sensitive. These interactions are likely to have wide-ranging effects on

transboundary air pollution, ranging from emissions, atmospheric transport, and
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transformation to environmental impacts. There is increasing interest in the effects

of nitrogen deposition on the emissions of greenhouse gases and carbon sequestra-

tion by forests and soil. If climate change leads to a reduction in soil organic matter,

there is a risk that heavy metals, previously bound to soil organic matter will

become bioavailable, increasing the risk of toxicity to organisms and export to

water.

The evolution in methodologies will become even more marked in the future

as new ecological approaches are adopted and an understanding is developed of

how air pollution interacts with changes in climate. One of the most promising

methodologies is process level modeling, which utilizes the large databases in tree

physiology and forest ecology, watershed chemistry, and atmosphere–forest canopy

meteorology, to develop integrated models of tree physiology and soil processes

and subsequently scale these investigations to the level of forest landscapes and

regions.
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Chapter 35

Forests and Global Change

Gordon B. Bonan

35.1 Introduction

Forest ecosystems influence climate through physical, chemical, and biological

processes that affect planetary energetics, the hydrologic cycle, and atmospheric

composition (Bonan 2008). Physical processes at the intersection of the biosphere

and geosphere, commonly referred to as biogeophysics, include momentum transfer

and land–atmosphere energy fluxes (absorption and reflection of solar radiation,

absorption and emission of longwave radiation, partitioning of net radiation into

sensible and latent heat fluxes, and storage of heat in the soil). Hydrologic processes

include interception of precipitation, throughfall, stemflow, infiltration, runoff,

evapotranspiration, soil water dynamics, and snow melt. Forests additionally influ-

ence climate and atmospheric composition through biogeochemical processes

including the exchanges of CO2, CH4, N2O, biogenic volatile organic compounds,

and aerosols with the atmosphere. Forest ecosystems are now recognized as

providing important climate forcing and feedback.

Much of our understanding of how forest ecosystems affect climate comes from

numerical models of Earth’s climate and their representation of the terrestrial

biosphere (Fig. 35.1). These models initially simulated only biogeophysical pro-

cesses at the land surface. They have since evolved to simulate the hydrologic

cycle, biogeochemical cycles, and vegetation dynamics so that the biosphere and

atmosphere form a coupled system. The development of numerical parameteriza-

tions that represent these processes in global models of Earth’s climate is a

compelling example of scientific advancement through multidisciplinary research.

This interdisciplinary science integrates the numerous climate influences of eco-

systems with the impacts of global change to identify and understand ecosystem

feedbacks in the Earth system and the potential of ecosystems to mitigate climate

change (Bonan 2008).

This chapter provides an overview of the hydrology, biogeochemistry, and

ecosystem ecology of climate models. Two ecological processes – the carbon

cycle and land cover change – are the focus of much climate change research. In

addition, the models are being used to identify ecological mechanisms to mitigate

anthropogenic climate change.

D.F. Levia et al. (eds.), Forest Hydrology and Biogeochemistry: Synthesis
of Past Research and Future Directions, Ecological Studies 216,
DOI 10.1007/978-94-007-1363-5_35, # Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2011
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35.2 Hydrology, Biogeochemistry, and Ecosystems

in Climate Models

The first parameterizations of Earth’s land surface in atmospheric models used

aerodynamic bulk transfer equations and specified albedo, surface roughness, and

soil wetness without explicitly representing vegetation or the hydrologic cycle. The

hydrologic cycle, if included, was represented as a “bucket” in which precipitation

fills the soil to a specified water-holding capacity, beyond which rainfall runs off

(Manabe et al. 1965). Application of these models demonstrated the importance of

evapotranspiration in regulating global climate (Shukla and Mintz 1982).

Fig. 35.1 The current generation of climate models treats the biosphere and atmosphere as a

coupled system, illustrated here for the National Center for Atmospheric Research Community

Land Model. Hydrologic, biogeochemical, and ecosystem processes represented in the model

include (a) surface energy fluxes, (b) the hydrologic cycle, (c) the carbon cycle, and (d) vegetation

dynamics. The model also includes (e) land use and (f) urbanization to represent human alteration

of the biosphere (from Bonan 2008)
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Building upon the pioneering work of Deardorff (1978), model development in

the mid-1980s expanded this geophysical representation of the land surface to a

biogeophysical paradigm by addressing the full hydrologic cycle and the effects of

vegetation on energy and water fluxes (Dickinson et al. 1986, 1993; Sellers et al.

1986). These models represented plant canopies, including radiative transfer, tur-

bulent processes above and within the canopy, and the physical and biological

controls of evapotranspiration. The models partitioned evapotranspiration into the

separate fluxes of evaporation of intercepted water, soil evaporation, and transpira-

tion. The hydrologic cycle was represented as interception, throughfall, stemflow,

infiltration, runoff, soil water, snow, evaporation, and transpiration. Model experi-

ments demonstrated biogeophysical regulation of climate by vegetation, for exam-

ple, through studies of tropical deforestation (Dickinson and Henderson-Sellers

1988).

In the mid-1990s, representation of the biological control of evapotranspiration

was further advanced in a third generation of models that used the theoretical

developments of Collatz et al. (1991) to link the biochemistry of photosynthesis

with the biophysics of stomatal conductance (Bonan 1995; Sellers et al. 1996a).

These models scaled leaf processes to the plant canopy using concepts of sunlit and

shaded leaves and optimal allocation of photosynthetic resources. Model experi-

mentation identified the importance of stomata for climate simulations (Sellers

et al. 1996b), and the models provided the framework to simulate the effects of

the biosphere on atmospheric CO2 (Denning et al. 1996; Craig et al. 1998).

Formalization of dynamic global vegetation models in the late-1990s (Foley

et al. 1996; Sitch et al. 2003), and their coupling to land surface parameterizations

(Foley et al. 2000; Bonan et al. 2003), incorporated theoretical advances in biogeo-

chemistry, vegetation dynamics, and biogeography into models of the coupled

biosphere–atmosphere system. These models simulate the terrestrial carbon cycle,

plant community composition, and vegetation dynamics in relation to climate.

Model experiments demonstrated biogeophysical feedbacks from coupled clima-

te–vegetation dynamics in the Arctic, where expansion of trees into tundra

decreases surface albedo (Levis et al. 1999, 2000), and in North Africa, where

expansion of vegetation into desert similarly lowers albedo (Levis et al. 2004).

Other studies demonstrated biogeochemical feedbacks from the carbon cycle (Cox

et al. 2000; Friedlingstein et al. 2006).

Development of the current generation of biosphere models for climate simula-

tions continues to incorporate theoretical advances in hydrology, biogeochemistry,

and ecology. For example, some carbon cycle parameterizations are built from a

biogeochemical modeling heritage and do not represent individual plants, exclud-

ing key ecological principles of allometric constraints and age – structure or size –

structure that are important determinants of vegetation dynamics. A new class of

models better integrates long-term demographic and ecosystem processes with

short-term biogeophysical, biogeochemical, and hydrologic processes (Medvigy

et al. 2009). Global crop models simulate managed agroecosystems in addition to

natural ecosystems (Gervois et al. 2004; Bondeau et al. 2007). New ecological

processes added to the models have identified feedbacks from ozone and stomata
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(Sitch et al. 2007), photosynthetic enhancement by diffuse radiation (Mercado et al.

2009), peatlands and methane (Wania et al. 2009), and carbon–nitrogen biogeo-

chemistry (Sokolov et al. 2008; Thornton et al. 2009; Zaehle et al. 2010).

Scientists have a diverse array of methodologies spanning many spatial and tempo-

ral scales with which to test and inform thesemodels. Such data include ecosystem and

watershed monitoring (e.g., eddy covariance flux towers, long-term ecological

research) and experimentalmanipulation (e.g., soil warming, free-air CO2 enrichment),

as well as continental- to global-scale coverage from satellite sensors and atmospheric

monitoring of CO2. Such data are routinely used to diagnose and improve deficiencies

in the models (Oleson et al. 2008; St€ockli et al. 2008; Randerson et al. 2009).
For example, eddy covariance measurements of sensible and latent heat fluxes

identify deficiencies in soil water and surface fluxes, illustrated in Fig. 35.2 for

simulations of a temperate deciduous forest using the Community Land Model.

Version 3.0 of the model has low soil moisture compared to observations, resulting

in low latent heat flux and high sensible heat flux, especially during the growing

season. Improvements to the parameterization of infiltration, runoff, soil evapora-

tion, and groundwater in version 3.5 of the model produce wetter soil, higher latent

heat flux, and lower sensible heat flux, which better matches observations. Stand–

level synthesis of net primary production can be used to test the simulated carbon

cycle. For example, Fig. 35.3 compares the simulated net primary production of two

different biogeochemical models coupled to the Community Land Model.

35.3 Carbon Cycle–Climate Feedbacks

Undisturbed terrestrial ecosystems absorbed 2.6 Gt C y–1 during the 1990s, approx-

imately one-third of the anthropogenic carbon emission from fossil fuel combustion

and land use change during the same period (Denman et al. 2007). This carbon sink
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Fig. 35.2 Model simulations (grey lines) compared with observations (black lines) for Morgan

Monroe State Forest, Indiana, during 2003 (a) soil moisture relative to saturation at 30 cm depth;

(b) monthly latent heat flux; and (c) monthly sensible heat flux. Error bars show estimated

uncertainties of observed turbulent fluxes. The grey lines show simulations using version 3.0

and version 3.5 of the Community Land Model (from St€ockli et al. 2008)
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is expected to weaken with climate warming. Many climate models now include

terrestrial and oceanic carbon fluxes so that atmospheric CO2 concentration is

simulated in response to anthropogenic CO2 emissions. Coupled carbon cycle–

climate simulations find that the capacity of the terrestrial biosphere to store anthro-

pogenic CO2 emissions decreases over the twenty-first century, providing a positive

feedback whereby warming further increases atmospheric CO2 concentration (Frie-

dlingstein et al. 2006; Plattner et al. 2008).

The overall carbon cycle–climate feedback consists of two distinctly different

responses of the terrestrial biosphere to global environmental change. Plants respond

to increasing atmospheric CO2 through photosynthetic enhancement, and increased

land carbon uptake through this “CO2 fertilization” is a negative feedback to higher

atmospheric CO2 concentration. This carbon gain is diminished by net global carbon

loss with warming. Respiration loss increases with warming in a positive climate

feedback. Warming can enhance photosynthesis (negative feedback) in cold

regions, but decrease photosynthesis (positive feedback) in warm regions, where

greater evaporative demand dries soil. Model intercomparison finds an overall

positive feedback in which carbon cycle processes increase atmospheric CO2 at

the end of the twenty-first century (Friedlingstein et al. 2006; Plattner et al. 2008).

This interpretation of the carbon cycle is formed from models that do not include

carbon–nitrogen biogeochemistry. Decomposition of plant litter and soil organic

matter produces much of the nitrogen to support plant growth. Biological nitrogen
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Fig. 35.3 Simulated net primary production for two biogeochemical models (CASA’ and CN)

coupled to the Community Land Model compared with observations. Net primary production is
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Randerson et al. 2009)
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fixation and anthropogenic nitrogen deposition provide additional inputs. Nitrogen

availability limits plant productivity in many ecosystems, and there is insufficient

nitrogen available to sustain the CO2 fertilization simulated by the carbon cycle–-

climate models (Wang and Houlton 2009). Experimental studies confirm that low

nitrogen availability restricts plant productivity gain with CO2 enrichment (de

Graaff et al. 2006). However, soil warming can increase decomposition of organic

material and thus nitrogen mineralization, thereby reducing nitrogen limitation

(Melillo et al. 2002). These carbon–nitrogen interactions, long included by ecolo-

gists in their ecosystem models, are key regulators of ecosystem response to

warming and CO2 enrichment. Two carbon cycle–climate model simulations of

future climate change that include carbon–nitrogen biogeochemistry do indeed find

that inclusion of the nitrogen cycle decreases carbon uptake from CO2 fertilization

and changes the sign of the warming feedback so that terrestrial ecosystems gain

carbon as climate warms (Sokolov et al. 2008; Thornton et al. 2009).

Results of carbon–nitrogen models question the conclusions of carbon-only

simulations, but raise new uncertainties. The influence of nitrogen on CO2 fertili-

zation varies greatly among models (Sokolov et al. 2008; Thornton et al. 2009;

Zaehle et al. 2010). Anthropogenic nitrogen deposition can further stimulate plant

productivity (Thomas et al. 2009), but progressive nitrogen limitation caused by

accumulation of nitrogen in plant biomass and soil organic matter may diminish

productivity (de Graaff et al. 2006). Redistribution of plant species in response to

climate change alters patterns of nitrogen uptake and mineralization (Pastor and

Post 1988). The different results found with carbon–nitrogen models will moti-

vate expansion of carbon cycle–climate models to include the nitrogen cycle, as

well as other biogeochemical cycles. However, better understanding of the carbon

cycle–climate feedback requires an expansion of model capabilities. The repre-

sentation of the terrestrial biosphere in climate models has expanded from an

initial biogeophysical focus on energy and water to include biogeochemical

cycles. The models must be further expanded to represent biogeographical pro-

cesses such as land use, fire, and postdisturbance vegetation succession. For

example, few models currently account for the land use carbon flux directly

(Shevliakova et al. 2009).

35.4 Land Cover Change

Human activities have converted large regions of the world from natural forest,

grassland, and savanna ecosystems to managed cropland and pastureland (Klein

Goldewijk et al. 2007; Ramankutty et al. 2008). Between 1850 and 2005, cropland

area increased in much of the world while forest cover decreased (Fig. 35.4). Farm

abandonment resulted in an increase in tree cover in eastern United States and

Europe. This land cover change produced a net release of carbon to the atmosphere

(Denman et al. 2007). It also altered climate through biogeophysical processes at

the land surface, including surface albedo, surface roughness, and the partitioning
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Fig. 35.4 Land cover change represented in the Community Land Model version 4 (CLM4).
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of net radiation into sensible and latent heat fluxes. The biogeophysical effects of

historical land cover change are an important climate forcing, especially at regional

scales (Pitman et al. 2009).

The climate forcing from land cover change varies among the world’s ecosys-

tems (Bonan 2008). Forests generally have a lower albedo than croplands or

pasturelands, especially in snow-covered lands. Forests can also sustain high rates

of evapotranspiration. Climate model simulations indicate that tropical forests have

high rates of evapotranspiration, decrease surface air temperature, and increase

precipitation compared with pastureland. Consequently, tropical deforestation is

generally accepted to warm climate, because the warming associated with reduced

evapotranspiration offsets the cooling from the higher surface albedo of pasture-

lands. In high latitudes, climate model simulations indicate that the low surface

albedo of forests during the snow season warms climate compared to an absence of

trees. Consequently, deforestation in northern latitudes is thought to cool climate

primarily because of higher surface albedo. In mid-latitudes, higher albedo follow-

ing conversion of forest to cropland or pastureland leads to cooling, but changes in

evapotranspiration can enhance or mitigate this cooling.

The greatest uncertainty in the land cover change forcing is in mid-latitudes and

is associated with evapotranspiration (Bonan 2008). Model intercomparison sug-

gests that historical land cover change in mid-latitudes has cooled climate, but the

magnitude, and even the sign, of this simulated climate change varies due to model-

specific parameterization of albedo, evapotranspiration, and crop phenology (Pit-

man et al. 2009). Croplands have a higher albedo than forests, and parameterization

of surface albedo is a key determinant of the climate forcing. Albedo parameteriza-

tions span a range from detailed plant canopy radiative transfer algorithms utilizing

leaf optical properties to semiempirical algorithms utilizing prescribed land cover-

dependent albedo. Comparison with satellite observations can constrain simulated

albedo.

Land cover changes in evapotranspiration are less well known. Our understand-

ing of the effect of land clearing on evapotranspiration is based on the conceptuali-

zation that tall, deep-rooted trees have greater rates of evapotranspiration than

short, shallow-rooted crops and grasses because of their larger surface roughness

and greater pool of soil water to sustain evapotranspiration. Indeed, many land

surface components of climate models utilize this paradigm. Such a paradigm is

evident in observations. For example, eddy covariance flux tower measurements at

the Duke Forest show forests have greater rates of evapotranspiration than adjacent

pastureland (Juang et al. 2007). The surface cooling from this higher evapotranspi-

ration offsets the warming due to the lower albedo of forests. In Europe, remote

sensing measurements of surface temperature show little difference between forests

and crops during a wet summer, but forests are significantly greener (higher

normalized difference vegetation index) and cooler than crops during a severe

drought (Zaitchik et al. 2006). However, evapotranspiration is the sum of canopy

interception, transpiration, and soil evaporation, each of which responds differently

to land cover change. Differences among trees, grasses, and crops in stomatal

conductance also affect evapotranspiration, as does variation in leaf area index.
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The representation of land cover change can affect the climate change signal

(Pitman et al. 2009). Some models include parameterizations of crop growth and

management to simulate leaf area index; others use prescribed monthly varying leaf

area index. Some models allow multiple plant functional types within a model grid

cell; others allow only a single dominant land cover type in the grid cell.

35.5 Climate Change Mitigation

An understanding of the combined biogeophysical (albedo and evapotranspiration)

and biogeochemical (carbon cycle) effects of ecosystems remains an elusive goal.

Through these and other processes, forests can amplify or dampen climate change

arising from anthropogenic greenhouse gas emission (Bonan 2008). In tropical

forests, the negative climate forcing from strong evaporative cooling augments

the negative forcing from high rates of carbon accumulation. The climate forcing of

boreal forests is less well known. The positive climate forcing (warming) due to low

surface albedo may counter the negative forcing from carbon sequestration so that

boreal forests warm global climate. The climate benefit of temperate forests is

poorly understood. Reforestation and afforestation may sequester carbon, but the

effects of albedo and evapotranspiration are moderate compared with other forests,

and forest influences on evapotranspiration are unclear. Warming from the low

albedo of forests could offset cooling from carbon sequestration so that the net

climatic effect of temperate reforestation and afforestation is negligible, or greater

evapotranspiration by trees could augment biogeochemical cooling.

The net climate forcing through historical land use and land cover change is not

clear. The dominant competing signals from historical deforestation are an increase

in surface albedo countered by carbon emission to the atmosphere. For example,

loss of forest increases surface albedo in the eastern United States through the mid-

twentieth century until warming reduces snow cover and decreases albedo in the

late-twentieth century (Fig. 35.5). Globally, however, loss of forest releases carbon

to the atmosphere (Fig. 35.6). Climate warming over the twentieth-century may be

less than that expected from greenhouse gases alone, primarily from increased

albedo with loss of extratropical forests (Brovkin et al. 2006). Carbon emission

from land use dampens this biogeophysical cooling. Biogeophysical cooling may

outweigh biogeochemical warming at the global scale (Brovkin et al. 2004) or may

only partially offset warming (Matthews et al. 2004; Pongratz et al. 2010). The net

effect of these competing processes is small globally, but is large in temperate and

high northern latitudes where the cooling due to an increase in surface albedo

outweighs the warming due to land use CO2 emission.

Future trajectories of land use and land cover change over the twenty-first

century driven by socioeconomic needs, societal responses to climate change, and

policy implementation will also affect climate. The biogeophysical land use forcing

of climate may in some regions be of similar magnitude to greenhouse gas climate

change (Feddema et al. 2005). For example, one possible socioeconomic trajectory
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entails high greenhouse gas emission and widespread agricultural expansion with

most suitable land used for farming by 2100 to support a large global population.

The biogeophysical effects of this forest loss yield warming in Amazonia, but

cooling in mid-latitudes. An alternative storyline is low greenhouse gas emission,

with temperate reforestation (farm abandonment) and reduced tropical deforesta-

tion because of increases in agricultural efficiency and declining global population.

Temperate reforestation provides biogeophysical warming, as does tropical defor-

estation. When the carbon cycle is included, the different storylines yield similar

twenty-first century climates despite their different socioeconomic trajectories

(Sitch et al. 2005). In both storylines, net carbon loss from deforestation causes

biogeochemical warming, greatest in the high growth trajectory with widespread

agricultural expansion and weaker in the low growth trajectory with temperate

reforestation and reduced tropical deforestation. In the high growth trajectory,

widespread agricultural expansion produces strong biogeochemical warming that

offsets strong biogeophysical cooling to provide net global warming. The low

growth pathway has similar net warming because weak biogeochemical warming

augments moderate biogeophysical warming.

As climate models evolve into Earth system models with representation of

terrestrial ecosystems and their regulation of hydrological and biogeochemical

cycles, they can inform land management practices to mitigate climate change.

Reforestation, afforestation, and avoided deforestation are possible such practices.

For example, tropical afforestation may help mitigate global warming, while the

influence of temperate and boreal afforestation is more complex (Bala et al. 2007).

However, the interplay among albedo, evapotranspiration, and the carbon cycle is

not well known. These, and other, climate influences of ecosystems need to be

better understood to craft strong climate change mitigation science (Bonan 2008).

Land use policies must recognize the many forest influences, their competing

biogeophysical and biogeochemical effects on climate, and their long-term effec-

tiveness and sustainability in a changing climate.

35.6 Conclusions and Research Needs

The world’s forests influence climate through a variety of hydrological, biogeo-

chemical, and ecosystem processes (Bonan 2008). These forest–atmosphere inter-

actions can dampen or amplify anthropogenic climate change. The effects of

deforestation on biogeophysical processes (albedo, evapotranspiration) are gener-

ally thought to cool mid-latitude climate and warm tropical climate, while biogeo-

chemical processes (carbon) are thought to warm climate globally. The net effect of

these and other processes is uncertain and varies among boreal, temperate, and

tropical forests. As the climate benefits of forests become better understood, land

use policies can be crafted to mitigate climate change. These policies must recog-

nize the many ways in which forests affect climate and their long-term effective-

ness and sustainability in a changing climate.
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Global models of the biosphere–atmosphere system are still in their infancy, and

processes not yet fully understood may initiate unforeseen feedbacks. Key model

uncertainties include the interactions of the carbon cycle with other biogeochemical

cycles, especially nitrogen and phosphorus; the response to CO2 fertilization, nitrogen

fertilization, and soil warming; and human management of the carbon cycle through

land use and land cover change. The overall responses of the hydrologic cycle and

biogeochemical cycles to land use and land cover change, and their climate effects are

also poorly understood in the models.

Much of our knowledge of forest influences on climate, and our ability to inform

climate change mitigation policy, comes from models. Models of climate and the

biosphere are abstractions of complex physical, chemical, and biological processes.

Extrapolation of process-level understanding of ecosystem functioning gained from

laboratory experiments or field studies to large-scale Earth system models remains a

challenge. Monitoring studies at the ecosystem and watershed scales and large-scale

monitoring from satellite sensors provide important data to test and inform model

development. However, model development and validation must better utilize the

results of experimental manipulation studies such as soil warming and free-air CO2

enrichment to test the response of themodels to perturbations. In addition, novel model-

data fusion techniques allow estimation of model parameters, identify model errors,

provide optimal sampling strategies, and improve model simulations (Wang et al.

2009). Comprehensive model-data comparisons are the keys to gaining confidence

in the model simulations and their utility for climate change mitigation policy.
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Chapter 36

Reflections on the State of Forest Hydrology

and Biogeochemistry

Delphis F. Levia, Darryl E. Carlyle-Moses, and Tadashi Tanaka

36.1 Introduction

There is no question that research conducted by the forest hydrology and biogeo-

chemistry communities over the past several decades has vastly improved

our knowledge of the natural world. As reflected in this book, the research output

has been both prolific and of high quality, leading to an improved understanding

of water and chemical transport within and through forests. The cutting-edge

research from Hubbard Brook and other long-term sites has been key in formulating

elemental budgets and understanding the effects of stressors, such as acid rain, on

forest biogeochemistry. The myriad of more specific process-based studies of forest

hydrology and biogeochemistry, in conjunction with these longer term studies,

has permitted a wiser management and use of forests. Advances in remote sensing,

geographical information science, eddy covariance, fluorescence spectroscopy,

isotopes, and solute mixing models have been essential in understanding the

transport, modification, and fate of water, carbon, and inorganic solutes through

forested ecosystems. While much has been learned to date about the hydrological

and biogeochemical processes that cycle water, solutes, particulates, and gases

within and through forests that has led to an increased understanding among

different ecoregions and forest types, as reviewed and synthesized in this volume,

there is still a great deal to learn about the functional ecology, hydrology,

and biogeochemistry of forests.

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to highlight all of the theoretical, method-

ological, and process-based advances that have been made that enhance and

amplify our understanding of forest ecosystems. Rather, the intent of this summary

chapter is to identify some specific areas where our present knowledge remains

particularly weak and to examine and discuss opportunities to address these short-

comings in the near future. Readers seeking detailed synthesis of past research and

recommended future directions for a particular method, forest type, process, or

stressor are directed to specific chapter(s) of interest.
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36.2 Some Weaknesses in Our Current State of Knowledge

As demonstrated in this book, there are a number of research methods that could be

and are employed by forest hydrologists and biogeochemists to advance our knowl-

edge of hydrological and biogeochemical cycling in forested ecosystems. A review of

the literature shows exemplary examples of the use and application of remote sensing,

geographical information science, eddy covariance, fluorescence spectroscopy, iso-

topes, and solute mixing analyses in forest hydrology and biogeochemistry work. The

editors of this volume have specifically included themethods section in the hope that a

greater number of forest hydrologists and biogeochemists might integrate these

methods into their research as appropriate in the near future. Fluorescence spectros-

copy and solute mixing models and analyses, for example, would likely yield new

insights into the alteration of stemflow through the canopy and its fate in or through the

subsurface. It is likely that a morewidespread adoption of cutting edge sensors and the

methodological tools covered in this volume (Chaps. 2–8) would generate a more

comprehensive and detailed understanding on the cycling of water and solutes within

and through forests.

Of all the forest types covered in the volume (Chaps. 9–16), it appears that the

lowland tropical rainforest (both terra firme [covered in this volume] and seasonally

flooded) is the least well understood. This is not to say that high quality work has

not been conducted in these forests. Quite the contrary, a number of studies have

been conducted that have greatly increased our understanding of these forests, some

of which are described in Chap. 9. Our lesser understanding of these forests is partly

attributable to their complexity in terms of both species diversity and evolutionary

adaptations, such as adventitious and apogeotropic roots, that affect water and bio-

geochemical cycling but are absent fromother forest types aswell as the remoteness of

many lowland tropical forests. The remoteness of these forests necessitates consider-

able logistical planning that is very expensive, thereby limiting the length and scope of

most field experiments. However, given the vast areal extent and importance of

tropical lowland forests on local, regional, and global scales, it is paramount that

forest hydrologists and biogeochemists build upon the high quality work to date in an

effort to expand our knowledge base of these critically important forest ecosystems.

Table 36.1 lists several topical areas where the editors opine that further research

effort be directed. Chapter 18 focuses on the influence of canopy structure on

hydrological and biogeochemical fluxes. Canopy structure is complicated. Until

very recently, simply characterizing and quantifying canopy structure has been a

major challenge. We are now in the position to make significant advances in our

understanding on the effects of canopy structure on water and solute flux with the

use of high-resolution airborne LiDAR and other instrumental developments

(Table 36.1, Chap. 18). Stemflow has been and remains understudied in comparison

to other hydrological processes in forests. As described in Chap. 21, many research-

ers are increasingly acknowledging the importance of stemflow and documenting

its notable influence on hillslope hydrology. The use of fluorescence spectroscopy

can yield new insights into the importance of stemflow on biogeochemical cycling

(Table 36.1). Despite advances in our understanding of the ecohydrology and
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Table 36.1 Summary of some key weaknesses in our current state of knowledge posed as possible

research questions with some methodological tools to address knowledge gapsa

Topic of weakness Possible research questions and avenues of future research

Canopy structure How does canopy structure affect biogeochemical flux and

cycling? Do total canopy surface area and orthogonally

projected canopy area have similar or differential impacts on

water and solute flux to the forest floor? To what extent are any

effects of these canopy areas overshadowed by canopy texture,

bark microrelief, or season? Advances in LiDAR now permit

researchers to have unprecedented resolution of forest

canopies. Metrics, such as total and projected canopy area, can

be calculated for individual trees over large areas. Other laser

technologies (Chap. 18) can also be applied to investigate the

influence of canopy structure on forest hydrology and

biogeochemistry (Chap. 18)

Stemflow Is stemflow a significant contributor to soil solution or

streamflow? At what spatial or temporal scale is stemflow

important? How does stemflow chemistry change in response

to stressors? What is the quality of stemflow dissolved organic

matter? Use of solute mixing models (Chap. 8) and

fluorescence spectroscopy (Chap. 6) can permit answers to

these questions. Combined with isotopic analyses (Chap. 7),

the two above methodologies will yield a clearer picture of the

importance of stemflow in forest hydrology and

biogeochemistry (Chap. 21)

Rhizosphere hydrology

and biogeochemistry

How can we separate the hydrology and biogeochemistry of the

rhizosphere from that of the bulk soil? To what extent are roots

coupled with the canopy? How will global change affect the

rhizosphere? Advances in miniature infiltrometers, microbial

biosensors, and computed tomography can shed light on these

important questions on hydrologic redistribution by roots

and carbon dioxide dynamics in the rhizosphere (Chap. 24).

Such instruments will permit better coupling of above- and

belowground hydrological and biogeochemical processes

and cycling in forested ecosystems (Chap. 24)

Insect stressors What are the effects of canopy herbivory over the longer term? To

what extent is the aboveground flux of particulates and solutes

from insect herbivory coupled with belowground cycling?

Advances in fluorescence spectroscopy will shed further

light on the quality of dissolved organic matter from insect

infested forests. Long-term studies should be started that

examine the effects of canopy herbivory on forest hydrology

and biogeochemistry over years and decades. Ideally, such

research would be integrated into LTER and CZO sites

(Chap. 28)

Ice storms How important are ice storms as a forest stressor in deciduous

forests? Over the long term across forest types? Ho do ice

storms affect N cycling? Do ice storms lead to N limitation?

Ice storm studies conducted within LTERs with lengthy and

reliable baseline records (and eventually the CZOs as they

continue) are a prerequisite to examine the impacts of ice

(continued)
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biogeochemistry of the rhizosphere (Chap. 24), much more work needs to be done

to fully comprehend the importance of the rhizosphere on water and biogeochemi-

cal cycling. Here again, recent advances in instrumentation and methods

(Table 36.1) will yield fruitful insights as to how the rhizosphere modulates the

movement of water and solutes in the subsurface. Such work will undoubtedly

contribute to our understanding of spatial and temporal heterogeneity of water and

biogeochemical flux in forests. Insects are a major stressor of forests. Chapter 28

details the impacts of insects on forest biogeochemistry. The linkages and possible

coupling of canopy herbivory with subsurface water and biogeochemical cycling

are largely unknown (Table 36.1, Chap. 28). Future work also is needed to examine

the long-term effects of insect stressors. Ice storms are relatively frequent in many

forested areas yet relatively little is known about the effects of ice storms on forest

biogeochemistry (Table 36.1). Chapter 31 discusses some effects of ice storms on N

cycling. It is unclear whether ice storms trigger N limitation in forests and their

long-term effects.

36.3 Future Opportunities

The above paragraph and Table 36.1 allude to the importance of linking aboveground

and belowground processes in order to achieve a fuller understanding of forest

hydrology and biogeochemistry. Historically, a number of studies (many reviewed

throughout this book) have examined the effects of the forest canopy on the transfer of

water and solutes to the forest floor. An increasing number of studies have directly

linked the transfer of moisture from the canopy to the subsurface. Chapter 24 specifi-

cally discusses a double funneling effect whereby water is preferentially funneled

along branches in the canopy and roots in the subsurface. Today, there is a growing

interest in hydropedology and linkages between the canopy and subsurface. There is a

golden opportunity to capitalize on the emerging interest in hydropedology (as

espoused by Lin 2003) and to couple the canopy with the subsurface in a holistic

Table 36.1 (continued)

Topic of weakness Possible research questions and avenues of future research

storms on the forest hydrology and biogeochemistry of forests.

The use of geospatial technologies that can map the extent and

degree of damage (Chaps. 3 and 4) should be coupled with

watershed scale experiments and other methods as appropriate

to quantify any relationships between the extent of ice storm

damage and the hydrological and biogeochemical response

over time and space. Research on ice storms is timely as their

frequency may very well increase with climate change

(Chap. 31)
a Some questions and/or methodological recommendations to address them in this table are

repeated or derived from respective chapters. Chapter authors are acknowledged for their intellec-

tual contributions and readers are referred to respective chapters for further details and explanation
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manner (e.g., Li et al. 2009). Such work may very well adopt the conceptual frame-

work ofMcClain et al. (2003) and emphasize hot moments and hot spots of water and

biogeochemical cycling. Conceptualization of water and biogeochemical cycling in

terms of hot moments and hot spots will likely yield invaluable insights into the

marked temporal and spatial variability of hydrological and biogeochemical pro-

cesses. Such thinking will permit innovative experimental designs that should gener-

ate significant advances in our knowledge base.

As described in Chap. 2, wireless sensor technology and the rapid development

of new sensors will very likely affect future sampling strategies and experimental

designs. The number of sensors deployed in future research and the amount of data

they collect is likely to increase dramatically in the very near future. Forest

hydrologists and biogeochemists should take advantage of these opportunities to

answer research questions that may have been unanswerable hitherto. Experiments

that seek to better understand hot spots and their effects on biogeochemical cycling

will require a large number of sensors that relay data to computers using cellular

technologies. The voluminous amounts of data will require standardized QA/QC

protocols and a cyberinfrastructure capable of handling multiple data streams. The

US National Science Foundation funded Critical Zone Observatories (CZOs) in the

United States and Europe are currently involved in standardizing the cyberinfras-

tructure across all six US CZOs and developing data sharing protocols to ensure

widespread dissemination and use of collected data.

Forest hydrologists and biogeochemists should get involved in the CZOs and Long

Term Ecological Research sites (LTERs) to the greatest extent possible. These

community-based resources can and should be leveraged to further our understanding

on the hydrology and biogeochemistry of forests. Hubbard Brook Experimental

Forest, a LTER, clearly demonstrates the scientific value of such sites. Involvement

in LTERs and CZOs will move the frontiers of knowledge in forest hydrology and

biogeochemistry forward. The use of wireless and new sensor technologies will

deepen our knowledge and permit better stewardship of forest resources, especially

in a changing world where multiple stressors act synergistically at multiple temporal

and spatial scales to alter hydrological and biogeochemical cycling in forests.

The editors believe that the knowledge base of forest hydrology and biogeo-

chemistry will be expanded and deepened significantly over the next decade if we

avail ourselves to the opportunities described earlier. The synthesis of past research

in this volume, together with the future research directions charted in the chapters,

should position us well to make the most of these opportunities.
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